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FOREWORD

In ,fAA 6,Ughtlfj oveltl00 ije0JL6 00 tU6tOlty, the State 06
Mil1V1.e60ta hM moved to the 60lte oJW nt -lH many b-letd6 - - ,~cA..e.Ylc.e, .
medicA..ne, goveltnment, 6ine aMA, agltic.u£.:twLe, indU6tJr.y, educ.ation.
Aided by a c.ombinaUo n 06 unexc.elled natUltal lte60Ultc.u inc.tuding
6e.mle tand6, lahu, 6oltut6, and min.eltaL~, and benefiaed by an.
exJulaJta,t.{.ng c.limate, the people 0 6 M-lnne-~ota have 6Mluoned a
gJtow-lng, heaWttj and pJtO~ peltOu,6 ,~tate.
A6 ,-(6 tltue 06 m06t otheJt 6ta.,tU -In oult Union, Minne60ta hM
a-vUved at a eJU..tic.al point in a c.ompe-ti;ti.ve woJtld. We need to pa.u.,6 e
and Itev-lw OUlt PMt, while planning c.Me6ully on whelte we Me go-lng.
A6 an example., oult popui.ation i6 -lnc.JteMing. We. have 1110lte ,6 eniolt
cA..lize.n6 and rjOung6teJt6 than evelt be60lte. We wLei. be develop-lng a
icvtgelt labolt b0ltC.e.. Both ec.onomic. oppoJttwuilu and public. &acA..liilu
mLL6t be. Ite.tated to th.e Hee.d~ 06 a gltowing population. Molte ljOWtg6teJt-6
mean molte c.lM6Jt00m6; molte people. w-l;th glte.atelt mob-i.litlj and lU6uJte.
time will ft.eqtUft.e glte.ate.Jt numbeM and vatLieUe.6 00 ft.ec.Jtealional
6acA..ti.;t.,tu. we. will be. c.on6ft.onte.d w-lth th.e. need 601t molte eo o-lcA..ent
btan.6 poltta:ti.on, a wideJt va.Jtie.ttj and an -lnc.Jtea4 ed nUl1Ibeft. 06 un.it6 06
hOU6ing. We mU6t plan. c.aJte.6u,U'j the pltue.Jtvalion 06 oult wateft
fte60Ultc.e6, the 6utMe 06 OM bOJte6t6, the development 06 OM mineJtal6.
J.'e need to bLLild a bMe 60ft. the development 06 moft.e job.6.

In aU 06 ttU6, State goveJtnmeYtt mU6t playa pMt. Gove.ttnmenta£. agencA..e.6, Ct6 i6 tJtue wWt peMon6 and w,tth blL6,tnu6 U, mU6t
have goat6. In a unique pft.ogJtam popui~'j labeled Pft.oje.c.t 70, I have
M ked majolt 6tate goveJtnmental agen~.~ to ft.epoJtt -- not jU6t thuft.
hoped 60ft. goal6, bu,t to jU6U6Y th(J~ goat6, to indic.ate how they
expec.t to ac.hieve thue. goa.t6, and,j.<.naU~! to pft.Op06e the nec.e66aJtlj
6inanc.ial ,6UppO!tt to atta.-tn them.
TtU6 ft.epoJtt ft.epfte.oe.n.-t~ the woft.k 06 29 State agencA..u, aJ1d
pft.e6en.t6 a ft.eali6tic. took b~1 OWl. public. admini6t1tatoM at
the ne>d. dec.ade. Many 06 th~~e. lr.epolVU (,v-ill be. ~ubject to 6uJttheft.
evaluation 60ft. the ft.eMOn tha,t th.e.y -lnvolve. ba6-lQ public. polic.y and
the. public. inteft.~6t.
gene.Jtall~

Gene.JtaUy, the6e ft.epoJtt6 06~e.Jt a unique oppoJttuMty 60ft the
6tate. to be.ti:.eft. c.ooft.cUnate U6 planning, and pft.ov-ide.. a60undalion upon
whic.h to bt.tLe.d and to move. ahead -in the ne.>d. ten tjeaM 06 Nw Vimen6-toJ!t6
6Oft. M,[nne.6

om.

Elme.ft. L. Ande.M en
Governor

... i ....

ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION-Planning requires planning--and to coordinate the planning of the numerous agencies making up an organization as large and diverse as the Minnesota State Government
req uires a plan for planning.
The wOl':'k that resulted in this report began in October
of the Governor a Technical Coordinating Committee held its
rate PROJECT 70. The Committee included representatives of
agencIes~~representatives, from the top administrative
Tflare appointed by the Department heads

1961 when at the behest

first meeting to inaugustate departments and
levels of the Departments,

8

The Committee thrashed out the purpose and scope of PROJECT 70, conducting experiments and trial runs in an effort to arrive at a formula whereby-plans could be drawn
up that were a happy medium between uncontrolled t sprawling growth and unrealistic
dreams entirely divorced from financial and statutory reason.
The goal was to allow imagination the freedom necessary to visualize Minnesota
as it will be a decade from now and the services that will be expected of the state
government by its citizens in the 1970's§ Yet, at the same time, to approach planning
with a hard realistic attitude that w'ould take into consideration necessary limits of
resources 9 financial and otherwise, that in the end determine the amount of service
government should and is able to render.
After a series of meetings in the Coordinating Committee, representatives went
back to their departments to set up the planning effort, to supervise the work that
went into the Department report and to present the report to the Department head for
approval.
They carried with them an outline adopted by the Committee as the most reasonable
approach to the planning effort, and that outline was followed by most departments in
their PROJECT 70. reports •
The outline began, of course, with requests that the Department first look back
over its history and its present organization, for these are the foundation of any
plan. Before planning for the future it is necessary to know what has brought an organization to its present status.
Departments were ne)tt asked to report their present policy--what the objectives
I)ow.-:".,;"what speci.fic goals they had in mind in their present course of action--why
they were doing \.'I'h at they were

vye!~'3.

0

The state agencies then were asked to explain their present financing--the source
of their support and hOH the funds they recai ved were used ~ with emphasis on the last

two years to gain as current a view as possible.

One more step needed to be taken before the look into the future could be made on
a solid basis--what criteria was used by the various departments when they decided

what kind of service they should provide? What standards did they employ to determine
the nature of their services? Was the department required to operate within strict
limi ts of la~v 8 r~gulations and standards or was i t a~lowed to set its own limi tiS, to
decide itself what was needed in -its field and how it could best be provided?
The answers to those questions would certainly be a factor in the scope of the
agency f s plans.
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With this information in hand, the Departments were ready to undertake realistic'
planning, detailing the services they thought would be needed, services that would no
longer be required, facilities that must be added or that had outlived their usefulness, organizational changes made necessary by more services, personnel changes,
equipment additions, etc. They were also expected to consider changes that might result in their services because of technological developments or proposed changes in
federal legislation.
But just a presentation of plans would not be enough, it was decided. Departments were asked to tell in detail how they expected to carry out the plans, what
priorities the programs would receive and what was a reasonable time-table for beginning and completing the projects contemplated.
The next question was, of course, how much will all this cost and how much of
the cost will come in each part of the decade? No department was expected to give
specific answer to this question, but all were asked to make reasonable estimates of
the amount needed.
And finally departments were asked to indicate how they hoped to finance their
plans, where the funds might come from.
Thus, PROJECT 70 asked more of the departments than just a projection of needs
and requirements. To set goals is not enough--some positive method of attaining the
goals must also be supplied- before plans take on meaning.
The plans of the departments, the goals they have set for themselves, the steps
they expect to take to achieve them are reported here--they represent the New Dimensions For Minnesota •••••••••••••
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THERE'LL BE MORE OF US---More students in school, more cars on the highway, more services to perform for
more people--that is what is ahead for Minnesota and its government ;during the next
ten years.
In 1960 when the last federal census was taken there were 3,413,864 Minnesotans.
The Vital Statistics Section of the State Department of Health estimates there will
be 4,004,995 Minnesotans in 1973, an increase of 591,131, or slightly more than 17
per cent.
Other figures that are of interest put the number of residents over 65 years of
age in the state in 1973 at 460,573. compared to 354,351 in 1960, an increase of almost 30 per cent. The number of residents in the 21-to-64 age group, generally regarded as the economically productive age range, is expected to increase to 1,730,168
in 1973 from 1,647,104 in 1960, an increase of about 5 1/2 per cent. There will- be
1,190,465 school-age (5 to 18) Minnesotans in 1973, an increase of 30 per cent over
1960's 914,706.
Another factor that must be considered is the continuing movement of Minnesota's
population. The loss due to migration out of the state from 1950 to 1960 totaled
96,911 persons and the number of persons that will leave the state between 1960 and
1970 has been estimated at 127,894.
The continued movement of people into more heavily industrialized areas will have
a profound effect inside the state, too. In the period from 1950 to 1960~ nearly
100,000 Minnesotans moved into the Twin Cities Metropolitan area and it is estimated
that by 1970 slightly more than 50 per cent of the state's population will reside in
the Twin Cities Metropolitan complex, as compared to 44 per cent in 1960.
Population growth of the Metropolitan
at almost 21 per cent compared to a growth
state. From 1970 to 1980 the Metropolitan
cent while the rest of the state will lose

area from 1960 to 1970 has been estimated
of only 6 1/2 per cent for the rest of the
area is expected to grow another 25 per
almost 13 per cent.

For the state as a whole, 1950 marked the point when Minnesota's urban population
overtook the rural (including farm and non-farm). Between 1950 and 1960 Minnesota's
urban population grew by nearly 28 per cent while thB rural population decreased 3 per
cent. In the same period of time the total number of Minnesota farms decreased more
than 18 1/2 per cent while total acreage per farm increased almost 28 per cent.
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PROJECTION OF MINNESofA'S POPULATION, 1961-1973
SECTION OF VITAL STATISTICS
General Assumptions Underlying the Projection:
A 13-year population projection must be based upon certain assumptions regarding
future events affecting population growth. The more important assumptions underlying
this projection are:
THERE WILL BE no wars involving the United States directly within
the next decade.
THERE-WILL BE normal industrial development in Minnesota during the
next 13 years but no major population upheavals resulting from new industries within the State except the taconite project which may affect the
population of Lake and St. Louis counties.
THE-NUMBER of resident bi~ths will remain at a level of approximately
87,000 from 1961 through 1964 (the 1950 through 1959 average was 81$787;
the number of resident births in 1960 was 87~523). It is reasonable to
expect an increase in the number of resident births after 1965. The people
born early in the "baby boom" of 1945-1950 will be forming families so
that the annual number of resident births during the last half of the 19601970 decade may reach the 95,000 level without an increase in the fertility rate and will continue at this level through 1973.
THE RESIDENT death total will increase at a fairly constant rate during the next 13 years. The average annual death total for the past 10
years was 29.120. We may expect an average annual total of approximately
33 9 000 deaths during the next 13 yearse This assumes that there will be
no major finding in the field of medical science which will greatly pro~
long the average life spane
THERE WILL BE a continued movement of population out of Minnesota
into the more heavily industrialized areas o The out-migration for Minnesota from 1940' to 1950 w~s 178,034* including net loss tq the armed forces.
The loss due to migration from 1950 to 1960 was 96,911 and the estimated
out-migration from 1960 to 1970 is 127~894 and will continue at this rate
through 1973.
Method of Projecting MinnesotaYs PopUlation by County 1961-1973

A number of important factors are involved in the population growth of the counties of the state during the next 13 years. Economic conditions. industrial and agricultural developments, advances in medical science, and mnny other f~ctors influence
popUlation growth. In preparing these estimates certain general assumptions were
made. These assumptions are outlined above. The specific factors used in estimating
the future population of individual counties are discussed here.
HISTORICAL TREND IN POPULATION - The population of the county for each census·
year t 1930 through 1960 was listed and the 10-year changes were noted. Counties which
are predominantly rural (having no incorporated places of 2,500 or over) have tended
*Marshall i Douglas G. and KelleYi John De Changes in Minnesota's PopUlation by
Counties--Natu~al Increase and Net Migration.
Mimeo. September 3~ 19536
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to lose population and show a very slow rate of increase over the past 30 years. On
the other hand, the counties in the metropolitan area and those which contain cities
of 5.000 or more have. in general. shown a fairly rapid rate of increase. The population of the state has tended toward urbanization over a long period of time. This
trend may be expected to continue over the next 13 years. Increased mechanization
in agricultural production has brought about a decrease in the number of people required to produce our farm output.
POPULATION CHANGES DUE TO NET MIGRATION - The natural increase. excess of resident births over resident deaths. is available for each county for the decades 19401950 and 1950-1960. If the gain in population for a county during a 10-year period
exceeds the natural increase, the county has enjoyed an increase through migration.
Conversely, if a county has failed to increase in population by the amount of its
natural increase, it has sustained a loss due to out migration. The estimate of net
migration for the last two decades was considered in arriving at the projected population figure.
NATURAL INCREASE BY YEAR, 1950-1960 - The natural increase by year. 1950 through
1960, is available in the files of the Section of Vital Statistics. The trend in the
natural increase was weighed in preparing the county projection. A steady upward
trend in the natural increase (exceeding the rate for the state as a whole) was considered as an indication of steady population growth. A decline in the natural increase indicated a poor outlook on population growth of an area.
Weighing the above-mentioned factors, an estimate of the increase in population
for the county during the next decade was arrived at. In this procedure the element
of judgment was involved.
In accordance with the assumption regarding the birth and death rates for the
next decade, it was assumed that the rate of growth during the next five years will
be rather constant and that the rate of growth for the second half of the decade will
be constant but at a higher level than the rate for the first half. Those counties
which are decreasing in population will decrease at a less rapid rate during the
second half of the decade because of the rising rate of natural increase.
An example of the work sheet used in arriving at the estimates is shown below
together with the method employed.
County X
Year

Population

Change

1930
1940
1950
1960

9,838
10,447
9,607
8,954

609
-840
-653

Natural
Increase

Migration

Natural increase:
1950-1951
1951-1952
1952-1953
1953-1954
1954-1955

1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958
1958-1959
1959-1960

147
158
151
136
137
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143
98
101
139
114

The out migration showed a downward tendency during the 1950-1960 decade as compared with the previous decade. Assumi~g that this trend will continue, it was esti, mated that the out migration for the next decade will be 1,700. The natural increase
. for the 10-year period was 1,324 with a definite downward trend. In view of this
downward trend tit is logical to expect a natural increase of approximately 1,400 for
the next decade ( considering the expected increase in the birth rate for the last
half of the decade). The decrease in population for the county over ~he next 10 years
was estimated to be 300. The 300 was subtracted from the 1960 census figure of 8,954
and the result rounded to 8,950 for the 1970 estimate. The annual decrease for the
first half of the decade was estimated to be 50 per year and for the last half. 10
per year.
It was assumed that the rate of growth for 1971 through 1973 would be the same
as that for 1965-1969.
Projection of Population by Age Groups, 1961-1973
In projecting the total population of Minnesota, it was assumed that the annual
increase from 1960 through 1964 would be uniform, and the increase from 1965 through
1973 would be, uniform but would increase at a more rapid rate than the rate for the
first half of the decade. The age distribution was estimated by assuming certain
changes in the percentage composition of the population.
A comparison of the per cent distribution of the population for the 1950 and the
1960 census ,years was made. These percentage chffi1ges were projected to 1970 on the
basis of what could reasonably be expected as a result of birth and death rates and
mig'ration trends anticipated within the next 10 years. Thus projected percentage
distribution of the 1970 population was obtained.
The second assumption was that the 1960 distz'ibution would remain fairly constant for the period 1961 through 1963 t an intermediary distribution would prevail
from 1964 through 1967 and the 1970 would prevail from 1968 through 1973.
These projected distributions are:
1960-1963

1964-1967

1968-1973

All Ages

100.00

100.00

100000

Under 1 year
1 - 4 Years
II
6
5
7 - 16
"II
18
17
II
19 - 20
II
64
21
65 years and over

2.51
9.67
4.,60
19.20
3,,00
2,,39
48.25
10.38

2,,50
10.18
5,,15
20,,06
3 e 05
2.28

2.50
10.70
5,,70
20" 93
3009'
2.18
43,,40
11.50

-

-

45t!83

10.95

In analyzing the year to year changes for specific age groups there are a number
of apparently inconsistent changes in the composition of the population. The actual
year to year' cha~ges will not be as abrupt as those shown in these estimates but the
estimates suggest the trend in the population pattern.
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1960 Census Population of Minnesota by County and Projected
Annual Population
of April 1~ 1961-1973

as

1960
Census

County

1'7,687

23 11 050
17 11 787

15 11 820
16f1370
13,419
1.1-1,180
8,489

271)926

Dakota

17,587

16,1.20

27~676

Dodge

27 i1932

28 11 282

21~358

21 11 508

16:1)720

16,420
16 9 320
13,419
39 t 780

16\)320
13 9 419
39 ~080
8 11 86 1+

8 91 739

33 9 °35

81)364

3,537

321)434

80,803

85tj803

32f1534
88l)303

l:j [1334

13 t 409

13 11 484

.13 11 559

2-1--$1343
23,715
23 9 748
38,265
33 e160

21,373
23,765
23,728

21~403

- 21 11 433
23 11 865

33 9 285

33t\410

8,795

8~720

Bi\6 1.t5

858~354

873.851..

889 11 354

16,763

16~938

Hubbard

.l6 1l 588
9 ~1962

9 ,84·2

Isanti

13 530

131'605

9 t 722
13.680

17 11 113
9,602
13 11 755

Itasca

38\)006

Jackson.
Kanabec

15i\501

381\506
15 t14·26

39 9 006
151>351

Kandiyohi
Kittson

29

8 !II 8'70
81+2 y/85 1+

15~520

16,420
13 11 500
41,880

16 ~326

381)641

37~891

29j}682

3rg497

23 11 815
23f1708
39,016

23~768

28,676
29 11 332
22,,258

16~286

781)303
13!)259

Goodhue

40 11 L.80
8,,614

8~704

47~385

3,Lj·57

3 9 417
16,206
321)234

21\}31-a
23 11 685

16,320
13,419

8,754
46~785

16,2 L+6
32 ,l 334
83.303

3'1 377
16,,166
32 ~134

Douglas
Faribault
Fillmo.re
Freeborn

Grant
Hennepin
Hcniston

11,432
107,.733
23,059
23,000
17,930

22,959

8 II 801~
46,185
28,426
28 ~982
22 11 008

Carlton
Carver

~ving

112'537
103,416

23:)125

8,854
45,585
28,176
28,632
21,758

17~387

Bl'ov.m

C!'Oi,,'

99~g16

23jl159

23,759
23 11 350
8,904

Cook
Cottonwood

3,6611'1 696

23~200

23 t1 959
23,425
l7 1l 287

92 11 916
23fj559
23 11 275
17,487

44 11 985

Cleary; ater

3,612;765
111&662

1.1 9 912

89 )1+16

8~954

Chisago

1966

11 11 727
96,1..16
23 11 359

12,037

851)916

44~385

Clay

1965

1963

12~162

Ston-e
Blue Earth

Cass
Chippe1,l13

1962

3,4531\472

State Total
,

Aitkin
Anoka
Becker
Beltrami
Benton

1961

28~926
2'2~508

15,220
16,q·70
131)525
421'1 580
8 9 239
3,577
16,366
32~634

90 t 803
13 11 634

8 11 694
48,108
29,241
30 11 146
221'l928

15,036
161'l576
1.3~600

43,660
8 11 151
3~632

16,433

321'1 807
93 11 643
13~727
21~530

23 11 698
39.,391
33,535

21 »1~·63
23,915
23,678
39,766
33,660

8\>570
904,854
179)288

8,495
920\1354
172)463

9 SJI+82

9,362

13 9 830

13~905

40,006
15 t 201

LtG \1506

411\106

15,176

15!1 141

23!l992
23,662
40,,213
33»848
8~470
936~883

17'IJ770

9,230
14\t065

8,997

8t,0987

39,506
15 11 276
8 s 977

8~967

8 11 957

30 ",237

30~362

30 t1+87

30,612

8,947
30jl790

8 \;3l~·3

30 0 112
8,253

8~163

8 t 073

7\)983

7,893

7~823

Koochi ching
I.»ac Qui' PaT.'le

18\1;190

18,290

18~390

la~330

12\)930

Lake
I.gake of

1~3

14 (f.102

13 9 130
14&502

18,490
13 \'\030

18 9 590

13 11 230

14~902

15,302

181'1 690
12,830
15,702

18,852
12,764
16 1 162

U, \\10L~

4· ~054

20 ~1.~06

20j}531

41')024
20,705

the Woods
Le Sueur

9~007

87

$l

702

l~ ~,30/.j.

19~906

4 1t 15 /+

20\}281

County

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

3.711.247

3,760.368

3,809,353

3,857.970

3.906,979

3.955,988

4,004.995

11,327
112,050
23,159
23,000
18,073

11,222
116,367
23,259
23,000
18,216

11,117
120,684
23,359
23,000
18,359

11.000
125.000
23,500
23,000
18.500

10,891
129,317
23,614
23,000
18,642

10 ,782
133,634
23 11 728
23,000
18,784

10,673
137,951
23,842
23,000
18,926

Big Stone
Blue Earth
Brown
Carlton
Carver

8,684
48,.831
29,556
30,610
23,348

8,674
49,554
29,871
31,074
23,768

8,662
50,277
30,186
31,538
24,188

8,650
51,000
30,500
32,000
24,600

8,639
51,723
30,815
32,464
25,017

8,628
52,446
31,130
32,928
25,434

8,617
53 11 169
31,445
33,392
25,851

Cass
Chippewa
Chisago
Clay
Clearwater

14,852
16,682
13,700
44,740
8,063

14 11 668
16,788
13,800
45,820
7,975

14,484
16,894
13,900
46,900
7,887

14,300
17,000
14,000
48,000
7,800

14,116
17,106
14,100
49,087
7,712

13,932
17,212
14,200
50,174
7,624

13,748
17,318
14,300
51,261
7,536

Cook
Cottonwood
Crow Wing
Dakota
Dodge

3,687
16,500
32,980
96,483
13,820

3,742
16,567
33,153
99,383
13,913

3,797
16,634
33,326
102,163
14,006

3,850
16,700
33,500
105,000
14,100

3,905
16,767
33,673
107,840
14,193

3,960
161/834
33,846
110,680
14,286

4,015
16,900
34,019
113,520
14,379

Douglas
Faribault
Fillmore
Freeborn
Goodhue

21,597
24,069
23,646
40,660
34,036

21,664
24,146
23,630
41,107
34,224

21,800
24,300
23,600
42,000
34,600

21,867
24,377
23,584
42,447
34,788

21,934
24,454
23,568
42,894
34,976

22,000
24,531
23,552
43,341
35,164

Grant
Hennepin
Houston
Hubbard
Isanti

8,445
953,412
18,077
9,098
14,225

8,420
969,941
18,384
8,966
14,385

8,395
986,470
18,691
8,834
14,545

8,370
1,003,000
19,000
8,700
14,700

8,295
1,019,529
19,307
8,568
14,860

8,220
1,036,058
19,614
8,436
15,020

8,145
1,052,587
19,921
8,304
15,180

Itasca
Jackson
Kanabec
Kandiyohi
Ki ttson

41,706
15,106
8,937
30,968
7,753

42,306
15,071
8,927
31,146
7,683

42,906
15,036
8,917
31,324
7,613

43\1500
15,000
8,900
31,500
7,550

44,100
14,965
8,890
31,678
7,480

44,700
14,930
8,880
31,856
7,410

45,300
14,895
8,870
32,034
7,340

Koochiching
Lac Qui Parle
Lake
Lake of
the Hoods
Le Sueur

19,014
12.698
16,622

19,176
12,632
17,082'

19,338
12,566
17,542

19,500
12,500
18,000

19,662
12,434
18,460

19,824
12,368
18,920

19,986
12,302
19,380

3,994
20,879

3,964
21,053

3,934
21,227

3,900
21,400

3,870
21,574

3,840
21,748

3,810
21,922

State Total
Aitkin
Anoka
Becker
Beltrami
Benton

21,731 .
24,223
23,614
41,554
34,412
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1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Lincoln
Lincoln
Lyon
McLeod
Mahnomen
Marshall

9,651
22,655
24,401
6,341
14,262

9,576
22,705
24,501
6,266
14,197

9,501
22,755
24,601
6,191
14,132

9,426
22,805
24,701
6,116
14,067

9,351
22,855
24,801
6,041
14,002

9 t 276
22,905
24,901
5,966
13,937

9,231
22,994
25,041
5,921
13,890

Martin
Meeker
Mille Lacs
Morrison
Mower

26,986
18,887
14,560
26,641
48,498

27,211
18,907
14,490
26,716
49,098

27,436
18,927
26,791
49,698

27,661
18,947
14,350
26,866
50,298

27,886
18,967
14,280
26,941
50,898

28,111
18,987
14,210
27,016
51,498

28,389
19,020
14,150
27,133
52,198

Murray
Ni collet
Nobles
Norman
Olmsted

14,743
23,196
23,365
11,253
65 t 532

14,743
23,421
23,540
11,112
67 t 282

14,743
23,646
23,715
10,971
69,032

14,763
23,871
23,890
10 t 830
70,782

14,783
24,096
24,064
10,689
72,532

14,803
24,321
24,240
10 t 548
74,282

14,833
24,621
24,462
10,428
76,426

Otter Tail
Pennington
Pine
Pipestone
Polk

48,960
12,468
17,004
13,605
36,182

48,835
12,443
16,879
13,620
36,222

48,710
12,418
16,754
13,635
36,262

48 t 585
12,393
16,629
13,650
36,302

48,460
12,368
16,504
13,665
36,342

48,335
12,343
16,379
13,680
36,382

48,235
12,323
16,304
13,714
36,446

Pope
Ramsey
Red Lake
Redwood
Renville

11,914
422 1 525
5 1 830
21,718
23,249

11 1 864
428,525
5 1 755
21,788
23,219

11,814
434,525
5,680
21,858
23,189

11,764
440,525
5,605
21,928
23,159

11 1 714
446,525
5,530
21,998
23,129

11,664
452,525
5,455
22,068
23\1099

11,641
459 II 820
5 1 384
22,154
23,079

Rice
Rock
Roseau
St. Louis
Scott

38,988
11\1864
12,154
231,588
21,909

39,313
11,944
12,094
232,988
22 t 399

39,638
12,024
12 t 034
234,388
22,898

39,963
12\1104
11 1 974
235,788
23,379

40\1288
12,184
11,914
237,188
23,869

40\1613
12,264
11 t 854
238 t 588
24,359

40,990
12,381
11,814
240,870
24,959

Sherburne
Sibley
Stearns
Steele
Stevens

12,861
16,228
80,345
25,029
11,262

13,036
16,278
81,270
25,404
11,337

13,211
16,328
82,195
25,779
11,412

13,386
16 t 378
83,120
26,154
11,487

13,561
16,428
84,045
26,529
I1 t 562

13,736
16,478
84,970
26,904
11,637

13,949
16 t 560
85,970
27,323
11,762

Swift
Todd
Traverse
Wabasha
Wadena

141}936
23,119
7,503
17,007
12,199

14,956
23,034
7,453
17,037
12,214

14,976
22,949
7,403
17,067
12,229

14,996
22,864
7,353
17,097
12,244

15,016
22,779
7,300
17,127
12,259

15\)036
22,694
7,253
17,157
12,274

15\)069
22,635
7,223
17,207
12,299

Waseca
Washington
Watonwan
Wilkin
\vinona

16 11 041
52 11 432
14,460
10,650
40,937

16,201
54,432
14,540
10,720
41,137

16,361
56,432
14,620
10,790
41,337

16,521
58,432
14,700
10,860
41,537

16,681
60,432
14,780
10,930
41,737

16,841
621\432
14,860
11,000
41,937

17,053
64,746
14,968
11,090
42,210

Wright
Yellow Medicine

29,935
15,523

30,210
15,543

30,485
15,563

30,760
15,583

31,035
15,603

31,310
15,623

31,638
15,648

14,4~0
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1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

Lincoln
Lyon
McLeod
Mahnomen
Marshall

9,186
23,083
25,181
5,876
13,843

9,141
23,172
25,321
5,831
13,796

9.096
23,261
25,461
5,786
13,749

9,050
23,350
25,600
5,750
13,700

9,005
23,439
25,740
5,705
13,653

8,960
23,528
25,880
5,660
13,606

8,915
23,617
26,020
5,615
13,559

Martin
Meeker
Mille Lacs
Morrison
Mower

28,667
19,053
14,090
27,250
52,898

28,945
19,086
14,030
27,367
53,598

29,223
19,119
13,970
27,484
54,298

29,500
19,150
13.900
27,600
55,000

29,778
19,183
13.840
27,717
55,700

30,056
19,216
13,780
27,834
56,400

30,334
19,249
13,720
27,951
57,100

Murray
Nicollet
Nobles
Norman
Olmsted

14,863
24,921
24,684
10,304
78,570

14,893
25 11 221
24,906
10,188
80,714

14,923
25,521
25,128
10,068
82,858

14,950
25,800
25,350
9,950
85,000

14,980
26,100
25,572
9,830
87,144

15,010
26,400
25,794
9,710
89,288

15,040
26,700
26,016
9,590
91,432

Otter Tail
Pennington
Pine
Pipestone
Polk

48,135
12,303
16,229
13,748
36,510

48,035
12,283
16,154
13,782
36,574

47,935
12,263
16,079
13,816
36,638

47,850
12,250
16,000
13,850
36,700

47,750
12,230
15,925
13,884
36,764

47,650
12,210
15,850
13,918
36,828

47,550
12,190
15,775
13,952
36,892

Pope
Ramsey
Red Lake
Redwood
Renville

11,618
467,115
5,333
22,240
23,559

11,595
474,410
5.282
22,326
23,539

11,572
481,705
5,231
22,412
23.519

11,550
489,000
5,200
22,500
23,000

11,527
496,295
5,149
22,586
22,980

11,504
503,590
5,098
22.672
22,960

11,481
510,885
5,047
22,758
22,940

Rice
Rock
Roseau
St. Louis
Scott

41,367
12,498
11.774
243,152
25,559

41,744
12,615
11.734
245,434
26.159

42,121
12.732
11.694
247,716
26,759

42,500
12.850
11,650
250,000
27,400

42,877
12,967
11,610
252,282
28,000

43,254
13.084
11,570
254,564
28,600

43.631
13,201
11,530
256,846
29,200

Sherburne
Sibley
Stearns
Steele
Stevens

14.162
16,645
86,970
27.742
11,887

14,375
16,730
87,970
28,161
12,012

14,588
16,815
88.970
28,580
12,137

14,800
16,900
90,000
29,000
12.250

15.013
16,985
91.000
29,419
12,375

15.226
17.070
92.000
29,838
12,500

15,439
17.155
93,000
30,257
12,625

Swift
Todd
Traverse
Wabasha
Wadena

15,102
22,576
7,193
17,257
12,324

15,135
22,517
7,163
17,307
12,349

15,168
22,458
7,133
17,357
12,374

15,200
22,400
7,100
17,400
12,400

15,233
22,341
7,070
17,450
12,425

15,266
22,282
7,040
17,500
12,450

15,299
22,223
7,010
17,550
12,475

Waseca
Washington
Watonwan
Wilkin
Winona

17,265
67,060
15 9 °76
11,180
42,483

17,477
69,374
15,184
11»270
42,756

17,689
71,688
15,292
11,360
43 9 029

17,900
74,000
15,400
11.450
43 9 300

18,112
76 9 314
15,508
11 9 540
43»573

18,324
78 .. 628
15 .. 616
11,630
43,846

18,536
80,942
15,724
11,720
44 9 119

Hright
Yellow Medicine

31,966
15,673

32,294
15,698

32,622
15,723

32,950
15,750

33»278
15,775

33,606
15,800

33,934
15 9 825
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1960 Census Population and ~rojected Population by Selected Age Groups
Minnesota t 1961-19?3

1960

Age Group
All Ages
Under 1 ye~
1. ,. 4. years
5 .- 6
"
~

11 - 18

1961

1962

1963

3~4!3~8S4

3t453~472

3 9 493.211

3lt532~940

aa

n:

8.i~698

Age Group

196,1

-=

83.555'

3.572r;817

1965
3w612~765

1966
3 t 661,,696

89,322

90,319

91 t 542

363,II 119

312~161

162".515

188 t 517

~894

184,,003
116

367
186,.057

.lO5~999

~O8.951

llO~168

734.423
111,,659

84,505

Bl a 594
1.637
391

82,505

83~622

~ ..GS5.130

1.~678,,155

395 9 598

.951

.l~104

367,,011

358.816

1964

341,635
5551: 296

~
20
if
2.1 - 64
&5 years and over

19
i.

Census

¢

t

All Ages
Under 1. year
1+ years
1 ~
6
5 -

16

n~

17 - 18
19 = 20

tt

1

=

.,"

21 - 64
65 ye.ars and over

3fi:71.l

1.969
3s<760~36e

94 DOO9

92 t 781
377 11:805

402i"360

19.11&130

2~4t341

144~361

'181,O?6

'1132-170
84.154
1~700 !ta6S
406,381

116.323
81~801

Ilt631~999

432.443

3jl809

95.234
407,501
21'.133
191 t339
117,838
82 ,,873

1.653,259
438,016

1910

iJ.910
96~449

412,802
219 t 904
807.514
119~343

83~930

1 t674 ,359
443.669

1971
3j>906~919

97 ~674
418

1973

1912
3~9SS.988

4

9a~900

lOO~125
428~535

222~697

423 t 290
225.492

811~174

828,,032

838~291

120~858

122~315

.123 t890

86,063
1.116~a98

87,129
1,138 t 168

454.938

460,573

84.996
1.695~629

449,304

228~284
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SECTION I
OUR HUMAN RESOURCES
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the -6tat.e .6hould 066e.JL.
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~
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b!J
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0
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the. Mvtnuota H-i.J.>toJU.c.a.l

A look at the next ten yeOJLO by the.-6e. agenciu

appe.a.~ ~n.

th.-<A

1

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
Minnesota's first State Superintendent of Schools was Edward O'Neill, elected
in 1860. The last of 12 State Superintendents was Carl G. Schultz who served from
1909 - 1919. He made six proposals for legislation in 1918, of which the first
called for the creation of a State Board of Education.
The 1919 Legislature, under Chapter 334, created the State Board of Education
composed of five citizens appointed by the Governor for a term of five years. Chapter 334 has been amended by succeeding legislatures but its main features have remained. This law, as amended, is the present authority under which the State Board
of Education and the Department of Education are operating. It will be found in
Minnesota Statutes 1961, Section 121.02.
The State Board of Education first met May 19, 1919, but adjourned until June
2, when the board elected a Commissioner of Education, as required by law, and adopted a plan of organization for the Department of Education. The plan provided for
the exercise of the functions formerly vested in the State Superintendent of Education, "the State High School Board, and the State Library Commission.
At the same time the Board, acting as the State Board for Vocational Education
and in cooperation with the Department of Labor and Industry, established the
Division of Re-education and Placement of Injured Persons.
At its first annual meeting on August 5, 1919, the Board received an inventory
of the property of the Department, established regUlations for the work of the Department, approved a budget system, and provided for bonds for those employees who
handled money. Rules governing the several classed of schools under the direction
of the Board were adopted, and the issuance and publishing of bulletins was provided
for.
At the present time the State Board of Education consists of seven members
appointed by the governor for a term of seven years. The members receive $25 for
each day actually spent in the performance of their duties and all necessary expenses.
One member is chosen annually as pr'esident. The Board holds its annual meeting at
the'State Capitol on the first Tuesday in August.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The functions and services of the Department are defined as the comprehensive
responsibilities assigned by the Legislature. The functions may be classified as
follows:
REGULATORY
Since the state has delegated broad authority to local school districts for the
management and operation of educational programs, the LegiSlature has established
safeguards to guarantee minimum performance. Minnimum standards have been establishedby law or by rules of the State Board of Education in conformity with powers granted it by the Legislature. The proper exercise of the regulatory function is directed
to the end of developing leadership and initiative on the local level.
The chief purposes of regUlation are to assure protection of the lives and
- 3 -

health ,of the state's children and youth. a basic minimum in both scope and quality
of the instructional program. efficiency in educational administration, safety and
economy in the use of public school funds; an educated citizenry.
LEADERSHIP
Leadership functions serve to assist local school authorities in exceeding the
minimum requirements expressed in the standards& It fosters improvement through the
development of local initiative and experimentation.
Planning is on a state-wide basis but is intended to supplement rather than supplant local planning.
Research is concerned primarily with exploring the objectives of education and
finding better ways of doing things that need to be done and is a basic function of
the Department.
Consultative services of the Department seek to give competent advice based
upon the most recent research and study of eduoational problems.
The Department's goal is the elimination of gaps in educational service. the
prevention of over-emphasis and under-emphasis on partioular services and the elimi.
nation 'of dupiication of effort&
OPERATION FUNCTIONS
Operati~n functions refer to direct responsibilities for establishing and maintaining schoolsD colleges, classesi cultural and educational institutions of special
types of programs of service directed to the public at large~ and programs of
servioes to individuals.

ORGANIZATION
Division of Business and Legal Services
The function of this division
dlrecting t planning, and coordinating the legal
and business activities of the Department.

THE LEGAL SERVICES SECTION handles all legal matters pertaining to the public
education system. When requested~ specific questions are directed to the Attorney
General's' office for interpretations and opinions.
THE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, SECTION is'1,:t'esponsible for departmental bUdgets t account...

ing. auditing t disbursements~ fiscal reports~ payrolls. office procedures. personnel
matters. office supplies t office equipment t and incoming and outgoing.mail.

THE STATE AIDS AND STATISTICS SECTION is ~esponsible for the calcUlation and
distribution
state and federal aids, collection and analysis of various statistics t
calculation of costs per pupil unit~in ave~age daily attendance. preparation of reports& collection and analysis of data on
valuation and tax ratest and the
codification of forms and bulletins.

of

THE SCHOOL PLANT CONSTRUCTION t PLANNING. AND DtVELOPMENT SECTION provides advisory and consultative services to school districts ~ega~ding school construction and
equipment~ and reviews and approves school sites and plans_
THE PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SECTION provides adviso~y 'and conSUltative services to
school districts regarding pupil transportatioh. supervises pupil transportation
routes, conduots school bus olini~s and schools of instruotion for school bus drivers,

~OVERNOR

OF MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

ORGANIZATION CHART

COMMJSSIONER OF EDUCATION

DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL
REHAB. & SPEC IAL EDUC.

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
Administrative

Statistics

Services
Section

and

Elementary & Secondary
SchocJ. section (includ-

State

Special

Education
Section

ing Junior College and

Aid Section

Mill t Education)

Agriculture
Corrmunity

SChool Lunch
Section

Planning and
Development

Business Educabon

Curriculum Development

Pupil

• I Transportation

Elementary Unit

Secondary Unit

Guidance

Unit

School

~braries

Placement

Old Age and
Survivors
Library Extension

Insur.ance

Section

Section

Textbook
Library I

Certific?-tion

School plant
Con~ tnlC' t ion,

Homemaking

Junior Colleges

Section
Trade and

Industrial
Private

~e

Adul t Education Unit

Physical Education
and Heal th Unit

Schools

Audio-Visual Unit
. Area Vocational
SchoGls

School

Reorgani7~tion

SpecIal Supervisors.
MathenVttlcs Laboratory

Indian

F~ucation

North Centt'al Assoc.

Teacher Trainl.ng

Rural Libraries

Vocational
Rehabilitation
Section

develops and recommends safety standards~ contacts m~nufacturers of school transportation equipment and accessor'ies about developments and needed changes. confers with
special groups on pupil transportation problems and trends, works with other state
agencies on related phases of pupil transportation p reviews transportation contracts
and reports and calculates the transportation reimbursement aids ~o school districts.
THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL LUNCH SECTION reviews and approves applications and claims
from schools, institutions, and welfare agences for reimbursement aids· for school
lunch, special school milk and donated foods programs; establishes and supervises
storage and warehouse facilities; plans and supervises distribution of donated foods;
calculates the amount of federal and state funds for school lunch and special school
milk programs; conducts workshops; visits schools; and prepares and distributes newsletters giving information for this program.
THE TEXTBOOK LIBRARY UNIT maintains a file of every textbook sold, used or exchanged in this state; keeps necessary records of textbooks by publisher and subject
matter, sees that a surety bond is filed by the publisher, and maintains ,a list of
prices of textbooks in keeping with the law.
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
The function of this division is directing. planning and coordinating the educational programs in all public schools of the state from kindergarten through junior
college.
THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL SECTION makes recommendations for classifying ungraded and graded elementary and secondary schools, provides consultative services and school visitations, assists in the preparation of administrative bulletins
and manuals, and directs other administrative units' activities as follows:
Elementary Schools: Provides consultative and advisory services on instructional and operational problems to kindergarten, ungraded, and graded elementary schools;
consultative services relating to superintendents' and county school officers' meetings; conducts teacher institutes; provides for the visitation of schools; and prepares
outlines for use of teachers.
Secondary Schools: Provides consultative and advisory services to junior and
senior secondary schools, six-year secondary schools, four-year secondary schools, and
secondary school departments; provides for the visitation of schools; and assists in
the preparation of administrative bulletins and manuals.
Curriculum Development: Develops and prepares curriculum guides for the improvement of instruction in public schools, directs the state testing and examination program, and evaluates elective courses not previously approved.
Indian Education: Supervises Indian schools and the program of Indian students
in other schools, and administers the Indian scholarship program. A branch office is
maintained at Bemidji.
Junior College and North Central Association: Provides consultative and advisory
services to the public junior colleges and to Minnesota secondary schools that are
members of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
SUbject Matter Specialists: Consists of staff specialists in science, language
arts, mathematics, foreign languages, and gifted pupil programs; is responsible for
the review of these subjects in the curricula of all schools; and makes recommendations for expanding and improving the courses offered in elementary and secondary
schools.
- 6 -

Minnesota National Laboratory: Conducts experimental programs to evaluate new
methods and curriculum material in the. elementary and secondary schools. The work
of the laborato~y has been largely in the field of mathematics but the program is
now expanding into ~ther areas of the curriculum~
Adult Education Unit: Provides consultative and advisory services to schools
conducting adult education programs t visits schools~ organizes and conducts workshops9 develops teaching methods and instruction material~ and provides liaison between local~ state~ regional and national adult education associations& Conducts
survival preparedness classes for teachers to prepare them for teaching classes in
local communities.
Audio-Visual Unit: Provides consultative and advisory services to schools;
conducts workshops and conferences; maintains a tape recording service for education
programs and a library of tape recordings for distribution to schools; prepares
practice tapes for elementary foreign language programs supplementing television
presentationsl'l

Physical a.nd Health Education Unitg Provides consultative and advisory services to schools; visits schools; conducts workshops~ conferences and institutes;
directs driver"training program; supervises statewide programs in health t physical
education t safety ed~cation~ and recreation; and administers nur.se scholarship
program &
School Reorganization Unit: Provides consultative and advisory services to
school districts on reorganization~ consolidatioD~ dissolutioD t and annexation; and
prepares materials for use by local school officials and State Advisory Committee on
Reorganization
II

THE TEACHER PERSONNEL SECTION is made up of these units:
Teacher Certification and Accreditation of Teacher Preparation Institutions
Unit: Issues D renews~ and records all Minnesota teaching certificates and develops
regulations relative to issuance and renewal for adoption by the State Board of Education; evaluates teacher preparation programs of colleges and assists in developing
programs to assure adequate preparation of teachers; compiles information on college
graduates in educatione
Teacher Placement Unit: Registers and assists teachers in securing employment
in schools and assists school officials in securing teachers o
THE LIBRARY SECTION has' the follo\'ling units:

Rural Library Extension and Public Library Developme.nt Unit: Directs service
to public libraries and individuals without library service; maintains traveling libraries; provides advisory and consultative services to public libl'aries ~ library
boards t and local officials; and recommends state-federal aids to rural pUblic
libraries 0
"
School Library Unit: Provides consultation~ advice~ and supervkskon to all public school libraries regarding materials t programs~ equipment b quarters~ and personnel; provides for the visitation of schools; develops and issues guides and lists of
mat'erials & manuals ~ etc. \) and assists the Teachel"l Personnel Section in the certification of librarians0

THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SECTION is responsible for the development~ supervision
and improvement of practical arts programs, general and vocational. These programs
include the areas of a~riculture9 homemaking t business and distributive education~

and trade and industrial education. This section also supervises private trade
schools and the pra.ctical nursing prQgram.
The vocationa~ programs qonsist of pre-employment day school. part-time. and
evening courseso The Section directs and supervises such high school youth organizations as Future Farmers of America, Future Homemakers of America. and Minnesota
Diversified Vocations Club. It also prepa~es standards and plans for each major
fi~ld of vocational service. advises school administrators. plans and -directs research
projects. assists in the planning and preparation of instructional material, determines and calculates federal and state .vocational aids to schools. develops standards
and criteria for veterans' education training program, reviews applications for vocational teachers' certificates for the Teacper Personnel Section. and prepares bulletins and publications in the vocational field.
.
This section is divided into six major units: agricultural education, distributive and bu·s".lrfe'ss· education, guidanoe and counseling. homemaking education, trade and
industrial education, and private trade school.
Division of Vooational Rehabilitation and Special Education
The function of this division is to plan, direct and coordinate the activities
of vocational rehabilitation and special education.
THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SECTION,provides direct services to the citizens
of the state. It assists disabled people to prepare for or return to employment by
providing various services such as medical services and evaluations, vocational guidance and counseling, training. physical restoration. purchase of tqols and equipment, .
aid in finding employment, and follow-up while on the job.
The Section maintains nine offices outside the Twin City area and cooperates
with and is in close contact with various rehabilitation facilities such as rehabilitation centers~ sheltered workshops. and training agencies, and from time to time may
make grants to improve or establish other needed facilities. The section has a medical advi-sory eommitteeas well, as~districtmedical consultants who~review all medical
data and also maintains close working relationships with public and private agencies
working with the handicapped.
.
THE OLD AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE SECTION determines the eligibility of individuals who apply' for disability payments.under the Old Age and Survivors Insurance
.Program. It refers to the general vocational rehabilitation program those persons
who might ~e helped by reh~ilitation services.
THE SPECIAL EDUCATION SECTION provide$ advisory and consultative services to
school districts regarding classes in spec~al education for handicapped children
,(mentally retarded. visually impaired, hearing impaired. defective speech~ physically
handicapped. emotionally disturbed and neurologically impaired); confers with professional people in state departments. pub+ic and private agencies in program devel- '
opment; organizes in-service training for teachers of handicapped children; develops
standards for teacher education; prepares publications and reports; and calculates
reimbursement aids for school districts having special classes.
EXPECTATIONS 1961-1971
The expectations for education in Minnesota during the next years are based upon
conservative estimates of the ~umbers of pupils in average daily attendance. Five
assumptions have been made:
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THAT THE BIRTH RATE will remain at the present level and that the rate of increase in numbers of 'children in school'will be somewhat slower after 1965 because
the large numbers of children born in 1946 and thereafter will be graduating from
school as compared with the smaller numbers now passing out of the school age population. After 1965 larger graduating classes will somewhat offset the larger
numbers of children entering school.
THAT THE INCIDENCE

of migration to and out of the state will remain the same.

THAT THE RATIO of nonpublic to public school enrollments will remain unchanged.
THAT A MILD inflationary trend will continue.
THAT A LARGER'proportion of pupilS will be in high school where unit costs are
higher than in the elementary grades. This will cause a greater increase in costs
than'in enrollemnts.
These assumptions are the same as those used in previous predictions of school
enrollments and costs made by the Department. In each case the predictions were
exceeded within ,three years.
The number of pupils in average daily attendance is expected to increase from
This amounts to an increase of 27 per
cent. When the adjustment is made for secondary school pupils in average daily attendance by counting them as one and one-half elementary pupilS units. the weighted
units are expected to increase from 728.975 in 1959-60 to 941&475 in 1970-71. This
amounts to an increase of 29 per cent (see Table I and Chart 1).
629.612 in 1959-60 to 797.642 in 1970-71.

TABLE I
¥UPILS IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE AND
PUPIL UNITS IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
194-7-4-8 through 1970-71

Year
1947-48
1948.... 49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

Pupils in Average
Daily Attendance

Pupil Units in Average
Daily Attendance
469.068
484.224
496 t 459
S09 t 950
52 lt t l83
545.574
574 t 592
'602.657
627.205
6491)642
669 t 421
702 t 2S9
728.975

417.084
432.629 '
440.644
450.860
458.956
477.379
501.282
524.736
544.516
562.919
579.647
607.985
629.612

Actual Above
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----_._---,----~

i-;-Aver'age~
DaLly Attendance

'pupiitJ;'lts

Pupils. in Average
Daily Attendan<~e

Year

_.._-

,~~_.~-~~.
~-~------'

1.960""61

1961""'62
1962·.. 63
1963..,64

61+7 t 32 1t
665 i 797

756 t 888
780.390

687.081

8061)813

?08 11 Sa?
"725 11 250

1964.... 65

835~088

854 ~ l.L~5
869 0 003
884 ~ 7lJ/7

736.857
750 11 014

1965·",,66

1966-6'7

900fj304

1969-70

763&011
776 9 39'7
787 tl °92

19'7()""71.

797 0 642

941 11·75

1967-68
1968.,.69

Estimates Below

916fl198
929fl046

School Maintenance Costs and

Cur~~nt

Expenses

These costs a.nd expenses were obtained by proj~ctlng maintenance costs per pupil
in averi:t,ge daily attendance (ADA) and current expenses en the basis of past experi~
ence 11 and the d.ssumpti:on that a mild inflat ionary trend would continue
The proj ected P~U'J pupil costs were multiplied by the predicted nurrJbers. of pupil un!ts
Thus ~ it
Il

0

was estima.ted that current expenditures would increase ft'om
to $512 ~OB6 \}16!~ .in 1970·.. 719

$2701l103~548

This is an incl"ease of nearly 90 per cent

in 1959-60

1\

DU1"ling the past several years the pl"'ecentage of total C'Ul"lI'ent expenses \vhich has
been borne by state aid funds has risen fl'9m l~Oo 7% in 1952""'53 to 45 .. 5% in 1959....60 0
If thr;;~ State continues to provide 45 per C~.X1t of current expenses in its aid pr"ogx'ams
the state aid in 1970"'71 will amount to $23°04381\173& This is an increase of nearly

84 per cent over the $122 9 897 9 114 provided in 1959-60 0
Howevev 9 a suggestion for the state's,share of school costs has been expressed
as 50 per- ceT),t
a:n equal sharingpy sta"te an.d -local sources of revenue
If the
state Q fa share is i.ncreased by one per cent per year ~ begil1ning .in the 1963-6!~ school
year. it will attain the 50 per cent level in 1967-68 when the state~s share will
amount to $2220419~.45511 This is an increa$e of 81 per cent over' 1959~60o By 1970...71
the stateOs sha:t"le will hav'e increased to$256':Ii043~082~ o~ 208 pel" cent of the 1959-60
l>

""'uo

a.mount (see Table II and Charts 2 and 3)&
Teach{~rs

$

aver'age sala,:r'ies may be

e)tp~cted.

to incl1ease because of the operation

of t,,'lO fac.tcms:

INCREASES in salary schedules in response to the mild .i!iflati,mary tren.d.,
REPI~CEMENT of

teachers with certificates issued before college degrees were reteachm:'s having at least four years of college tr'aining
It i$ expected
that the teachers' average salaries will iDc~ease from $5~436 in 1960-61 to $7~789
quir\<:~d by

in

&

1970=71/1

Hi.gh school graduates will increase in numbers because of a.Xl increase in the
oV,eX"al1 school population and an increase in the holding pot-fex" of the hi.gh schools&
Ho'!tlever ll' the Elst imates presented hel"e were made by pl"ojecting the present holdi.ng
power of otlt' schools to 1970- 71~

If the holding power of the school is increased during the next 10 years the
numbe:t"s of graduates v.rill be in excess of the predicted numbers" It is expected that
by 1970-71 there t\l:tll be 53~365 pupils graduatingc In 1959-60 there 'Irlere 40 ~062 who
•. 10
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Chart
PUPILS IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
PUPIL UNITS IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
(ACTUAL TO 1960-61, ESTIMATES THEREAFTER)
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The dIfference of 131>303 repre~ents an increase of 33 per cent (sa'e

gra,duatedOil

Table III and Chart 4)0

. TABLE

II

GROSS CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL IN A.O.A.,
ADJUSTED MAINTENANCE COST PER PUPIL UNIT IN
A. D. A., TOTAL GROSS CURRENT EXPENSE, AND
STATE' SHARE OF MAIN"EHANCE EXPEND ITURE

1952-53 through
Gross

Adj

~910~7J

II

Total
Maint.
Gross
Year Expende
Cost
Curr",
Per Pupil Per Pupil
__._.iIL..Ar!.iL.__Untt in ADA EX!?!l

$tatets Share of
Maintenance Expenditure

Curr ..

(1)'

,.

....... 1'o~aJ"

CJ~.n1i

(4)

(3)

(2)

~'-

Per

<IS

(5)

1952-53
195:3-54

$296

$215

$141.304~184

40 e 7

306

224

43,,0

65t95a~685

195L~-55

320

237

153.392.292
1671)915 1 520

43 7

1955... 56

4~hO

195'7-58

386

1958... 59

~+O8

1959... 60

429

249
261
286
303
320

184~406i1408

19.56-57

330
354

73 j 379 t 082
79 9 294 9 755

1991)273.326
223 t 743.742
2481)057.880
270.103»548

4362
44 0 0
41&2
4505

Ate

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963.. 64
1964.. 65

1965-66
1966... 67
1967-68
1968~·69

1969-70
1970-71

_
~
_

........

487

365

563
583
603

622
642

102~199,B46

..-

.~~"

1.30 D791 ~ 814140~216.848

379

358~443~822

45.5

16'1.299 ~ 119

393
407
421

380 ;756 t250
400,850,208

45 0 5
45 0 5

1+22.257 '11882

45~5

436

441f· t 838 t 911

451>5

1711)340,312
1801)382.593
190&016.046
200.177.509

450
465
479

4681b167~391
489~571t224

45.5
45.5

5121)086$164

Actual
Above
Estimate
Below

122»897$114

150,573.801

311}592· fJ.996

54·4

86$O86~O76

9S1)1+47;J246

334 t 608.'+47

290 t 648.476

506
525

11

45 0 5
1>t-5,,5
45 0 5

337
3W

,Iotal
(7)

-"(6)

$S1.S10 t S02

~~~

!P+9
468

Per
Cent

210~675.325

220 t 307fj050
2301)438,,773

45\\5
..

46
l~ 7
U,8

49
50
50
50
50

$164.879.558
178,955,438
192,408,100
206.906,362
222,419.456
234.083.696
244,785,612
256 t 043.082

~_-.li .,,_'_n::t~"'~

_ . _ . _ - - ~

( 1)

Obtained by dividing total current expense for state by pupils in ADAo

(2)

The adj ust~d maintenarice cost per pupil in ADA is the figure as defined in
MI)S.AfJ~ Sec~

(3)

124.21. Subd. 1(c) for the Foundation Pt'ogram.

Obtained by multiplying Table

I!~

column 1 by pupilS in ADA (Table I$

column ,1)1l
(5)

Column (4) x Column (3).
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TABLE III
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES, HUMBER OF TEACHERS,
TEACHERS' AVERAGE SALARIES
1952-63 to 1970-71

Number of
Teachers
(Excluding Spring
Primary. Junior College
and Teacher Training)

AND

Teachers·
Average
Salaries

Year

High School
Gt'aduates

1952-53 .
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

26.991
28.224
29.654
31.206
31.837
33.210
34.609
38.996
40,062

22.733
23.597
24.650
25.653
27.007
28.050
28.868
30.063
31,295

$3442
3638
3865
4061
4188
4553
4917
5176
5436

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968..69
1969-70
1970-71

38,157
37.373
43.253
49,144
47.818
48.576
48.950
52.186
52.644
53.365

32.168

5663
5916
6167
6389
6622
6851
7095
7323
7567
7789

33.203

34.232
35.056
35,623
36.266
36.901
37.550
38.080
38.618

Teachers. salaries formula:
.

Actual Above
Estimates
Below

.667 (Adjusted Maintenance Expenditure)
(
Number of Teacher
)
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SECTION

Table IV shows the number of personnel employed and the state and federal appropriations (in thousands of dollars) for the vocational rehabilitation program for
the fiscal years 1954-63, and the estimated needs for fiscal years 1964-71. The
estimates do not reflect the true needs for the gro~th of the vocational rehabilitation progr1am, but are instead estimates of the speed with which additional personnel
and funds can be effectively assimilated into the progl:'am.

TABLE I V
PERSONNEL AND APPROPRIATIONS

ApPl:'opriations

in $000'5
Fiscal Year
1953 054
195 L+-55
M

1955-56
1~)56-57

1957.... 58
1958-59
1959... 60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964.... 65
1965-66
1966~67

1967-68
1968 69
1969=70
J.970-71
av

Per sonnel
l

31
41
67
67
81
83
92

96
91
91
109
121
126
131
136
141
146
151

% Inc);'\ease

State
136
180
248
442
4·52
502
531
520
614
677

32
63
21
2
11
4
... 5

......

-

11

816
897

4
4
4

It 13L~
1.304

20

1~031

43L~

4

1t

4

1~649

3

1~814

- 14 -

% Increase

32

38
78
2
11
6

.... 2

Federal
250
231
375
664
735
821
897
967

18

1~121

10

1.301

21
10
15
10
15
10
15
10

% Increase

- 8
62
77
11
12
9
8
16
16

2~B08

15
7
15
5
15
10
15

3~088

J.O

It 490
11)595

1,833
11)931 .
21>220
2 D441

Chart-2

GROSS CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
AND ADJUSTED MAINTENANCE COST PER PUPIL UNIT IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
(ACTUAL TO 1960.-61, ESTIMATES 'THEREAFTER
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Chart 3
GROSS· CURRENT EXPENDITURES
AND STAT~S SHARE OF MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES
(ACTUAL TO 1960-61, ESTIMATES THEREAFTER)
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Chart 4
NU!\1BER OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES,
NUMBER OF TEACHERS, AND TEACHERS' SALARIES
(ACTUAL TO 1961-62, ESTIMATES THEREAFTER)
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PERSONNEL

Table V shows the number of clients served, the number of clients accepted for
rehabilitation services, and the number of clients rehabilitated during· the fiscal
.years 1954-1961. For fiscal years 1962-1971, the anticipated increase in these services to clients is· shown. based on the increases in staff and funds as shown in
Table IV.

TABLE V

Fiscal Year

Total
Clients
Served

% Increase

Clients
Accepted

1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

5,400
4.600
5,000
6,300
6,200
6,700
7,500
7,900

-15
9
26
-2
8
12
5

900
900
1.100
1,400
1,400
1,500
1,700
2.200

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969... 70
1970-71

8,000
8,200
9,800
10,900
11,300
11,200
12.300
12,800
13,300
13,800

1
3
20
11
4
4
4
4
4
4

2,200
2,300
2,900
3,200
3,500
3,800
4,100
4,400
4,700
5,000

... 19 ...

% Increase

22
27
7
13
29

5

26
10
9
9
8
7
7
6

Clients
Rehabilitated
600
600
700
1,000
1.000
1,200
1,300
1,300
1,400
1,'+00
1,700
1,900
2,100
2,300
2,500
2,700
2,900
3,100

% Increase

17
43
20
8

8

12
12
11
10
9
8
7

7
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Table VI shows the funds expended. the number of applications for disability
benefits received, and the number of, personnel for the fiscal years 1956-1961. and
the estimates for fiscal years 1962-1971. Estimates are based on information from
the BOASI. Expenditures are entirely federal funds.
.

TABLE VI
EXPENDITURES AND PERSONNEL

Fiscal
Year

Expenditures
(in $OOO's)

1955-56
1956... 57
1957-58
1958-59
1959... 60
19.60-61

15
39
82
124
177
224

1961...62
1962-63
1963.... 64
1964-65
1965-66
1966... 67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

256
273
280
308
351
382
414
464
517
557

% Increase

160
110
51
43
27
14
7
3
10
14
9
8
12
11
8

Applications
Received
Not Available
21)594
4,732
51)107
6.919
7.478

% Increase

82
8
35
8

7~500

8.250
9,050
9.950
10.945
11 9 935
12,,935
14.035
15,335
16.785

... 21 ...

10
10
10
10
9
8
9
9
9

Personnel
2 1/2
6
11
15
19
21
22
24
26
28
31
34
37

% Increase

140
83
36
27
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8
11
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SPECIAL EDUCATION SECTION
Table VII includes four parts, each of which shows actual growth figures for the period beginning with the
1957-58 school term, the first year that the special education laws were put into effect, and ending with the
past school term (1960-61). Also included are projected growth figures for the ten year period beginning with
the current (1961-62) school year.

Part A, taken from Department of Health population projections for the next ten years, is the base point
for the other parts of the table, at least insofar as projected growth is concerned. That is, as the school
population shows a yearly increase for the ten year period, it is assumed that the number of handicapped pupils
served, the number of public school personnel providing special education services and the special reimbur.sement
aids will show a propor~ionate increase for the corresponding years.
While there are some discrepancies from one part of the table to another for any given
explained-at least in part because of the variance in class size for each disability area.
speech therapist may actually work with 80 pupilS, whereas one "homebound u teacher may work
Also, as the quality of services increases s the number of personnel providing such services
more rapid rate th~~ the actual children served.

year, this can be
For example, one
with only one child.
may increase at a

TABLE VII
Pupi 1 s,

Personnel,

and

Expendi tures

tV

c.v

Fiscal
Year
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

PART A
PART B
PART C
PART D
Public
Handicapped
Personnel
Special
School
Pupils
Serving
Aid
Served
Population
Handicapped
Expenditures
(in Thousands) % Increase (in Thousands) % Increase (in Thousands) % Increase (in Millions) % Increase
----642
657
672
687

702
720
742
754
766
778
792
805
816
827

2

15.0
18.0

20

2
2

20 .. 5
22.0

14
7

22 .. 4

2
2
2

2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

1
1

22.8
23 .. 2
23.6

24.0
24 .. 4
24.8
25.2

2
2
2

2

25 .. 6

2
2

26 .. 0

2

1.00
1.30
1.90
2.00

2.05
2.10
2.20
2.25
2 .. 30
2.35
2.40

30
46
5
3
2
5
2
2
2
2

2.45

2

2.50
2.55

2
2

1.9
2.3

21

2 .. 7

17

3.0

11

3 .. 2
3.4
3.9
4.1
4.3
4.5
4.7
4 .. 9
5.1
5.3

7
6

15
5

5
5
4

4
4
4

1970-71

1969-70

1968-69

1967-68

1966-67

1965-66

1964-65

1963-64

1962-63

1961-62·

1960-61

1959-60

1958-59,

1957-58
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FINANCING
Elementary and Secondary Education
The total gross current expenditure for the school year 1960-61 was $290.648.476.
Of this amount it is estimated that .$130.791.814 came from the State. which represents 45.3 per cent. Of the balance 3.7 per cent came from the county. and 2.4 per
cent from the federal government, and 48.6 per cent from local funds.

For the year 1970-1971. the total current expenditures are estimated at
Of this amount. if the same proportion were paid, the amount of money
to be paid by the state would be $230 t 438 t 773e If the proportion from the state
would change to 50 per cent as has been recommended in some quarters. the amount
required from the state would be $256.043 t 082.
$512,086~164.

If the amount of money provided by the state is increased by 5 per cent and the
county and the federal percentage remain the samet the local share would decrease by
about 5 per cent.
If these estimates are judgedcorrect t then some new funds will need to be
found to supplement the income taxes or the local contribution would have to be
enlarged.
Rehabilitation and Special Education
Rehabilitation services are financed from federal and state funds. The Old
Age' Survivors Insurance Section is financed entirely from federal funds.

,The Special Education Section is financed f~om state funds for personnel employed by the state and state aids paid to school districts.
PLANS
Business and, Legal Division
Accounting Section

If the projections made'are just and correct t it will be' necessary for the
Department to request more personnel and equipment to meet the needs of this Section.
It is planned to ask for personnel in the following positions:
1 Clerk II (mail room)

1 Clel''lk Stenographer II (personnel)
1 Clerk (procurement)

1964-65

1 Accountant II

1965..·66

1 Clerk Typist II (accounting budget)
1 Account Clerk for Accounting and Purchasing

1966";'67

1 Administrative Analyst and Auditor
1 Cle:r\k II (mail procurement)

1967 68

1969 70
1970-71

1 Account Clerk
1 Clerk Typist I I
1 Accountant I~ which may be needed.

- 26 -

De~ks and equipment for the new em~loyees will need to be added.
Where additional space is needed to house the employees~ rental space needs to be considered.

School Plant Construction Section
Enrollment projections for the next 10-12 years indicate that school construction will continue in the area of lt200 - lt400 new classrooms per'year to meet
inareasing demands and to take care of obsolescence. This building program is about
on a par with the average for the past five years.
Unless s~nething unforeseen such as federal aid for educational facilities
quite different from that envisioned today comes along~ present personnel will be
adequate in number when augmented by a qualified and experienced school plant
maintenance supervisor being requested in the 1963-65 biennial budget.
School Lunch Section
The following personnel will be needed in addition to present personnel in the
School Lunch Section: An Nutritionist II; An Executive II, and a Clerk Stenographer
II.
In addition, desks t typewriters and space will have to be provided. State aid
for school lunch programs should be increased by $50,000 each year of the 1963-65
biennium and $50~000 each year of the following biennium.
These increases are based on the estimated number of pupils which will participate in the School Lunch Program and Special Milk Program as indicated in the
following table.
ESTIMATED PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH AND
SPECIAL MILK PROGRAM

Year
1960...61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967.... 68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

Estimated Daily
Participation
in the School
Lunch Program
304,242
326 t 241
347 t 663
369,778
392,360
404 t 534
418.508
432 t 631
447 t 205

Number of 1/2 Pints of Milk
Served daily in addition
to the milk served in the
School Lunch Program
317.188
339\)556
361,405
383 11 946
406 il 865
419,272
433.508447 11 891
462 11 733
474.616
486 11 562

458~875

470,609

The direct distribution program is difficult to estimate since this program is
based primarily on removal of farm surpluses and commodities as they are available.
If the economy changes. the direct distribution program will also change. At the
present timet the Department of Public Welfare comes into the picture of direct
dist~ibution6 The Department of Education is working closely with the Department
of Public Welfare and provides commodities for people only after they have been
approved by the latter.
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TABLE VIII
Kindergarten, Elementary and Secondary Gross Enrollment 1947.. 48 to 1959.. 60
With Estimates 1960-61 to 1970-71; Also Eligible Pupils Transported
(Estimates at 39.3% of Enrollment) And Pupil Transportation Reimbursement Aid

School
Year

Total K-12
Gross
Enrollment 1

No. of
Eligible
Pupils
Transported 2

Per Cent
of Pupils
Transported 3

1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52

378,396
388,945
401,776
421,852
440,688

108.647
117.002
126,929
140,078
146,510

28.7
30.1
31.6
33.2
33.2

$ 31.01
34.76
36.12
36.34
38.99

$ 3,368,605.35
4.066,989.44
4,584,721.73
5.090,273.90
5,712.686.87

1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57

469~702

496,532
521,663
547 9 701
574,740

156,648
172,052
181,787
197,896
212.404

33.4
34.7
34.8
36.1
37.0

41.26
42.23
43.69
43.26
43.60

6.463.522.45
7,265,770.06
7,942,128.46
8,560,714.38
9,260,597.38

1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961":62

599,293
622,200
648.302
682,353
712,952

227,617
244.209
256,676
267,594
280,190

38.0
39.2
39.6
39.2
39.3

43.69
44.01
45.01
46.75

9,944,526.71
10,747,198.21
11,552,116.65
12,243,270.42
13,098,882.50

1962-63
1963'-64
1964-65
1965.... 66
1966-67

744,489
776,964
810,377
844.728
880.017

292,584
305,347
318,478
331,978
345,847

39.3
39.3
39.3
39.3
39.3

47.75
48.75
49.75
50.75
51.75

13,970,886.00
14,885,666.25
15,844,280.50
16,847,883.50
17,897,582.25

1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

916.244
953,409
991,512
1,030,553

360,084
374,690
389,664
405,00.7

39.3
39.3
39.3
39.3

52.75
53.75
54.75
55.75

18 t 994 9 +31000
'
20,139,587.50
21,334,104.00
22,579,140 025

Per Pupil
Transportation
Aid 4

45~75

Transportation
Reimbursement
AidS

IGross enrollment estimates obtained' from Department of Education. Research Division.
2Estimates of number of eligible pupils transported is based on 39.3 per cent of gross
enrollment as determined from the "experience" column entitled "Per Cent of Pupils
Transported tt for the yea,rs 1961-62 through 1970-71.
30btained by dividing number of eligible pupils transported by gross enrollment. The
last three years. 1958-59 through 1960-61 were averaged to obtain the estimates of
39.3 per cent. (The per cent of g~oss pupils enrolled to gross pupils transported
was 47.4 per cent for 1959-60 and 47.2 per cent for the year previous.)
4Per pupil transportation aid was obtained by dividing transportation reimbursement
ai'd by the number of eligible pupils transported. An estimated $1.00 per pupil transportation reimbursement aid increase par year was used for the school years 1961-62
through 1970-7L.
5The estimated transportation reimbursement aid for the school year 1961-62 through
1970-71 was obtained by multiplying the estimated per pupil aid by the estimated
number of eligible pupils transported.
- 28 -

TABLE I.X
Pupil Transportation Reimbursement Aid, by Types of Aid and
Rate of Change, 19~7-~8 through 1970-71
(Estimates for school years 1961-62 through 1970-71 are based on the "experience"
of the rat~s of previous year~ - with the t~tal ai~ matching. the total shown in Table VII I

School
Year

I'V

<D

Total
Reimbursement Aid
Rate
Amount

Independent
District Aid
Rate
Amount

$

14 t 857 .. 94
92,067 .. 63
91,608 .. 59
134 t 015 .. 37
150,479 .. 52

+ 46 .. 3
+ 12 3

- 3 .. 0
-22 .. 3
-11 .. 2

169,547 .. 23
192,813 .. 97
201
20
218,814 .. 63
221,631,,00

+ 12 .. 7
+ 13"
+ 4 .. 3
... 8,,8
+ L.3

37,899 .. 73
33.060 .. 12
29,599 .. 99
32,132.56

+ 0 .. 5
-12 .. 8
-10 .. 5
+ 8.6

239,560 .. 16
286,837 .. 00
338,068 .. 20
393,841.. 32

+ 8 .. 1
+ 19,,7
+ 17,,9
+ 16 .. 5

8:>0
7 .. 4
7.1
6 .. 9
6.6

30,525 .. 00.
28,999 .. 00
27,549 .. 00
26~112 .. 00
24,864 .. 00

- 5 .. 0

- 5 .. 0
- 5,,0
- 5 .. 0

456,856 .. 00
529,953 .. 00
614,745 .. 00
713,104 .. 00
827,200",00

+
...
+
+
+

16 .. 0
16 0
16 .. 0
16 .. 0
16 .. 0

+ 6 .. 4

23,621 .. 00
22,440 .. 00
211'1318 .. 00
20,253 .. 00
19,241 .. 00

959,552 .. 00
1,055,507 .. 00
1\&161,014 .. 00
1,277,115 .. 00
1,404,826 .. 00

+
+
+
+
+

16,,0
10 .. 0
10 e O
10 .. 0
10 .. 0

1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52

$ 3,368,605 .. 35
4,066,989 .. 44
4,584,721 .. 73
5,090,273 .. 70
5,712,686 .. 87

+20 .. 7
+12 .. 7
+11 .. 02
+12.2

$ 1,492,080 .. 84
1,752,753.46
2,008,420 .. 32
2,401,238 .. 15
3,046,,561.90

+11 .. 5
+14 .. 6
+20 .. 0
+26 .. 9

$81,511 .. 01
85l'1616 .. 46
811'1682 .. 65
75.663.20
61\&499 .. 96

1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955'-56
1956-57

6,463,522 .. 45
7,265,770 .. 06
7,942,128 .. 46
8,560,714 .. 38
9,260,597 .. 38

+13.14
+12 .. 41
+ 9 .. 3
+ 7.8
+ 8 .. 2

3,883,214 .. 88
4,886,681 .. 21
5,768,995 .. 39
6,590,883 .. ll
7,533,863 .. 03

+27 .. 5
+25 .. 8
+18 . . 1
+14.2
+14 .. 3

62,598 .. 20
56,314.23
54 t 608.89
42,448.73
37 ~ 714 ...92

+ 1 .. 8
-10 .. 0

1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

9,944,526 .. 71
10,747,198 .. 21
552,116 .. 65
12,243f1270 .. 42

+
+
+
+

8,244,298 .. 34
8,985,374 .. 67
9,808:;088 .. 54
10,524,287 .. 61

+ 9 .. 4
+ 9 .. 0
+ 8 .. 4
+ 6 .. 8

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

13,098 J 882 .. 50

13,970,886 .. 00
14,885,666 .. 25
15,844,280 .. 50
16,847,883 .. 50

+
+
+
+

+ 6 .. 3

. 11,362,841.. 50
12,205,736 .. 00
13,077,861.25
13,978 t 510 .. 50
14,906,766 .. 50

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

17,897,582 .. 25.
.18,994,431.. 00
20,139,587 .. 50
21,334,104 .. 00
22,579,140,,25

+ 6.2
+ 6 .. 1
+ 6 .. 0
+ 5 .. 9
+ 5 .. 8

15 t 861,310 .. 25
16,897,932 .. 00
17,971,918.. 50
19,083,352 .. 00
20,232,443 .. 25

7 .. 48 .. 1
7 .. 5
6 .. 0
7 .. 0

6.7
6 .. 5

6 .. 4

Handicapped
Pupil Aid
Rate
Amount

Isolated
Pupil Aid
Rate
Amount

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

6 .. 5
6 .. 4
6 .. 2
6 .. 0

+ 5 .. 0
- 4 .. 6

- 7 .. 4
-18 .. 7

- 5 .. 0
- 5 .. 0

- 5 .. 0
- 5 .. 0
- 5 .. 0
- 5 .. 0

+519 .. 7
0 .. 5

TABLE, IX (Continued)
Pupil

Transportation Reimbursement Aid, by Types of Aid and
Rate of Change, 1947-48 through 1970-71
(Estimates for school years 1961-62 through 1970 .. 71 are based on
the '"experience" of the,rates of previous years - with the
total aid matching the total shown In Table VIII)

School
Year

Secondary
Pupil Aid
Amount
Rate

Closed School
Pupil Aid
Amount
Rate

1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950... 51
1951-52

$1.449.117.12
1.768.405.59
2.023,090.81
2.126,376.57
2.148,400.08

+22.0
+14.4
+ 5.1
+ 1.0

1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57

2.072.412.57
1,900.772.37
1,735.817.09
1,558,337.71
1.349.894.43

... 3.5
8.3
- 8.7
-10.2
-13.4

-

275.749.57 .
229,182.22
181,589.89
150,230.20
117,494.00

- 9.8
-16.9
-20.8'
-17.3
-21.8

1957-58
1958-59
1959... 60
1960-61

1.312,621.48
1.340.135.82
1.286.666.99
1,213.608.93

- 2.8
- 4.0
- 5.1

110,147.00
101.790.00
89.692.93
79,400.00

- 6.3
... 7.6
-11.9
....11.5

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

1.177.200.00
1,141.884.00
1,107.628.00
1,074.399.00
1,042.167.00

...

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

71.460.00
64.314.00
57,883.00
52,095.00
46,886.00

-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

.1 .010 ,902 •00
980,575.00
951,158.'00
922.623.00
894.945.00

...
-

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

42.197.00
37,977.00
34.179.00
30.761.00
27,685.00

-10.0
....10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0.

+ 2.1

- 30 ...

$330.978.44
368.146.30
379.919.36
352,980.41
305.745.41

+11.2
+ 3.2
- 7.1
-13.4

School Transportation Section
At the present timet there are five laws governing school transportation. If
the number of these laws is reduced or changed$ then the estimates shown in Table
IX wi11 be inaccurate~ 1f t however. the present laws continue. these estimates may
be firm. When the number of pupils , transported increases as indicated in the Table 9
it wi11 be necessary to provide at least one additional person on the staff t provide
more money for travel within the state, and from $150 to $250 a year 'more for equipment.
At the present time because of a lack of travel funds~ it has been impossible
to keep up the school bus inspection clinics and schools of instruction for drivers.
Because of the vital safety feature involved t arrangements should be made to improve
and continue these services&
Statistical Section
The work of this Section will be shifted more and more to automatic data
processing computer services as they become available. Therefore~ it would be
difficult to estimate the increase in personnel needed by 1970-71.
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
Division Organization and Personnel
The Division of Instruction consists of four major sections and the Minnesota
National Laboratory and the present personnel is as follows:
Professional Clerical
--Assistant Commissioner
Minn. National Laboratory
Elementary & Secondary Section
Library Section
Teacher Personnel Section
Vocational Education

1

2

4

2

29
7

16
7

2
36

10
14
51

79

Total
3
6
45

14
12
50
130

A ten-year projection of additional personnel needs indicates that 44 prefessiona1 and 41 1/2 clerical staff members will be required to provide necessary
expansion of services and maintain the present quality existing services. These
positions are summarized in Table Xo A major portion of the additional staff will
be needed for the biennium which ends June 30 t 1965) so presently existing areas
now under-staffed can be brought up to a desirable level. This would require adding 16 professional and 17 clerical during the 1963-65 biennium.
Personnel to be added fo~ Area Redevelopment and Manpower Acts are now included as these employees \'-1ill be financed 100 pet' cent by federal funds during the
initial part of the program,> The only areas in which a r eduction of staff is anticipated are agriculture and veterlans on-the-j ob training where a reduction' of two
professional staff members is planned for 1966.
1

CurricUlum Development
A major problem at the present time is the inability of the Division to keep
abreast of neW curriculum developmentse It is required by law to furnish guides
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TABLE X

Division of tnstruction Projected Additional Staff Needs

Elementary and
Seconda~ction

Professional
Clerical

1963
5

6

1964
3
4

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1
3

1
3

2
1

2
1

0

0

1970
0
0

1971

1972

0

0

0

0

Section
Totals
Prof. Cl.
14
18

Library Section
Professional
Clerical
w

I!'V

3

0

3

1
1

0
0

0

4

2
2

0

0

1
1

0

1

0

0

0

1
4

0

1
2

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

1
1

0

0

0

0

4

-2

2
1

3
1

0
0

2
1

0
0

3
1

0
0

2
1

0

10
9

Teacher Personnel
Section
Professional.
Clerical

3

7

Vocational Section
Professional
Clerical

2

0
0

1 1/2

0

4
2

Totals
Professional
Clerical

13
13

3
4

9
10 1/2

0
4

9
6

4

5
3

0

17

8 1/2

44
41 1/2

for instruction for elementary and secondary schools but many of the guides are outdated and adequate funds have not been available for preparation and publication of
new guides.

A total of five revised or new guides should be pUblished in the 1963-65
biennium and a major portion of the committee work completed for the four guides
scheduled to be published in 1965 •. This will require about $42 t OOO exclusive of
personnel costs. (See Table XI for detailed analysis of curriculum pUblication
needs.) This will mean approximately doubling the curriculum development expenditures made during the past biennium.
Supplies and Expense Funds
The leadership function of "the Division has been curtailed sharply during
recent years because of the inadequacy of funds for travel both in and out of state.
Local schools look to the Department for advice and assistance in program planning
and development and there have been numerous cases where lack of travel funds have
prevented fulfillment of these requests.
Additional professional personnel cannot be adequately utilized unless travel
funds are also provided. Keeping up to date with national trends and developments
requires attendance at out-of-state meetings and a substantial increase of funds is
also needed in this area.
Elementary and Secondary Education and Junior Colleges
Serious consideration needs to be given to the kind of administration and
supervision that must be furnished by the staff of the Department of Education in
the future
The changes now taking place in school district reorganization may
reduce the number of districts to less than 500 by 1973. During the past four years
there has also been a change in the county superintendency and there is a possibility of discontinuing such office in all countiese
f)'

Should the county boards decide the Commissioner of Education shall perform
the services of the county superintendent~ it may alter the entire form of services
rendered by" the Department. It may be necessary to organize the state into service
regions, each with a state coordinator. This will necessarily increase the Department's staff and require financing.
With the increase in popUlation the number of both elementary and secondary
schools have increased. This has created a demand fo~ additional services in the
several areas of instructionG This Section has always been undermanned and it has
been difficult to provide the kind of leadership that will stimulate school. administrator's and teachers to strive for excellence in t~aching.
The needs for additional personnel and justifications follow:
OFFICE OF SECTION CHIEF -- An assistant shoUld be added to handle many details
and take charge of summarizing reports and questionnaires which have Section-wide
significance; direct the programs of sehool district reorganization t Indian education; school officers 9 meetings and other activities not closely associate.d with
the major areas 'of responsibility. An additional clerical worker also is needed.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION UNIT -- A full-time director of elementary education
with no other responsibilities t should be provided. The present Director has been
given many other assignments such as director of Indian education t finance t and
also serves as a general director of schools. Two more clerical workers are needede
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TABLE XI
Sc h e d u 1 e for Pub 1 i cat i'o n 0 feu r ric u 1 u m Gu ide 5

New or date of
Last Revision

Guide

w
+

1. Curriculum Bulletin No. 1-1-12
2. Physical Education 1-8
3. Arithmetic 1-8
4. Music 1-8
5. Art 1-8
6. Social Studies 1-8
7. Science and Conservation 1-8
8. Language Arts 1-8
9. Business Education 9-12
10. Health 7-9 #24
11. Physical Education 7-12
12. Home Economics 7-12
13. #Industrial Arts 7-12
14. Health 10-12
15. Agriculture 9-12
16. Guidance 1-12
17. Social Studies 7-12
17E. Soc~al Studies 7 & 8
18. Language Arts 7-12
19. Science 7-12
20. Mathematics 7-12
21. Alcohol. Tobacco & Narcotics 1-12
22. Latin 9-12
23. Conservation 7-12·
24. Health & Safety 7-12
25. #Kindergarten
# Science (Supplement)
# Mathematics (Supplement)
Mentally Retarded
.
Modern Foreign Language
Drama
Speech
Special Education

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

• · .*
·
·
·
·
·
·· · · · .· ·· ·· · · · · • • · .'.
· · · · · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·.'.
·· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· .'.
• • •
· • • · · .'·. · · · · · ·
• •
·• ·• •

1946
1946
1948
1948
•
1949
1951
1952
1950
1946
1950
1951
1950
1946
1952
1951
1955
1957
1956
1959
1953
1957
1958
1958
1959

• • • •
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • •
•
• • • •
•
•
•
• •

.t.

~-

~.

• -:t':

~-

-/:

~-

~':

•

A

· .. · · *
• •
·• ·• • ·.. . · · •. ·· .• • • · .• .• .. ..'.
•
···
· · ···
•
• • .. · .. • · · · .. · · · *
• ·
· · .. .. · · · . .. ·
• •

~-

~':

• ~'t

. ·• ·· ·· ·.. • ·. *
6-

# To be published-in 1962

..

~':

2

3

4

5

2

1968

1969

1970

SECONDARY SCHOOL UNIT -- It is ess
al to have a fUll-time director with
three assistants!) one more than at
wh.o can devote full time to school
visitation. About 75 secondary schools should be
each year by a director.
This would provide for visl ting all distr'icts at least once in three years and
permi t a full day or mOl"'e
the
Three more clerical workers
are also needed.

The number of North Central
schools is increasing and an assistant
is needed in this area. Interest in the upgrading of instruction and teacher qualifications raises the level of the work
all areas. The present director of NQC.A.
work is burdened with Junior College programs and associated activities and he
should be relieved of these duties.
The enrollments in secondary schools will increase from 280~OOO in 1961 to
approximately 370$000 by 1973~ An increase in the staff of the Secondary School
Unit is a necessity~
JUNIOR COLLEGE UNIT -- With the expansion of the junior college program and
the greater interest in higher education t a staff member who can devote all his
energies to the responsibilities of this program is needed. The appointment of
such a staff member along with a clerical worker should be ~iven early priority~
ADULT EDUCATION UNIT _..., So that the director of the general adult education
program may provide for full use of his energies in giving leadership to school
administrators and instructo!"st he should be provided with a secretary~
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT UNIT AND STATE TESTING PROGRAM -- At the present time
the staff member vlho is in charge of curl:,i.culum development has several other

respons ibi 1itles e It has be~~n imposs fbI€: for him to conduct the type of development program that is needed because of lack of assistance. The director of the
curriculum should also seI've as a coordinator of the specialists in all subj ect
areas to provide for unification of effort~ He should also direct studies into
the academic areas of instruction
The heart of the entire instructional program
for the state will be centered in this unit@ Sufficient assistance needs to be
provided if quality edu.cation is to be achievedt, Needed in addition to a fu11-t 1me
director are two assistants and two cler'ical workel"s
Q,

SUBJECT AREA CONSULTANTS 'n_ One of the outstanding advances made during the
past four years has bE~Em the employment of consultants in the four areas of instl"'uction in which consultants are n0\'11 se~ving~ These are two areas II namel.y ~ social
studies and fine arts
which consultants are needed in order to provide a bal~
anced program0 Four more
workers are also needed&
·GUIDANCE AND GIFTED UNIT
To unify the px'ograms rel.ating to guidance and
gifted pupil's the pYle·sent staff should be brought together into one unit
The
services and activities now rendered could be coordina~ed for more effective service. An additional clerical worker is needed.
i)

HEALTH
these areas
be provided
education o

0

AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIT =- Because of the need for assistance in
on the local level~ it is very important that an additional supervisor
with special emphasis on supervision of girls f health and physical
One more clerical worker is also needed0

During the past several years much streSs has been placed on the teaching of
safety and driver education" To the 1959 and 1961 Legislatures, bills were presented for establishing a unit in the Department to direct the driver education
,program and to provide a stimulation aid to the school districts.. If th(~ bi.lls
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had been enacted into law, such a program would have become compulsory. In projecting staff needs for the next ten years this additional unit should be taken into
account.
AUDIO-VISUAL UNIT -- An assistant supervisor is needed and should be a
specialist in the preparation of visual aids. He could be of overall assistant to
the Department staff and also conduct in-service training programs for the teachers
of'the state. One clerical worker is also needed.
.
The supply of films and filmstrips needs to be enlarged for the use of local
schools. An annual appropriation is required to secure at least five carefully
selected films. ten filmstrips and. five to ten tape recordings appropriate to
teacher training in modern methods. These selections are to be made in cooperation
with the other staff members con'cerned.
INDIAN EDUCATION UNIT -- The total cost of this unit is financed by federal
funds. At s'ome future date the direction of work for this unit could be assigned
to the section chief so as to relieve the director of elementary education of this
responsibility. With the reduction in the number of school districts it may be
necessary to, make some modification in this unit.
SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION -- If the Legislature enacts a law to place
all areas in the state into districts maintaining elementary and classified secondary schools, this unit will need to be modified. There should always be one staff
member of the Department in charge of reorganization procedures. Staff members
c'ould be transferred to other units in the Department. If regional or area coordinators are to be designated. these staff members could be given such, an assignment.
The State Advisory Commission on School Reorganization could be disbanded upon the
completion of the reorganization program.
CIVIL DEFENSE SURVIVAL UNIT -- This program is financed entirely by federal
funds. The present contract ended June 30. 1962. If'the program is continued in
Minnesota. it probably will ba with a reduced staff. The gains made during the
past three years should be preserved. Some of the present seven staff members
need to be retained to serve as resou~ce persons ,to the school district administrators and teachers and to provide guidance in the area of survival. A staff member
needs to be retained as a coordinator between the Department 'and county Civil
Defense directorsi
MINNESOTA NATIONAL LABORATORY UNIT -- The maintenance of this staff is depen-'
dent upon the funds made available by the Legislature.
REGIONAL COORDINATORS -- With the discontinuance of the elected county superintendent. a need may develop to provide servioes of an intermediate nature between
the.Department and the 'local districts. Suoh an office may serve an area of five to
eight counties with popUlations of 100.000 to 150.000. The staff member could be
designated as a coordinator and provided with a secretary and an office·at some
central location in the region. A,coordinator. to render the type of service anticipated. must be well qualified and have had wide and successful experience. There
would be a need for appro~imately 20 regional coor4inators.
'
It is the 'function of the Department to provide leadership in the several
areas of instruction and school administration. If the necessary guidance and
direction is to be provided. the Department must be provided with an adequate and
competent staff.
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TABLE XII
Schedule for Procurement of Additional

Staff

Year 9f Procurement

Position
1964

1963

W
'-J

Professional

Director of
Junior Colleges

x

Director of Curriculum Development

x

Asst. Directors
of Curriculum

· . ..

Asst. Directors of
Secondary Schools

x ••••

Director of Elementary Education

X

..

Social Studies Cons.
Fine Arts Consultant

·.

Girls' Phy. Ed. Supv.

X

1965

1966

1967

1968

• X • • • • X

X

..

..

..

.. .. • • •. .. • • • .. • • X

..

•

.. X

Supervisor. Driver
Education

•

Assistant Supervisor
of Driver Education

.. .. • .. • .. • • • • • • .. .. .. • • • • .. • • • • • X

Asst. Audio-Visual
Supervisor

..

0

..

•

•

..

0

..

•

•

..

•

•

..

Asst. Section Chief
5

3

..

..

..

..

•

..

.

•

..

..

•

•

..

..

..

•

•

. .. .
1

..

•

..

•

..

•

..

..

X

•

• • • • X

• X
1

2

2

1969

1~70

1971

TABLE XI11
Schedule for Procurement of Additional

Secretaries

Secretary to:
1964

1963

1965

Junior College

x

Curriculum Staff

....

Elementary

X .. • .. • X

Secondary

X .. .. • • • • .. • .. X

Adult Education

X

Subj .. Area Cons.

x ..

Gifted

..

Health & Phy. Ed.

X

1966

1967

1968

• X ..... X

w

00

Safety Education
Audio-Visual

..

· . .. X ..

.. • .. X .. .. • .. X

·. • X

. .. X
. ·... .. . .. . .. . .. . ..
. . . . · . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. • .. • • .. X
.... X

..

..

..

..

..

Asst. Section Chief
6

. .. . . . .
4

.. .
3

.• X
3

1

1

1969

1970.

1971

The professional staff needs to be
with private
so that their
concentration will not be
or disturbed by other
in the large
open offices. A professional person who devotes much of his
the office to
concentrating on.the development of materials for use of school personnel needs
quiet and seclusion. The
arrangement is most undesirable. Requisitions
have been submitted for partitions to provide more pr'ivacy for the staff
Library Section
In the next decade public library extension operations and services in the
Department are expected to expand in volume and must be improved in quality if they
are to meet the growing demands upon the public libraries of the state and from
those areas still without services.

NEW LIBRARY SYSTEM ESTABLISHMENT. This program works with a combination of
state and federal aid. in th.e organization and establishment of larger unit 1i-'
brary systems on a county or multi-county basis. It
ion in r~ Y 1958,
and in five years has accomplished the establishment of
which serve 10
counties. Requirements for this program within the next 10 years include additional
high level professional advisory and field staff with appropl"liate stenographic and
clerical personnel. If current federal funds are increased (and the scope of the
program expanded) as now
in
'II these numbers v/ill have to be enlarged. The state appropriation for use in matching will also have to be increased
if the State is to make full use of federal funds
Such growth would require additional travel» printing and supply funds, in addition to personnel~
At present rates of accomplishment ll approximately two-thirds of the counties in
the state will have participated or be participating in this program by 1970.
LIBRARY ADVISORY AND CONSULTANT SERVICES
Curren.t national standa,!lds require
that the library extension agency have full-time consultants for adult~ young
people'st and children's library serviceo This unit has none of these at present.
If standards are ~o be met within the next 10 years, these three positions must be
added with corresponding stenographic and clerical personnel (3 professional ll 3
steno-clerical). These positions would require additional travel~ and supply funds.
0

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL. DOCUMENTATION AND INTER-LIBRARY LOAN SERVICESo The demands
of this service are changing from the simpler type of
for i.nformation to
more difficult research and'reference requests. This service will require one additional professional librarian a general library assistant and one additional
person for circulation repords and shipping combined.
L

A steady supply of additional books and other materials must be maintained,
and it is desirable to have back-numbers of periodicals~ which are ~vailable on
microfilm t ~eadily accessible through nevi technological methods. Within the next
decade much other printed matel"'ial will probably be r~eadily available in such compact formo
It is likely the present system of preparation and circulat.i.on of traveling
libraries will be out-dated and no
a pattern of operation by 1970
9

QUARTERS e 'At present levels of personnel~ work load and housing of the licollection~ the existing location (117 University Avenue)
beginning to get
crowded. The library. to operate efficiently and give satisfactory service'll must
be located nearer the department offices; have approximately twice the present
floor space to accomodate the grc)t,.Tth anticipated and should be designed to fit the
specialized space needs of a library.

brary
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TABLE XIV
Library Section - Fiscal year in'which new positions are needed

Unit & Position
Library Extension Unit

Year needed
1963

'1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

Rural Development Program
2 Rural Library Consultants
(Libn. II)

1963(1)

1965(1)

2 Clerk Typist II

1963(1)

1965(1)

Library Advisory Services
1 Adult Services Consultant

(Libn. II)
1 Children's Services Consultant
(Libn. II)
.r=

o

1966
1967

1 Young Peoplets Service
Consultant (Lbn. II)

1968

3 Clerk Typist II

1966(1)

1967(1)

Loan and Reference Service
1 Asst. Reference Librarian
(Libn. II)
1 General Library Assistant

1965
1963

2 Clerk Typist II

1965(2)

School Library Unit
1.

Elementary School Library
Consultant (Libn. II)

1965

1 Seconda:t-y School Library
Consultant (Libn. II)
1 General Library Assistant
2 Clerk Typist II

1967
1963
1965(1)

1967(1) ,

1968(1)

There would also be a need for additional shelving t desks~ typewriters, the
microfilm reader-printer t and othe~ equipment as adjuncts to the service outlined.
The supervision of school libraries has resulted in the rapid expansion of the
number of school libraries and librarians. This expansion can be expected to continue as the quality education program of the public school expands e As the number
of reorganized school districts with larger elementary and secondary schools
increases. the work of establishing and supervising such libraries will expand"
In order to carry this work load; the school library unit will require two
more professional librarians who should be expert in either or both elementary and
secondary school libraries. They would require the assistance of one additional
general library assistant. and two steno-clex'ical workers to carry the added load
of library and clerical work"
If currently proposed legislation in Congress should pass~ this expansion
would be needed immediately after such legislation becomes lavl.
It would be necessary at the same time to enla~ge the space allocated to the
school libraries unitt provide equipment~ and allow added travel funds for them to
be able to visit and supervise school libraries on a regular basis"
Teacher Personnel Section
As time goes on the services of this Section increase in number and complexity.
,This is a result of the increasing number of persons in need of such services and
of the growing demands for service from individuals.
In 19'50-51 there were 21 t 603 teachers in the pUblic schools of Minnesota; in
1960-61 there were 31D666~ It is estimated there will be 39~077 in 1970-71. If
the rate of increase for the past ten years continues for the next tent this
estimate is conservative; it may well be about 4l~OOO.
In 1950-51 there were 9 D451 teaching certificates issued by this Section; in
1960-61 this number had increased to 13,629. No estimate has been made of the increase in the next ten years; it would not seem unreasonable to assume t however,
that by 1970-71 this number will be near 18~0000 .
In 1950.... 51 there were '1 9 906 persons enrolled in the Placement Bureau for placement service; 431 placements were made during that year. In 1960-61 there were
2,627 persons enrolled; 118 were placed in teaching positionso Judging from the
continued interest in this service in the past~ this service is due for sustained
growth in the future. This growth viould increase in rate
there were sufficient
staff on hand to assure an even more effective service than is possible ,at present.
The work in the area of teacher education has increased markedly in the past
ten years. The growing emphasis on the approved-program approach in certification
as opposed to that of counting credits has brought about a much closer tie-up of
this section with the colleges of the state and with their programs of teacher preparation. It is very clear that this trend will continue& with an ever-increasing
demand upon the personnel in the section.
It is most desireable to mechanize some of the processes t specifically certification and teacher qualification reporting" The introductory work in the area of
certification has already been done. All that is needed to put it into operation
is sufficient clerical help to do the necessary work$
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To put the machine processing into operation in the area of teacher qualification reporting will require considet'able planning and time since it involves the
orientation of those in the local schools who will have to supply the necessary data.
This might well be begun on a trial basis, working with a few selected districts in
an area or a county.
It would not be out of order to investigate the desirability an9 feasibility
of introducing machine operation in placement within the next ten years.
While machine processing would not reduce the need for clerical help, it would
expedite the work and make it possible to make many more studies than can be made
at present.
In order to do the work of'this section as it should be done and to render the
amount and kind of service that it is reasonable to expect. it will be necessary to
add three professional employees to the staff in the next ten years. These might
be appointed on the following schedule:
Position

Year Position Needed
1965
1967
1969

Teacher Education
College Evaluation
Teacher Qualification,
Certification,
Placement.

x

Of equal importance is the addition of clerical help. A C1erk-Steno III as a
secretary to the Director of the section is even more necessary than the additional
professional persons. In the interest of the highest quality of service the additional clerical workers would be Clerk-Steno and Clerk-Typist II's. These might
well be appointed on a schedule somewhat as follows:
Position
1963
1 Clerk-Ste,no III
2 Clerk-Typists II for
Placement
1 Clerk-Typist II- for
Certification
1 Clerk-Steno II for
Professional Position #1
1 Clerk-Steno II for
Professional position #2
1 Clerk-Steno II for
Profes&ional Position #3

Year Position Needed
1965
1967
1969

1971

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

Vocational Education Section
The controlling purpose of vocational education is to fit persons for useful
employment. The needs of two distinct groups of people are served by the programs:
(1) Those who have entered upon and (2) Those who are preparing to enter upon the
,work of various' occupations in the fields of agriCUlture. business and commerce •.
distribution, homemaking, and trades and industries. Vocational education programs
'provide training for young persons in regUlar day school classes and for out-of·
school youth and adults. both employed and unemployed. These programs develop
abilities, understandings, attitUdes. work habits and appreciations which contribute
not only to successful employment but also for a satisfying and productive life.
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Vocational education does not take the place of general academic education but
and enhances it for students who want training for a chosen occupation.
Vocational education programs are administered by regularly constituted state and
local school authorities who recognize their responsibility to provide programs for
both academic and vocational education.
suppl~~ents

Vocational education programS in public schools have steadily increased since
kheir inception. The past few years have seen the total enrollment of persons taking
vocational education in Minnesota's public schools exceeding 100~000. New programs
are planned and these, along with continued expansion of old programs, will continue
this growth. Increased demands on vocational education will be caused by the need to
relieve unemployment among the unskilled by providing them with vocational training
which will prepare them for skilled jobs.
Manpower needs, as expres'sed by the federal Department of Labor t indicate that
by 1970 almost 50 per cent of all women, ages 35-64 9 will be in the labor force.
Many of these workers will have to be trained in order to learn neW skills and to
adjust to changing patterns of the economy.
Government agencies are aware of the advisability of providing handicapped
people with vocational training so they can become productive citizens& While a
good start is being madet vocational education will require a great deal of
expansion in order to moderately supply the needs of this group&
The average migrant farm worker works 131 days per year and earns $892.00. The
low economic level of these workers and the fact that they are traveling about deprives the families of adequate clothing, housing~ diet~ school opportunities,
health. and family stability. F~nds will probably be provided through the federal
government for vocational training that will improve the ~tatus of these people
The Area Redevelopment Act, passed by Congress in May~ 1961~ provides in
for a pilot program for the vocational training of underemployed and unemployed workers. A bill now in Congress called the Manpower Training Bill, will greatly expand
this program to cover underemployed and unemployed workers wherever they may be and to
provide them with vocational training so they can become eligible for full employment.
Projection of Enrollments - Technician
Projected enrollments are as follows:
Year

All Day Classes

Adult Evening Classes

Total

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

500
550
605
725
870
994
1094
1204
1324

3700
3885
4075
4275
4490
4715
4950
5420
5960

4200
4435
4680
5000
5360
5709
6044
6624
7284

Anticipated enrollment for 1961-62 all-day classes is about 500. This is increased by 10 per cent for 1963 and 1964 reflecting recent average annual increases
in these classes. Enrollments for 1965 through 1967 are increased by 20 per cent.
This estimate is made on the basis of an estimated increase of 30 per cent in the
number of high school graduates available and anticipated new area school facilities
being made available in Saint Paul. For 1968-70 the estimated rate of increase is
again leveled off to 10 per cento From 1962 to 1967 an annual enrollment increase
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of 5 per cent is predicted in adult even~ng classes. This estimate is based on
active ·participation of employed adults because of the increasing technical needs·
of industry.
The Department of Business Development and several recent economic research
reports have indicated that most industrial growth in Minnesota will probably come
in the so-called "brain" industries requiring highly skilled technical help. Retraining of persons displaced through automation will also be a significant factor.
However~ total employed workers in the age brackets usually attending adult classes
are not expected to increase significantly during this time.
In 1968. the estimated rate of increase is shifted to 10 per cent relecting the
entry into the labor market of the surge of young people who have received preparatory technical 'training~ and now will continue .with evening extension training.
Agriculture Education Unit

Departr;Jents
Enrollment
High School
Young Farmer & Adult
Number of Teachers
Number of MUltipleTeacher Departments
Area Vocational Schools
Agriculture Program
Number of Farms

*

**

1950... 51

1960-6pt:

1967

1971

193
15.242
9.833
5 t409~H:
209

287
25.376
13.795
11. 581,h
328

302
31.387
15.174
16.213
400

315
40.000
16.000
23.000
500

t
:

16

38

80

150

0
179,119

7

145.662

9
136.923

11
132,000

1960-61 data used since 1962 enrollment figures not available.
Excluding enrollment in food production and preservation courses.

In projecting anticipated changes for 1965 and 1973 the base used was the
changes that occurred during the past decade of 1950-51 to 1960-61.
D~ing the decade 1951-61 the number of vocational agriCUlture departments increased 48 per cent; a 13 per cent, increase is estimated to 1970 on the basis of
continued growth of the program and anticipated high school combinations and
consolidations.

Total enrollment in vocational agriCUlture increased 66 per cent ip the past
decade; anticipated for the next decade is an increase of 58 per cent.
Although the number of farms decreased 18 per cent from 1951-61 t the vocational
agriCUlture education program increased 48 per cent in number of departments. 66 per
cent ih enrollment and 57 per cent in number of teachers. It is anticipated that
the numbe~ of fa~ms will continue to decrease to 1970. but at a slower rate than during the past decade.
As fa~ms become la~ger and technical developments add to the complexity of farming the growth of vocational agriCUlture education indicates farm people are looking
more and more to the schools for an organized prog~am of instruction designed to
meet their educational needs.
The adult program in agriCUlture education is becoming increasingly important.
and will continue to do so. Organizing the instruction on the basis of farm management gives impetus to the trend of more classes and larger enrollments.
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Distributive and

Education Unit

Estimated expanded enrollments in distributive and office education through
the year 1971 include:
Distributive
(day and evening)
Office--Day
Evening

1962

1967

1971

4 11 255

6,000

8,000

75,333
8 334

95,000
10,000

12°11° 00
12,000

Cooperative programs in distributive education will likely continue to increase. The present rate of increase in cooperative programs is between two and
three per year. There is also a greater interest for establishment of post high
school distributive education programs.
As coordinators are established in more communities II there will be an inc!'ease
in adult programs in distributive education. The potential for the increase in
adult distributive education is very high but is limited to the supervisory and
coordinator personnel which schools need to teach and organize them.
It is anticipated enrollments
day' programs of office education will increase
steadily at approximately four per cent per year. There was a decline in office
education enrollments from the 1960 to the 1961 school year primarily because of a
temporary adjustment to the new mathematics and science requirements.
A four per cent increase is likely in the future because high school population
will increase within the next ten years and post high school programs are increasing.
It is likely that the adult office courses will continue to increase at a slow
but steady rate. The vocational office adult programs are limited by the relatively
small number of vocationally oriented office teachers who are available and
interested in organizing such courses
0

Home Economics Education Unit
Growth of Future Homemakers of America
Chapters
Membership

1950
102
3.693

1960

-1971
-400
16 11 000

The figures indicate the rapid growth in the past ten years and it is believed
the organization will continue to grow. The growth anticipated will require one
full time supervisor and one half-time supervisor and a full-time secretary and a
part-time secretary.
In the next 10 years adult education will become increasingly important.
it is to be made effective$ additional staff will be needed o

If

A program for post high school students in area vocation schools should be
given priority in planning. Some of the areas of study which could be offered on a
~ore mature basis than in high school include money management t family relationshiPt
food for the familYt family health ll clothing for the family and fabrics for household use II art II and science in the home. In many of these CO\.lrses men and women can
profit from studying together.
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Industrial Education Unit
If Minnesota maintains its present position as an industrial state during the
next decade, an increase of about 280,000 persons in the labor supply can be
anticipated. In view of this figure, the increase in trade and industrial services
from a figure of 27,068 in 1962 to 51,000 in 1971 is probably a conservative figure.
In addition to 14 million new workers nationally there will be another 15 million '
new workers replacing those persons retiring or terminating their productive years.
These replacements, too, will need training.
.
In the next 10 years Minnesota also will need about 300,000 new replacement
workers. These two groups number over a half million persons who may have need of
training of one sort or another. These figures represent persons just beginning to
make their,appearance and do not take into account persons presently in the labor
force who may have need of training services.
This half million people are in all pursuits and not only in trade and technical trades. After eliminating those who will be concerned with agriculture. distributive areas, professional areas and others, about 250,000 new workers will be
needed in the trades and industries.
Industrial arts for enrollment for 1962 totalle4 93.309 for grades 7 through 12.
This is approximately 30 per cent of the total enrollment. During the past 10 years
industrial arts enrollment each year has shown a greater percentage of increase than
total enrollment.
If this trend were projected to 1971, the figures for 1967 (109.617) and 1971
(120,000) would be much higher. However. with the added emphasis toward mathematics
and science, an increase from 30 per cent to only 35 per cent is expected.
Guidance Services Unit
1962

Secondary School Counselors

1967

1971

626

The projected number of counselors is based upon three assumptions:
GUIDANCE programs in secondary schools will continue to expand at approximately
the same rate as they have for the past four years.
MORE COUNSELORS will be provided in elementary schools, area vocational schools,
and junior colleges.
THE SUPPLY of trained counselors will be adequate to meet the demand.
The need for guidance services for all youth is being recognized and promoted
by an increased number of study groups and organizations. The 1960 White House
Conference on Children and Youth recommended a student counselor ratio of 1 : 300
for secondary schools and 1 : 600 for elementary schools. Meeting this ration would
require 1,240 e~ementary and 1,123 secondary counselors by 1967 and 1,355 elementary
school counselors and 1,220 secondary school counselors by 1971.
To work toward the recommended goals in guidance and counseling, the following
recommendations are made as proposed by the State Advisory Committee for Guidance,
Counseling, and Testing.
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TABLE XV
Stat e Sta f f

He e d 5 for V 0 cat ion alE due a t ion
J

State Staff Needs for Vocational Education
Program

+=

-J

Agriculture
Home Economics
Office
Distributive
Private Trade Schools
Guidance
Technician
Trade and Industrial
Practical Nursing
Industrial Arts
Area Redevelopment
Area Vocational Schools

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

0
0
+1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
+1

0
+1
+1
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

-1
0
0
0
-1
0
0

1/2
0

0

0

+1
+1
+1/2

0
0

0

1
1/2
0
0

0
0
+1/2

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

+1

0
0

0

+1
0
0

3

-2

3

2

2

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

+1

+1
0

0

+1

0

0

0
0

-

0
0
0

0

0

0

O'

+1

1

4

-

0
+1

0

--

-

0
0
0
0

0

0

-

1971

0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0

1970

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1969

-

-

0

-

+1

0
-

0

0

2

0

0

0
0

0

Itinerant Field Teachers
Merchandising
Electronics
Building Technician

-

0

-

0

-

+1

-

0

-

+1

-

0

-

0

+1

-

0

0

-

0

Total Additions
Professional
Clerical

Totals
4-

0

4

2

0

1 1/2

-2
0

4
2

2
1

3
1

0
0

2
1

17
8 1/2

THAT A STUDY be made of the possibilities of developing a coordinated Pupil
Personnel Service' Section in the Department of Education.
THAT ENCOURAGEMENT be given to the further development of guidance programs in
elementary schools. area vocational schools. and junior colleges$
THAT THE PRESENT guidance staff be expanded. as was approved in-the State Plan
fdr Guidance. Counseling, and Testing. to include a Director of Guidance, two
assi~tant directors. six consultants for secondary school guidance programs and
three consultants for elementary school programs of guidance and pupil personnel
services.
THAT GUIDANCE SERVICES BE INCLUDED AS A PART OF STANDARDS FOR BASIC STATE AIDS
in Minnesota for all grades.
THAT FURTHER encourangement be given to reorganization of small school districts
into units large enough to be able to provide more complete pupil personnel services.
Private Trade Schools Unit
Requirements for the private trade school unit for the year 1967 will be two
assistant supervisors in addition to a head supervisor. It is anticipated supervision will be needed for 70 resident private trade schools and 33 private correspondence schools located outside the state but having solicitors in this state.
The year 1973 should see approximatelY 81 resident schools and 37 private correspondence schools domiciled outside of the state but having salesmen in the state.
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Goals and Objectives
The principal goal of the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation is to extend
the program so that the number of persons rehabilitated and the number of services
provided are consistent with the demands placed upon the agency by the number of
disabled in the stateo The program for the next 10 years will involve the establishment of additional field offices. manned by counseling. clerical and supervisory
personnel.
The goals of the Division are:
EXPAND the counseling staff to increase services to such disability groups as
the emotionally 111& mentally retarded and the severely disabled.
REDUCE'backlog of 'pending cases and cases awaiting investigation.
DEVELOP coordination of community resourceS to benefit the rehabilitation of
the disabled$
FOSTER the development and growth of community resources for the rehabilitation
of the disabled. including financial assistance for the establishment of n~w
facilities.
.
PROVIDE consultative services to local communities to undertake special projects for the rehabilitation of the disabled.
ESTABLISH field offices in the population areas of the state now being served
by itinerant contact.
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EXTEND rehabilitation services to homebound individuals.
EXPANQ employment opportunities for the disabled in all occupational pursuits
through coordinated programs with state and community agencies and organizations.
PROVIDE sheltered employment opportunities for those disabled who are unable to
comnete in a regular labor market.
PROVIDE program of employer education to encourage the acceptance and retention
of disabled persons in employment.
Financing
The program of rehabilitation is presently financed through state and federal
appropriations. No change in basic financing is anticipated or recommended. The
state appropriates from income tax revenues while federal government appropriations
are based on all federal general tax sources.
1959-1961 Biennial Budget (combined)

Available Funds
State Appropriations
Federal Appropriations
Speci~.l Gifts
Transfers

$ 11l135!130 L+.00
2,067,932.00
2,000.00
11,139.00

Expenditures
Guidance and Placement
Case Services
Administration
Extension and Improvement
Special Projects
Special Facilities for the Handicapped

840,074.00
1,,822,937.00
274, 9l~3 .. 00
52,30 1+.. 00
53.486.00
4,948 .. 00

Standards
Program standards are based on the requirements imposed by Public Law 565) and
implemented by regulations pr10rnulgated by the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare. The state plan is the operating instrumentality embodying the standards
established by the State Board of Education, which are in conformance with the federal law. Such other standards obtain as relate to the type of services provided
through the Division.
Plans
The plans of the Division for the next decade have not yet reached a definite
state of development. The specific planning will follow from the general objecti.ves,;
which involve the establishment of new field offices where needed and increasing the
size of the counseling staff to meet the needs of disability groups not now being
a.erver!. completely.. The estimates of the financial requirements and the number of
personnel for the years to come presuppose a rehabilitation program based on the
of services.
This does not include the possibility of rehabilitating persons for independent
nor the possibility of rehabilitating the chronically dependent persons who
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a~e not otherwise physically disabled.
Considering legislation pending before Congres~. it is conceivable that rehabilitation services will be extended in a number

of directions. Most likely to come within the next decade is rehabilitating individuals for independent living. Considerations presently in the Depa~tment of
Health. Education and Welfare, indicate rehabilitation is pointing toward restoration and re-training of chronically dependent persons who are not otherwise disabled.
For each type of program, additional personnel will be required~ Additional
office facilities will be necessary. It is known that other kinds of ~ehabilitation
skills, not now considered part of the rehabilitation staff. will be brought to
bear. For instance, should independent living legislation be enacted by Congress,
staff specialists in the various therapies will be necessary and possibly individuals who are specially trained in the field of geriatrics. A full-time medical
staff consultant would be required in the administration of this type of program.
The cost of services. as well as the character of the services, provided to the seriously disabled would be substantially different from those provided under the
existing program.
Financing the Plan
It is difficult to state a recommendation with respect to means of financing
the increased requirements for rehabilitating disabled citizens. Increased appropriations from state income taxes, through the form of a small additional surtax,
would be one way to meet this need. Depending upon the national economic situation
and ~he in~ernational situation. it is hoped that more of the national tax revenue
could be diverted from defense purposes into social programs, such as rehabilitation.
The' federal government has consistently increased its appropriations and there now
are indications that this will continue on a long trend basis, since the value of
rehabilitation and the program of rehabilitation has been firmly established.
Disability Determination Section
GoalS and Objectives
The objectives of this Section are:
TO SECURE for residents of Minnesota the benefits provided under the Social
Security law by developing evidence and equitably adjudicating facts according to
national standards.
TO EVALUATE and refe~ for vocational rehabilitation services those applicants
who might benefit from those services and then become employable.
In terms of specific production goals. the Section is striving to p~ocess 95
per cent of ~he applications not in need of development within seven working days;
95 per cent of the appiications requiring consultative medical examinations within
50 working days; and 95 per cent of the applications requiring other forms of
development within 35 working days~
less.

The pending load is to be maintained at the level of one months' production or
This means a shorter waiting period for applicants.

Cases returned by the Bureau for additional development or for non-conformity
to national standards are to be reduced to two per cent or less.
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FINANCING
The entire cost of operating the Section is financed by federal funds.
PLANS
It is anticipated Social Security earnings and quarters of coverage criteria will
become more liberal. It also appears that medical care to the aged might be provided
by Social Security. If this comes about t it will result in an increase in disability
benefit applications, and if medical care benefits are extended to include disability
recipients, there will be a substantial increase in applications because claims will
become more valuable.
Congress may provide for temporary total disability benefits. This would increase the case load and require additional personnel to render prompt adjudication
for this type of coverage.
It is anticipated that this Section will continue to render the same basic service without undergoing any substantial revisions.
With the projected increase in applicants and the consequent increase in personnel, several organizational changes will occur. There will be a need for several
consultant positions so that adequate technical supervision can be provided for the
workers. It is also anticipated that a sub-section designed to adjudicate appealed
cases will become necessary.
Financing is entirely Federal, and the source of revenue will be the Social
Security Trust Fund to be appropriated by Congress as required.
Special Education Section
Responsibility and Authority
The Legislature, in making aids available to school districts which provide special education services, specifies that the State Board of Education shall set standards relative to pupil eligibility, personnel, class size, supervision, parent consultation, and any other standards that it deems necessary. A primary responsibility of the Special Education Section is to study, develop, and recommend standards
to the Board of Education.
The Special Education Section provides consultative services to local school
districts and the state residential schools for program and curriculum development
for handicapped pupils.
The Section also provides consultative services to the University and the State
Colleges. It has worked closely in developing teacher education plans designed to
prepare more teachers and other essential personnel for Minnesota's special education program.
Goals and objectives of the section include:
DEVELOPMENT of special education services in areas not currently having such
services.
DEVELOPMENT of methods of providing supervision to existing programs.
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DEVELOPMENT and implementation of a reimbursement plan which would truly offset
the excess cost' of special educat±on programs to the degree that cost factors would
no longer act as a deterrent to progt'am development.
ENCOURAGING and stimulating the training of special teachers in ot'der to alleviate the present shortage of qua~ified personnel.
DEVELOPMENT of more complete and intensive consultation service to local school
districts and state institutions having school programs. ,At the present time the
Special Education Section is unable to provide an adequate amount of consultation.
STRENGTHENING the certification requirements for all teachers of the handicapped so as to insure continuinR program quality.
DEVELOPMENT of curriculum guides, manuals, and other reference materials in all
disability areas, in order that programs maintain consistently high standards.
EXPLORATION of means of obtaining funds to enable the Section to participate in
experimental and demonstration projects simed at developing new and better approaches to meet,ing the needs of handicapped children.
FINANCING'
Special Education programs are financed through local, district and state funds.
Because programs for handicapped children are generally more costly than programs
for normal children, the state reimburses loeal districts for a portion of the ex-,
'cess costs involved. The moneys approp~iated for this purpose are included in the
general education approp~iation. In the 1960-61 school yea~t special education reimbursement to local districts totaled $3,052,098.02. The following illustrates
the distribution of funds in the various disability categories:
Deaf
Blind
Trainable Retarded
Educable Ret-arded .
Speech
Crippled
. Emotionally Disturbed
Neurologically tmpdi~ed
Home & Hospital
Other E~sential Pe~sonnel

$

115,159.25
105,195.74
138,281.03
1,·291 ;£47.66
396,184.75
233,887.76
44,980.26
26~755.87

337,155.98
362,649.72

The administrative costs of the special education program are included in the
opet'ating budget of the Department of Education.
PLANS
It is anticipated that steady growth in set'vices to child~en will'continue during the next decade. To provide anequately for the increased number of children requiring special education services it will be necessary in the next ten years to:
PROVIDE additional consultant staff both at the state and regional levels.
CONTINUE to encourage local dist~iots to develop'a formal plan of shared personnel so that comprehensive special education services can be made available to all
areas of the state.
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OBTAIN sources of revenue which will permit demonstration and research projects
which have as a primary purpose the i~provement and extension of special education
services. The following are some of the areas of concern in this regard: imDroved
screening and diagnostic services in all categories of disabilitYt the development
of various approaches to the problem of the mentally retarded at the secondary
school 1evel.- the establishment of programs for crippled children on a regional basis. and the greater use of itinerant personnel in the area of the' visually impair'ed and the hearing handicapped.
REVIEW the adequacy of the special education legislation with special reference
to the classification of children and the present pattern of reimbursement.
GIVE ATTENTION to the problem of the shortage of trained personnel by developing a plan for awarding state sponsored scholarships and for providing in-service
-t1?ainingfot' school distt"ict pet"sonnel working with handicapped children
01

Action Programs to Im?lement Plans
A plan of action to remedy present deficiencies in consultation service and to
appropriat.e1y handle the anticipated growth in the pI'ogram would en"tai1 the following:
AN ADDITION to the special education staff of six consultants and an appropriate
number of clerical employees to serVe on a regional basis. These staff members would
not be located in St. Paul but would reside in strategically located out-of-state communities.
EXPANSION of the central office staff. The Commission on Problems of Mentally
Retarded t Handicapped. and Gifted Children has recommended that the following additions be made to the present Special Education staff: An assistant to the Special
Education Section head; one professional staff member for program for emotionally
disturbed; two additional staff members fot' programs for retarded children and four
additional clerical positions.
AN APPROPRIATION to the Special Education Section for demonstration-research
projects to establish means by which school districts can better meet the needs of
handicapped children; in-service training of school district personnel working with
handicapped children, and scholarships for the training of additional personnel.
The recommendations by the Commission were that the additional staff positions
be created within a pe~Jod of 5 years. These recommendations should be regarded as
minimum staff requirements insofar as the" 10 year period is concerned. Additional
progt'am growth in the second half cf the ten year period may make necessary the creation of additional staff positions.
The st~ff expansion described above would require an additional a?propriation to
the Department of Education of approximately $120,000 per year. Funds to finance the
program would have to com~ from increased appropriations by the Legisiature.

dO
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TABLE XV I

hOlll

Statement of annual appro~riation$ granted tG several aUdget .~~ount~
fiscal' ,ear' tQ 1962-63 fiscal year ::howillg tile per cent of increase

195r~52

Per Cent: of

Increase
1951-52 'to

Appropriation

1951-52
Salaries
Complement

Sup. t Exp.

~

1954-55,

1953-54

1955-56

!lli:::.U.

. 1957-58

1958-59

~

1960·61

1961-62

1962-63

1962-63

345.376
87

350.218

351.801

354.a85

502,881
116.S

518,428
U1.5

604.427
124

'~.928

92.

381.917
101

W.

.1.166

774.336
146

124.20

90

385.745
103

o18.8~

87

85.423

84.348

73.993

'12.413

90,000

82.500

~.S49

94.535

9.t.-o35

92.183

..139.-730

.129.4;58

5.1..55

15S.000
29

1.50 8 000

180.000

l8O\looo

Ji.8S.000

510 ..000

33

!l

t2

'616.911
U

677.~ff

33

552.&88
92

582.&16

29

336.78
21.3.79

~oOOO

40.000

4<:1)000

40.000

3Os>OOC

30.000

32,500

32.500

33.000

35.000

'0.000

~.OOO

200.000

200.000

250.000

250.000

300.000

300.000

350.000

350.000

-00,000

ICOO.OOO

1100.000

400.000

100.00

5li>0S2.600

53,294.300

61.811.600

64.396.,,000

65.062.4011-

66.,995.380

83.531.590

91.307.000

10.1..42.4.200

123.663.000

l32.613.0oo

159.61.

U1

67.82

.;:

•

Training of
Dis. Persons
COl1!Plement

Resea.-ch

332.560
11-1 1/2

1f3C.~-

-'1112-

n

91

-0-

Commudty
Luncl1

Aid to Schs.

ao~23.478

TABLE
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( Con tin u ed )

Projection of esti~ated Fund requirements ~y Budget Account
for ten year period from July I. 1961 to June 30. J9n

Current
~

Special State Aid
roundation Aid
Pupil Units

102.959.200
(780 ..390)

Approp.
1902-63

1.10,001.000
(806,813)

'1963-64-

1964--65

1965-66

122,94-3.865

130.795,4-82
(85'+,145)

137,754-.050
(869,003)

(835,088)

145,301,789
(884,7'+7)

1967-68

1968-69

153,366,953
(900,304)

161,671,623
(916,198)

1969-70

:'970-71.

168,657,265
(929,046)

175,383,452
(9 4 1,475)

County Equal Aid

200,000

200 ..000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

Emergency Aid

500,000

500,000

600,000

600,000

700,000

700,000

800,000

800.000

900,000

900,000

1.3,715,.0-00

1.4,9:10,000

.13,970,886

14.885,666

.15.844.28Q

16,.847,.883

17,897,582

18,99'+,'+31

20.139,587

21.33 4 ,104

Handicap Aid

3,4-29,.800

3.773..000

3,400,000

3,900,.000

4,10a,OOO

4-,300.000

4 ..500,.000

'+,700,000

'+,.900,000

5,.100,.OCO

Vocational Aid

2.859,000

3 ..209,000

3,534.968

3,S59,164-

4-,434.263

4-.%6,374-

S,4S2,974

6.009 ..271

6,610,198

7,.271,217

123,663.000

132,613,000

14-4.649.71,9

154.31+0.312

163.032.593

172,316,046

182 ,127 ,509

192,275,.325

201.307,050

211,J88,773

Income Tax Aid

*7,750.820

8,100.000

8.400.000

8.500.000

8,600,000

8,700.000

8,800.000

8,900.000

9,000,000

9.100,COO

it?porLionment

*8,027,028

8.100.000

8,.250,.000

8,500,000

8,750,000

9,000.000

9,250,000

S,SOO,OOO

10,000,000

10.25-0,.000

Amount Available

139,4-40.84-8

148,813.000

161,299,719

171,.31+0 .312

180,382,593

19:0.016,04S

200 ..177 ,509

210,675,325

220.307,050

230 ,~38, 773

Aid to Junior College

877,.800

965.700

976.500

1,030,200

l.086,.SOO

1.163.100

1,24-4.4-00

1,331,700

1 ..4025,000

1,524,000

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

Tra...'1Sportation Aid
(.n

en

1966-67

I

Total

Annual Rate

*Actual payment

A.D~A.

.
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(Continued)

Pro jection of est i ma ted Fund requ i rements by Budget Acco un t
for ten year period from July I. 1963 to June 30. 1973

1963-6~

1961J-65

1965-66-

1.966-6-7

1967-68-

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

National Def. £due.. Act.
TitlellI
Adm
AidS

75,000.00
1,100,000.00

80,000.00
75,000.00
1,100,000.00 '1,150,000'.00

8-0,000.00
1,J.50,OOO.00

85,000.00
1,200 ..000.00

85,000.00
1.,200,000.00

85,000.00
1,200,000.00

85,000.00
1,200.000.00

90,000.00
1,250,000.00

90,000.00
1.250,000.00

325,.000.00

350,000.00

350,000.00

350,000.. 00

350,000 .. 00

4-00,000.00

4-00,000.00

45,000.00

45,000.00

50,000.00

50,000 ..00

60,000.00

60.000.00

Title V

300,000.00

300,000.00

325,000.00

4-0,,000.00

40,000.00

45,000.00

675,000.00
92.000..00
21.5,000.Oa

6.75,000 ..00
92,000.00
215.000.00

&75,000.00
92,.000 ..00
21:5,000 ..00

92,OOa.Oa
215,000.00

675,000.00
92,00·0.00
215 ..000.00

675,000:00
92,000.00
21S.. 000~00

675,000.00
92,000.00
215,000.00

Ei1S ,000.00
92,000.00

675,000 .. 00
92,000.00

2.15 ,000'• 00

215 II OQQ • 0.0

615,000.00
92.000.00
215,000.00

Smith Hugh.es-Voc. Ed.

142,000.. 00

142,000.00

142,000.00

142,000.00

111-2 ..000.00

111-2,000.00

142,000.00

111-2,000.00

1.42,000.00

111-2,000.00

Educ.. of Indian ChHdren

1.55.000.00

165.000'.00

170.000.-00

1.70,000.00

170.000.00

115,000.00

1.75.000.00

175.000..00

,1.75.000.00

175.aOO.Oo

Rural. Library Aid

166,130.00

1.66.130.00

166,130.00

1,1+90.000.00

1.595.000.00

1..833.000.00

1.931.000.00

2,.220,000.00

2.4-41.000 ..00

2,,808.000.00

3 9 088,000 .. 00

3.550 e OO'O.00

3.900.000.00

360.000.00

4-00,000.00

11'50,000.00

500,000.00

550.000.00

600,000.. 00

650,000.. 00

660.000.00

720,000.00

800,000.00

3,960.000.00. 4-.135,.000.00

4-.300.000.00

4,11-72,000.00

11-.655,000.00

4-.84-0,000.00

5,035.000.00

5,24-0,000.00

5,4-50,000.00

Adm. & AidS

Title X - Adm.

45,000.00 ,

tn
....,J

George-Barden Voc:. Educ..

Title I
Titl.e II
Title III

Voc.. Rehab.

O.A.S.. I.

S!::h • Lunch

& Spec. Milk Prog.

Civil Defens:e - Adul.t Educ.

3.780,000 .. 00

67~.OOO.00

TABLE XVIII

Analysis of selected budget figure showing the percentage of increase
of actual appropri ation over past ten year period and of projected
appropriation needs ten years ahead

Per Cent
Increase

Complement

Per Cent
Increase

345,376.00
774,336.00

124.20

87
146

67.82

764,928.00
1,670,000.00

118.32

146
256

75.34

85,423.00
129,458.00

51.55

139,730.00
455,000.00

225.63

155.000.00
677,008.00

336.78

29
91

213.79

676,917.00
2,345,000.00

246.42

91
161

76.92

51.082.600.00
132· , S13 , 00 O.~ O.

°

159.61

123,663,000.00
230,438,773.00

86.34

1951.. 52
1962-63

200,000.00
400,000.00

100.00

1961...62
1972-73

400,000.00
575,000.00

43.75

Appropriation

Salaries Acct

$

1951-52
1962-63
1961-62
1972-73

Projection

Supplies & Expense Acct
J.951-52
1962-63
1961-62
1972-73

Projection

Voc. Rehab. Program
1951-52
1962-63
1961-62
1972-73

Projection

Aid to Schools
1951-52
1962-63
1961-62
1970-71

ProjectIon

School Lunch
"

Projection

-
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UNIVERSITY OF MI NESOTA
"The ideal University is a community of inquirers all seeking after
truth. Some are called professors; some students. They work together in
a master-apprentice relationship. Both know that the realm of the unknown is greater than the known; both are humbly determined that they
will reduce the quantum of ignorance; the professor by his example of
study sets the pace; and his fondest dream is that his student will soon
outmatch him. The genius of a university is satisfied when professors
and students are gathered together in one community engaged in joint
enterprise -- perpetuating the wisdom of the ages, increasing the community of men capable of intellectual inquiry, and together expanding
the frontiers of truth."
O. Meredith Wilson, ninth president of the
University of Minnesota in his inaugural address.
THE IDEA OF A UNIVERSITY
A state university is an instrument of the people.
from the people. It exists to serve society.

It draws its sustenance

The first concept of a state university had its beginnings as early as 1785,
when the University of Georgia was founded. This was not the concept we know today.
Today's concept of the state university -- a university to meet the needs of all
the people. rather than only the privileged few -- dates from the middle of the
last cent ury •
It was pioneered by Jonathan Baldwin Turner and Senator Justis S. Morrill of
Vermont. In 1850, Turner, a pioneer educator in Illinois. stressing the need for
greater opportunities in higher education. spoke in this spirit:
"In our country, we have no aristocracy, with the inalienable wealth
of ages and constant leisure and means to perform all manner of useful
experiments for their own amusement; but we must create our nobility for
this purpose, as we elect our rulers, from our own ranks, to aid and
serve, not to domineer over and control us. And, this done, we will not
only beat England and beat the world in yachts and locks and reapers,
but all else that contributes to the well being and true glory of man."
Twelve years later, in 1862. the Federal government climaxed the movement for
public higher education, when President Lincoln signed the Morrill act (named for
its sponsor, Senator Justin S. Morrill of Vermont) which set aside grants of land
for the support of state colleges devoted to agriculture and technology.
Today there are 68 land-grant colleges and universities in the nation. The
University of Minnesota is one of these. Their basic precept is that higher education should be equally available to all who are capable of it, regardless of their
station in life.
While the kinds of learning and experience which they offer to their students
are incredibly varied, as are the services they offer to society, essentially they
do three things:
They teach.
They carry forward research.
They serve the people.
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The constitution of Minnesota. as adopted in 1857. provides in Article VIlli
section 4. that the University of Minnesota as it was located and established by the
Territorial Legislature in 1851 His hereby declared to be the University of the State
of Minnesota."
Co~nenting on the role of the University in the state. a committee that recently
was commissioned to direct a self-survey of the instit~tion phrased it in this way:'

"since the people of Minnesota constitute the state. this means that
the University belongs to the people in their organized capacity as a state
in the Union. It is -devoted to their service and their welfa~e. All the
essential and general interests of the people -- moral~ spiritual. intellectual. and material ~- local» national and international -~ are of concern
to the University.1t
In the 111 years since its founding& the University has directed its efforts to
these ends. -Its impact on the state has been profound. It has extended its influence
to every part of the state. increasing levels of learning & contributing of its research to the betterment of the economy and to the living standards of its people;
improving th~ products of its farms and increasing their productivity~ pointing the
way to new products and new methods of production for its industries.
Today the University of Minnesota sta~ds as one of the great universities of the
natione In the fall of 1961 it enrolled 30.846 full~time students. But this is only
one measure of the degree to which it serves the state. An additional 44.485 persons
were enrolled in some form of instruction& in the agricultural short courses e in the·
evening extension instruction (which alone enrolled 16.1B2 persons). in the programs
of the Center for Continuation Study. in the schools of agriculture.
One major midwestern university has long said that the boundaries of its campus
the beun-dat'ies· of the state
Wh lle this -ina laf'ge-serise is true of the Unl versity of Minnesota, it does not adequately describe the role of the university in an
era of space flight and instantaneous worldwide communlcations~ Those who directed
the recent self-survey recognized this when they wrote:
aN

8

uIn all three phases of its work -- instruction t research, and
public service em while the Unive~sityts primary responsibility is to
the people of the state~ it has also a natiQnal and worldwide responsi!?iJ.~ty C.off.lp.Cl.r@1.e..1:o 'that ofanyoth~r_ true u.niY.ersity.~t
- If proof were needed,of the international role of the University of Minnesota.
it would he difficult to find evidence more to the point than the sequence of events
of the summer of 1962~ As the University closed· out the final phase of its eight-year.
federally.... financed Hsister l'elationshipu with the war... ravaged,: Seoul National Univetts1ty in Korea. nearly 100 Peace Corps volunteers were taking up residence on the St.
Paul Campus to begin training for service in Pakistan.

on the regional level, the University has served as base of operations for the
Important four-year Upper Midwest Economic Study. which is designed to bring new
strength to the economy of the Ninth Federal Reserve District. and is presently aiding in efforts to obtain for this area a research institute that would further bo1ste~
th~ economy.
The oommon bond tying together these diverse activities~ in which the freshman
taking required English becomes a part of the same whole as the scientist developing
a new st~ain of rust-resistant wheat~ or seeking new ways to relieve SUffering and
maintain lifs t is the pursuit of learning. Some would say. the pursuit of truth.
Fo~ this is the central purpose of the University.
!t involves pUShing outward the
ft'ontie1"s of knowledge.
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If there is one thing that is true of a university it is that today it is different from what it was yesterday' and tomorrow it will be different from today.
For a uni versity is both an instrument of change t and the pawn of change. As it
seeks to push outward the frontiers of knowledge it brings about change. As 'it
seeks to meet the needs of society it becomes subject to change. To predict the
direction or dimension of these changes can be done only in broadest measures.
It is possible. of course, to make predictions based on the numbers of students
who will be seeking to enter the University during the decade. It must be understood. however t that to tie the University irrevocably to estimates based only on
numbers. while ignoring the advances that a swiftly changing society will demand t
would be to sap the University's strength and vigor§ and deny it its primary role
as an instrument of change.
Something of the nature of new and increased demands that may be expected are
forecast in this paragraph from a recent book It "Governance of Colleges and Universities". by John J. Corson:
"In the decades ahead t each college and uni versity "Till be expected
as in the past t to advance and disseminate knowledge & In addition, these
institutions will be confronted during the years ahead with demands for
assistance from many groups within the community. Adults will look to
these institutions for opportunities for continuing their education. Business will look to these institutions for the specialized training of em~
ployees t for technical advice in many fields, and for creative research on
iti problems. Government will look to these institutions for an increasing
amount of research in many fields, for the training of young men destined
to serve in the military forces@ for the provision of technical advice to
pUblic projects at home and abroad t and for the support and
of
institutions of higher learning in the underdeveloped countries."
PRESENT DIMENSIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY
When full....time enrollments at the Uni.versity reached a l"'ecord 30,8 Lt6 students
in Fall Quarter 1961~ there was inevitably a revival of the often-heard debate ciS to
whether the Uni versi ty is becoming 9ttoo big. if
This enrollment was some 21'000 more than the University had budgeted. Because
tuition falls considerably short of covering the costs ofeducat ing a student ~ it
presented grave financial problems that were met by temporarily diverting funds internally. When the need to replace these funds, combined with the necessity of
providing for additional "unbudgeted" students expected in Fall Quarter 1962 t forced
the University to increase tuition for 1962-63 t there was no doubt a revival also of
debate as to whether the University is becoming "too expensive."
It would be futile to deny that the University is a large institution or to say
that the tuition increases were proposed by the University administration with anything other than extreme reluctance. But several
need to be made in connection with these issues of size and costb
The University has neither sought out students nor desired size for its own
sake. That it has grown as it has in its Ill-year history is in large part due to a
combination of factors making the University of Minnesota unique among comparable
institutions: THE UNIVERSITY is located in the State '8 most populous and most rapidly growing metropolitan center, where it is the only publicly-supported inst tutior~
of higher'education within easy commuting distance
It is located ~here the students
are. THE UNIVERSITY combines \I in a single institution II the land-grant functions of
agriculture t engineering and home economics II and the traditional liberal arts functions of a state university (with important resulting economies)
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IN MOST FIELDS, the University is the Statets only institution offering graduate
and professional education.
More important~ the University has persistently held to the philosophy that' any
graduate of an accredited Minnesota high school should be eligible for admission.
This does not meant as some have inferred. that the University has no admissions
standards~ On the contrary~ individual colleges have separate and distinct Hthres-'
holds" for admitting undergraduates~ But somewhere within the Univer~ity there has
always been a place for the high school graduate determined to try his hand at a
college education, eVen though sometimes he may have been specifically counseled
against it. Future developments might force the University to modify this policy
and to exercise some restraints over certain enrollments. It should be noted, however, that this would tend to deny opportunities in higher education to substantial
numbers of ,Minnesota youth.
Size, of course. is relative. While the University and certain of its colleges
are extremely large, it is possible to single out many segments of the institution
which can accurately be characterized as small, eVen intimate. For example. the
Student Activities Bureau, a division of the Office of the Dean of StUdents, sponsors an active program of camps and retreats where members of the fac'ulty meet
informally with groups of students, selected generally for their common interests
or exceptional abilities.
President O. Meredith Wilson made reference to this matter of small segments
within the ~arge whole when he told a recent faCUlty conference:
"I know of at least one young man who \-las persuaded not to go to
Harvard but rather to come to the University of Minnesota for his parti, cular professional degree because Minnesota had a small school offering
special opportunities in his partiCUlar profession that could not be
available in so large a place as Harvard. I could. as a matter of fact,
go through the list of what I would call special faculties and show you
that~ after uou have broken down the image of the total into what are
our particular obligations t perhaps nowhere in the University of M!nnesota 9 except the libe~al arts colleget is the matter of size significantly
different from what it is in any other university in the United States.
Even in the liberal arts college t if you were to ask about objectives related to a partiCUlar interest. you would have to say. for example t that
Anthropology is a relatively small t intimate community. In a number of
programs. after you have left the service responsibilities. you can discoVer again the chanqe for a sort of intimate contact not normally
recognized • • • • Q"
It might be added that earlier University presidents have also considered the
matter of size ~f the University and have not been alarmed. President Lotus D.
Coffman wrote in his 1938 biennial report:
lilt is often said that the University of Minnesota is too big. Size
in itse1f t however~ is not an important factor. As already stated. size
may make it possible to give unique service to the students t both in the
classroom and out of it. Size may make it possible to develop cultural
programs that sma11~r units could not afford but which are of negligible
expense at a big institution. Size may make it possible to have better
libraries and a better staff and even a better administration • • • • • 99
As to whether the University is becoming 99too expensive t " the answer t viewed
in terms of costs in other institutions t is perhapst uno." At the same timet each
time tuitions are increased additional students are denied educational opportuniti~s,•
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As noted earlier ~ in approving the mast recent increase- in tuition II the members of
the Board of Regents did so reluctantly. They faced either tuition increases or a
serious deterioration in the quality of instruction. Their choice was obvious.
Commenting on the increases, President Wilson shared the unhappiness of the Regents:
"To me these increases represent a philosophical defeate
I believe
that low tuitions and the equal opportunities in education t~ey make possible are vital to a democracy. Yet if D through these increases~ we can
preserve the integrity of our instructional programs; if we can retain the
'value of that which the tuition dollar buysll then these decisions will'
prove wise. It is my hope that with these increases, we will have established a plateau beyond which We will not soon be forced. and that the
people of Minnesota will see ,l with us, the vital importance of ensuring
that opportunities for education will not be pressed beyond the financial
reach of those youth of our State who can profit from them, for these are
our greatest resource."

It is important to note that tuition is but a small part of the cost of attending the Uni vel'S i ty e For those who come from beyond the metropolitan area t there
is the cost of room and board. For those living in the Twin Cities g there are living
costs plus costs of commuting. For all ~ there are books and supplies and countless
other expenses that add up to a substantial figure. For the student. higher education remains an expensive proposition even in a state-supported school.
Dfthe 65.217 students who were attending all Minnesota colleges and universities in the fall of 1961 t the University of Minnesota enrolled 47.3 per cent or·
30.846. This was a slight (1/10 of one per cent) increase over the preceding yearts
proportion t but a drop from 1954 when the University enrolled 50 8 per cent of the
total State enrollment. Minnesota's private libe~al arts colleges this year enrolled
27.2 per cent of all college students. while the five State Colleges enrolled 1ge 7
per cent and public and private junior colleges, 5.8 per cent~ 1be State Colleges
have-experienced ~emarkable growth in recent years • With private colleges choosing
to hold enrollments relatively stable t it can be anticipated that t whether the Univer=
sity's share of the total increases or drops slightly, the proportion of students
attending Minnesota's publicly-supported institutions of higher learning will continue its steady rise of recent years.
Although at many points in undergraduate t pre-professional and teacher-education curricula. the University's functions and those of other' iv1innesota institutions overlap. the UniversitYi as has been pointed out i has sale responsibility for
most graduate and prOfessional programs. The Liaison Committee on Higher Educat ion
in Minnesota endorsed this pattern When it recommended "the University of Minnesota
should continue to be the only public institution withi.n this State to conduct research and/or offer professional and graduate programs requiring specialized laboratories 1'1 libraries, or equipment not customarily needed for undergraduate instruction. n
The State has benefited. both in the quality of programs offered and in the
avoidance of costly duplication of programs. from this concentration of its resources
in a single institution of advanced studies@ In recommending that the majority of
graduate and professional programs should be reserved to the University the Liaison
G~rnmittee specifically excluded the fifth-year programs in professional education and
lIot~er. professional programs now being offered in other institutions."
j'j

In efforts to coordinate the development of graduate studies in the State and to
ensure that programs of maximum effectiveness will be developed e the University has
entered into a series of discussions with l'epresentatives from the five State Colleges
which have 'been most profitable.
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THE UNIVERSLTY IN 1970
Since 1955~ the University'5 Bureau df Institutional Research has collected
annual estimat(:~s of ·enrollments from the various colleges and universities of the
State of Minnesota
These estimates have increased steadilyo In 1955~ the State's
inst i tutions of higher educat ion forecast a total enrollment in 1970 or 74 ~ 767
By
1961, this estimate had risen to l02t924~ The University's estimates of its own enrol.lments increased cor.respondingly fr'Om the 195.5 projection of LI·O flooa students by
1970 to a 1961 estimate of 48&000 by 19700
9

B

It now 2.ppeal.'~~ G hO'wevel"t that even these steadily-increasing forecasts--and
especially those for the University.... -will prove conser'vative~ Treating the State as
a 1t1hole e the estimators apparently did not take sufficient account of special growth
patter'ns of pcJ.:cticlLlar sectors of the State ll among them the Twin Cities metropolitan
areaA
For this seven,,,,county complex of two majox' cities with adjacent subu.rbs I the
Twin Cities !Viet f'opolitan Planning Commission t using new sta.tist ies on age 9 sex and
migration has revised its 1959 population estimate of J.~844~400 in 1970 to a n~l'l
forecast of 1~956~600~ 1~ese projections compare with a 1960 census population of
1 $525 \1297 in the ·seven counties.
Another' factor lNhi.ch previous University enl"Ollment projections appear not to
have considered sufficiently .is the effect of the increasing desire of college-age
youth ........ again particularly in metropolitan areas ....... to att-snd col11,~ge~ The trend in
college-going in the nation and in Minnesota has been steadily upward
In 1900 ~
only 4 per cent of the nation's college....,age men and {40men we!~e en rolled in a college
or universitYe In 1920. the figure was 8 per cent; in 1940~ 16 per cent; and in
1960~ over 32 per centG
G

In Hinnesot a ~ a State whi ch has histor-i cally hel.d educat ion in high esteem t the
level of college attendance has :in the past usually run ahead of the national average.
In 1954 ~ according to one study \) approximately 24 6 per cent of the college~,age youth
were enrolled in a col.legiate program in Minnesota. Estimates for 1961-62 indicated
that about one~thir'd of the college.... age students viera enrolled~ while for. 19701) it is
esti.mated that thE~ pSl'centage will range between 37$ 7 per cent and t~2. 8 per cent~
In the metroplitan area!) the latter percentage will probably be attained t if not
0

surpassed~

Using these two· H new 9! factors ...... increased local population proj ections and higher
level.s of college attendance......the University has revised its forecast of enrollments
for the years thl~ugh 1970-71 as follows:
Enrollment
1961·,,62 (actual)

1962-63 ( estimated)
1963... 64
196 Lj.·..-65
1965,,·66

"

~-o;B%'~

31.400 (plus 550 at Morris)
32\\1..l·00
34 9 000

401)000

196()~6'7

t~4 ~OOO

196 ').,.68
1968..,69

451)600

196~j-70

47fl200

1970-71

51~OOO

43 fl700

As was said, these estimates will probably pr~ve to be conservativee Recent
population studies indicate there will be substantially' mora studEmts (at least 11 11 0(0)
seeking higher education in the metropolitan area than are provided for in the
present enrollment predictions of the colleges and universities of the al~eao If no

new institutions were to be established and the University of Minnesota were to receive its normal share of these 11~OOO students. enrollme~t estimates for 1970 would
need to be adjusted upward~ to between 59 9 000 and 65.000 students
8

commenting on the increased enrollments that will occur by 1970~ the Twin
Metropoli tan Planning Commission (MPC) in its March II 1962 study of basic population characteristics stated the problem in this way:
C~t~es'

"The 1970 college enrollment estimates indicate that the major
increase in demand for new college facilities will occur among the population located in the suburban periphery. The area's existing college
facilities~ both public and private, are located in the inner areas of
Minneapolis and St. Paul. Thus~ in addition to the usual problem of
finance, therle is the problem here of making the facility readily accessible to the user."
"Improvements in accessibility would aid not only those using
college or university facilities, but also the general public which
makes its way into the inner areas of each city each day~tI
The MPC suggests three methods lI not stated as alternatives, of making college
facilities more accessible: providing high-qualitYD rapid public transportation
from outer to inner areas t establishing in the outer areas junior colleges and perhaps one or more state-supported insti.tutions of higher education II and use of educational television.
Each of these suggestions would have an effect on the percentage of the 11,000
students mentioned above o who might enroll at the University. Even so. substantial
numbers of them could be expected to enroll at the University at some point in thei.r
academic careers. Experi.ence in Minnesota and elsewhere has shown that the e~<
istence of two-year jUliior colleges in an area serves to increase the proportion of
college-going students and the numbers who continue on into upper-division collegiate
educat ion. State... supported inst i tutions of higher education in the metropOlitan
area and/or educational television could be expected to influence enl"Ollments at the
University similarly.
Enrollment projections D it must be emphasized. are tentative at best. They are
affected by such external conditions as the health of the local. state and national
economies ~ by the internat ional . 3ituation. by developing patterns of higher education within the state; and by such internal University considerations as tuition
charges and the availability of scholarship and student loan funds.
Despite these variables. the University's enrollment predictions over the decade
1951-60 have shown an average error of only 0.9 per cent ranging from. a 14.6 underestimate in 1956 to· a 10.7 per' cent over-estimate for 19510 With this over-all
record fo·r accuracy the 51~OOO-student enrollment forecast for 1970 II which has been
accepted by the Liaison Cm~ittee on Higher Education. provides a reasonable basis
for projections of enrollment-related factors.
It should be noted that. within the UniversitYe enrollments ~ill not increase
evenly. The Law School, for example, anticipates an increase of 140 per cent by .
1970 t in contrast to the 70 per cent projected growth of the University as a whole.
The Graduate School, especially in those programs involving education. science and
engineering. also anticipates a greater than average growth rate. The ~ranch at
Morris, which opened in 1960 with 238 collegiate students and had 437 during 196162. anticipates that, with development of a full four-year. liberal arts college
program. it will have an enrollment of 1,083 by 1970-71. The College of Science.
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Literature and th.e P,rts (SLA)~ the University~s largest division vlith 9 t1 688 stud.ents
in 1961-62 expects that its estimate of 12 9 000 by 1970 (a 25 per cent increase) will
prove too 10vJ in V.i{~H of the revised University-w'ide enrollment estimateo
In 1Jlha.t dir'E!ctions must the University move to be ready for the

anticipat<:~d en~

I'olJ.ment surge?
The greatest need vlill be for faculty$

Using the UniversitY-Hide average

student-st~ff ratio of 12 e 7-to-l employed by the University in its request to the

1961

Legislature~

a 1970 enrollment of 51.000 students would require a full-time
2~284 over the 1960-61 staff of

equivalent academic staff of 4 9 °16-- an increase of
lil 732Q

It is unfortunate but inescapable that this faculty will have to be recruited in
the face of a drast ically short supply t and ll therefore II an intense cornpet ition for
Hell-trained teachers among the nat ion's leading educat ianal inst it ut ions
It was
I;:st imated in 1956 that by 1970 some 484 ~OOO ne",! college teachers would be needed-yet the total number of new Ph.Do degree recipients during the 14-year period would
total only 135 ~OOO ~ not all of whom would choose to enter college teachingo If the
Un:L ve:csi ty is to attract its fail' share of competent inst r'uctors and professors II its
faculty sa.lari.es must x'amain competitive with those of compa.rahle institutions and
wit h in dus t x'Y •
0

For purposes of faculty salary proj ections

II

the Uni ve:rsity administrat ion is

following the recommendations of the President's Committee on Education Beyond the
High School ~
In.19 57!) this committee recommended that faculty salaries nat ionally
should double in the next decade. To achieve this level and to provide for the addit 1.ona1 faculty that will be needed between now and 1970 'Hill require in that year
$37131+37~067 more than was budgeted for salaries i.n 1960-611) when the total was
$18~132~223,

Increas'8s in ci v:t.l servi ce (non-academic) staff salaries and nettJ pesi t ions Il and
in the costs of supplies l) expense and equipment as projected for 1970 ~ bring the
tota.l of estimated e,<penditures in 1970-71 to $lO.l,032~495e Estimated income \riill
pro'duce $27 tl 016 to 86 of this amount and so the net amount of the legislat i ve appropriat ion wou.ld be $ 7'+ ~016 \9409.. When to this are added the ant icipated total of
$5tlOlt2{16L~7 in Special State Appropriations and $5fl36L~8270 for University Hospitals.
the total net reqlJir~ed appropriation for the University in 197°""71 11 exclusive of
buildings t becomes $84 11 42 3 t 326
This compares to appropriations fOl" 1961... 62 and
1962~63 of $33~237~356 and $34c172~047 respectively.
G

The following table summarizes by years the general appropriations vthich will
be. required hy the University during the d~cade.
I
• .'
f ApprOpl"'la'tlons
1961-62 to 1970~71

Sumrnary

0

(Excluding Buildings)

Year

Amount

$ '33;237 ~ 356

I%T.. . 6~

(Actual)
1962 63 ( Actual)
1963..·6l..1· (Estimated)

34~1721l047

ua

. 196 1\·""65

1965-66
EJ66"'·67
1967"..68
1968-6.9
1969... 70

1970=71

4·3f>117~7B3

"

1l·5 ?910 II 744

11

64\}556~869
67 ~Lt711t565

55 ~276 ~230

If

"

72l)243 t1 709
77~096~353
8L~

It
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9423 11326

It must be repeated that these totals, while undeniably impressive. represent
only straight-line projections based on anticipated enrollment increases plus necessary salary improvements for academic and non-academic staffs. They do not represent major programmatic changes. which might result from increased and changing demands made of the University.
It could logically be asked whether the Uni versi ty II Hhich has increased student
tuitions across the board for 1962-63, plans further such increases in view of the
projected increase in operating costs. While it is impossible to make a definitive
decision now on a matter that hinges on sO many contingencies over an eight-year
period. it is hoped that tuition increases can be held to a minimum so as to permit
maximum opportunities for students in all income levels.
The 10-year building program of the University has been presented in detail to
the Legislative Building Commission and need not be restated here. Again, these
needs are based on estimated enrollments and enlarged areas of research and service.
Briefly recapitulated, the program calls for the following expenditures by 1970:
Summary of Preliminary Building Program
1963 to 1971
Amount

Biennium

$ 35,673,140
40,066fjOOO

1963-65
1965... 67
1967-69
1969-71

33,407 I) 74-0
26~68311900

Total

$f35 t 830 1780

Timely execution of this program hinges on the release of funds appropriated
to carry out building projects approved by the 1961 Legislature. This in turn is
contingent upon voter approval of Constitutional Amendment No. 2 at the November,
1962. general election.
An important part of the building program relates to the development of the
area on the west bank of the river.
Perhaps it would be well to restate briefly the reasons that led the Univer.sity
to expand the Minneapolis Campus to the West Bank. After careful study of the University's space needs for the predictable future 9 and after a deliberate canvass of
available land, it v,as,determined that nowhere other than on the West Bank could the
required amount of land be acquired at so reasonable a coste When completed--and
the lO-year program envisions acquisition of 37.7 acres to be added to the present
18.3 acres on the West Bank--the vJest Campus will provide a consolidated 'grouping of
related facilities now inefficiently scattered.
With the School of Business Administration and some units of the SLA College
scheduled to move to the West Campus in 1963 9 it has become increasingly urgent that
a maj or library facility be started to serve students a.nd faculty of these departments. This is a need that would have arisen whether the move was made to the West
Bank or not. It is related to the increasing numbers to be served and the inadequacies of the present library. The 1963 building requests for the Minneapolis
Campus include $4.480,000 for planning funds and one-hal~ of construction costs of
an 8 l/:2-million-dollar library for the West Campus. This is an item of highest
priority in the Uni versi ty 's planning for ant ic.ipated enrollment increases e
The upward revision of future enrollment estimates will force the University to
redouble already vigorous efforts to make the most efficient use of space currently
available. One way to accomplish this is to build high-rise buildings. providing
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maximum usable space on minimum acreage. It should. however. be noted that the
high-rise buildings are given over to' office space. while classroom buildings are
limited to four stories. thus eliminating the need for elevators for the movement
of students going to classes. Two of the buildings presently being built on the
West Bank are high-rise buildings. The third. the general purpose classroom. is a
four-story structure.
As the University continues to grow and space becomes more and more a limiting
factor. increased efforts will be made to ensure the most efficient use of it. The
University's pattern of general classroom use has been one of steady improvement
during the past 10 years. In the winter quarter of 1961 on the Minneapolis campus.
general purpose classroom space was scheduled for 58.5 per cent of available hours.
based on a Lt4~hour week. This compares with 39 per cent in 1952 and represents
wholly desirable progress toward the goal of 66.6 per cent.
Occupancy levels of classrooms on the Minneapolis campus compare favorably with
those of other leading institutions. although other campuses of the University. because of less efficient concentration of classroom space and other factors. still
fall short of the Minneapolis level. For example. the Morris campus, being new.
cannot expect to achieve optimum efficiency for some time. The Duluth campus. which
is still in the process of being completed, has not achieved maximum efficiency but
progress is.being made. Further improvements in efficiency on all campuses is being
sought through improved classroom design and by more careful ·scheduling of rooms
(more classes on Saturday mornings I and in late afternoon and evening hours.) NeWly
installed computer facilities are being used in an over-all study of space utilization.
One very extensive use of facilities beyond the regular daytime schedule is that
of the Extension Division's night classes Which, as noted earlier. enroll some
11.000 students.
In efforts to meet the demands of rapidly increasing enrollments t St. Paul
Campus facilities will be increasingly integrated with facilities on the Minneapolis
East and West Campuses. St. Paul facilities will be used to a greater degree by all
University students, and not merely those in the College of Agricilture. Forestry
and Home Economics. It is estimated that by 1970 there may be as many as 10.000
students on the St. Paul Campus. with 19.000 on the main Minneapolis Campus and
19.000 on the West Bank.

To promote more efficient physical plant utilization. some institutions of
higher education have replaced the three-quarter or two semester academic year with
new operating SChedules. two of the most popular of many variations have been the
three-trimester system and the four-quarter year. both of which utilize physical
facilities for a greater proportion of the calendar year than do traditional schedules.
The University of Minnesota, which already makes substantial use of its plant during
summer months in two well-attended Summer Sessions of 10,000 students. has not yet
determined whether any more sweeping revision of the academi.c schedule is desirable
or necessary to achieve the same objectives. The University· administration. in
consultation with the Faculty Senate. is continuing studies of possible alternative
avenues toward more efficient plant utilization.
As well as seeking more efficient use of classrbom space. the University has
undertaken extensive studies of ways to increase the efficiency of its instructional.
methods~ Some of the teChniques under consideration are teaching via closed-circuit
television& use of large lecture classes; honors sections and special programs for
exceptionally able students~ and increasing the amount of independent study expected
of the individual student. quite possibly by use of some form of widely-discussed
Uteaching machines. tt Each of these methods is being employed experimentally some'"
where in the University; some of them. such as the use of closed-circuit television
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and large classes, al.ready have become accepted and are making important contr'ibutions to more effective instruction.
President Wilson in his inaugural address had made particular point of this
need for innovation in teaching methods:
"We must see the increased student population as an opportun~ty. not
as a threat
If we are forced into self-examination what begins as
a burden may prove a blessingo Why should we cling to traditional
educational techniques in a world which in every other respect has
changed radically? We claim credit for much of the change about us;
experiment with new techniques in every department but our own. Now
we must change; or reject change only after giving novel methods a
fair test. I do not ask for irresponsible experiments. But not to
experiment now would be irresponsible."
0

Experiments in the use of new instructional techniques will continue, although
the value of personal contact between teacher and student will never be abandoned.
The University has moved. in recent months, to improve its internal organization
to provide the most logical, effective and efficient deployment of academic departments for sound instruction and for the broad liberal education of the undergraduate.
The changes were recommended by the Faculty Senate after' nearly two years of institutional self-study,l instigated by the Faculty Senate Committee on Education at the
request of President Wilson and involving virtually every interested member of the
faculty.
1~e plan for reorganization, which will be presented to the Board of Regents
in the fall of 1962. involves reconstituting the College of Science, Literature.
and the Arts (SLA) into a College of Liberal Studies, with five divisions: humani~
ties, physical sciences. biological sciences. behavioral sciences and mathematicsstatistics. This college would gr\ant all bachelor of arts degrees and all departments offering such degrees would hold membership--either administrative or functional--in the new college~ The Institute of Technology would be restyled the
College of Physical Science and Technology. Departments in the College of Physical
Science and Technology that offer bachelor of arts degrees would have membership
both in this college and in the College of Liberal Studies. A new A11-l~iversity
Council on Liberal Education would determine the minimum requirements for all
bachelor's degrees, and would be headed by an Assistant Vice President for Liberal
Education.

One promising approach to help ensure that Minnesota tax dollars spent for education are expended wisely is the attempt to co-ordinate efforts of the State's
various public institutions of higher learning. The voluntary agency for such coordination~ created, at the behest of the 1959 Legislature. is the Liaison Committee
on Higher Education in Minnesota, on which are represented the University. the State
Colleges and. through the State Board of Education~ the public junior colleges and
area vocational-technical schools~
Voluntary inter-institutional co""or'dination has been suggested in yet another
area by the University's Faculty Senate Committee on General Extensione It has
urged creation of a co-ordinating council for development of extension and adult
education and to avoid duplication of activities in these fields among institutions
represented on the Liaison Committee. The committee also suggested that this council
include representation from Minnesota private colleges.
Increasingly~ universities of the Midwest are combining their resources in the
search for ways in which to best eliminate duplication and maximize the effectiveness of common programs. Groups with which the University of Minnesota is cooperating
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include ,the Midwest Inter-library Center, involving 20 midwestern colleges and universities; the Committee on Institutfonal Cooperation which is comprised of repre. sentatives of the Big Ten schools plus the University of Chicago~ and the Midwest
Uni versi.ties Research Association which provides for a pool of the areas outstanding scientists.
Just as the University's resources can best be supported and most effectively
used if they are not wastefully duplicated elsewhere in the State, the educational
resources of the entire region can be most economically husbanded by wise interstate
co-operation and planning to avoid unnecessary overlapping and proliferation of
programs. A considerable degree of such interstate co-operation already is taking
place, especially at the graduate level. Only two examples will be cited: the
agreement among Classics Departments of the Universities of Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Iowa to offer a joint doctoral program in which a student spends one year on
each campus before writing his thesis at the institution of his choice, and the
agreement between the University of Minnesota and North Dakota's system of higher
education, under which qualified North Dakota graduates of programs in preveterinary medicine are accepted by the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary
Medicine on a resident-student tuition basis in exchange for payment by the State of
North Dakota of a predetermined per-student fee.
Recently, the Liaison Committee of Higher Education in Minnesota held a fivestate conference to determine the feasability of extending interstate co-operation
to the undergraduate student level by finding a way to eliminate state boundaries
(and discriminatory fees for non-resident student tuition) as artificial barriers to
college attendance e Representatives from Minnesota. Iowa. Wisconsin. North Dakota
and South Dakota agreed that some such "educational common market" is desirable and
further discussions will be held on goals to be achieved and methods of achieving
them. Among the specific suggestions proposed is a plan Whereby colleges or uni versities located in a community adjacent to the borders of another state might admit
students f~om the neighboring state without requiring them to pay out-oi-state tuition.
BLUEPRINTS FOR CHANGE
Although the projections of University needs given in the preceding sections
were based on numerical increases in student and faCUlty ranks and not on changes in
University programs. the University's deans and other divisional administrators Were
asked to outline desirable directions for change within their juriSdictions by 1970.
The score or more of theil" reports. some extremely detailed. cannot be reproduced in
full. but it will be possible to cite certain recurring themes and to mention a few
specific areas singled out for proposed expansion or change.
Among the trends which seemed to run through many of the reports of these University administrators are these:
A GROWING CONCERN fer 91 conti.nuing education ft beyond the traditional four-year
college course. Included are such full·scale evening graduate programs as that in
business administration which during 1961·62 enrolled 190 adults; with almost that'
many more being turned away because of inability to accommodate them. General adult
courses will continue to grow. covering a wide variety of subjects and providing opportunities for refresher courseS for college graduates in a broad spectrum of vocations--attorneys. engineers. pharmacists, physicians. housewives and many others.
One of the most interesting of these is Women's Continuing Education Program which
has attracted national attention and has pt'ovided increasing numbers of housewives
to resume educations that were interrupted by marriage and raising of families.
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A MARKED INTEREST in teaching and research that cuts across department. college
and disciplinary linese This is particularly evident in the sciences. As the University finds itself increasingly involved in research related to outer space.
there is an ever greater need for this type of cooperative effort. An example is
the plan for a program in bio-engineering which evolves from research interests of
those in the College of Medical Sciences and several departments of the Institute
of Technology. This particular program has generated considerabl~ interest on the
part of the National Aeronautic and Space Administration.
A DEEPENING INTEREST in electronic data-processing and storage equipment; an
interest created by the need in many fields to reduce essential dat? to quantitative
terms that can be tabulated. stored and quickly retrieved with electronic devices e
Such indications came from divisions as varied in their Objectives and techniques
as the College of Science, Literature. and the Arts; the Law School; the Graduate
School; the Library. and the Office of the Dean of Studentse
A DETERMINATION to use products of the new technology, where appropriate. as
aids to teaching. The Dean of the College of Medical Sciences anticipates that
anatomy can be effectively taught through closed-circuit television--a medium in
use for some years in the Colleges of Education and Dentistry (for observation of
demonstrations of teaching and dental procedures e respectively) and in the Institute of. Technology (for teaching certain courses in engin.eering mechanics). At the
same time& use of closed-circuit television in other areas of the University is being expanded to resolve difficulties of scheduling and travel between campuses D and
to provide more effective teaching methods. During 1962-63 the West Bank Campus
and the St. Paul Campus will be linked with the Main Campus by closed-circuit tele'vision; thereby making it possible to reduce the amount of costly t ime- consurning
travel for students and faculty. For example. through the use of the v_deo tape
recorder it will be possible for a professor to offer a course by closed~circuit
television on the main campus II while simultaneously recording i.t for later broadcast
to the West Bank and to the St. Paul Campus.
INCREASING EMPHASIS ON RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION of special value to the economic
welfare--of the State t the nation and the international community. Of particul.ar
interest is the work of the Department of Geology 8 in cooperation with the Minnesota
Geological Survey which is located on the campus. Increased attent i.on 'VIill be gi ven
to the development of mineral resources of the State. with special emphasis on geologic mapping of the Statel) to provide a basis for evaluating its resources and ex~
tensive studies of minerai resources other than iron.
.
A recent visit to the School of Mines and Metallurgy by a group of consultants
has resulted in recommendations that will heighten its effectiveness in areas of
mate~ials engineering. which is so vital a part of space research.
The College of Agriculture ~ while seeking to improve the quality of products i
and to increase the productivity of the farm unit. will increasingly direct its attention to new uses for farm products in an effort to lessen the prob.l(~m of crop
surplusese
The College of Pharmacy is involved in research leading toward development of
a medicinal plant crop that will grow in Minnesota. and studies of the effects of ionizing radiation on biological systems--the latter being of particular importance
in areas of public health.
Many other examples could be mentioned. Few contribut ions have had more dramatic impact on the economy of Minnesota than those that the Department of E.lf~ctric;;d
Engineering has made to the electronic industry. In large part because of the excellence of this Department. the Twin City area has become one of the major centers
for the manufacture of data processing equipment in the nation.
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Here again 0 the tremendous impact of changing demands of soclety on a Uni versity arfJ highlighted:g Hhether in eJectl--;i.cal engineeping\l mines~ and metallurgy, foreign
languages ~ medical science or" agriculture
Something of the Hay in which the Uni ...
versi ty' s reseacch· act:! vities often a,re (;:mt,,;.1.ned vd.th the changing national economy
is found in this stat:em~nt by the Dean of the Inst:i.tutre of Agricul tur-e:
0

"A rapid f:.xpans:i.on of bi:>.logicB.l scle11ce in agriculture is inevitable", Therq; ·Hill ne~d to be an increase in the applicat ion of physical and social scit:rnces ~ but pres"lunably .l\ot th~,: sam/!>, percentagt: of
inC"l'eilSe~ i'ht:t l'eason iS IIl in out" judgment b the i.ncl'>i2asing importance
of agl"icultural scienr.:.,t9 In a situatIon li'1he:re ther~,~ Is a reduction of
total l~,md farmed s a gr'{Jat inc:r'~ilse in population and a decreasing
nun-iber' of fax-ITlE and fa:Mneirs
This can only -mean rnot~: effici~nt P!'oduct ion and this CilJl only be ,a(;complishfJd l1Jhen agricult .1l"al sci.{'!nce
'
ha<r; furnished iti'18'iH?,!'S... In {:'1t'df.H" that the rural cormnunity
will not be
unduly exp1.oit>~HJ .in t<lorking to\'Jards thi:5 goal \} the economist and rural
sociologIsts will l~eed to pli':ly an lncr.e~sing I"ole~ ~~
11

NEEDS OF THE FtJTUH£:

for. th.El purposes of thi.s report!} deans and directcn:"s 'fJe-pe ~,:sked to outline new
~'hich thei r rt~specti ve al~~a;s m1.ght be In'iml ved between now
and 1970 l} and eql",dproontand fa.clIity n~eds that th(1Se might errlbr,acet An extensive
array of programs ~nd equi.pment and facility need.s Ji~etSulted (j from which the following ccnsti tute I):nly a fr.~~ActionaJ.. sli~lE.H::tio;n of rrl'~ljor.· i te~~ ~

o.reas of act:l vit i£~s in

COLL.EGE or EDUCATION
Dl!'ectly l~e.lated to the development of the State is the
stren.gth (')f -the (slementary i~nd secondary sch"o.ls
The College of Education has long \
recognized that no matt~.n" how wtillJ. students are sel~cted 0 the four-year bachelor's
pr<.1gra.rn does not pl'(~vid&;) st.:ffic.i.ent ti.rne fen."' tlHl pr'ep~rati.on of tea-chars" It is
probable th~Jt the rS(luil"'em~nt of a fifth year of o:)llegiate training before a school
tea~;her could :r.ece.l\?6 a flt1al tea,ctdng car-tifle'.at!? is pel"haps b\Jt three to five years
away
Such iii stilt!! J(''Sgul«rt:ioft'ff4ould have :majo1" im}1act on the College of Education's
""<»

0

3

enrollments and on st"&.:ff. req uirem~ntsI>

Also setm for' the ne;iltt dec~de is the imIll.el.'O(l..ntat.ion of pl~s for two... yea:r programs of graduate educati.on l<r~,~d.ing to the t'?speciali$t in education" ce.l.,,,,tificate for
school administratt)!"S aii!d otti~u" edt.1€:atic)tH:11 spe<~.ia.lists~
"his represents a key effort in the g~neiNl1 developJf!ent of
state \ls school systems" The University will
need to design r\,~t,' tea,~hliar·, training programs tJ, an~{;Jng them coursC::;$ for ten1chel'S of the
gifted and for jurdor c(jll~)g® instrlJctoJrS... A tJniv<EH~1S1ty-staffed Center for Second....
ary School Curr.i'.cul um D~V"~loprnent itA v~l1."io\.kq
S chot.11 subj ec;"t s should h~~ in operation by 1970~ Projected in th~ lO~year p~~iod will b~ changes in offerings and
staffing· in the area. of vClci"'rtional ed1Jcie1ti.on~ including f.)){p\:ifAsion and revision of
training for persons ·\flb-a will work. in adult ~d'Uca.ticn In 'vocational fifJlds which are
closely r(~lat{~d to Yl.rrtional prog]!'am.~ for :t~""tl"~,init1g t() redUce ·unliHnployment brought
about by technolog.ic.~~1. f.::hm)g<el>
COl!LEGE or SCIENCE ~ IJTERATURE Il AND THE li.RTS ,,,,"" In genl\?r1~!1. the program develo~
ments \'lfill involve gZleat~H\ intermrelationship£i in subj€ct rj,atter withi.n the College
and other de:parti11ents and schools of the Urd.v~H~$ity" Emphash; will be on special
programs and special WOK'K for high ab.:Lli ty students ~ 141 t:l:1 in.crer.:1sed efforts to single
out thE: specially i:1ble student~3 and pr'ovid$ tht!;rm ~i1fith (>ppoZ'tunities to achieve to the
limit of theix' ~.bility~ As the life sciences now deptalnd moY":;; and more l\pOn physical
and chemi.ca} knowledge and research 11 the Uni \fer-sf ty will be called on to provide
more e~ctensi va training in biophysics and bioGhernistry n In kef~ping v11 th the obligations the Un
ity faG~s in the area of inte:t"'natJonal relations, there will be
m
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an effort to prDvide instruction in
areas of study in which study is lacking
at present: Near. Eastern studies 0' African studies t and Latin American studies. ' As
the study of languages becomes
vital in pI\eparation for professional
careers. there will be the need for additional language laboratories for more effect i ve teaching.
Careful attention will be paid to teaching machines and programmed
lear'ning with the thought that as these are further refined t they will have an important part i.n the educational process" Centr'al to the program of the College will
be an imaginative exploration of new approaches to knowledge and new areas of study
impoI~tant to Minnesota society.
SCHOOL or BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
In November of 1961. the Board of Regents
created the Graduate School of Business Administr·ation I) which portends many new developments l some already begun. ,Ul will have important bearing on the continued
development of the State's business community. It is expected that enrollment in
the new graduate program will grow from the present full-time equivalent of 150 to
as m'any as 500 by 1970 10 At the same time the undergraduate curriculum in business
administration will be thoroughly reviewed. to dovetail as much as possible with
graduate \>lark
The School of Business Administrat ion is planning a program for
VVexecutive education. if Need for such a program has been empha.sized by the response
to r.ecent management development programs offered by the school.
0

UNlyERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH
In 1951_ 1.208 students were enrolled on the
Duluth Campus; by 1961 the student body ha,d increased to :2 ,916 and by 1970 it is
conservati vely estima.ted enrollments will !~each Lt 9100 II The percentage of college
age youth in St. Louis county who attend college i.s one of the highest in the State •
. rive junior colleges on the Iron Range will continue to send graduates to the campus
One of the proposals for expanded programs is in industrial education. A full program at the master of arts level is being planned. Work-study programs are envisioned, as well as special courses for Minnesota industry.
11l

II

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA~ MORRIS ...- By 1970" 1t is estimated, enrollments, at the
Morris campus will have increased to 1,083 students. Primary emphasis at Morris
will center on the development of a four-year liberal arts program leading to the
B. A. _degree.

COLLEGE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES - .... Recent enrollment incI'eases have brought the
size of enteI'ing c.lasses to 150 students~ the highest in the history of the school.
Whil.e further substantial increases are possiblet) they \>lould require major additions
to teaching laboratories and to the si2iEl of faculty fl as well as incf'eases in numbers
of patients available for teaching~ The same
true for the School of Nursing
whet'e entering classes n,ow number' i9.pproximately 80 ~
Substantial enrollment increases are anticipated in the School of Public Health t
in the graduate programs and the programs in medical technology, occupational therapYll
and physical therapy
Medicine' and certain branches of the engineering sciences
have an increasingly large area of CCHilmol1 interest. This is l~eflected in the planning of a Life-Sciences Engineering Project in Which the Medical School will cooperate with the Institute of Technology~
$'

Continuing educatioI'! for members of the medical profession will be expanded 9
including postgraduate programs for pra.cticing physicians. Federal funds have been
aud ,,~ill contillue to be ava.ilable on a matching basis fj thel"'eby helping to relieve
some of the pressur'es for. additional money ~ But State funds will be necessary in
matching amounts to
rmit the School to take advantage of Oppol",tunities for additional growth.
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE
One of the roost striking changes will be a sharp
in the enrol.lment of gr'aduate students to meet the demands for highly
trained individuals fot" the iTYJre complex Wt1rld in wh5.ch they l:i.ve ~ The demand will
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increase for students trained for business careers and for industry. as the number
of persons on farms continues to decline. There will be substantial changes in the
roles of the out-lying schools of agriculture. with increasing emphasis on vocational programs; for example, the short courses in resort management at Grand Rapids.
With the appointment of a new head of the Department of Short Courses, a greatly
expanded program of service to people throughout the State is planned.
Experimental work at the branch experiment stations will be expanded to fill
current demand made by farmers of the respective areas. An exciting area of research
involves efforts to alter the chemical genes of plants. This could greatly reduce
the time necessary to introduce new disease-resistant plants, faster growing livestock. or higher producing dairy cows. One of the major needs on the St. Paul Campus
that is not included in the 10-year.building estimates, is a Short Course Center. As
the enrollments on the campus increase to the 10,000 level there will be increased
need for recreational and physical training facilities.
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY -- During the past year. the Library added its 2.000,000th
volume. Still the needs of a rapidly increasing student body are not being met,
particularly in terms of study space and ready access to books. While the new facility planned for the West Bank will help relieve some of the stress. rapid adoption of appropriate electronic devices to speed the handling of materials and the
retrieval of information will become vitally important.
'
DEPARTMENT or PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS -- Minnesota is a State blessed
with natural resources ideal for camping and outdoor education. The Department.! of
Physical Education and Athletics sees this as an area of great potential for an
expanded program in recreation leadershiPt and a program service in recreation for
citizens and communities of the State.
INSTITUTE or TECHNOLOGY ~- The rapidly increasing importance of technology in
the economy of the State (for example. the electronics industry) brings with it an
enlarged educational responsibility that will center in the Institute of Technology.
Minnesota as a State has shared in the remarkable growth in technology; in recent
years its technology-related development has exceeded that of the nation as a whole.
It is rapidly being transformed from a state whose economy depends primarily on
agriculture to one in which skilled technology is of prime importance.
Among the academic progr:-ams that will develop or greatly expand during the next
decade ·are these: bio-engineering, with the possibility that the Twin Cities area
will during the decade become a major center for medical instrumentation; communications theory~ with particular emphasis on automatic controls; space science. in
which the University is already a major participant; the science and engineering of
materials; programs in minerals processing. Among the more recent programs undertaken by the Institute of Technology is the Evening Graduate Program that' is being
carried on by direct subsidy from industry in electrical engineering. Comparable
programs should be developed in other departments. particularly in mathematics.
THE SCHOOL or DENTISTRY
A major need is to cope with a manpower shortage in
dentistry in Minnesota which, according to the Dean, is "critical and rapidly growing
more so." The fact that more dentists are not being trained as population increases.
combines with the abnormally advanced average age of Minnesota dentists to aggravate
this probleme In the past five years, the dentist-population ratio has dropped from
I-to~I,300 to l-to-l~700; in five more years it may sink to l-to-3,200.
Long-range
plans of the school call for student classes of 150 rather than the present 106.
These are dependent upon added facilities and a new building which is included in the
statement of building needs.
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THE COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE -- The College will need to expand its
student classes from 50 to 80. add substantially to its personnel and broaden its
research role. The general public is little aware. according to this Dean. of the
broader role in the health profession~ which veterinary medicine is being called
upon to assume: "Areas such as environmental health. epidemiology, radiation biology, laboratory animal medicine and basic biomedical research are examples of a
rapidly expanding need requiring an increasing number of well-t rained veterinarians. II
There are plans for program expansion in the non-academic fields as well:
THE O'rFICE OF THE DEAN or STUDENTS plans programs to inform parents about the
diversity of University activities. and contemplates expanding its programs of
counseling and other services to students. while maintaining a broad research interest in students' characteristics and activities and the effectiveness of the University's special student services.
THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE -- It is very possible that rising
will cause a sufficient increase in night-time emergencies to require
to remain open 24 hours a day. It is hoped that an infirmary for use
less seriously ill than those confined to University Hospitals can be

enrollments
the Service
by patients
provided.

UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS -- The hospitals expect to provide 300,000 patient-days
of hospital care in 1970, in contrast to the 235,000 provided in 1961-62, and
anticipate 170,000 annual out-patient visits as compared with the current rate of
135,000.
GENERAL EXTENSION -- The General Extension Division with its Department of
Evening and Special Classes, its Department of Correspondence Study and its Center
for Continuation Study, serves some 36,000 persons annually in areas of direct
communication. During the past academic year, a University committee named to make
recommendations on cooperation between the extension services of all institutions
of higher education in Minnesota reported:
"There is a definite need for the expansion of existing and the development of
new extension services to outstate communities and individuals; that these services
should be coordinated with those of other institutions; that additional personnel
and increased operating funds would be necessary if the Division were to meet the
needs of the State in adult education."
CENTER FOR CONTINUATION STUDY -- One of the unique programs on the campus is
that of the Center for Continuation Study that was constructed in 1936. During the
1960-61 academic year the Center enrolled 4,000 students in 154 courses. Because
the present facilities are no longer equal to the demands placed on them. it is
hoped that the Center can be modernized and expanded, with the addition of a new
floor of guest rooms, air conditioning, modern heating, and a new dining room.
Many of the suggested program changes and additions listed by the deans and
directors entail major staff additions, sometimes involvine increments of as much as
100 per cent. Since these requests represent the most recent plans of the division
heads. they have not yet been screened, evaluated or assigned any priority by the
University Administration. It would, however, seem safe to state that some of the
new program proposals will be found to be essential and others will have substantial
merit and will deserve funding by 1970. This conclusion would serve to reinforce
and underline the point that budgetary needs outlined in the preceding section are
indeed minimal and would be augmented by the initiation of any of the suggested
programmatic expansions described in this section.
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THE ROLE OF THE: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Little can be said with certainty about the
fecting the University over the next eight years
pected to expand. Even assuming that there will
sistance to higher education -- an assumption in
tinued expansion of existing federally supported

role of the federal government afexcept that it can likely be exbe no new programs of federal asitself probably unwarranted -- conresearch programs can be expected.

Substantial growth has characterized the federal government's role particularly
in research at the University in the past decade. The areas of greatest concentration have been in medical research in the College of Medical Sciences and in science
and engineerinE in the Institute of Technology.
In 1950-51, when the University's gross total of research grants and contracts
was $4,058,614, federal funds accounted for $2,525,606 or 62.2 per cent. By 196061, the over-all total of research grants had grown to $15,230,177 and the portion
provided from Washington had risen both in dollars and percentage: to $10,870,l18 t
or 71.3 per cent. Of the over-all total, the College of Medical Sciences and the
I. T. each received approximately 4.9 million dollars.
Further expansion of federal activity in the medical and engineering fields
seems more likely to be limited by availability of space at the University than bv
any drying-up of the source of funds or slowing of their flow.
The fate of legislation pending in the Congress to provide scholarship-loan
or construction aid to the nation's colleges and universities cannot be predicted~
But if such legislation is not passed at the current session of Congress, it would
seem justifiable to speculate that it will be reintroduced at future sessions and
that, most probably by 1970, some program will be in operation in either or both
fields.
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LISTING OF BUILDiNG REQUESTS
Excluding Minneapolis, St. Paul & Duluth Campuses
196.3 -

1971

LISTING OF BUILDING REQUESTS

1963~1971

Duluth Campus

New Buildings
1, Library Addition
2, Physical Plant Shops and Garage
3, Classroom Addition
4. Planning funds for a science Addition.
4% of estimated cost
5. Education Building completion and equipment
6. Industrial Education Building equipment
7. Study Hall

$

958.000
448.000850.000
48,000
240,000
350,000
179.000

Rehabilitat ion

8.·Eleva~ors

... Humanities. Tweed Gallery, and Science

75,000

Utilities and Service Facilities
9. Heating Plant coal storage and handling facilities

200,000

Housing and Food Service Needs
10, Single student housing, 176 students (25% of cost)

186.000

Total for 1963

$ 3,534.000

1965
New Buildings
11. Science Addition
12. Administration Building
13. Auditorium (20% of cost)
14. Health Service (25% of cost)

$ 1.132.000

790.000
710,000
40,000

Rehabilitation
15. Establish Darling Observatory and Planeta~iutn on campus
Utilities and Service Facilities
.. 16. AddItional boIler and' addition to house it
17. Pedestrian and utility tunnels
18. Tennis courts
Housing and Food Service Ne~ds
19. Reception Center and Food Service Building for
dormitories (50% of cost)
20. S~ng1e student housing, 68 students (25% of cost)

90,000
484,000
433.000
80.000
200,000
71.000

Total for 1965
1967
New Buildings

$ 1,647.000
500,000
1.472.000
131.000

21. Physical Education Fieldhouse
22, Classroom Addition
~3, Laboratory School
24, Theater (20% of cost)
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19~7

- continued

Utilities and Service Facilities
25. Pedes~rian and utility tunnels
Land Needs
26~ Additional land for general expansion

80.000

Housing and Food Service Needs
27. Single student housing, 145 students (50% of cost)

306,000

Total for 1967
1969
New Buildings
28. General Purpose Classroom Building
29. Library Addition

$

Remodeling for New Use
30. Balconies and storage for gymnasium and pool

900,000
700,000
200,000

Rehabilitation
3l •. Development of Arboretum and Rock Hill

75,000

Land Needs
32. Additional land for general expansion

80.000

Housing and Food Service Needs
33. Single student housing, 145 students (50% of cost)
Total for 1969
1971
New Buildings .
34. General Purpose Classroom Building

$

Housing and Food Service Needs
35. Single. student" housIng. 68 students (50% of cost)
Total

142,000
for'l97~

Grand Total
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850,000

$

LISTING OF BUILDINO'REQUESTS 1963-1971
Sto' Pau 1 Cam pus
1963

New Buildings
1. Addition to Snyder Hall for Agricultural Bio-Chemistry
2. Completion of Veterinary Diagnostic and Research
Laboratory
3. Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Building
4. Crops Research Building (Phase II)
5. Entomology. Fisheries and Wildlife Building
6. Sheep Research Laboratory
7. Farm Maintenance Shops and Storage Building
8. Horticulture Greenhouses. Headhouse and Laboratory

$ 1.450.000

351.000
1,121,000
1,200,000
2.385.000
85,000
350.000
300.000

Remodeling for New Use
9. Green Hall (Remodeling and Equipment)

213,000

Rehabili tation
10. Green Hall
11. Gymnasium
12. Snyde r Hall
13. Elevators
Pathology and Agronomy
14. Northwest Greenhouses

57.000
103,500
100,000
60.000
100,000

Utilities and Service Facilities
15. New Heating Tunnel. including plplng
l6.Storm and sanitary sewer and water main extension
17. New roads. repaving, resurfacing and street lighting

276.000
171.500
115.000

Land Needs
18. Land for research plots and to consolidate
Campus area (11.5 acres approximately)

60.000
Total for 1963

1965
New Buildings
19. Meats Laboratory
20. Veterinary Medicine Building
21. Plant Services Storehouse and Shops Bui1ding
22. Soils Greenhouse' and Headhouse (Completion)
23. Addition to Forest Products Laboratory
24. Addition to Physical Education Building
25. Home Management Houses
26. Greenhouse and Headhouse for Forestry
27. Greenhouse and Insectary for Entomology
28. Addition to Peters Hall for Poultry
29. Horticulture Building
30. Greenhouse for Plant Pathology
31. Research Facilities at Dairy Barn (Dairy Husbandry)
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$

933.000
1.200.000
420,000
100,000
400,000
700.000
105.000
100,000
100.000
233.000
1,166.000
200,000
60.500

and Third Floor)

$

33. Snyder Hall

220.000
77 t 500

Rehabilitation
Hall

50,000

Utilities and Service Facilities
637,000
132,000
225,000

36. Road Improvements
370 Tunnels and Piping to Greenhouses

Total for 1965

$ 7.059,000

1967

New
Pavilion and Holding Space
390. Animal Nut
Laboratory
40 Veterinary Medicine Building
L~l ~ Poultry Laboratories Building
42. Poultry House Replacements
43 4 Soils. Completion of Third Floor oVer Library
44 Crop Research Building (Phases 3 and 4)
459 Plant Science Building (Addition to Plant Pathology)
46 0 Greenhouses for Horticulture
47 Machinery Storage Building for Agricultural Engineering
48. Greenhouses for For.estry
49. Storage Building for Entomology
0

9

G

of Attic)

$

350,000
583,000
1.500,000
200,000
100.000
48.000
1,458.000
100,000
200,000
60.000
200.000
27 t 500
235,,000
100.000

51 6 Agricultural Engineering (Shops)
Rehabilit at ion
Building'
53. Plant Pathology Building
Extension

45,000

He us
300 students

(50% of total)

750,000
Total for' 1967

$ 6.131 11 500

1969

New
ion
Addit
to Home Economics Building
Greenhouse and. Headhouse for Agronomy
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$ 1,166,000
1.166,000
1,166 0 000
200,000

1969 -,_, continued

Rehabilitat ion
60. Agricultural Engineering (Including Elevator)

-

$

Utilities and Service Facilities
61; Tunnel and Piping to Complete Loop

140,000

300,000'

Total for 1969

$ 4,138,000

1971

New Buildings
62 Swine Barn and Laboratories
63. Classroom Building
64. Veterinary Medicine Building
65. Agronomy and Plant Pathology Connecting Building
66. Dairy Husbandry (Physiology - Nutrition Laboratories)
67. Greenhouse and ~eadhouse for Plant Pathology
0

$

87,000
864,000
1,000,000
1,200,000
810,000
200,000

Remodeling for New Use
68. Agricultural engineering, Completion of Attic

160,000

Utilities and Service Facilities
69. Primary Electric Service Extension
-70. New Boiler and Auxiliaries

50,000
683.000

... S2 ....

Total for 1971

$ 5,054,000

Grand Total

$30,880,500

LISTING OF BUILDING REQUESTS 1963-1971
Minneapol is Campus

New Buildings
1. Library on West Campus:
Planning funds, 4% of total estimated cost
$ 344,500
Half of construction cost
4,135.500
2. Planning funds for Humanities Building on
West Campus, 4% of estimated cost
3. Auditorium type classrooms building on
West Campus
- 4. Addition to Mus~um of Natural History (to match gifts) .
5. Planning funds for Communications, Theater, and Classroom
.Building on West Campus, 4% of estimated cost
6. Office connection between Main Engineering and
Electrical Engineering
7. Addition to Electrical Engineering Building
8. Completion of office buildings on West Campus
9. Laboratory and Classroom Building South of Chemistry, and
Phase II of East Bridgehead Classroom Building·
10. Scott Hall Addition
lOA. Completion of Stack Area in Fraser Hall
11. Education Laboratory and Office Building
for New Use
12. Jackson Hall, Phase IV and Roofhouse

$ 4,480,000

95,000
3,149.000
280,000
221,000
128,000
161,500
200,000
4,428.000
711,000
47,000
1,374,000

R~modeling

350,000

Rehabil!tat ion
13. Chemistry Building, Phase V
lij.---Libra~y.

15.
16.
17.
18.

200,000 .
313.500
173,000
179,000
300,000
219,000

P--hase- -III -

Electrical Engineering
Physics Building
University Hospitals
Rehabilitation of Main Engineering

Utilities and Service rac.i1i ties
19. New boiler at Heating Plant
20. Tunnel--secondary main heating tunnel and plplng
21. Storm and sanifary sewer extensions and water
main extension
22. Street relocation, West Campus--rourth Street
and River Road Tie
Land Needs
23. Instructional buildings and related uses,
West Campus
24. Land acquisition alongside of Fourth Street S. E.
between 17th and 19th Avenues S. E.
25. Land for Dental and Medical School expansion
(In block opposite Millard Hall)
Total for 1963
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1,020,000
490,000
162,000
126,500

460.000
175,000

1955

New Buildings
26. Communications. Theater and Classroom Building
27. Humanities - College Office Building
28. Library - Phase II
29. Physics Addition - 2 floors south wing
30. Aerodynamics Laboratory
31. Life Sciences Building
Planning .funds, 4% of estimated cost
$ 311.000
Half of construction cost
3,713.000
32. Engineering Building (ChE. CE)
33. Pharmacy Greenhouse
34. Office Connection between Walter Library and Chemistry

$ 5,538,000
2,528,000
4,136,000 _
451.000
1,000,000
4,024,000
2,465,000
165,000
128,000

Remodeling for New Use
35. Experimental Engineering
36. Aeronsutical Engineering
37. Jackson Hall, Phase V
38. Main Engineering
39. Main Engineering Elevator
40. Johnston Hall
41. State Board of Health
42. Pattee Hall

303.500
85,000
250,000
200,000
70.000
115,000
280,000
100.000

Rehabilitation
43. Northrop Auditorium
44. Jackson Hall
45. State Board of Health

100,000
50,000
160,000

Utilities and Service Facilities
46. Tunnels (Replacement of piping ... West Campus
Extension)
47. Campus Street Improvements

350.000
172.000

Land Needs
48. For instructional building and related uses.
9.5 acres'
49. For housi~g 25 acres
50. For parking 15 acres

1.034,500
1,462,000
75.000

Housing and Food Service Needs
51. For single student housing, 1000 students
(25% of cost)
52. Food Service - Student Center. West Campus
(50% of cost)

1,000.000

Total for 1965

$27.492.000

1967

New Buildings
53. trfeSciences Building - Phase II
54. Classroom Building ... Phase III (East Bridgehead)
55. Art and Classroom Building
56. Planning funds for Dentistry and Medical Outpatient
Buildings, 4% of estimated cost
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$ 3.714.000
1.361,000
3,645,000

1967 .... continued

New Buildings
57. vincent Hall Addition with links to Physics and
Ford Hall
58. Engineering Building (ME)
59. Paychology and Classroom Building
60. Dean of Students Building
61. Industrial Education Building

$ 2,215.000
2,037.000
2.157,000
1.890 ,000
1.503.000

Remodeling for New Use
62. Nicholson Hall
63. Mayo Elevator
64. Botany
65. Zoology

160,000
135,000
220,000
100,000

Rehabilit-ation
66. Nicholson Hall
67. Norris Gymnasium
68. Botany
69. Mines Experiment Station
70., University Hospitals. including equipment

235.000
105,000
190,000
140.000
300.000

Utilities and Service Facilities
71. Primary Eiectric Service Extension
72. Tunnels - Piping Replacement
73. Sewer and Water Main Extension
74. Street Improvements
'Land Needs
75. Additional land for general expansion

150.000
200.000
120,000
90.000
600.000

Housing and Food Service Needs
76. For single student housing, 250 students
(50% of cost)
Total for 1967

625.000
$22.182.000

1969

New Buildings
77. Journalism and ,Classroom Building
78. Engineering Building (AE)
79. Dentistry Building
80. Medical Outpatient Building
81. General College Building
82. Appleby Hall Addition
83. Scott Hall, Phase II
84. Geology Building
Remodeling for New Use
85. Eddy Hall
86. Holman Building
87. Wesbrook Hall
88. Psychology

$ 1.090.000
1.185.000
4.550,000
2,400,000
3.945.000
985,000
468.000
1.668.000
100,00Q
55.000
80,000
100,000

Rehab!l!tat ion
89. Psychology
90. Wesbrook Hall
. . 85 -

1969

~

continued

Rehabilitation
91. Experiment.al Engineer-ing
92. Armory

$

Utilities and Service Facilities
93. Tunnels. West Campus Extension
94. Primary Electrical Distribution

95,000
200,000
200.000
120.000

Housing and Food Service Needs
95. For single student housing. 500 students
(50% of cost)
96. For Food Service - Student Center Expansion

1,250,000
1,000,000
Total for 1969

$19,736,000

1971
Remodeling for New Use
97. Nicholson Hall
98. Piilsbury Hall
99. Folwell Hall
100. Jon~s Hall
101. Murphy Hall
·102. Chemistry
103. Millard and Owre Halls
lQ4~ University Hospitals

$

110,000
95.000
465.000
72,000
81,000
208,000
197,000
200,000

Rehabil!tat ion
105. Fraser Hall
106. Folwell Hall
107. Pillsbury Hall
108. Administration Building
109. Jones Hall
110. Scott Hall

155.000
200.000
243,000
120,000
115.000
75.000

Utilities and Service Facilities
111. Steam service to West Campus; Completion of
Steam Loop (Wash~ngton Avenue Bridge)

250,000
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Total for 1971

$ 2,586.000

Grand Total

$92,938,500

D
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
The Minnesota State Colleges and the Minnesota State College Board trace their
origin to Chapter 79, Laws of 1858, when Governor Henry H. Sibley approved the act out
of vlhich grew the State Normal School Board and the first Normal School, which was
opened for classes in Winona in 1860. Subsequently other normal schools were opened
in Mankato in 1868, St. Cloud in 1869, Moorhead in 1888, Duluth in 1902, and Bemidji
in 1919. In 1947 the Duluth school was made a part of the University of Minnesota.
Until 1921, the main function of the normal schools was the education of elementary school teachers. In 1921 the curriculum of the institutions was expanded to a
full four year collegiate program, the names were changed to Teachers Colleges, and
the instructional programs were expanded to include the preparation of high school
teachers.
In 1953 the colleges were authorized by the Legislature to offer a fifth year of
college work in teacher education leading to the Master of Science degree. In 1957,
because ~f the expansion of the curriculum into the liberal arts area, the names were
changed once again, this time to State Colleges.
During their entire existence these colleges have remained under the control of
one board which successively bore the title of State Normal School Board, State Teachers College Board, and now State College Board. At the present time the Board consists of nine members, eight of whom are appointed by the Governor and approved by
the Senate!. Members are appointed to serve four year terms, with four members being
appointed each odd numbered year. The ninth member is ex officio the Commissioner of
Education, who also serVes as the secretary. The Commissioner of Education is appointed for 'Ci six-year term by the State· Board of Education.
The Minnesota State Colleges operate mainly under the authority of Minnesota
Statutes Chapter 136. The governmental reorganization act of 1939 placed the State
College Board under the jurisdiction of the Department of Administration for certain
purposes. As a result the College Board is subject to all of the central governmental controls that apply to all, state agencies except the University of Minnesota.
The College Board is also 6ontrolled by the laws and rules relating to Civil Service.
The College Board for most of the first century of its existence operated wi thout the benefit of any central office beyond that of the Commissioner of Education.
Starting in 1944, the Board engaged an accounting supervisor to assist in coordinating the accounting and business procedures of the several college~. In 1956, the
Board expanded its central office operation by the appointment of an executive officer and the enlargement of the central office staff. Currently this staff consists
of ten persons.
The College Board Revenue Fund authorized in 1955" through which the State College Board operates its revenue-producing activities consisting of dormitory and food
facilities t is administered by the Board office. In this program, bonds
.totalling $15,800,000 have been issued, and dormitories costing approximately this
amount have been or are being constructed on all State College campuses. The Board
office is responsible for coordinating budgets for all activities of the colleges,
for stUdying all problems relating to the colleges, and for bringing recommendations
before the Board. It
also the responsibility of the Board office to see that the
poli
and practices set forth by the Board are carried out.
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For many years preceding World War II. the enrollments in the Minnesota State
Colleges were quite stable. Following' World War II, however. the increase in college
enrollments which has occurred nationwide also appeared in the Minnesota State Colleges. Table I shows the fall quarter enrollments of the Minnesota State Colleges
from 1945 to 1961.

TABL£ I

Fall Quarter Enrollment*
19lf5 .. 1961

Year

Bemidji

Mankato

Moorhead

1945
1946
1947
1948

184
575
597
570

360
973
975
1,308

290
666
684
708

1949'
1950
1951
1952

.602
575
462
470

1,610
1,390
1,161
1,287

1953
1954
1955
1956

511
561
645
813

1;410
1;697
2,125
2;427

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

813
981

2,639
3,298
3,705
4,011
4.795

l.232
1;404
1,592

St. Cloud

Winona

Total

390
1,116
1.350
1,562

177
561
603
605

1.401
3,891
4;209
4,753

723
667
500
546

1.851
1,728
1;216
1,191

635
589
431
443

5;421
4.949
3,770
3,937

602
777
858

1,262
1;458
1,821
2,065

481
582
733
833

4,266
5,009
6,101
6,996

807
1;012
1,165
1.321
1,579

2.303
2;595
2,893
3,094
3,614

808
866
981
1,108
1;276

7.370

711

8.752
9,976
10,938
12,856

1¢Enro11ments from 1950 to date count full-time students only. Records are not
clear as to whether earlier figures do or do not include part~time students.
Included in these figures are only those students who were registered for a
full-time load. In addition, there were many students who were carrying part-time
loads. In the fall of 1961, for example. there were 1.892 part-time students in the
State Colleges. making a grand total of 14.748 students enrolled on all State College
campuses.
An examination of Table I will reveal a rather spectacular growth in recent years.
The enrollment in the fall of 1961 was more than nine times the enrollment of 1945,
nearly three and one-half times the enrollment of 1951; and approximately twice the
enrollment of 1956.

of

the Minnesota State Colleges are among the oldest pUblic insti-·
, Because most
tutions in the state, many of their physical f~cilit!es date back many years. The
State Colleges, however. have been experiencing partiCUlarly rapid growth in the last
decade. As a necessary complement to the rapid growth of the State Colleges in the
last decade t there has been rapid expansion of fac!l! ties. Over forty-two million
dollars have been expended for site expansion. for classroom construction, and for
dormitory construction since 1955.
... 8S ...

In addition to the above amounts the 1961Legislature appropriated Over
$8,900,000 to the State Colleges for capital outlay purposes.
Part of the expenditures since 1955 has been for dormitory and food service
construction. In 1955 the State College Board was given authorization to issue revenue bonds to·finance construction of dormitories and to retire the bon4s with proceeds from the dormitories. Legislative authorization for the issuance of bonds totalling $15,800,000 was granted. This has made possible the construction of dormitories with a capacity of nearly 4,000 students and the .necessary attendant food
services.
ORGANIZATION
The administrative organization of the Minnesota State College system is somewhat complex. A simplified organization description is presented in Chart 1. The
administrative organization from the Legislature down to the individual college is
shown,
Substantial differences in the organization of the various colleges has come about because of the Board's philosophy that each college should have as much autonomy
and individuality as may be consistent with the broader f~nctions of the colleges.
In spite of the apparent differences in organizational pattern, the same general program of instruction and services is provided in each college. The number of faculty
assigned and other aspects of budgetary allocations are based upon formulas which
. use enrollments as the variable factor.
Chart 2 shows the location of the Board office and the five colleges. In each
caSe· the number of full-time employees is given. Also shown for each college is the
total on-campus enrollment for the fall quarter of 1961. These figures are for total
enrollment.
----·RE-5P-oN-8IBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The purpose of the Minnesota State Colleges is to provide COllegiate level edu. cation to the youth of Minnesota and surrounding states
A prime function is the
preparation of teachers for elementary and secondary schools. There are at least
three other important functions:
t'

Pre-professional education for students planning to enter professional
schools in major universities.
Terminal academic education for students interested in obtain'ing two years
of academic' work beyond the high schools Also included here would be terminal business education of less than four years for those interested in
entering the business world.
Liberal arts education for students interested in obtaining a liberal arts
degree.
Perhaps the most significant statement of Board authority is from Chapter 136.14,
Minnesota Statutes which states: "The State College Board shall have the educational
management, supervision and control of the State Colleges and of all property appertaining thereto. It shall appoint all presidents, teachers and other necessary
employees therein and fix their salaries. It shall prescribe courSes of stUdy, conditions of admission. prepare and confer diplomas, report graduates of the State College Department and adopt suitable rules and regulations for the colleges."
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The State College Board's goal is to provide to those youth of Minnesota who can
benefit from it a quality education designed to fit the needs of the youth and the
state at a cost that youth from all levels of society can afford.
FINANCING
The operations of the State Colleges require a number of separate and distinct
accounts. Substantial differences can be found in the various accounts, particularly
in the source of receipts and in the manner of control of the expenditures. Following is a list of the various accounts employed by the State Colleges or for the benefit of the State Colleges:
BUILDING ACCOUNTS - The legislature has appropriated funds for the purchase of
sites and for the construction of all college buildings except dormitories and food
service facilities. These appropriations are made to the Commissioner of Administration, who is responsible for the purchase or construction. Appropriations totalling
some $36 million were made for the benefit of the State Colleges in 1955, 1957, 1959
and 1961. Money is secured by the State through the sale of certificates of indebtedness, which are in turn retired by a statewide property tax.
MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT ACCOUNT ... This major account finances day by day operations of the· colleges. From this account faculty and staff salaries are paid, utilities purchased, and the regular operations of the plant are sustained. This account
is supported primarily by an appropriation by the Legislature of tax funds and by the.
appropriation to the State College system of its receipts, primarily tuition. The
entire· appropriation is made to the State College Board. The Board is then responsible for the distribution of the appropriation to the several colleges, subject to
the approval of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration. Tables II
and III show the final annual finance plans for the State College system for the
fiscal years ending June 30, 1960 and June 30, 1961. The figures shown on these two
tables represent budget allotments and estimated receipts just prior to the end of
each fiscal year. The amount actually received or expended in each of these fiscal
year will vary somewhat from the bUdget allotments. In all cases the expenditures
will be less than the allotments indicated in these tables.
For the past two
from the income tax.
entirely and directly
the general statewide

bienniums the State Colleges have received their tax support
Prior to this time the State College operations were supported
from the general revenue fund, Which receives its income from
property tax.

REPAIRS AND BETTERMENTS - This account provides certain repairs which 'are larger
than those' which would be carried out through routine maintenance but are still of a
relatively minor nature and do not require an individual appropriation. Also included
are minor remodeling and improvement projects. This account is supported ·entirely by
direct legislative appropriation.
The total appropriation for all State Colleges for the repairs and betterments
account was $80,000 per year for each fiscal year ending June 30; 1960 and June 30.
196.1. The budget allocations' as of February of each of the above fiscal years is
shown in Table IVe
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TABLE [(
An nua 1 Fin an c e Plan 5
Maintenance & Equipment
1960

Expenditures

t..O
W

Bemidji

Mankato

Moorhead

St. Cloud

Winona

Board

Total

o

Personal Services

888,148

2,092,353

932,,053

1,690.788

796,726

55,496

.1

Other Servi ces, A

20,383

79,693

24,127

30,861

22,250

4,022

187,336

2

Other Services B

40;902

113,967

42,569

75,324-

29,400

7,800

309,962

3

Materials & Supplies

83,070

114,259

102,352

131,631

62,556

900

495,368

4

Fixed Charges

27,100

54,633

21,810

48,654

21,501

2,216

181,914

5

Acquisi tion of Property

32 sOSO

97,150

29 .. 863

72,412

26,374

1.607 -

259,456

6

Refunds

3,900

12,690

4.466

9,800

3,400

1,096,153

2,564,745

.1 ,.163 ,240

2,065,470

962.207

TOTALS

6~455,564

34,256
72,041

7,923,856

Resources
LegisI.ative Appropriation
Merit Increase Appropriation
Swampland Interest

5,.212,501
13,368
30,870
25.000

Dormitory ,Reimbursement
Tuition and Fees, etc.
Bemidji
Mankato
Moorhead
St. Cloud

Winona

351,845
943,053
394,133
646,770
314,189

2,649~990

To-tal Resources

7,931,729

Total Allocations

7,923,856

Reserve

7,873

TABLE III
1961 Annual Finance Plan
Maintenance Account - Eighth Qu~rter Budgets

Expenditures

lO

Bemidji

Mankato

Moorhead
-

St. Cloud

Winona

1,022,865

Board

Total

2,439,600

1,040,179

1,.869,0·00

877,477

61,672

7,310,793

o

Personal Services

1

Other Services A

22,769

104,870

24,930

41,497

21,020

6,123

2?1,209

2

Other Services

49,620

136,440

51,472

80,153

30,950

11,610

360,245

3

Materials &.Supplies

92,977

117,385

114,084

138,982

68,257

550

532,235

4

Fixed Charges

30,363"

69,200

29,812

55,407

21,280

3,000

209,062

5

Acquisition of Property

32,673

102,521

25,401

58,618

28,696

945

248,944

6

Refunds

1,935

9,750

2,000

7,000

2,550

1,253,292

2,979,766

1,287,878

2,250,657

1,050,230

B

TOTALS

-

23,235
83.900

8,905,723

+:"

..ResOlll\CeS
Legislative Appropriation
LAC Contingent Fund
Merit Increases
Swampland Interest
Dormitory Reimbursement
Tuition and Fees
Bemidji
Mankato
Moorhead
St. Cloud
Winona
Total Tuition and Fees
Total Resources
Total Allocations
Reserve

5,981,523
85,000
42,618
44,693
25,000

Off Campus
29,070
55,189
25,298
49,890
31,538
190,985

On Campus
341,835
969,402
413,247
625,553
302,746 .
2,652,783

Total
-

370,905
1,024,591
438,545
675,443
334,284
2,843,768
9,022,602
8,905,723
116,879

TABLE

IV

Annual Finance Plan
Repai rs and Betterments

1959- 1960

Bemidji
a

Pe~sonal

Services

Mankato

Moorhead

St. Cloud, Winona

Total

7~197

lather Services A

3,665

2 Other Services B
3 Materials and Supplies
4

Fixed Ch'arges

3,308

7.600

245

5 Acquisition of Property
TOTAL

5,705
75

31,743
170

6,800
13,000

490
2,235

18,000

18,000

13.000

Legislative Appropriation

80,000

Total Allocations
Reserve for Allocation

3,650
1961 ANNUAL FINANCE PLAN

Q Personal Services

A

1

Other

2

Other Services B

3

Materials and. Supplies

4

Fixed Charges

5

Acquisition of Property

Se~vices

1 ~800

3,100
336

TOTAL

.

1,800

5,020

5,000

7,690

180

88

150

4,800

3,062

1,020

18,000

14,350

13,000

336
6,100

33.560
418

5,400
78,286

.

Legislative Appropriation

80.000

Total Allocations

78,286

Reserve for Allocation

1,714

The reader may note in both cases that most of the appropriation had been allot~
. ted to the individual colleges but that a small unallotted amount ~emained,which is
designated as ftreserve for allocation." In both years this amount was allotted and
used by one or more of the colleges before the expi~ation of the fisc~1 yea~.
The lump sum appropriation fo~ the repairs and betterments account is made to the
State College Board. It is within the authority of the Board to make the allocation
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of the specific amounts to each college. sUbject to the approval of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration.
SPECIAL EDUCATION ACCOUNTS - For the past several bienniums, special appropriations for the training of teachers of exceptional children totalling $103.000 have
been made to St. Cloud State College, Moorhead State College, and Mankato State College. These appropriations are specifically designated for each of th~ colleges,
and 'the State College Board does not have jurisdiction to change'the amount available to anyone of the colleges.
SCHOLARSHIPS. GIFTS AND GRANTS ACCOUNTS - There is a series of special accounts
under which scholarships, gifts and grants may be accepted and disbursed for the
benefit of the State Colleges. When a new scholarship. gift or grant is made, a new
account is created and is maintained so long as money remains in the. account. The
donor of a scholarship, gift or grant may stipulate the purpose and the conditions
covering the money. The State College Board has jurisdiction over these accounts,
but once the account has been established there is little discretionary power remaining, since it is operated according to the agreements made at the time of its establishment.
STATE COLLEGE BOARD REVENUE FUND - The State College Board Revenue fund was
authorized by the Legislature in 1955, and is used for the operation and construction of facilities which are supported by revenue the facilities provide. Currently
these operations are limited to the dormitory and food service facilities. This
fund supports construction of new dormitories and food services and the operation of
all of the dormitories and food services in the State College system. The State College' Board has assumed the responsibility for the payment of the principal and interest on a debt of $l5~800tOOO for the construction of new facilities. This operation
is completely self-sufficient and has received no tax support either for operations
or for construction since 1955.
COLLEGE ACTIVITIES FUNDS - Laws relating to the Minnesota State Colleges provide
for the establishment of a fund in each of the colleges for the operation of college
activities.
A major account in these funds is the student activities account. supported by
a quarterly activity fee of $10 charged to each student and by receipts from activities such as athletic contests i plays and recitals. This account supports a number
of activities~ made available'to the entire student body, including the inter-schoiastic athletic program. school paper. plays, recitals and health service activities.
The authorized agencies account& inclUdes the various class organizations and
clubs Which operate within the colleges. This account serveS as a depository and
disbursing agency for these clubs.
There are also student loan and student sCholarship accounts. In most cases the
various activities included under the College Activities Fund are self~supporting.
Currently there is one exception to this; the National Defense Student Loan Account.
Ninety per cent of the mdney in this account originates from a federal grant and ten
per'cent originates from a state appropriation, It is anticipated that at the close
of the National Defense Student Loan program the money currently placed in these accounts will be returned to the originators. the federal and state governments.
STANDARDS
Standards used in the operation of the State Colleges derive from many sources.
The curricula of the Minnesota State Colleges are examined and all have been approved
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by the Minnesota Department of Education so that graduates of these institutions are
awarded certificates for teaching in their fields upon recommendations of the authorities in the colleges.
All of the Minnesota State Colleges are accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. a major agency for the accreditation of
total college programs.
All of the Minnesota State Colleges are also accredited by the National Council
for the Accreditation of Teacher Education. a nationwide accrediting agency that is
concerned only with the nature and character of the teacher education aspects of a
college or university.
The University of Minnesota also recognizes the accreditation of the Minnesota
State Colleges in that it fully accepts the transfer of credits from the :State
.
Colleges.
A number of other agencies assist in establishing standards for the State Colleges. For instance~ Mankato State College has a special program in nursing education which is approved by the proper professional accrediting agency. The home economics teacher education program in Mankato also meets federal standards for participation in the Smith-Hughes vocational- education program. The State Colleges 'aspire
to the standards of the American Library Association. although they are far from
meeting these standards because of insufficient money to purchase the recommended
number of volumes for the libraries.
Several of the colleges have been examined and approved by the American Association of University Women. Accreditation by this organization means that graduates
of. accredited colleges may become members of the association.
Mankato State Collega has been approved so that graduates of its business curricUlum may be certified to take examinations leading to the C.P.A.
PLANS
The major challenge facing the State Colleges is to provide a high quality education to a continuously increasing number of students. A projection of future enrollments based upon known numbers of children in younger age groups in Minnesota
indicates a continuation of growth. Chart 3 shows the actual full-time enrollments
in all five State Colleges from 1945 to 1961 t and the latest estimates for 1965, 1970 t
and 1975. According to these estimates the full-time enrollments are expected to
reach 16.867 by 1965. 23,094 by 1970. and 27.045 by 1975. If these estimates are
realized t or eVen approximated. it will be necessary to make major' changes in several
aspects of the State 'Colleges. Some of these changes are necessary regardless of an
enrollment increase.
The major needs of the colleges are:
To enlarge the campus sites
To construct additional instructional and administrative facilities
To construct additional student housing and student activity facilities
To solve the automobile parking problem -- probably involves obtaining
parking lots and/or parking ramps
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Chart 3
FULL-TIME ENROLLMENTS .. MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES
Actual and Estimated
1945 - 1975
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27,045

To

enla~ge

the faculties to accommodate the increase in enrollments

To improve the present faculty-student ratio
To

st~engthen

the offerings in

ce~tain

academic disciplines

To create some new undergraduate programs
To extend the masters degree program to subject matter areas in addition
to teacher education
THE CAMPUS SITES - All of the State Colleges with the exception of Bemidji were

started well before the turn of the century.

The original sites were small t and
since their establishment the surrounding land t for the most part. has become completely 'developed and built up. In order to allow the growth of the colleges it was
absolutely. imperative to ex.pand the campuses. In many cClsesthis involved acquiring
land on which substantial buildings had been constructed, meaning of course that the
cost became very high~ Conside~able prog~ess has been made in the past several years t
and the site problem has been substantially solVed at Bemidji, Mankato~ and Moorhead.
In St. Cloud and Winona ll however t much remains to be done to provide adequate site
so that additional facilities maybe constructed.
INSTRUCTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE FACILITIES - The continued increase in numbers
of students will make, the construction of additional facilities absolutely necessary.
O~iginally each college'was built with one main building which encompassed all or
. nearly all of the administration and instructiona~ facilities. As the colleges grew t
it seemed advisable to construct a new facility to accomodate one or more specialized needs and to convert the space vacated in the old building into other uses. So
far such functions as the librarYD the physical education facilities~ and the laboratory schools have been provided for in separate buildings. The colleges are currently constructing special facilities fer science instruction and for industrial arts
and arts This trend should be continued with specialized facilities in such areas as
music. drama t speech. professional education buildings t and the enlargement of existing--libra:r-ias. s-cien~e buildings .a<iministrationbuildings 'll eteEl In some cases it
will also be necessary to construct so-called general classroom buildings.
STUDENT HOUSING AND STUDENT ACTIVITY FACILITIES - In order for the State Colleges
to meet the needs of the increasing enrollment it will not only be necessary to provide the added instruction'al and administrati va spaces t but to provide many more facilities for housing the students -- both married and single.
New construction t if on a purely revenue bend basis, would need to be entirely
self-supporting. Such a plan is not feasible since board and room rates would become
too hi~ for students to payo For this reason t the State College Board will need
assist'ance from the L;egislatu!~e in the form of a partial appropriation toward the
construction of future dormitorieSe Coupled with such an appropriation the State
College Board could then safely issue revenue bonds for the balance of the cost.
The numbeu' of married students enrolled in th.e State Colleges has been increasing steadily. Most of the married students are forced to live in sub-standard quarters for which exorbitant rents are charged. The State College Board has taken the.
position that married students should be assisted by providing housing which would be
available at reasonable rentals
Here again the provision of housing at rates which
would be acceptable to the students requires that the construction be financed in part
by a direct appropriation.
4

Student centers are greatly needed on all of the State College campuses t to
centralize the existing student activities in one building and to provide facilities
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for additional acti vi ties. Such a center can be constructed in part by the issuance
of revenue bonds which can be amortized from the income of the building. It is apparent, however, that a substantial portion of the cost of such a facility must be
available from other sources. It has been suggested that approximately one third of
the cost of such a building be raised locally through such means as contributions
from alumni and friends of the college and through the application of a student union
fee against the students prior to the construction. This fee has alre~dy been estab-lished at four of the five colleges.
A second provision of the proposal is that one third of the cost be appropriated
by the legislature. This can be justified on the grounds that considerable space
would become available in existing buildings now used for student activities which
could be converted to instructional purposes or to faculty offices.
If two thirds of the cost of the student center were available, it would be possible to issue revenue bonds for the balance and amortize them from the earnings of
the building and a continuation of the student union fee.
PARKING FACILITIES - There are presently almost no provisions for off-the-street
parking 9 and the growth of the colleges coupled with the increase in the use of automobiles has created an untenable problem. Steps should be taken to provide off-thestreet parking. As a tentative program toward the solution of this problem, the
following is offered:
The, Legislature acquire some land for use as parking space
A fee should be charged for the privilege of off-street parking provided
by the college
The fee so collected should be retained in the revenue fund of the State
College Board
The fees collected from the parking areas be used in turn to further develop the areas, to purchase additional areas or to construct parking ramps
if necessary
EXPAND THE FACULTIES - One of the very serious problems facing the State Colleges
is the matter of expanding the faculties and staffs of the colleges to keep abreast
of the increasing enrollments e' National studies have indicated that colleges and
universities everywhere will be in a strong competition for available talent. It can
be shown that the graduate schools of the country are not producing highly trained
teachers fast enough to fill the expanding requirements. In spite of these difficulties the State Colleges must expand their faculties rapidly in order to sustain
and improve the educational quality. In general, this will require two major efforts
-- the first to continue 'to improve faculty salaries, and to provide non-taxable
fringe benefits ,which are now almost c9mpletely lacking. The second effort should be
to reduce the teaching load.
IMPROVE THE FACUJ./rY-STUDENT RATIO - Six years ago the ratio of faculty to students stood at 1 to 14 or 1 to 16, depending on the college. At the present time the
legislative formula calls for one faculty member for each twenty full-time students.
'This restriction on faculty positions is placing an unduly heavy load on faculty members and is placing a restriction on adequate instruction. Not only is the ratio of
20-1 too high in itself t but the system of computation is unduly rigorous. First of
all it is based upon credit hours for an entire regular school year. This figure is
divided by 48 to find full-time equivalent students. This assumes that each student
should carry 16 credits per quarter. (Junior college aids are based upon 15 credits.)
Under this plan it is never possible to have as favorable a ratio as 20-1 in the fall
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quarter when programs for the year are getting under way and new students are getting
oriented. The formula provides for only 7 or 11 administrators. Actually, there are
many more faculty than that who are non-teaching. This unusually high ratio is discouraging to faculty members and is rapidly becoming a powerful negative factor in
recruitment and retention of faculty members.
STRENGTHEN ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES - The State Colleges are basically liberal arts
colleges. As such their offerings should be strong in all of the basic disciplines.
Further progress is needed, particularly in the social sciences, philosophy and the
more specialized physical sciences. The problem here is primarily of providing more
faculty members qualified in these areas.
NEW UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS - Consideration should be given to introduction of
additional courses of study which may be of value and importance. Without attempting
to identify what and where additional specialized programs should be instituted, the
possibility of some such new programs should be constantly studied.
EXTENSION OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS - The current graduate program is limited to the
field of education. A master of science degree in education is granted upon the successful completion of the program. For some time there has been a desire on the part
of prospective graduate students that the masters degree offerings of the State Colleges be expanded so that a master of arts degree in subject matter fields could be
granted. The law regarding the granting of the masters degree should probably be
changed so that the State College Board would have the power to authorize the M.A. degree, college by college, and by subject matter field as each field is developed in
such a manner that the degree should be offered.
ACTION PROGRAMS TO IMPLEMENT PLANS
In this section the building requirements of the State Colleges are set forth in
as much detail as possible. The program as set forth herein is not intended to be
fully developed or final in all respects. It is felt, however, that the program is
sufficiently refined to portray a reasonable dimension of the problem. The following
statement of physical plant needs will be divided into two parts.
NON-REVENUE PRODUCING FACILITIES - The first part will relate to those facilities related to instruction and which are not revenue prOducing and must be financed
in full by legislative appropriation. The needs of each college is presented in order
and lists the projects, the estimated cost of those projects that should be provided
for in 1963, and the estimated cost of other projects needed prior to 1970.
Bemidji State College

Project

To Be Provided by
1963 Legislature

Acquisition of land
Expansion of Heating Facilities
Library (new)
Physical Ed Building (addition)
Science Building (completion)
Special Repairs
Speech and Music Building (new)
General Classroom Building (new)
Field and Site Development
Miscellaneous

To Be Provided
Later than 1963
But to be Available by 1970

$

300,000
60,000
937,000
1,493,000
50,000
84,500
$ 500,000
1,000,000
100,000
100,000
$1,700,000
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Mankato State College
To Be Provided by
1963 Legislature

Project
Land Acquisition
Expansion of Heating Facilities
Service Building (new)
Library
Speech and Music Building (new)
Administration Building
Campus Development
.
Intercampus Road
Repairs and Improvements
Overpass
General Classroom Buildings (new)
Auditorium
Physical Education Building (addition)
Mis cellaneous.

To Be Provided
Later than 1963
But to be Available by 1970

$

360.000
400,000
330.000
2.000.000
1,503.000
760.000
140,000
100.000
130,000
48,000
1,600,000

$1,600,000
2,000,000
500,000
500,000
$4,600,000

Moorhead State College
Service Building (new)
Speech and Music Building (new)
Physical Education Building (addition)
.Remodeling
Classroom Building (new)
Mis cellaneous

150.000
1,300,000
150,000
200,000

$'

. $1,800,000

$
60,000
1,000,000
100,000
$1,160,000

St. Cloud State College
Land Acquisition
Library (new)
Speech and Music Building (new)
General Classroom Building (new)
Administration Building (new)
Science Building (addition)
Physical Education Building (addition)
Field Development
.
Mis cellaneous

$

900,000
2,000,000
1,176,000
760,000
400,000

$

$5;236,000

700,000
1,000,000
200.000
500,000
$3.100,000 .

300,000

Winona Stat,e College
Land Acquisition
Library' (addition)
Remodeling
Repairs
Speech and Music Building (new)
Classroom Building (new)
Administration Building
PQysical Education Building (new)
Field D~velopment
Mis cellaneous

$

600,000
750,000
-125,000
. 71,000

$1,546.000
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$1,000,000

1,000,000
700,000
5.00,000
1,000,000
100,000
100,000
$4,400,000

Summa~izing

the listings on preceding pages produces the following totals:

To Be Provided by
Legislature

~963

Bemidji
Mankato
Moorhead
St. Cloud
Winona

$ ,2 t 924,500
7,371,000
1.800,000
5,236,000
1.546,000
$18,877,500

To Be Provided
Later than 1963
But to be Available by 1970
$ 1,700,000
'4,600,000
1,160,000
3,700,000
4,400.000
$15,560,000

Grand Total
·-R£VENUE· P-RODUCING ··fACILITIES --Included· under the category of revenue producing
facilities'dre dormitories and cafeterias, student centers and married student hous~
ing. In the past six years the State College Board has issued $15.800,000 worth of
bonds for the construction of dormitories and food services. This amount of money
has produce.d facilities for approximately four thousand students. It has now been
determined because of financial problems involved that the program of dormitory and
food service construction cannot continue on an entirely self-liquidating basis.
Some participati-on in this program on the part of the Legislature by means of a direct
appropriation will be necessary if the dormitory construction program is to continue.
The en1"ollments estimated earlier are contingent upon the construction of additional
,dormitories.
Table V shows the estimated ,additional dormitory capacity req~ired by 1970 for
ea9h state college. This is broken down to show the immediate needs and the addi,tional amount required by 1970. Using an estimated cost of $~,500per student housed,
,which includes the necessary food service facilities 9 this would indicate a total dollar cost of $25,200,000 for the immediate program and an additional $21,600,000 prior
to 1970 for a total requirement of $46,800.000. The State College Board would be
'@.i~__t.Q_.finqn_CELappr_oximately fifty per .cent.of..this-cos-t ~thr-oughthe--sale of revenue bonds which would be self-liquidating. It WOUld, however, necessitate an appropriation of the other half for a total of $23,400,000.
TABLE V
Additional Dormitory Capacity Required
Immediate and by 1970

College
B.emidji
Mankato
Moorhead
St. Cloud
Winona

Immediate
Needs

Additional
by 1970

Total

400
2,800
400
1,600
400

600
2,200
400
1,200
400

1,000
5,000
800
2,800
800

5,600

4,800

10,400

Cost of Immediate Program
Cost of Additional Needs by 1970
Total Costs to 1970
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$25,200,000
21,600,000

Student Centers
The State College Board has proposed a program whereby approximately two-thirds
of the cost of the student centers could be provided either through donations or
student union fees. This would require an appropriation of approximately one-third
of the cost by the Legislature. It has been estimated that such student centers on
all the campuses would cost about $4,800,000. One third of the cost, ~hich should
be covered by an appropriation, would equal $1,600,000. One half of the appropriation should be available in 1963 and the other half prior to 1970.
Married Student Housing
It is estimated there is need for a total of seven hundred units for married
student housing on four of the five state college campuses. There is no need on the
fifth campus because of a local public housing development. It is estimated each
unit would COst approximately $10.000 to construct, for a grand total of $7,000,000.
The rentals from these units will amortize approximately one half the cost. This
would then require an appropriation of $3,500.000 from the State. Here again, one
half the appropriation should be made available in 1963 and the other half later but
prior to 1970.
Parking Facilities
Need was expressed earlier for a positive program for developing facilities for
automobile parking. No estimate of cost is available at this time, but whatever costs
there would be outside the original cost of land would probably be carried without
appropriation.
A summary of the costs of the projected building needs is shown in Table VI.
This table is designed to show the costs involved for 1963 and for a later period but
prior to 1970, and the amount anticipated from appropriation and from other sources
in each period.
TA BL E VI

Summary of Costs for Projected Capital
Improvements
Minnesota State Col leges
1963-1970

1963

Purpose

From Appro, priation

From Other
Sources

Later Than 1963 But
Available by 1970
From ApproFrom Other
priation
Sources

For Non-Revenue
Producing Facilities

18,877,500

For Dormitories

12,600.000

12,600,000

10,800,000

10,800,000

800,000

1,600,000

800.000

1.600,000

1,750,000
34;027,500

1,750,000
15,950.000

1.750,000
28,910,000

1,750,000
14,150,000

For Student Centers
For Married Student
Housing

15,560,000

Total by Appropriation
Total by Other Sources

62,937,500
30,10'0,000
93,037,500
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BUDGETARY NEEDS
The State College system actually operates under a number of different accounts.
The major operating account for the State College system is known as the Maintenance
and Equipment Account. This account is supported by a dedication of certain receipts
such as tuition and certain fees received from the students. It also receives an annual portion of the swamp land fund interest, and its major source of income is from
a direct appropriation by the Legislature. This is the account that will be considered in connection with this item.
Table VIr has been prepared to show certain information of an historical nature
and is a projection of estimated costs to the end of the fiscal year in 1973. The
second column of the table shows the full-time equivalent enrollment, actual and estimated, for the period of time covered. Full-time equivalent enrollment is found by
adding all of the credits enrolled in the various programs of the college for the
entire school year and dividing this figure by forty-eight, which is the number of
credits that one student would normally earn in a school year if he is to complete a
program in four years of college. In columns three and ,four are listed the expenditures for the entire State College system. These figures are actual from 1955 through
1961. For the year 1962 the figures are a very close estimate. For the year 1963 the
figures are a fair estimate, and for the following years they are projections based
on the best knowledge available.
TABLE VII
Expenditures and Income
Maintenance Account
Actual 1955-1961 and Estimated 1962-73

Fiscal
Year
Ending

Enrollment
F.T.E.

Expendi tures
Per
Student
Total

Income
Dedicated Receipts
State Sources
Per
Per
Total
Student
Total
Student

1955

6,753

3,597,099

532.67

808,558

119.73

2,788,541

412.93

1956
1957

7,996
8,819

4,073,737
4,460,139

509.47
505.74

1,189,005
1,421,665

148.70
161.20

2,884,732
3,038,474

360.77
344.54

1958
1959

9,226
10,636

5,987,410 ,
6 t 680,914

648.97
628.14

1,732,201
1,947,656

187.75
183.12

4,255,209
4,733,258

461.22
445.02

1960
1961

11,730
12,789

7,885,085
9~022,602

672.22
705.50

2,699,103
2,843,768

230.10
222.36

5,185,982
6 ,178 ,83L~

442.11
483.14

1962
1963

14,757
16,408

10,327,000
11,270,320

699.80
686.88

3,224,051
3,511,199

218.48
213.99

7,102,949
7,759,,121

481.33
472.89

1964
1965

17,800
19,100

12 11 816,000
14,325,000

720.00
750.00

3,951,600
4,412,100

222.00
231.00

8,864 t,400
9,912,900

498.00
519.00

1966
1967

20,240
21,800

15,787,200
17,658,000

780.00
810.00

4,837,360
5,406;400

239.00
248.00

10,949,840
12,251,600

541.00
56?00

1968
1969

22,200
24,800

18,759,000
21,700,000

845.00
875.00

5,683,200
6,572,000

256.00
265.00

13,075,800
15,128,000

589.00
610.00

1970
1971

26 11 100
27,713

23,620,500
25,911,655

905.00
935.00

7,151,400
7,815,066

274.00
282.00

16,469,000
18,096,589

631.00
653.00

1972
1973

28,700
29,600

27,839,000
29,,600,000

970.00
1,000.00

8,351 11 700
8,880,000

291.00
300.00

19.487,300
20,,720,000

679.00
700.00
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For- the years 1964 to 1973, the figures were found by first estimating the per
student costs
The cost has been slowly increased to $1,000 per student in 1973.
This increase was projected in this manner because it was felt it would be necessary
to increase the costs in order to improve or even to sustain the quality of educational program in the co1ieges in the view of increasing faculty salaries and other
increasing costs of operation. When the estimated cost per student for each year
had been determined, this figure was multiplied by the estimate of full-time equivalent enrollment to arrive at the total expenditure for that year.
0

The last four columns of the table show income. Dedicated receipts are those
receipts taken by the college for tuition, fees. and certain other minor income which
are in turn used to defray the expenses of the college. From 1955 to 1963 the actual
figures are used as original figures, and the receipts per student were calculated by
dividing the total receipts by the full-time equivalent enrollment. The per student
income from dedicated receipts has been increasing during the period from 1955 to
1963. An arbitrary decision was made to continue the increase so that the figure of
$300 was reached by 1973. The last two columns deal with the receipts from state
sources. From 1955 through 1963 the total figure is taken from actual experience,
and the per student figure was found by dividing the total figure by the full-time
equivalent enrollment. From 1964 through 1~73 the total figure was found by subtracting the amount of dedicated receipts 'fr9m the anticipated expenditures in order
to find,the amount that it would be necessary for the state to appropriate. Similarly, in the per student income from the state sources for 1964 through 1973 the
figures for each year were found by subtracting the anticipated dedicated receipts
per student from the anticipated expenditures per student. Biennial appropriations
which would be required to finance this program as projected in Table VII would be
as follows:
1963
1965
1967
1969
1971

Legislature
Legislature
Legislature
Legislature
Legislature

$18,777,300
23,201.440
28,203,800
34.565,589
40.207.300

FINANCING
The State College Board anticipates the financing of its plans in a number of
ways.' most of which are an extension of existing methods. It _is anticipated that a
large portion of the increased expenditures will come from legislative appropriations.
This will apply II of course, to the maintena.nce and' operations account as well as the
building program. In addition to the increased legiSlative appropriations, it is
anticipated that the State College Board will finance at least a portion of its construction of revenue producing facilities by a continuation of a system presently in
effect -- the dedication of a portion of the receipts to the payment of the bond
amortization~
More than likely there will be an increase in board and room rates and
other services of the revenue producing facilities. This increase in rates, however,
should be kept to a minimum. The cost of higher education must not be allowed to
become so high that a substantial number of students are denied the right to attend
college because of the inability to pay the costs involved.
In the matter of the increased costs of the maintenance program, it is anticipated in the tables presented in earlier sections that there will also be a modest
increase in the tuition charge. The State College Board feels that this increase t if
any. should be kept to the lowest possible minimum for reasons just mentioned.
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M NT OF HEALTH
HISTORY
The Minnesota Department of Health i established in 1872, was the third state
l)ealth department it') the United States, preceded only by Massachusetts and California.
Until 1893 its first state health officer, Dr. Charles N. Hewitt, carried on the laboratory and other work of the Stat~ ~oard of Health from his office in the Keystone
building, Red Wing. At that time, fat his, request and by action of the University
Board of Regents, the laboratory was moved to the university campus.
The offices of the State Board of Health were moved from Red Wing to St. Paul in
1894. In 1902 the Legislature provided for building space for animal quarters on the
university campus. Legislative provision for housing the laboratories was first made
when the State Board o.f Health--Pathology Building (now the Psychology Building) w~
constructed in 1907.
Major Facilities Construction
The present 'five-story State Board of Health Building on the University campus
was completed in 1938 at a cost of approximately $324,900. Nearly $100,000 of the
,cost was contributed by the PWA. The balance was provided by a ,legislative appropriation.
In 1947, having outgrown its present building, the Department presented a building request to the Legislature. Subsequent requests were presented in 1955, 1957,
1959, and 1961.
The need for a neW building to increase efficiency of departmental operations
was recognized in the Jacobs Report, 1950; the Self-Survey Task Force Report t 1955~58;
the Legislative Research Committee Report, 1956; the Self-Survey Task Force Report,
1959; and the Legislative Building Commission Report,1961.
The 1959 legislature provid~d $lO,OqO for an architectural and engineering study
of the Department's building needs. The study included a survey of the possibility
of expanding and remodeling the present building. Plans for the construction of a new,
functional building were, developed when it was found that. expansion and remodeling of
the present building was not feasible.
The 'Legislative Building Commission recommended an appropriation of $312,250 for
1961 to provide $272~250 for land acquisition and $40,000 for preliminary plans for a
new State Board of Health Building. An appropriation of $3,117,750 for 1963 recommended by the Commission to construct the building would have been supplemented by
approximately $870,000 from Hill-Burton funds for 45 per cent of the c~st of that portion of the building used for laboratory areas.
Approval by Governor Elmer L. Andersen of the Legislative Building Commission
,Report moved the Department one step closer to the realization of the new building it
has been seeking since 1947.

.'
ORGANIZATION
The State Board of Health is composed of nine members appointed by the Governor
fOr a three-year overlapping terms. Minnesota Statutes 1957, Section 144.01 stipUlates
only that board members be "learned in sanitary science." They serve without pay. The
board elects a secretary who also serVes as the Department's executive officer •
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No s.tatutory qualifications are presdl'ibed for the secretary and executive officer. The present state health officer. appointed on November 1. 1955; is the
state's fifth health officer since 1872.
The secretary and executive officer is the administrative head of the Department. di~ects its ~ctivities; and enforces the statets health laws. It is his res ponsibility to "see that all lawful rules and ordat's of the board of health t and
all 'duties laid upon it by law' are enforced and performed; and that every law enacted
in the interests of human health is obeyed" (Sec. 144.03). He is actively assisted
in discharging these responsibilities by a deputy executive officer. who also has
staff responsibilities.
Public health activities are carried on under the direction of the executive officer t in accordance with policies fixed and formulated by the board. An integrated
structure provides coordination of the boardtg activities by functional arrangement
within seven major' branches. cdlled tid! visions ft Each division is headed by a direc.. .
to~ who is responsible for the planning. supervision. control. and direction of program operations assigned to him.
II

The last major departmental reorganization took place in October. 1956. By
action of the State Board of Health. the numbs!' of divisions was increased from five
to seven1 The Division of Special Services and the Division of Hospital Services
were created at that time.
All oper.ations of the Minnesota Department of Health are at the State Board of
Health Building t University campus. Minneapolis; except the Section of Vital Statistics' and the Mortuary Science Un! t of the Oi vision of Administrative Services; and
tha Section of Hotels. Resorts and Restaurants, and the Plumbing Unit of the Division of Environmental sanitation. These programs are carried out from offices located in the State Office Building. St. Paul.
District offices are located in Bemidji. Mankato. Rochester t Duluth. Worthington.
Fergus Falls and Little Falls. (Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, Rochester.
and Olmsted county are excluded from district control.)

Minneapolis~

The State Board of Health has the advice and council of 16 advisory committees
composed of persons 'with special competencies in the various health fields. Some of
the advisory committees were created by law and others were authorized by board action. Their recommendations contribute to the formulation of 'basic public health
policies and procedures.
Like the members of the State Board of Health. members of the advisory committees
serve without compensation.

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The State Board of Health was created in 1872 as the official state .agency to
exercise administrative t quasi-judicial. and rule-making powers in the protection t
preservation. and promotion of the public health (Minnesota Statutes 1957, Section
15.01 and Chapter 144). There is broad statutory au~hority as expressed in Minnesota Statutes 1957, Chapter 144 for the public health program carried out by the
bepartment through its divisions, sections. and units.
The general po\;/ers and duties of the State Board of Health, as given in Section 144.05 of the Minnesota Statutes 1957. are: "The board shall exercise general
supervision over all health officers and boards. take cognizance of the intarests of
health and life among the people, investigate sanitary conditions, learn the cause
and source of diseases and epidemics, observe the effect upon human health of
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localities and employment and gather and diffuse proper information upon all subjects
to which its duties relate. It shall gather, collate and'publish medical and vital
statistics of general value and advise all state officials and boards in hygienic and
medical matters·, especially those involved in the proper location, construction,
sewerage, and administration of prisons, hospitals, asylums and other public institutions ••• "
. Public health has a major responsibility for: promotion bf personal and community health; aggressive attack on disease and disability; and maintenance of a
healthful environment.
The primary function of the Department is the prevention of disease, disability.
and premature death through the application of preventive medicine and the elimination
of health hazards. It seeks to discover and apply knowledge that will help conquer
disease and improve personal and community health.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Public health contributes to the productiveness and resources of the state and
the nation every time disabili ty or premature death is averted. In every such instance, additional drains on personal or tax funds for the maintenance of disabled
persons or their dependents are prevented.
Every early undiagnosed case of preventable and communicable disease brought
under treatment represents the preservation of a human resource. It is also true when
families are protected from infectious diseases through immunization for smallpox,'
diphtheria, or poliomyelitis.
To the degree that public health achieves its objectives, vast savings are made
in the cost of insti~utional care through the prevention of infectious or chronic
diseases and subsequent disability. Persons with severe physical handicaps are converted from dependency to self-sufficiency.
FINANCING
About 48 per cent of all money for public health program operations, exclusive of
federal appropriation of Hill-Burton hospital and nursing home construction fund and
Water Pollution' construction monies I com~p from state funds. Grants from the federal
gov@rnment, q~dicated funds for licensur~ programs and, to a lesser degree I grants for
res@arch and 9peci~l projects from other ~ources make up the balance of the Depart-

ment's bYdget.
Of the total cost of stat~ governme~~, one-half of one per cent goes to the
Department to preserve and protect the p~~ple's health. (Based on appropriations to
state agencies for the 1961~63 biennium qt $594,762,262 to all state agencies and
$2.725,068 to the Department.) T~e per q,pita cost per year for public health is
approximately 40 cents.
Department Budget for 1959-61 Biennium
The state appropriation for 1959-6~ was $2,729,665. The total operating ·budget
for this biennium was $5,141,704, with 41 per cent of this amount representing federal
funds.
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TUBERCULOSIS-CONTINUES TO 8E A HE
ON MINNESOTA CITIZENS
CASES DEATHS
5 500 2,200
1

2157

Examples of Expenditures fur Tuberculosis Sanatorium Care

5.000 2,000

1956-57
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COUNTY SANATORIA \.,+Z5,451 4,431; 169
STATE AID
4Z6,fll
104;309
STATE SANATORIUM 184,964TOTAL
!r~636,532

4,516,685
62Z39+

1955 -56

4,500

I,SOO

4,000 1,600
3500

1,400
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TABLE
Resources -- 1959-61 Biennium Budget
And % of Total Budget from each Category

CATEGORY

TOTAL
Amount

STATE
%

Amount

FEDERAL
%

Amount

DEDICATED
%

Amount

PRIVATE

% Amount

%

Operation
Programs
Licensure
Programs

$165.376 3

3

Research and
Special Grants

659 .. 377

13

Special Aids

255,260

5

TOTALS
STANDARDS
Personnel
The Department holds to the standards of training and experience 'set by the federal government, the American Public Health Association, and by the professional societies representing the various public health disciplines. The Department was among
the first to recognize the need for personnel specifically trained in public health
and to provide training opportunities for its staff. A formal training program was
set up in 1930 with scholarships provided by the Rockefeller Foundation. That policy
still continues for public health personnel, now with federal aid.
Many -cf"iha'leaders in pUblic health' throughout the nation were trained in Minnesota. Because of the quality of the Department's program. the U.S. Public Health
Service assigns personnel here for experience and training. Six staff physicians are
medical specialists certified by the American Board of Preventive Medicine and one is
certified by the American Board of Pediatrics. The Department's contribution to the
national and international public health program is illustrated by numerous requests
from other agencies for consultation at their expense.
Operations
The basic standards influencing the activities of the Department are those directed by state and federal laws and regulations. These laws and regulations aranot
infrequently associated with appropriations and grants. Where applicable and desirable the State Board of Health may establish standards under which the Department will
operate.
Standards established by federal and state law and by the '1?oard'are not rejectable
by the Department. In addition, ethics established by professions of personnel employed by the Department (medical, engineering, nursing, microbiOlogists, health .~d~cators,
etc.) have an influence on the standards of the Department. With the approvai' of the
Board, the Department may adopt standards recommended by such organizations as the
American Public Health Association.
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PLANS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Major Facilities Construction
The Legislative Building Commission. 1961. recommended an appropriation of funds
for the construction of a new building. Estimated total cost is $4.300.000. Approximately $870.000 of this amount would be available from the federal government under
the Hill-Burton program to pay for 45 per cent of the cost of those portions of the
building devoted to laboratory services.
The need for a new State Board of Health'building is critical. The present
building has a shortage of work areas, conference rooms, rest rooms, record storage
rooms, elevators, and laboratories. In addition, the division of staff between the
university campus in Minneapolis and the St. Paul offices creates numerous administrative and service difficulties.
There are 258 positions in a
fort has been made to utilize all
personnel has been converted into
verted into open. crowded. pooled
ical personnel.

building constructed for 168 positions. Every efavailable space to the maximum.' Space designed for'
laboratory areas. Private offi,ces have been conoffice space for professional. technical. and cler-

Plans call for a consolidation of all Department activities in the new building.
,At present. there are 58 employees in the state office building in St. Paul. repre-,
senting vital statistics, hotels. resorts and restaurants, mortuary science. and
plumbing. This physical separation of more than ten miles between administrative,
service, and operative units creates difficulty in coordinating the various Department acti vities.
The provision of additional space would enable the Department to take greater
advantage of monies available for research and demonstration studies from private and
federal. governmental sources sepapate and apart from -those 'appropriated by the state.
Also, additional space would expedite the assignment to the Department by the U.S.
Public Health Service of additional personnel to assist in program development at no
expense to the state.
Personnel Recruitment
Securing an adequate number of competent personnel is a critical problem in the
administration and operation of the Department. Also. the retention of competent
personnel is an increasingly critical problem because of competitive recruitment by
public health agencies outside the state as well as by industry. .
Employment of personnel has not kept pace with the statets increasing population
nor with demonstrated needs. Most of the positions require special qualifications of
a professional nature. Recruitment of such persons is difficult since they are in
short supply. Without adequate staff. no program can be successfully carried on and
the ineffectiveness of one segment of departmental operations has a depressing effect
on the others.
.
Technological break-through will provide solutions to problems that as of now
have no solution. but the real bottleneck in disease control is the time lag between
research discoveries and their widespread application to the improvement of health
and the prevention of disease. Adequately trained personnel in sufficient numbers are
essential if the time lag between research discoveries and their application to the
improvement of health is to be shortened.
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Research
No longer can government sit back and wait for someone else to find an effective
control for a major health problem. Now, as new knowledge is required to attack such
problems, health departments must take the initiative in launching aggressive research programs. Physical, mental and social well-being can be improved and accelerated by planned research and the application of research findings.
All such activities are a net gain for public health in general. Too, opportunities for research and demonstration studies made possible in part by governmental
and private grants is essential if the Department is to recruit and retain the highly
competent personnel essential to the provision of the best possible public health
services.
The Department is becoming increasingly involved in research because of the need
for development of methods to cope with the public health problems arising out of
dynamic changes taking place in modern society. Examples of research projects in
which the Department is actively engaged are: viral diseases of the nervous system;
rheumatic heart disease; fluorescent antibody technique for identification of streptococci; histoplasmosis; mental retardation; staphylococcic infection; use of Papanicolau smear for detection of oral cancer; effects of ECHO-9 virus infections in the
first trimester of pregnancy on congenital abnormalities; orally administered live
attenuated pOliovirus vaccine (4 years completed in 1961); patient care studies involving laboratory services, anaesthesiology, dietetics, and physiotherapy.
These research projects, a necessary trend in public health programming, reflect
the interest of the Department in research as an adjunct and a direct tool to its own
operating effectiveness. It is proposed to establish a Section of Research, Evaluation, and Data Analysis in the office of the Deputy Executive Officer.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Microfilming of Vital Records
Since 1950 microfilming has been done routinely for the National Office of Vital
Statistics on current records, but this is done before they are entirely complete and
correct as to spelling of names and other data not statistically important to NOVS.
These films, though not always compl~te nor exact copies of the original records, can
now be stored for preservation in the interest of security and Civil Defense.
All of the state vital records not on microfilm should be microfilmed in the
interest of security. This would meet three needs: security, serviceability, and
preservation of thousands of the records now in great need of repair.
ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION
Increasing urbanization, suburban growth, industrial expansion, and an expanding
population have created critical problems in the control of health hazards in the
environment. The Department has a responsibility to assist communities in the solution of these problems through education, regulation, inspection, and consultation.
Specifically, it must expand its program in the following areas:
Sewage disposal, industrial waste, and water pollution, particularly in
in the rapidly growing metropOlitan areas;
Ground water contamination and the provision of municipal water supplies,
with adequate safeguards for the sanitary condition of the water;
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" An effective food and lod~ing sanitation control program for the pro-

tection of persons using the services and for the economic benefit to the
food service t lodging, and resort industries;

• • • Ionizing radiation and air pollution control.
The goal is for all public water supplies to be acceptable from a sanitary standby 1970; adequate sewage treatment facilities for all communities having sewer
systems; at least one inspection a year of each of the 21,000 licensed hotels, resorts, and restaurants; expanded services in industrial health protection to keep
pace with technological developments and the state's increasing industrialization;
a radiation control program to protect the pUblic from unnecessary exposure to ionizing radiation; an air pollution control program to assist communities in the solution
of such problems~ particularly those requiring mUlti-jurisdiction action.

~oint

DISEASE PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Technological developments, an increase in the older age population and a population explosion all have important implications for public health. The change in
the composition of the population has brought out new problems of pUblic health concern and has created new challenges in the control of communicable diseases to which
the very young and the elderly are susceptible.
Chronic Diseases
The ever-increasing number of persons afflicted with chronic diseases presents
real problems, both from the standpoint of public health and welfare costs. In 1960
there were 354,351 Minnesotans over 65 years of age" It is estimated that by 1973
there will be 460,573 persons in this age category.
These people are subject to chronic diseases in the process of aging, but their
number alone provides no index to the extent of chronic diseases. Chronic disabilities and disease attack children and young adults as well as the aging. A survey a
few years- ago disclosed that an estimated 575,526 people in Minnesota were afflicted
with one or more chronic diseases. By 1973 there will be approximately 675 9 842 such
persons~

Accordingly, it is of paramount importance that ways and means of preventing
chronic diseases or reducing their debilitating effect be developed and applied and
that se~vices be established that will make possible the early detection and treatment of chronic diseases. Unless preventive measures are instituted. the welfare
costs of 'maintaining the chronically ill will continue to soar.
With the development of an aging population~ a major need is to provide good
facilities for the care and rehabilitation of individuals who develop chronic disability. Improvement of quality of services is basic to the problem of· chronic diseases. In a broad 'sense 9. this includes every program designed to raise standards of
hospi tala and chronic care £acilities: physical t occupational t and mental therapy;
coordination of community resources of nursing. welfare t and mental health services
for direct patient care; provision of facilities and services for earlier, better
diagnosis and treatment of conditions amenable to care; and the development of methods
for tha prevention of chronic disabling conditions.
Many Department activities vitally affect the total chronic disease program.
These activities include such services as those of hospital and nursing home licensing; development and maintenance of standards for hospitals and nursing homes; improvement of hospital record systems; improvement of standards of laboratory services
in hospitals and clinics; and the development of coordinated resources of horne nursing
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care under the leadership of public health nursing service! and the public welfare
authorities.
Communicable Diseases
During the next ten years. preventive measures as currently practiced will need
to be continued and for certain specific diseases. intensified. Communi~able ~is
eases'rarely are completely eradicated. even under the best conditions. Immunizations. investigations. control measures. and continual research always will be required. As the incidence of infection is reduced, the development and maintenance
of natural immunity also is reduced. This requires a compensatory increase in the
provision of artificial immunity through immunization.
Certain diseases such as tuberculosis. syphilis. brucellosis in swine. and various virus infections such as measles. polio. and possibly others will be targets for
expanded control programs because of special needs. Thus. tuberculosis is still a
serious problem but only because all resources have not been adequately concentrated
upon its elimination. Likewise D syphilis is susceptible to control by increased
efforts. New vaccines are just now being tested to prevent measles. pOlio, and other
virus diseases sp that extensive programs can be anticipated in these fields in the
next decade.
Brucellosis in humans is directly related to infection in animals. and it continues to be caused by infected swine. There are many other diseases of public
health significance involving animals and man against which a wide-spread program 6f
contr.ol can and should be initiated. Efforts will continue to secure state appropriations for the employment of a full-time public health veterinarian.
Tuherculosis: In light of the changing pattern of tuberculosis control program
activities, the areas of immediate importance are:
it

•

•

Provisions for the testing of tubercle bacilli isolated from humans for
sensitivity to the various drugs used in treatment. This laboratory service should be provided by the state health department but will require
additional state appropriations.

• • • Provisions for adequate outpatient clinical services designed to improve

case finding, and to provide continuing case supervision either following
hospitalization or iri lieu of hospitalization. Becau~e these activities
are classed as preventive services, and therefore properly the responsibility of the Depal?tment. the welfare departments. state and local, have
taken little interest in these services, at least as far as providing
financial support. Because of the Department's longstanding pOlicy of not
providing direct patient care services. the Department currently has diffiQultyin providing outpatient clinics. Local services. formerly available
through county sanatoria. have dwindled outside of the counties of Hennepin t Ramsey. and St. Louis. Some type of financial assistance to local
governments would help them pay for personnel 'and expenses for these
needed outpatient services.

LOCAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Provision of Local Health Units
A comprehensive study of the entire problem of local public health services is
needed. As'of June. 1960. there were 2,738 units of governments in Minnesota with
health jurisdiction. Of these. 1.324 had no dUly appointed health officer. The
1.408 haalth jurisdictions with health officers were served by 636 physicians; 100
of these physicians served the 537 townships.
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TABLE II
Minnesota He a1 th

Health
Jurisdictions
Townships
Villages
Borough
Cities
Counties
County Health Units
TOTALS

Juri sdlctions as of June,

With
Number
1807

~

537
683

1960

Without
HO

100~t~

,1270
52
None
None

2

85
2

None

2738

1408

1324

735
I

106
87

I

2

*Cities in St. Louis County not included in Health Officers list.
they come under jurisdiction of St. Louis County Health Unit.
except Duluth and Virginia.
Only five of these physicians had full-time positions as health officers. They
served the cities of Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, Rochester, St.- Louis Park.
Bloomington, and the counties of Olmsted and St. Louis. Accordingly. two physicians
were employed full-time as health officers by a single health department and three
other physicians each served two departments.
Local services need to be consolidated and strengthened. The enactment of the
County Board of Health Act in 1949 authorized the establishment of county and multicounty health departments but few such units have been organizedo The Olmst~d County
Health Department was established July 14, 1953. St. Louis County voted in December,
1958. to establish a county health department. and on January It 1959, voted a onehalf mill levy for financing it. Bloomington and St. Louis Park established local
health departments which are financed through local taxation.
Up to June 1. 1961 no other ·units had been organized, but some local interest
has been expressed in their creation. An amendment to the County Board of Health Act
by the 1957 legislature increased the mill levy for the support of such departments
from one to two mills. Fees collected. state and federal funds I and private grants
also may be used for their $upporte PresentlYt $lt500 per year of state money is
available to each county employing a public health nurse. Limited state and federal
funds are granted seven counties or portions thereof because of their Indian population.
Even though the financing picture has improved, very few counties, under the pre-.
sent two mill limitation t can raise sufficient funds to support a county' health department. Accordingly, the problem of equating need for these services with the cost
factor must be realistically met. Thus far; local inertia can be traced largely to
concern about the cost of this new form of service to the taxpayers e Further promotional efforts are needed to demonstrate the wisdom of moving upward to the county
level the responsibilities for local health work now vested in towns. villages and
ci ties.
The 1957 legislature also passed a law empowering a county sanatorium commission II
with the consent of the State Board of Health along with that of the State Commissioner
of Public Welfare and the county board, to employ "a tuberculosis control officer who
shall be a licensed physician rt and have "the powers and duties vested and imposed upon
health officers and local boards of health relating to the control of tuberculosis,
with juriSdiction over all towns g municipalities and any part of municipalities" within the sanatorium area.
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Some county authorities have propo~ed legislation authorizing counties to employ
sanitarians, just as county pUblic health nursing services are now provided for by ,
.statute. However, setting up only part of a full county health department program
only postpones the ,institution of the essential full-scale operations.
Expansion of Public Health Nursing Services
During the 1961 legislative session t strenuous efforts were made 'to increase and
broaden the present grants authorized county public health nursing services. A bill
was introduced providing for an increase of the basic annual grant to $2~500 from
$1,500 for one pUblic health nurse in each county. In addition. a county which employed a nurse t over and above the number employed on January 1; 1961. would be
granted $2.000 more per year. This additional nurse t who would not have to be a
public health nurse t could provide home nursing care under the supe~vision of the
public health nurse. This bill failed to pass. Efforts will continue in 1963 to secure legislation of this kind.
Among the 73 counties in Minnesota with organized pUblic health nursing services, 54 counties have only one public health nurse; 13' counties have two positions;
one county has three positiona; and fi va counties have six or more POSl tions. Only
one county~ Olmsted t has the recommended ratio of one public health nurse per 5.000
population.
The need for more public health nursing services to families in their h~mes is
particularly in rehabilitative nursing for patients with chronic illnesses.
and to the aged. In addition. with an inc~easing birth rate. present maternal and
child health public health nursing activities in antepartal and postpartal care.
services to infants and children. and participation in school health programs must be
expanded. Accident prevention must be promoted as a part of general public health
nursing services to families and indivi.duals.
great~

Home Nursing Care
Increased emphasis must be given to home nursing care programs. Initially. this
is being done by the public health nurses. Concurrently. the desirability of home
nursing ca~e programs formally organized under enabling legislation and employment of
a registered or licensed practical nurse is being studied and adopted by some local
public health nursing agencie~.
In 1955 t the legislature authorized county public health nursing services 'to
employ licensed practical nurses and registered nurses. to provide home care services
on a fee basis. While several counties have authori~ed a fee for home nursing service under the 1955 statutes, only a few agencies are presently operating such a
service. The need for this service is great.
.
To give impetus to the extension of home nursing.care services. the Department
proposes to make funds available. withi.n budget limitations. to provide eligible
counties and cities a grant-in-aid with which to employ registered or licensed practical nurses for the establishment or extension of home nursing care services.
Out~of-Hospital Services

for the Chronically III and Aged

The Community Health Services and Facilities Act passed by Congress in 1961
authorized grants to state or local public or non-profit agencies. The grants are to
develop studies. experiments t and demonstrations that will lead to new. improved, or
more economical. ways of providing needed out-of-hospital services, particularly for
the chronically ill and aged who are medically indigent. Every effort will be made
to encourage local agencies to develop projects that may be elibible for grants that
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will strengthen existing health care services for the chronically il1 9 the disabled,
and aged homebound patient.
Preventive Medical Services for Indians
Indian health work is an important activity in which the Department has long
played a prominent role. The first Chippewa Indian nurses were employed in 1923 n and because they knew the language they could teach the Indians about health. In
1938 a contract was entered into with the Office of Indian Affairs whereby the federal government provided money to reimburse the state for the services of a nurse and
part of her travel in carrying on nursing activities among the Indians in northeastern Minnesota. This contractual relationship still continues. The amount of the
contract for the 1962 fiscal year is $26 9 579.
There is, in Minnesota, a universal appreciation of the importance of preventive
medical services for Indians. There is also a great willingness to extend such services to Indians on the same basis as they are offered to other citizens. The peculiar social, economic, and cultural problems of the Indian make it imperative that
greater effort be made to have more of the Indians accept the benefits that can accrue from community-oriented preventive medicine and public health measures. In the
last analysis, local community health services must be organized, developed, and made
effeQtive before the residents of this state, Indian and non-Indian alike, can receive full benefits of modern public health.
Health services for the Indian population in Minnesota are provided from diverse
sources. In some instances the source is purely federal; in other instances it is
county based; sometimes it originates with the state departments of health or public
welfare t and often, providing services is a combined responsibility.
Public health nursing services should be provided to the Indian population
through existing agencies which serve the general population. Where local services
are lacking. the state or federal agencies should provide them to the extent that
resources permit. Public health nursing services should be furnished by the state to
those counties having no established agencies t through theemf>loyment of qualified
public health nurses under the direct supervision and control of the district office
concerned.
The passage· and subsequent funding of Public Law 86-121 should stimulate interest in the establishment of public water supplies and waste disposal in Indian communities. Direction and assistance will be provided as applicable from the Department's district and central offices.
It is planned that the Department will assume t progressively over the years,
res ponsibility for all publi c health services for Indians. Later,' this. may include
supervision of medical care provided in Indian hospitals. With the state progressively assuming more responsibility for services to Indians, the Indian population
and services will become integrated with those for the rest of the people, and the
role of the federal services will be diminished.
Civil Defense

By executive orders of the Governor, the secretary and executive officer of the
State Board of Health is assigned as state chief of the health, medical and special
weapons defense service; a staff member of the section of radiation and occupational
health' is assigned as state chief of the radiological defense service; and the chief $~
mortuary s cience unit fi is assigned as state chief of the mortuary servi ce. Operational survival plans have been completed for the three services.
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As part of the civil defense program, responsibility is vested in the board by
Chapter 653, Laws 1957, which requires it to procure and arrange for the storage in
hospitals» etc4' of materials for the collection of citrated whole blood for transfusion purposes.
The civil defense and civilian disaster program responsibilities include implementing the operational survival plans by recruiting staffs for the three services; ori'enting the staffs to and training them for their emergency duties; -preposi tioning
and maintaining an inventory record and status review of medical and radiological
equipment and supplies; and keeping the operational survival plans of each service
current. Much work has been done in coordinating the acti vi ties of many groups into
an operative planQ And through group meetings, physicians, nurses, dentists, and
other allied medical persons have been acquainted with their responsibilities under
the Minnesota Survival Plan.
The program of the Department has received national recognition for the comprehensive planning of the medical aspects of civil defense. The present staff consists
of two full-time employees. One employee was assigned by the U. S. Public Health Service to the civil defense program; the other position is supported by federal grants.
Request for appropriations to continue the development of civil defense activities
was not authorized by the 1961 Legislature.
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
There has been a continuing increase in the number of live births in Minnesota
during the past two decades. Almost all of these babies are born in hospitals and
most of them are attended by physicians. Hence t the necessity for continuing interest in adequate hospital facilities and services for mothers and their infants. A
larger and larger child population also creates additional demands for health services for the protection of these children from birth to adulthood. Their very numbers accentuate certain health hazards associated with the process of growing up.
The problem is to prevent the occurrence of death or disability where means of prevention exist; reduce the mortality rate where this is possible; and, where crippling
disabilities occur, to hasten recovery and rehabilitation.
Services for the Newborn
TheI'e is need ·for increased consultation service to physicians and rural hospitals relating to care of newborn, and especially to the prematurely born infant.
An obj ecti ve is to reduce perinatal mort ali ty (fetal deaths over 20 weeks gest atien and deaths under 28 days of age), with emphasis on the prematurely-born infant.
Of the 1,860 infant deaths in 1959& two-thirds were due to prenatal and natal causes,
namely, prematurity (21%), postnatal asphyxia and atelectasis (17%), birth injury
(13%)~ and congenital malformations (17%).
Although the infant death rate is low,
three-fourths of the deaths during the first year of life actually occur during the
first month of life, with 82 per cent due to the above mentioned causes •. Of these
neonatal deaths 60 per cent occur within the first 24 hours after birth, the most
critical period of life. While immaturity is a factor in only 6 per cent of the total
births in Minnesota, it is responsible for more than one-third of all infant deaths
and more than half of all neonat al deaths" Postnatal deaths constitute only 25 per
c~nt, with 37 per' cent due to infectious diseases, mostly pneumonia and diarrhea, and
22 per cent due to malformations.
Local hospitals will be stimulated to establish studies similar to the current
perinatal mortality studies in Hennepin and Ramsey counties and in Duluth. Assistance
will be provided through consultant service, statistical analyses, and educational
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programs. These studies will attempt to determine the causes of death in early infancy, adequacy of medical and hospital care, adequacy of consultations and autopsies, preventability and possible means of reducing such deaths.
Maternal Mortality
The intensive statewide study of all maternal deaths due to pregnancy or within

~he three months postpartum period, regardless of the cause of death~ will be con-

tinued (it is in its 12th continuous year) as a joint study by the Minnesota State
Medi cal Associ ation and the Minnesota Department of Health, in cooperation wi ttl the
Department of Obstetrics of the University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Hospital
Asso ci ation.
Periodic reports of the findings are presented to hospital staff meetings and to
medical societies as a part of the educational program to help further reduce maternal mortality. Although the maternal mortality ra~e is low, from 15 to 30 per cent
of these maternal deaths are still rated as preventable. The medical school uses
the case histories as part of the obstetric teaching for medical students.
Nutrition
-Nutrition is of particular importance to health in prenatal life, during early
growth and during adolescence. The faulty diet of the pregnant teen-age girl whose
food must provide for the growing baby as well as complete her own growth needs must
be improved.
There is need for greater emphasis on intensive in-service education of nurses~
particularly on newer developments in nutrition and diet therapy. Nutrition content
of· expectant parents classes should be evaluated with the aim of securing more adequate individual and group instruction of mothers.
There is need for more work with schools of nursing on integrating nutrition and
diet therapy content into the curriculum. More consultation service to small rural
hospitals and nursing homes without dietitians, day care centers and children's camps
is needed.
Stimulation of more adequate nutrition instruction in the schools is indicated.
Also there should be intensified. emphasis on the nutrition aspects of the school
lunch program through in-s'ervice education for school lunch managers. Special attention should be given to the nutritional needs of growing children.
Nutri tion for the chronically ill and aged need to be planned in cooper.ation with
other interested groups as part of home care programs t homemaker ser-vices, and group
care in institutions.
Human Genetics
Since the recurrence of certain pathologic conditions and some forms of mental
deficiency and mental illness now can be forecast with reasonable accuracy the interpretation of data of these diseases. research t and counseling must receive increasing
attention.
It is proposed that a registry of genetic and congenital diseases be set up as a
reference for both counseling and research. All new cases of genetic or familial
diseases would be included in this registry.
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Childhood and Home Accident Prevention
Accidents will occur with increasing frequency as the population at greater
risk increases, particularly young children and older persons. Childhood accidents
are responsible for more than one-third of all childhood deaths. Poisoning is a
particularly serious problem in preschool children. A statewide school and home accident prevention and safety program is essential.
A school accident report form has been developed and will be promoted in the
schools through school health councils or safety committees. The poison information
center and the 25 regional information and control centers that have been established
will intensify their educational activities. Regional refresher courses on maternity
and newborn infant care for public health and hospital personnel will emphasize safety practices in the care of infants and children.
Dental Health
'The average American has lost half his teeth by the time he is 40 and 22 million
people in this country have lost all their teeth. More than half of all tooth decay
is now preventable. By drinking water which contains about one part of fluoride per
million parts of water, children get lifetime protection against tooth decay and have
only a third as many cavities as children who drink unfluoridated water. Children
who do not have access to public water supplies can be protected, too, with fluoride
applied directly to their teeth. Effort will be made to bring the benefit of these
preventive measures to all children in Minnesota. 'Also, assistance will be given in
the development of facilities and services to meet the dental health heeds of the
chronically ill, the aged, and the homebound.
Fluoridation is one example of the economic value of preventive measures. As
of January 1, 1960, 61 Minnesota communities had adopted fluoridation of their community water supplies. These 61 communities had an estimated 139,087 children between six and 13 years of age. In ten years, the savings in dental bills among these
139,087 children would come to $2,£28,745, based on 2.7 teeth s-aved at a dental fee
of $7.00 per tooth. The cost of fluoridation, including equipment and compound, is
estimated at $1,173,699, for a net saving to the public of $1,455,046.
There are about 90,647 children in this same age group who could benefit if
fluoridation were extended to all o~her communities with'municipal water supplies.
An additional 145,266 children in this age range who live in ~ural areas need the
benefit of topical fluo~ide treatments or dietary fluorides prescribed by their
dentists.
Mental Health
Special emphasis will be given to the problems created by teen-age marriages and
illegitimacy. There is an increasing number of births. to unwed mothers and an increasing proportion of young mothers in their teens. In 1915 there were .1,117 illegitimate births for a rate of 19.7 per 1,000 total·births; in 1959 the rate was 26.4
per 1,000 total births, with a totai of 2,360 such births. Most of the girls are
between 17 and 22 years of age. Family life education courses for high school students on "going steady," choosing a mate, and looking forward to marriage are needed.
A .corresponding series on sex education, discipline, and changes in family life
.
should be held for parents in the same communities. Seven rural schools with 1,600
high school students and 1,700 parents and interested adults have already participated
in this series. Extension to other schools and communities is planned.
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HOSPITAL SERVICES AND FACILITIES
Changing age composition. particularly the rapidly increasing percentage of
persons 65 years of age and over and the distribution and numbers of population are
important factors in planning for hospital services and facilities. It is estimated
that for 1961-1970 approximately 5.500 additional general hospital beds will be needed at a cost of about $110,000,000. During this same period, 12,690 additional
chronic hospital and nursing home beds will be needed at an estimated cost of
$95,175,000.
An increasingly greater proportion of the population is now living in urban or
metropolitan areas; in 1960. 62.2 per cent of the state's total population was living
in urban areas of 2,500 or more persons. Areawide planning for hospitals in metropolitan and urban areas is one of the most critical needs. Urban areas have had low
priorities for Hill-Burton funds due to their low rurality figure and higher per
capita income. The growth of suburban areas poses the problem of adequate distribution of hospital services and emphasizes the need for careful long-range planning 'on
a continuing basis.
Physical medicine and allied rehabilitation services will have an accelerated
growth. It is planned to develop greater coordination between facilities -- hospital,
nursing home, and the patient's own home -- to assUre continuity of care compatible
with the patient's needs.
ACTION PROGRAM TO IMPLEMENT PLANS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Construction
The implementation of certain programs are contingent on working space. Accordingly, the first priority is the much needed building. The legislative building commission and the Legislature are ~ognizant of the needed work space for the Department.
The pressure of crowded conditions has already resulted in the necessity of renting
space and if a building is not available by 1966 more space will have to be rented.
This additional division of staff between several offices complicates the consolidation of services and further reduces the efficiency of departmental operations.
Personnel Recruitment
Maintenance of cur-rent program operations and program expansion depend upon the
availability of personnel. Recruitment by all known means will be used to obtain
adequate staff for all disciplines: specifically, public health physicians, consultant nurses, engineers, sanitarians, and health educators. Trainee positions will
be established where possible and progressive work assignments will be made available
so that apt employees will be able. with minimum delay, to realize their full potential. Success will be measured by the numbers of recruits and their.professional
progress.
In addition, every effort will be made to secure compensation commensurate with
their training and experience for able, qualifie'd professional persons so employed .by
the Departmen·t. Without this. the Department cannot recruit or retain the type of
personnel essential for its operations.
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Research
The several responsibilities to be borne by the proposed Section of Research t
Evaluation and Data Analysis in the office of the deputy executive officer fall under
two broad functions.
The first would be essentially administrative. Activities would reflect the
desire and determination of the administration to know the status and "progress of the
many research programs, policies. and projects being carried on within the Department.
The second major function would be to serve as a consultant source to all subdivisions in the Department in the design and conduct of research of all types. It would
also provide the specialized knowledge necessary for statistical analysis t data collection t data processing. and research reporting.
Initially the deputy executive officer a-nd the biostatistician will comprise the
nucleus of the Section. The establishment of the Section will be negotiated with the
State Board of Health and the state department of administrati.on as soon as a biostatistician is employed in 1962. Additional staff will depend on the nature of the
study projects and the types of personnel needed. The Section should be organized to
allow the greatest flexibility of operations. For example, on research grants it may
well be that additional personnel will be employed for the specific project and such
employment cease on the completion of the project.
For studies made without the aid of research grants it may be necessary to draw
on personnel- within the divisions whose job-related responsibilities equip them to
give the necessary assistance.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Electronic Processing Equipment
Electronic equipment is essential to the efficient and economical processing of
vital recordso Plans should be made for the orderly acquisition of such equipment
over the next decades beginning with the 1963-1965 bienniuIDo However, since all fees
collected for copies of certificates go into the general revenue fund and since no
federal funds are available for this operation. financing of this equipment will requir·e an increase in appropriations from the state's General Revenue. The cost s in
part~ would be offset in material savings in staff time so that even with an in~reased
work lo~dt no additional personnel is contemplated.
ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION
Water Pollution Control
Although the Water-Pollution Control Commission has not felt the need to establish a program of issuance of orders for pOllution abatement 9 it is becoming more
necessary to consider such procedures for the communities that have not yielded to
persuasion t and for those industries that will proceed only when they are required to
do 80
When the Commission engages in issuance of orders t hearings and court action.
it will be necessary to make precise investigations and surveys to form the basis for
legal findings.
0

It is hoped that within the next decade virtually all communities having sewer
systems will have adequate treatment facilities; all obsolete and overloaded sewage
treatment plants ,,,,ill be brought up to necessary effectiveness; all industrial wastes
from both new and existing industrial plants will be treated to eliminate or prevent
detrimental effects on receiving waters.
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Water Supplies and General Engineering
Efforts will be continued to bring about more suitable bacteriological sampling
of public supplies and supplies used by the public. Most of this should be done by
the municipalities concerned,with review of operations by the Department. However,
many smaller communities with limited water supply personnel will have to rely on
this Department for this service.
Staff limitations have made it impossible to furnish the guidance needed by
municipalities operating surface water purification plants. Also, a program should
be carried on to determine the extent of ground-water contamination in outstate areas
where reliance is placed on individual wells.
Hotels, Resorts and Restaurants
Another effort will be made in 1963 for enactment of a bill to permit the expansion necessary for an effective program. Bills introduced in the past four sessions,
with support of the industry, would produce enough revenue to provide for at least
one inspection per year of each of the 21,000 licensed establishments. A bill similar to the 1961 bill will be introduced in 1963 with a hope~ if it is passed, that
further' expansion can be accomplished by amendment in 1967 to provide a completely
adequate program.
MEDICAL LABORATORIES
Since the services of the medical laboratories are involved with programs in' the
control of disease and the elimination of health hazards in the environment, their
operation is geared to most of the public health problems of major concern today.
The report for this bivision presents the need for services intimately related to
chronic and communicable diseases, the aging process, and others. Two areas of urgent concern are presented here.
Drug Sensitivity Tests for Tuberculosis
Because there is no statewide service available for this indispensable service,
the Department is attempting to get a grant from the U.S. Public Health Service to
initiate this service in 1962.
civil Defense and Disaster Blood Program
For 1965 through ~968 the Legislature will be requested to appropriate $10,000
a year to purchase disposable blood containers, donor and recipient sets, pilot tubes,
and other necessary supplies. It is assumed that a matching amount will be available
from the federal government through the Minnesota Department of Civil Defense.
This program was initiated as the result of -an appropriation from the 1957 Legislature for the stOCkpiling of blood collecting equipment in appropriate medical
centers, with participants using and· replacing the supplies provided them. Since
1957, 62,400 blood collecting containers and an equal number of donor sets, 48,200
recipient sets~ and 124.800 pilot tubes have been prepositioned in 129 hospitals and
blood banks in Minnesota.
The new funds would provide for the enlargement of donor lists, training of laboratory personnel. stockpile of blood containers, donor and recipient sets.
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DISEASE PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Animal-to-Man Diseases
Efforts will continue to secure state appropriations for employment of a fu11time public health veterinarian to develop a program for the contr.ol of diseases
involving man and animals~ including brucellosis in swine. Minnesota.is one of only'
13 states in the nation in which services of this kind are not available. The need
for such services in a rural state is obvious.
Tuberculosis and Venereal Diseases
Legislative proposals in 1963 conceiVably could include request for authority
and appropriations to the Department to provide some type of financial assistance to
local governments for pay for personnel and expenses for out-patient clinical services formerly available through county sanatoria.
Additional state funds for the control of tuberculosis and venereal disea~es are
urgently needed fJ particularly since federal monies for this work have been dl'astically 'cut in recent years. This money is essential to the achievement of adequate
communi ty protection for the people of this state.
LOCAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
State Aid for Public Health Nursing Services
Relating to MilS. 145.125, Aid to County Nursing Services, it is proposed that
the state aid quota fa 1" county public health nursing services be increased from the
present $375 a quarter ($1,500 per annum) per county as follows:
Positions
1st PHN
2nd "
3rd "
4th "
5th

Per Quarter$750

625
500
375

250

Per Annum
$3.900
2\}500
2,000
1,500
It OOO

Presently there is appropriated $100.000 per year to pay state aid at the rate
of $1\}500 per county per years During fiscal 1960-61~ $90,878034 was paid to 73 of
the 87 counties in the state. If all established positions had been filled the entire
year, $l09~500 would have been required. If the proposed legislation were enacted,
$283 t 500 would be needed for state aid to county nursing services as they existed on
July l~ 1961. This could require an additional annual appropriation
$l83 t 500.

of

Increased state aid for public health nursing sepvices would assist materially
in financing county or multi-county health units in rural or semi-rural areas with
limi ted tax bases and relatively sparse populations.. It would also stimulate the
development of much needed home nursing care services for the chronically ill and
aged"

In those areas with relatively large Indian populations, the strengthening of
public health services at the community level would contribute to the integration of
health services for Indians into the total community pattern ..
To facilitate this plan~ legislation is recommended to consolidate local health
jurisdictions to the county level. particularly in counties of less than 20 t OOO
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population. Potentially. this would reduce the number of health jurisdictions from
the present 2,700 plus to a workable number of one or two hundred or less.
SPECIAL SERVICES.
Maternal and Child Health
Accidents, congenital malformations, and infant prematurity are among the ten
leading causes of death. The frequency of these conditions requires an increase in
preventive and educational efforts to bring about a reduction in unnecessary human
wastage.
Every assistance will be given to local communities in the provision of adequate
facilities and services for the care of immature infants. Special emphasis will be
given to problems created by the increasing number of teen-age marriages and the increasing number of births to young women in their teens and to unwed mothers.
An expanded educational program in accident prevention, particularly home safetYt
will be undertaken. Accidents. the leading cause of death among children from one to
15 years of age, kill more children than all common diseases of childhood combined.
They continue as the leading cause of death up to 35 years of age. Approximately onethird.of all accidental deaths are in the home. The greatest number of home accidents
(57 per cent) occur in persons 65 years of age or over, with another 17 per cent among
children under five years. Most of these deaths are preventable. Through education
much can be done in the prevention of accidents.
HOSPITAL SERVICES
Chronic Illness and Aging
To meet the needs created by an older age population. there must be:
Assistance to communities in the construction and equipment of needed care
· . .. facilities;
Improvement of standards in patient care and refresher training, including
· . . the
provision of needed consultant services;
• • • Expansion of rehabilitation and physical therapy services and of long-term
care facilities at the community level;

Improvement of services for the chronically ill and the aged, including the
provision of home nursing care through the expansion of public health
nursing services;
• Improvement of health services for the chronically ill and aged through
demonstration projects, including the establishment of home. nursing care
services on a demonstration basis;
•

•

·.

0

Improvement of standards of hospital patient care through consultation and
refresher training of personnel;

o

Aggressive recruitment of needed personnel to provide services;

of a physiological chemistry laboratory to make chemical
· . • Establishment
analyses of body fluids. etc. for early detection of substances leading to
or associated with chronic disease;
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Increased emphasis on preventibn and control of such diseases as diabetes.
cancer~ and heart disease;·
•

•

¢

G

Expansion of rehabil! tation seI'vi. cas;
Increased emphasis on rehabilitative nursing to reduce the crippling disabilities associated with strokes~ arthritis§ and other chronic conditions.

Full use of existing knowledge about reducing disabilities cqu.ld take thousands
of invalids out of their beds and wheelchairs& The miracles of modern rehabilitation
must be brought to the maximum number of Minnesota persons afflicted with various
types and degrees of disabilities.
Metropolitan and Urban Area Hospitals
Areawide planning for hospitals in metropOlitan and urban areas is one of the
most cr1 tical·needs. Urban areas have had low priorities for Hill-Burton aid due to
the low rurality figure and higher .lncome per capita evidenced by the city population.
The expansion or changes in urban area haspi tals have often been made independently
of plans and programs of €,Ddsting facilities in the same community. The growth of
suburban areas t often with an accompa.nying demand for hospital facilities and services, poses the problem of the adequate distribution of the available hospital services and emphasizes the need for careful planning6
BUDGETARY NEEDS

Program Operations
The budget for the Department for the period 1958 through 1973 is shown in two
parts. The first graph depicts the monies from the state and the second shows the
monies from federal sources. The budget projection does not include possible inflation of the dollar; rather~ it is based on the 1962 dollar value. (The period 1958
through 1962 was included in the 10 year projected budget graphs to provide some
idea of past experience as a basis for calculating the projected per capita cost.)
State appropriations and dedicated receipts are characterized by three strata to
show the monies required to finance the Depal"'tment. The area belo"" the diagonal lines
in each set of bars·is the estimated state appropriations needed for the period 1964
through 1973& The small but steady 'increase from $1 9 397,291 to $1 9 706117L~2 over the
next ten year's represents an increase 1n cost based on population increase ; it assumes
no change or expansion of present p~ograms.
Not much change is anticipated in dedicated receipts (depicted by diagonal lines).
Estimated ei{penditur'es in 1964 ~viJ.1 be $79 to 81; after a gradual increase to $81,000
by 1968 tAey will remain· at that figure to 1973.
The horizontally lined area beginning with 1964 represents cost to the state for
the expansion of present programs and introduction of needed new programs. Expansion
in 1964 of present programs and introduction of new program result in a total increase of $408~658" A steadYt progressive increase bl'\ought about by population growth,
modest ex.pansion of current services 9 and the addition of a few new services results
in, a relatively gradual cost increase~ By 1973, the expansion of the present services and addition of needed new prograns re.sults in a total cost of $872,470; when
added to the increased costs l'\esulting from population growth II the total share of cost
of the Departmentts operation is an estimated $2~660t2120 This represents a per capita cost of 65 1/2 cents \!I or a perl capita incr.ease of approximately 24 1/2 cents from
1963 to 1973Q
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
STATE APPROPRIATIONS AND DEDICATED RECEIPTS
10 YEAR PROJECTED BUDGET
BY BIENNIAL PERIODS
State Appropriations
3,000,000

1963 -

~

Dedicated Receipts

•

State Appropriations - New Programs

a

1973

Expansion

2,500,000

2,000,000

(f)

a:::

1,500,000

<:(

--J
--J

o
o

1,000,000

500,000

°
POPULATION

1956

1959

1960

3,419,316
3,369,066

PER CAPITA COST- .4046

.3677

1961

1962

3,453,472

1963

1964

3,532,940

1965

1966

3,612,765

1967

1968

3,711,247

1969

1970

3,809,353

1971

1972

3,906,979

1973
4,004,995

3,413,664

3,493,211

3,572,877

3,661,696

3,760,368

3,857,970

3,955,968

.4129

.4106

.5222

.5558

. 6287

.6414

.6519

.4097

.4095

.5237

.5607

.6344

.6451

.6550

In the graph representing federal gfants. the darkened area represents past
experience (1958) and anticipated costs (:1:964 through 1973) ~ with no change in pro. gX"am beyond 1963
Beginning with the yeci~ 1964 it is estimated that the total amount
G

received from federal grants will remain constant at $1~350~OOO per yea~, through the
year 1973
Accordingly t as the population increases ~ the ~mount of money r.ecei ved
per capita will decrease.
Q

The effect on federal grants if present programs are expanded is· shown by the
horizontally lined areas. Beginning with 1964 proposals are being made in the Division of Special Services. the Division of Hospitals Services~ and the Division of
Environmental Sanitation (occupational health) in 1966 to expand present programs
race! ving federal grants.. By 1974 it is estimated the total budget for these projects will be $214~282. As can be seen from the graph. although there is a slight
anticipated increase in federal grants over the next ten years there is no change in
the per' ~cap·ita cost" (38 "cents in ·1963 and 1973)
The increase in population absorbs
the additional monies anticipated in 1973. (It should be pointed out that the sizeable amounts "received in federal grants represent a return to the state of income tax"
dollars paid into the federal treasury.)
II

Federal grants for special pl'Ojects and other special proj acts are shown in the
summary table of the 10 year projected budget. Oppoai te "Federal-Special Projects"
of the ten-year summary table there is a drop of funds from 1964 to 1973 ~ as com-,.
pared to 1963 and previous years. The greatest amount of money for special projects
was budgeted in 1963. for a total of $236.622. There is underbudgeting for special
projects beginning with the year 1965 for two reasons; one is the lack of working
space and the other is that requests for grants for research and special projects aremad·e when specific problems develop whose solution may be found in research.
I

·Mon.ies budgeted opposlte "Other-Special Projects" came from private sources to
conduct research such as that on the safety and effectiveness of oral- polio vaccine,
a project completed in the fiscal year 1962. No anticipated monies were budgeted in
this area for the reasons given above.

State Appropriations for New Building
In addition to budgetary needs for program operations $ state appropriations
would be required for construction of a new building for the Department. Of th~
estimated cost (in-196l) of $4~300.000t a total of $870,000 would be available from

federal funds 9 representing 45 per cent of the cost of that portion of the building
used fol' laboratory services. If the recommendations of the Legislative Building
Commission are followed it·. is anticipated that funds would be made available during
1963=65 for land acquisition and architectural plans and specificationse Funds for
construction of the building would be needed during the 1965-67 biennium.
FINANCING THE PLAN
Program Operations
The graphs and table show an interesting and not an unreasonable trend when one
considers the dynamic changes in society which have an effect on the health and wellbeing of man. Both the popUlation boom in infants and the increase in the number of
persons over 65 years of age present unique problems in the prevention and control
of diseases of pUblic health concern.
The proposed budget is a realistic'and prudent budget when the total estimated
expenditure (state~ federal. and special projects) of $3~028~656 for 1963 is compared
wi th that of $1;'. ,300 D494 for 1973. This represents a total increase of $1,271,838 at
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
FEDERAL GRANTS
10

YEAR PROJECTED BUDGET
BY BIENNIAL PERIODS

1963 -

1973

Federa'i Grants

2,000,000

•

Federal Grants -

Expansion

1,500,000

(f)

0::;
<:(

...J
...J

1 ,000,000

o
o
500,000

0
1958

1959

1960

3,419,316
POPULATION - - -

PER CAPITA COST-

3,369,066

.2542

• 2511

1961

3,532,940

3,453,472
3,413,864

.2539

.2753

1963

1962

1964

1965
3,612,765

1966

1967
3,711,247

1969

1968

1970

3,609,353

1971

1972

3,906,979

1973
4,004,995

3,493,211

3,572,877

3,661,696

3,760,368

3,857,970

3,955,988

.3556

.3920 .3923

. 4020 .3974

.4000 .3963

.3959

.3873

.3807

.3918

.3830

MIN N ESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
10

SUMMARY TABLE
YEAR PROJECTED BUDGET
1962-1973
FISCAL

STATE APPROPRIATIONS

DEDICATED RECEIPTS

NEW

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1,313,656

1,276,439

1,353,128

1,343,368

1,357,145

1,367,923

1,397,291

1,427,112

1,460,521

1,494,585

1,528,927

1,563,651

1,598,668

1,634,261

1,670,286

1,706,742

49,553

49,365

56,607

71,780

77,303

79,051

79,081

79,933

80,521

80,989

81,000

81,000

81,000

81,000

81,000

81,000

408,658

405,250

526,292

538,642

788,869

807,864

831,015

841,912

864,489

872,470

PROGRAMS 8 EXPANSION

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

TOTAL

a

DEDICATED RECEIPTS

FEDERAL GRANTS

FEDERAL EXPANSION

ENDING JUNE 30

1959

1958

TOTAL

YEARS

1,363,209

1,325,804

1,409,735

1,415,148

1,434,448

1,446,974

1,885,030

1,912,295

2,067,334

2,114,216

2,398,796

2,452,515

2,510,683

2,557,173

2,615,775

2,660,212

856,425

858,645

867,025

950,845

1,242,268

1,345,060

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

1,350,000

63,438

80,569

148,263

152, 113

182,171

189,100

207,186

211,098

212,697

214,282

1,532,171

1,539,100

1,557,186

1,561,098

1,562,697

1,564,282

•

TOTAL FEDERAL GRANTS

856,425

858,645

867,025

950,845

1,242,268

1,345,060

1,413,438

1,430,569

1,498,263

1,502,113

FEDERAL - SPECIAL PROJECTS

162,420

191,186

175,405

162,540

219,775

236,622

151 ,470

76,000

60,000

76,000

60,000

76,000

60,000

76,000

60,000

76,000

OTHER - SPECIAL PROJECTS .

36,893

41,889

80,113

50 ,884

5,660

199,313

233,075

255,518

213,424

225,435

236,622

151,470

76,000

60,000

76,000

60,000

76,000

60,000

76,000

60,000

76,000

2,41.8,947

2,417,524

2,532,278

2,579,417

2,902,151

3,028,656

3,449,938

3,418,864

3,625,597

3,692,329

3,990,967

4,238,472

4,300,494

TOTAL - SPECIAL PROJECTS

GRAND

TOTALS

.

.

4,067,615

4,127,869

4,194,271

the end of the ten year period. or an a"erage of approximately $127,183 per year. It
is estimated that· over the ten years'. the bUdget would be financed as indicated in
the summary table.
State Appropriations for Ne\<l Building

Constl'llction of a new State Board of Health Bu~lding would requ~re a state appropriation in the 1963... 65 biennium for land acquisi.tion and al"chi tectural plans. State
appropriations for construction costs would be needed during the 1965-67 biennium.
Forty-f.i.ve per cent of the cost of that porti.on of the building used for laboratory
services would be available from Hill-Burton funds(allocated to the state by the federal governrnento

Summary
Two assumptions are basic to any consideration of expenditures for public health
The money will be spent for services to control tangible t real t present-day
health needs; it will be spent wisely and intelligentlYt based on the best available
knowledge and methods.
v.rork:

Quite properlY9 official health agencies are supported largely by public funds
because their services aI'e common to and needed by whole communities
II

The Department uses and needs state appropriations and federal grants to
its legal duties. It is hoped that the basic costs of many of these progra~~
assumed by the State of Minnesota. Where this is impossible or not feasible~
these special projects ~'1d programs ttlill be financed by grants and gifts from
federal or p~ivate agencies.
Also~

perform
will be
some of
either

the upward trend in federal grants to states for programs in specific

health areas (categorical grants) is expected to continue 9 especially in such areas
as maternal and child health I chronic disease and aging, and hospital and nursing home·
constl~uctione
Honies·for research are increasingly available from the UoSc» Public

Health Service, the Children's Bureau 9 the National Institutes of Health t and other
federa.l agencies
An increase in licensure fees would provide sufficient monies in
some instances to provide more adequate services.
<»
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WElFAR·E
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
Minnesota's first public institution was the Territorial Prison. established
at Stillwater. in 1851.
The first State Legislature, in 1858 g with a mind toward alleviating some of
mankind '8 ills. enacted a bill to provide for a fldesf and dumb asylum. tt first of the
"school hospital U type institutions in the new State. Yet it was not until 25 years
later - on March 2. 1883 - that a State Board of Corrections and Charities was established.
Public institutions at this timewere'seven:
~innesota

State Prison

(Stillwater)

Minnesota State Reform School
Minnesota Insane Hosp!tals

(St. Paul)
(St. Peter • Rochester)

Institute for the Deaf and Dumb
. School for the Blind

(Faribault)

(Faribault)

School for I diots and Imbeciles

( Faribault)

In addition to the somewhat cursory, yet over-all. superv~s~on of these seven
institutions. the Board's responsibility extended to jails. lock-ups. poor houses,
and workhouses throughout the State. In 1883. Minnesota had 55 county jails; 25
counties had none. Transportation facilities being what they wares many of these
facilitiss -were· vls-ite4 and -inspect-ed only annually t some not· -that often 0
The original State Board of Corrections and Charities consisted of six members
with the Governor serving as ex-officio member and president. The Board hired a
secretary who. in addition to his traveling expenses. Was paid an annual salary not
to exceed $ 1.200.

In 1885 the State School of Dependent Children was established at Owatonna.
Four years later, the fi'rst state Reformatory for Adults was opened at St Cloud.
·And the following year. in 1890, Minnesota's third state hospital for the insane,
with 80 patients transferred from St. Peter. was opened at Fergus taIls.
0

I'n 1897 t the Minnesota State Hospital for Indigent Crippled and Deformed Children was established in St. Paul. (Its present name--Gilliette State Hospital--was
adopted in 1926.) And in 1899. the State Training School was moved from St. Paul to
Red Wing.

The year 1900 was a busy one in the mental h~alth field 9 with two more hospitals
opened: one at Anoka, with 115 patients transferred from St. Peter t and the other a~
Hasti.ngs I with" 115 transferred from Rochester.
It was in 1901 that the second central state welfare agency~-the State Board
of Control--was established to succeed the Board of Corrections and Charities. The
new Board¥s powers Were bI\Oad. as was its jurisdiction:
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"The Board of' Cont r01 shall have full power to manage fI cont 1'01 and
govern ~ subj act only to the limitations contained in this act. the Minnesota State Prison II Minnesota State Training School for Boys and Girls.
Minnesota State ReformatoryD the state hospitals and asylums for the
insane, the Minnesota Institute for Defectives, exceDt the schools for
the deaf and the blind o The Board of Control shall have and exercise
full author'i ty in all financial matters of the State Uni versi ty D .the
State Normal Schools\} the State Public School!l the Schools for the
Deaf and the Blind
0

0

•

•

."

The year 1905 was notable for the establishment of juvenile courts in Hennepin,
and St. Louis Counties.

Ramsey~

On December 28~ 1907 t the State Sanatorium at Walker' was opened; and seven
months later it '-las filled to capac! ty (55)
0

The need'for separate detention facilities for bays and girls in Minnesota's
reformatories was finally taken care of when II on June 22 t 1911 t the Home School for
Girls was opened at Sauk Centre~
On December 1, 1912~ prisoners from Stillwater were moved into the new State
Prison buildings at Bayport (once known as "south Sti.lh"ater")
G

The 1907 Legislature provided that a Hospital,Farm for Inebriates be created
and established. a 2% tax to be levied on all liquor licenses in the state for the
support of the iusti tution
(Estimated annual y ie1d: $72 II 000.) Then followed an
adverse opinion from the attorney general's office as to the Board's authority to
spend such funds ~ \'I1i th these and other delays II it was not until December 26. 1912.
that the farm was opened at Willmar. Du~ing the first 18 months of operations, treatment was given to 241 committed and 21 voluntary patients.
0

Also in 1912 9 St~ Louis county had the distinction of opening the first county
tuberculosis sanatorium in Minnesota.
The 1913 Legislature enacted Mothers v Pension l,ows t forerunner to Aid to .Dependent Childr'en e

Children's Code of L~1t<3S was pa$sed by the 1917 Legislature l) g~v1.ng to the Board
of Control broad powers and duties with respect to handicapped children and those.
in need of special protection from the state. The la~'1maker~ ~ in this legislation,
created the. Children' s Bure.au~ effective January 1 fl 1918.
The new law provided for the adoption and placement of children and investigation
of adult and minor patients committed to the Board as feebleminded. Heretofore if
parents or. guardians obj'ected It feeble-minded could not be placed under st ate care.'
The new la\-J provided for compulsory commitment in such cases where the i.ndividual
was so mentally defective as to constitute a menace to himself and the community.
The Colony for Epileptics was opened at Cambridge on June 1. 1925. With transfers from Faribault t occupancy by the end of the institution's first month was 61.

The Federal Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932 brought about the
establishment of MinnesotaVs Emergency Relief Administration in 1933\) when the Legislature designated the Board of Control as the welfare body of the state--and appropriated funds for the employment of workers for relief administvation for Minnesota.
In

1935~

Federal Social Security legiSlation became law"
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-In 1937 9 Minnesotafs Legislature ame~ded the origin~l act. making it necessary
to prepare and to s\ilimit to the Social Security Board a revised plan for old age
assistance$ One of the basic changes was the transfer of primary administrative
responsibili ty 'in the counties from the board of county commissioners to the county
welfare board, the latter established by the 1937 Legislature 0 The law stated g in
part: "The State Board of Control is responsible for the supervision of county
welfare boards except in the field of direct welfare. u
It was also in 1937 that the Aid to the Blind and Aid to Dependent Children
programs were launched.
Moose Lake State Hospital was opened in 1938 0 Minnesota's seventh institution
for the insane. counting Willmar (originally established as a Farm for Inebriates)&
The year 1939 saw the demise of the Board of Control, with a new central state
agency t the Department of Social Securi--ty. taking over the following year$ This new
department was made up of three divisions:
and Employment and SecuI:'i ty.

Social Welfare, Public

Institutions~

f

During the next 14 years...... from 1939 to 1953--these were social welfare milestones:
1945--Children's Center established in Sto Paul.
1947--Youth Conservation Commission estab~ished.
1948-~Reception Centers established by vee at juvenile
correctional schools.
1950....... Sandstone state hospital established.
1951--First YCC forestry camp established.
1951--County.... operated nursing homes for aged authorized.
1953--Aid to Disabled program established.
In the latter year. 1953, two divisions-...Social Welfare and P\ililic Institutions~
combined and became the Department of Public Welfare, the fourth central state welfa-l"e--ageney- created---in- Minnesotal-s-. -his-te-ry. (Emp-loyment-Se-cur-ity was-set up as a
department by itself.)
The announced aim of the consolidation was "to achieve functional alignment of
institutions with operati~g divisions in tne central office organization D plus
greater coordination of institutional activities with the county welfare boards and
their impot.'tant diI'ect services to people entering or leaving state institutions 41"
In the nine years since its creation& DPW has made significant progress.
are some interim milestones:
1955-... r,ake·Owasso Children's Home established for
mentally retarded.
.
1957-... Community mental health centers authorized.
with state subsidy providedo
1957.....Work reorientation project initiated..-a reorganization
plan for family rehabilitation.
1958--Brainerd state school and hospital opened.
1959--Department of Corrections established! combining Youth
Conservation Commission. State Board of Probation and
Parole. and taking over the (heretofore) correct ional
responsibilities of the Department of Public Welfare.
1959--Child Welfare responsibilities of county welfare boards
re-established.
1961...... Accomplishment of the "Open Hospital" plan in actual
practice.
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Today--in 1962--Minnesota's public welfare program rates high in the nation.
Thanks to the strides accomplished during the past several years, Minnesota's
dynamic program for the aging has become the model for national planning in the field
of geriatrics e
Our progress in establishing our mental instituti.ons as "open hospitals" is no
longer considered a radical experiment. It has proven itself in some states over a
considerable period of years. On the other ?and. there are some states which cling
to the old system of barred windows, bare rooms, locked doors--and little hope for
patiente In Minnesota we have proved that the Open Hospital lifts staff and patient
morale t and results in quicker improvement in patients, in turn allowing for release
to their families and home communities much sooner than would have been possible
under the old "living death" regimen.
'

Even mor~ epochal than Minnesota's open hospital success is the Public Welfare
department's Work Reorientation Project.
Following a successfu.l. spe~ial ,experimental project, jointly sponsored by the
Department of 'Public Welfare and Community Research Associates, of New York, with
financial assistance from the Hill Foundation of St. Paul, the program was officially launched on an operational basis in 1960. By streamlining the efforts of every
county welfare department. the project achieves its ultimate aim of family rehabilitation without wasteful overlapping services from several workers in the same agency.
As it is working out. it is proving to be a cogent illustration of how to get maximum
mileage per welfare dollar.
The Federal Department of Health Education and Welfare's recently-announced
changes in the .~ational plans for pUblic welfare administration are in harmony with
Minnesota 9 s Work Reorientation Project. Tbis is further evidence that--as is historically the case--Minnesota is a step ahead of the majority of states in the field
of public welfare.
ORGANIZATION
The Department of Public Welfare has an authorized eompletnent :(1960-61) of
5.364 employees. Of this number. 284.55 employees were located in the central office,
in St. Paul. the remainder were employed in public welfare institutions located
throughout the state. (See Organizational Charts. pages 184 through 191),
The central office is presently organized into six major line divisions and an
executive division which is composed of various staff sections.
The Department of P~lic Welfare has under its supervision 18 institutions as·of
JanuarYfI 1962. There are seven hospitals caring for the mentally ill. five institutions providing care for the mentally ,retarded and six institutions provi~ing specialized care.
The function of the seven mental hospitals is to provide care and treatment of
seriously mentally ill persons--including those entering through probate court commitment and those.entering voluntarily--and to provide diagnosis and treatment for
the physical illness of the patients*
.
TIle hospitals with their location. approved complement and average daily population are li.sted below.
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1960-61

Mental Hospitals

1960.. 61

Approved ComElement

Anoka

~verage

410.83
475.08
304
273.42
446
584 (a)
338

Fergus Falls
Hastings
Moose Lake
Rochester
St. Peter
Willmar
(a)

Daily Population
1023
1835
896
107~

1544
2238 (a)
1114

Includes Minnesota Security Hospital

The purpose of the six institutions for the mentally retarded is to assist the
patient in achieving maximum social. emotional, intellectual, and physical development 1 with the aim of the earliest poss-ible return to his home and community whenever possible. These facilities and programs are utilized only when they are the
most appropriate resource available in the state to meet the retardate's needs.
The location of these -institutions. with their approved complement and average
daily popUlation, are listed below.
Institutions Caring for
Mentally Retarded

1960-61

Approved Complement

Faribault
Shakopee
Owatonna
Cambridge
Brainerd

727 (a)
10.08
150
545
'149

(a)

1960-61

Average Daily Population
4201 (a)
28
360
1883
479

Includes Lake Owasso Home

The location of the institutions providing specialized care, with their approved co.mplem.ent _and average dailypopulation~ are .listed below •.
1960..61

Specialized Institutions

1960-61

Approved Complement

Braille and Sight Saving
School (Faribault)'
School for the Deaf
( Faribault )
Gillette State Hospital for
Crippled Children (St. Paul)
Ah-gwahmching Nursing Home
(-Walker)
Nursing Horne and State
Sanatorium (Oak Terrace)
Children's Residential Treatment
Center (Oak Terrace)

Average Daily Population
94 (101) (a)

67
131.33

270

264.16

125

221

(b)

295

(b)

43.5

(b)

(a) Summer school population
(h) The Minnesota Legislature in 1961 11 transferred the State Sanatorium
from Ah-gwah-ching to Oak Terrace; Ah-gwah-Ching was designated as a
nursing home. In addition, a second nursing home was established at
Oak Terrace. The Residential Treatment Center was temporarily established at Oak Terrace pending completion of the Lino Lakes Children's
institution. Because these activities are neWt there is no 1960-01
approved complement nor an average daily population.
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The organizations of the several institutions differ from one another. Such
factors as the following influence the org~nizational stucture of the institution:
THE PERSONAL PREFERENCE of the administrator or superintendent.
EXTRA SESSION LAWS 1961. Chapter 74. Section B. This legislation authorizes the Commissioner of Public Welfare to appoint lay administrators in the
institutions. The intent of such legislation is to enable the chief medical
employee to concentrate on the medical aspects of patient care and to include
administrative activities under the supervision of a person trained in hospital
administration. As of January. 1962. the mental hospitals at Hastings. Willf!lar.
and Fergus Falls; the Brainerd state school and hospital caring for the mentally
retarded. and the Glen Lake sanatorium and Oak Terrace nursing home have lay
administrators. Most of the hospitals have several administrative and housekeeping functions such as: building maintenance; laundry; personnel; library;
food -se-rvice.rpower pI-ant; accounting; farm; medical records; etc. These activities' are usually under the supervision of the lay administrator. Other
activities classified as patient.... care activities such as psychiatry and psychologyo medical services. social services. pharmacY9 laboratory. dentistrYt
therapy •. etc. t usually remain under the supervision of the chief medical officer.
At those institutions where there is no lay administrator~ the administrative
and housekeeping functions are usually under the supervision of the business
manager who in turn reports to the superintendent.
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTION. Any special activity conducted at
the institution effects lts·organization. The institutions at Faribault.
Owatonna, Cambridge and Brainerd conduct schools for the educable patients who
are retarded. Anoka state hospital has a tuberculosis unit and a special surgery
section. St. Peter state hospital has a unit which receives patients who re....
quire special security. Willmar and Moose Lake state hospitals provide treat....
ment for inebriates. In addition, there are two specialized institutions at
Faribault (Schools for the Deaf and Braille and Sight-Saving School); Gillette
state .hospital provides care and treatment for crippled children; at Glen Lake,
ths state-has a··tuberculosis sanatori""m. -At-Walker"and' Glen' La'Ke are the two
State nursing homes. Each of these special activities greatly affects the in....
ternal organization of the institution.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Department of Public Welfare has responsibility in three major welfare areas.
These are public assistance,. child welfarel) and mental. health.
The authority for the Department responsibility stems from two m~jor sources:
federal legiSlation and state legisla~i.on. In the area of public assistance B the
federal social security 'act of 1935 and subsequent amendments require state-administered plans for the categorical aid programs of old .age assistance!) aid ·to depen.....
dent children~ aid to the disabled. and aid to the blind in order to receive federal
monies 0 In the area of child welfare and mental health. various federal standards
affecting state organization or requiring, state supervision of locally administered
welfare programs must be met in order to qualify for federal monies. In turn.
the Minnesota Legislature has passed legislation t'1hich gives the Department of Public
We,lfare authority' to operate in specific welfare areas tl thus qualifying for federal·
moniese
In addition~ the State Legislature has given authority to the Department of
Public Welfare to conduct special activities which are wholly state or local programs.
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-So that information on this department's entire Goals and Objectives, Standards ll
Plans II Action Programs to Implemen't Plans. and other relevant categories may be
cleaI' D these chapter headings will be explored in the same order for each of the
department's five service divisions.
Division of Medical Services
Goals and Obj ect i ves
REAL INTEGRATION of the Minnesota mental health program, including an adequate
and coordinated network of services at the community level. This should include
mental health centers. day and night hospitals in the community. psychiatric beds in
general hospitals and the state hospitals. Coverage of the entire state by community mental health centers. Increased capacity of county welfare departments in
providing aftercare.
REGIONAL PLANNING and coordinating bodies with legislative authorization.
ALL MENTAL HOSPITALS fully Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitalse
ALL MENTAL HOSPITALS 95-100% open e
AN ADEQUATE ARRAY of special services for borderline groups. for example for
sociopathic personalities. with clarification of public responsibility for such
persons~

THROUGH DEVELOPMENT of voluntary admissions procedures. to the logical end
point of 95% voluntary admission rates. a further and more advanced move to informal
admission processes.
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES for children, at hospital and community levels, based on
levels of service required, taking into account intellectual, behavioral, emotional
and physical handicaps.
ELABORATION OF SERVICES for the mentally retarded. including program integration with institutions and services for the mentally ill. Further development of
day care centers for the retarded, adequate boarding and nursing homes, and other
community fac.i.li ties.
INTEGRATION OF GERIATRIC services. to provide training programs for nursing
home personnel, coordination generally with the Commission on Aging. specialized
intensive psychiatric treatment with a view to rapid return to the- community II and
staging-area coordination with state-operated nursing homes.
MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION and volunteer services throughout all levels of the
including involvement of high school and college youth. Long-range recruitment programs aimed at developing career interest in the mental health professions.
population~

FULFILLMENT of the Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health goals formen
tal health research ll of 2 1/2% of the state operating budget devoted to mental health
research; to include basic and applied research coordinated with University research
programs.
n

FULFILLMENT of the Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health goals for mental health training i of 2 1/2%of the State operating budget devoted to mental health
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training; to include psychiatry, psycholOgy. social work • rehabilitation therapies.
basic nursingQ) nursing supervision' arid administration. advanced psychiatric nursing •
. and hospital administration. Active affiliation in all of these professional areas
\>1i th the Un! ver'si ty of Minnesota.
Standards
A basic problem is that adequate standards do not exist. Through the establishment of a program analysis and evaiuation study over the ten-year period it is anticipated that significant and sophisticated measures can be developed.
Meanwhile criteria such as percentage of open wards and voluntary admission rates
can be used in some isolated functional areas. The standards of the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals provide some built-in criteria.
The' standard of one full clinic team for 50 9 000 people served is a useful and
valid one for community mental health services.

The WOI'k Reorientation Project provides useful standards which could be utilized
in further development of broad-based mental health services.
Plans
The plans for the next deoada are consequent to the statement of goals and objectives outlined above.

During the next few months we will gradually reshape the rece~v~ng districts for
the state mental hospitals so that they will match the boundaries of areas served
by mental health centers. In someinatances this will mean that the hospital receiving dist:rict would be superimposed orb-the areas of three ot' four mental health centers.
This can be done very easily in most parts of the state with the exception of the two
urban count ies.
One alternative is 'to have al:l mentally ill persons from"Hennepin and Ramsey
counties treated at Hastings and Anoka state hospitals. This would permit a reduction in population at the St II Peter state hospital where Minneapolis residents are
presently hospitalized.
Beginning July le 1962.'it is planned to establish regional mental health coordinating conwittees in each of the mental health dist~icts developed up to that
point. Su~h committees would consist at a .minimum of the program director of the
mental health centers \} the board member of the mental health centers representing
Welfare~ the chief medical offieer of the state hospital of thedistr!ct. and one or
mor.e field l"epresentatives of the Welfare Department who serve the district in question.
The chaiI'man of the coordinating committee would be appointed by the Commissioner'
upon the advice of the Merital Health Medical Policy committee.
Additional meniliers could properly be appointed to the Committee; for example.
someone .repl"tesenting the hospital o'r institution for the mentally retarded in the
area if one exists 9 representativ~! of the State Health Department or other departments
with an interest and stake in mental health. It would be possible for the regional
m~ntal health coordinating committees to form subcommittees, etc.
Expenses for the
operations at the outset would be borne through the mechanism of federal mental
health ,funds.

Within three to five years it is hoped that there could be some legislative
authoriz,ation of the regional mental health coordinating committee. possibly with
some designation as to the authority of the commi.~tee to take charge of all mental
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health operations in its own region e In other words the ultimate outcome might be
some measure of decentralization and regional autonomy with the necessary supervision
and guidance from St ~ Paul ~
Such a regional district grouping lends itself very suitably to other endeavors.
For example a suitable program for children would require some regional children's
eva.luation center where suitable diagnostic tests and some opportunity to observe '
the child over a period of time could be carried out. Epidemiological research on
the incidence and flow of mental illness and other mental health problems in a given
communi ty could suitably be undertaken through such a mechanism. Training programs
established on a regional basis could also be quite suitably financed.
Simul taneollsly II as based upon a survey nO'VJ undel:"' way j) there will be specialization of function in the state institutions for the mentally retarded and other
chil.dren '8 institutions so that there will be a broad and integrated array of serviees related to the clinical problems rather than administrative convenience.
It is hoped that there can be a radical revamping of the state commitment laws
for the mentally ill and retarded.
Action Programs ,to Implement Plans
The foregoing text should give a clear idea as to the action programs contemplated insofar as one can set a timetable. The changes concerning the mental hospital receiving districts should be in effect for the most part by no later than June
30~ 1962.
The regional mental health planning coordinating committees can be established
beginning J'uly 1 t 1962
Since the remaining aspect of the program would depend upon
legislati ve support and substantial appropriations in specific areas 9 the subsequent
timing and sequences cannot be predicted at this point.
0

Division of Public Assistance
Goals and

Obj~ctives

The fOUl' cat'egorical a,id programs and general assistance or relief for the present must be dealt with individually in describing goals and objectives. In a period
of four to si,<: years it is almost a cer.tainty that one of our major goals will be
accomplishedo For severa'l years we have recognized the unj ustified categorization of
persons in need t and have continuously pressed for a single category to meet the needs
of all persons requiring ser.vice and assistance including medical care as well as
mater'ial needs e
The Old Age Assistance program continues to be the largest aid program in terms
of number of recipients and expenditures. It should be noted that the Old Age AssIstance caseload has establi.shed a pattern of decreasing approximately one thousand
cases per year, despite the fact that the age group 65 and over increases by more
than 12 0 °00 persons each year in this state.
It is our estimate that by 1970 our Old Age Assistance caseload \..rill be about
35 9 000 cases (most of these will be for medical needs only). OASI and other pension
funds take care of the material needs of most persons past 65 years.
The goals of our Old Age Assistance section in the Department of Public Welfare
for the future 9 in addition to those of the Aging Commission, are: Better control
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of services and costs for medical care; r~habilitation and return to the labor market
of persons over 65 \\Tho have physical and mental capaci tyfor gainful employment;
,removal of the mandatory maximum for maintenance needs in our Old Age Assi.stance law;
establishment of a new resource to provide at least part oft if not all, medical care;
pr.ovision for housing facilities and services for the aged with special emphasis on
keeping married couples together as long as possible~ establishment of standards for
all items of assistance and emphasis on nutrition and budgeting for recipients;
eliulination of residence requirements or expansion of reciprocal agreements between
states t orientation of younger generations to accept and make plans for problems of
the aged as vlell as planning for their own, later years» emphasize responsibilities of
and marshall resources of other state departments and organizations in meeting the
needs 6f the aged; and continue and expand our leisure time program for the aged&
particularly for those in institutional type facilities.
Standards
The standard for the Old Age Assistance program was set in the preamble of the
act at the time it was passed in 1936. The preamble reads as follows~

UThe care and relief of aged persons who are in need and whose physical or
other conditions or disabilities' seem to render permanent their inability to provide properly for themselves is hereby declared to be a special. matter of state
concern and a necessity in promoting public health and welfare e To provide such
care and assistance, a state-vdde system of old age assistance is hereby established. "
'
The standard of our Department with a few exceptions and refinements remains
substantially the same as the above. We continUOUSly str'ive to maintain our old age
assistance recipients in a state of health and decency. We endeavor to get adequate
assistance to them so that they can be well-clothed. well-housed. well-fed and obtain
the necessary medical care. In addition to this standard D we try to make it possible
for them to take part in community activities, to attend the church of their choice,'
and to plan with them for their -leisure-t ime -acti vi ties
We have beert fortunate in
having an excellent consultant on Aging, and Governor's Committee for the Aging to
set the standards for leisure-time activities and special provisions for the aged.
Contentment t happiness 9 and well-being of our older citizens are our yardsticks for
measurements of service.
fI

-

Plans
The plans of the Publi.c Assistance Division in the Old Age Assistance Program
are pretty much set up or established by state and federal legislation. We are continually planning for and improving our Medical Care Plan for the Aged t and we feel
certain that this will not change in' the next decade. The control of costs in furnishing adequate medical care for the aged requires a great deal of rule enforcement
and policingo To do an adequate job in this field it will be necessary for us qui t~
soon to have additional personnel to work with medical vendor groups in an educational
programf) and bring about agreement that the best medical care program need not be the

most

expensiv(~.

Before too long we should be able to offer consultat ion on physical therapy to
chronic hospitals "and to nursing homes with the hope that we can retUI'ln many of our,
patients to a normal home life. We believe that we have made great gains in providing
congregate care facilities for the aged, but we feel that we have not done enough in
providing foster homes for this groupo It may be that we will have to follow the
pattern of Child Welfare and employ personnel to stimulate foster home findingo
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Some of our acti vi ti.es with the aging of six or seven years ago have been transferred to the Department's Consult'ant on Aging. and our need for planning now becomes
a joint effort with the Governor's Committee on Aging. Future technicological breakthroughs for the aging will in the main be medical advances, as well as nutritional advances which will lengthen life and, thus not diminish our need for planning for the aged.
Future Federal legislation could. in many ways, reduce our costs in caring for
We kno\oJ that the Federal OASI program is continuously reducing the number
of aged needing old age assistance. and it may be that Federal legislation will at
least partially eliminate the need of state funds for hospit~lizations. nursing home
cat"'e and other medical items"
There is also the possibility of additional Federal
participation in old age assistance costs. Although many plans are presented to
Congress~ we cannot forecast on the passage' of any of them at this time.
the aged"

Action Programs to Implement Plans
The outline of the program to meet the needs of the aged is well established by
the Governor's Committee on Aging. The Old Age Assistance recipient segment of our
population, over 65 is limited in priorities to meeting financialneed t particularly
medical care. We should employ an occupational therapist immediately to reactivate
that part of our program in congregate care facilities and with groups of aged
persons. We should. within the next two years. employ a physical therapist to work
with nursing homes and chronic hospitals in an effort to physically rehabilitate the
aged who ,have such potential and. thus, get them out of the congregate care facility
and back home.

It is hoped that wi thin the next decade J private capital, church and fraternal
organizations& and government jurisdictions will construct enough nursing homes and
chronic hospitals so that all of the aged needing this type of care will have sui~
table facilities available to them.

Civil Defense Welfare Services
This department has responsibility for directing and coordinating all emergency
welfare services in our state during time of national emergency. Implementation of
emergency welfare planning is done by the county welfare departments. The department
is also responsible for coordinating the emergency planning of state institutions,
emphasizing the need for protection of staff and patients or students.
The planning objectives are to insure plans and organization to cope with the
effects of nuclear attack. Present planning calls for the establishment of several

local welfare centers in each county. made up of physical facilities and a staff of
volunteer's. County welfare officials are assigned the responsibility of directing
these ,activities in their counties through their county emergency welfare staffs.
State welfare personnel are assigned to the state and Mobile Support Area Civil
Defense staffs to direct all welfare operations.
The department has selected a primary and an alternate relocation site as a
focal point of reorganization. Major changes in welfare emphasis will probably
result from nuclear attack and it is planned that staff people at the relocation si'te
will have two ·primary functions: to act as back-up to the state emex'gency welfare
operational staff j) and second 0 to make necessary changes in long-term welfare 1'rogrammingo

It is difficult to establish standards of planning and operational capability
for the care of people in time of disaster. It is probable that emergency stockpiles
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of food, ,clothing and bedding can never bel established in sufficient amounts to insure adequate care of all people. It -is therefore important that emergency plans b~
made to insure the maximum usage of supplies tha.t are available. Training of key
people with emergency welfare responsibilities will help to insure this objective.
It is probable that welfare agencies Will be assigned primary responsibility
for fallout shelter management. Identification and improvement of exi~ting shelters
is loeing done at this time. Present plans must be altered to meet this change ~ and
tr.ainpeople in such things as shelter management, food preparation. sanitation,
radi.ological detection I registration. etc.. It would seem certain that many aspects
of p1.ililic and private welfare as we know it today will undergo great changes in a
post~war period.
The extent of such chang~s will depend on the severity and length
of the nuclear attack.
In cH'\d~:Yt" 'to -at-ri ve at eVen a' modest level of readiness. \'1e must have strong
pOlicy guidance from the federal government. backed by sufficient funds for adequate
shelters and supplies. We must supply forceful direction to the program and offer
essential training to key people. We must enlist the acti ve support and participation of private social agencies and private groups in order to help improve survival
chances. High levels of interest and leadership must be improved and demonstrated
at both federal and state executive levels in view of the fact there is no foreseeable end to the threat of war in the immedfate future,
Aid to the Blind
Aid to the Blind is the smallest of the categorical aid programs. Financial
assistance to needy blind people by variou$ states antedates the Social Security Act
by many years. This program was state admfnistered until 1955 when legislation was
passed in our state which brought this pro$ram into conformi ty with the other aid
programs by introducing county financial participation and administration.
The Aid to the Blind caseload has shown little numerical fluctuation in the last
10 yearsjljalthough a slight -trend is, noted of inc~eased p-arti-cipation in this program
by younger age groups. A factor in this increase is the use of Aid to the Blind in
rehabilitation training programs. One of the principal administrative objectives of
this program is the meeting of the financial needs of blind persons of all ages. The
Aid to the Blind law was revised in 1961 to further encourage blind people to seek
employment and raise living standards by increasing the amount of earnings which are
not deductible from a recipient's aid grant.
Criteria of Aid to th~ Blind must be based on several factors. The first is the
identification of people wh~ are eligiple and in need of this service through increased
emphasis on service; second$ to maintain present high standards of ophthalmological
examination and consultant review to insure that remedial medical or refra~tive tech~
niques ar~ employed. Perhaps the most important factor is the need to improve and
maintain social and rehabilitative services to people ~ith visual disabilities.
Plans for this program include the increased use of Aid to the Blind'for particular needs of blind children who are eligible for benefits and for payment of maintenance for blind rehabilitation clients undergoing training. ~uture changes in federal
legislation should not affect such plans inasmuch as 'the proposed single category
would recognize and meet need in such cases.
Implementation of planning is dependent on the capability of public welfare and
rehabilitative agencies to recognize needs of blind people and the trained personnel
to successfully carry out intensive treatment plans.
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Aid

~o

Dependent Children

Among the most pressing needs for planning is the need to plan for at least one
restricted case load of between 25 and 30 cases in every county in the state. Within
£i ve years we might hope to accomplish this in all except the smallest count ies.
Since ADC involves children. all the'child servicing agencies in the state are
important to uS t and it is essential that 'we coordinate our activities in a concerted
attack upon all kinds of problems that lead to personal and social maladjustment.
We therefore need e within the Public Assistance division g consultants who can
perform liaison work with the Corrections Department g with the Special Education
division of the Department of Education; and in addition to this we should have a
consultant on counseling and training so that these very important subjects and imf)ort-ant programs might--be' ·~flected both in our work· and our planning.
We aiso need to expand our home economics activity. We already have one person.
but the counties need and could use additional consultation. In this area. in particular, vie need to experiment with group techniques to improve the ability of individual mothers 9 and in this connection we could use the services of a special consul~
tant in group work methods who would have additional responsibilities but certainly
could contribute much to helping us plan effective programs. With the increase in
the youth population that is anticipated in the decade. we need to promptly "tool
up" for our responsibilities. By the end of tl;1e current biennium we should be ready
to employ a specialist in vocational education and a specialist in special education
to deal with many of the problems that are common in ADC families.
Aid to the Disabled
A concerted all..out effort shoula .be made to remove the maximum in Aid to the
Disabled. This change is past due.
The.. next- project.of. importance in this p:rog:ram,which· -really' is· -almost autc-·
matically part of removing the maximum t is to establish a,medical care program. and
thi.s should. be done simultaneously with removing of the maximum.
A third program would be the starting of a small institution for the care of
the very severely disablep who are under 40 years of age., This would include such
cases as polio cases who still are dependent upon respiratory aids. certain quad-'
riplegics t and others with truly severe permanent neurological deficits who ought not
to be relegated to old ~eople's homes. who require care largely of a hospital natureD
but who also require socialization and activities that can help give some meaning to
their lives. As medical knowledge increases. these people are inqreasing in the population. During the next biennium g authorization should be given the department to
establish a small experimental center at the state-leased Oak Terrace Nursing Home.,
Relief
There is only one thing to do with relief and that is to write a new law--to
prepare a modern legal structure to meet present. day needs. To do this properlYt we
need a commission to codify and revise the relief laws. During the next session
this legislation should be obtained. Hopefully II by 1965 t we could have a new law for
passage by the Legislature.
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General
If the State is to carry out its responsibilities t staff is needed to plan and
supervise. There are many important aspects of administration that require attention. Modern business techniques deserve and ought to have our attention.
Standards
As mentioned in the ADC portion of the plans~ we need to have some limited case
load so that intensive work may be done with some families. We also need to set
higher goals for performance for each agency of government-... goals high enough so that
they can be achieved only by coordinated activity among all state departments.
Division of Child Welfare
Goals and Objectives
THE GENERAL PURPOSE of this division is to make possible better 'adjusted 9 happier children in Minnesota by administering as effectively as possible the laws and
supplementary.services assigned. and to give state-wide community leadership toward
development of needed services.

THE DIVISION'S GOAL is to give the kind and quality of state leadership so badly
needed to enable local public and private agencies and other divisions of the department to more. effecti vely cope with the l'anse of problems identified in the law as
requiring the services of the child welfare program. These include such problems as
the 'following: i.llegitimacy; child neglect~ need of parents for help with problems
whicili e if unresolved or poorJ~ resolved. may lead to more serious problems such as
delinquency \t emotional illness t or loss of opportunity for a child to grow up in a
permanent home of his own.
'
IT IS OUR OBJECTIVE to assure early identification of child \>lelfare problems and,
to make·serviees to' resolvE! them availabl-e,lto-al1 families "and children who need them
whether or not such families may also be r~ceiving some form of public assistance
such as ADC and whether or not children ne~ding su~h services are crippled. mentally
retarded g or in conflict with the law.

IT IS OUR GOAL. to shift leadership. f~ct-findingt and program planning activities
from a child-centered. individual case...handling t or case supervising approach .. to a
problem-centered approach. That is fact-finding about the nature and extent of a
problem such as child....neglEtct; where it oceurs; in combination with what other problems &

•

LEADERSHIP SHALL also be given in tesiing methods for coping with the. problems;
which are, effecti Vt:!7 Which aren't? Why? This is a shift that requires considerable
retooling of fact-finding g and supervisory methods and controls. It requires additional staff and retraining of staff at all levels and in some instances planning for recruitment of persons with different skills and aptitudes from those formerly used
when the major leadership method of the division was giving of direct service or supervision of local agency operations in a few limited areas such as adoption of state
wards or reporting of 0l!t-of...wedlock births. Much of this limited state supervision
wa~ given through' correspondence. or through direct handling of certain .individual
case si tuations in areas where full authority and responsibility had not yet been
clearly delegated to direct service agencies~
It requires leadership in intensive training of local staff providing direct
services so that the State Child Welfare division can shift emphasis from trying to

os
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perfect a few individual direct service cases g primarily through correspondence a
It must instead focus on broad community organization and leadership techniques of
the type done th.rough the licensing program in ending group care of infants.
IT IS OUR GOAL to implement this new family centE:red approach t !'ather than caseoriented approach 5 by development of guides and st andards to aid supervisors in
local agencies to help their workers recognize and help resolve child welfare pro~"
~lems in the families with which they are dealing6
It is the responsibility of the
child welfare division to develop worker·training materials to assure that needs of
indi vidual children tllill be recognized and dealt wi th wi thin a unified t family centered framework
0

WE WILL STRIVE for badly needed further clarification of functions and relationship between other divisions of the department; between state and county; between county and related and supplementary agencies such as community mental health
centers~ probation offices. etc.
Standards
The final test of the effect i veness of the Child Welfare Division f s efforts
wi 11 be 0]1. whether or not the problems are effect i vely ident ified and re801 ved
with the services we develop and direct toward them. It will also be in the effectiveness wi th which we are able to define our own role within "the Department to avoid
duplication of effort j and promote most productive relationship with related servic~s
maximum utilization of the special skills and potential contributions of all persons
within the entire Department.

Setting standards for quality of direct services of local public agencies and
effective supervision of such services could be greatly facilitated if legislation
were enacted to assure financial participation at state m1d federal levels e Participation would necessarily be contingent on the meeting of adequate standards o
Thus~ the development of adequate standards would be facilitatedft
Costs for' child welfare should not be borne by local government alone
Neither
should federal and state participation on a case-by-case formula basis i) as proposed
in the new federal legislation D be just for those child welfare services given in
families who are .also recei ving public assistanceo
0

Legislation is needed to change the present situation under ~vhich the only
state participation in local child welfare costs is the small pr'opol'tion of reim'"
bUl'sement nm.,! gi ven fo>." children who are already under state guardianshi po
It would
be far more essent ial to have financial part icipat ion i.n the protecti va sel"vices
that prevent placement and in the parent counselling (to married as \",el~. as unrnar:cied parents )and for' temporary foster Cdl'€! .services provided they are used to
effectively and speedily pesolve problems in the child ~s o~m family so he can go
back home or be released for earlier adoption
0

Plans
\eJE HILL CONTINUE to place st ;cong emphasis on making a suitable pe:{'manent home
of his O\.-iD p()ssible for every child nmv already sepa:r'ated from his OW'Il family
These are cbildnsn in double jeopardy 9 they have al:ceady lost their' right to grow
up in the IX' OvJX1 home with thei r O\1D family; and they are in da.nge r of never fi.nding
a suitable aud permanent substitute 0
0

We mu.st eve},;, remember that their' being removed from theL."" o'Vm b.OFW?S in the
first place is indication that serious tragedy has already occurr·ed 0 and might have
been prevented by ~~arlier intervention and treatment ~ This is p;.:u:;t.icula:.~"'l.y· true
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f)

with separated children who Were neglected, who are de.linquent9) or who are emotionally disturbed.
INCLUDED IN OUR PLANS is the development of rules e policies, program guides,
and evaluation criteria to enable local departments to give the essential services
now required to·solve the problems for which we are responsible.
WE ARE WORKING to develop fact-findipg and control procedures to test results
of our leadership activities.
WE ADVOCATE intensive training and retraining efforts.
WE PLAN a much-needed program of practice-oriented research to study the epidemiology of child welfare problems such as illegitimacy 9 neglect 5' placement t etc. I
and to test 'thel'esults of a variety of methods used to resolve the problems.
WE MUST' DEMONSTRATE and test different methods of administering D supervising,
and training for the child welfare services' program.
THE SPIRIT of the new federal legislation deepens our commitment to the welfare
of all children, not just those already on our case load. but to those in jeopardy
WheI\eVer they may be. regardless of whether they are Indian, Negro. or white, and
whether or not they are in families concurrently receiving or needing help with
othel~ problems.
SINCE MANY CHILDREN and many problem areas. as defined in the child welfare law,
are badly served or not being served or supervised at all. it is obvious that far
more attention, staff. and money must be invested in this most essential and basic
of "prevention" and early treatment programs. Unless \-Ie do this. we may be sure
that in the next 10 years we will harvest an even larger crop of multi-problem
families like those known to us in our present case loadso
Division of Field Services
Goals and Objectives
The Division of Field Services is organized to provide Department of Public
Welfare field liaison to the 87 county welfare boards and to assist in expediting
good working relationships between those boards and the State's welfare institutions.
community mental health qenters. arid other community welfare agencies.
The objective is to promote uniform administration of all of the welfare programs and to improve the effectiveness of welfare to families and individuals. These
goals and objectives are accomplished through field visits to the counties for the
purpose 'of advising. consulting. and supervising local administration of statesupervised welfare programs. and for continued analysis of the effe~tiveness and
feasibility of Department pOlicies and procedures designed to implement. the welfare
laws
This analysis is supplemented by organized reviews of local agency operations,
through reporting back to Department program supervisors. and by educational services
through the Department's social service library.
0

Standards
Standard allowances are established as a basis for determining the amount of
financial aid to be supplied to needy individuals, and as a basis for carrying out
the Commissioner' s responsibilities .for dependent t neglected$ and handicapped children~ and for mentally ill and retarded children and adults.
In addition. the state
agency promotes standards for Administrative organization, board-staff-community
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relationships, and methods of providihg services that will quickly identify social
and economic problems of individuals and families, plan and initiate treatment'
plans, and mobilize all possible resources to :t-emove, insofar as possible, the
causes of social breakdown.
Plans
Now under way is installation in all counties of a new method for identifying
family units and their problems and for determining best ways of assisting with the
solution or amelioration of those problems. Inherent in this new system is concentration of rehabilitative effort on those 'families where it appears that this is
most needed and will be most productive. Extension and refinement of this new method
(at present called Work Reorientation) is a major plan for the next several years.
This calls for recruitment and retention of well qualified administrators. superviso·rg t and social workers in our county welfare departments. and for continuous
training and in-service training programs to improve the skills of all welfare workers. The' following plans are designed to ·further the Department's objectives of .
providing effective welfare services:
REORGANIZATION OF FIELD OPERATIONS to make maximum use of administrative and
program specialists when and where required. This may involve the setting up of
district offices, staffed and equipped to give local agencies service on a more decentralized basis than is now possible. Such district offices could also include
field agents from other welfare-related st~te departments (Corrections, Health.
Education--particularly vocational rehabilitation and special education--Fire Marshal)
with the objective of maximizing the effectiveness of the various state departments
'whose activities relate to assisting citizens with their problems.
DECENTRALIZE TO THE LOCAL WELFARE agencies all possible administrative detail-much of which is now still carried by the state agency. Much delegation to the
counties has successfully been made during the past 20 years. Such delegation must
be accompanied by State review of operations to insure knowledgeable state agency
program·-and legislative planning. and·toassure··high quality-welfare-services in all
parts of the state. This will be accomplished by reorganizing the present county
survey content and method for both breadth and depth. using specialized personnel as
appropriate to permit valid documentation:
Of the extent to

whic~

state objectives are accomplished at the local level;

Of changes in welfare laws or state agency policies or procedures that
would be appropriate and feasible.
Of problems that interfere with the successful operations, and recommendations for solving them;
Of the degree of coordination with other state and local services that are
or could be beneficial in solving family and community problems.
THE PUBLIC WELFARE MANUAL--now organized on a "program basis"--needs to be
reorganized to reflect emphasis on family diagnosis and problem solving. and to be
essentially a policy manual. with a minimum of required procedure--thus freeing
agencies to experiment with and develop best methods of carrying out state objectives
and policies.
BECAUSE THERE IS LITTLE LIKELIHOOD in the near future of enough trained welfare
workers for each county. it may be feasible and desirable to discuss with county
welfare boards and the Legislature the establishment of multi-county welfare agencies
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(with manageable population. geographic area. and case load),. the objective: to permit
fewer welfare agencies, and maximum use of available administrative. supervisory, '
,and case work skills.
Action Programs to Implement Plans
BY. JULY. 1962. establish necessary qualifications of training and experience anti
compensation to permit the recruitment and retention of Department field personnel
who are knowledgeable and skilled i.n giving consultation, in supervising the statewide welfare program at the local level. a~d in assisting with the improvement of ad.
ministrative and casework skills necessary( to assist individuals solve their problems.
BEGIN JULY. 1962. a series of staff development and in-service training programs
to improve the skills of welfare workers,' implemented with the best possible teaching perso'tine1:.
BF:GIN JULY. 1962. to identify all pos$ible state agency administered functions
that could be delegated to the county welfare boards.
BY OCTOBER, 1962. ,engage in exploratory discussions with other state departments
of the feasibility of establishing joint d+strict offices.

BY SEPTEMBER. 1963. complete,theinst.llation of the Work Reorientation method
in all count ies •
INITIATE BY OCTOBER. 1963. a new system of statistical and financial' reports
gear'ed to the family-centered Work Reorientation method.

Division of Rehabilitative Services
Goals and Objectives
Our'-ge-al-is the "rehabi-li1:ation- of individuals" and -falhi'lies. Wliel:her'the ·c·ase De
that of a crippled child. a pregnant unmarried girl. a family deprived of a decent
li. ving thI'ough the failings of an alcoholi¢ father--clients young or old needing help
to be put back into something approaching normal community participation--our duty
is to rehabilitate.
-- ,

This Division. which started functioning November 1. 1961. seeks to better enable
the Department of Public Welfare to provid~ the county welfare departments with the
consultant services they need to strengthe~ their program of family rehabilitation.
Standards
Because of our,division's newness. we ~are now working to achieve a more uniform,
state-wide standard of eligibility for med~cal indigency than at present exists. When
such standards on a uniform basis have onc~ been installed throughout both our stat~
and local agencies. decentralization of el~gibility determination can be made to the
counties e
'
,
d~rds

In the area of medical standards. we need more 'specific care-and-treatment stan- ,
in the medical specialties involved.

Plans
We are continuo~gly working to coordi~ate the rehabilitation resources of the
Department insofar as they bear on the prevention and control of public welfare
problems in local communities.
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We are striving to establish a closer working relationship with the other state
and community agencies concerned with rehabilitation--such as the departments of Education j Employment Security, Health, and local rehabilitation centers &
We are planning to provide specialized resources for persons with particular
physical handicaps. These would include visually-handicapped. deaf. and crippled.
We want to provide--wherever needed in the State--psychological testing and resources in the diagnosis of mental and emotional impairments.
Our ultimate plan is to make available to every county welfare department consultant services (such as medical. social work. psychological, etc.) to strengthen
their prevailing diagnostic and treatment skills.
FINANCING
The budget of the Department of Public Welfare, which includes county, state,
and federal funds, totaled approximately $140.637.000 for the year 1960-61. Of this
amount j the county contributed 34%, the state. 35.6%. and the federal government,
29.4%.
Our 1959-61 biennial appropriation totaled $106,459,875. The following is a
breakdown of how this appropriation was distributed by major functions:
Central Office Administration

$

2.162.070

Special appropriations to the Central Office, which
include Research. Training, Community Mental Health
Clinics. Contingent Fund, and Special Hospital Care.
Aid and Relief Programs, which include the four
categorical aid programs, Vocational Rehabilitation of
the Blind, Aid to County Tuberculosis Sanatoria, Children
Under the Guardianship of the Commissioner of Public
Welfare, Equalization Aid to Distressed Counties, and
special relief allocations to the urban counties and
Indians.
Minnesota Residential Treatment Center for the care of
emotionally disturbed children.

$

Mental Hospitals
Mentally Retarded Institutions

$ 17.700.779

Braille and Sight Saving School and School for the
Deaf
Special Hospitals, which include Gillette State
Hospital for Crippled Children and the State Tuberculosis
Sanatorium
Of the total amount appropriated for our institutional program, approximately
18% is financed from the Income Tax Fund while the remainder is financed from the
General Revenue Fund.
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BUDGETARY NEE DS

Our estima.ted budgetary need for' the next 10 years are indicated on the follow ....
ing pages.
Factors which may affect
1.

10 year projections:

QUI'

Federal legislation in the categorical .aid programs:
A.

Provision for Medical Care i.n OASDI

g...

It is estimated that this change would reduce medical costs
by $3.0009000 the fir.st year resulting in sa~ngS=of $1.100,000
in State funds.
B.

H. R. 10606 - 87th Conglr'ess ... 2nd Sessi.on ... March Bil 1962
(passed by the House)

(1)

Increased Federal Participation in OAA
It is estimated that this would increase the federal
share the first ye~u" by $2 fl200 \l000 result ing in savings of
state funds •• ~ Q Q . G e 9 & • • 0 • • • • e $1.45° 0 °00

(2)

ADC to Unemployed Parents
It is estimated that this "new program" would cost
$9 0 111 1 000 in 1962·.. 63& the cost to be shared by (one adult)

Federal

State

518 11 800

(additional costs based
. on 10% of amount
above federal matching)

County
wlth .net

(3)

co~mty

sa.vings of •

e

•

Consolidation of OAA i AB. and AD into one program
This change in effect would increase the present rate of

AB and AD participation to the OAA rate in B (1) - ($57.98
per case)
Increase in federal funds for one' yearwould be
(j

'$681.000 resulting in savings in State funds of $340,500.

(4)

Aid for Spouse of Relative With Whom Dependent Child is

Living
( a)

Present Program
It is estimated that additional costs
$733~OOO
will be annually
427&000
Federal Share
153 9 000 (repr.esents additional
State Share.
costs)
County share
153.000

~
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~

Net savIngs in county relief fundsthan - - - - -

les~

(b)

$580.000

Present program plus Unemployed Parents
This estimate will be included in a revised
analysis of this proposal.

(5)
(c)

Other proposals affect administrative and research funds.

MAA Program
If this program were adopted in Minnesota at the $1.200
annual- income level - the additional cost in state funds would
be $2.000.000 the first year.

2.

Federal aid to mental health. which we understand may be stepped up in
the coming years.

3

Population reduction at our mental hospitals. (For a variety of reasons.) The factor of 8% increase each year would take care of economic
increases and new staff, which would offset decreases in population
and still bring OUI'-, institutions up to APA standards.

0

4.

Under categorical aids, we explained that over the years the federal
government has increased its contribution. This was not computed in
our figures because of the uncertainty of existing conditions at the
national level.

5.

There might possibly be federal aid for child welfare cases in foster
homes.

6.

Tuberculosis care is on the decline and our figures are predicated on
this basis. but. here again. it is a mere guess.

7.

We might experience a decline in mentally retarded population because
of medical advances in the early cure of retarded children and the
increase in local. services. These factors were not considered in our
estimates.

8.

Because of recent advances in medical science for the blind, it is conceivable that this program would be reduced and the population at the
Braille and Sight Saving School further reduced. possibly to the level
of purchasing the service from local schools.
FINANCING THE PLAN

Our only means of financing our current operations is through the General Revenue
and State Income Tax Funds. Our building needs have been financed from the sale of
certificate of indebtedness retired over a number of years. Therefore. in order to
finance the program of this department, there will have to be an increase in taxes
to provide funds for the General Revenue and Income Tax Funds.
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ANOKA STATE HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Speci al Repai rs and Improvement Requests
1963-1965 Biennium

Despription of Item

Amount
of Request

Priority A ... 1963
I. Warehouse and Laundry Building to Include New
Clothing Issue Room and Sewing Room
Replace and Repair Electrical. Water and Steam
Service Line
Ad<iltion to and Alteration of Administration Building
Continuation of Rehabilitation and Re-equipping of
C#l through 10 to Include Fire Escapes. Fire Exit
Doors and Detention Screens
Employee Bachelor Quarters. 65 Beds
(including furnishings and equipment)
Re-roof Administration Building and Garage
Grading and Surfacing of Parking Lots
Tunnel conversion - Protection' from Radioactive Fallout
Grade. Surface and Repair of Road System
Correct Ventilating Systems in Burns Cafeteria
and Miller Building
Lighting of Streets and Parking Areas
Modification of Inadequate Staff Housing
Electrici ty to Staff Houses and the
Sewage Lift Pump
14. Barnyard Shelter
15. Addition to the Power House to Protect Fuel Tanks
16. -Sprinkler System. 'Grounds
Priority B ... 1965
17. Incinerator t Complete with Housing
18. Completion of Rehabili taxion of Existing Structures
19. Convert Miller Building to Low Pressure Steam
20. Equipment 'Garage
21. Farm Silo
22. Pasteurization Plant
23. Hay and Straw Storage Shed
24. Remodel Auditorium
Three Staff Houses and Garages
25
26. Greenhouse
0

Priority C ~ 1967
27. Root Cellar Including Plumbing and Refrigeration
Priority D ... 1969
28. Renovation of Burns Building
29
Superintendent's Residence

No estimate
90.000.00

800.000.00
495.000.00
8.200.00
10.000.00
30.000.00
40.000.00

No estimate
10.000.00
20.000.00
10.000.00
1.000.00
2.000.00
5.000.00
50.000.00

No estimate
32.400.00
6.000.00

No estimate
22.000.00
3,000.00

No estimate
80.000.00
'63,600.00
75.000.00

No estimate
40,000.00

&

Priority E - 1971
30. Re-locate Men's Occupational Therapy Room
31.

$ 715.000.00

Chapel
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No estimate
No estimate

FERGUS FALLS STATE HOSPITAL
Ins t i tu t ion Bien n i a 1 Bu i 1din 9 an d
Special Repairs and Improvement Requests
1963-1965 Biennium

Amount

Description of Item

of Re.q uest

Priority A - 1963
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Multiple Story Corridor Including Offices
Connecting East and West Wards
Infirmary Ward
Replacement of Sewer, Stearn, Water Lines. and
Pumping Equipment
Completion of Exterior Building Repair
Completion of Blacktopping Roads, Parkways.
and Sidewalks.
Replacement of Porches.
Replacement of Chief Engineer's and Farm
Manager's Homes

$

75\1000.00
500,000.00

100.000.00
50,000.00

50,000.00
40.000.00

Priority B - 1965
8.
9.

10.
11.

Foundation and Structural Repairs
Replacement of Sewer, Stearn. Water Lines, and
Pumping Equipment.
Remodeling of Farm Buildings and Greenhouse
Remodeling of Laundry

50.000.00
50,000.00
45,000.00

Priority C - 1967
12.
13.

Foundation and Structural Repairs~
Fire Prevention Completion.

$

50,000.00
40,,000.00

$

50,000.00

Priority D - 1969
14.

Foundation and Structural Repairs.

Priority E - 1971
15.

Construction and Equipping of RH and Completion of
pemolishing Administration Building
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$1,000,000.00

HASTINGS SlATE HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Spec i al Repa irs and Improvement Requests
1963-1965 Biennium

Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priri ty A ... 1963

New Construction

I.
2.
3.
4~

5.
6.
7.
8~

9.
10.
1.1G
12
13.
II

14.

Two Patient Wards
Medical~Surgical Building

Pumping Station and New Well and Pressure System
Vehicle Ga:('age~ Chief Engineer's Home
Unde~ground Tunnels
Retaining Walls
Roads and Cur~s
Paved Parking Areas
Sidewalks 0 Concrete
Sitework
Landscaping
Elect ri cal Ut iIi. ties (Dist ribution)
Mechanical Utilities (Distribution)

$1,640 8 °00.00
1.480.000.00
50.000 0 00
1.200.00
286.000,00
20,000600
591}100.00
8 0 000.00
5,250.00
196,000.00
34,000.00
77~600.00

425.500.00

Remodeling
Sewage Disposal Plant

Demolition
ao
b,;
c.
do

e.
fe
g.
h.
i.
j
k

tl

$

5.000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
1,200.00
2.000.00
2.000.00
13.100.00
3.000.00
6. 1+00.00
32.000.00

Laundry
Ice hous-e

Two greenhouses
Fire house
Garage
Da! ryman t shouse
Farmer's house
Farm b'uildings
PI'imary clarifier housing
Tunnels
vi drds 11) 2 ~ 5~' and 6

234.478.00
'295.442.00

Contingency

Engineering costs
Priority B - 1965
New Construction
15. Two P~tient Wards

16tl
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

1.6LtO.OOO.OO
1.200.000.00
518,000.00
52.000.00
144i\OOO.00
11.800.00
26 0 000.00
10.600,,00
1 t 350.00

Receiving Ward
Nurses' Affiliate Dormitory
Two Staff Houses
Underground Tunnels
Retaining Walls
Roads and Curbs
Paved Parking Areas
Sidewalks~ Concrete
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HASTINGS STATE HOSPITAL (Continued)
Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priori ty B ." 1965 Continued
24. Sitework
Landscaping
25
26. Electrical Utilities (Dist ribut ion)
27. Mechanical Utilities ( Dist ribution )
Remodeling
28. Staff Dormitory
0

Demolition
a. Tunnels
b. Ward 9

$

20,000000
10.000.60
42,400.00
114.500.00
25,000.00
6,000.00
8,000.00

Contingency
Engineering Costs

191,482.00
241,268.00

Priority C ." 1967
New Construction
29. Rehabilitation Building
30. Central Stores Building
31. Three Patients' Wards
32. "Maintenance Building
33. Employees' Dormitory
34. Two Staff Houses
35. Underground Tunnels
36. Roads and Curbs
37. Paved Parking Area
38. Sidewalks, Concrete
39. Sitework
40. Landscaping
41. Electrical Utilities (Distribution)
42. Mechanical Utilities (Distribution)
43.

44.

Remodeling
Food Service Bui~ding
Second and Third Floors of Main Building
Demoli tion
a. Wards 7 and 8
b. Clothing Repair Building
Co
Tunnels

1.160,000.00
345,000.00
2,460.000.00
175.000~00

518,000.00
52.000.00
110,,000 .• 00
28,200.00
11,800.00
9.900.00
24.000.00
30.000.00
47,600.00
143,,000.00

180,000.00
125,000.00
16,000.00
6,000.00
52,000.00

Contingency
Engineering Costs

274.675.00
346,090.00

Priority D 1969
New Canst ruct ion
l~5 'I
Two Pat ient Wards
46 0 Staff Apartments
47. Two Staff Houses
48. Underground Tunnels
49
Roads and Curbs
50. Paved Parking Areas
510 Sidewalks, Concrete

1.680,000.00
330.000.00
52.000.00
108,,000.00
2,300.00
3,000.00
1,800.00

0
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HASTINGS STATE HOSPITAL (Continued)
Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priority D - 1969 Continued
52 G
53.

54.
55.

56.
57.

5itework
Landscaping
Electrical Utilities (Distribution)
Mechanical Utilities (Distribution)
Remodeling
Ground and First Floors of Main Building,
Baste-and' West Wings'of Main Building
Relocate Houses 2. 3. and 4

$

7 9 500.00
5.750.00
44.300.00
69.000.00

600.000.00
10.500.00

Demolition
a.
b.

Wards 3 and 4

16,000.00
30,000.00

Tunnels

Contingency
Engineering Costs

148,000.00
186.489.00

Priority E - 1971
New Construction
'58. Two Patient Wards
59. Underground Tunnels
60. Roads and Curbs
61. Paved Parking Area
62. Sidewalks, Concrete
63. 5i tework
64.
65.
66.

1.680,000.00
30,000.00
1,000.00
2,700,00
2,850.00
3,500.00
4.50~.00

Landscaping

Electrical Utilities (Distribution)
Mechanical Utilities (Distribution)

Cont ingency
Engineering Costs

24,200.00
57.500.00
90,312,00
113.794,00
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MOOSE LAKE STATE HOSPITAL
Institution

Biennial

Sp ec i a 1 Repa irs and

Building and

Imp rovemen

t

Re que s ts

1963-1965 Biennium

Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priority A - 1963
1.
2.
3.

Repairs to Breeching
New Pasture Well
Well at Penal Camp Barn or Loafing Shed

Farm Road to Replace Present Penal Camp Road After
Conversion to State Highway
5. Well Repai rs #1
6. Gas Bake Ovens
6a. Connecting Tunnels
7. Staff Residence
8. Administratorts Residence and Utility Lines
8a. Compartments for Toilet Rooms
9. Holding Tank and Sludge Beds for Sewage
Disposal Unit
10. Milking Parlor Building
11. Garage Space for State-Owned Vehicles
12. Extension of Water Main
13. Reroofing
13a. Proposed Remodeling of Bathrooms in Cottages 1. 2. 3 and 4

$

1,000.00
650.00 or
1,500.00

20,000.00
42,000.00
4.500.00
25,000.00
15,000.00

Priority B - 1965
14.
15.
16.
17.
, 18.

Two Hay Sheds, Pole-type Buildings
Machine Shed
Ventilating System in Dairy Barn
Replacement of Window Sash in Dairy Barn
with Giass Blocks
Reroofing

Priority C - 1967
19.
20.
21.

Reroofing
Caulking and Tuckpointing
Replacement' of Deteriorated Wood Sash and
Window Frames in Original Buildings

15,000.00
10,000.00

Priority D - 1969
22.

Brick Refractory and Labor on Four Boilers

30,000.00

Priority E - 1971
23.

15,000.00

Reroofing
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ROCHESTER STATE HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Speci al Repai rs and Improvement Requests
1963-1965 Biennium
Amo~nt

Description of Item
Priority A ~ 1963
10
Change Internal Hospital Telephone System from
Manual to Dial System
2. New Nurses Home
30 Air Conditioning for Clinical 2 and 3 Wards plus
Dent al Department in Administrat ion-Clinical Building
4
Shop BUilding
5. Patients Center Building and Demolition of
Old Buildi.ngs
6. Structural Changes in Continued Treatment Building #1.
Continued. Treatment Building #2; and Dairy Bam
7
Additional Oil Heater and Oil Pump in Power Plant
8. Inspect and Clean Elevated Water Storage Tank
9. Change Refrigeration Unit in Meat Holding Room in
Service Building
10. New Electric Line to Administration-Clinical Building
11. Installation of Dual De-Super Heater Station in
Power Plant Basement
12". Revamping Oil Burners in Power Plant
13. Central Control at Power Plant
14. Turbine.. . Generator Unit and Auxiliaries in Power Plant
15. Recirculating Air Ducts for Boilers in Power Plant
16" Cement Lin ing of Hot WC!-ter Tanks
17~
Flow Meters in E>maust Lines from Non-Condensing
Turbines #1 and" #2 in Power Plant
18& Ceiling in Assembly Room in Continued Treatment #2
0

0

Basement

19"
20 e
21.
Also~

Exhaust Over Griddle in Employees Cafeteria
Refrigerated Drinking Fountains
Inter-Communication Systems

of Request
$

775.00 (1)
800,000.00
182.000.00
332,440.00
510,066.00
7,500.00 (2)
4,000.00 (2)
7,700.00 (2)
2,050.00 (2)
6.000.00 (2)
5,300.00
4,000.00
35,000.00
156,195.00
500.00
3,000.00

2,150.00 (2)
3,375.00
725.00 (1)
9.750.00
2.400.00

1961 Legislative Approved Items but Subject to

1962 Referendum:

22.
23.

24.
25e

Demolition of portions of Main Buildings
Pole Type Building 9 Size 30 ft. x 45 ft o
(Heifer House on Farm)
Wet Storage of Water Softening Salt in Power Pl~nt
Heat Recovery Unit to be Located on Ground Floor in
Mechanical Equipment Room in Service Building

(1) To be financed from Current Expense appropriation:
(2) Could be lumped together into one total figure unde"r
~eneral Repairs and Improvementst
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(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

75,000.00
1,300.00
2,000.00
2,000.00

ROCHESTER STATE HOSPITAL (Continued)

Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priority B - 1965
26.
27.
28.

Garage and Repair Shop Building
Occupational Therapy and Library Building
New Continued Treatment Building #4

$

125.850.00
204,107.00
1,627.757.00

Priority C - 1967
29.

New Chapel (see Ypsilanti, Michigan Chapel plan)
cost, equipped

Priori ty D - 1969
None
Priority E - 1971
None
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207,000.00

ST. PETER STATE HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Spec I a1 Repai rs and Improvement Requests
1963~1965 Biennium
Amount
Description of Item
Pri'ori ty A ... 1963
.
1. FarrnBuilding
'2. Repair of Two Freight Elevators. North
al'ld South Flats
3. Architects' and 'Engineers' Fee for the
4.

s.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
11.

18.
19.

Plan of the Power Plant
Architects· and Engineers' Fee. Preliminary Plans
and -Specifications' for Addition
Service Building
Two Stall Garage
Fire'Escapes, Psychopathic Buildi~g
Fire Escape A Cottage X

to

Greenhouse
Detached Ward South Eelvator
DoorS at Service Building

Sidewalks
Replacing Locks at Psycho 3rd FIO¢I'
Replacing Locks at Present Nurses' Home
Tuckpointing at Service Building
Replacing Floors at Women's Occup~tional
Therapy I» Second Floor
Replacing Floor in Employees' Din+ng Room
Repai ring Boiler Walls and Baffle$
Blacktopping of Parking Areas

Replacing Fuse Cabinets

20. Installing Outlets in Nurses' Homes
21.· Rep-laeing-w-kh-Nat-ura1--Gas -the .Present S1:eam'
Line to Milk House
22. Installing Outlets
23. Replacement of Four Inch Sewer Line
in Old Main Kitchen
2'.. Replacing ,Floors t Dining Rc;>oms. Nc>rth Flats
25. Completion or Six In'ch Water Main Loop
26. Psychopathic Building
.
27. Co-,ttage X
28. Liberty Hall
29. Security Hospital
30. Carpenter Shop
31.

32.

-North Flat's
Repairs to Walk-inRefrigerators

33~

Detached Ward South

of Request
$

25,000.00

2S,500.00
800.00
8.200.00
12.000.00
3S,000.00
20,000.00
3,000.00
600.00
760.00
800.00
2.S00.00
2.4S0,OO
3.100,00
10.000.00
5.068.00
2,140,00
2.500.00
2.566.46
8.840.00
2,000.00
3.100.00
24,000.00
9.000.00
6.000.00
5.000.00
40,000.00
2.800.00
lS,OOO.O·O
. 4,000.00
20,000.00

Requests fo~ Balance of Ten Year Building Program
The proposal for the next ten years' building program at the St. Peter
State Hospital is based on the program of the Master Site Plan. Assuming
that this program is followed essentially as it was originally developed •.
maintenance and repairs of buildings have been held to .a minimum consistent
with the necessary operation of the hospital.
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WILLMAR STATE HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Special Repairs and Improvement Requests
1963-1965 Biennium

Description of Item

Amount
of Request

Priority A - 1963
1.
2G

3.
40
5.
6.
7"

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Mechanics' Garage"
Replacement of Roadway from Powerhouse to Service
Buildinga
Rehabili tation of Cottages 4 through 16,
Auditorium" and Administration Buildings
Installation of Ground Lighting System
Surface Aprons and Parking Areas.
Two Corn Cribs.
Addition to Hog House and Concrete Feeding Slab.
Replace Storm Sewer in Power Plant Area.
Rehabilitate Deep Well Number 4.
Replace Steam Line from Powerhouse to Nurses Horne.
Remodel Old Powerhouse for Use as Indoor
Recreation Center.
Demolish Garages West of Powerhouse.
Paint and Clean Water Tower.
Replace Old 6 Inch Water Main in Tunnel.

$

40,000.00

100.000.00
18.000.00
9.000.00
1.200.00
5.000.00
1.000.00
5.000.00
1.500.00
No
No
No
No

estimate
cost
est imate
est imate

Priority B - 1965
15.

Rehabilitation of Cottages 4 through 16, Administration
Building and Auditorium.
16. Construct New 30-bed Addition to Intensive
-Treatment Unit.
17. Tile Farm Area.
18. Replace and Rebuild Sidewalks.

No estimate
10 8 000.00
3.000.00

Priority C - 1967
19.
20.

21.
22.

Construct New 50-bed Psychiatric Intensive Treatment
Unit for Inebriates.
New Chapel
Pave Barnyard
Provide Forty Foot Addition to Storeroom of Unit C
in Service Building.
0

No estimate
150.000.00
2.500.00

Priority D - 1969
23.

24.

Rehabil! tation Therapies and Industrial Arts Building
Student Nurses' Residence.

Priority E
25.
26 ~

~

No estimate
No estimate

1971
No estimate
No estimate

Day and Night Care Center
Half-way House
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BRAINERD STATE SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Speci al Repai rs and Imprdvement Requests
1963-1965 Bienn ium

Description of Item

Amount
of Request

Priority A - 1963
For Constructing and Equipping School Department
and Rehabilitation Therapies Building (Building #4)
2. For Constructing and Equipping Four 108-bed
Pat ient Buildings (#15, _#17 t #10. #11)
For Extension of Tunnels to New Buildings
For Grading of Site, Seeding and/or Sodding
For Roads and Parking Areas. Sidewalks,
Curbs. and Gutters
For Fences and Gates
6.
7. For Extension of Landscaping
8. For Extension of Sanitary Sewer System. Water
Distribution System, and Storm Water Drainage System
9. For Extension of Street Lighting
10. For Addition of Third Boiler, Service Building (#2)
II. For Completion of Laundry Facilities, Building #2
12. For Completion of Dietary Facilities, Building #2
13 •. For Expansion of Water Softening Facility.
-Building #2
14. Additional Emergency Generator, Building #2
1.

$1,445,000.00
3,000.000.00
247,500.00
20,000.00
30,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
77,000.00
10,000.00
115,000.00
70,000.00
7,000.00
20,000.00
40,000.00

Priority B - 1965
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
216
22.

For Constructing and Equipping Three 108-bed
Patient Buildings (#13, #14, #16)
For Extension of Tunnels to New Buildings
For Grading of Site, Seeding, and/or Sodding
For Roads and Parking Areas. Sidewalks, Curbs
and Gutters
For Fences and Gates
.
For Extension of Landscaping
For Extension of Sanitary Sewer System. Water Distribution System, and Storm Water Drainage System
For Extension of Street Lighting

Priority C - 1967
None
Priority D - 1969
None
Priority E - 1971
None
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1,950,000.00
185,625.00
15,000.00
22,500.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
58,000.00
10,000.00

CAMBRIDGE STATE SCHOOL & HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial I~uilding and
Special Repai rs and Improvement Requests
1963-1965 Biennium

Description of Item

Amount
of Request

Priority A - 1963
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Supplemental Funds to Fini.sh Laundry, Carpenter
and Paint Shop Building
Architectural Services for Preliminary Plans for
Buildings to be Constructed in the Year 1965
Construct Warehouse
Construct Garage for State Vehicles, with
Shop Facilities
Repairs and Rehabilitation of Cottages and
Other Buildings
Addition to Employees' Dining Room Plus
Equipment and Enlargement of the Kitchen

85,000.00
375,000.00
70,000.00

Priority B - 1965
7.

8.
9.

Canst ruct Pat ient Buil dings
Construct Rehabilitation Center
Research Building

4,200,000.00
1.ltOO ,000.00

500,000.00

Priority C - 1967
10.

Nurses' Dormitory Together with Repair and
Rehabilitation Work of our Older Buildings

No estimate

Priority D - 1969
11.

All Faiths' Chapel Together with Repairs and
Rehabilitation Work of Older Buildings

No estimate

Priority E - 1971
12.

Repair and Rehabilitation Work on. Older Buildings at
both Cambridge and Lake Owasso
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No estimate

FARIBAULT STATE SCHOOL' AND HOSPITAL
Ins tit LI t ion Bi e·n n i a 1 .Bu i 1din g and
Special Repai rs and Improvements Request
1963-1965 Biennium

Amount
of Request

Description of Item

Priority A - 1963
1.

One 1600 KW Generator

2.
3.

Repair Elevator 9 Hospital Building
Replace Roof~ Ivy Cottage
Replace Roof. Boiler Room
Additional Facilities D Ivy Cottage Cafeteria
Loading Docks, Garbage Rooms - nine Cottages
Sprinkler System D Tailor Shop
Grading and Blacktopping Service Roads
Repla.cement, Herdsman 9 s Cottage and Garage
New Central Kitchen
Replacement Dormitory, Male Patients
Replacement Dormi tory ~ Female Patients
Garage for Storing Cars and Trucks
Two 500 Ton Silos
1'No Pole Type Hay and Straw Storage Sheds
Three Concrete Feeding Slabs
New Wing~ Existing Hospital
Chapel
Razing Grandview Cottage
Automatic Heating Controls
Architectural and Engineering Service

L~.
50

6.

7.
8.
9.
10
0

110
12.
13.
14.
15
16
17 0
18
0
0

0

19.
20.
21 0

250,000.00
6,000.00
1°0000.00
7,500.00
10,OOOuOO
271'000.00
4,000.00
26,000 0 00
20,000.00
1,250,000.00
1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
25,0001)00
g eOOO.00
6.600.00
1,500.00
528,000.00
95,000.00
3,000.00
35,000.00
10,000.00

$

Priority B - 1965
22.
23
0

2Lj'Q

25.

Replacement~

Chippewa Cottage
Toilet and Water Facilities9 Patients' Playground
Ventilating Sand' Rock Cell~H'\
Automatic Heating Controls

Priority C
266
27 0

~

1,700,000.00
(undetermined)
25,000.00
35,000.00

1967

1 9 700,000.00
35.000'.00

Replacement, I vy Cottage
Automatic Heating Controls

Priority D - 1969
28

0

800,000.00

Replacement, Hillcrest Cottage

Priority E - 1971
290

,Replacement~

800,000.00

Poppy Cottage
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LAKE OWASSO CHILDREN'S HOME
Ins t i .t uti 0 n B i e n ni alB u i 1 din 9 an d
Speci al Repai rs and Improvements Request
1963-1965 Biennium

Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priority A - 1963
1.

Repair of Electrical Service

2.

New Sidewall<

$

500.00

Priority B - 1965
None
Priority C - 1967

None
Priority D - 1969

None
Priority E - 1971
None
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OWATONNA STATE SCHOOL
Institution
Special

Reoai rs

Biennial
and

Building and

Improvement Requests

1963-1965 Biennium

Amount
of 'Request

Description of Item
Priority A - 1963

I.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
110

12.
13.

New Cottage Building
New Service Building
New Addition to School Building
New Carpenter Shop and Storage Building
New Paint Shop
Street and Sidewalk Repair and Construction
Street Lighting
Landscaping and Watershed
Relocate Buildings
New Garage

Major Repai~s to Cottages and Other Buildings
Demolition of Old Buildings
Repairs to Smoke Stack

$

350,000.00
1,100,000.00
300,000.00
68,000.00
40,000.00
33,500.00
25,000.00
13.650000
6,500.00
21,000.00
40.000.00
20~000.00

2,000.00

Priority B - 1965
14.

Reroof Administration

20,000.00

Priority C - 1967
IS.

Clean and Paint Water Tower

5,000.00

Priority D - 1969
16.

Reroof Cottage #12

15,000.00

Priority E - 1971
17.

New Cottage Building

370,000.00
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SHAKOPEE HOME FOR CHILDREN
Instllutlon ~iennlal Building and
Special Repedrs and Improvements Request
1963 ... 1965 Biennium

Description of Item
Priority A ~ 1963
Remodel and Moder-nize kit chen and pantry. including new sinks. counter tops.

cupboards.
Installation of dish washera

New linoleum on floor. - .Shaw Cottage

Pri.ori ty B ... 1965
None

Priority C - 1967
None

Priority D ... 1969

None
Priority E - 1971
None
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AH-GWAH-CHING
Institution
Sp~cial

Repairs

NURSf~G

Biennial
and

1963-1965

HOME

Build,ing

and

Improvement Requests
Biennium

Amount
of Req·uest

Description of Item
Priority A - 1963
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Elevator and Food Service (Hall Pavilion)
Rewiring to Comply with Fire Marshal's
Recommendations
Renovate and Remodel Plumbing
Install New Sewers
Main Water Service
Blacktop Roads
Garage and Shelter
Construct Double Garage (Residence No. 31)

$

25,000.00
30,000.00
12,700.00
3,250.00
750.00
7,500.00
3,500.00
2,000.00

Priority B - 1965
9.

10.

6,000.00
3,000.00

Road Surfacing
Re-roof Nurses' Home No. 14

PriorityC - 1967
11.

12.
13.

10,000.00
4,000.00
2,000.00

Ash Storage Bin
Road Surfacing
Replace Sidewalks

Priority D - 1969
None
Priority E - 1971
None
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BRAILLE

AN~

SIGHT SAVING SCHOOL

Institution Biennial Building and
Special Repairs and Improvements Request
a963·- J 965 8j:61"" 11m

Amount

Description of Item

of Request

Priority A - 1963
1&
2

Fireproof Garage
Fire Escape, Dow Hall

3.

Automatie Sp:rinkler Systems .

4.
5.

Fire Alarm Systems
Drain. Area of Campus

0

60

Campus and Road Light ing

7~

Waterproof Tunnel

8.

Crawl Tunnel

9.

Hrick vJindows 6 Laundry

Priority B

~

10.

New Girls' Dormitory

New Superintendent's Cottage
Remodel Classrooms. Dow Hall

7.000.00
1.500.00

300 0 000.00
30.000.00
75.000.00

Priori ty C '"" 1967

None
Priority D-- ·1-969

None
Priority E

~

9.600.00
6,000.00
20.000.00
3.000.00
3.000.00.
8.000.00

1965

11.
12 e

$

1971

None
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GILLETTE SiATE HOSPITAL
Institution Biennial Building and
Special Repairs and Improvements Request
1963-1965 Biennium

Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priority A ... 1963
la

2~

3

0

L~

0

5.
66

70

Rewiring and New ,Light Fixtures
Enlal"'gement of the Outpatient Department and
. Remodeling the Present Department
New Administ rati.on Wing
Hospital Repairs and Improvements

Improving Grounds
New Elevator
Cerebral Palsy Evaluation Wing

Priori ty B

..»

1965

None
Priority C . ,; 1967
None

Priority D ... 1969
None

Priority E ... 1971
None
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$

50.000.00
300.000.00
290,000.00
31.800.00
50.000.00
20.000.00
500,000.00

GLEN LAKE STATE SANATORIUM
an d

OAK TERRACE HURSING HOME
Iii S tit uti on B i en n I alB u i 1d i 1) 9 an d
Spec i ed Raped ra and Improvements Request
1963~1965

Biennium

Amount

Description of Item

of Request

Priority A ~ 1963

Cant inuation of Remodeling Program
The State Al'ctd.tect estimated a total of $l i 500 ,,000 is needed to com-.
pletely reh~)ilitate all the buildings, $400 9000 of this was appropriated
by the 1961 Legislature.
Although specific details and esti.mates are not available at this time.
some of the major item;:) may be anticipat.ed as follows:

1.
20

Modernization of Sewage Systemo
Replacement or Repair of Roofingo

30

Repalr or Replacement of Plumbingll
Exterior. Tuckpointing and Waterp!'oofing~
Fire Alarm Systems and Fire and Safety Equipment.
Mode:!'nization of Kitchen and Laundry to Increase Capacity (\
Interior Remod.~ling of Buildings for Patient Use (which have not been
used -for this purpos-e previously h
Major and minor items not completed because of lack of funds during the·

I..

4

5.
~) d

7.
8.

present bi.ennium.

en
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SCHOQl FOR THE DEAF
Ins t i t uti 0 n B i en n i alB u I 1din 9 an d
Special Repairs and Improvements Request
1963~1965

Biennium

Amount
of Request

Description of Item
Priority A - 1963
lo
2~

3u

Boys 1 . Dormitory tl Including Equipment
Classroom Addition a Pollard Hall g Including Equipment
Remodeling of Service Building. Including Equipment

$

708.000.00
270,000.00
24,800.00

Priority B - 1965
Infirmary~

4.

35-Bed

50

Acoust ie Treatment II Classrooms

6.
76

8
9.
0

Including Equipment

Base Heating Units~ NQyes Hall E.W.
Storm Se"'1el:' Lines
Remodeling Ground Floor fl Noy~sHall9 Including Equipment
Road Surfacing~ Curbs and Gutters

New

260 9 000.00

(To be determined)
(To be "determined)
(To be determined)
12.750.00
12~000.00

Priority C - 1967
10
11.
ft

Repair Exterior Stairways il Tate Hall and Noyes Hall
Replace Floors~ Former Laundry

(To be determined)
(To be determined)

Priority D - 1969
120

Swimming Pool and Bowling Alley Annex to Gymnasium
including equipment

Priority E - 1971
None
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(To be determined)

Ten-Year Budget Program
July I, 1963 - June 30, 1973

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

16,057,000
554,000
351,525
69,984
1,458,000
583,200
41,990

1.514,685 1,635,860
188,956
204,072
188,956
204,072
1,802,190 1,946.365
314,928
340,122
13,605
12,597
39,366
42,515
1,325,847 1,431,915
500,000
500,000
8,825,250 10,307,250
16,057,000 17,108,500
554,000
646,250
351,525
392,250
75,583
81.629
1,469,664 1,587,237
680,244
629,856
48,977
45,349

1,766,729
220,397
220,397
2,102,074
367,332
14,693
45,916
1,546,468
500,000
10,307,250
17,108,500
646,250
392,250
88,159
1,714,216
734,664
52,895

1,908,067
238,029
238,029
2,270,240
396,718
15.868
49,589
1,670,185
500,000
11.983,000
18,667,500
712,250
438,250
95,212
1,851,353
793,436
57,127

2,060,712
257,071
257,071
2,451,859
428,455
17,137
53,556
1,803,800
500,000
11,983,000
18,667,500
712,250
438,250
102,829
1,999,461
856,910
64,522

2,225,569 2,403,614
277,637
300,000
300,000
277,637
2,648,008 2,859,850
462,731
500,000
18,508
20,000
57,840
62,500
1,948,104 2,105,000
500,000
500,000
13,913,750 13,913,750
21,769,500 21,769,500
813,750
813,750
484,750
484,750
120,000
111,055
2,159,418 2,332,171
925,462 1,000,000
75,000
69,684

30,229,366

33,429,400

33,895,752 37.170,863

37,828,190

41,884,853

42,654,383

48,663,403 49,559,885

3,021,913
2,237,824
2,565,497
3,626,269
3,452,362
5,075,556
2,604,754
22,584,175

3,263,666
2,416,849
2,770,737
3,916,371
3,728,551
5,481,600
2,813,134
24,390,908

3,524,759
2,610,197
2,992,396
4,229,681
4,026,835
5,920,128
3,038,185
26,342,181

3,806,739 4,111,278
2,819,012 3,044,533
3,231,788 3,490,331
4,568,055 4,933,499
4,348,982 4,696,900
6,393,738 6,905,237
3,281,240 3,543,739
28,449,554 30,725,517

4,440,180
3,288,096
3,769,557
5,328,179
5,072,652
7,457,656
3,827,238
33,183,558

4,795,394
3,551,144
4,071 ,122
5,754,433
5,478,464
8,054,268
4,133,417
35,838,242

5,179,025
3,835,235
4,396,812
6,214,788
5,916,741
8,698,609
4,464,090
38,705,300

5,593,347 6,040,814
4,142,054 4,473,418
4,748,557 5,128,442
6,711,971 7,248,929
6,390,080 6,901,286
9,394,498 10,146,058
4,821,217 5,206,914
41,801,724 45,145,861

5,213,759
4,054,880
1,047,046
69,977
2,500,000
12,885,662

5,630,859
4,379,270
1,130,810
75,575
3,500,000
14,716,514

6,081,328
4,729,612
1,221,275
81,621
5,000,000
17,113,836

6,567,834 7,093,261
5,107,981 5,516,619
1,318,977 1,424,495
88,151
95,203
5,400,000 5,832,000
18,482.943 19,961,578

7,660,722
5,957,948
1,538,455
102,819
6,298,560
21,558,504

8,273,580
6,434,584
1,661,531
111,044
6,802,445
23,283,184

8,935,466
6,949,351
1,794,453
119,928
7,346,641
25,145,839

9,650,303 10,422,327
7,505,299 8,105,723
1,938,009 2.093,050
129,522
139,886
7,934,372 8,569,122
27,157,505 29,330,108

5) Special Schools
Braille & Sight Save Sch.
School for the Deaf
Sub-Total

386,413
756,252
1,142,665

401,870
786,502
1,188,372

417,945
817,962
1,235,907

434,663
850,680
1,285,343

452,049
884,707
1,336,756

470,131
920,095
1,390,226

488,936
956,899
1,445,835

508,493
995,175
1,503,668

528 ,833
1,034,982
1,563,815

549,986
1,076,381
1,626,367

5) Special Hospitals
Gillette State Hospital
Ah-Gwah Ching Nurs. Home
Sub-Total

1,644,821
1,319,325
2,964,146

1,710,614
1,372,098
3,082,712

1,779,039
1,426,982
3,206,021

1,850,201
1,484,061
3,334,262

1,924,209
1,543,423
3,467,632

2,001,177
1,605,160
3,606,337

2,081,224
1,669,366
3,750,590

2,164,473
1,736,141
3,900,614

2,251,052
1,805,587
4,056,639

2,341,094
1,877,810
4,218,904

1963-64

1964-65

1965-66

Administration
Research
Training-Mental Health
Local Community Clinics
Contingent Fund-Institutions
Contingent Fd.-Hosp. Care
Aging
Children Under Guardianship
County Sanatoria T. B.
Aid to Dependent Children
Old Age Assistance
Aid to Blind
Aid to Disabled
Voc. Rehab. of Blind
Equalize Welfare Costs
Public Relief
Pilot Study - Ment. Retarded

1,202,402
150,000
150,000
1,153,000
250,000
10,000
31,250
1,052,500
500,000
7,550,250
14,746,500
491,000
329,000
60,000
1,250,000
500,000
36.000

1,298,598
162,000
162,000
1,545,088
270,000
10,800
33,750
1,136,700
500,000
7,550,250
14,746,500
491,000
329.000
64,800
1,350,000
540,000
38,880

1,402,486
174,960
174,960
1,668,695
291,600
11,664
36,450
1,227,636
500,000

Sub-Totals

29,461,902

Mental Hospitals
Anoka State Hospital
Hastings State Hospital
Willmar State Hospital
Fergus Falls State Hasp.
Rochester State Hospital
St. Peter State Hospital
Moose Lake State Hospital
Sub-Total
Mentally Deficient Hospitals
Faribault St. Sch. and Hasp.
Cambridge St. Sch. and Hasp.
Owatonna State School
Shakopee-Home for Children
4) Brainerd St. Sch. and Hasp.
Sub-Total

1)
2)
3)
2)
2)

~,825,250

1966-67

1971-72

1972-73

I

.......
00

.......

Ten-Year Budget
Ju I y I,

6) Other
··Glen Lake State Sanatorium
Children's Treatment. Cent.er
Sub-Total
GRAND TOTAL

~rogram

1963 - June

(Continued)
1973

ao.

1963-64

1964-65

1965-66

1966-:67

1.967-68

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

2.000.000
715.000
2.715 ..00-0

2 .8BO .000
772,200
3.652 ..200

2.995.200
833,976
3 .. 829 .. 176

3 ..11.5.008
900.6-94
4 ..015 .. 702

3,239.~O8

3.369.192
1.050•.569
4.419,761.

3.503,960
1.1~4 .61.5

3.644,11.8
1.225,384
4 .. 869.502

3.789.8831..307.415
5.097,298

3,941.478
1.412.008
5.353.486

71.753,550

77 11 260,072-

85 ..1.56,521

101.986.576 110.841.279 116.779.306

~28 ...340.3a4

1~S .. 234.611

972,7494 .. 212 .. 357

89.463,556 96 .. 874.703

4.638 ..575

1972-73'

FOOTNOTES:
1)
2)

3)
4)
I

.....
CD

f\)

5)
6)

No increase in this program expected.
These estimates reflect primarily exparience in trend in these programs with adjustment.s made for .the surge in .population growth-no allowance for
changes in price -of food. clothing. or items covered by st.andard allOwance. They do reflect. change in medical cost.s.. Trends are projected linear
or straight-line assuming a stable economy. Federal funds based on present law .. but. it. might be reaSonable t.o forecast changes since t.hey occur
routinely under normal national condit.ions.
Special equipment computed at 50% of total biennium 1961-63 and increased - all other operating accounts were started wit.h the Department's request
to the Legislature 1961-63 and increased at rate of 8% per year.
Brainerd computed to correspond above Cambridge costs - population increased to 2000 by 1965-66.
Staff not t.o be increased - provision made for onl.y 4\
Population increased to 600 by 1964-65 and computed at. $4 ..800 per capita costs and increased at. rate of 4% per year tilereafter. {because of no
subst.an-p,al staff in~ases} This applies to Glen. Lake S~orium only.

Institutions
10- Yea r Bu i 1din g Pro gram

Mental Hospitals

1963-65

1965-67

1967-69

1969-71

1971-73

Anoka State Hospital
Fergus F.al1s State Hospital
Hastings State Hospital
Moose Lake State Hospital
Rochester State Hospital
St. Peter State Hospital
Willmar State Hospital

2,686,200
858,000
4,898.470
207.650
2,153,726
357,634
247.700

1,162,000
205,000
4,262,400
27,000
1.957,714
4,500,000
384.000

75,000
90,000
6.114.265
35.000
207.000
4.500,000
808.500

140,000
50,000
3.294,639
30,000
-04,500,000
1.150.000

205,000
1,000,000
2,010.356
15,000
-04.500.000
310,000

11.409.3~0

12.498.114

11.829.765

9,164.639

8,040.356

5,096,500
1.192,932
4.323,600
2,500
2,019.650
7,000

2,256,125
6,100,000
1.762,000
-020.000
-0-

-0650,000
1,735.000
-05,000
-0-

-0200,000
800,000
-015.000
-0-

-0150,000
800.000
-0370.000
-0-

12.642,182

10,138.125

2,390,000

1.015.000

1.320,000

Braille & Sight Saving School
School for the Deaf

61,100
1,002,800

405,000
371,750

Total Special Schools

1,063,900

*

Total Mental Hospitals
Mentally Deficient

......

ro

w

Brainerd State School & Hospital
Cambridge State School & Hospital
Faribault State School & Hospital
Lake Owasso
Owatonna State School
Shakopee Horne for Children
Total Mentally Deficient

-

Special Schools
-0-

-0-

48,000

275.000

-0-0-

776,750

48,000

275,000

-0-

1,241,800
84,700
1,100,000
2,426,500

-09,000
-09.000

-016,000
-016,000

27,541,962

23,421,989

14,283,765

Special Hospitals & Nursing Homes
Gillette State Hospital
Ah-gwah-ching Nursing Horne
Glen Lake State Sanatorium
Total Special Hasp. & Nursing Homes
Grand Total

*

-0-0-0-010,454,639

-0-

-0-0-

--=0::
9,360,356

Based on the Walter Butler 10 Year Program in which they state that approxlmately 18,000,000.00 will be needed to rebuild
St. Peter Hospital.

DENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

MENTAL HEALTH MEDICAL POLICY COMMITTEE

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (14) "The commissioner shall ••.
establish county, regional, or state-wide schedules
of maximum fees and charges which maybe paid by
county welfare boards for medical, dental, surgical,
hospital, nursing, and nursing home care and medicine and medical supplies under the categoric.al aid
programs. "

MS 246.017 Subd. 2 -The commissioner shall
create. a medical policy directional committee on
mental health.••.The committee shall advise the
commissioner ••• on all phases of professional
standards including patient care, training of personnel, establishment of treatment programs, obtaining
adequate staff, establishment of medical and statistical records ••. approval and guidance of research
projects and distribution of research funds."

OFFICE OF THE

COMMISSIONER

I-------------------t
1 - Commissioner
1 - Assistant Commissioner
1 - Clerical

COUNCIL ON AGING

PLANNING

Serve as executive secretary to Governor's Citizens Council
on Aging.
Encourage private and public agencies to provide services
for aging.
Promote volunteer services and stimulate public interest in
the problem of aging.

Plan and develop new welfare concepts and systematic working methods aimed at the prevention and control of the social
problems for which the Department is responsible.

MS 256.01 Subd. 7 "The commissioner ••• may appoint •••
a special assistant on aging ••• "

1 - Consultant
2 - Field Representatives

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) "The commissioner of public welfare
shall ••• establish and maintain such administrative units as
may reasonably be necessary for the performance of administrative functions common to all divisions of department. It
1 - Planning Coordinator
1 - Research Analyst

2 - Clerical

1 - Social Worker
1 - Clerical

LEGAL SERVICES

PUBLICATIONS EDITOR

Serve as legal advisor to the Commissioner.

Edit Minnesota Welfare, Weekly Bulletin, and other department publications.
I

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) "The commissioner of public welfare
shall •.. establish and maintain such administrative units
as may reasonably be necessary for the performance of
administrative functions common to all divisions of the
department. "

MS 8.024 -The attorney general shall appoint an assistant
attorney general ••• to the department of public welfare."
1 - Assistant Attorney General

1 - Clerical

1 - Informational Representative

PERSONNEL

I

I
DIVISION OF
ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES

I
DIVISION OF
CHILD WELFARE

DIVISION OF
FIELD SERVICES

I
DIVIS'ION OF
MEDICAL
SERVICES

(See page 2)

I

I
DIVISION OF
PUBL,IC
ASSISTANCE

DIVISION OF
REHABILI"t ATIVE
SERVICES

PERSONNEL

Direct program for recruitment, selection, retention and training of
county welfare departments, central office and institution employees;
Supervise departmental work simplification program.

MS 256.01 -The commissioner of public welfare shall..establish and
maintain such administrative units as may reasonably be necessary for
the performance of administrative functions common to all divisions of
the department."

1
1

2Y2

- Personnel Director
- Personnel Officer
- Clerical

I

I
TRAINING

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES

Develop and coordinate a state-wide plan of staff
development and in-service training for professional
and non-professional employees of county welfare
departments, state institutions and the central office.

Conduct procedural and organizational studies and
special administrative studies.
Operate forms control and forms design program.

COUNTY WELFARE MERIT SYSTEM

Administer the merit system program of employment
for the county welfare departments which includes
the classification of positions; recruitment, examination and certification of candidates for employment;
administration and review of the compensation plan;
development and administration of personnel policies.
The Merit System Council, appointed by the Governor,
hears personnel appeals, establishes board examination policies, and reviews and makes recommendations on proposed changes in the rules and regulations.

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) liThe commissioner of public
welfare shall ... establish and maintain such administrative units as may reasonably be necessary for the
performance of administrative functions common to
all divisions of the department."

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) -The commissioner of public
welfare shall.... establish and maintain such administrative units as may reasonably be necessary for the
performance of administrative functions common to all
divisions of the department."

MS 393.07 Subd. 5 -The commissioner of public
welfare shall have authority ... relating to the establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on
a merit basis as concerns all employees of county
welfare boards... •

MS 246.014 (7) "The commissioner... shall establish
training programs for the training of personnel. ..
lating to employees of hospitals for the mentally

Ge-

ilO

1 - Training Coordinator
1 - Welfare Executive
Y2 - Clerical

2 - Administrative Analysts

1 - Supervisor
1 - Personnel Technician
2 - Clerical

DIVISION OF ADMINISTRAriVE SERVICES

..--

I

I

------_-I..DI-Rl~--4
..
. ,-.. ._ ------__------.. .
I

I

RESEARCH AND STATISTiCS

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

MANAGEMENT

BUDGETS AND REPORTS

Provide fiscal management
and activities of budgeting,
auditing, and central accounting for the Dep artment of
Public Welfare, including the
institutions under the Department's supervision.

Provide management consulting service to state institutions on farm management and
building maintenance.

Review institutional budgets
before submission to the Department of Administration.

Gather and interpret statistical data.

Op erate central office mail
room reception desk, stenographic pool, and other office
management services.

Preparation of central office
and federal budgets.
Preparation of financial reports of state accounts and
federal obligations.

Coordinate the general administrative functions, other than
the technical operations of
the child welfare program, aid
programs, and mental health
program.

I

ACCOUNTING

Prepare statistics on populations, social characteristics,
and finances in order to aid
in admini stering mental health,
child welfare, crippled children, and public assistance
programs.

Prepare welfare employees'
payroll.

Prepare reports to aid in
supervising county welfare
departments and state institutions; to the federal Department lof Health, Education,
and Welfare and to the state
legislature.

Prepare abstracts for payment
to private vendors and government ag:ncies~

Maintain agency wide cost
accounting system.

B ill for patient care in state
institutions.

Audit county abstracts and
minutes to determine state
and federal obligation.

I

COLLECTIONS AND AUDITS
Investigate financial status
of patients and responsible
relatives for billing for cost
of care-in mental hospitals
and mentally deficientepileptic institutions.
Determine amount to be billed.
Collect payments for cost of
care.
Audit county welfare departments, county nursing homes,
community health clinics and
private crippled children
hospitals.

Audit institution accounts
and fiscal procedures.

I

MS 246.04 "The commissioner
of public welfare shall keep
at his office a proper and
complete systelJl of books and
accounts with each institution
MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) ftThe
commissioner of public welfare shall .•• establish and
maintain such administrative
units as may reasonably be
necessary for the performance
of administrative functions
common to all divisions of
the department."

1 - Director
1 - Auditor
1 - Clerical

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) "The
commissioner of public welfare shall ••• establish and
maintain such administrative
units as may reasonably be
necessary for the performance
of administrative functions
common to all divisions of
. the department."

MS 246.06 " ••• in each
even-numbered year, the commissioner ••• shall make a
report to the governor and
legislature covering the biennial period ••• respecting
each institution under his
control ••. the commissioner
••• shall make other reports
to the governor ••. from time
to time • • • re lating to the
conditions and wants of the
several in stitutions. "

MS 256.13 (5) [OAA] ft·
prepare and print for the fiscal
year ••• adequate and complete statistics divided by
. ••• "
counties

MS 246.04 -The commi ssioner
• • • shall keep· at hi s office
a proper and complete system
of books and accounts with
each institution ••• "

MS 256.49 Subd. 1 (5) [AB]
"Cooperate with the federal
social security board ••• or
other agency .•• as may be
nece ssary to qualify for federal aid ••• include the
making of such reports • . ."

MS 256.05 [Relating to determination and collection
for care in hospitals for the
mentally illJ

MS 245.23 Subd. 4 [AD]
ftThe state agency ••• furnishing of such reports and
information as the administrator [Social Security Administrato!Jmay require."

1 - Institution Administrator
Supervisor
1 - Farm Supervisor
1 - Building Maintenance
Supervisor
1 - Executive
15 - Clerical

3 - Accountants
4 - Clerical and/or Account
Clerks

6 - Statisticians
12 - Clerical

Cll' 62, Session Laws of 1961
[MOE] -The commissioner
shall make ••• investigation
• • • and shall determine •••
what part of the cost of care
the patient is able to pay•••
The commissioner shall issue
an order to the patient or
guardian ••• and relatives
determined able to pay requiring them to pay monthly
to the State ••• "

MS 215.11 -The Public Examiner may accept the records
and audit ••• of the diviiSion
of social welfare in lieu of
his examination of the county
social welfare funds ••• "
5 - Accountants
1 - Auditor
17 - Clerical and/or Account
Clerks

1 - Accountant
1 - Executive
8 - Law Enforcement Inspectors
6 - Auditors
1 - Cashier
6 - Clerical

DIVISION OF CHILD WELFARE

DIRECTOR

I
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
Directing the work of the sections and
the child welfare research projects and
planning.
Assessing, formulating and evaluating
needs and identifying gaps in social
services and resources for dealing with
child welfare problems.
Representing the Commissioner in matters relating to the child welfare program
in work with the Legislature, Governor's
office, other state departments and national agencies concerned with child
welfare.
Assessing, formulating and evaluating
plans for expenditures for child welfare
from state and federal sources of funds.

I
ADOPTION SECTION
Operates state-wide register of couples
wishing to adopt and of children awaiting .adoption. (Majority of children are
state wards).
Provides guidance to counties and
private agencies in improving adoption
services.
Supervises and arranges placements of .
state wards.
Provides intake service for adoptive
couples for the rural counties.
Investigates adoption petitions and
makes reports to the court of jurisdiction.

I

I

I

PROTECTION & PLANNING SECTION

STANDARDS & LICENSING SECTION

Act as guardian to children committed
to Commissioner as dependent and
neglected wards.
Develop programs and resources and
supervise services for dealing with the
problems of illegitimacy, child neglect,
abuse or abandonment, absence of
parent willing and able to provide need",
ed care and supervision; need of parents. for ,assistance with child rearing
problem~, loss of the right to grow up
in permanent home, delinquency, mental,
emotional or physical handicaps.

Establish standards, provide consultation, and license child placing agen-cies;
boarding homes; group care facilities for
retarded, delinquent, disturbed, and other
handicapped children; day nurserie sand
maternity shelters.
Operate social service exchange.
Promote development and maximum use
of private agency services and resources.
Promote cooperative relationships between county welfare departments and
voluntary agencies.

Maintenance of child welfare case records.
Identification and development of child
welfare content for training, orientation
and public relations' purposes.

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 "The commissioner
of public welfare shall... license and
supervise child-caring and child-placing
agencies and institutions; supervise the
care of children in boarding and foster
homes.....
MS 383.07 Subd. 1 "The public child
welfare program shall be supervised and
administered by the county welfare board
in accordance with law and with rules and
regulations of the commissioner."

1
1
2
1
8

-

Director
Assistant to the Director
Project Directors
Research Analyst
Clerical

MS 259.27 . " •••the clerk of court shall
immediately transmit a copy of the
petition to the commi ssioner•••The
commissioner shall verify the allegations of the petition••• and make appropriate inquiry to ascertain whether the
proposed foster home and the child are
suited to each other••• the commissioner
shall submit to the court a full report in
writing with his recommendations as to
the granting of the petition."
MS 260.12 "The commi~ioner••• shall
have authority to place a child committed to his care] ••• in a amily home and
may be a party to ant proceedings for
the legal adoption•••
MS 257.03 i lt is the duty of the commissioner•••to investigate the circumstances surrounding the child's entry into the home and to take appropriate
action to assure for the chtld, the natural
parents, and the foster parents the full
protection of all laws••• "
4 - Welfare Executives
9 - Social Workers
6 - Clerical

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 "The commissioner
of public welfare shall•.• administer and
supervise all child welfare activities;
promote the enforcement of laws protecting defective, illegitimate, dependent, neglected and delinquent children
... The commissioner is hereby constituted as guardian of both the estate and
the person of all the wards... and the
funds of the same are hereby transferred
to and vested in said commissioner... "
MS 383.07 Subd. 1 (b) "The purpose of
the public child welfare program is to
assure protection for... children who are
confronted with social, physical, or
emotional problems requiring such
protection and assistance... "

5 - Welfare Executives
3 - Soci~l Workers
3 - Clerical

MS 257.091 "The commissioner of
public welfare shall pass annually on
the fitness of every person or agency
engaging in the business••• of receiving
and caring for children or placing them
in foster care. The fitness of agencies
shall be determined by the commissioner
on the basis of conformity to rules established by the commissioner.....
MS 257.110 [Foster care facilitie~
Chapter 624.;1755 [Maternity Shelters]
MS 383.07 Subd. 1 (c) "A county welfare
board shall••• cooperate with other agencies, public and private, dealing with
the problems of children and their parents.....

7 - Welfare Executives
3 -Clerical
5 - Index Clerks

DIVISION OF FIELD SERVICES

I

DIRECTOR

I

I

I

·1

I

I

OFFIC;:E OF THE DIRECTOR

LIBRARY

DISTaiCT RIPRE SENTATIVES

SURVEYS AND MANUALS

Supenise field liaisoD aenice betweeD
che State AaeDcy aDd COUDty welfare
••eDcies aDd atate iDstimions.

Supe"ise State Welfare aael Correeeion
iDacitutioDs' libraries.

Sape"i• •Dd co..sult on all scace-wide
welfare PIO.,,,S cO effect uniform
admiaiauatioa.

Conduct .uneys of the adtDini acrati.e
IUDeeioain. and
handlin. i.. COUDty
..encies.

Pro.ide U.daoe ."ice betweeft Cefttral
Office .eI COUDty" welfare departments,
ac.te i••tituti._, aDd meatal healch
center••

Mai••iD Public "elfare Nanual for
co_t,. and pd••e ••e.cie.; Institutio.s
Nanu.l for • •e in.icuti.s.

Direce methods of supefYision, consult..
tiOD, aDd reporcia. Decess." to .chie.e
unifollD operation of scace-wide welfare
pro.r......

Gi.e library s_fYice (iDclucli•• • ucIi~
.in.1 aiels) co Scate A...cy e.,lo,ees,
cOUlley wellare departme.e e.plo,e••,
and ochers.

5en'e as Welfare Chief oi Depucy for

SupefYise iD••U.tioD of Dew methods of
social welfare admiDiacr.tioD.

Ci.n Dele• • PI.....ift••nd Executio...

Make recommeDdatioDS for COUDty welfare
board .poiDanencs.

Iftte"iew nominee. for welfare board
appoi..aneftt.

cue

Coordinaee rele••e 01 bulleti.s of i.. strueti• • to co_t, ....cie•• pri••eea.eacie•
. and .ate i.8Iit_ioa••

Direct Ubrary uel COUDCY surYey .cd.ide..

Ms 256.01 "The commissioner of public
welfare shall administer and supervise
all forms of public assistance in the
state ••• administer and supervise all
child welfare activities ••• administer
and supervise all mental hygiene work
involving persons not in a state institution ••• It

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) "The commis.sioner
of public welfare shall ••• establish and·
maintain such administrative units as
may reasonably be necessary for the
performance of administrative functions
common to all divisions of the department."

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 "Th:e Commissioner
••• shall administer and supervise all
forms of public assistance in the state
including general relief •.• administer
"and supervise all child welfare activities
••• administer and supervise all mental
hygiene work ••••

MS 393.01 Subd. 2 " ••• the county welfare board shall [be] appointed by the
commissioner of public welfare."

1- Director
1 - AdmiDiacr.ti.e Assist.Dt
1- Clerical

1- Urb. S.,.~iaor
I
1 - Rur.1 Supenisor
16 - Di.trict Represe..tatiYes
1 - Clerical

2 - Librari...
2· Cleric.1

/"
i

"/

MS 256.13 (2) "The state agency shall
••• make uniform rules and regulations
••• to the end that the old age assistance system may be administered uniformly ••••
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS

256.49 [Aid to the Blind]
245.23 [Aid to the Disabled]
256.72 [ADC]
256.01 Subd. 2 (1) [General RelieD
257.175 [Child Welfare Service~

1- S.er.isor

3 ~ Social Worlcers
2· Cleric.l

DIVISION OF MEDICAL SERVICES

I

MEDICAL DI RECTOR

OFFICE OF THE
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
Supervise Mental hospitals
at Anoka, Fergus Falls, Hastings, Moose Lake, Rochester,
St. Peter, and Willmar.
Provide consultant services
to institutions on psychiatry,
psychology, social services,
rehabilitation services, nursing, chaplaincy.
Coordinate patient-transfers
and out-of-state importations.

Promote comprehensive state
program for children with mental disorders.

Supervise guardianship program for the mentally retarded
and epileptic persons, and
mentally ill children, committed to the Commissioner.

MS 246.014 (2) "There shall
be a staff of persons, professional and lay, sufficient in
number, trained .•• including
religious and spiritual counsel
••• adequate to take advantage of and put into practice
modern methods of psychiatry

MS 252.01 "The school and
hospital for the mentally deficient shall be maintained at
Faribault under the general
management of public welfare."

Session Laws of 1961, Chap.
618 [Oak Terrace and AhGwah-Chini]
1 - Medical Director
8 - Consultants
6 - Clerical

Stimulate and develop community organizations to provide mental health services.

Promote public and private
community resources for
children with mental disorders.

Supervise institutional care
and training programs at
Cambridge, Brainerd, F aribault, Owatonna, Shakopee,
Annex for Defective Delinquents, and Minnesota Children's Treatment Center.

MS 253.0,15 "The state hospital s located at Anoka, F ergus Falls, Hastings, Moose
Lake, Rochester, St. Peter
••• and Willmar shall constitute the state hospitals for
mentally ill, and shall be
under the general management
of the commissioner of public
welfare. "

I

COMMUNITY MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES

CHILDREN'S MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES

Supervise Oak Terrace and
Ah-Gwah-Ching Nursing
Homes.

"

I

I

I

MS 252.011 [Brainerc[]
MS 252.015 [Cambridge]
MS 247.13 [Owatonn~

I

MS 245.61 "The Commissioner
of public welfare is hereby
authorized to make grant to
assist cities, counties, towns
••• in the establishment and
operation of local mental
health programs • • ."

I

I

I

MENT AL HEALTH
INFORMATION AND
VOLUNTEER SERVICE

TUBERCULOSIS
SERVICES

MENTAL HEALTH
RESEARCH

Supervise volunteer programs
in state institutions.

Pay state aid to county sanitaria.

Coordinate mental health research in the state program.

Impart mental health information to the public through
writings, speaking engagements, broadcasts, institutes,
etc.

Locate, arrange, treatment
for and follow TB suspects
and employees of state institutions.

Supervise psychologists in
state hospitals.

MS 245.015 "••• the commissioner of public welfare •••
may promote and conduct
programs of education for the
people of the state r!lating to
the problem of mental- health

"

Supervise Glen Lake State
Sanatorium.

MS 251.01 "The Minnesota
State Sanatorium shall be
maintained ••• under the
general management of the
commissioner of public welfare."
MS 376.21 State Aid to
county sanatoria.

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) "The
commissioner of public welfare shall ••• establish and
maintain such administrative
units as may reasonably be
necessary for the performance
of administrative functions
common to all divisions of
the department.·

Laws of 1916-17, Chap. 194
give the state board of control
general duties for the protection of defective children with
authority to act as guardian
and "make such provision and
disposition of the child as
necessity and best interest
••• require." MS 256.01
transfers these duties to the
commissioner of public welfare.

1136-

Psychiatrist
Supervisor
Social -Workers
Clerical

1112-

Dire,ctor
Social Work Consultant
Psychologist
Clerical

2 - Profe ssional
2 - Clerical

1 - Physici~n
I - Supervisor
4 - Clerical

1 - Psychologist
1 - Clerical

DIVISION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

I
I

I

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
Establish standards and license
public nursing homes.
Supervise state food stamp plan
and certify recipients on direct
distribution of surplus commodities".

ADC,AD,GR
Supervise the categorical programs
of Aid to Dependent Children and
Aid to the Disabled.
Supervise the county and township
general relief programs.

DIRECTOR

I

I

I

OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Supervise Old Age Assistance
program.

I _~-=-'"= J~

,.....,.......,-a..-

APPEALS

. Serve as referee in client appeals
to the Commissioner.

Supervise lien refunds, recoveries,
and waivers.

Coordinate services for newly arrived immigrants.

AB AND CIVIL DE~;~~
(WELFARE SERVICES)

Supervise Aid to the Blind program.
Direct and train emergency state
weifare services (i.e.,. housing,
feeding, clothing, and registration
and inquiry as well as financial
assistance and care of special
groups).

Establish policies and procedures
for the financial aid pro~rams.
Establish standards for food shelter,
clothing, personal needs, household needs, utilities, fuel and special needs in the public assistance
program.
Develop policies and procedures
and establish controls on the cost
and quantity of medical care for
the public assistance medical care
program.

MS 144.583 "All authority •.• relating to licensing of county nursing
homes .•• and regulation of minimum standards •.• is hereby •••
vested in the ••• commissioner of
public welfare ••• "
MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (12) "The commissioner shall act as coordinating
referral and informational center on
requests for service for newly arrived immigrants coming to Minnesota. "

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (1) "The commissioner shall ••• administer and
supervise all forms of public assistance ••• including general relief

"
MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (9) "Establish
within his department a bureau •••
of aid to dependent children ••• "

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 ·The commissioner shall ••• administer and
supervise all forms of public assistance ••• It
MS 256.01 Subd. 2 ·Establish
within his department a bureau of
old age assistance ••••

MS 245.30 Subd. 1 [AD] "Any
applicant or recipient aggrieved by
a decision or order of a county
agency may appeal therefrom to the
state agency ••• the state agency
may ••• revi ew any decision •••
made by a county agency ••• the
state may make ••• investigation
as it may deem necessary •••
Every decision and order of the
state agency shall be binding upon
the county agency involved and the
applicant or recipient ••• "

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (1) "The co~
missioner shall ••• administer and
supervise all forms of public assistance ••• "
Minn. State Survival Plan 1958,
Annex U designates the Commissioner as State Welfare Chief Section III states "The chief ••• is
responsible for coordinating all
welfare service s under state control" such as feeding, housing,
clothing, etc.

MS 256.21 [OAA]
MS 256.60 [AB]
MS 256.77 [ADC]
MS 261.123 [General RelieD
1 - Director
1 - Medical Social Worker
1 - Nutritionist
1 - Clerical

1 - Welfare Executive

1 - Welfare Executive

1 - Clerical

1 - Occupational Therapist
1 - Clerical

1 - Welfare Executive

1 - Welfare Executive

DIVISION OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

I
I
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
Administer the rehabilitative and
treatment services for the handicapped in coordination with state,
local and specialized rehabilitation
agencies.
Administer $ervices for the blind,
deaf and crippled children; supervise Gillette State Hospital for
Crippled Children, Braille and Sight
Saving School and the School for
the Deaf; and coordinate facilitative services of psychological
testing, occupational therapy and
homemaker.

MS 246.01 "The commissioner of
public welfare ••• is hereby charged with and shall have the exclusive
power of administration and management of ••• the Minnesota Braille
and Sight Saving School, the State
School for the Deaf ••• "
MS 250.02 liThe state hospital for
indigent, crippled, and deformed
children shall be under the control
and management of the commissioner
of public welfare •.. "

I
PSYCHOLO(iICAL SERVICES
Administer psychological tests.
Provide psychological consultation
to schools, local welfare agencies
and state agencies for the care,
treatment, or education of individ.uals.

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (7) "The commissioner of public welfare shall
••• establish and maintain such
administrative units as may reason. ably be necessary for the performance of administrative functions
common to all divisions of the
department ••• "

DIRECTOR

I

I

SERVICES FOR THE DEAF
Provide direct services (personal
and vocational counseling, job
placement follow up, etc.) to deaf
and severely hard of hearing people.
Provide consultative services to
public and private agencies (i.e.,
courts, adoption agencies, mental
hospitals).

MS 256.971 "The commissioner •••
shall provide such services for the
deaf and hard-of-hearing in the state
as will best promote their personal,
economic, and social well being •••
maintain a register of all such persons ••. aid them in making .vocational rehabilitation ••• "

I
SERVICES FOR THE BLIND
Provide to visually impaired persons
such services as planning education
needs, vocational rehabilitation,
instruction in Braille, cane travel;
and social services.

I
CRIPPLED CHILDREN SERVICES
Provide medical, surgical and related services to the medically
indigent, crippled and handicapped
children of Minnesota.
Conduct itinerant diagnostic clinics.

Supervise vending stands.
Supervise special project to record
leisure. time reading.

MS 248.07 Subd. 1 "It shall be the
duty of the commissioner ••• to
cooperate with state and local
boards and agencies, both public
and private in preventing loss of
sight ••• in extending and improving the educatio~, advisement,
training, placement ••• of the
blind .•• "

MS 256.01 Subd. 2 (4) "The commissioner ••• shall administer and
supervise all non-institutional sec';
vices to the handicapped persons,
including ••• the crippled ••• "

MS 248.07 Subd. 7 "•.• the commissioner ••• shall have exclusive authority to establish and to
operate vending stands and vending machines ••• "

MS 256.01 "The commissioner of
public welfare .•• shall administer
and supervise all non-institutional
services to the handicapped persons .•• "
1 - Director
1 - Clerical

I

6 - Psychologists
1 - Clerical

1 - Counselor
1 - Clerical

1121 5-

Supervi sor
Assistant
professional
Clerical

19412 -

Physician
Public Health Nurses
Professional
Clerical

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE
HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Minnesota State Civil Service Department was established by the 1939 Legislature as a statutory state department. The present legal authority is contained in Minnesota Statutes 1957, Chapter 43, as amended by Laws 1959 and 1961.
The Civil Service Act was part of a general legislative program providing for
a major reorganization of the executive branch of the state government. The civil
Service Act received active backing of many civic and public spirited organizations
such as the League of Women Voters, veterans organizations, employee organizations,
and representatives of business and industry. The legislation was originally designed to correct abuses in personnel administration. In addition to this, on a
more positive basis, the legislation was intended to provide the state with a modern
and efficient method of recruiting, classifying and paying state employees.
The Civil Service Act approximates closely the Model Civil Service Law which
was developed by the National Civil Service League. There have been no major revisions in the basic law other than the changes in the basic salary ranges. The
amendments to the Act, other than the range plan changes, were mostly to adjust for
specific needs in the basic act.
ORGANIZATION
The Department is administered by a director, appointed following a nationwide,
competitive examination by a three-member quasi-judicial board for a six-year term.
He may be reappointed for successive six-year terms by the Board, with the advice
and consent of the Senate, without further competitive examination. The threemember Board is appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate
for overlapping six-year terms. The authorities of the Director and the authorities
of the Board are listed in Minnesota Statutes 1957, Section 43.05, 43.06 and 43.07.
The Board normally meets twice a month and is a policy-making board with quasijudicial powers. It has authority to hear appeals of employees who feel that they
have been demoted or terminated unjustly.
The Department is divided into three major divisions: recruiting and examining,
classification and pay, and transactions and office management.
As the name suggests, the Recruiting and Examining Division is concerned with
attracting persons into state employment and administering examinations to determine
the qualifications of the applicants. As a result of the examinations, the Division
also establishes the eligible list of candidates and supervises the certification process.
The Classification and Pay Division analyzes all the positions in the classified
service and determines the proper class of work. In addition, this division is responsible for assigning salary rates for all classified state employees.
The Transactions and Office Management Division is responsible for maintaining
the records of all state employees as well as processing any action that affects
the individual employee. This could include, for example; appointment, transfer,
promotion, demotion or termination. In addition, this Division is responsible for
maintaining office services such as payroll certification, stenographic, duplicating,
mail and supplies
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Department's Activities as Prescribed by Statute
Legal
Citation
(M.S. 1953,
S.L. 1955)

H.S. 43.05
43.13

43.14

or

43.17
43.18
43.20
43.21
43.30

(1)

Function
Activity

Prepare and administer examinations from
which eligible lists are established and
from which in turn appointments are made.

M.S. 43.12
43.121
43.122
43.123
43.124

Classify all positions in the classified
service and assign such classes to an
appropriate range in the salary schedules,
as determined by the legislature.

M.S. 43.05
Subd. 2

To adopt rules and regulations for the
purpose of carrying out the provisions of
Chapter 43, Minnesota Statutes, and administering such rules and regulations.
,These rules will cover such activities as:
providing for current records of efficiency and standards of performance; the
manner of completing appointments; rejection of eligible candidates; leaves of
absence with and without pay; transfers,
layoffs, vacations, and hours of work;
procedures for changes in rates of pay;
and other conditions of employment and
personnel transactions.

M.S. 43.05
Subd. 4

To keep a roster of all state employees.

M.S. 43.05
Subd. 7

To make investigations concerning all matters touching the enforcement and effect
of the provisions of Minnesota Statutes,
Chapter 43 •.
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CIVIL SERVICE ORGANIZATION CHART

r

ELFX:TORATE

I

1

I
CIVIL SERVICE BOARD
(Minnesota Statutes, Sections 43.03 and 43.06)
Policy-making and quasi-judicial capacity.
3 members (6 year overlapping te1'1ll8).
Appointed by Governor.
Activities:
1. Approve Civil Service Rules.
2. Amend classification and 'compensation plans.
3. Hear elllployee appeals.
4. Conduct investigations to insure enforcement of Civil Service Law and Rules.
,. Act on matters referred by Director.

I
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL SERVICE
(Minnesota Statutes, Sections 43.041 and 4).0,)
Activities:
1. Direct and adminilter all activities
of the department.
2. Develop administrative and technical
policies.
3. Maintain public relations with department heads, elllployees, elllpl~r groups,
legislators, executive office, the
press, and other governmental and private agencies.

I

I

I

RECRUITING AND EXAMINING DIVISION

CLASSIFICATION DIVISION

Activities:
1. Recruit personnel for state elllployment.
2. Construct written, performance and oral examinations.
3. Adminieter and score eXlllllinations and notify
applicants.
4. Establish lists of qualified persons.
,. Certify qualified persons to state departments
upon requisition.
6. Conduct examinations upon request by counties
and municipalities and supply eligible lists.

Activities:
1. Allocate jobs to appropriate classes.
2. Recommend establishment, revision, combining or abolition of classes of work.
3. Direct job analysis studies.
4. Prepare, revise and maintain class specifications.

Activities:
1. Reviews cOlllpleted audits and decides action.
2. Directs unit or department-wide job classification surveys.
3. Recommends to the Director the establishing,
revising, combining or abolition of classes
of work.
4. Trains technical starf.

Activities:
1. Direct the recruiting and examining programs.
a. Establish working procedures for development of eXlllllination materials.
b. 'Direct statewide adminiatration of examinations through full time starf and part
time IIIOnitors.
c. Direct recruiting activities for state
elllplo;rees.
d. Certify lists of persons eligible for employment.
2. Train technical starf.
3. i'rep~ budget estimates tor operating division
aqtivities.
4. B!rv1ev work of starf.
,. Maintain working relations with operating departments, professional organisations and local
business groups.

I

I
Activities:
1. Direct biennial salar;r SUl"'I'e7.
2. Conducts special salar;r studies as approved
by the Director.
3. Advises starf on salar;r probleM.
4. Maintains liaison with private industrr and
other public jurisdictions on salar;r matters.

GENERALISTS
(Civil Service Technician III)
Activities:
1. Approve requisitions, transfers and demotions
for assigned departments.
2. Approve classification of new positions.
3. Conduct individual audits and departmental
class surveys.
4. Construct or revise examinations for classes
in assigned departments.
,. Recruits for positions peculiar to assigned
departments.

I

TECHNICAL STAFF

CLERICAL STAFF

Activities:
1. Prepare and select test items for
tests and test batteries.
2. Work with subject lIatter consultants on test conatrw:tion.
3. Prepare and adlllinister ora3. and perfomance tests.
4. Recruit persons for state elllployment
by:
a. Correspondence.
b. Advertising in newspapers and
trade and professional journals.
c. Personal contact.
,. Anever applicant inquiries on examinations and job openings.

SECTION HEAD
(Executive I)
ActiTities.
Direct clerical employees in
test checking and certification
units.

I

CERTIFICATION WIT
ActiTities:
1. Maintain current lists of
persons eligible for appointlll8nt in the state
service.
2. Certify eligible persons
for all vacancies in the
classified service in accordance with the Civil
Service Law and Rules.
3. Approve all appointments in
state service as set forth
in CiTil Service Law and
Rules.
4. Maintain t1ll8 control on proTieional emplo;rees.

TEST CIIECIOllG lJHIT

Activities:
1. Check applications tor cOlllJlleteness and cOllp11anca with age, reside_ and citisenship requirell8nts.
2. Arrange applications b7 class and
area and establish tentative examination centers.
3. Asselllble eDll1ning materials for
examinations.
4. Mail examining materials to outstate centers.
,. Score alld ver1t7 exalllinations.
6. Prepare statistical anal7sis of exaIIlination results.

7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.

Recei....., approve and app17 nterane'
preference.
Prepare eligible lists for t;:rping.
Assellble and maintain IIl&lIter eXlllll1nation files.
Maintain eDll1nation record file for
all applicants.
Review and approTB citbenship papers.
Monitor written and perfol"lll&nce examinations.

TRANSACTIONS AND OFFICE KAHAGEMENl' DIVISION

Activities:
1. Conduct salar;r studies.
2. Participate in joint salar;:r studies with
other jurisdictions.

CHIEF OF DIVISION
(Civil Service Technician IV)

I

I

;:~~c;o~~eo~f~~~:t~=in-

COMPENSATION DIVISION

CHIEF OF DIVISION
(Classification Supervisor)

CHIEF OF DIVISION
(EXIIlll1nation Superviaor)

6.

4. Prepare budget request.
,. ReCOlllllll!lnd changes in Civil Service
Rules and the classification and COlipensation plans.
6. Appoint and train technical and clerical starf.
7. Act as Secretar;r of the Civil Service
Board.
8. Maintain minutes of board lIl8etings.

I
PAYROLL AND STATISTICAL

Activities:
1. Explain Civil Service Law and Rules to ths
operating departments.
2. Maintain personal files for all state ellplo;:rees.
3. ApllJ'0v8, for compliance with Civil Service LIar
and Rules, all personnel actions concsrn1llg
state employees.
4. Provide centralized fac1l1tative services for
the department to include stenographic, f1liDc.
duplication and stock control.
,. Check and certif7 all state P811"Olls for c0mpliance with lI1-ws and rules regulating appo1DtIIl8nt and rate of pa;r.
6. Maintain department fiscal records and prepare
quarter17 and biennial budget requests.
7. Conduct pre:i.1minar;r studies of perf01'lll&llCe staadards for statewids use.
8. Maintain Pllrsonnel statistics for all state _
ployees and develop anal1sis of data to a1.d in
management control.

DIVISION HEAD
(Civil Service Technician IV)
Activities:
1. Develop operating procedures for handling all
personnel actions affecting state emplo7ees.
2. Answer questions concerning the operation or t ..
laws and rules and pertinent Attorne7 General
opinions.
3. Direct the work of stenographic pool, file lI8f;:tion, mail and duplication sec\;ions and JllI11'Oll
certification section.
.
4. Prepare revisions to the Civil Service Rules.
,. Sublllit budget est1lllates for operation or d1't1.sion.
6. Interview, hire, train or terlllinate clerical
personnel.
7. Conduct pilot studies for inetallatum or pe....
fonaance staDdards.

I
lJHIT

Activities:
1. Check all state pa;rrolla for COlDpliance with laws and rules concerning appointlll!lnt and pa;r rates.
2. Check all state P811"Olla for COlipliance with laws and rules C0T8ring.
a. Retirement.
b. Provisional period.
c. TelllpQrar;:r empl01lll8nt.
d. Emergenc7 period.
e. Suspension periods.
t. Leave of absence periods.
g. Limited t,erm appointll8nt.
3. Maintain current record of par status of all emplo;rees and make machine
check against departlllllnt pqrolla.
4. Punch all emplo;ree status changes.
5. Check ava1labilit7 of funds on all
pceitione through line item budget
control.
6. Maintain statistical record or state
ell;)lo:rees on tabulating punch card.
7. Prepare statistical runs for use in
managell8nt control.

I
STEIIOOiW'HIC WIT
ActiT1t1es.
1. T7pe correspondence, eDll1nationa, eligible liats, annoUllCeIIl8nts anct other mater1ale for all
diT1Biona in the departlll!lAt.
2. Take aDd transcribe dictation of
correspondence, audit reports,
I18l1Oranda aDd examining mater1ale
for all diT1Bions in department.
3. Talat. nrbatlll record of appeal
hearings with recording oqtdplll8nt
alld t:r.pe trlUlBcript.
4. T;:rpe Illlil.t1l1th plates for reproduction of printed IIl&ter1ala.

1
ACCOlJllTm lJIl'f
Activities:
1. Prepare prel1ldJlu7 ~
budget docUlllent.
2. Prepare prel.1ll1llu7 qDIlJI'terq
allotll8nt requests.
3. Maintain eDC1abraDce aDd __
pend1ture recorda.
4. Pa;r ~_nt b1lla bJ" ~
ration or expeD88 ahRnctI.
5. Prepare quartarq ftIJICII't ~
expenditures aDd ~iDa
balances.

One major change in organization, occurred in 1958 when the generalist form of
organization was introduced to modify the previous functional form. Each generalist
on the staff is assigned a number of state departments and is responsible for all
of the activities of the department as they concern the individual operating departments.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Department is charged with the responsibility of administering examinations
following the recruitment activity. The Department is responsible for adopting
rules and regulations for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of Chapter 43
and for administering such rules and regulations; for classifying all positions in
the classified service and assigning these to appropriate salary ranges; for keeping a roster of all state employees and for making investigations concerning all matters touching the enforcement of the statutory provisions.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goals and objectives of the department are those which are set forth in
the statutes as well as those that are implied by modern personnel administration.
Specifically, these are:
THE ATTRACTION of high level personnel to state employment;
THE SELECTION of the best possible personnel through the use of modern and intelligent testing instruments;
AN ONGOING ANALYSIS of all positions in the state service to determine the propriety of job classifications;
AN ONGOING ANALYSIS of community wage patterns to determine the proper salary
assignment for state employees;
PROVISION for definite clear-cut career opportunities for state employees;
MAINTENANCE of a modern rating system based on performance standards;
DEVELOPMENT of free working relations between the operating departments and the
Department of Civil Service;
MAINTAINING a free interplay of information between other governmental units' as
well as private industry within the common labor market.
FINANCING
The Department is financed by direct appropriation from the Legislature. There
are no federal or special grant-in-aid funds available. The only source of income
other than the direct appropriation is the receipts from the municipal examing program which amounts to less than 1% of the total budget. Under the statute on attributable costs, however, funds are transferred to the Civil Service Department appropriation from the following funds:
Income Tax School Fund
Employment Security Contingent Fund
Highway User Tax Distribution Fund
Trunk Highway Fund
Game and Fish Fund
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3.1%
4.6%
1.9%
31.8%
3.5%
44.9%

Therefore, approximately one half of the amount appropriated by the Legislature
Comes from dedicated tax sources.
The expenditures f~r the civil Servic~ DeDartment for the last completed bi1959-61, were as follows:

~nnium,

Year Ended
June 30
1960

Personal Services

Supplies 1&. Expense

Total

$ 268,582.11

$ 31,361.67

$299,943.78

26,554.04

301,983.14

1961

The personal services account provides f~r payment of a full time staff and the
Civil Service ~oard, as well as part time monitors or consultants. The supplies and
expense account provides for r.ental of office machinery, travel, communications, and
stationery and equipment.
The departmental expenditures for the biennium ten years preceding, that is,
i950-51, is shown below:
Year Ended
June 30

Personal Services

S~pplies

& Expense

Total

1950

$ 163,700.45

$16,478.46

$180,178:91

1951

175.780.14

16,789.Q6

192.570.10

The total expenditure figures for the years since 1945 are included in the table
Identified as Exhibit 1.
Included in Exhibit 2 is a chart showing the actual total expendi tures of the
department and a trend line fitted by the least squares statistical method. These
figur~s do not show a steady rise over the ensuing period as others do for the reason that there was a reduction in the number of positions in the department in 195354 and again in 1955-56.
Also t the expenditures for supplies and expense do not shaH a consistent pattern
although from the beginning to the end of the ten year period 1951 through 1961, the
expenditures showed -an increase of $12,000. Any trend line would be of questionable
validity for the above reasons and also because there has been no apparent correlation between the increase in the number of state employees and the size of the Civil
Service staff in the past. No attempt is made to project budget figures through
1970.
STANDARDS
As has been mentioned previously, the Civil Service Act (Chapter 43) has closely
approximated the Model Civil Service Law originally developed by the National Civil
Service League. The Civil' Service Board has the authority to establish standards
for the proper classificati.on and assignment of nositi.ons in the state service.
These are set forth in written form through the class specifications. The standards
which have been set forth have been accepted by the federal agencies which support
in part or in whole state operations as well as by most professional and employee
organizations.
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EXHIBIT I

Basic Data From Which
Least Square Trends Were Fitted

Civil Set'vice No. of Full
Department
Time ClassiFiscal
Year Ended Expenditut'es fied Employees
1941-42

$

Expenditures for *
Personal Services Full Time Employees

Expenditures for,*
Pe~sona1 Services All Employees

$

$
24,130,992.76

27,726,609.87

7,776

23,230,186.85

27,160,044.59

1942-43
1943-44

26~550.079.32

1944-45

106,861.54

7,859

21,270,133.34

25,488,E:98.60

1945-46

112,959.94

8,694

26,997,356.74

29,195,091.13

1946-47

12.2 ,851. 95

9,381

33,637,791.5 Lt

Lt O,229,358.15

1947-48

154,278.84

9,950

28,520,423.52

31,627,427.97

1948-49

173~917.14

10,142

31,894,699.21

35,701,515.88

1949-50

180,178.91

11,496

35,226,572.64

38,800,871.95

1950.... 51

192,570.10

11,856

37,210,195.50

41,125,276.26

1951-52

226,453.28

12,241

44,265,706.05

47,933,495.82

1952-53

230,314.72

12,445

47,259,381.40

51,601,173.48

1953-54

217,008.25

12,802

48,647,933.00

52~407,354.63

1954-55

219,068,19

12,681

51,232;880.64

56,054,264.85

1955-56

215,149.76

13,208

52,964,616.66

57,653,173.03

1956-57

224,576.25

13,444

57,127,326.05

62,233,694.77

1957-58

269,626.52

14,387

67,2 1+7,232.24

72,349,882.61

1958.... 59

270,343.88

14,644

77,45.7;737.53

84,E:54,381.35

1959-60

299,943.78

14,888

83,717,087.63

88,365,281.46

1960-61

301,983.14

15,376

89,263,84.9.06

95,221,287.94

1961-62

329,983.00

* Source:

State Auditor's Biennial Reports
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EXHIBIT 2

CIv 11 Service Department Expenditures
for th e FI sea 1 Years 194-4- .. 4-5 through 1961 ... 62

Years

X

1944-45
1945-46
1946·47
1947...48
1948-49
1S49-50
1950... 51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956 ... 57
1957... 58
1958-59
1959-60
1960 ...61
1961-62

0

y
cy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Xy

106,861
112,959

$

122~851

173~917

180,178
192,570
226,453
230,314
217,008
219,068
21S t 149
224,576
269,626
270,343
299,943
301,983
329,983
$ 3,848,060

153

= Na + ~X ::: 3,848,060 ::: 1Ba + 153b
~Xy = a~X + b~X2 = 38,436,983 = 153a +

0

112,959
245,702
462,834
695,6E.8
900,890
1,155,420
1,585,171
1,842,512
1,953,072
2,190 t 680
2;366,639
2,694,912
3,505,138
3,784,802
4,499,145
4,831,728
5 2609 2711

154,278

-

Yc

S
"r

$

112,281
124,104
J35,927
147,750
159,573
171,396
183,219
195,042
206,865
218,688
230,511
242;334
254,157
265,980
277,803
289,626
301,449
313 t 272

38,436,983

~y

X'= 153

18

1785b

~ 8.5

y = 3.848.060 = 213,781.11
18
b :::
a

~xy

~

= Y ...

..

b~

X~y·:c

~~X

38,436.983 ... 8.5 (3.848,060)
1785 .. 8.5 (153)

= 213,781.11

... (11823.47) 8.5

Yo = 112,281 + 11,823X
Origin ... 1944-45
X units~ 1. year
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= 5,728,473
484.5

= 112,280.61

::: 1.1823.47
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Straight Line Trend Fitted by Least Squares Method to Civil Service Department Expenditures for the Fiscal Years 1944-45 through 1961-62.

PLANS
As early as 1955, an extensive review was conducted for pay practices, the statutes and classification concepts with the thought in mind that it should set forth
a bluep~int for action that would establish a goal to aim for over the succeeding
years. This was done and the decision was made to move by stages.
In 1955» a new pay plan was adopted by the Legislature which provided for percentage increases rather than flat increases. It tied the cost of living increases
into the pay plano) It solved a number of vexi.ng problems but it did not represent
the final thinking evolved in longer range planning. It was designed, however, to
be compatible with the ultimate design and be capable of fairly easy technical
changeover. In the ensuing years, the job classifications were adjusted to the plan,
the pay assignments were refined and then programmed to accommodate bi-weekly pay
periods. A statute was-enacted-to provide the method for adjusting individual increases following range changes. A more workable longevity plan was passed. The
Legislature granted funds to initiate a program of performance standards. Finally,
passage of the ABC ranges for boarded medical personnel was secured along with an
authoriza.tIon to permit use of lay administrators in the state hospitals. These
have constituted steady ongoing accomplishments in the total long range plans.
The next steps in the development of this blueprint call for:
ADOPTION of a variable rate pay plan which would be compatible with the existing pay structure. This would require statutory enactment II or adoption of a JuniorSenior concept for professional classes.. This could conceivably be accomplished
administratively but would be less comprehensive than the first alternative.

ADOPTION of a more flexible and realistic merit increase policy.
quire legislative approval .

This would re-

DEVELOPMENT of more realistic hiring rates to adjust to the area wage differentials ..

PROVISION FOR incentives td increase employee output by stabilizing high turnover classes of work.
Important progress has been noted in the aevelopment of thE' original plan, but
along with these there have also been rather' serious restrictions effected. The
appropriation riders limiting merit increases and economic adjustments represent
additional di.ff:i.culties in attaining these object:ives listed above.
If a priority is to be assigned to these plans, the following order is suggested:

(1)

Removal of restrictive riders on merit increases and longevity increases.

(2)

Adoption of the proposed flexible merit increase plan.

(3)

Continuation of the ongoing performance standards development.

(4)

Adoption of the variable range pay plan or the junior-senior concept for
professional classeso

(5)

Adoption of more selective hi.ring rates to counteract area wage patteI'n
differenceSe

(6)

Adoption of incentives to promote incI'eased productivity by stabilizing
high tUI'nover

clasf~s
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Detailed discussions of these proposals have been included in the presentations
to the Interim Committee on Employee~Employer Relations as well as indetai1ed proposals to the Governor.
In the area of recruiting, more emphasis is being placed on individualized personal recruiting and less on the traditional classified large scale mailing list approach. Classified advertising in local newspapers and professional and technical
j0\1r'na1s .is also being utilized in recruiting for classes of work whfch have been
most difficult to fill.
Records on the number of applications received are available since JUly, 1956.
The Tabulation is identified as Exhibit 3. On the basis of monthly experience in
the past, it is expected that the 1962 calendar year figure will exceed 30,000. It
is paradoxical that with this large number of applications we stil~ experience sizeable recruiting problems. The unskilled, semi-skilled and. enforcement classes of
wOr'k attract great numbers of applicants. The pr'ofessiona1 and technical areas are
in short supply and require constant recruiting effor'ts.
EXHIBIT 3
Number of Applications Received July I, 1956 through April 30, 1962

---

,July, 1956
December', 1956
... Decembet', 1957
January
Januat'y
December; 1958
January
December, 1959
December, 1960
JanuaJ:lY
December, 1961
January
... April, 1962
January

9,605
25,186
31,535
28,141
28,357
28,707
12,438
163,969

( 6
(12
(12
(12
(12
(12
( 4

months)
months)
months)
months)
months)
months)
months)

Total

In line with the career service approach, we have given increasing attention to
facilitating the employment of graduating college seniors through the medium of the
College Senior Placement examinati~n and the Graduate Engineer examination. These
pt'ograms have been in effect 'since 1955 and provide on-campus recruiting and testing
with a common wr'itten test and a transcript evaluation. The t'esults are available
before the graduation date
4

In 1961, over 200 college graduates were hired through this program. Along with
the college recruiting, a similar common examination program is cat'rfed out in all
high sch001s in the State where state government has a field installation. This is
known as the High School Senior Placement examination and is aimed at those graduates
who are not p1annin~ to attend college. The progt'am is carried on with the active
cooperation of the school counselors. The 1962 program attracted more than 2,000
graduating seniors. These programs will be continuing efforts because they are coming each year to attract mot'e and higher ranked gra~uates into the public set'vice
field. More students are now giving active consideration to public service than was
t~ue of any time 'in the past.
In the area of training, the Department bas organized and given at least administrative direction to the Training Council. The tt'aining directors in the various departments were brought together for periodic meetings and' exchange of training pt'ocedut'es. They have subsequently embarked on joint projects which will benefit the entire state service.
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The Personnel Council was
ment and meets twice a month.
ploying over 90% of the state
the Council has jointly developed rule
reporting systems.

directed by the Civil Service Departcommunication to departments emthe communication aspects,
plans and standardized
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EXHIBIT ~A
Fu 11 Time Classified Employees
, as of June 30 for fiscal Years Ended 19~~-196t

y
As of 6-30
Each 'Year

XY

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

7,776
7.85,9
8,694
9,381
9,950
10.142
11,496
11,856
12,241
12.445
12.802
, 12.681
13,208
13,444
14,387
14.6'44
14,888
15,376

7,859
17,388
28,143
39,800
50,710
68;976
82,992
97,928
112,005
128,020
139,491
158,496
174,772
201,418
219,660
238,208
261 2392

8,086
8,529
8,972
9,415
9,858
10,301
10,744
11,187
11,630
12,073
12,516
12,959
13,402
13,845
14,288
14,731
15,174
15,617

153

213,270

2,027,258

xxx

Fiscal
Year Ended

X

1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

~Y

°

1
2

-

::: Na +

b~X

= 213,270 = 1Ba

~XY ::: a~X t'b~X2

X = 153

18

1S

V-

t 153b

= 2,027,25~ = 153a

+ 1785b

::: 11848.33

b ::: ~XY - x~y

a :::

°

::: 8.5

y = 213,270
~X2

-Yc

XI~X

= 2,027,258

- 8.5 (213,270)
1785 - 8.5 (153)

= 214,463 ::: 442.65

bX = 11848.33 - (442.6) 8.5 = 8086.23
Yo = 8086 + 443X
Origin - 1943-44
X units, 1 year
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EXH I ~ IT SA
Expenditures for Personal Services
for Full Time Employees for
Fisc a1 Years Ended 19~3 ... 1961

In 'OOO's
Y

Fiscal

Year Ended

X

$

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949 1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

2/+ ,130

In 'OOO's
XY
$

0
23,230
42,5 LtO
80,991
134,548
142,600
191,364
246,582
297,680
398,385
472,590
535,117
614,784
688,532
799,778
1,008,705
1,239,280
1,423,189
1,606,734

$

9,946,629

23,230
21,270
26,997
33,637
28,520
31 11 894
35,226
37,210
44,265
47,259
48,647
51 11 232
52,964
57 11 127
67,247
77,455
83,717
89,263

-

$ 881,290

171

~Y :: Na + 1:?JX
~XY :: a~X + ~~X2

~81,290 :: 19a + 171b
9,946,629 :: 171a + 2109b

X :: 171=9

19

~:::

881,290 :: 46383.68
19

a :: ~ XY ... ~Y :: 9! 946 ? 629
~

X~X

2,109

9 (881,2 gO) :: 2, 015 , 019 :: 35 35 • 1
9 (171)
570

a :: V ... bX :: 46383.68 ... (3535.1) 9 :: 14,567.8.

Y6 :: 14,568 + 3535 X
Origin - 1942-43

X units, 1 year
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In 'OOO's
Yc
C:

.,>

14,568
18,103
21,638
25,173
28,708
32 11 243
35 11 778
39,313
42,848
46,383
49,920
53 11 455
56,990
60,525
64,060
67,595
71,130
74,665
78,200

xxx

EXHIBIT 58
Total

Expenditures for Personal Services
for Fiscal Years Ended 19~3 ... 1961

Fiscal
Yeat' Ended

X

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

~y

~xy

190

$ 992,031

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

-

~ b~X

= a~X +
20

~

$

In 'OOO's
Yc

°

$

27,726
54,320
76,344
116,780
201,145
. 18S II 762
249,907
310,400
370 t 125
479,330
567,611
628,884
728ij702
807,142
933,495
1,157,584
1,439,118
1,590,570
1.809.199
$ 11,738,144

20a + 190b

= $11 t 738,144 ::: 190a + 2470b

= 9.5

992.031
20

W

:: $992,031

b~X2

=.49601.55

b :: ~XY ... X~Y

a :::

19

26,550
.27,726
27,160
25,448
29,195
40,229
-31,627
35,701
38,800
41,125
47,933
51,601
52,407
56,054
57 11 653
62,233
72,349
84,654
88,365
95,221

2
3
4
5
6
7

~::: 190

Y::

$

1°

= Na

In 'OOO's
Xy

In 'OOO's
Y

X~X

= 11,738,144

... 9.5 (992,031)
2470 ... 9.5 (190)

= 2,313,850 = 3479.5

V -bX:: 49601.55 ... (3479.5) 9.5:: 16,'546.3

Yo ::: $16,546 + 834BO X
Origin - 1941-42
X units ll 1 year
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665

16ij546
20,026
23,506
26,986
30,466
33ij946
37,426
40,906
44,386
47,866
51,346
54,826
58,306
61,786
65,266
68,746
72,226
75,706
79,186
82,666
xxx
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fINANCING
An app~oximation of the sources of revenue to support the projected employees'
costs indicates about one half would be expected to come from general revenue'
sources and a like amount from the dedicated funds. These latter include the Trunk
Highway Fund, Game and Fish Fund, and the School Fund. Of the general fund needs,
a portion is available through federal grant-in-aid payments. This latter source
we have not been able to estimate.
The increase in payroll costs for 1971 over 1961 is calculated for full-time
classified personnel as the difference between 8112,000,000 and $89,000,000, or
$23.000,000. The increase for all employees would be th: difference between
$117,000,000 and $95,000,000, or $23,000,000 inasmuch as the increase in, both cat~
egories shows the same on the charts.
These figures are subject to all the qualifications of any projection, that is,
changes ih foreign relations, economic conditions, and the like. Accepting these'
qualifications, a gross sort of figure would indicate need for an additional
$12,000,000 from General Revenue and a like amount from the dedicated accounts.
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EPARTM

R TI NS

HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of corrections was created in 1959 by an act of the Legislature
incot'porating t'esponsibilities formerly vested in the Youth Conservation Commission t
the State Board of Parole and Probation and. with respect to adult cot'rectional institutions. the Department of Public Welfare.
During the same session. the Legislature required that every county in the state
(except Ramsey. Hennepin and St. Louis) provide probation services to the juvenile
court and parole supervision to wards of the Youth Conservation Commission. In cooperation with the juvenile court jUdges concerned. the Department of Corrections pro.. .
vides supervision of county probation officers in counties of 'less than 100.000 POpu.i.
lation. The three metropolitan counties retained direct responsibility for probation
and short-term institution services for their juvenile adult residents.
The effect of these legislative enactments was to bring under one agency functional res·ponsibili ty for virtually all correctional services carried on by the state

government. Minnesota was the first state to so unify its correctional
California has since followed.

s~rvices.

A particularly important development in state correctional services occurred in
1947 with the establishment of the Youth Conservation Commission. Part of a legis,lative act that was unmistakably rehabilitative and not punitive in intent t the Youth
Conservation Commission was given responsibility to direct the' care and supervision
of youthful offenders between the ages of 18 and 21. as well as for the juveniles
committed to it. In the years immediately following, a community-based parole staff
and three institution reception centers were organized
In 1949~ the boys and girls
training schools were also brought under direction of the Youth Conservation Commission. The foundation was thereby laid for the present state-wide correctional system;
a system with Clear-cut treatment objectives.
0

The institutions and camps operated by the Department are listed below together
with their locations. dates or original construction and recent major capital improvements made
0

STATE PRISON D Stillwater: Construction was completed in 1914&
has been carried out in recent years&

No significant

const~uction

REFORMATORY FOR MEN. St& Cloud: Opened in 1889.
reation building attached to the main structure.

Nearly completed is a new rec-

REFORMATORY FOR'WOMEN~ Shakopee: The present structure was built in 1920. No
significant capital improvements have been made. In 1939 a reduced inmate popUlation
made possible the conversion of one cottage for the care of mentally "defective girls
committed to the Department of Public Welfare. Reformatory inmates provide much of
the nursing care needed and the program is supervised by the Reformatory superintendent
0

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS t Red Wing: Constructed in 1890. the Training School
cared for girls as well as boys until 1911. when the Home School for Girls was built.
Presently. it provides care for boys 18 and under committed by the juvenile courts
In 1949 two cottages Were taken Over for the acceptance and evaluation of newly committed boys. A new school building was completed in 1951 and the old school was converted for use as a chapel. Three new cottage buildings are presently under construc~
6

tion.
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HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS. Sauk Centre: The present Home School was opened in 1911
for the care of girls 18 and under. No new buildings or major improvements have been
made in recent years.
WILLOW RIVER FORESTRY CAMP:· ~ocated just north of the town of Willow River,
this camp was reconstructed from a former WPA camp in 1951. Youthful offenders, 18
and older, are· selected for forestry work at this camP6after classificationcby the
Youth Reception Center at the Reformatory for Men. A new dining hall and kitchen
building and a new dormitory building were completed in 1961.
THISTLEDEW LAKE FORESTRY CAMP: .Located near Togo 19 about 45 miles north of
Hibbing. this camp is for boys 16 to 18» selected from among the boys at the Training
School when forestry work rather than an academic program is needed by the individual.
The original second-hand Quonset structures are still used for dormitories • kitchen·
and dining hall and staff housinga Several new buildings have been added: anequip~
ment garage, recreation building and chapele
ST. CROIX FORESTRY CAMP: Located 19 miles east of Sandstone, this camp was completed in 1961 for 60 boys ages 14 to 16 for whom a combination forestry and academic
work program is indicated.
YOUTH VOCATIONAL CENTER: Located 7 miles east of Rochester. this center, formerly an Air Force radar station, was acquired by the state, converted and equipped
for.vocational training. and opened in 1961& The facilities accommodate 60 boys age
16 and over for whom auto mechanical and culinary vocational training is most suitable.
They are selected from among the boys at the State Training School.
ORGANIZATION
The organization of the Department is shown in Chart 1 and is largely the result
of legislation referred to below. Some portions of the organization are the result
of administrative action II such as· the Division of Administrative Services.
A coordinated correctional system presents an opportunity to provide the maximum
. service to the people for the tax dollar appropriated. It has these advantages:
IT ENABLES coordinated planning and action.
IT PROVI DES a means for the reduction of dupli cation and overlapping•.
IT MAKES POSSIBLE a broad career service in which personnel can gain diversified
experience and training.
The Department plans consolidation of district offices for. Youth and Adult'Divisions throughout the State which should lead to more efficiency and economy of operation. To date, the Twin City offices and those in two out-lying areas have been consolidated.
The existing county probation services organization is bas~d on provisions of
Laws 1959. Chapter 698. The organization is complex and a state administer.ed system
of county· probation services would be simpler from an administrati va standpoint.
The·re ar,e'two possible ways ~n which the probate or juvenile court may receive services.
A COUNTY or counties may request that the Department of Correctionsg·Division of
Youth Conservation. assign an agent to serve that county or· counties. The state in
turn is-reimbursed for the cost of providing this servic~. Such a person t when hired,
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Chart
YOUTH CONSERVATION
COMMISSION

\ DPT ,T CORR. rX::TlO~'~S
Cn\l\nSSIO:'\

MINN. DEPT. of CORRE:CTIONS
COl\1MISSIONER OF CORRECTIONS

Releasing and Placement
Authority for Juveniles and
Youthful Offenders
I

Releasing Authority for
Adult Offenders

,

I

1

I

DIVISION OF YOUTH CONSERVATION

ADI\1I:'TISTRATIVE

1. Provide supervision of children and youth
on probation and parole.
2. Provide diagnostic services and institutional treatment for delinquents and
youthful offenders.
3. Operate a Prevention and Community Services Unit to assist communities and
agencies in combating and preventing
delinquency at the local level.
468 Employees

1. Personnel Administration
2. Accounting
3. Budgeting
4. Stenographic, clerical & filing services
5. Research & Statistics
6. Organization & Methods
. 7. Office Management
8. Library & Information Center
36 Employees

I
Youth Division
Field Services
1. SuperVision of youths
on probation and parole
with the objective of
rehabilitation and a
more useful role in
society.
2. Performing investigations and making
recommendations to the
courts and the Youth
Conservation Commission
regarding the disposition of youths under
their supervision.
3. Cooperating with Community Services Unit in
delinquency prevention.
63 Employees
3,450 Wards \.mder
supervision

I
Prevention &
Community
Services Unit
1. Services as a consultant
to communities and
agencies requesting
assistance in organizing
and promoting delinquency
prevention projects.

2. Disseminates information
on prevention techniques,
projects and programs to
Department of Corrections
personnel and other interested agencies and
groups.
3. Serves as Secretariat to
Governor's Advisory
Council on Children
and Youth.
4 Employees

I
I

DIVISION OF ADTILT CORRECTIONS
1. Provide supervision of Adults on probation
from District Courts, on parole from
correctional institutions, and on parole
and probation from other states.
2. Provide institutional treatment of committed adult offenders.
3. Cooperate with Minnesota law enforcement
agencies and correctional agencies in
other states.
487 Employees

I

I

Youth Camp~
& Institutions
(See attached for functions.
1. State Training School,
Red Wing.
.
127 Employees - 400 Wards
2. Home School for Girls,
Sauk Centre.
94 Employees - 250 Wards
3. State Reformatory for
Men, st. Cloud.
227 Einployees - 1,000
inmates (includes both
youth and adult)
4. Willow River Forestry
Camp.
13 Employees - 60 Wards
5. Thistledew Forestry Camp
13 Employees - 60 Wards
6. St. Croix Forestry Camp
13 Employees - 60 Wards
7. Youth Vocational Center,
Rochester
13 Employees - 60 Wards

Functions:
Institutions
& Camps

H

1. Provide institutional
care for committed
delinquents, youthful
offenders and adult
offenders.

2. Provide for diagnosis
and treatment of these
offenders:
a. Psychiatric.
psychological and
social services and
evaluations.
b. Medical and
dental services
c. Educational
services
d. Vocational training
and counseling
e. Recreational
activities
f. Spiritual guidance
g. Personal counseling and evaluation

Adult
Ins titutions

~

See attached for functions.)
1. State Prison. Stillwater
329 Employees - 1,200
inmates
2. State Reformatory for
Men, st. Cloud (Both
youth and adult)
.
227 Employees - 1,000
inmates
3. State Reformatory for
Women. Shakopee
25 Employees - 60 inmates

I
.\dult Division
Field Services
1. Supervision of adults

on probation ar:d
parole with the objective of guiding
them toward rehabilitation and a more
useful role in
society.
2. Performing investigations and making
recommendations to
the courts, the
Adult Corrections
Commission, and out
of state correctional
agenc ies regarding
the disposition nf
adults under their
supervision.
3. Cooperate with law
enforcerr.ent agencies
and correctional
agenc ies in other
states.
4'3 ?mployees
1,920 subjects under
supervision

is a·member of the State Civil Service and subject to its rules and benefits.although under the immediate direction of the judge or jUdges involved and under supervision at the same time from a state-appointed regional supervisor.
COUNTY or counties may hire an agent to serve as the probation officer.
Such a person must be appointed from a list of persons who have passed a qualifying
examination given by the Minnesota Department of Civil Service.
THE

None of the above applies to RamseYt Hennepin. or St. Louis Counties. which
operate independently of the state in the area of court probation services despite
the fact that at least two-thirds of the commitments to the state come from these
areas •
The Department has insufficiently diversified institutions and needs more facil . .
ities,planned and equipped to deal with offenders under a minimnmand/or medium custody environment.
Study is being
combine services to
tions are.lodged in
reports directly to

given to the establishment of a community services section to
communities and law enforcement agencies. Presently these functhe Youth and Adult Divisions as well as the Jail Consultant. who
the Commissioner.

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The, Department of Corrections and
subdivisions (Division of Youth Conservation and Division of Adult Correotions) is charged with the administration of the'
'correctional program of the State~ the management and operation of existing correctional institutions and any future correctional institutions established on the state
level.
Specifically~ the Division of Youth Conservation administers t controls and supervises the institutions and facilities for the confinement. care. training. and rehabill tat ion .of . ~hildr-$n and· y-out1lt . . . ,and -supervises·, !n- ·cooperation 'wi th the' juvenile
jUdges concerned. the probation agents serving juvenile courts in counties of less
than 100,000 popUlation. and provides probation services to such courts at their request.

The Division of Adul~ Corrections is responsible for,administering and supervising the adult correctional institutions; for providing adult parole services
throughout the State. and for providing probation services to the distant courts of
the state with the exception of the three metropolitan counties (Hennepin. Ramsey and
St. Louis) which have their own probation systems. Th~ Adult Division is also responsible for providing parole and probation services for other states under terms of the
Inter-State Compact for the supervision of parolees and probationers •.
The Department is also charged with the duty and responsibility of providing
administrative services I personnal~ supplies and equipment to both the Youth Conservation Commission and the Adult Corrections Commission a The Department also provides
personnel. administrative services and supplies to the Board of. Pardons.
The Depu~y Commissioner of Corrections. Division of Youth Conservation, is also
the Chairman of the Youth Conservation Commission. which retains its quasi-jUdicial
character and function in regard to the disposition of those persons committed to its
care by the cou~ts.
I

Similarly for the AdUlt Corrections Commission (formerly State Board of Parole
and Probation)t the Deputy Commissioner of Corrections, Division of Adult Corrections~
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DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Field Locations

Institutions &
Camps
Field Offices Dept.
of Corr. Probation
& Parole
County Probation
Offices

is chairman of the Adult Corrections Commission, which continues to exercise its
quasi-judicial function of granting conditional release by way of parole and discharge of persons convicted of felonies and sentenced to the State Prison or State
Reformatories.
Minnesota S,tatutes 1961 t Chapter 241 (Laws 1959 t Chapter 263 and Laws 1961.
Chapter 750). creates the Department t provides for the appointment o~ a Commissioner
and two deputies. defines their power and duties. transfers to the Commissioner of
Corrections the control of the' correctional institutions on the state level. and provides that the Commissioner or his designee be Secretary of the Board of Pardons.
Minnesota Statutes 1961. Chapter 242. deals with the Youth Conservation Commission and institutions and facilities for the correctional care, treatment and rehabilitation of children and youth t authorizing the Youth Conservation Commission to
make suitable disposition of children and youth committed to its care.
Minnesot'a Statutes 1961 t Chapter 243. specifically deals wi th the powers and
duties of the Adult Corrections Commission (formerly State Board of Parole and Probation) •
Laws 1959. Chapter 698 provides for probation services for all juvenile courts
serving counties of less than 100,000 population; authorizes the Department of Corrections. acting by and through its Division of Youth Conservation. to provide such
probation services when requested& and, authorizes the supervision of the probation
services of ,such counties by the Divisiona
Laws 1959, Chapter 685 (Juvenile Court Act)~ provides that commitment to the
legal custody of the Youth Conservation Commission is one of the dispositions available to the juvenile court in delinquency proceedings.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the state correctional system is the protection of the public against
th6l multi.... lat~al ravages of delinquency and-crime o 'The major means for' carrying out
this mission are the$e t each a specific charge given to the Department of Corrections
by the Legislature:
PROVIDE stimulation and ,technical services to communities in the development of
local delinquency prevention programs.
PROVIDE probation
make their disposition
fender. Such services
and economically sound

service to juvenile and criminal courts so that courts can
of cases on the basis of full know+edge of the individual ofalso makes possible the maximum use of probation, a socially
procedure for dealing with many offenders.

OPERATE correctional institutions and camps with staff and programs geared to
helping individuals committed to them understand and face their p:t'oblems' realistically and acquire motivation and self rehabilitation. This is essentictl if they are
to become assets :t'ather than liabilities when they are released.
PROVIDE paro~e supervision for persons released from correctional institutions
and camps during the critical period of readjustment and assumption of normal responsibilities in the free community.

CONDUCT research essential to
p~actices.

evaluat~ng effectiveness of existing programs and
and developing new approaches and techniques in both prevention and cor-

t'ection.
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failure to mount an all out effort in any of these five programs will result in
a failure of the full mission of the State's correctional system.
FINANCING
The Department and its subdivisions are financed by appropriations from the
General Revenue Fund and Income Tax Fund with exceptions as follows:
PRISON INDUSTRIES operates entirely from sales receipts of farm machinerYt twine
and rope, and a small amount of printing.
THE LICENSE PLANT at the Reformatory for Men is reimbursed for the cost of producing license plates by the Motor Vehicle. Division.
REFORMATORY INDUSTRIES operates entirely from the receipts and sale of products
produced by the industry. The major prOducts are furniture. mattresses, upholstering, and p~inting.
INMATE CANTEENS operate as self-sustaining accounts within the Social Welfare
Fund.
In general, therefore. the Department is dependent upon appropriations from each
Legislature for its operations.
A summary of the bUdget for the 1959-61 biennium, indicating appropriations and
. e xpendi tures. appears in Table 1
$

STANDARDS
The Department of Corrections uses standards promulgated by the National Council
on Crime and Delinquency; the American Correctional Association; the United States
Children's Bureau. and the National Association of Training Schools.
The Department is not required by any statute to abide by these standards.
ever, wherever possible. it does.

How-

The most important standards used involve so many areas of operations that brief
delineation is not feasible. Th~ standards relate to the entire field of juvenile
and adUlt probation and parole, and caret custody and treatment in institutions and
camps and jails. This covers both juvenile and adult offenders.
Some of these standards are comprehensively covered in uManual of Correctional
Standards ttl published by the American Correctional Association, a volume of 405 pages.
PLANS
General
Although research is being conducted in many areas of human behavior t evidence
is not available to support hopes for any major ~reak-through in the next decade.
These studies include correctional treatment methods t alcoholism. intensive group
therapy, bie-chemical causes of mental disorder.
Technological developments will probably effect the Department adversely. Automation in industry results in fewer unskilled and semi-skilled job opportunities and
this will effect the kind of person who is usually found in a correctional institution. This factor will also tend to make job findings for probationers and parolees
more difficult.
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TABLE f
Review o-f [959-61 Biennium

Major Functions

State
Approp.

Pr~son

Expend.

Ref. for Men
Approp.
Rxpend.

Ref. for Women'
Approp.
ExPend.

CURRENT EXPENSE
414,564

408,342
431,208

. 416,089
440,164

31.317
31,292

30,271
30,289

1,244,018

1 224,998
1 142,581

1,143,487
1,162,759

1,132,076
1,169,138

127,708
127,708

123,.120
129,213

28,000
28,000

26,439
26,169

34,000
34,000

33,640
33,084

3,500
3.500

2,686
3,152

28,900

28,,845

26,100

26,073

4,980

4,919

231,816
107,161

231,756
107,159

59,383
59,383

54,961
54,059

1959-60
1960-61

1,947,671
1,801,,151

1,690,473

1,671,312
1,687,350

1,662,839
1,696.445

167,505
162,500

160,996
162,654

TOTAL BIENNIUM

3,748,822

3,615,520

3.358,662

3,359,284

330,005

323,650

1959-60
1960-61

414,937
421,972

413~009

SALARIES
1959-60
1960-61

1,2~4,O18

REP AI RS & REPL.
1959~60

1960-61
I\J

......
CD

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
1959-60
1960-61

ALL OTHER
1959-60
1960-61

TOTALS:

Note:

1~925t047

Of the monies thus appropriated t financing is provided from the General Revenue Fund with the
exception 'of State Training School, Home School for Girls and approximately 13% of St. Croix
Camp No. 3 which are financed from the Income Tax School Fund.

TABLE'

{Cont·inued}

Review of 1959-61 Biennium

Major Functions

Training School
Expend.
Approp.

Home School
Expend.

Approp.

CURRENT EXPENSE

Approp.

182.638
192,58.8

182.682
175,923

114.010
113,960

113,282
111~405

35,515
35,490

33,577
34,898

35,845
34,870

43.466
40,392

609,21.2
609,212

603.053
618,622

362,353,
362,353

356,009
409,210

75,455
15,472

74,932
76.883

74,200
74,200

69,702
73,+67

12,500
12,500

12,401
11,578

6,300
6,000

5.836

~959-60

8,000

.1960-61

1.993
3,746

6.750

3.750

1.959-60
1960-61.
SALARIES

1959-60
1960-61

REPAIRS & REPL.
~
.....
to

Thist1edew '
Expend.

Willow River
Expend.

Approp.

1959'-60
1960-61

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
3,000

5,078-

6,750
2,670

ALL OTHER

1959-60
1.9)60-61
TOTALS:

1.959:-50
1960-61.
'TOTAL BIENNIUM

Note:-

~08,Q50

806,135
809,869

485,013

482,1.19
529,181

110,970
110,962

108,509
111,781

110,045
109.070

113,168
113.559

1.,620,400

1,616,004

974,426

1.011,300

221,932

220,290

219,115

226,727

812,350

489,413

Of the monies thus appropriated. financing is provided from the General Revenue Fund with the exception
of State Training School t Home School for Girls and approximately 13% of Sta Croix Camp No .. 3 which are

financed from the Income Tax School Fund ..

TAB LEI

( Con: tin

ue d )

Review of 1959-61 Biennium

Major Functions
CURRENT EXPENSE
1959-60
1960-61

St. Croix
Expend.
Approp.

Rochester
Approp.
Expend.

Administration
Expend.
Approp.

County Probation
Expend.
Approp.

.42,325
35,440

41,225
29,,895

&3,434
37.584

69,655
38,553

113,500
ll3,000

111,104
11$·,,461

20,000
48 s 464

9,221
20,407

61,339
66.487

13,948
57,672

64,168
64,168

4,.977
50,045

645,433
644,633

624.469
673,196

70,000
129,548

36,095
93,430

1959-60
1960-61

103,664101,927

55,,173
87,567

127,602
101,752

74,632
88,598

758,933
757,633

735,573
788,657

90,000
178,012

45,316
113,837

TOTAL BIENNIUM

205.,591

142,740

229,354

163,230

1,516,566

1,,524,230

268,O.J,.2

159,153

SALARIES

1959-60
1960-61

I\):

REPAIRS & REPL.
1959-60
1960-61

",.

o

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
1959-60
1960-61
ALL OTHER

1959-60
1960-61
TOTALS:

Note:

Of the monies thus appropriated. _financing is provided from the General Revenue Fund with the exception
of State Training School, Home School for Girls and approximate·1y 13% of St. Croix Camp No. 3 which are
financed from the Income Tax School Fund.

Delinquency Prevention
The greatest single hope in the control of delinquency lies in preventive programs in local -communities. The law states that the Youth Commission
"shall be charged with the duty of developing constructi Ve programs for
the prevention and decrease of delinquency and crime among youth and to
that end shall cooperate with existing agencies and encourage the establishment of new agencies, both local and state-wide t having as their object the prevention and decrease of delinquency and crime among youth;
and the commission shall assist local authorities of any county or municipality when so requested by the governing body thereof, in planning,
developing and coordinating their educational, welfare. recreational and
health activities or other constructive community programs. which have as
their object the conservation of youth. tt
Plans' call for:
CONTINUATION of the Department's service to the Governor's Advisory Council on
Children and Youth. This Council is organized into 17 committees covering a wide
range of delinquency prevention and correction programs and involving laymen as well
as professionals. The Department of Corrections provides staff service to this Council.
THE ·DEVELOPMENT of five regional committees, covering the entire state. to stimulate and help implement local delinquency prevention programs. Two such regional
committees have been formed. Their initial focus has been on youth employment but
their scope of activities will be expanded to action in the entire field of prevention. The Department of Corrections provides staff sarv! ce of one person to each of
these committees. Three additional regional committees on planning and three additional staff representatives will be required. As the regional committees are established, it is planned to stimulate the creation of local citizen action programs.
THE DEVELOPMENT of a departmental information center, which has just been initiated. This center wili gather information from the National Information Center, as
well as state-wide, on delinquency prevention programs which have proved to be effective. This will be available to regional committees and to local groups for their
guidance.
Probation and Parole
If the Legislature adopts the proposed revision of the criminal code. this code
will provide for a mandatory pre~sentence investigation on all felony investigations.
This will require some increase in the adult corrections staff. This revised code
will be a significant step forward for the administration of justice.
Since the Department is required to receive all commitments and since both the
Youth and Adult Commissions independently establish how long an inmate or' ward shall
remain in the custody of the State and t similarly II the courts decide the lengths of
stay on probation. the Department finds itself without any
.
. means of controlling its work~oad. This problem is inherent in the basic organization, and some means
should be provided for expansion and contraction of the staff during the legislative
interim.
There should be a special contingency appropriation made available when workloads
exceed an established standard. This practice is now used successfully in California
and Wisconsin.
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Planning for parole services includis the consolidation of offices in non-metropolitan areas. This would necessitate moving some offices and acquiring additionalspace in other areas. Economies would result from reduced travel and a corresponding
increase in productive time for the agents to work with the clients.
It is expected that future probation and parole services to male delinquents and
youthful offenders will continue within the present structure of state, and county services
The obj ecti ve will be to extend and improve these se!"vices.
0

Probation and parole services for female delinquents and youthful offenders 'are
now inadequate. They must be increased and improved.
Institutions and Camps
Youth Re'ception and Diagnostic Center
Completion of the Reception and Diagnostic Center at Lino Lakes t and the equipping and staffing of it. will provide a central place for the Division of Youth Conservation to receive all young people under 21 years who have been committed by the
juvenile and district courts of the State.
Here is provided~ away from present institutions t space for 96 delinquent boys,
48 delinquent girls t and 100 male youthful offenders. Each person committed to the
Center will remain for a month or six weeks during which time the results of physical
examinations. psychological tests, psychiatric consultation and social work interviews
will be combined into a report with more general observations of the staff and all
available information regarding each personts background. This report, together with
the recommendations of the combined staff. will form the basis. after a hearing, upon
which -the Youth Conservation commission will decide whether i for the rehabilitation
of that individual and the protection of society, he should be placed in a correctional institution or camp or under the supervision of a probation officer.
Adult Reception and Diagnostic Center
If the Legislature adopts the proposed revision of the criminal code, the establishment of an adult reception and diagnost:1.c center will be mandatory. The revision
of the law will authorize district court judges to commit the defendant to the Commissioner of Corrections for a period not to exceed 90 days for the purpose of making
a thorough diagnostic evaluation of the defendant before sentencing. The new law
would also provide for the commitment of felons directly to the Commissioner of Corrections, who would be respQnsible for processing the person through a reception center to determine the most suitable place of confinement within the co~rectional system.
The construction and staffing of an adult reception and diagnostic center will be
required to implement the above provisions. It is proposed that this center be constructed adjacent to art existing correctional facilitYt such as the state prison,
"where some of the maintenance. food, and business management services could be utilized.
The center would have a capacity of approximately 150 to 200 persons. A custodial
staff to provide' custody and security would be needed§ as well as a professional staff
of psychiatrists I psychologists and caseworkers to provide the necessary diagnostic
set"vice. Adult Camps
With the cooperation and
anca of the Department of Conservation$ additional
camp facilities for the adult offender are being proposedG At the present time the
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Department of Corrections has a 40-mart adult camp near Moose Lake State Hospital
which is operate'd to provide agricultural and other services fol'" the state hospital.
During the ·past several years t provision has also been made to provide a crew of
inmates from the reformatory to live and work at various state park camps during the
fall. winter and spring months. The Department of Conservation is proposing that
this type of seasonal work camp be continued and expanded. Conser~ation officials
are furthermore proposing that a resident camp at Fort Snelling be provided which
would accommodate 50 inmates from the state prison.
Although the above f~cilities would be provided by the Department of Conservation, the Department of Corrections would be responsible for providing food, clothing,
transportation and custodial supervision for the inmate crews.
Medium Security Institution
At the ~sent time the Department of Corrections has two correctional facilities
for the adult and youthful male offender' cammi tted by the distri ct court. The St at'e
Reformatory for Men at St. Cloud has a population of approximately 950 inmates and
the State Prison .at Stillwater has approximately 1;100 inmates.
PopUlation prediction studies reveal that within the next ten years there will
be a significant increase in youthful district court commitments.
Both of these institutions are maximum security facilities. They do not meet the
·needs of a large percentage of offenders who do not require maximum security and who
could benefit from an intensified treatment program in a less restrictive type of setting. An intermediate institution of the medium security type which would house about
500 men is proposed for such offenders. This institution would be used not only to
relieve the anticipated popUlation increase at the reformatory, but would also provide a modern facility with prOfessional staff where a more effective job could be
done in rehabilitating the more hopeful offender.
Secure Facility for Youth
The State Training School for Boys at Red Wing and the Home School for Girls at
Sauk Centre are without any surrounding physical restraints such as walls or fences.
The child committed to the Youth .Conservation Commission by the juvenile courts may
be under supervision and in custody until the age of 21 years if that is considered
necessary for the young personts own good or to protect society.
It is almost impossible to hold at
21 years of age if that person does not
consider it futile to return these most
to the correctional schools eVen though
of their parole or probation.
l

the two correct!onal schools any youth 16 to
wish to stay. For this reason parole agents
difficult and sometimes very aggressive youths
they may have flagrantly violated the terms

This. in turn. renders outside supervision of these young people extremely superficial and ineffective. These persons must be made to understand that for disregarding the terms of thei~ parole or probation they may be returned to an institution.
To fill this vital need, funds were provided by the 1961 Legislature to develop
architectural plans for an institution housing approximately 100 older boys and girls
which will assure their detentione It is also planned that these young people will
receive the best and most intensive treatment possible so that their stay in this
institution may be held to a minimum.
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Planning for this institution includes a request to the 1963 Legislature for
construction funds.
Youth Vocational Camp
Present projections of the number of boys and girls committed by the juvenile
courts to the Youth Conservation Commission indicate that the number.of boys at the'
State Training School at Red Wing will t near the end of the next decade. exceed 400.
To be most beneficial to the boys who go there. the population of this school should
not exceed 300.
If population increase develops as projected~ the Department will propose a 60boy camp with a vocational training program.
Half-Way Homes
Many times the juvenile delinquent or youthful offender has no home that he can
or should go to after release from the institution. Having lived under a strict routine for some time during the institutional period which did not require decision
making. he has also been entirely dependent upon others for food, clothing t shelter
and all other physical needs. The world outside the institution frequently creates
more and more fear within the individual as the date of his parole nears. He feels
parole as demanding him to use personal 'abilities which have for some time been Unused. and to use them in an outside world that may have changed since he left it.
To aid in this critical transition period, it is planned to develop small group
homes for the juvenile delinquents or youthfUl offenders Which, through subsidYD will
be available to them as they secure employment and develop the self-confidence which
is to assure their success on par.ole.
'
Research and Training
Current-plans for research, include the completion of an individual reporting
system. This consists of a series of reports prepared as an individual is committed
to the State and as he moves through the system from institution to parole, etc.
This design of the system is complete and will be in effect by the end of 1962.
It will provide a nucleus of,data for administrative statistics and basic data around which research can be developed.
No organizational unit within the Department of Corrections has more singular
significance to the taxpayer than the Research Sectiona Through research. Government as well as private organization determines what they· are doing, .how well they
are doing it and experiments with the new means of improving their product or service. On~ of the frontiers of the 19608 is to begin to solve and understand the
"maze" of human behavior and It specifically t anti-social behavior. The Minnesota
Department of Corrections. in cooperation with other correctional agencies throughout
the Nation and the Western World, must experiment, innovateD and move forward toward
more effective and economical means of handling and treating the juvenile and adult
offender.
The cost estimates for this Department in the next decade bear witness to the
statements p~eviou$ly made that time and money spent.in sound research can and will
return dividends in buildings that need not be built, government employees that need
not be hired and D most important. human lives that can be redirected into constructive channels. In short, the Department of Corrections looks upon research as a
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function as essential to the organizatibn as the nervous system is to the human body.
this function are included in our estiFunds for the continuation and expansio~
mates.

of

Extensive training needs exist throughout the Department if knowledge that is
available and the new knowledge developed through research is to be utilized. Unless
effective means are established for the dissemination of this knowledge and the best
training methods used to communicate this to employees. the Department will not achieve anything approaching optimum performance.
A variety of in-service training programs. for persons working both in and out
of institutions, is coordinated by a Director of Training, responsible to the two
Deputy Commissioners.
Most training programs are conducted for one of two groups: The more than 120
persons who have "case responsibility" (the probation-parole agents, institutional
case workers and camp counselors) and the more than 425 institutional workers whoseprimary job is custody (correctional officers and house parents, for example). Training for probation-parole agents, incidentally, includes agents on county payrolls.
The Department plans to continue its training program and to expand as required
to meet the needs of its employees in dealing with the difficult problems of the
juvenile and adult offender. Funds for this are included in the overall increase
shown for improvement of existing programs.
ACTION PROGRAMS TO IMPLEMENT PLANS
Probation and Parole
The plans to improve and extend probation services will depend upon graduate
training for members of the staff and their supervisors, in-service training, and a
consistent relationship between the number of cases to be supervised and the number of
workers and supervisors. It is planned to request of the Legislature an additional
appropriation for the above purposes.
The needs for probation and parole services for female delinquents and youthful
offenders is under study with the juvenile court judges of the State to whom these
services are most directly relatede Obviously, any plan which may be developed in
conjunction with the juvenile court judges would require some additional legislative
appropriation, which will be sought by the Department.
Youth Reception and Diagnostic Center
While construction of the Reception and Diagnostic Center at Lino Lakes will be
completed early in 1963, no funds were appropriated for staffing this facility. It
will be necessary, therefore, to request of the 1963 Legislature additional funds for
this purpose.
From present projected figures, the number of young people being committed to the
Youth Conservation Commission for diagnosis and treatment will increase approximately
62% between 1961 and 1970. If the Legislature provides sUfficient staff to keep the
,length of stay -to six weeks or less. it is estimated nO additional housing should be
needed during this period.
Adult Reception/and Diagnostic Center
Present planning is to seek an appropriation from the 1963 Legislature to construct
a Reception and Diagnostic Center for adults. Operation would begin about JUly 1, 1965.
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Adult Camps
The two adult conservation camps are included in the Department of Conservation's legislative' plans for the 1963-65 biennium. The Department's planning calls
for these camps to be functioning two years later and meetings are planned with the
Department of Conservation to coordinate these items.
Medium Security Institution
The Medium Security Institution should be under construction in fiscal year 1965Some planning funds may be sought at the
1963 Legislature.
66 with operations about two years later.

Secure Facility for Youth
The architectural plans for the Secure Intensive Treatment Center for older
youths under juvenile court commitment will require funds for building. equipment
and staffing. The funds for building will be requested in the 1963 Legislature. and
funds for staffing and equipment requested of the 1965 Legislature.
Youth Vocational Camp
According to projected figures, with the full use of the Diagnostic Center and
the forestry camps. the population at the State Trpining School for Boys will be oVer
400 in 1970.· It is planned to develop one or more vocational training un! ts for 60
boys each as the most effective way to meet this population push and to prepare these
boys for employment.
Half-Way Homes
Funds should be requested from the 1963 Legislature for subsidizing homes for
use by young people during the critical transition period between institutional living and independent living on parole.
BUDGETARY

NEEDS

Table 2 contains an over-all estimate of departmental appropriations needed for
each of the next 10 years an~ is based upon predicted growth in population, cost
trends t and improvements in the quality of treatment programs. In addition. new programs and institutions are indicated for the latter part of this decade.

FINANCING THE PLAN
The Department needs to seek Legislative appropriations to sustain operations
and to carry out all portions of its plan with one exception: Profits from industrial operations could be used to finance expanded vocational and other training
opportunities for inmates in the adult institutions. This would reduce somewhat the
appropriations required.
Other sources of revenue in addition to approprtations would seem to be limited
to farm production and savings through the use of inmate labor on building construction and maintenance projects. The Department will move in this direction wherever
feasible.
.
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TABLE 2
I~-Year

Projection - Budgetary Requirements

1962

1963

1964

Existing Programs Financed
by General Revenue Fund

5,673.000

5,599,000

5,950,000

6,247,000

6,559,000

6,890,000

7,235,000

7,597,000

7,975,000

8,375,000

Exis.ting Programs Financed
by Income Tax School Fund

1,472,000

1,490,000

1,606,000

1,686,000

1,770,000

1,858,000

1,950,000

2,047,000

2,150,000

2,260,000

Total Existing Programs

7,145,000

7,089,000

.7,556,000

7,933,000

8,329,000

8,748,000

9,185,000

9,644,000

10,125,000

10,635,000

970,000

1,020,000

1,070,000

1,123,000

1,180,000

1,240,000

1,302,000

1,367,000

250,000

262,000

275,000

289,000

303,000

320,000

65,000

68,000

71,000

75,000

79,000

84,000

795,000

835,000

875,000

920,000

966,000

304,000

320,000

336,000

353,000

370,000

139,000

146,000

153,000

160,000

168,000

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

Proposed Programs Financed
by General Revenue Fund
Youth Reception and
Diagnostic Center
I
l\J
l\J
--..J

Adult Reception and
Diagnostic Center
Adult Camps
Medium Security Institution
Secure Treatment Facility
for Youth

290,000

Youth Vocational Camp
Total Proposed Programs
Total Proposed and
Existing Programs

7,145,000

7,089,000

970,000

1,020,000

1,675,000

2,691,000

2,827,000

2,968,000

3,117,000

3,275,000

8,526,000

8,953,000

10,004,000

11,439,000

12,012,000

12,612,000

13,242,000

13 ,910 ., OJ ::>

TABLE 3
Major Capital Costs - New Programs

1963-65

Secure Treatment Facility for Youth

$1.800.000

Adult Reception and Diagnostic Center

1,500.000

TOTAL

$3.300.000

19&5-67

Medium Security Institution

$7.500.000

Youth Vocational Camp

400,000

TOTAL

$7.900.000

TABLE

ij

1960... 61 and Projected 1970 Commitments
and Average Dal ly Population

Annual Commitments
or Admissions

Average
Daily Population

1961

1970

1961

1970

St. Cloud Reception Center·

302

587

97

163

St. Cloud Reformatory (Youth)

206

474

380

652

St. Cloud Reformatory (Adult)

240

218

461

542

7

19

4

7

Shakopee Reformatory (Ybuth)

7

15

19

28

Reformatory (Adult)

15

19

40

50

Stillwater Prison

235

282

1188

1665

Red Wing Reception Center

515

737

99

146

Red Wing Training School

327

509

290

415

Sauk Centre Reception Center

174

279

51

60

Sauk Centre Home School for Girls

153

231

198

274

Shakopee Reception

Shakope~

Cente~

,
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY'
HISTORY OF THE SOCIETY
The Minnesota Historical Society, incorporated less than two months after the
first territorial legislature was convened in 1849, is the oldest institution in
the state. Alexander Ramsey, first territorial governor, served as the Society's
first president. A New York newspaperman in 1849, hearinr of the founding of this
Society, wrote: "There is nothing too flattering to predict of the future greatness and prosperity of a people who commence to write their history as soon-as the
foundations of their commonwealth are laid."
Among the incorporators of the Society were many of the founders and political
leaders of the Territory, including Henry H. Sibley, Henry M. Rice, Aaron Goodrich,
Franklin Steele and Martin McCloud. From a handful of members and a humble assortment of curios, "antiques," and papers, the Historical Society has grown, in a century's time, to one of the largest and best in the country. Today the most complete
collection of source materials dealing with the history of this state and the Northwest is to be found here. Gathered in the collections of the Society are many thousands of manuscripts, books, pictures, newspapers, and a rich array of objects to remind Minnesotans of their heritage.
In an opinion prepared by the Attorney General of Minnesota dated May 26, 1944,
it was determined that the Minnesota Historical Society was a private corporation
and not a state department, and that the Society was not subject to the Reorganization Act of 1939.
Since 1855, the State of Minnesota has provided quarters for the Society, its
library and its collections. The Minnesota Historical Society was housed in the
first State Capitol, then the second, and before moving to its own building, was
located in the present Capitol. It has occupied its own quarters since 1917. During the 1930's, with federal (W.P.A.) funds, two large storage areas were added to
the building. They are used to house portions of the museum and manuscript collections. For the last several bienniums the Legislature has made appropriations to
rehabilitate the building; however, expansion in th~ library, manuscript and museum
departments has made it necessary to request a modern addition to the historical
building.
ORGANIZATION
The Minnesota Historical Society, a quasi-public corporation, is governed by a
council consisting of thirty members elected by the membership. This body meets
twice each year. A smaller group, the executive committee (9 members) composed of
the officers of the Society, the immediate'past president, and two members of the
council, meets six times a year. The six elected officials of the state -- governor,
lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney general, state auditor and state
treasurer -- serve as ex-officio members of the council. A Finance Committee of
seven members plus three ex-officio members meets' once a yea;. (See Chart 2)
The organization chart shows seven major departments in addition to the administrative office. A Historic Sites Department will be added when funds are appropriated for the position of Historic Sites Supervisor.
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Chart
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF 9 MEMBERS
President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
3rd Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
COUNCIL of :;30, PLUS 6 EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

EX-OFFICIO
Governor
Lt. Governor

secretary
Attorney General
State Auditor
State Treasurer

Director
Assistant Director
Accountant
Secretarial Assistance

Preserves, catalogs
and makes available
for public use all
printed material of
Minnesota interest
and importance.
Largest historical
library in the
Northwest.

Documents in a collection of unpub1ished material the
history of Minnesota
and Minnesotans,
and through a regional focus, the history
of the nation.

The museum is
basically educational in nature. Its
primary functions
are to collect, preserve and interpret
the State's history
through object
material.

Assists, counsels,
and furnishes encouragement to
the county historical societies
throughout Minnesota.

Preserves, catalogs, and makes
available for public
use thousands of
pictures which illustrate life in'
Minnesota.

Aids the Society in
the dissemination of
history through its
two magazines and
in frequently published books and
pamphlets.

Preserves, catalogs,
and makes available
for public use all
newspapers printed
in Minnesota from
the earliest issues.

Proposed Division.
As yet, no personnel available. Supervises the 4 historic sites owned
and operated by the
Society.

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Minnesota Historical Society is an educational institution devoted to the
advancement and dissemination of knowledge of the history of Minnesota.
It has a traditional academic and scholarly function to perform that may range from
merely answe~ing with discriminating care the inquiry of some distant scholar to
promoting and sponsoring major research programs; from the publication of an annual
booklet to a large scale publication program involving both books 'and magazines and
occasional multi-volume works.
preservation~

It has the major task of collecting and preserving with discrimination manuscripts, books, newspapers~ museum objects~ and books that will accurately depict
the history of Minnesota from the beginning. It fosters the appreciation of the
Minnesota heritage on a state-wide basis by organizing~ aiding, and guiding histori~al· societie£ in each of the Statetseighty-seven counties.
It has the task of taking history to the people, of helping to bring the fruits
of the academic hi-storian and values to the general public. This may be accomplished through exhibits, tours, meetings, lectures~ historic sites, books, magazines,
newspaper.stories, television and radio~ correspondence, etc. Thus the program of
the Minnesota Historical Society embraces administration~ public relations~ historical m~thods and research t archival practices~ library services, and education in
all of its phases, including adult education~ and pUblishing.
The, Society first received financial aid from the State of Minnesota in 1852
when the Territorial Legislature granted funds to assist in the pUblication of the
·Societyt s Annals. This appropriation established a financial relationship between
th~ Territory and the Society during the third year of the existence of each.
In 1869, the State Legislature placed a specific obligation on the Society by
requiring that "the said society shall cause their library to be kept open for the
fr_e.a-.us£_-Of -the-public- ..._... tt -.At v-apioos time-s- -dur-ing-its --113 yea'r existence,
the Society has been required by statute to perform specific services similar to
those required of a regUlar state agency.
However, from the beginning the Society has been a private corporation with its
own governing body. Its territorial charter grants it wide discretionary powers 'as
an educational institution. In this respect, its legal character parallels that of
a chartered state college' or university. It is most commonly designated a semistate institution. It performs for Minnesota many of the pUblic services that the
Library of Congress performs for the United States.
since the erection of the Minnesota Historical So·ciety Building in 1915, the
State has maintained the Society building, provided the salaries for the staff and
many of the operating supplies and expenses. In addition, the Society has supplemented its public funds with a small private income derived from invested funds,
membership dues, and bequests and gifts. At the present time~ its annual private
income is $42;000. It is used for all of the Society·s pUblications, a portion of
the library books, a small number of personnel, and supplies and expenses not provided by legislative appropriation.
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The Minnesota Histo~ical Society·s attivities are preseribed by statute as
follows:
LEGAL CITATION
(M.S. 53, C.L. 55)

FUNCTION OR ACTIVITY

Laws 1849, Ch. 44

Minnesota Historical Society established
incorporated on October 20, 1849.

Laws 1849, ChI 44

the object or said Society shall be the
collection and preservation of a Library, Mineralogical and Geological specimens, Indian curiosities, and other matters and things connected
with, and calculated to illustrate anc perpetuate
the history and settlement of said Territory.1t

Laws 1850, ChI 15

"The objects of said Society, with the enlarged
powers and duties herein provided, shall be, in
addition to the collection and preservation or
publications, manuscripts, antiquities, curiosities, and all other things pertaining to the
social, pOlitical and natural history of Minnesota, to cultivate among the citizens thereof,
a knOWledge of the usef~l and liberal arts,
science, and literature."

Laws 1869, Ch. 95

h • • • the said society shall cause their library
to be kept open for the free use of the pUblic"
during the usual business hours about the
Capitol, under such restrictions relative to the
consultation of books, and the taking of extracts
therefrom. as the Executive Council may direct. tt

Laws 1947, Ch. 305

The Society waS designated ffcustodian of records,lt
and provision was made that tftwo copies or each
book. document, journal, map, pamphlet or report
published by a state department or agency shOUld
be ,delivered to the Society."

an~

ft • • •

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The rol16wing goals and objectives are those of the Society as a whole:
CONSTRUCTION of an addition to the Minnesota Historical Building which will
house a modern historical mUSeum and provide urgently needed space for the constantly growing COllections of library books~ manuscripts, and pictures.
DEVELOPMENT of, a program to adequately preserve Minnesota's major historic sites.
A beginning has been made with the establishment of national monuments at Pipestone
and Grand Portage, and with the acquisition of three historic sites by the Society
-- the General William G. Le Due home in Hastings, the Mille Lacs Indian Museum, and
the, Oliver H. Kelley home hear Elk River. However, many more historic sites of great
significance in Minnesota are in serious trouble and will be erased if action is not
taken to save them. brganizations and individuals interested in sueh preservation
pro1eets are looking to the Minnesota Historical Society to take the initiative and
provide leade~ship for such a program. Examples of historic places that will soon
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be lost forever if steps are not takeYi to
junction of the Big Fork and Rainy RiVers
the Upper Midwest, the Upper Sioux Agency
of the state's·two most famous authors
F. Scott Fitz~erald's at St. Paul.

set them aside are the Grand Mound at. the
-- the most spectacular Indian mound in
near Granite Falls, and the birthplaces
Sinclair Lewis' at Sauk Centre and

DEVELOPMENT of a Pioneer Village at the Oliver H. Kelley farm.near Elk River:
EXPANSION of the Mille Lacs Indian Museum.
ERECTION and development of modern historical mUSeums at Itasca and Fort Ridgely
State Parks.
SECURING funds that will pay the salaries of attendants during the tourist season at the following museums and historic sites: Oliver H. Kelley home, William G.
Le Duc home, Fort Snelling Round TO\4er Iv1useum, Fort Ridg;ely !-1useum, Itasca Museum,
and the Ltndbergh home.
SECURING an adequate publications bUdget from private sources.
$iOO ,000 •.

The goal is

ENLARGING the microfilming program, which is now restricted to newspapers, to
accelerate the newspaper microfilming program and to include original rare manuscripts (Ramsey papers, Sibley papers, Taliafe~ro journals) that are rapidly deteriorating.
DEVELOPMENT of a more adequate historical marker program. Minnesota lags behind
most other midwestern states in preserving and marking its historic sites. It is
missing an opportunity to inform tourists, as well as its own people, about the rich
heritage or Minnesota. Historical markers ~an be one of the most effective means
of causing visitors to Minnesota to stay longer.
INCREASING the- Society's present small endowment of $250,000 to a higher level.

THE ESTABLISHMENT of a fund that will enable the Society to compete on the rare
book and manuscript market for the purchase of the best of such books and manuscripts relating to Minnesota. As things now stand, Minnesota is losing an alarming number of items to co~lecto~s and historical agencies Jocated outside the state.
Examples of such items that have been lost are a COllection of Zachary Taylor
letters written in l828~29 when Taylor served as Commandant of Fort Snelling;
Josiah Snelling's diary describing life at the fort wh~n he served as Commandant in
in the eariy 1820's; a collection of letters of Ignatius Donnelly; and a collection
of letters on the first Minnesota Regiment at Gettysburg recently 'purchased by a
person but of state.' The Society needs an annual fund of $3,000 to successfully
compete ror a share of such Minnesota items.
INCREASING the Society's budget. Currently the annual budget for the purchase
of neW books needed to keep the library collection up-to-date is $4.400 ($2,500
from state funds and $1,900 from private f~nds) •. For the oldest public library in
Minnesota and a major research library of its dimensions, this amount is inadequate
to keep the library up to standard. Unless the budget is doubled during the next
10 years; the quality of this collection will deteriorate sharply.
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FINANCING
The Society received its first financial aid from the state in 1852. This appropriation set a precedent for state assistance. For most of the Society's life
funds have come from two main sources -- state and private. At the present time the
proportion is 85.1 per cent from the state and 14.9 per cent from private sources.
During the next 10 years this ratio should be maintained so that private funds increase accordingly. State appropriations are used for salaries, supplies and expense, a portion of library books purchased, and microfilm. Private funds come from
membership fees, subscriptions, profit on publications purchased for resale, interest on bonds, dividends on stocks, contributions, historical tours and miscellaneous services.
A problem that has become almost chronic for state government is the prospect
of recurring deficits in the general revenue fund out of which the Society's appropriation is made. Consequently, "belt tightening" and "economy drives" have been
periodically necessary. This has caused delays and setbacks in programs authorized
by the Legislature.
The result is that the actual budget made available to the Society is somewhat
less than the amount appropriated by the Legislature. Although the Legislature appropriated $232,460 for fiscal 1961, the Society actually received $226,858.01 -$5,601.99 less. Obviously, the only solution to this problem is the development of
an adequate tax base to support the cost of state services. Until this is achieved,
the Society will share with other state agencies and institutions the hardships
caused by inadequate state revenues.
MANUSCRIPTS DEPARTMENT
Organization
The Manuscripts Department was organized in 1918, Vlhen one person was engaged
to process c~llections the Society had acquired since the 1850's. It has been a
separate department within the Society since that time, with the exception of an
interim in 1946-1948 when it became a division of the library. There are now three
full-time positions.
CURATOR OF MANUSCRIPTS
Departmental Supervision

I
I

I

ASSISTANT CURATOR
OF MANUSCRI PTS

MANUSCR I PTS
ASSISTANT

In charge of cataloging and
reference letters.

In charge of reading room.
Public contact by phone
and sorting manuscripts.

Responsibility and Authority
The Department is charged with responsibility for documenting in a collection
of unpublished materials the history of Minnesota' and Minnesotans, and through a
regional focus, the history of the nation "locally viewed." Its authority for performing this function emanates from the Society's 1849 charter and subsequent legislation.
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Goals and Objectives
The goals and objectives are:
TO ACQUIRE

fo~

the

Soci~ty

documents deemed of sufficient value for

p~ese~va.

tion.
TO ORGANIZE and catalog the material acquired.

TO RESTORE damaged documents and to give to the collections care that will
insure their preservation.
TO ENCOURAGE the writing of history by counseling scholars on the research resources of the collections, the Use already made of them, and the fresh data available in them -that willoontl'libuteto knowledg~.
TO W!DEN the circulation of information about the Society's holdings by preparing condensed data for cards filed in the National Union Catalog of Manuscripts
in the Library of Congress.
TO ENCOURAGE the recording of personal experience by providing outlines-for
persons writing reminiscences and by recording interviews.
TO PROVIDE to ot"ganized groups in the state (businesses, church~st unions, etc.)
preserving their own archives technical data on processing and pt"eservation and to
cent~alize at the Society info~mati6n on research resources of the privately held'
collections.
The pOlicy summarized here has been stated in "Collecting Policies of the Minnesota Historical Society," published i~ American Arochivist (April, 1953)~ i~ Ip Support of Clio (Madison, 1958), in A GUlde for Collectors <St. Paul, 1951); ~n Reminiscences and Interviews (St. Paul, 1951), and in annual reports to the director.
Standards
Standards (always sub~ective and flexible) for collecting are outlined in the
above publications which summari~e the best thinking of our times and the harvest
from leaders of previous generations. Standards for cataloging t restoration and
preservation are suggestea in publications issued or prepared by the Minnesota
Historical SocietYt the Library of Congress, the National Archives, and William J.
Barrow.
Applications of the standards is limited by a shortage of pe~sonnel; deficiencin the storage areas (dust, lack of temperature and humidity controls); and lack
of dust hOOdS, fumigato~. humidifier a~d laminator.
i~s

Plans
The Department

plans~ hopefully~

in the next deoade:

TO BROAOEN the scope of colleoting,
TO RAISE eritieal standards in evaluating material before acceptance,
TO IMPROVE efficiency in handling records, to meet minimum standards for doeument preservation, to sa~eguard treasures from theft or careless use, and to accommodate scholars provided with modern research tools by acquiring neW housing equipped with the following facilities:
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A processing room equipped with a dust
and

hood~ fumigator~

humidifier

laminator~

A storage-area with space ample enough to accommodate additions to
the collections without periodically shifting the entire holdings. The
area shoUld·be provided with heat, humidity and dust controls to insure
p~oper conditions for preservation.
A sound-proof reading room around which glass offices and workrooms
are arranged to provide good working conditions for scholars and permit
maximum surveillance by starf engaged' in other tasks. Important, teo.
will be sound-proof glass cubicles in the reading room where scholars using
dictating equipment c~n read documents into the machines without disturbing others. as well as compartments that can serve as semi-dark rooms for
those using photocopying equipment.
An underground vault built to specifications that will insure safety
in nuclear war of the most precious manuscripts and of microfilm copies
of others.
A receiving room to house incoming records and elevators and transportation belts to mOVe records now lifted manually.
TO REDUCE the
originals.

bul~

of marginal materialS by microfilming and then destroying

TO SAFEGUARD from war's devastation the information in collections high in content value by microfilming them and storing the films in the vault referred to above.
TO MICROFILM large collections too fragile for continued use and withdraw the
originals from circulation. Small collections or high intrinsic value must be laminated-.
..
..

TO REVIVE the p~oject of tape recording remini$cence$~ music~ and itsounds of
our times," abandoned several years ago because of shortage of personnel, by acquiring the personnel and new equipment.
TO ACQUIRE a fund for purchasing manuscripts.
All of'the projects outlined embody the minimum essentials in ser~iee$ that any
scholarly institution of the Society's cha~acter is expected to render to the state
and to $chola~ship.
The necessary facilities have been mentioned in the categories to which they
are relat~d. with the exeeption of microfilming. Since the Society already has a
department specializing in this activity, it might be wise to contract such work to
it, or to offer the contract to private firms.
Implementing the se~vices to which the department is already committed will require the acquisition of the equipment mentioned, addition of seven staff members
(bringing the departmental staff to ten persons), and the specialization of work in

the following divisions:
Field service, in charge of collecting
Aeoessioning and cataloging

~-

~-

3 persons •
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1 person.

·Reference service -- 1 person.
Tape recording and interviewing

1 person

Stenographic service -- 1 person.
Page service -- 1 person.
Restoration -- 1 person.
Administration,

~valuation,

and research counseling -- 1

pe~son.

Although the state has been unwilling to add even one person to the staff in
the past twelve years that requests have been made, while it has added to almost
evary other Department in the building, it must now face up-to the faet that a real
emergency exists. It need only look to other institutions in the nation who are
solving the problem by staffing its manuscripts departments to realize that Minne-·
sota has indeed turned its back upon one of the most vital functions a historical
society performs.
The technological break-through that has affected the operations of the manuscripts department began around 1900 and has increased in impact through the years.
The net result of changed technology are more ~ecordst each of which contains less
information; more types of records; poorer quality of paper; and more unwr~tten'
evidence 'that must be rescued from. los~ by interviewing. .The instruments and conditions that produced the above results are as follows:
THE TYPEWRITER and other duplicating devices; mechanical processing of accounts,
pe~sonnel ~ecords,

etc.

COMMUNICATION CHANGES: the telephone, by means of whieh unrecorded evidence
is lost; the telegraph, by which details of missives are lost.
TRANSPORTATION CHANGBS: the ease of transportation has encouraged exchange of
vital information in personal conferences rath~r than by letter.
INCREASING COMPLEXITY of economic, social and cultural patterns has produced
manuscripts by the millions instead of by the hundreds (although each document may
contain less data than its 19th century counterpart) and manuscri?ts of such specialized function that evaluation is complicated.
INCREASED POPULAT!ON. Wheh the Society was founded in 1849, it began collecting manuscripts documenting the history of a few thousand persons. Today, it must
collect oral or written evidence of a complex nature documenting the history of a
state/numbering over 'three million persons.
There is no legislation now pending that will affect the operation of this department. In the recent past, the expanded base of Social Security coverage accelerated searches in church records for vital information substituting for birth certificates.
Action Programs to Implement Plans
The parts of the plan outlined above are so interdependent that it is difficult
to assign priorities. The following is the best scheduling possible at this time:
COMPLETION of the Southwest Terrace to provide room for immediate expansion,
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and eventually, for auxiliary storage.

If

the debt limit is raised, this project

v.riJ.l be taken care of during the pres'ent biennium.

IMMEDIATE PROVISION for safeguarding precious documents from destruction by
bombs, use and aging.
IMMEDIATE INCREASE of the staff to five persons, giving priority. to one cataloger 'and one page. The other five persons requested should then be added one at a
time over the rest of the ten-year period.
CONSTRUCTION of an annex or a new building
and equipment detailed above.

contai~ing

the physical facilities

Budgetary Needs
COMPLETION of the Southwest Terrace, now in the budget:
NEW BUILDING or annex.

$22,000.

The Society has had no estimates made.

SEVEN NEW STAFF members:

TAPE RECORDING equipment:

approximate cost will be $32,600 per year.

$1,000.

VJhen the Department is adequately staffed and thus able to meet its commitments,
other expenses will increase. Among the chief items increased will be travel, supplies for cataloging and :r.estoration~ and equipment.
MUSEUM
Organization
The museum occupies two widely separated areas in the Historical Building. A
workshop, art room,and storage for bulky items are housed in two levels of the
Northwest Terrace. This terrace is an addition to the Historical Building and is
largely below ground level; it is entered through ground and basement level doors.
The curator of exhibits, an artist-preparator, a museum carpenter, and a part time
museum aid work in this area.
Four exhibit galleries, some storage facilities, and the offices of the museum
curato!\, curator of collections, and tour guide-registrar, are housed on the third
floor of the Historical Building. Hence~ the display and administrative areas are
widely separated from the workshop, art room, and major storage regions .

•

The physical distances between these tHO major Museum work areas and the lack of
centralized authority cause a certain degree of inefficiency and lack of co-ordination.

In JanuarYt 1962~ a reorganization was effected which centralized authority in
the hands of the museum curator and more clearly outlined areas of responsibility for
other staff members. Two divisions of the Museum were established. One is headed
by the curator of exhibits (associate curator). This position has charge of exhibits,
the, museum carperiter, the artist~preparator, and the areas where they work. The
other division is headed by the curator of collections. This position has charge of
Museum acquisitions, accessioning. records and storage. The Museum registrar and
Museum aid (part time) work under the direction of this position.
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.This reorganization has worked well in all respects. Staff members are efficient and seem to be satisfied with the changes. A division head is now in charge
of each of the major Museum a~eas. R~gular staff meetings are held to keep all
staff members aware of problems~ projects~ and future plans. This reorganization
should allow us to design exhibits more swiftly and to interpret Minnesota history
more effiectively. More rapid progress in storage changes will also be made.
Responsibility and Authority
The Museum is basically educational in nature. Its primary functions are to
collect. preserve and interpret the State's history through object materials. These
functions are accomplished through the collection of specimens; their proper storage and restoration; and the use of them in interpretative exhibits or for study
purposes. The collections are held in trust for the benefit of present and future
generat ions.
The Museum houses collections of approximately ItOOO~OOO irreplacable objects'
which pertain to Indians; archaeology, pioneer life) and modern times. These materials provide an unequalled physical link with our state's past. Museum staff members utilize them to interpret the past in modern and historically accurate displays.
Some 150,000 persons visit the building each year. Many of them are school
children who are given guided tours. Large numbers of out-of-state and foreign
visitors .receive lasting impressions of Minnesota through their visits here. The
Museum also provides the public with identifications of objects and information concerning Indians, pioneers, firearms, furniture, and a host of other subjects.
Goals and Objectives
The Museum's principal goals and objectives are to greatly improve our collections. records, eXhibits~ preservation methods~ and work-storage areas. Additional
display·space is an urgent- need.
The collections must be expanded in many areas Which it does not have at present. "Collect now for the future tl is an ideal which we strive to follow. At present, the Museum cannot collect large and highly significant Objects associated with
farming~ commerce~ transportation and industry.
An obvious need exists to preserve
these materials.
'Many Museum record$ are outdated and incomplete or not fully organized. They
are currently being studied. They must be revised and expanded to upgrade them to
modern standards. Photo-mechanical methods of record retrieval are under study. In
the near future, one classification of records will be microfilmed and. film substituted for hand Itposting,t of data into ledgers. This will result in a great time saving in future years.
j

At present, ~useum exhibits are in a reasonably good condition. A need exists)
however t for the renovation of displays in two large galleries. Studies of how this
may best be accomplished are under way. A long-range exhibits plan extending to
1965 and beyond has been prepared. Priorities are assigned to exhibits in this plao.
They are now being constructed in accordance with it.
An embryo Museum laboratory has been established to deal with conservation of
many types of objects. Undoubtedly, much restoration on furniture and metal objects
must be undertaken in the future. A larger portion of staff time must be allocated
to this end in the future.
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Inadequate work space must be m~dern~zed for greater efficiency and utility.
Additional work facilities and study areas must be constructed in the upper level of
·the Northwest Terrace. Priceless collections are housed in sub-standard storage
areas which lack temperature, humidity and dust controls. A "Master Storage Plan"
for the Northwest Terrace. has been devised. It is now being implemented to provide
more space~ a better ordering of materials, and much greater efficiency in finding
needed objects s as well as providing for better physical care of specimens.
Within five years, the Museum will have outgrown all available display space
in the Historical Building. Obviously, additional s?ace is needec so that we can
more fully interpret Minneso!-a t s historic past. The present quarters are also much
outmoded by developments in the museum field in the past 50 years. Provision must
be made for a new Museum building within the next 10 years, or Minnesota will fall
well behind other states in providing her citize~;s with up-to-date,Museum facilities.
In June of 1960, an 8-page study called "Principles of Museum Policy" was prepared. It is· currently used as a guide for all ~useum operations. Many supplements
to this study have been pr~pared and are being used as guides to the museum program.
Standards

Museum standards are somewhat like those of libraries. It is only in recent
years that many museum procedures have been standardized or formulated. In general,
the Museum adheres to standards as specified by the American Association of Museums
in our collection, preser~ationt ~nd interpretation policies. These standards are
used by the National Park Service, Smithsonian Institution, and the bulk of larger
museums in the U. S. and Canada. These are best exemplified in the following volumes:
.~terE£eting

our

H~ritag~,

by Freeman Tilden, 1957, University of North Carolina

Press.
Museu~ Reg·istrati6n

11ethods, Dudley and Bezold, -195-8, ·Amer1can Association of

Huseums.
The Conservation of Antiquities and Works of Art, by Plenderleith t 1956, Oxford
Universlty Press~---·
Field

~anua~!or

Museums, Burns, 1941, U. S. Government Printing Office.

More important general standards are:

The Museum collects typical objects wh~9n can be used to interpret
the various phases of Minnesota History.
These objects are held in trust for present and future generations t
and are given the best care possible considering limited staff and storage facil5.ties.
Records relating to these objects are kept. in the fullest possible
manner.
These objects are used whenever possible in modern interpretative
exhibits which will inform the interested public about the various aspects
of Minnesota's history.
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Plans
Major museum plans

fo~

the next decade are:

TO MAKE EXTENSIVE additions to its collections so they a~e mo~e complete.
Collecting must be started now in anticipation of a great futu~e need for materials.
Highly significant farming equipment, transportation items, commercial and industrial mate~ials must be collected while they are available. This program is now
curtailed by lack of adequate storage space.
TO IMPROVE the records keeping system so it comes up to modern museum standards. Present records are inadequate. Most of our collections must be reaccessioned (described and remarked).
°TO DEVISE a p~eservation and restoration program for the collections. A simple
laboratory and library are contemplated. Restoration would b~ carried on largely
with present workshop facilities.
TO IMPROVE the storage system so tn8t it is up to modern museum standards.
Temperature, hum~dity and dust cont~ols are now lacking in our storage areas. Great
and continued damage to priceless COllections results.
Storage rooms and shelving must be constructed to house the COllections. Presently, many i1ems are piled on floo~s. This results in congestion, fire hazards;
damage to specimens, and an inefficient use of available space. Great savings in
ostaff time and storage space would result from adequate shelving.
TO MAKE extensive additions to the displays so that they can tell "the Minnesota story" more adequately and effectively.
TO BEGIN plans and specifications for a neW mUSeum building.
°NEWSERVICES·
The school tour program must be expanded to cope with the increasing demands
made by schools for this important museum service.
An education program,must be started to broaden public interest and awareness
of state and national history. Ideally; all departments of the Society would be involved in this program. The general goal would be to establish a series of programs
with an appeal to children and young adults. Their active participation would be
stressed. Audio-visual materials such as movies, records; and film strips would be
used. Tours to historic sites around~the Twin Cities area might be considered. A
study of pioneer or Indian handicrafts could be incorporated with historical studies.
G~aduate history students would be used for direction and programming.
Educational
facilities are now being expanded in most large museums.
At present~ the Society sponsors displays at an eVer enlarging number of historie sites and State parks. Among these are: the Lindbergh house, Little Falls; the
Round Tower; Fort Snelling; the Oliver H. Kelley home, Elk River; Fort Ridgely; and
the Mille Lac~ Indian Mus~um; Mille Lacs Lake. It is obvious that demands for these
services will increase in the future.
Advice and assistance are noW given to a number of the 87 County Historical
Societies in the state. Research; exhibit planning~ layouts; color, lighting, techniques; storage, and preservation advice are often requested. Modern mUSeum concepts
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are gradually diffusing to all areas of the State and an increasing number of museums are being erected. Therefore, requ~sts for these services will increase greatly in the years to come.
Requests from schools and other educational agencies for traveling exhibits are
now regretfully refused. Some provision must be made to meet these requests in the
future~

A few requests are currently made for the use of portions of the collections
for study purposes. Space is lacking in which these scho~ars can work with the materials. Requests for this service will increase.
RESEARCH
-

The Society's current underwater search program for fur trade materials has
just begun. Many highly significant items have been found. These are priceless
scientific materials. A pressing need exists to continue this search for five or
more years. A carefully detailed study of artifacts found must be made, an.d these
data published.
Closely associated with this is a need for a long range excavation and study
pI'ogram at a number of vitally important.fur trade posts from the French t British
and American periods. Some thought has also been given to the launching of a longl'ange study of the fur trade era which would embrace these and other projects. This
research can probably be financed largely by private funds, but professional assistance is greatly needed.
The value of these studies to the history of Minnesota t the Northwest, and the
nation cannot be overestimated. Much new knowledge concerning the fur trade era in
our State will result. This information will be used to a great advantage in interpretative displays by counties t state parks t schools t the National Park Service and
the Minnesota Historical Society. Many popular publications and educational movies
will also· result from this research.
.
With the ever expanding visitations at museums, historic sites t state parks t
etc., this search project will reach an increasingly larger audience.
ORGANIZATIONAL SETUP
The demand for present and future services should not affect the organizational
setup in any large measure. Although an additional four employees will be needed,
these can be readily fitted into the present table of organization under the existing museum divisions and the direction of the museum curator.
PERSONNEL NEEDS
With the increasing work load placed on the Museum facilities by the public and
other departments of the Society, additional employees are needed in the Muse~m.
Much more rapid progress could be made in all phases of Museum activities with the
addition of only one or two additional employees. fhe positions requested are list~
ed below in their order of need.
A CLERICAL WORKER is needed to assist \.,ith the Museum '.s backlog of record keeping, inventories of collections, remarking of specimens, and research on collections.
Sa,lary: $3,600 per year.
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A DISPLAY~PREPAP~TOR is needed to aSslst with the construction and modification of displays. Salary: $4,800 per year.
A RESEARCH ASSISTANT is needed to assist the Museum curator with a wide variety of research projects concerning museum exhibits, research on collections, re-

search on fur trade era artifacts. He would also be available for. selected research projects for the Administration Department. Salary: $5,000 per year.
A UNIfORMED GUARD is needed to patrol the five floors and corridors of the
Historical Society Building. Much loitering, vandalism, and minor thefts would thus
be prevented. Salary: $4,000 per year.
AN ADVERTISING LAYOUT ARTIST could be used to speed up layout and art work for
display and the publications department. This service is also needed by the Administration Department for a wide variety of miscellaneous art work. Salary: $5,000
per year.
HISTORICAL BUILDING
Many improvements are desperately needed in the present Museum exhibit and storage areas. These are listed below.
Heating, humidity, dust, and ventilation controls are needed for Museum displaYt work and storage areas. The present system is antiquated; parts of it are inoperative. No heat, humidity, dust, and ventilation controls exist at all in one
level of the Northwest Terrace where priceless collections are stored. Uncontrolled summer heat and humidity damage delicate museum specimens in all storage areas.
In present storage areas, dust enters freely and covers all exposed materials. Temperature and humidity fluctuate widely -- alternately moistening and then drying out
furniture, cloth, paper, leather, etc. These specimens are irreplacable. In the
future, the Museum will be forced to ask the State for thousands of dollars to restore these items.
Uncontrclled heat and humidity make working conditions most unpleasant on the
third floor of the Historical Building during summer months. Visitors frequently
complain about this condition. Work efficiency naturally declines greatly. Specimens stored in this area suffer also.
Visitors frequently complain of the heat or lack of fresh air in winter months.
It is common for childr~n to faint while touring our galleries in groups. This is
caused by a lack of fresh air.
The Museum shares these problems with all other departments in the Historical
Building. These problems are a part of a larger one. The entire building needs adequate temperature, humidity, dust, and ventilation controls.
FACILITIES
Decent office space is lacking for Museum staff members who are housed on the
third floor of the Historical Building. The curator, curator of COllections, and
tour-guide registrar occupy three small cluttered offices which are widely separated.
This results in a loss of efficiency and many difficulties in communication with each
other.
Although legislative approval has been secured to convert one building light
well into office space, funds are needed for the conversion of an additional light
well into work space for the tour-guide - registrar. None of the present offices
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have room for a table. Tables must pe set up in corridors whenever any sorting or
packaging of specimens is done.
Metal Shelving for Museum Storage, $5,000
Thousands of small items are in the Museum collections. Most of them must be
reqdilY accessible at almost any time; therefore it is difficult to store them in
containers. Shelving is the only solution to this problem. With adequate shelving,
present storage space can be utilized more effectively. At present, many items are
stored on the floor where they are subject to damage.
Paint and Fumigation Room, $2.500

A dust-proof room with an exhaust fan is needed. Most museum exhibits need occasional repainting or refurbishing. Dust in the air makes this operation almost
impossible, or at least impossible to obtain good results. Therefore~ a small dust
proof room is needed which has an exhaust fan to draw off inflammable or poisonous
lacquer, paint and varnish fumes. This room would also be used for the fumigation
of clothing, upholstered furniture, wood and many other materials. It is essential
to fumigate most items brought into a museum to prevent costly insect damage to the
objects themselves or to other things in storage.
Double Doors for Storage Area. $800
The Northwest Terrace serves as a workshop and storage area for the Museum.
Large and bulky pieces of furniture, equipment and construction materials are frequently brought in. At present there is one door opening into this area from the
dri ve\-{ay in the rear of the building. Only about seven feet of clear space is available opposite this door. Large objects must be shifted in gradually. The installation of double doors would enable us to save manpower and time g and would also eliminate damage to museum specimens and other materials. Large displays must be built
in two sections to move them through this door.
Freight Elevator, $5 9 000

A freight elevator is essential for moving large objects from the unloading
area (driveway) to the lower Terrace level where most of them are stored. Pianos
and other large ite'ms must now be unloaded at an inconvenient location at the opposite end of,the building and taken about 200 feet to a storage area~
When large objects are' moved between the two levels
be moved about 300 feet. taken up an elevator or carried
corridor and then shifted through two sets of doors into
staff time is consumed ~n such operations g and specimens

of the Terrace. they must
upstairs 9 taken down a long
the Museum workshop. Much
are damaged u

Dust Controls for Power Tools, $600
Dust is a constant enemy of museum objects; it frequent]~ carries noxious chemicals or soots which damage almost everything they touch. Dust removal equipment is
badly needed in the museum's workshop where quantities of sawdust from power tools
is blown out onto,the floor.' The elimination of this problem, with proper dust removal equipment, will at least help to partly solve the over-all'dust problem In the
Historical Building.
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Preparation Laboratory, $2,625
The Museum needs a safe place to store strong acids and other chemicals, which
are used in the treatment and preservation of many artifacts. As time goes on, restoration will become increasingly important to the Museum's increasingly valuable
collections. This laboratory would be shared with the Newspaper and other depart:
ments.
Welding Work Area, $300
Recent advances in display work make it imperative that the Museum have an
electric welder for light welding of metals. A safe fireproof area is needed for
the installation of this welder. A flexible canvas-asbestos track enclosure would
house the welding equipment.
Sound Equipment, $2,000
The use of sound equipment adds a new dimension to the museum field. Background music, special effects, and other features can be used to make our displays
far more effective. MOQern museums have this equipment. Radio tour guide equipment
might even be installed.
Fire Detection System
No fire detection equipment is presently installed in the building. It is most
important that it be installed in all museum storage areas. A fire starting in a
remote area could get well under way on an evening or week end, and destroy many irreplacable specimens, or spread to other areas of the building

The Museum workshop suffers from a serious lack of power equipment. Staff time
could be- saved, and displays and restoration accomplished with much greater efficiency if it had adequate tools.
Office equipment, $500
The Museum bffice staff functions with antiquated equipment, much of which has
passed through many hands and is almost unusable. If the Museum curator and curator of collections are given a new office, they should have workable and presentable
chairs, tables, and file "cases.
Display Equipment, $1,350 (Estimated)
An "Art-a-Graph" '($450) is needed for reducing or enlarging art work. It will
greatly speed up routine art work; helps create better layouts. This is an overhead
prismatic projector which projects an image onto an easel. With it, composite art
work can be traced to scale; overlays made, etc. Obviously, this piece of equipment
would pay for itself in staff time saved within a two or three year period.
A "Line-a-Scribe" machine ($900), a sign making device. Many museums and dis.play shops have' them. It would be possible to set up type and print unifo~m labels
for all exhibits and displays. This would allow the staff to do a large number
of posters and signs once the copy was set up. This is essentially a "proof press"
used in most print shops.
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Facilit~esD

New Building

An addition is needed to house a modern Historical Museum with its attendant
storage 9 workshop and office areas~ The present Museum is inadequate to handle and
house large objects and the incI~e,asing amount of excellent visual materi.als .in its
collections e Moreover~ the present Museum is located on the third floor -- the most
inaccessible area in the Historical Building0
All available display space will be exhausted in thr'ee to five years" Increasing numbers of vi.sitors already ex'owd the galleries and C01")1~idors" Attendance will
undoubtedly increase from 150~OOO to 300~OOO within 10 years. A modern museum should
also be housed on a first floor level with its storage, work and office areas close
bYe A study should be made to deterTIline the type of structure best suited to the
MuseumQs needs0

Much more effective intez'pretati ve displays could be made in a moder'n first
Phases of Minnesot;;t history not now available could be shown to the
people of Minnesota" In a sense ~ large numbers of out of state oX" fOI'leign visitors
recei ve their most peI'manent impr,essions of our state from their visits to the Museum of the Minnesota,Historical Society
floOl" museumo'

til

Adequate provisions must be made for
any plans for a new museum buildingQ

staff~

visitor and school bus parking in

Action Programs to Impleme'nt Plans
It is difficult to establish time tables for the Museum plans or goals. Requests for services from other departments and outside organizations or individuals
can drastically disrupt schedules e The s:'ecent pI'oposal to enlarge the Mille Lacs
Indi.an Museum is an '3xample ~ About a month was devoted to planning this addition
by the curator of exhibits and the Museum curator9
Stor'age System Improvements

Some steps have been taken in this area and will continue until the problem is
solved. Progress here is la.rgely contingent upon funds being available for shelviuge This is one of the most critical problems facing the Museume
Display Additions
Action on this is well under' way and will continue \vithout letup for about 5
more years. Thereaftel"t space restrictions will preclude any major new projects unless more display space is forthcoming
If provisions are made for a new Museum
til

structure~

display efforts must b.e expanded to prepare new displays for the new display areas", E:a:pansions'in display staffi) etcs Ii would then be necessaryfl
Records

~e~p.1.ng

System Improvement

Improvements in this area are well under way. They must be continued for perhaps ten years fj until the collections are adequately. marked and described. Thereaftel~t a.. high level of record keeping must be maintained"
Preser·vati.on ,and Restoration Program
A simple museum laboratory has been started" Present vl0rkshop facilities will
be used to a large extent in this programe Repair and restoration must presently be
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concentrated only on specimens which most need this service. When more time becomes available, larger efforts will be devoted to it. It must be continued into the
indefinite futupe.
Collecting in Anticipation of Future Needs
This project is now under way to a limited extent, though it cannot be started
in a full scale fashion until more adequate storage facilities are available. An
additional clerical worker is needed to handle records associated with this project.
Collecting is also curtailed until our present collections can be sorted, reclassified and culled. Studies must also be made to discover specific areas in which
collecting must be concentrated.
A New Museum Structure:

1965-1970

There is not much point in making more than generalized plans for a new museum
until the Legislature appropriates funds for a preliminary architectural study, and
indicates an interest in constructing a new building.
GALLERY I Indians and Explorers: At present about two-thirds of the semipermanent Indian and Explorer gallery is completed.
GALLERY II Pioneer Life: Plans call for re-evaluating the permanent galleries
and re-doing the Pioneer Life (North Gallery), the Room settings, East Gallery and
eventually to complete and make minor changes in the Indian Life and Explorer Gallery.
GALLERY III Minnesota Street Scenes:

These exhibits should be enclosed.

When these 3 major galleries are completed, the scope of the exhibits should
be enlarged:
DEVELOP "Memory Lane" period from 1900 to present day.
MAIN FLOOR CORRIDOR, series of displays representing each department in the
building which will tell briefly each one's purpose and function and services.available to the public.
EXHIBITS on significant industries -- lumbering, iron ore, milling, agriculture,
etc.
MILITARY EXHIBITS based on Minnesota's record in past wars.
GROUND FLOOR CORRIDOR, "Collectors' Lane .. " Series of displays on our outstanding collections -- China, coins, salt shakers, etc.
GROUND FLOOR LANDING, "Recent Accessions," 4 cases to be changed periodically,
displaying recent outstanding or unusual gifts to the Museum.
COLONIAL DAMES CASES (3), third floor corridor. Series of temporary
subjects which fit a seasonal theme would be selected.

dis~lays;

When more space is available, a special gallery will be set aside to install a
series of exhibits and displays that would tie in with current events, holidays, etc.
Minor changes would be made in the proposed Minnesota Street Scene settings or period
rooms and attempt to show how the early settlers observed holidays, etc. Even the
General Store would display things that were for sale and were appropriate for each
season and holiday, etc.; the possibilities are unlimited.
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More space is needed to install a series of exhibits on various subjects such
as lighting, showifig the development £rdm making of candles to various early lanterns to the electric bulbs, fluorescent lights, etc -If there were more space. an exhibit on the history of medicine in Minnesota
might be installed. A chronological approach would be used here to show development of medicine. starting with the pioneer and early medical books, medicine man,
wagon. etc., to present day, including the Mayos, early hospitals, equipment to the
present day.
Temporary exhibits should be continued. This institution is a treasure house
for Minnesota history. In the collection field some articles are voluntarily offered to the Museum. By launching a series of State Wide Loan EXhibitions, based on objects and materials now lacking. many objects will be uncovered; owners of these
items would be willing to loan them for a special temporary state-wide exhibitions
and would later be induced to either donate these objects or will them to the Museum. These Loan Exhibitions provide the public with a continuing interest in the
Museum and an opportunity for participation in its activities. These exhibits attract the public to the building and their interest in history is stimulated.
Demands for technical assistance from the Museum is sharply increasing as the
Society acquires historic sites, develops specialized museums and the establishment
of county museums. This pressure is already great.
Funds Required
INDIAN GALLERY - to complete present plans including Rest Area and remodeling
of a few units and installing additional light fixtures ~nd filters: $2,000.
PIONEER GALLERY - Redesign. rebuild~ paint background scene, reconstruct Log
Cabin, install sound equipment, manikins, additional light fixtures: preliminary
estimate; $6,500.
MINNESOTA STREET SCENE (East Gallery) - Redesign entire gallery; reconstruct
authentic building fronts and interiors; manikins; sound equipment; large outdoor
scene painted along entire west wall to serve as background fo~ vehicles, etc.; new
lighting: preliminary estimate, $7,500.
BASEMENT CORRIDOR - ttMemory Lane," semi-permanent; plan, design t and build a
of exhibits to convey each decade f~om 1900 through 1960's; new light fixtures; manikins; a series of sections of one large unit to be installed against west
·wall; color scheme to be worked out; entire corridor to be painted to carry out theme:
preliminary estimate, $3.000.
se~ies

GROUND FLOOR CORRIDOR ... "Collectors' Lane," series of case displays subject to
periodic changes: preliminary estimate. $2,000.
GROUND FLOOR LANDING - "Recent Accessions Unit t ft
a face lifting t neW lighting: estimated cost» $600.

Present Kellogg cases require

MAIN FLOOR CORRIDOR .... "MHS Departmental Promotional Displays," design and build
of cases fo fit in with over-all design of sales desk and first floor landing
building directory; wiring and light fixtures: preliminary estimate t $2.000.
se~ies

BASEMENT CORRIDOR Miniature Dioramas - semi-permanent displays; design and build
unit on each side of stairs to contain dioramas; repainting and refurbishing; lighting changes: preliminary estimateD $1&500.
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Personnel Ndeded in Art Department
DISPLAY PREPARATOR -- at least two years experience with commercial display
firm; experience in display carpentry. This man would assist carpenter in building.
painting, dismantling of displays, etc.; assist the carpenter in periodic refurbishing of exhibits; would be responsible for a running inventory on display supplies,
bulbs. etc_, in display storage and would assist in all phases of ,museum exhibitwork.
ADVERTISING LAYOUT ARTIST -- at least two years training at a reputable commercial art school, two years experience in the commercial art field; 1 year experience
in commercial display_ This person should haye a knOWledge of reproductions, paste
ups, color separations, hand lettering and working with prepared lettering, knowledge of type. type faces. off-set l~thography, letterpress and gravure reproduction.
PART TIME MISCELLANEOUS HELP -- to assist wherever needed in dismantling and in
the installation of exhibits; hauling of props •• maintaining of displays; help in'
preparation, painting, tacking, wiring. etc.
BUdgetary. Needs
Equipment
(No. 1 Priority)

Stot'age She1vlng

$5.000

1963-65

Doors, Storage At'ea

BOO

1963-65

Dust Controls. Power Tools

600

1963-65

Welding Work Area

300

1963-65

1.500

1963....65

500

1963....65

Workshop Equipment
Office Equipment

(No. 2 Priority)
Paint and
Fumigation Room

1965-67

Storage. Freight Elevator

1965...67

Preparation Laboratory

1965...67

Sound Equipment

2,000

1965-67

Fire Detection System

1965....67

Display Equipment

1965....67
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EXHIBITS EXPENDITURES
Indian Gallery (additions)

$2,000

1963-65

Pioneer Gallery (redesign completely)
6.500

1961-63

Minnesota Street Scenes (redesign completely)

6,500

1961-63

Temporary Display Gallery
(Change exhibits)

2,000

1965-67

Memory Lane (Basement Corridor) Design, construct

3,000

1965-67

2.000

1965-67

Collector's Lane (Ground
Floor Corrido~; Design,
Con~truct)

PERSONNEL NEEDS
The Muse-urn could use all of the employees listed below to an advantage at the
pre-sent time.

Clerical Worker
Display-preparator
Research Assistant
Guar'd
Layout Artist
Museum Aid

Annum

Biennium
....,.

10 years

Biennium needed

$3,600
4,800
5,000
4,000
5,000
4.800

$7,200
9,600
10,000
8,000
10,000
9,600

$36,000
48,000
50,000
40,000
50,000
48,000

1963-65
1963-65
1963-65
1965....67
1965-67
1963-65

LIBRARY
The objective of the Minnesota Historical Society Librar'y is to preserve, catalog, and make available for pUblic use printed material of Minnesota interest and importance.
Our goal is the contInuing preservation of our Sta:!:e t s history and all allied
subjects. As Minnesota's oldest cultural institution, therefore; we continue to be
dedicated. as stated in our original objective of 1849. to the tlcollection- and preservation ••• of ••• things connected with, and calculated to illustrate and perpetuate the history and settlement of said Territory."
The Minnesota Historical -Society attempts, within the limits of its budget. to
follow professional standards set by the American Library Association and other professional library groups, although we naturally have to modify these standards from
time to time to fit our specialized needs.
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Chart. :2
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION, MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY MUSEUM

MUSEUM'CURATOR •
(Department Head)

Directs Museum operations; makes policy decisions. Perfor!!,ls research for exhibits;
conducts special research projects and archaeological research, Supervises Museum
Tour Program.

I

j

CURATOR OF EXHIBITS (Associate Curator)
(Division Head)

CURATOR OF COLLECTIONS (Assistant Curator)
(Division Head)

Plans exhibits, prepares art work. Supervises displays in
MHS building and other Museums of the Society. Supervises
Artist-Preparator and Museum Carpenter. Plans art work for
various departments of the Society. Provides advice on
displays to County Museums.

Supervises Museum Records, Acquisitions, and storage.
Supervises Registrar and Museum Aid. Performs research
on collections. Lectures to groups on the Museum, on
aspects of Minnesota History. Conducts tours.

MUSEUM AID
(part-time)
Restores specimens. Storage
maintenance. Inventories
collections.

MUSEUM REGISTRAR-TOUR GUIDE
Accessions specimens~ research on
collections. Conducts tCil1.rs~ prepares
Museum publicity. Lectures to groups
on aspects of Minnesota History.

!
~

ARTIST-PREPARATOR

.Assists in planning exhibits; exhibit
construction. Does sign work and art
work for the Society.

MUSEUM CARPENTER

Constructs and paints exhibits, restores specimens;.
assists in storage areas.

The Minnesota Histo~ical Society. library has had to limit its services since
the cut-back of 1953; consequently. there is non~ that can be discontinued.
It is suggested. therefo~et that one more professional librarian be added to
the staff (at the beginning sala~y of $4 t 800 a year) as well as an additional fUlltime page (at the beginning salary of $2~664 a year). Only by doing this can letters
anq other services be expedited and the exceptionally large number of-uncataloged
volumes and all the books to be reclassified be made more readily available to the
library users.
This would amount to a total expenditure of $7.464 for the first year t and increasing. step by stept to a total of $9.0849 It is especially imperative that the
current position of Clerk Steno I be up graded and the position of Clerk ! (Catalog
Assistant) pe simila~ily up graded o These last two changes constitute the libraryt s
greatest problem at the present timet and should be acted upon before any of the
other suggestions. These total salaries (2 new positions and 2 increased salaries)
would come to a total maximum initial expenditure of approximately $25 1 000 per bien-

nium.

Chart 3 shows the organization of the Library. The second Librarian I divides
his time between the Reference Division and Technical Services Department t as does
the Pageo The library secretary (classified as Clerk~Steno I) is responsible not
only to the chief libra~ian but also to the heads of the Reference. Technical Services. and Acquisitions Di~isions6
. The present organization in the Technical Services Department of the Library
was evolved in 1953 when that division lost three key staff members. There hag to
be a complete reassignment of duties within the Department and a drastic cut made in
the speed of processing material for publio use. These positions we~e taken from the
library to benefit othe~ departments within the hi.storieal sooiety (vize~ administration office~ manusoripts division. and museum). and only one of the positions
has been again filled (in January, 1962)4
With adequate professional ratings for all membe~$ of the Library staff. and
with the increase in personnel as mentioned above~ the lib~ary should be able to expand its prog~am throughout the Stateo
be

Ove~ the next ten years the growing
considered~ The library needs:

need

fo~

more space within the building must

INCREASED book sh~lving and adequate location fo~ the map collection; adequate
offices for the reference department; expansion space for vertical pamphlet files;
additional study space for the use of the public~
DUST AND HUMIDITY 'control in the stack area for the preservation of the historical collectiono
NEW LIGHTING on the two stack ends of each floor where close filing is done
(eight floor levels. a total of sixteen sections),
NEW STACK el$vator.

PICTURES
The Picture Department is a relatively new division within the Sooiety. Before
its creation in 1949. the museum collected t cataloged, and housed the picture collec-
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Chart 3
LIBRARY ORGMUZATION CHART

I

I

CHIEF LIBRARIAN

HEAD# REFERENCE DIVISION"

I

I
LIBRARIAN (

HEAD, TECHNICAL SERVICES

UBRARIAN [

PAGE

(port-ti-me)

(port-time)

r

I

ACQUISnrONS
DIVISION

LIBRARIAN II

v
SECRETARY

I
LIBRARIAN I
(port-time)

CLERK

I
PAGE
(port-time)"

tion. With the organization of a separate department, the Society centralized for
the first time all the photographic funetions. The work of the department now is
to:
COLLECT pictures, both by locating and acqu1rlng those already in existence,
and photographing persons. buildings, scenes, and processes where gaps exist.
CATALOG the collections.
PROVIDE reference service to scholars who use the pictures as source materials.
PROVIDE reference and photo-duplication service to persons who use the pictures
as illustrations for articles. books and television. A great deal of work is done
to provide illustrations for the Societyt s own publications.
GIVE photographic service to the library, manuscriptst and other departments in
the Society which borrow material for copying and in response to requests made by
researchers.
REPAIR and

re~tore

damaged items in the collection.

When the department was organized it was ·staffed by one person. In 1955 a second staff member was added. Funds received from copying are now used to engage a
part-time employee who works approximately 16 hours a week.
The departmentts needs over the next ten years include additional personnel~
equipment, and storage space. The picture collection is strong in the following
areas:
EARLY VIEWS of St. Paul and Minneapolis. showing general views of the cities.
EARLY VIEWS of St. Anthony Falls from all angles.
PORTRAITS of prominent local and state residents of the pioneer and early statehood period.
LUMBERING. steamboats t Indians and Indian life. railroading and costumes for
most periods.
Weaknesses are in the a~ea of out-state pictures of yeste~day and today. The
department needs pictures of people in their everyday work and play for all periods
of history.
Future collecting pOlicy is controlled by an unknown -~ the extensive Twin City
newspaper negatives. To determine the direction in which the department needs to
move~ it must solve this unknown by culling. sorting. cataloging; and filing hundreds
of thousands of newspaper negatives now in storage.
In order to carry out this project. two new staff people must be added to the
department. With two persons working on the project. one could spell the other in
primary sorting and thus relieve the fatigue that develops with extensive sorting of
negativeso An estimate of the number now stored is 1.400.000 for both Minneapolis
and St. Paul papers.
After the processing of the negatives reveals the areas of strength and weakness~
eSt the department can plan a specific program of acquisition. Some of the gaps can
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be filled by following the present collecting procedures of sOliciting pictures. by
. letter and interviews. and by spontaneous gifts that come to the department. In
some cases it will be necessary to accelerate the present policy of taking pictures
to fill in the -gaps.
The growth of the collection will require additional storage space. As a temporary measure. expansion needs would be ~erved by converting the ~djacent office;
now used by visiting scholars~ into a file room. Eventually. however. the dep~~t
ment will need additional storage space. Economically it would be a bette~ policy
to house the files in an area in the annex or new building specifically designed
for storage rather than in converted office space.
The two staff members ~equested for the specific purpose of bringing the negatives under control WOUld. after the completion of the project. be absorbed in tasks
imposed upon the' department by the growing volume of its work. The types of se~v
ices that have expanded include service to schola~s. duplication of file pictures in
the department and from material in newspapers and library files. the film-strip and
movie service. services to the Minnesota Historical Society. requests from book and
magazine publishers. newspape!\s and televi~ion.
Another area of the department's work to which a great deal of time must be devoted in the future is restoration of valuable paintings. daguerreotypes. and photographs which are deteriorating.
Expansion in the next ten years will require additional equipment as well as
personnel. At present the department has only half the number of filing cabinets
needed to store the negatives alone. An additional twenty cabinets will be requested in the next ten years~ Other requirements will be a new camera and darkroom
equipment (enlarger. film tanks, etc.). If new and better equipment and techniques
develoPt the department hopes to be able to adopt them to improve the services to
the Society and the public.
Costs or-the plan outlined here are difficult to determine because of the
changes in equipment in this field. Here are some of the estimates:
Twenty filing cabinets

$4.000.00

Cameras

$500.00 to $700.00

~apid

Darkroom equipment
1 staff member at Librarian I

$4;800.00 per

range 20

yea~

1 staff' member at Clerk II
range 10
The extension of storage space is dependent upon the Society's over-all plan
for the annex or new building.
The use of pictures ·as sout'ce material and as illustrations has within the past
few years grown in a spectacular fashion. Scholars who formerly ignored pictorial
evidence have come in increasing numbers to seek answers to their research problems.
Publications that formerly used pictures only occasionally are now profusely illustrated. Exhibits. tOOt use pictures lavishly.
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As use expanded t every part of the
to production of copies for publication
creases in the next ten years as it has
equipment and storage area needs stated

department's work increased. from collecting
or exhibition. If the rate of growth inin the past decade. the projection of staff.
here are indeed minimum essentials.

Chart 4
PICTURE CURATOR
Departmental Supervision

,

I

I

ASSISTANT CURATOR

PART- TIME PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSISTANT

Public Contact
Cataloging
Picture Research

Copy of photographic work
Filing

NEWSPAPER DEPARTMENT
Purposes and Responsibilities
The chief purpose of this department is to collect~ preserve t and present primary data which will yield answers to questions about the social life in Minnesota.
These questions can be highly specific: dates. names and places; or they can be
more general: What was the temper and character of Minnesota life in the 1870's; or
they may be quite abstract: What fo~ces created the third party movement in Minnesota?
The pUDlic communications fuedia provide one of the richest sources to answer
the above questions. The State of Minnesota began collecting newspapers -- the major
communications medium of the time -- some 112 years agoo
The collection now occupies five floors of the historical building and contains
more than three and one-half ,million issues. The development of nearly every community in the state can be traced through event~ chronicled in its local newspaper.
Two conditions forced 'the newspaper cOllection to alter its operations. In 1947
the Historical Society ran out of storage space and the wood-pulp newsprint on which
most of the collection is printed was eXhibiting advanced stages of deterioration.
Microfilm was the answer. It enabled the production of a much more durable record
and at toe same time created storage space. Two cameras and two microphotographers
were added.
In 1960 it was decided the quality of the microrecords being produced was too
poor to permit destruction of the original 'records. The only course open was to increase the quality of t~e microrecord. This necessitated assigning quality control
responsibilities to one of the microphotographers. However t it cut production in
half.
In November. 1960. a new function was assumed: a microrecording service. Work
for other departments in the society and scholars who use this department's materials
is done after hours on a piece-work; privately-financed basis.
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Plans.
Expanding of the Microrecording Operations
The microrecording program in the newspaper collection is not keeping abreast
of the deteriorating collection. At the present ~ate of microfilming much of the
collection will have deteriorated before it can be filmed. There is sufficient
equipment to double output; but three additional full-time employees are needed to
make maximum use of this equipment.
Creating a Separate Microrecording Section
As other departments in the Society --chiefly library and manuscripts departments -- increase the work load on the micr9recording service it will become necessary to incorporate it into routine, daytime operations. It may require an additional employee and a stop-and-repeat camera capable of producing microsheets -- a
microform more conveniently used in library and manuscript microrecording systems.
Since the newspaper collection is primarily a cOllecting department and not a
service facility it will become impossible for the newspaper curator to devote his
time and a~tention to both activities. The microrecording section will have to be
separated from the newspaper collection and .reorganized so as to serve all departments in the Society.
Broadening the Collection Policy
If it be granted that the Society is the depository of the statefs social record, then a significant part of Minnesota life is being overlooked: radio and
television broadcasts. Some provision must be made for preserving these electromagnetic transmissions.
Action Programs to Implement Plans:It is proposed that the department implement these plans over the next 10 years
in a three phase development program:
FIRST PHASE (covering the 1963~65 and 1965-67 bienniums): Accelerate and refine the microrecording operations; Build negative film vault. move cameras into
stack area. begin printing'Kalvar positives, build film testing lab. expand microrecording' operations by three persons.
SECOND PHASE (1967-68): Separate the Newspaper Collection from the Microrecording Section; expand the newspaper collection to include more houseorgans, expand our
cross reference catalog; begin indexing key newspapers. explore information retrieval
schemes.
THIRD PHASE (1969-72): Expand newspaper COllection to include all mass communications media; add an electromagnetic recording section to tape radio and kinescope
selected telecasts.
FIELD SERVICES .
Organization
This department, created in 1945. was organized to provide assistance to county
and local historical societies throughout the state. One person, a field director.
makes up this department. It is the responsibility of this office to work with his-
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Chart 5PRESENT ORGANIZATION
NEWSPAPER COLLECTION

NEWSPAPER CURATOR

CHIEF OF MICROFILMING

MICROPHOTOGRAPHER

PART-TIME PREPARATOR

REFERENCE SERVICE ASSISTANT
ACQUISITIONS CLERK

Chart 6
REORGANIZATION - NEWSPAPER COLLECTION
1st Phase -- (1962-1966)

I

I
I
SR. MICROPHOTOGRAPHER
CS-12

I

CURATOR OF NEWSPAPERS

I

I

I

CHIEF OF MICRORECORDING
CS-18

-REFERENCE ASSISTANT
CS-13
ACQUISITIONS CLERK

I

I

JR. MICROPHOTOGRAPHER
CS-10

I

I

FILM CLERK
CS-10

PREPARATOR
CS-10

NEW EQUIPMENT:

1. Kalvar Positive Printer-Processor ($3,750.00)
2.
3.
4.
5.

Protective Film Coating and Cleaning Machine ($2,000.00)
Film Inspection Reader ($500.00)
Apeco Ply-on Laminator ($340.00)
Safe-T-Stack Microfilm Files ($780.00)

NEW PLANT:

1. Negative Microfilm Vault ($10,700.00)
2. Microrecording Lab Relocation ($5,105.18)
3. Chemistry Lab ($2,400.00)

I

Chart 7
REORGANIZATION
3rd Phase -- (1968-1972)

MICRORECORDING SECTION
CHIEF OF MICRORECORDING
CS-18

I
ASSISTANT TO THE CHIEF
CS-13
Sales

f

I

I

SR. MICROPHOTOGRAPHER
CS-12

JR. MICROPHOTOGRAPH ER
CS-l0

,

I
PREPARATOR
CS-l0

FILM CLERK
CS-l0

JR. MICROPHOTOGRAPHER
CS-l0

*NEW EQUIPMENT:

1. Kinescope or Thermoplastic Recorder ($75,000.00)
2. Audio-Recorders (Two) ($2,500.00)
3. Audio and Visual Play Back Machines ($5,000.00)
NEW PLANT:

1. Relocate Mass Communications Research Center ($15,000.00)
(Level D in present newspaper stacks)
2. Build Recording Studio (Level A) ($10,000.00)

*Depending on whether the state's microfilm volume picks up -- we may find it more economical
to process our own microfilms. The state might build a central microfilm processing (developing)
laboratory.

Chart S
MASS COMMUNICAT'ONS COLLECTION
REORGANIZATION
3rd Phase .. (1968·1972)

MASS COMMUNICATIONS
CURATOR

I

ASSISTANT CURATOR
CS-15

I

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
RECOROING TECHNICIAN
CS-15

REFERENCE ASSISTANT
CS-13

ASSISTANT TECHNICIAN
CS-12

ACQUISITIONS CLE RK
CS·lO

torical agencies at the local level and the nearly 200 museums in the state to
strengthen and improve their programs and their facilities. This is done by visitingeacheounty periodically and offering assistance. An additional function is
work with the Legislature to effect passage of helpful legislation.
Plans
The office. of field services plans to:
WORK WITH each county historical society in cataloging its collections so that
articles may be properly identified. A copy of the holdings of each group will be
kept in the central office.
DEVELOP a series of traveling exhibits which can be circulated from one county
to another. An exhibit of 10 cases could be constructed for approximately $2,500
and could be shown to both school children and adults in every county in Minnesota.
DEVELOP the Oliver Hudson Kelley farm near Elk River. To finance this project,
an annual Agricultural Arts and Crafts Demonstration each fall will show how the land
was tilled and how articles were made in the latter part of the 19th centurYe . There
will be a demonstration of oxen tilling the soil~ of cutting grain with grain cradle,
of flailing grain, and if possible. the grinding of meal. Many crafts will also be
displayed. including churning butter, weaving cloth. spinning flax, carding and spinning wool. shoeing a horse, canning on an old fashioned kitchen stove, candle making,
soap making, ice cream freezing, quilting, rope making, woodworking, etc.
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RECONSTRUCT at the Kelley farm a Minnesota farm village of the 1870 period.
This will be financed almost entirely'by industry and organizations that have an interest in preserving their past. The village will probably be constructed around a
square, with a bandstand in the center. The following buildings could be included:
general store, blacksmith shop, furniture and undertaking parlor, dental office,
saloon, law office, doctorts office, livery stable, ice cream parlor, land office,
millinery shop, bank, sweet shop, cigar manufacturing, gunsmith shop, ~estaurant,
hotel, printing office, seed and feed mill, carpenter shop, wagon shop, dressmaker,
grocery, and meats, photo studio, barber shop, harness shop, optical shop, post office, school, churches, jail, and fire department.
With the increased work load in the field services department, it will soon be
necessary to add another staff person.
PUBLICATIONS
The cost of printing and issuing the Societyt s books and magazines is paid for
from the Societyt s private funds. No change is contemplated in this situation, and
there are no plans to ask the state to assume a larger share of the cost of this program. Only salarie~, supplies, and equipment for the Department are provided by
state funds. In this area, a need for additional personnel is foreseen.
Organization
The Publications Department has five full-time employees and one two-thirds
time worker on its classified payroll. These are assigned as follows:

I

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

I

I

I
I
EDITOR

EDITOR
MINNESOTA HISTORY

I

GOPHER HISTORIAN

I

I

ASSISTANT EDITOR

I
GOPHER ASSISTANT

RESEARCH
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
(2/3 time)

The associate editor is responsible for the over-aIr administration of the department, co-ordination of its work with other departments, and for the production
of books and pamphlets issued by the Society. The editors of Minnesota History and
the Gopher Historian are directly responsible for all phases of the work connected
with the production of these two magazines. An assistant to the Gopher Editor also
takes care of subscription reco~ds for that magazine. The assistant editor and editorial assistant divide their time between Minnesota History and book production.
Two other employees provide part time help: the membership secretary (who is part of
the personnel of the administrative office) supplies part time typing assistance; an
additional worker does indexing for the department on a part time basis.
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Responsibility
The Society's charter provides that it shall be the purpose of the institution
to collect. preserve. and disseminate information about the state's history. The
Publications Department aids the Society in its task of dissemination by regularly
publishing two magazines and providing accurate information on the state's history
in its books, pamphlets, and other publications. One of its magazines, the quarterly, Minnesota History. is issued on an adult level; the other, the Gopher Historian
(three times a year) is for school children and is widely used in the State's classrooms. The institution also has a long record in the field of book pUblication.
Since its inception in 1850, the program has supplied 57 major books and additional
smaller works, recently averaging one major book per year.
The Department's goal is to make available to scholars of all ages and to interested members of the public -- some of whom make up the Society's membership -accurate information on the many phases of Minnesota's development.
Standards
In general ~he department uses the University of Chicago Manual of Style in its
publishing work, but it also has developed modifications of printing rules and stylistic standards tailored to the institution's special needs. These are embodied in
mimeographed sheets available to authors and in an office card file used by the editors. The Society's publishing standards are similar to and on a par with those of
the better university presses of the nation.
Plans
The department intends to continue to improve its two magazines, both in appearance and content to meet the increasing demand for information on the state's history -- especially from the schools -- and by increasing the flow of its books and
pamphlets. Scheduled for publication between 1962 and 1970 are the following booklength manuscripts:
A GUIDE to Minnesota's major historic sites.
A HISTORY of Minnesota taconite.
A STUDY of Minnesota murders, reflecting the legal history of the area.
A HISTORY of the Falls of St. Anthony, Minneapolis
A BIOGRAPHY of Ignatius Donnelly.
AN ANTHOLOGY of'articles from Minnesota History on the anniversary of the magazine's 50th year of publication in 1965.
A TRANSLATION of DaB illustrirte Mississippithal by Henry Lewis, an important
and rare work on the Mississippi Valley'never made available in English.
A POPULAR HISTORY of,the St. Croix Valley.
A DOCUMENTARY STUDY of overland routes from Minnesota to the Montana gold fields
of the l860s.
In addition, the Department hopes to accomplish a number of smaller projects -such as the production of picture packets for use in the schools.
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Many other important and interesting topics await attention -- a study of Grand
Portage, a history of the North Shore~ and numerous aspects of Minnesota's economic
development such as iron mining -- to name only a few.
Action Programs
To handle its accumulated backlog and more efficiently carryon its program in
the next ten years, the Department would need two additional full time staff members
-- an additional editor and an additional full time typist, who could also do routine editorial chores such as proofreading.
Other needs could be met, as at present, by employing free-lance workers to
supply art work, etc.
Budget
Additional funds would be needed to finance the salaries of two additional employees, namely, an editor and clerk stenographer. Upgrading of present positions
should also be considered.
HISTORIC SITES
Since 1958, the Society has acquired by gift three historic sites -- the
William G. Le Duc house at Hastings; the Mille Lacs Indian Museum at Kathio; and,
the Kelley House. The Alekander Ramsey mansion has been willed to the Society. The
Society is also 'developing three other historic sites situated in state parks -- the
Charles b. Lindbergh house near Little Falls, Old Fort Snelling and Fort Ridgely.
From the outset, the Executive Council has viewed this program as one which would receivesubstantial private support. But it is a program in which the State should
have a share.
A few historic sites are important enough to deserve preservation with or without endowments. Fort Snelling, Oiiver H. Kelley House, the Lindbergh house, the
Le Duc house and Fort Ridgely are sites that will require increasing attention and
more money in the years ahead. There will be others. The Society desperately needs
immediately a Historic Sites Supervisor to plan and administer this program and supply the know-how to restore these places and make them available to the publico
Financing the Plan
The estimated state and private funds needed to carry out the Society's statewide plans over the next decade are as follows (in round figures):
Biennium
1961-63
1963-65
1965-67
1967-69
1969-71
1971-73

State Funds (85%)
$518,000.00
675,000.00
775,000.00
900,000.00'
1,000,000.00
1,150,000.00

Private Funds (15%)
$ 85,000.00

123,000.00
135,000.00
155,000 00
170,000.00
195,000.00
0

An estimated $2,000,000 will be required during the next 10 years to construct
an urgently needed addition to the building and to complete the rehabilitation of the
present historical building.
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Figure

HISTORIC

I

GRAM
MINNESOTA
IS~
ICAl SOCIETY

SITES OWNED BY THE
MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

1. Le Due-Simmons Home - Hastings
2. Mille Lae Indian Museum
3. Ramsey-Furne~.s Home - St. Paul
4. Oliver H. KeH~'Y F~·rm

SITES WHICH THE SOCIETY HAS HELPED
TO DEVELOP, BUT DOES NOT OWN
A.
B.
C.
D.

Grand Portage
Fort Ridgely
Fort Snelling
Lindbergh Home

SITES DEVELOPED BY THE MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY·

o

The Grand Mound

Bourassa's Wintering Post
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DEPARTMENT OF A RICULTURE
HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT
The 1885 Legislature created the State Dairy Commission and this act provided
for a commissioner. an assistant commissioner, and a chemist. The appropriation
was $6~OOO.
In 1889 the law was revised so that the Department had jurisdiction over all
food products and the name was changed to the State Dairy and Food Commission, and
provision was made at that time for two chemists. The original work assigned
regulated only oleomargarine.
The Cqmmissioner as yet had no authority to promulgate rules and regulations,
or definitions and standards for food products t so specific laws were passed
regulating foods which were being fraudulently misrepresented. In 1891 laws were
passed regulating the sale of imitation butter, lard and lard compounds. In 1896
laws were passed ~egulating the sale of honey and candy. This Legislature also
enacted sanitary laws regUlating the disposal of waste materials from creameries
and dairies and the care of equipment ~n dairies. In 1897 flax and linseed oil laws
became effective t and in adcli.tion laws were enacted l':'egulating the sale of skimmed
cheese. spices. condiments, jellies and jams.
In 1906 the U. S. Food and Drug Act was enacted and its passage gave a tremendous impetus to all food law enforcement. The 1907 Legislature gave the Commissioner
authority to promUlgate rules and regulations. In 1915 the Sanitary Food Law and
the Fraudulent Advertising Law were passed.
In 1920 the Hortvet Cryoscope was patented by Julius Hortvet, chief chemist at
that time. This instrument made it l':'elatively simple to detect added water in milk
and subsequent enforcement ended. in large degree. this vicious practice.
In 1919 the Legislature created the Minnesota Department of Agriculture and
provided for a marketing section. weed inspector. a state mill testing laboratory,
nursery inspection, seed potato certification. a seed laboratory. auditing cooperatives, agricultural statistician. live stock report and chi.ef inspector. The Department of Agriculture functioned as a sepaX'l~te department until the 1923 session of
the Legislatul':'eo The Legislature then permitted the Governor ,to appoint one
commissioner over the two departments. It also enacted the Wholesale Dealers Law.
The governor then appointed N. J. Holmberg to be Commissioner .of Agriculture as
well as Commissioner of Dairy and Food. This system of joint commissionership continued'until 1929, when the two departments were combined with the name Department
of Agl:\!culture t Dairy and Food and with one Commissioner 6
The Bread and Soft Drink Laws were enacted in 1927. The 1931 Legislature passed
the Imitation Ice Cream. Imitation Butter and the White Olemal':'garine Laws.
The Department of Agriculture created in 1919 had been permitted to make a coop. erative agreement between the DepaX'ltment and the United States Department of Agriculture so that the Minnesota Cl':'OP Reporting Serv~ces eould be made a service of this
department. This section has continued over the years and has grown considerably
since it was first created. It now has division status.
In 1933 a Pou1tl':'y and Egg Division was created as a separate unit in addition to
increasing its work with respect to shell eggs lI' X"egulat' sUl:"veys wet"e conducted of the
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th~

frozen egg industry which resulted in
this product~

condemnation of a considerable quantity of

The department had been housed in the old Capitol building. until 1932 and then
moved into the new State Office Buildingt. It has continued to be housed in its present,quarters for the past 30 yearso
The Depar·tment has grmffi over the years to its present stature. In 1957 the
Legislature changed a large number of laws which referred to the enforcement of certain acts by the chief bacteriologist, the state entomologist. the state apiarist.
It vested all of the authority in the Commissioner and now the Commissioner delegates
the dutiE;~S to civil sel~V'ic.e employees co The Legislature also transferred the operating
functions of the Poultry Improvement Board to the department and changed the status
of the board from being an administrative agency to an advisory board to the Commissioner& This transfer~ pIes the enactment of the new egg law. gave the department its
first increase of any size in terms of complement and appropriation for many years.
At the present time the total personnel complement of men varies from 215 to 235 due
to seasonal variations~

The 1961 session of the Legislature transferred the Unfair Dairy Trade Practices
Section from the Department of Business Develop~ent to the State Department of
AgI'icultur8. The purpose of this IaN is to stabilize prlces on selected dairy products
and to prevent unfair trade practices in marketing these products •

.The Legislature also changed the name'from the Department of Agriculture t Dairy
and Food to the Department of Agriculture. It also recodified all of the laws enforced
by the depar'tment so that today there is better law enforcement.
In addition to the above the Commissioner is charged with the responsibility of
developing agrIcultural industries~ investigating marketing conditions; assisting
farmers, producers and consumers in the o~ganizing and management of cooperative
enterprises and the cooperat.i ve marketing of farm products. The Department also ,is engaged in promotions of new types of crops and better selection of present crops.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY.
By authox'lity of Minnesota· Statutes. Chapter 17 t the State .Department of Agriculture encourages and promotes the development of agricultural industries. investigates
marketing conditions affecting the marketing of farm products t and assists farmers.
producers and consumers in the organization and management of cooperative enterprises
and the cooperative maI\keting of farm products; advises and assists in the location
and establishment of local markets when it is determined that the publlc necessity or
the wel.far~ of the commun~ty requires such markets~ provided the Department' is satisfied that such mal"lkets will be successfully oper1ated by a cooperative company or
municipalitYe It is the duty of the Department of Agricultu~e and the Department of
Agriculture of the University of Minnesota to cooperate in all ways that may be beneficial to the agricultural interests of the ~tate.

The Commissioner is a.uthorized to collect. compile and supply statistics and infor-mat ion in l"'egard to the agricultural products of the state and to compile a farm
cenSus
The Commissioner is fUI\ther admonished to cooperate with federal agencies
il

t'lith which he has intf::l!'ests in commOll o

Thex'e are eight divisions and most of the
stems essentia.lly fx'om state statutes

autho~ity

il
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which these divisions exercise

The Department is charged \>J'.i,th the enfm:'cement
and these a,:pe Chapters

Statutes 19;:)7

f;)f

many other laws in the state
34 of Minnesota

18,"'19>r.21~24-25"·'27""28~29"'30~~31uD32·ff32a-3aand

I.l

A briefsta.tement as to \tlhat these sections contain follows:
CHAPTER 17 deals with general authol'·ity vested in the department and gives the
department its authority to regul.ate the fertili:;;ett industry ~ which is enforced by
the Division of Agrc)nc'my Servi.ces
i,

THE DIVISION of Agronomy Sel~vices 51 Chapter 18 ~ deals 'tid th plant and animal pest
control and contains most of the legislation which is enforced by the Division of:
Plant Indust:r."y
i'l

CHAPTER 19 deals with a.piat'ies 11 also enfot'ced by the Division of Plant Industry.
CHAPTER 21 Deals with seeds t including seed potatoes; the seed potato portion
of this act is enfo);'lced by the Plant Industry Divislon It whereas the Seed Lalnl itself
is enforced by the Division of Ag:r1onomy Services ~
CHAPTER 24 is principally trw Economic Poisons and Devices Law and is enforced
by the Division of Agl."lollf.)my Services!)

CHAPTER 25 is the Commercial Feed

Law~

enforced by the Division of Agronomy

Services.
CHAPTER 27 is the Whol.esale Produce Dealers ,Act which requires that all dealers
in produce at wholesale be licf.m.sed and bonded,0 It is enfo!~ced by the Division of

Agricultural Products

Inspection~

CHAPTER 28 is the Cold Storage

Act~

requiring that all cold

licensed and providing for the periodic inspection of the goods
forcE:!<:rby-the-Uivfsion of Max1keting Se'rvicese,

sto~age

stored~

houses be
It is en-

CHAPTER 29 is the Poultry and Egg IJdw f& enforced by the Division of Poultry
Industries!>

CHAPTER 30 is the Potato Gr>ading

al"l4.

Labeling Law and the Potato Marketing Act ..

This Chapter also includes the laws which relate to strawberriesj
apples ~

The potato ~

st~Niwberry

raspberries~

and

St~ctions

of this law is enfor1ced by the
Di.vision of Plant Industr.y; the apple section by the Marketing Division ..

CHAPTER 31 is the Food
Inspection",

Law~

a.nd raspbe:rry

enforced by the Division of

Ag~icultural

Products

CHAPTER 32 is the Dairy Products Act ~ also enfo:flced by the Division of Agricultural. Pl'loducts Inspectlonl)
CHAPTER 32A is the Dcd.:r'y Industry Unfaix'
section that pearls the same name '"

Tl~ade

Pi:'acti.ces Act. enfoI"ced by the

CHAPTER 33 is the Butter Substitute Act fl better known as the O.leomargarine Law.

This Law requir(~s that oleom~.u'gaX"ine composed

()f

less that 65% vegetable oils be

taxed and also contains the pr.ovision which prohibits the use of artiticial coloring
in olE;omarga.l"inell This a.ct is enfc.:~rced by the Agricultural Products In.spection

Division<ll
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CHAPTER 34 is. the non-alcholic Beverage Act. also enforced by the Agricultural
Products Inspection Division. It requires all non-alcholic beverages to be registered.
In addition to these general laws the Department also enforces Chapte~ 264 and
Chapter 308 dealing with assistance to cooperatives. Chapter 239. termed the Bread
Law. refers generally to the weights of bread. how it shall be wrapped. and the
declaration of net weight which must appear upon a label and is enforced by the
Division of Agricultural Products.
In addition general laws give the Department authority to enter into cooperative
agreements with the USDA. One of these cooperative agX"eements is the C~op and Livestock Reporting$ervice. There.8X"e also vaX'ious Agricultural Marketing Administration
(AMA) programs. These involve the maintenance of the traveling mobile laboratory
which operates each summer. the enforcement of our Egg Law and various statistical
programs. The virus work. 'currently financed through a matching funds program. is
operated thr~ugh our Plant Industry. Division.
ORGANIZATION
The Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner are in the unclassified service.
The Department is divided into eight divisions and one section.
The functions of these divisions are as follows:
THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS INSPECTION
This division enforces all dairy and food laws. inclUding the Grade A Milk Law.
The inspectors in this division are located throughout the state and in each instance
an Agricu1.tural Pt''?c1~ct~ .Insp~ctor II is the di.rector of operat.ions in hJ.~ area.
He has as his assistants Agricultural PrOducts Inspectors I. All field personnel
live in the territories they serve.
.
Grade A Milk Inspection operates under its director and his inspectors report
directly to himo This section also has a survey officer who.surveys and certifies
milk which ·is to be shipped in interstate commerce.
The inspectors of this Division make plant inspections wherever food is manufactured or processed. submit samples to the Department's laboratory and do other
work as needed to secure compliance with the law. rules and regulations and policies
of the Department.
THE DIVISION OF MARKETING SERVICES
This division assists in the marketing of agricultural products and is charged
with the inspection of produce at both terminal and shipping points. Shipping point
inspection involves produce .grown within this state, and destined to be shipped out
of state; terminal inspection involves produce which has its origin in another state
and shipped to Minnesota. To facilitate shipping point inspections the Department
has field offices at Stephen. Climax. East Grand Forks. Moorhead. Barnesville and.
at times~ in other areas in northwestern Minnesota. In addition the Department inspects produce at Hollandale. A staff of three permanent inspectors is located in
the Minneapolis and St. Paul area as terminal inspectors.
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In the Red River Valley most of tne employees are on a seasonal basis; all
other inspectors are on a full-time basis. This Division has a Federal-State
Inspection chie'f t a full-time federal employee who supervises the inspectors in the
division.
In the marketing portion the Department employs one full-time" seed potato marketing specialist t who calls on customers in Florida II Alabama fl .and other southern
states anG also has made several visits to Western states. A marketing specialist
devotes most of his time to the promotion of other Minnesota commodity groups.
This division t in cooperation with the laboratory. inspects and tests a large
portion of the meat e fish t and other products consumed in public institutions. It
also publishes the Minnesota Marketing Messenger, a monthly publication dealing with
all types of agricultural problems. During the summer season in cooperation with
the -labora.torY ~ . the Department operates "a dairy products mobile field laboratory II
and has continuous marketing programs for honey. apples, maple syrup. and other
junior agricultural products
&

THE DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
This division is charged with office and personnel management. This division
has under its jurisdiction the Sections of Accountihg and Licensing. Almost all
department licenses are issued in this section.
This division also has the Section of Cooperatives and the Section of Semi-State
Activities. This consists of Minnesota C~op Improvement Association, Minnesota
uivestock Breeders Association t Minnesota State Horticultural Society, Minnesota
Sheep Growers Association t (Northern and Southern) and the Red River Valley Dairymen's
Association. Also in this division is a Section of Liaison Duties, which involves
relationships with other state departments, with other divisions this Department and
the Legislature. This Section cooperates with the Legislature in the preparation of
bills and in presenting statistics and data necessary in the enactment of state laws.
DIVISION OF LABORATORY SERVICES
This is a newly created Division t and is a result of the union of the old Section
Section of Feed" and Fertilizer Laboratory and the Secti.on of Chemistt~y"
This Di.vision deals with the analys~s of all food products and analyzes and
tests all feeds and fertilizers manufactured in the state. In addition it administers
several services which are non-food in nature. These are the Anti-Freeze Law,
Hazardous Substance Act, and the Paint Law. In the case of the Anti-Freeze Law not
only is testing involvedg. but also the registration of the products that are to be sold
Both of these items are registered on an annual basis.
'
of

Bacteriology~

The testing portion of the Grade A Milk Program has been assigned to the laboratory
The Grade A Milk Program has progressed to the point that approximately" 98
percent of all milk consumed as fluid milk is Grade A.
0

The laboratory also acts as a service organization to the state by testing many
of the commodities purchased by the state and by testing a large portion of the food
sold and distributed in state institutionso
The Feed and Fertilizer Program has become more complex because of changes made
the law
The incr~eased use of feed and the use of medicated feed stuffs has tr'emendously increased the work load of this section during the past few years •
ifl

4>
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DIVISION OF POULTRY INDUSTRIES
This division is charged with the enfor'cement of all. poultX"y and egg laws.
This in.cludes the administration and supe.rvision of the National Poultry and Turkey
rrnprovement plans under a memorandum of agreement with the United States Departmentof .Agr·icuUul-'e; the operation of two random sample tests, one for meat on turkeys and
one for eggs in poultry.
The egg and egg products inspection branch of this division is supervised from
the main office. To improve enforcement the state has been divided into five areas,
each supervised'by inspectors located in the aI'eas. This division also enfoI'ces a
Qual:t.ty Egg Pr.ogram and the inspectors who are assigned in the area make the necessary tests.

THE DIVISION OF PLANT INDUSTRY
The diV'ision is divided into eight sections: seed potato certification; barber.ry eradication; blister rust control;. insect disease control; nursery inspection;
stpne fr'uit virus certification; seed testing labol"atory and apia.ry inspection.
The Section of Seed Potato Certifioation ~ curl"ently undeI' the direction of the
DiJ:,ector of the Plant Industry Division. certifies potatoes as to variety and freedom
from disease.

The Sections of Barbert'y Et'adication and Blister Rust Control are headed by
Federal enwloyees. since most of the work involves federal and state coopeI'ation.
The Insect and Disease Control program and the Nursery Inspection Program is
supex'vised by a single section head. The Nursery Program also involves the licensing
of all nurseries as well as the inspection of all nursery stock seed in the state.
The Section of Stone Ft'ult Vit'us Certification is supeI'yised by a section head.
The pr'ogram presently involves a virus certification study which is being done at
the Department's farm and greenhouse at Shakopee. Several other projects are also
carried on at the Shakopee farm.
The Seed Testing Laboratory is under the control of a section head and has two
basic functi<.1I'l.s: service to farmeI's by teel'ting their seed grains and small seeds.
and sel'vice to the Agron0m,y Services bivision in the enforcement of the seed law.

The Section of Apiary Inspection supervises all producers of commeI'clal honey.

DIVISION OF AGRONOMY SERVICES
This is a new division assigned to the enforcement of the weed~ seed. feed,
fertilizer and economic poisons laws. The enforcement and educational progI'ams
require cooperation with counties. towns and municipalities.

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING
The program of this division is di.vided into t,'lO parts ~ The I'egular pI'ogram of
estimates jointly sponsored by the state and federal government. and marketing services projects ape sponstjt'ed by the state and financed with funds matched under provision of the Agr.icultural Mat'keting Act of 1946.

M!NNESOTA DEPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE
INCOME Ql'ld EXPEMOITURES
JlJly 1, 1959 -- JIJi'le 30, 1%1

r
$3,500,000.

T

I

LEGEND:

•

Grants in Aid

m:}] .Dedicated L,come
~ Non-Dedicated Income

INCOME: 1959-11961
Gtants in Aid
$
Dedicated Income

!

$3,000,000.

m:~i~l.Expenditures for Personal Services

IlIIIIIill All Other Expenditures
126,494.00

1,1 66,537.00
Non-Dedicated Income
1,239,217.00
Total
Income
2,532,248.00
EXPENDITURES:
Personal Services
2,440,882.00
All Other Expenditures
823,134.00
Total
Expenditures
3,264,016.00

. Expenditures exceeded Income
frorn all Sources. This was
financed by appropriations.

INCOME

$2.500.000'1

$2,000,000.

$1,500,000.

$1,000,000.

$ 500,000.

I

I

FIN AN C I NG

The Department of Agriculture- is financed in the following manner:

Appropriations
Dedicated Revenue
Grants in .Aid from Federal Government
Reimbursements from Federal Government
The budget for the 1960-61 fiscal year for the maJor functions in the Department:
Name of Account

Function

Appropriation

Salaries &.
Supplies &. Expe

Encourage and promote agri* $2,053,628
cultural industries of the
state, enforcement of rules
and regulations relating to
production. processing~ and
marketing of agricultural
products t and protecting the
consumers from fraud and deception in the sale of foods.
beverages. paints. insecticides,
anti-freeze, feeds, fertilizers.
agricultural seeds t nursery stodk
etc.

Weed Control
On Tax Exempt

Eradicating, destroying or
$
cutting down weeds on tax exempt
or forfeited lands

Market and
Prode Insp.

Provides an inspection and
grading service primarily to
assist Minnesota producers and
shippers of fresh fruits and
vegetables in the marketing of
their products

*$

80,000

Grants in
Aid

Dedicated
Income

Total
Income

Expenditures

$77 t 966

$

381.436

$

18,000

$

17.233

$

461,436

$

404.439

Grade A Milk
Insp. Revolving

To assure compliance with the
laws and regulations governing
the production t handling, processing, and sale of Grade A
milk, and milk products and goat
milk wherein the Commissioner of
Agriculture is authorized to
provide inspection and charge fees
when equivalent inspection is not
available by local health units.

$

93,247

$

90,158

tv
CP
CP

Appropriation

Name of Account

Function

Seed Tags

Help defray costs of collecting and analyzing agricultural seeds offered and exposed
for sale in Minnesota; assist
in the cost of administering
and enforcing the state agricultural seed laws and regulations.

Grants in
Aid

Dedicated
Income

$

Transferred to Univ

Expenditures

$

of Minn.

176~125

25,000

35~021

White Pine
Blister Rust

Suppress and control white
pine blister rust and carry
out such investigations of
the disease and its control
as deemed advisable.

$

Dairy Industires

This section is responsible
for the enforcement of the
Unfair Trade Practices Act
as it pertains to selected
dairy products. to restore
orderly marketing and to
eliminate certain trade and
marketing practices which
have the effect of destroying
or restraining competition.

This unit was under th~ Department of Business Development for
22 months of the two fiscal years being analyzed t having transferred to Agricult_ure in May t 1961. It operates on dedicated
income.

15,000

$

Q

244 9 545

Total
Income

$

* During the two fiscal years under study (1960 :and 1961) $1.239,217 was collected and deposited in the General
Revenue fund. the source from' which appropriations are financed.
An analysis made of the expenditures for the fiscal year ending June 30 t 1961, and a percentage breakdown of these
funds shows:
Salaries
Travel
All Other

--76.4%
--11.7%
--11.9%

SECTION OF UNFAIR DAIRY TRADE PRACTICES
This section enforces the Unfair Dairy Trade Practices Act and is charged with
the pr1ice stabilization of milk D ice cream and cottage cheese. The section reports
directly to the Commissioner.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS INSPECTION DIVISION
Goals and Objectives
The goals and objectives of the Agricultural Products Division are:
TO PROTECT the public health and welfare through enforcement of laws. regulations and standards.
TO PREVENT fraud in the manufaeture, promotion and sale of food and other products used in the production and processing of food.
TO PROMOTE food industries by working closely with them in quality control and
development~

TO PROMOTE uniformity of action among regulatory agerlcies by cooperating with
them at the municipal t state and federal levels in the development of uniform standards arid uniform appli.cation of such standards.
TO COOPERATE with the University through its Dairy Industries Department and
Agricultural Extension. thereby rendering greater servioe to producers. pt'ocessors.
distributors and consumers of foods.
TO INCREASE the frequency of audits of wholesale dealers.
Plans
TO COMPLETE the licensing of all food handlers and to establish new
sanitation requirements for ready-to-eat foods and salvage establishments.
TO BROADEN and strengthen the, regulatory programs in. the following fields:
meat processing plants; ft'ozen 'food processors; testing and grading licenses; discrimination by purchasers of dairy products; dairy industry records, and producers
of milk for manufacturing .purposes.
ACTION PROGRAMS
Legislative goals include:
REPEAL of the exemption on food handlers so that all persons who deal in food
will be licensed even though licensed as wholesale dealers.

SPECIAL license for salvage operators o
INCREASE to 50% the penalty for late application for food handlers license.

CHANGE to May 1 the due date for Frozen Food and Mix License.
RE-EXAMINATION of milk and cream graders when license renewal has lapsed for one'
year or more.
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TO PROVIDE for meat and meat produc1ia inspection for grade and quality so the
consumer vdll be informed"
STRENGTHEN laws in regard to. discrimination in buying and reporting of dairy
products ..
CLARIFICATION of the Canning Law in I'egard to frozen food processors.
Rules and regulations will be promulgated to activate. interpret and clarify
the legislation requested where applicable. In addition. regulations will be adopted
concerning food additives. Legislation already exists to make" this possible. The
Division intends to make it.s requirements for v:itamins and ml.nerals conform with
the federal requirements.
An increased auditing staff is needed in ,the-Wholesale Dealers Section so that
dealers will be properly bonded.
MARKETING SERVICES DIVISION
Goals 'and Objectives
PROMOTION of Minnesota Agricultural Gommodities-- To give promotional assistance to producers of all Minnesota agricultural commodities in an effort to bring
about more orderly marketing for best returns of producers' efforts.
SHIPPING Point Produce Inspection-- To make available state-federal inspection
for grade and condition on a self-supporting fee basis for all vegetables and fruits
produced in Minnesota and shipped in quantities to out-of-state markets and to
processing plants..
'
TERMINAL Produce Inspection-- To make available state-federal inspections for
and condition on a self-supporting fee basis on all fruits and vegetables
shipped in-to -Minnesotai,shipped- from Minnesota for export; and -delivered to i-nstitutions~ military installations and eating places.
gr~de

COLD Storage Warehouses-- To furnish adequate licensing. statistical and inspectional service to Minnesota c~ld storage warehouses.
HONEY grading. Apiary Inspection and Honey House Sanitation Inspection-- To' provide state-wide inspection service for honey production and processing. covering production of all honey marketed at wholesale or retail.
PUBLICITY-- To provide a pUblic relations service for dissemination of information mutually beneficial to consumers and the Department of Agriculture in general
and the Marketing Services Division in pa!\ticularo
MARKET News Service-- To provide adequate market news services wherever it will
be beneficial to Minnesota producers and assist ~n orderly marketing of their agricultural commodities.
Plans
Explore state, domestic and foreign markets.
Survey needs of consumers, processors. distributors and merchandisers.
Evaluate market grades and commodity movements for processor and consumer needs.
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Conduct market

resea~ch

and surveys.

Work with ·commodity associations; service organizations (F.F.A •• 4-H. etc.);
extension divisions; newspapers; radio and television; trade expositions. and create
brochures for all commodities.
Determine who wants what. when and where.
Improve quality of Minnesota products; encourage production and use of premium
grades; identify premium quality with Minnesota or a characteristic Minnesota emblem.
Action Programs To Implement Plans
PROMOTION of Minnesota agricUltural commodities by establishing and encouraging
standards for- marketing- bett"er-- g-rades .--for-aevel6plng-a premium grade for helping
develop Imarket contacts. by developing methods of financing market promotions. If
not already provided. develop minimum grades for commodities which can be marketed to
advantage on a grade basis. This may require legislative authority ror establishing
grades and for requiring compulsory gra.de labeling.
l)

CONTACT grower groups to promote orde~1y inspection t prohibit sale of low grade
merchandise. endeavor to increase production of products having greatest consumer
appeal. Induce producers to put better finish ,on products where possible; assis.t in
establishing contacts for sale of the product; develop a premium grade that can be
associated with Minnesota top quality.
FINANCE promotional programs by assisting growers to organize and contribute an
annual fee based on production units. with collection by a commission of each particular commodity group. This may require legislative authority to hold referendums to
determine need or sentiment of commodity groups. to form commissions for Administration of promotional programs and collection of funds.
-~ING---speeiali-sts are-- to--b-e- added to 1:he- staff.- one -a-s s-oon as possible;' two
during the fiscal year 1963-64; one during 1965-66~ and. one in 1966·67.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION
Goal and Objectives
TO INTEGRATE the entire staff of the department so that all employees can be
shifted when necessary to handle peak load~ in those divisions which have this problem.
TO PROVIDE adequate space for staff aQd equipment.
TO PROVIDE for a complete and
TO PLACE all license and

central~zed

~eport

system of collecting of reVenues.

procedures on an automated basis.

TO EXPAND and improve the services to cooperatives in the field of mergers. consolidations and dissolutions.
TO INCREASE,the review and supervision of semi-state activities.
TO PROVIDE the necessary liaison with the LegiSlature
tion will be enacted.
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$0

that necessary legisla-

TO ACTIVATE arid promote a program of acquisition of new equipment for laboratories in new fields such as trace minerals in feeds and the detection of radioactivity
in food.
TO PROVIDE personnel training oPportunities both on and off the job.
Plans
The Division will review the work load of its staff so that performance of individuals can be measured. This will enable 'the Division to discover areas of oVerstaffing as well as under-staffing and will provide an opportunity to shift personnel
to the points of greatest need.
The Division will work with the Department of Administration and others to secure needed 'space and also to establish improved procedures of data processing in licensing and reporting.
Action Programs
Legislative objectives include:
INCREASED appropriations for necessary equipment and staff in those divisions
requiring an increase.
SECURING the necessary funds for remodeling office space in the State Office
Building or acquisition of offices elsewhere.
Administratively. the Division will work with the Department of Administration
and other departments 'in expanding and improving the handling of data processing in
all divisions. There will be an increased emphasis on the training of employees both
on and off the job.
LABORATORY SERVICES DIVISION
Goals and Objectives
TO DEVELOP new methods o! analysis of foods~ feeds, fertilizer and other products
so that fraud and deception will be reduced to a minimum.
TO PROCURE the needed 'equipment and staff so as to keep abreast of changes in
technology in all the fields that the department supervises.
Plans
Develop programs and techniques to cope with recent advances in science. In the
fields of canning and freezing of foods there is a whole host of new products with
which to contend. The preservation of foods through irradiation. while relatively
new. may well open a whole new field of analysis. The use of antibiotics in food
processing will require additional supervisi~n of processors.
The field of· food additives. such as vitamins and others. will demand increased
supervision.
In the field of commercial feeds. livestock remedies and fertilizers.the division
must be prepared to analyze the products.
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Action Programs
THE LEGISLATURE must be ale~ted to the imperative need of supplying the Division
with substantial amounts of new equipment so that necessa~y analyses in the chemical
and bacteriological fields can be accurately and speedily made.
LAWS TO PROVIDE for the establishment, of necessary standards in new fields of
processing and handling of foods. feeds. antibiotics, mine~als and growth stimulators'
are needed.
ADOPTION of regulations where necessary under all laws to expand the field of
analysis and supervision of products over which the Division has control is planned.
EDUCATIONAL programs are needed to alert the pUblic to read and understand
labels, to inform industries on labeling requirements and to inform Department employees so' that they; in turn~ can adequately instruct farm residents and others
in the proper use, and in the dangers if used improperly, of the many products the
Division analyzes.
POULTRY INDUSTRIES DIVISION
Goals 'and Objectives
TO IMPROVE the production of market quality chickens and turkeys.
TESTING OF stocks of chickens and turkeys so that producers can be informed as
to relative values of the va~ious stocks.
EXPANSION OF the Certified Quality Egg Program.
IMPROVEMENT OF the quality of eggs produced in Minnesota so that out-of-state
markets will be opened to Minnesota producers.
Plans
The Division anticipates a decline in the number of hatcheries and the number of
in the field of egg p~oduction, but larger units will result. With the
shift of population from rural to urban areas the Division must assume greater responsibility in the field of inspection at the consumer level and also in the fields
of marketing. promotion ,and education.
produce~s

The Division will assist hatchery operators and flock owners in the development
of better operational practices.
Action Programs
LegiSlation is needed in the field of the Egg law to:
Revise the fee schedule in the present egg law to remove inequities and raise
more revenue.
Make mandatory purchase grade requirements more

U.S.n.A. support buying programs.

flexible~

especially during

Permit the Department to establish additional regulations. such as in plant
washing.
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Administrativeiy. the Division plans:
TO CARRYon an'extensive marketing program with the Division of Marketing Services in the promotion of certified quality eggs. This will require increased activity in the field of retail inspections.
, TO WORK with the Department of Public Welfare in obtaining facilities for additional replicates of the entries in the Egg Production Random Sample Test.
TO EXPAND turkey meat production tests on farms of turkey growers.
TO WORK with the National Poultry and Turkey Improvement Plans in the development of new regulations.
TO TRAIN personnel so that all inspectors will be qualified to handle all inspection work in connection with this Division.
PLANT INDUSTRY DIVISION
Goals and Objectives
TO FURTHER expand the sale of certified seed potatoes in all areas of the countrYt especially the southern states; to develop a program which would have all of the
potato acreage in Minnesota planted with certified seed in order to eliminate bacterial ring rot. as well as to prevent the introduction of other diseases; raise standards for Minnesota certified seed potatoes; eliminate bacterial ring rot.
TO CONTINUE the program of Barberry and Blister Rust eradication.
TO EXPAND the program of insect and plant disease control to keep abreast of the
problems of controlling insects and diseases introduced into the state from foreign
ships at the port of Duluth.
TO MOVE with the needs of the nursery industry in isolation and quarantining of
infested nursery stock.
TO DEVELOP a program 'to C9pe with Dutch Elm disease.
TO ADEQUATELY protect the producer. consumer and general public in an effective
program of insect. pest and rodent control.
TO EXPAND facilities in the seed testing laboratory to adequately serve the needs
of the Division of Agronomy Services.
Plans
The Division will develop plans to adequately inform the industry and the public
as to new problems in insect and plant disease control such as Dutch Elm and the
Khapra beetle. The Division will be on the continuous alert to find new and improved
methods for the control of all insects and pests and will.search for better control
of virus diseases as they affect 'stone fruit.
The program for certified seed potatoes will include expanded research on potato
diseases. particularly wilt; expanded testing of new varieties before introduction;
established plots of known potato diseases for inspector training; a training and educational program J and expansion of certified seed acreage.
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Actilbn Programs
INFORMATIONAL and action projects. such as preparation of exhibits for the State
and county fairs, home shows and short courses.
TECHNICAL advice to country. township and municipal officials and industry in
general •
. COOPERATION ~ith the U.S.D.A. in joint programs wherever possible in the eradication of Barberry Blister Rust. Stone Fruit Virus and other diseases.
For certified seed potatoes the Division proposes the following:
EDUCATIONAL programs through county extension agents. Future Farmers and 4-H
Clubs.
LEGISLATION to expand the educational program.
INDEX new varieties in southern state test plots to assure virus free seed before releasing.
SEND ADDITIONAL inspectors to test plots in southern states for training with
supervising inspectors.
PROV"IDE ADDITIONAL education and supervision for growers in Lake of the Woods
foundation area.
SUPERVISION of the· potato acreage in Minnesota where certified seed is used and
a stepped up program of education to increase the acreage that is planted with certified seed.
AGRONOMY SERVICES DIVISION
Goals and Objectives
TO PREVENT fraud and deception in the sale of feeds, drugs and medicaments used
in animal feeds to seeds t . economic poisons t and fertilizers used in agribusiness.
TO CONTROL and. whenever possible. to eliminate weeds in all areas of the state
and on all lands. whether public or private.
TO DEVELOP neW areas for the production of seed by the elimination of weeds and
to increase weed control activities in the present seed raising areas.

TO PROTECT the general public whenever any of the products used may be detrimental to the health of either humans or animals.
TO PROVIDE for proper and complete labeling of products.
TO INCLUDE livestock remedies in -the over-all program.
Plans
The development of a plan for the controll of drugs and medicaments used as additives to the feed of animals is one of the Division's main objectives.

ery.

The distribution of commercial feeds has changed from one of bags to bulk delivThis will necessitate an expansion of the program to include supervision of
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bulk feed lots, bulk storage facilitie~, specialty materials such as stabilizers,
preservatives. rodent repellents. etc. and equipment connected therewith. Service
will be provided to farmers for the inspection and analysis of custom mixed feeds and
fertilizers.
Livestock remedies will be part of the program of inspection and analysis. As
new,methods for the handling of feeds and fertilizers. such as frozen feeds and vacuum-protected gaseous products are developed. the Division intends to advance with
the needs of the industries affected and will provide the necessary inspection and,
through the Division of Laboratories. the necessary analyses of products. Attention
will be given to soil additives and specialty feeds for fur farming and pets.
It is not unreasonable to expect a scientific breakthrough in synthetic materials
to replace natural materials in the field of agronomy and related lines. The Division
proposes to to prepared to deal wi~h these problems as they occur. Molecular rearrangement of, gases and chemicals by atomic reactors will increase use of tranquilizers and peptlzers for both animals and plants.
sod
and
the
fic

To further improve the weed program the Division will provide for inspection of
and dirt sold for lawn purposes. and stepped up weed erradication on government
public utility roads. right of ways and lands. In the field of economic poisons
Division plans to restrict the packag~ng of,the products and will require specilabeling of items.
An increase in educational activity through all available media and a stricter
of all laws~ rules and regulations is anticipated.

enfo~cement

Action Programs
Legislation is needed in the field of
CUSTOM feed mixers.
LIVESTOCK remedies and soil additives.
PACKAGING of pesticides.
PROCEDURES for'the handling of ,damage claims relating to the use and application
of pesticide$.
NOXIOUS WEEDS.
LAWN and vegetable seeds.
IMPROVED quality and uniformity of seeds.
In all of the above instances the laws should provide for the promulgation of the
necessa,ry rules and regUlations to activate enforcement and also the necessary funds
to administer the program.
An expanded inspection staff in the feed and fertilizer program is needed to
handle at least twice the number of samples now being processed. A corresponding increase of staff facilities must also follow in the laboratories. In addition to chemical analysis the Division will test these products for performance in Minnesota so
that environmental factors such as soil and weather can be properly evaluated.
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Inspectors who are specialists in animal diseases and products will be add~d to
the staff for the first time. Mobile-type laboratory equipment will be provided and
provisions made for special on-the-spot field tests. The laboratories must also be
expanded in both staff and equipment to handle these increased demands.
Increased use of educational tools will be part of the program to acquaint the
public to quarantines. weed control, economic poisons and the impo~tance of using
quality seeds. The Division proposes to expand the inspection staff in these areas
by providing three additional inspectors -- two for the rural and one for the metropolitan area.
To improve liaison with other departments and agencies of state government and
farm organizations and to expedite the enforcement of the weed control program the
Division will work for the appointment of an advisory committee comprised of members
from ,the conservation department; highway department; University of Minnesota; farm
organizations and others.
In the field of seed the Division will work for an integrated inspection service
with other units of state government such as counties, town, and municipalities. The
service will be broadened to include lawn and vegetable seed and will require the retesting of all carry-over seed at an early date. The Division will work to~a~ adding several noxious weed seeds to the ,restricted or prohibited list.
There will be stepped up enforcement of laws, rules and regUlations in the use
and sale 'of insecticides, pesticides and other economic poisons. Coupled with this
program the Division will expand its educational and training program, working with
the University of Minnesota in providing short co~ses for dealers, spray operators
and others.
CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTING DIVISION
Goals and Objectives
TO PROVIDE adequate statistics on agriculture in Minnesota to meet the needs
of all parties concerned with production, inventories t prices and marketing.
CONTINUE cooperation with all agenceis of government.
al and state levels.

particula~ly

at the feder-

INCREASE use of the annual Farm Census and other data in the preparation of current reports to permit farmers to shift their production through varying utilization
of the items involved and through earlier or later marketing.
Plans
The Division plans to continue the current program of forecasting supplies of
agricultural products and measuring changes in the industry through estimates of production. inventories. prices and marketing patterns.
Action Programs
To complement plans the Division will continue the present program.
In order to meet additional and changing needs the pattern below will be followed.
1963 -- Alfalfa varieties seeded; barley vari~ties seeded; potatoes planted - by
kinds; egg marketing patterns; barley county estimates - summary bulletin; cattle
marketing survey; Minnesota cattle - bulletin.
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1964 -- Cattle on feed - county e~timates; beef cows on farms - county estimates; county estimates of cash farm income; sheep marketing survey; feeder pig survey; soybean county. estimates - bulletin; Minnesota sheep - bulletin; corn county
estimates - summary bulletin; trade area summaries;. oat varieties seeded; flax varieties seeded; station weather statistics; special seed crops; egg prices - weekly.
1965 -- Alfalfa varieties seeded; wheat varieties seeded; flax county estimates
- summary bulletin; potato county estimates - summary bulletin; wheat county estimates - summary bulletin; dairy marketing survey; Minnesota dairy statistics - bulletin; trade area summaries - selected items; coordinate present monthly cold storage
report with federal report; analysis of township data and begin release; Minnesota
prices - bulletin; Minnesota vegetables - bulletin.
1966 -- Soybean varieties planted; oat varieties seeded; barley varieties seeded; marketing survey of grains; egg market~ng survey; chicken marketing survey; Minnesota chicken and eggs - bulletin; county estimates of cash farm income; Minnesota
livestock - bulletin.
1967 -- Turkey loss survey; wheat varieties seeded; Alfalfa varieties seeded;
Hog marketing survey; Minnesota turkeys - bulletin; Minnesota hogs - bulletin;
Minnesota crops - bulletinb
1968 -- Cattle marketing survey; Minnesota cattle - bUlletin; county estimates
of cash farm income; soybean varieties planted; oat varieties seeded; trade area
summaries - selected items.
1969 -- Alfalfa varieties seeded; flax varieties seeded; barley varieties seeded;
sheep marketing survey; Minnesota sheep - bulletin; corn county estimates - summary
bulletin; soybean county estimates - summary bulletin~ ,
1970 -- Wheat varieties seeded; county estimates of cash farm income; wheat county estimates - summary bulletin; flax county estimates - summary bUlletin; egg marketing survey; Minnesota chickens and eggs - bulletin; dairy marketing survey; Minnesota
dairy statistics - bUlletin; chicken marketing su~vey.
UNFAIR DAIRY TRADE PRACTICES SECTION
Goals and Objectives
PRICE stability in the field of dairy marketingo
TO SEE that price

diffe~entials

are cost justified.
Plans

TO CONTINUE to inform the industry on requirements of the law and to supervise
sales from wholesalers to retailers to detect violations.
IN THE EVENT of violations to proceed with proper procedures to seCure compliance.
Action Programs
TO EXPLORE the limitations if any of the existing statues through prosecution of
violations in the courts.
TO INFORM the industry as to the results of such action so that it may make a
decision as to legislative remedies it may want to sponsor.
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Standards
The standards which govern the Department's ope~ations are found in numerous
places
0

In many cases the statutes provide the standards and in addition authorize the
Commissioner to promulgate rules and regulations for the enforcement of the law o •
Statutes also often provide for the adoption of standards of federal agencies, such
as the United States Department of Agriculture and the Department of Health, Education and Wel£areo They may also provide for the adoption of the standards set forth
by trade and professional grloUPS. such as Agricultural Chemists t National Poultry
Improvement Plan and others o
Budgetary Needs
Bienn,ium Ending
i963
$3.672.100.

Blenniurn Ending
1965

Biennium Ending
1967
$4~111~587

$3tJ850~228

Biennium Ending
1969
$!~ii215t62l

The greatest portion of the incr~ease comes from the Division of Agricultural
Products and Division of Laboratory Services ~ lPlhich will require increased staffing
and equipment to keep abreast of the ~xpanding population and technology in the
food. feed. fertilizer and animal remedy fields o There is also included a 4% increase for each biennium for
and general increases.
Financing
Of the Department's revenue, 78 per cent comes from sourcer other than the general tax levy. The increases requested in the mai.n will be for services to the con~umer.
The Department would recommend that 45 per cent of the increase in the budget
be paid from general revenlle and the remainder be industry financed~
.Th-e)."Ie is a substan-ti-e..1.reversion to the General Revenue Fund at the present time
since appropriations do not equal collections in certain divisions. The funds that
would be required from Gen~ra.l Revenue arte more than !Iep laced by these monies 0

No provision has been made in the budget projection for continuous inspection
of meat processing plants~ Ther$ is a possibility the Legislature will authorize
such a program. If it does ll the funds necessary would depend on the coverage and
type of service that would be required. The program cost would vary from $500~OOO to
more than $ltOOOtOOO per year.
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
In 1931 the Minnesota Legislature established the Department of Conservation
(Laws of 1931, Chapter 186). Originally the Department was administered by a fiveman commission and a commissioner elected by them.
The commission was abolished in 1937 and authority vested in a commissioner of
conservation. This type of administration has continued to the present day. The
department now consists of five divisions.
Forestry was first established in 1911 as the Minnesota Forest Service. The
event that triggered the enabling legislation was the disastrous Baudette-Spooner
forest fire in October 1910. A state forester was appointed, a forest fire protection system organized, and the Division of Forestry was born.
The 'first game and fish organization in Minnesota was the three-man Fish Commission created by the Legislature in 1874. The office of Chief Warden was established in 1887. Years later wildlife.administration evolved into a Game and Fish
Department, our present Division of Game and Fish.
The birth of the Division of Lands and Minerals was delayed approximately two
years after 1931 because the State Auditor refused to relinquish administration of
lands and minerals on constitutional grounds. The Supreme Court, however, upheld
the validity of the act and the division became a part of the department officially
on April 1, 1933.
The Division of State Parks was created by an act of the 1935 Legislature as a
unit of the Department of Conservation. Prior to 1935 State Parks had been administered by various agencies.
Historically, the Division of Waters is the successor of the state drainage
commission established in 1897. It was incorporated into the Department of Conservation as the Division of Drainage and Waters. In 1941 it became the Division of
Water Resources'and Engineering and in 1949, - simply the Division of Waters.
Detailed reports of the plans of each of these divisions appear in following
sections.
In the history of the department some events stand out from all the rest. Wildlife won a signal victory in 1894 in the case of the State vs. Rodman, which decided
the legality of the principle that wild animals are the property of the state. History was also made in the establishment of Itasca State Park and Forest by law in 1892
and passage of the amendment to the Constitution in 1914 authorizing establishment
of state forests. A "Water Code" was enacted in 1937. In 1953 the nation-wide precedent-setting "State Park Permi til was passed.
Possibly nothing dramatizes better the change in conservation thinking than the
transition from the extravagant program of agricultural drainage in northern Minnesota
of years ago to the beginnings today of a state-wide water conservation program symbolized by the watershed.
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ORGANIZATION
The lViinnesota ,Department of Conservation fI directed by a Commissioner, consists
of five divisions: FOl'esty 9 Game and Fish\} Lands and Minerals t State Parks and
Waters. Their organizations are explained fully in individual division reports. The
Commissioner is assisted by a deputy and fi va staff bureaus: Engineering II Information.
Legal Affairs and Operational Services.

The main task of the department is to care for and facilitate the use of the
vi tal natural resources on Which the economy and the welfare of the state depends
land 9 waters, forests i minerals and wildlife. The working force of the department
for the fiscal year ending Jun~ 30. 1961. consisted of about 1.200 regular employees
and 600 seasonal and hourly ( part time) personnel e making a total of about 1.800 at
peak employment. The total department bUdget for the same period was approximately
$10 flOOO !.lOO·O in·eluding both state appx\opriation and federal aid.
BOAT AND HATER SAFETY - The Bureau of Boat and Water Safety was created for the
purpose of administering the Minnesota Boating Act passed April 26 8 1959. The supervisor of this bureau t who is directly responsible to the Commissioner, is charged
with the resp(Jnsibili ty of boat licensing and maintaining liaison with the county
auditors on boating registration and the county sheriffs on boating law enforcement
and the commissioner's office t 'tlhich is the adniinistrator of the boating act.
BUSINESS MANAGENENT - The Bureau of Operational Services, created in 1954, is
a staff bureau of the Commissioner's officeol It provides administrative services to
the .operating divisions and is !\esponsible for the development of good business management practices throughout the department.

The bureau is organized into three sections: Finance. responsible for the operation of the department accounting system g licenses and budget control; Personnel.
responsible for the preparation of all payrolls fl personnel records and personnel
transactions and pOlicies; and Plant and Equipment D responsible for consolidating
operating costs of al1moto~izedequipment in· the department g game and fish license
sales and accounting g department office supplies ~ mail and messenger service systems I
and equipment inventory.
ENGINEERING - The Bureau of Engineering was established on November 5. 1958.

It

is charged with the· r'esponsibili ty and sufficiency for property and proj ect surveys.
design and construction supervision l"elating to projects that may be sponsored by the
various divisions of the Department 8
The bureau is also delegated to prepare maps9 plats t cost estimates, specifications ~ material lists ~ engineering reports and to assemble engineering. data as required in connection Nith the above Or' to supply data to deter.rninewhether the' contemplated development is feasibiefrom an engineerlng standpoint. The scope of work and
problems fOl' which the services of the bureau has been requested has greatly broadened
during the past biennium.
INFORMATION .., 'The Bureau of Information was established in 19/.j.l and consists of
a director and a staff of ten professionally trained ·and clerical employees. The
Conservat ion Volunteer» the D'epartm~~nt t s magazine with a circulation of 37.500 It has
attracted national attention~ The weekly newsletter distributed to over 500 newspapers
is an excellent dollar investment.
Natural resource education has advanced in the integration of conservation materials into the school curriculum\) tlFollowing Conservation Trails" in cooperation
with the University of Minnesota's School of the Air has added materially to the more
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than 125 sound~tape programs now ?vai~able to schools. The bureau has a regular
television program. Nearly 300.000 pieces of literature were mailed during the
second year of the biennium to fill requests received by this office. Other activities include the film loan librarY0 the Arbor Day program in cooperation with the
Federation of Women's Clubs, a program of outdoor safety through the Minnesota
Safety Council t and a service of "Reports and Report Making" on background mater"'l'
ials in conservation.
LEGAL - As a party to binding agreements and in cases involving conflicting
claims, the Conservation Department is similar to any individual or legal entity.
The department takes part in many transactions which call for legal services of a
highly technical nature.
Legal counsel is required in such matters as acqulrlng propertYt entering into
contracts t negotiating claims il participating in hearings and handling litigations in
courts of. law. Responsibilities of the legal staff include providing counsel on matters which arise through various Conservation Department procedures and the handling
of all legal proceedings in which the department is involved. Personnel of the
legal staff are paid and furnished office space by the department, although members
are under the supervision of the State Attor'ney General's office.
AUTHORITY
Laws of 1931, Chapter 186. established the Department of Conservation administered by a five-man commission and a commissioner elected by them. In Laws of 1937,
Chapter 310 t the commission was abolished and authority vested in a Commissioner of
Conservation.
The Commissioner of Conservation is appointed by the Governor by and with the
advice aud consent of the Senate. The commissioner appoints a deputy and five division directors who serve at his pleasure. The directors. by law. must be technically qualified personsQ In legal matters the commissioner is advised by a deputy
attorney gBneral who is appointed by the attorney general of the state.
STANDARDS
Minnesota Statutes establish directly or indirectly most of the standards that
govern the operation and.management of the Department of Conservation. Alloperations of the department are scrutinized closely by the Department of Administration.
civil Service. and Public Examiners. In all instances regulations are imposed for
the compliance for the' department and all branches. In addition there are other
requirements, - federal. professional and ethical no less rigidly complied with.
STATE LAW requires a complete audit of all receipts and expenditures by the
Public Examiners.
FEDERAL LAW establishes regulations that must be complied with in order to
qualify under Clarke-McNary 11 Pittman-Robertson f; Dingell... Johnson II and other federal
aid measures.
CONSTRU~TION under capital improvements must conform to the requirements of the
Bureau of Engineering and the State Architects office. The chief engineer must be
a registered professional engineer under Civil Service rules.

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH imposes certain standards relating specifically to
some operations such as sewer and water and food handling of the Department of
Conservation.
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FINALLY, the department through direction, supervision and inspection demands
a vel~ rigid compliance with certain standards of performance no less exacting than
any invoked by stat~te or other agency.
PLANS AND PROGRAM
The following facts background the dimensions of Conservation's problems for
the next ten years.
The population of the United States will increase from one hundred-eighty million to two hundred-eight million over the 1960 to
1970 decade. In 1970 twenty eight million more people will be seeking recreat ion.
According to the U. S. Department of Labor, our manpower potential is great enough with increasing technology to increase the
production of goods and services by about fifty per cent from 1960
to 1970. Therefore. by 1970 two hundred-eight million Americans will
have twenty-five per cent more money to spend on autos, boats, tents,
camping equipment, water skiis, motors, etc. There were seventythree and six tenths million workers in the 1960 labor market. If
the work week is reduced to thirty hours a' week our present working
force will have seven hundred-thirty million additional hours of
leisure time each week. These are the facts as they apply to the
Nation.' Their impact is even more significant when applied to Minnesota, the target area of a Recreation-hungry world.
These are the possible. the explosive. the dynamic dimensions of Conservation
problems for 1970. We must gear ourselves now to provide the machinery to meet these
needs. We must begin now to organize effectively to provide for the explosive impact
of a burgeoning population aud a cosmopOlitan world. The plans proposed by the
divisions provide for an orderly organizational change which recognizes the importance of our inter-related task. They give priority to the total natural resource
management concept.
Special Services and Projects
HOAT AND WATER SAFETY - Administration of the Minnesota Boating Act of 1959 is
a responsibility of the Commissioner of Conservation. By delegat ion this is the
principal assignmen~ of the Bureau of Boat and Water Safety.
PROGRAM

PLANS
TO C~NTRALIZE cont~l and responsibilities for the issuance of boat registrations D and administration of the Minnesota Boating Act.
ORGANIZE. direct and coordinate a
state-wide educational program of boating safety.
'
TO PROMOTE a system of waterway
marking.

IN ORDER to accomplish such centralization. it will be necessary to amend the
Boat and Water Safety Law.
THIS PROGRAM has been launched. It
will be conducted with groups as well as
a state-wide p~ogram via radio. television
and newspapers throughout the state.
THIS PROGRAM will be implemented by
a,close working relationship with county
sheriffs and county commissioners on the
local level.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT - The Bu~eau 6f Operational Services, as the name inplies it
is the operational arm of the Commissioner's office. Created in 1954. definite progress has been ,made in the fields of accounting, personnel management. licenses and
plant and equipment. The application of electronic data processing equipment to
fiscal procedures and record-keeping is a well-established service. Now that the
principle of centralized services has been successfully introduced. further progress
awaits the inevitable growth and expansion of the operations of the department.
PROGRAM

PLANS
TO PROVIDE through business management a higher degree of efficiency and economy in the operations of
the department.

REVIEW all office and administrative procedures to eliminate duplication
and waste.

TO INTEGRATE all financial operatious for better and more uniform record
keeping in the department.

REVIEW and coordinate all fiscal
activities within each division. Extend
electronic data processing to all areas
of administration and operations practicable.

TO IMPROVE the department's labor
relations. personnel and training program.

TO PROVIDE a comprehensive. entrance
level trainee program. To provide a simplified and more me~ningful classification structure.

TO PROVIDE for a more intensive department personnel program.

TO EXPAND the personnel unit by adding two Personnel Officers I. The average
number of professional personnel staff
members for a government agency the size
of the Conservation Department is ten.
The Department has one.

ENGINEERING - Engineering services must not be taken for granted. must be planned for, and budgeted for if departmental progress is to proceed uninterrupted. Many
new or expanded programs of the operating divisions are directly dependent upon high
quality engineering services.
PROGRAM

PLANS
TO PROVIDE for engineering services
apace with accelerated program of land
acquisition, building construction and
site ?evelopment.

IN ORDER to supply engineering services a budget for the Bureau of Engineering will be prepared based on past records,
projected needs of the programs advanced
by the respective divisions.

INFORMATION - Education is the key to progress in conservation.
PLANS

PROGRA~1

TO EXPAND informational services
to the public through appropriate public
relations media.

RESTORATION of the Conservation volun~
teer to monthly status and a circulation
increase to 75,000. Increase the budget
of the Bureau of Information 25% each
biennium until such time that it approximates not less than 2% of the total
operating budget of the Department of
Conservation.
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(Note: Proposed budget increases would
bring Minnesota's Bureau of Information
up to the standard of informational
services provided by almost all other
Conser-vat ion Departments in import ant
states and Canadian Provinces.)

TO DEVELOP further a program of
conservation education in our schools.

AN EXPANDED personnel to provide
services needed for an accelerated conservation education program.

SPECIAL PROJECTS"", Sometimes planning and programming is of greater scope than
the specialized activities of anyone division. A few of the more important projects
are listed below:
PLANS

PROGRAM

TO CON DUCT a comprehens i ve st udy
of outdoor recreational opportunities

RECOMMEND permissive legislation and
budget to qualify for federal aid in providing staff~ consultant services. ~nd
for publishing a report in which all
federal t state ~ county and city administered areas are related through a common
denominator as proposed by the Outdoor
Recreational Resources Review Commission
and quantitated as to present and future
needs.

adequate to serve the future needs of
the citizenry and the tourist industry.

prison labor.

TO ESTABLISH three 50 man camps
preferably in the Pine Island and
Kabetogama State Forests.

TO CONDUCT special resource studies
on a county basis to inventory the
economic potential of the area.

TO LAUNCH the fi rst study in the
near future based on the Mahnomen county
study of 1957 c

TO SELECT campsites for conser-

vation work projects which will employ

REORGANIZATION - Although the Department of Conservation. has undergone a number
of minor reorganizations since its inception in 1931, it is essentially the same
grouping of "departments" within a department as when first organizedo Since World
War II some efforts have been made in reorganization resulting in centralized payrolls t
accotmting. engineering! and information.

This centralization, however t was only partially accomplished so that while it
improved efficiency to some extent~ it introduced a number of new problems~ Through
the years~ however~ there has been an· inevitable tendency toward overlapping because
of the almost complete autonomy of the respective divisionsft
PLANS

PROGRAM

TO LAUNCH a study to prepare
recommendations for the reorganization
of the Department of Conservation to
achieve integrati.on t streamline opera..
tions~ improve channels of communication e
and pl"'omQte economy and efficiency in
adm:ln ist :rat ion. .

TO PROCEED immediately to take the
first steps in extending the line and
staff type of organization withi,n the
respective divisions of the department.
'To establish boundaries and common headquarters for' the pr'oposed regional
organization
Presently the Di vision of
Forestry operates on a regionai basis and D

-

0
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to a lesser degree. the sections of
Fisheries. Game. and the Warden Service
in the Division of Game and Fish. To
complete a classification review of the
personnel structure of the department to
correct any existing inequities and to'
prepare recommendations'for reclassification of personnel for inclusion in
the plan for reorganization. To establish
a trainee program at the professional
level throughout the Department.

FINANCING THE PLAN
Economic evaluation of conservation and improvement measures from a public viewpoint has.been concerned with the relationship of benefits and costs with little
attention to the incidence of either.
The problems of cost-sharing, however, center attention on the distribution or
incidence 'of conservation benefits arid costs. Economic efficiency in attainment of
public goals is the controlling consideration in evaluation of conservation and
improvement, while in cost-sharing the emphasis is on equitable arrangements for
distribution of costs in relation to benefits. In this regard, we believe that a
mill tax levy on real property dedicated to conservation management and protection
is the logical solution for Minnesota. This form of financing more nearly attains.
,the objecti ve of equitable sharing of costs and benefits.
Other forms of financing that could be considered are: Increases in hunting
arid fishing fees, special tax on beer and cigarettes, $1 surcharge on driver's
licenses for acquisition of recreation lands, dedication of trust fund income for
forestry purposes and special bond issues.
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BUDGETARY NEED S
Summary

Di vis ion

1961-63
Biennium

1963-65

1965-67

1967-69 .

Biennium

Biennium

Biennium

1,427.11.0

1 t'+84 .000

]. j)

_462~~0!?.

_~~?J..?~

_938t6~

2t235~500

2 8 542.'600

1,6681)000
l,158t4~0..
2.826 t 400

492 11 000

512{lOOO

532.000

77 9 280

39~700

1969-71
Biennium

Administration
Normal Operation
Expansion
Total

1,,427.14"0

1.946.500

455.000

473l}OOO
68,08.2,

543,000

1 e60I+ 0000

Waters

Normal Operation
Expansion
Total

--~455tOOO

311l00~

541~O80

. '569 9 280

.........551.700

563.000

5 t 913"OO5
7.056{j978

6 9 370§174
It188i12'±'
7 9 558,295

6,869.579
1.110 !55,9
7,980.138

7,409,735
1.122.389
8.532 t 124

9.285.000

9.643.790

10.079.417

10.474 8 393

9.285;000

~47DO~2,
15~49o;aOO

_ 7 9'+9~~~3!!

.!.3,9.710 p5!,!.

1°0 887 ,608
14 0 555 0 109
25»442*,717

It 066 ,115
3:t..&~

__2!J2}1

921,962

985,716
23,820
I~9~53e

1,098&015

1 lt224 {jl.l4

1.247.096
72.914
1.320.010

Normal Operation

1.738.422

1 0 904 0104

1~864il896

11'950.000

2 0103 g 000

Expansion
Total

r:; 738.422

5~8g!.~
"7 9 736$289

l!..~0t£~
5 11 314· t 896

~=9 0 7Q~ 505>

5.020.500

3.275.000
5.378 g 000

20,Ll03il 615

21fl415.602
~~1.
34 D :353 j 931

22 0 563.°65
18..!.240 fl891
41.503&956

23.847,439
20.214..cu 2
44,0621)251

forestry
Normal. Operation
Expansion'
Total

5 0 769.500

5, 769 ~500

1.1~3 t ~73

Game a.nd Fish

Normal Operation
Expansion
Total
Lands and

17,,577.945

24.184 t 90l~

Minerals

Normal Operation
Expansion
Total

921.962

1.153 9 °93

Parks

Sub·.. Total

Normal Operation
Expansion

TOTAL

19.597.024
19 t 59~7 9,024

13J)37~

33.781 1l 183
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DEPARTMENT GROSS RECEIPTS 1 FO R TH E FISCAL YEARS INDICATED·
Fiscal
Year
1953
1954
1955

Game & Fish
Licenses
3,587.172.00
3,6·32,615.00
3.777.178.00

Trust
Funds
4.309.949.00
4,833.288.00
4.179,493,,00

Park Permits
& Working
Capital Fund
233 s 667.00
283,556',,00
,333.499,,00

Consolidated
Conservation
Areas
154.779.00
173.371.00
177.563.00

1956
1957
1958

3\3630.279,,00
3.752 t 344.00
3,824,412 .. 00

6»388.066.00
5,366 t 728.00
5 $460 ,172'" 00

337,043.00
328,199.00
442.730.00

3f1766 t 137.00
4,004.032.00
4 ~059 .638.00
4.427 9 °52.00
38,460 1 859.00

4,008,719 .. 00
3,619.578,,00
4,357.764.00
3,027,994.00
45.551,751.00

465,151.00
542 ,1 986.00
565,807.00
637.535.00
4,170,173.00

1959
1960
1961
1962est
Totals

Federal
Aid
910.985.00
888 t 626,,00

·M1.s cel1an eous
Total
616.232.00
9.812,784.00
496.087.00 10.058.197.00
746.871.00a 10.103,230.00

214,878.00
313 t 114 .. 00
209,977.00

1,038.575 .. 00
1,091.392.00
1,169.285.00

943,905 .. 00 12.552.746.00
862 s 242.00 11.714,019.00
1.242.514.00c.12,349,090.00

168,489.00
198,621.00
1541}372.00
222 t 900,,00

1.573,072.00
970.943.00
788.688.00
1,086,494.00
10.157,340.00

1.160.944.00 11.142,512.00'
1.537.189 .. 66b 10.873.349.00
1.436,215.00 11,362.484.00
1.314.713.00 10.716.688600
10,356.912 .. 00 110,685,099.00

1~988~064.00

639~280.00

Increases due to: a - U.. S. Payment for Lac qui Parle Lands; b - Watercraft license receipts;
c - Wildlife Acquisition
DEPARTMENT DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE FISCAL YEARS INDICATED
Fiscal
Year
1953
19541955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

1961
1962est
Totals

Admin ist rat ion Waters
1661)039.00
184.215.00
213 11 379.00
217,962 .. 00
210,511.00
317.080.00
345.476 .. 00
369,691,,00
471,689 .. 00
2,1009~994..

00e
862 t 500.00e
l, 433 1'l356 .. 00e
l,496 t 427.00e
7 ,1 685 j 631 .. 00

Increases due to:

255,904 .. 00
259,601,,00
410,743 .. 00

forestry
1.695,242 .. 00
1.695,872.00
1 9 709 9 263.00
1,1569~500.00

1,969,079 .. 00
2,373,339.00f

3961)736 .. 00 2.362 li 249.00
233.829 .. 00 2 ,1 302,740 000
246\1932 .. 00 2.469,163 .. 00
350,832000 2,933,906 .. 00
2,767,265 .. 00 21\»080,353.00

Lands &
Minerals
306\1994.00
310,426.00
313.585.00
327,079.00
334.575,,00
426.596 .. 00
440\1928.00
415 11 761 .. 00
434.698.00
546.782.00
3,857 11 424 .. 00

Game & Fish
3.544,866.00
3 11 910.681.00
4,082,219.00
4.273.260,,00
4,101,110.00
4,838,190 .. 00g
4,822.962 .. 00
4 11 430,869.00
4,486.349.00
5,028 11 356.00
43,518.862.00

Parks
467.396.00
667 11 576 .. 00
534.757.00
694,392 .. 00
692 ,1 584.00
839,338.00h
858,963.00
953,126,,00
l,l19 t 786 .. 00
1,366 2998.00
8,194,916.00

Total
6,364 t 752.00
7 11 °15,896 .. 00
7,167 11 415.00
7.465 ,1.611.00
7,726.640 .. 00
9,359.895.00
10,891,832 .. 00
9,198,825 .. 00
10 11 190,284.00
Il J 723,301 .. 00
87,104,451 .. 00

f - Soil Bank and increased tree production.
e - Conservation Works Projects
h - Capital Improvements for Parks.
g - Wetlands Acquisition and Federal Aid.

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVA.TION
Trend of receipts ::md expenditures from Fiscal Yepr 1953 through FiscAl Ye"lr 1962
and estimated receipts and exp€f1.ditures from Fiscal Year 1963 throu(?h FisCAl Year 1971
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(In Mi11ions of Dollars)
Period 7/1/52 to 6130163
RECEIPTS DESCRIPTION
40'70 - Game and Fish Receipts
30"!0 - Iron Ore Royalties - Trust Furids
10% - Timber Sales
10010 ~ Federal Aid and Grants
10010 - MisceIIaneous

EXPENDITURES DESCRIPTioN
30% from General Revenue

40% from Game and Fish
15% from Federal Aid and Grants
15% from Other Receipts

NOTE: Percentages based ~n F'iscal Ye~r 1960 Receipts and Expen-ditures.

Le.:'iend

-------

RECEIPTS
EXPENDITURES

IVISI N OF F'ORESTRY
HISTORY OF THE DIVISION
The Minnesota forest Service. forerunner of the present Division of Forestry.
was created by Law, 1911. Chapter 125. The event that triggered the enabling legislation was the disfstrous Baudette-Spoone~ forest fire which occurred in October.
1910. A state forester was appointed and the forest protection system was organized.
The great Cloquet-Moose Lake forest fire in 1918 supplied additional impetus to the
fire protection program.
Since the reorganization of the Department of Conservation by Laws 1931 Chapter
186. the scope of the Division of Forestry's activities has been greatly increased.
The admin~stration of state parks remained under the jurisdiction of the Division
of Forestry until Laws 1935. Chapter 340, created a separate State Parks Division.
State forests. which are under the jurisdiction and management of the Division
of Forestry II were established by Laws 1913 t Chapter 86; Laws 1917. Chapter 448; Laws
1931 11 Chapter 124; Laws 1933, Chapter 419 B and Laws 1935. Chapter 372. The Legislature of 1943. under Chapter 171. reestablished 29 of the state forests which had
previously been disestablished.
The Pillsbury state forest (established by Laws 1899 11 Chapter 214) and the
Burntside state forest (established by Laws 1905. Chapter 83) also are under the
jurisdiction of the division but remained under the or.iginal laws. There was also
no change in Laws 1907 11 Chapter 90. which had established Itasca State Park and
Forest.
At present there are 36 state forests, embracing 2 11 209.000 acres of state-owned
land. In addition, 830.000 acres lying outside the boundaries of established state
forests.ware -setasi-de as stat€ forest lands by Commissioner's Order in 1959.
The production of tree planting stock by the division for public land planting
was authorized by Laws 1931. Chapter 281. With the passage of Laws 1947. Chapter
94. this was broadened to permit the distribution of tree stock to private land
o\t-mers.
Forestry in Minnesota advanced tremendously through the guidance of the Division
of Forestry in the forest work programs of the CCC and WPA during the period from
1933 to 1941 11 and the more r~cent Conservation Work Programs in 1958 and 1961.
ORGANIZATION
The Division of Forestry is a line and staff organization. consisting of a staff
in the St. Paul office and an operating group in the field. The director has a staff
consisting of an assistant director, several foresters, an executive assistant t
stenographers. and clerks to assist him in carrying out his many duties.
The divisioE's programs are grouped into two sections, state land management
and cooperative forestry.
The staff work is likewise grouped into these two sections. The Division is
organized on a basis of line authority to the field, implemented.'advised and guided
by staff heads of the various technical units.
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Chart I

DIVISION OF FORESTRY
I

IDIRECTOR
I

I FISeAL CONTROL}
I

'STATE LAND MANAGEMENT

: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR:

I IFIELD

I
I

ADMINISTRATION

: EQUIPMENT & BUILDINGS

I

•

I I COOPERATIVE FORESTRY I
!

I

I

I

I

FOREST MANAGEMENT
AND SALES

FOREST DEVELOPMENT
AND RECREATION

FOREST
PROTECTION

TREE
NURSERIES

I

14 REGIONS

I LAND EXCHANGE I

•

CO-OP FOREST
MANAGEMENT

BADOURA
GEN. ANDREWS
CARlOS AVERY

m

18 AREAS

174 DISTRICTS J
I

I

fOREST ROADS
TREE PLANTING
SPEC. USE PERMJTS
HOMESiTE LEASES

CAMPGROUNDS
YCCFORESTRY PROJECTS

I

I

I

FOREST SURVEYS
MANAGEMENT PLANS
TIMBER SALES
TIMBER SCALING

FIRE PLANS
PREVENTION
SUPPRESSION
K.M. G.

SMALL WOODLAND ASSiSTANCE
COUNTY LAND APPRAISALS
FOREST PEST CONTROL
TECH. ASS'! FEDERAL PROGRAMSA.C.P., SOIL BANK. WATERSHEDS
AUXILIARY fORESTS

TREE FARMS

Under the State Land Management S.ection there are three uni ts--forest management and timber sales.land exchange. and forest development and recreation.
The cooperative forestry section is made up of:
forest management and forest fire protection.

state tree nurseries ,cooperative

The field operating group is composed of regions, administrative areas. and
ranger districts. It is this group that performs services, activities, and fun~tions
as indicated on the chart. (Chart 1.)
The line of authority to the field stems directly from the director. his deputy,
and through the regional foresters. down through the area foresters and district rangers.
A supply·· depot and service uni t is located at Grand Rapids and has the responsibili ty for s.upplies and maintenance of equip·ment and radio network as well as building construction ~nd building maintenance.
To carry out the functions and duties delegated to the Division of Forestry, it
employs 270 permanent employees and 64 seasonal forest guards. Payroll during the
past fiscal year also showed 2.678 labor service people as having been employed
intermittently by the Division in state tree nurseries. on forest roads and trails,
and on state land tree planting projects. An additional 5.000 names appear on the
fire fighting time books as having been employed on emergency fire suppression work •
. For many years the Division operated with functional staffs. Each staff essentially performed a specialized function. Since this type of organization became wasteful in personnel. equipment, and supervision as the programs became more complex and
demanding. the Division reorganized in 1956-57 into the line and staff organization
described in the preceding paragraphs. In the reorganization. 4 regions. 18 administrative areas. and 74 ranger districts were established in the operating group.
The Division is currently studying further organizat ianai changes. A major tool
in this study is the work load analysis completed in 1960 which provides work load
measurements for all programs in each ranger district.
It is certain that the regions will be reduced to three in number to fit in with
the over-all department plan •. At least two administrative areas will be eliminated
and there is. a good possibility that the number of areas can be reduced by three.
The reduction of regions and areas will free complement pOSitions in unnecessary
administrative classes for assignment to needed staff and ranger district jobs.
Forestry programs provide employment in timber harvest, tree planting, forest
road work, etc •• and also provide raw materials for forest industries. Forest roads
and trails are used for fire protection, timber access and recreation in addition to
24 public campgrounds within state forest areas.
RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY
Powers and duties vested in the Commissioner of Conservation by MSA 84.027. and
delegated by him to the Director of the Division of Forestry. include the responsibilities and authority provided principally by MSA Chapters 88, 89 and 90.
The major responsibilities include forest fire protection and suppression on more
than 17 million acres; production and distribution of tree seedlings grown in state
nurseries; management and timber sales administration on 5 million acres of stateowned land; reforestation of state forest lands; forest recreational development and
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leasing of state lands; participating .in state forest land exchange; supervlslon of
auxiliary, municipal and school forests; approval of timber appraisals on county taxforfeited lands; and technical assistance to small private woodland owners.
Under agreements with the federal government. the division cooperates in the
following programs: Clarke-Me Nary Act. Sec.2, in forest fire protection; Clarke- _
McNary Act, Sec. 4. in the production of nursery stock for farm woodlots and shelterbelts; the Cooperative Forest Management Act. in providing technical forest management and assistance to owners of small woodlands; the Watershed Program in providing
forestry assistance for soil and water conservation under P. L. 46 and 566; and under
Title IV of the Agricultural Act of 1956 and the Conservation Reserve Program in
tree planting and reforestation.
There are also agreements with state and county agricultural stabilization
committees to provide technical assistance on the forestry practices in connection
with the Agricultural Conservation Program.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Generally, the division's goal is to promote protection and good forest practices on all forest lands in Minnesota. making available 'a sustained supply of timber,
increasing the economic opportunities and· insuring community stability. a healthy
industry and continuous employment, .and to manage. improve, and develop state-owned
forest lands under the same principle, growing continuous forest crops for orderly
harvest and dedicating those forest lands suited to other resource management, wildlife. watershed protection and recreation, to those primary uses.
Specific goals and objectives are:
MAINTAIN intensive fire protection so the total allowable burn will not exceed
1/10 of 1% of the 17 1/2 million acres of protected area. No more than .02% of the
total, area protected should be lost to fire in merchantable timber and reproduction
each year.
MAINTAIN detection and strengthen control of forest insects and tree diseases
which today cause far greater losses than fire.
PRODUCE sufficIent forest tree'nursery stock so that millions of trees can be
planted. in Minnesota every year. and improve the genetic quality of the nursery stock.
FURNISH technical assistance to small woodland owners to materially influence
the long-term management of this important future source of forest products.
PRO~OTE and assist ~n the development of markets for the utilization 'of all
forest products that can be harvested from Minnesota's forest lands.

MANAGE and improve state forest lands in a manner that will increase the yield
of timber products but at the same time increase game, recreational and other public
use benefits at minimum expense.
PROVIDE access to key blocks of state owned lands for forest protection, forest
products harvest. and all other forest land uses.
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FINANCING
The Division of Forestry is financed by:
LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS (General revenue. Consolidated Conservation Areas.
reappropriated money received from rental of state residences. and some years fr~m
Game and Fish funds.)
FEDERAL AID ACCOUNTS (Clarke-McNary Sec. 2 Fire protection. Sec. 4 Nursery
production); Agricultural Conservation Program; Watershed; Cooperative Forest Management Program; Soil Bank Production. and Soil Bank Title 4.)
DEDICATED ACCOUNTS (Burntside State Forest). (State Forest Development from
which the Division received in fiscal year 1960-61 25% of the costs of management
and protection of state trust fund lands within state forests. but will receive
100% of the costs beginning fiscal year 1962.)
Tables I and II show the Division's appropriations and expenditures for the
fiscal years 1960 and 1961 by source of funds.
Chart 2 shows Division expenditures by major functions based on time worked by
field personnel.
Federal Aid
Funds are received. on a reimbursement basis. from the federal government under
provisions of various cooperative agreements which the state has entered into with
the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The intent of federal aid assistance to the
st'ates is expressed in the U. S. Forest Service handbook. as follows:
"Clarke-McNary reimbursement funds should supplement and must not be used
to reduce regular state. county. municipal. or private funds budgeted for fire
prevention and suppression. The States make the expenditures."
STANDARDS
,Minnesota Statutes (MSA Chap. 90) establish nearly all of the standards that
govern the management of and sales of timber from state-owned land. However.
standard~ for human use of outdoor recreational facilities are governed by State
Department of Health laws and regulations and these must be followed by the Division.
All of the programs involving federal aid are covered by cooperative agreements
which spell out the requirements of the laws and thus set the stanrlards for the program covered by the agreement. If an agreement is to be executed. the'standards as
established in the federal law cannot be rejected. Federal aid programs and approved
finance plans are inspected for adherence to the established standards by federal inspectors.
Cooperati ve agreements are in force for the following federal aid programs:
FOREST FIRE PROTECTION - Sec. 2. Clarke-McNary Act of 1924.
PRIVATE FOREST MANAGEMENT Service - Cooperative Forest Management Act of 1950.
FOREST PLANTING COOPERATION. Nursery Production - Sec. 4. Clarke-Me Nary Act.
REFORESTATION ASSISTANCE on state and county lands - Sec. 401. Title IV. Agricultural Act of 19,56.
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TABLE 1
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
By Source of Funds
F. Y. 1960 and 1961
Year

Account

Coop. Forestry Sal. S. & E FY 1960
FY 1961
State Land Mgmt Sal. S & E FY 1960
FY 1961
FY1960
Total
FY 1961
Grand Total

Coop. Forestry Sal. S & E
State Land Mgmt Sal S &E
w

I-'
00

State For. Dev. Sal. S&E
Burntside S.F. Sal. S&E

Gift & Deposit .Sa1. S&E
Soil Bank

Sal. S&E
Total

Grand Total

EXPENDITURES
FY 1960
FY 1961
FY 1960
FY 1961
FY 1960
FY 1961
FY 1960
FY 1961
FY 1960
FY 1961
FY 1960
FY 1961
FY 1960
FY 1961

Dedicated
Receipts

Grand
Total

Federa).
Aid

Total

1,476,347
1.531,103
405,333
411,081
1,881,680
1.942,184
3,823,864

301.231
319,550

1,777.578
1,850.653
405,333
411,081
2,182,911
2,261.734
4.444.,645

1,777.578
1,850,653
405.333
411,081
2,182,911
2.261.734
4,444,545

1,476,347
1,531,103
377,620
379,307

301,231
319,550

1,777,578
1,850,653
377,620
·379,307

1,777,578
1,850,653
377,?20
379 ..307
19.809
22.851
31,691
30.722
611
258
95.431
185.372
2,302.740
2.469,163
4.771,903

Appropriations

1,853,967
1,910,410
3,764.377

301.231
319,550
620,781

301.231
319,550
620,781

2,155,198
2,229,960
4,385,158

19,809
22,851
31,691
30,722
611
258
95,431
185.372
147.542
239.203
386,745

Table II

Division of Forestry Expenditures by Source of Funds

F.Y. 1960
General Revenue
Consolidated Conservation
Rent
C~.1f-2

CM-4

Total

1,741,967

1,798,410

3,540,377

100,000

100,000

200,000

12,000

12,000

24,000

268,237

494,920

26,500

4,300

30,800

226,683 .

)

F.Y. 1961

=

CFM

Federal

24,500

27,350

51,850

901,584

ACP

Funds

23,548

16,013

39,561

18.9% Fed.
Funds

3,650

3,650

Fire Protection
Soil Bank

95,431

185,372

280,803

Receipts

51,500

53,573

105,073

611

258

869

. 2;30~,740

2,469,163

4,7.71,903

Gifts
Total

Chart :2

MINNESOTA CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT
Division of Forestry

EXPENDITURES BY PROGRAM
Fiscal Years 1960-1961 *

COOPERATION OTHER
PUBLIC LANDS $123,974

HOME SITES - SPECIAL USE
$ 67,952

GENERAL OPERATION

Equipment Maintenance
Education
Public Cooperation
Personne 1 Training
Improvement Maintenance
General Office Work
$1,033,213

$320,147

FIRE SUPPRESSION
& PREVENTION

$1,172,361

ROADS
$272,667

* BASED

ON TIME WORKED BY FIELD PERSONNEL

TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS and inspections of forestry practices (tree Planting
and timber stand improvement of t~e Agricultural Conservation Program - Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act.
FORESTRY ASSISTANCE in approved watersheds for watershed protection - P. L. 46
an d P. L. 566 •
All buildings constructed by the Division are designed by the' Department's
Bureau of Engineering and all plans are approved by the State Architect.
PLANS
State Land Management
Timber Sales
The qivision plans to increase the annual state timber harvest to 400,000 cords
of all species and products.
This represents an increase of 50 per cent above present volumes harvested
annually. The increased volume harvest should consist of products presently in
greater surplus, i.e. aspen. miscellaneous hardwoods, balsam, cedar and tamarack.
(See Chart 3.) The competitive posi tion of Minnesota forest industries will be
improved by whatever means are available to the Division. A marketing specialist
will be added to the cooperative forestry section of the staff, and this specialist
will devote half of his time to the promotion of markets for state-owned timber in,
cooperation with Department of Business Development and other appropriate organizations.
Forest Management Planning
The division plans to: COMPLETE ranger district forest inventory work and
forest management plans for each ranger district. This will furnish each district
ranger -with complete forest management information that will provide a sound basis
for improved multiple use management.
REMEASURE statewide inventory sample plots and compile a report during the fiscal year 1965. . This will provide information needed to re-evaluate and adjust
forest management procedur'es in 'accordance with changing ferest conditions.
INITIATE a program to provide aerial photography at la-year intervals at minimum
cost. In this program, 'the forest region would be divided into five zones as shown
in Figure II, with one zone being photographed each two years. The Division must
have reasonably current photography in each district office for use in fire protection and state land management. There is no way at present to be assured that current
photography will be available. With this plan other state agencies could purchase
their photo prints at cost. Prints would also be available for sale to other public
agencies and the general public.
Consolidation of State Owned Lands
The division plans to:
ENCOURAGE land exchange with other public agencies and private land owners to
reduce administrative costs due to scattered land ownership.
ADJUST state forest boundaries to include more concentrated state land ownership in each forest. A bill will be prepared for legislative action to make this
adj ustment •
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Chart 3
State Timber Sale Trends
and Projected Goal
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY PLAN

IV

ROCK

ACQUIRE 56,000 acres of land for the Memorial Hardwood State Forest during the
period (this is a start toward acquisition of 200,000 acres needed) by purchase of
40,000 acres with appropriated funds and acquiring 16.000 acres through gifts.
State Forest Regeneration and Development
Plans here are to:
PLACE 80,100 acres of presently non-productive land in a productive status
through planting and direct seeding.
DEVELOp'new planting machine equipment and improve present equipment to more
efficiently prepare planting sites, direct seed and transplant trees.
IMPROVE existing forest stands by removal of undesirable species, thinning to
proper growing stock levels and encouraging natural regeneration of desirable species.
DEVELOP new campgrounds and expand 16 of the present 20 campgrounds within state
forests to provide additional recreational opportunities for the rapidly increasing
population.
COMPLETE the survey of all state-owned lakeshore within state forests to provide
detailed information needed for planning public lakeshore recreat,ional use. This
work is largely completed but additional survey work will determine whether usable
state owned lake-shore should be used for summer homesites, camp-grounds, public
access, or other uses.
ESTABLISH three penal camps for forestry work in the Pine Island, Beltrami Island,
and Kabetogama State Forests. Camps of approximately 50-man size would be useful in
developing and protecting these state forests. Projects would include fire suppression, timber stand improvement, tree planting, campground development, and road construction.
State Timber Scaling
Plans are to assume field responsibility for scaling state timber permits. The
State Surveyor General is now responsible for timber scaling although Division of
Forestry personnel do a substantial amount of scaling. Since forestry personnel must
supervise timber permits, they could accomplish scaling with some savings in travel
expense now received by Surveyor General personnel. Under this plan, the Surveyor
General would be responsible for check scaling, record keeping and training.
Timber Record Compilation
The division plans to install improved record keeping procedures that will permit
additional use of business machines.
Cooperative Forestry
Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression
In fire prevention and public relations, the goal is to reduce the number of mancaused fires by developing a vigorous fire prevention campaign designed to reach the
local residents and forest users. Ninety-nine percent of the fires are man-caused,
which provides an opportunity to reduce the number of fires by persuading local people
and other forest users to be more careful with fire. A fire prevention public relations specialist must be added to the staff to carry out this program.

-
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Plans are to improve the capabilities for rapid detection of fires to speed
fire control action and reduce the size of fires that start~ At present lookout
towers are the chief means of detection. Experience in other states indicates that
modern aircraf~ are an aid in detection and an important supplement to the lookout
tower system.
The division plans to expand organized fire protection to Goodhue. Wabasha.,
Olmstead and Houston Counties; continue to study the need for further expansion of
fire protection in other portions of the state. and improve fire fighting techniques.
This would involve development and use of new types of equipment. training of personnel and additional personnel.
Complete change-over of the radio network to high frequency channels is planned.
The division also plans to' intensify forest fire law enforcement. recodify the
forest fire laws and promote new legislation as needed by changing conditions.
Forest Tree Nurseries
Here plans are to:
SUSTAIN a production rate of 50 million trees annually • The seed bed a.rea of
267 acres in the three nurseries is capable of sustained production of 50 million
trees annually with a good land rotation plan, provided funds are available.
INITIATE a program to improve the quality of the nursery stock by procuring
seed from selected parent trees.
DEVELOP more efficient and economical methods of packaging tree stock for shipmemt,

CONSTRUCT cold storage facilities fOr the storage of seeds in the basement of
the Badoura office. After extraction, seeds must be stored under controlled humidity
and temperature to maintain viability. Because of the irregularity 0 f good seed
production years. it is necessary to store seed for several years. Seed is now stored in a root house.
CONSTRUCT cold storage facilities for the storage of lifted tree stock at General
Andrews Nursery~ Such storage is needed in late spring to keep stock from candling
and' heating before shipment.
Private Forest Management Service
Plans here include:
PROVIDING more aggressive promotion of good forestry practices on small woodland
ownerships by establishing three new districts and by assigning fire positions to
areas indicating a large potential in the work load analysis study. The work load
analysis study of 1960 shows sufficient cooperative forest management service work
load in the Moose Lake. Bemidji. Deer River. Hill CitYD Hibbing and Cloquet areas to
warrant placing a man in each area under the federal aid program. There is a~so
enough work load in the Pillager, Smoky Hills districts so that s~~r9~~ diatricts
could be split'orr for a primary effort in this woodland service.
INCREASE the harvest of forest products from private woodlands by developing new outlets and keeping abreast of the current markets. A forest products marketing specialisT
is needed in the Division and half of his time will be devoted to this program.
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ESTABLISH demonstration woodlot management areas and cooperate with the State
Extension Service in the promotion of private woodland management. A memorandum of
'understanding on this program between the Division of Forestry and the Extension
Service has been adopted but has not been put into action.
CONTINUE active cooperat ion on federal Agricultural Conservat ion Programs by
providing technical advice and assistance on the forestry practices.
Forest Pest Control
THE DIVISION will continue active cooperation with the State Entomologist, University, and Lake States Forest Experiment Station in detection and in control of
forest insect and disease epidemics.
ItrvIEW OF the large state land acreage, the Division should employ a specialist in insect and disease problems to intensify protection and improve quality
yields of state-owned timber.
INSOFAR AS MARKETS will permit. the Division will coordinate timber harvest on
state lands with pest control activities.
Plans in other Areas include:
County Tax-Forfeited Lands--Secure acceptance of a plan to spot check timber
appraisals and cutting methods on tax-forfeited land timber sales as a means of reducing the time required of Division personnel.
Watershed Program--Continue active cooperation on state and federal water-shed
surveys and provide technical advice and assistance on forestry practices to land
owners in approved watersheds.
School and Municipal Forests--Continue active promotion of the establishment of
school and'municipal forests wherever suitable lands are aVailable.'
Tree Farms--Since tree farms are another tool in promoting sound private woodland management II the Division will continue to trtake field inspections and prepare
forest management p~ans for each private tract, as requested.
Forest ,Tax Laws--The division will assist in the promotion of tax laws providing fair and equitable taxation of forest lands and will carryon such activities as
are provided for in existing laws.
Administration
Personnel
The division will readjust job as'signments within the complement 'to 'attain' the
maximum utilization of every complement position before any further legisiativerequests for complement increase is made.
The work load analysis study of 1960 indicates that such adjustment is possible
and is needed. However. as the forestry program expands. some increase in the total
complement must be expected.
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Buildings
A needs slirvey indicates that one office. 22 office-warehouses, 11 storage
warehouses, 6 residences, and one oil house should be constructed. and that 5residences should have major remodeling. In addition, a cone storage building with extractory, storage warehouse, and cold storage addition'should be qonstructed at the
General Andrews Nursery.
State Forest Roads and Trails
The division plans to construct 308 miles of new roads, reconstruct 134 miles of
existing roads, and provide adequate maintenance to existing mileage. Forest roads
and trails are vital to the multiple use and protection of all of the resources of
the state forests. There are 1.150 miles of forest roads of which about 75 per
cent provide all-weather access. The remainder are only dry-weather roads.
A complete road program will require new construction fl reconstruct ion of existing roads to bring them to useable standards and maintenance of total mileage. The
plan is based on recommendations from the field for needed new construction and reconstruction to adequately protect and use the state forests.
ACTIO~.PROGRAM

TO IMPLEMENT PLANS

State Land Management
Timber Sales
(Program plans on a fiscal year basis)
1963, assign one position within the present complement as a marketing specialist under the Cooperative Forestry Section. This position will devote about half
time to increasing the utilization of state owned timber •
.196-2 1 -and- periodically thereafter, adj ust stumpage rates to conform to timber
market conditions. The fast adjustment downward of stumpage rates during periods
of economic depression should improve the competitive position of Minnesota wood
purchasers.

1963, complete adjustment of state forest boundaries so as to eliminate scattered state land tracts. This will make more forest land available for purchase by
the forest industries in order to attract additional capital investment for plant
expansion.
Forest Management Planning
RANGER distri'ct forest inven~ory and forest management planning--complete initial.
forest management plans for all ranger districts by July 1. 1963.
STATEWIDE forest inventory--1964, complete field work for plot measurement and
complete compilation data during fiscal year 1965.
AERIAL photograph program--1962 8 prepare plan and include in biennial budget
request for fiscal year 1963-64.
Consolidation of State-Owned Lands
1962. obtain approval of long range plan for state-federal land exchange from
the Land Exchange Commission. Proceed with series of exchanges so as to complete
program by 1971. Continue exchanges with private property owners.
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1963. complete,long range land exchange plans with industrial forest owners in
order to consolidate both state and private lands. Complete major consolidation by
1971.

Starting in 1964. obtain $100,000 per year in appropriations to purchase 5,000
acres of land for the Minnesota Memorial Hardwood State Forest. Acquire an additional
2.000 acres per year through gifts starting in 1964. The total land to be acquired by
1971 will amount to 56.000 acres.
State Forest Regeneration Development
INCREASE state land acres to be reforested& as indicated in Table III.
STARTING in 1962. and each year thereafter. continue to study and improve present mechanical-planting equipment, as well as develop new equipment when needed.
Equipment to be developed or improved will include a machine for direct seeding. a
planting machine for use in swamps, present highland planting machine, site preparation devices, and plows for furrowing. The aim in improved equipment development will
be to reduce the cost of reforesting difficult sites.
TIMBER SALES regulations will provide for the removal of undesirable species,
commercial thinning to proper growing stock levels, and the increase of natural
regeneration of desirable species.
ESTABLISH three penal camps to improve existing state forest lands& as follows:
1964" establish Pine Island Forest Camp.t 1965. establish Kabetogama Forest Camp,
1966. establish Beltrami Island Forest Camp.
i964. develop and maintain 24 new primitive type campgrounds at the rate of
three each year. Each area of development will provide space for approximately 20
camping sites. Maintain 20 existing campgrounds. Expand 16 campgrounds at the rate
of two each year. beginning 1964.

COMPLETE lakeshore survey.

In 1963, district foresters will complete this work.

PLAT 1.000 sites suitable for hunting cabin leases at the average rate of 100
each year, depending on demand.
State Timber Scaling
Assume responsibility for field timber scaling July 1, 1962 t or following receipt
of financing through approval of the Governor and Department of Administration.
Timber, Record Compilation and Billing Procedures
START 'automatic data processing compilation of timber statistics from regular
billing forms by coding products July 1, 1962. (This would eliminate present Form F20).

START billing of permit holders from machine statements starting July l~ 1964.
following careful. checking of procedures for accuracy. (No additional cost.)
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TABLE I I I
STATE FORESTRY REGENERATION DEVELOPMENT

Cooperative Forestry
(Program plans on fiscal year basis.)
Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression
Fire Prevention and Public Relations--1963. through reorganization, assign one
position within the present complement as fire prevention and public relations
specialist at no added cost to the state.
Fire Detection:
1964, acquire an airplane and forester pilot for Region I. Buy and erect one
new lookout tower and relocate one existing tower.
1965, buy and erect one new lookout tower.
1966, acquire one airplane and forester pilot for Region II.
new lookout tower.

Buy and erect one

1967, buy and erect one new lookout tower.
1968, acquire one airplane and forester pilot for Region III.
new lookout tower.

Buy and erect one

1969,1970,1971, buy and erect one new lookout tower during each fiscal year.
(The use of aircraft is intended to supplement detection from towers, but not to re-

place towers.)
Fire Suppression:
Appoint and train fire wardens, secure cooperation of local fire departments.
build up supplies of tools and other fire fighting equipment, provide warehouse storage, and additional personnel.
Improve fire fighting techniques. Maintain a continuous systematic personnel
training program for regular and auxiliary personnel, organize and train fire suppression stand-by c~ews for immediate action on fires.
Communic~tions--1962 through 1967, purchase and install high frequency radio
equipment in 3 areas each fiscal year and include installation of base stations at
Grand Rapids. St. Paul, and'the nurseries.

Law Enforcement:
1963, complete preparation of Law Enforcement Manual and distribute to all personnel.
1962 - 1971, continuous training in procedures for arrest, court action, etc.
1962. complete recodification and revision of state fire laws.
legislative session.

Present to 1963

Forest Tree Nurseries
DURING 1962 and 1963 continue with development of cleared land - leveling, peating, installing irrigation systems. to provide for an annual production of 50 million
seedlings.
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IMPROVE two selected natural .sttinds of Norway pine during 1962 for seed production. Continue selecting and making improvements in natural pine stands during 1963
to 1971 until an adequate number of seed trees to maintain a production of 50 million trees are selected. During 1962 and 1963 establish three pilot projects to
study cone crop stimulation in plantations; to find ways of producing not only better
quality seed but also more seed per tree. easily collectable.
DURING shipping season of 1962. introduce experimental tree baler into packaging operation. Continue with experiment and shakedown until machine can be fully
utilized in our nursery operation.
IN 1962 introduce plans for seed storage room at Badoura.
ment for maintenance of temperature and humidity.
DEVELOP plan in

196~3

Check control equip-

to provide for cold storage room at General Andrews Nur-

sery.
IN 1963 study plan of cone purchase and determine need for seed extractory at
General Andrews Nursery.
Private Forest Management Service
ASSIGNMENT of foresters on the basis of present work load and need.
INCREASE the harvest of forest products from private lands by developing new
outlets. A forester utilization specialist would be engaged in 1963 to carry out
this function cooperatively on state and private lands.
ESTABLISH demonstration woodlot management areas in specially designated locations in the state. In 1963 set up two demonstration areas, one in northern pine
type and one in hardwood type. In 1964 set up two additional demonstration areas
and continue annually until 8 areas are designated. Selection of areas will be made
by the i7ri vateforestry· management service supervisor. Demonstration of forest management activities will be through cooperative efforts of Forestry Extension Service t
Soil Conservation Service. AgriCUltural Stabilization and Conservation Committee t
and other agencies.
,.
.Forest Pest Cant rol
CONTINUE present cooperative activity with State Division of Plant

Industry~

In 1964 employ a forest entomologist to carry out an intensified insect and
disease protection program.
IN 1964 initiate a special insect and disease program and incorporate silvicultural practices as an aid to forest management.
Administration
Personnel
During the period adjustments will be made through retirements and attrition to
achieve personnel assigned as follows: 3 Regional Foresters; 3 Regional Staff Soresters; 15 Area Foresters; 20 Area Staff Assistants (includes 5 area Staff for
pri vate forest management service program); 85 District Rangers; 50 Assistant Rangers·;
5 Forester Trainees.
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Additional staff would include a forest products marketing specialist. and a
forest entomologist. To properly service. division equipment. additional personnel
will be needed at Grand Rapids. as fo~lows: A radio operator; A welder; A janitor;
Two mechanics; A mechanical Stock Clerk lIt and a heavy equipment operator.
Building Program
Maintain the following construction program (based on fiscal years):
1962--Complete Grand Rapids shop addition; begin Badoura Nursery cone storage
building.
1963--Construct combination office-warehouse ·building.at DUluth; complete cone
storage building and well house at Badoura Nursery.
1964--00nstruct area headquarters office and separate warehouse building at
Silver Bay; construct combination office-warehouse and separate residence at Williams;
construct combination office-warehouse at Perham; construct storage warehouse at
Thistledew; construct cold storage addition at General Andrews Nursery.
1965--Construct combination office-warehouse at Clear River; construct Combination office-warehouse at Onamia. construct combination office-warehouse at Lewiston;
construct storage building at Grand Rapids; construct residence at Sandy Lake; remodel
residence at Finland.
1966--Construct combination office-warehouse at Forest Lake; construct combination office-warehouse at Mora; construct storage building at Northome; construct
residence at Dentaybow; construct cone storage building with seed extractory at
General Andrews Nursery.
1967--Construct combination office-warehouse at Kelliher; construct combination
office-warehouse at Waskish; construct combination office-warehouse at Black Bay;
construct s-torage warehouse at Black Bay; construct residence at· Thistledew; remodel
residence at Side Lake.
1968--Construct combination office-warehouse at Wabasha; construct combination
office-warehouse at, Washburn Lake; construct combination office-warehouse at Roy Lake;
construct storage warehouse at Hill'City; construct residence at Eveleth; remodel
residence at Link Lake.'
1969--Construct combination office-warehouse at Caledonia; construct combination
office-warehouse at Elbow Lake; construct combination office-warehouse at Side Lake;
construct storage warehouse at Park Rapids; construct residence at Ninirod;. remodel
residen.ce, at Cotton.
1970--Construct combination office-warehouse at Kabetogama; construc.t cOmbination
office-warehouse at Cotton; construct 'combination shop and warehouse at Hibbing; construct storage warehouse at McGrath; construct storage warehouse at Moose Lake;
construct storage warehouse at General Andrews Nursery.
1971--Construct combination office-warehouse at Eveleth; construct combination
office-warehouse at Grand Marais; construct combination office-warehouse at Red Wing;
construct warehouse and office addi tion at Jacobson; construct oil storage house at
Hibbing; remodel residence' at Washburn Lake.
Forest Roads and Trails
For 1964 through 1971. complete the following average annual program each fiscal year: Reconstruction. 16.5 miles. new construction, 38.5 miles; Maintenance of
existing mileage.
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1/

Introduce legislation amending MSA 1957, Sec. 89.036 as amended by Laws 1959, Chap. 158 Sec. 8, to provide that
50 percent of the gross receipts from the state forest fund (derived from acquired state forest lqnds) be reallocated and appropriated in a separate account of the Division of Forestry for the purpose of planting, stand
improvement, and development of state forest lands to remain available until expended.

2/

Introduce legislation authorizing charging of a camping fee in State Forests to be used for maintenance.

3/

Support legislation authorizing the use of no~ to exceed $10 million of trust fund monies derived from the sale
of swamp lands for use in reforestation and afforestation of state forest lands. The amount of money that would
be available annually may well exceed the estimates and if this is so, the reforestation planned in'the action
program can be increased accordingly.

DIVISION OF GAME AND FISH
HISTORY OF THE DIVISION
The first game and fish organization in Minnesota was the three-man Fish Commission created by the Legislature in 1874. In 1887 the office of Chief Game Warden
was established and the first warden was appointed by the governor. In 1891 the Legislature established the five-man Board of Game and Fish Commissioners charged with
administrating game laws enforcement and fish propagation.
In 1894 the Game Code of Minnesota was upheld by the State Supreme Court. Also
in 1894. the case of the State vs. Rodman decided the legality of the principle that
wild animals are the property of the state.
In 1891 the Game and Fish Commissioners instituted the first bag limits for
resident wildlife and in 1895 the first hunting license was required. This license,
costing $25. was required only of non-residents hunting big game. In 1899, resident
hunting licenses were required for the first time. In 1911, non-resident fishing
licenses were established for the first time.
In 1915 the Legislature abolished the Game and Fish Commission and established
a Game and Fish Department headed by one commissioner. The first Game and Fish Commissioner was Carlos Avery, who had previously worked under the commission form of
administration. Mr. Avery had a profound understanding of game and fish problems
and management and many of his ideas are still in use today. In 1913 he was instrumental in establishing the immense Superior Game, 'Refuges and this act was the forerunner of the establishment of similar refuges throughout the state in later years.
In 1919, at the request of Commissioner Avery, the Legislature passed an act requiring reports of game taken from all licensed hunters.
In 1924 the Federal Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge Act was passed setting
aside large tracts of land abutting the river as a refuge, and in 1928 the Federal
Migratory Bird Conservation Act was passed giving wildfowl federal protection. The
1927 sessIon of the state legislature established the first resident angling license
(Laws of Minnesota 1927, Chapter 438).
In 1929 the Red Lake Game Preserve was established by legislative act and in
1930 the restoration of Thief Lake was started.
Also in 1929, the Legislature stipulated that not less than half of all hunting
license income must be spent for the acquisition and maintenance of public hunting
grounds. game farms"and refuges.
In 1931 the Legislature abolished the Department of Game and Fish by incorporating it as one of three main divisions in the newly formed Department of Conservation.
The Conservation Department was headed by a five-man Conservation Commission who in
turn elected a single administrative commissioner. Also in 1931. by legislative act t
"Conservation Area Lands" were established in Roseau, Mahnomen, and Aitkin Counties.
The same session enacted additional laws providing for the establishment of other
conservation areas. notably in Marshall County.
The early years (1931-1937) of the newly organized Conservation Department were
marked by an increased emphasis on the need for public lands to be used for the purpose of hunting and fishing and for game and fish propagation. During this period
the Thief Lake restoration was nearly completed. the Carlos Avery Refuge was
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established, the Whitewater Refuge was established. and the· Red Lake Game Preserve,'
was developed. These areas are all still in existence and have been expanded and
~anage~ for the be~terment of hunting and wildlife production.
The 1937 Legislature provided for a·single-headed Department of Conservation.
This single commissioner was appointed by the governor to serve a term of six years.
This form of conservation administration has been maintained to the present day.
In 1939. six bureaus were organized within the Division of Game and Fish, Law
Enforcement. Fisheries, Game, Research, Information, and Administration.
In 1937 the Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid and Wildlife Restoration Act was passed by Congress. This act provided for a 11% excise tax on sporting arms and ammunition and the revenues collected were redistributed to the states based on the land
area of-' tl'ie"':lndividual' s'tat'es and the number of hunting licenses sold in each state.
This act provided the greatest incentive for wildlife land acquisition and development in Minnesota.
In 1941 the Legislature made it mandatory for the federal government to obtain
the permission' of the governor for land acquisition within the state.
In 1949 the Bureau of Information in .the Division of Game and Fish was abolished
and its functions transferred to the department Bureau of Information. This reorganization of the Division resulted in the formation or revision of the following bureaus:
Warden Service. Fisheries, Game, Wildlife Development, and Administration.
At that time the Bureau of Fisheries was primarily responsible for propagation.
habitat improvement, rough fish control. licensed commercial fishing, stocking, and
fish research.
The Bureau of Game was responsible for the administration
lic hunting grounds, and game bird propagation and stocking.

of.ga~e

refuges, pUb-

The Bureau of Wildlife Development conducted game research and development projects relating to both fish and game. This bureau was operated solely with PittmanRobertson and Dingell-Johnson federal Aid Funds, and its formation marked the first
major endeavor in s~atewide wildlife habitat improvement work. Dingell-Johnson Funds
became available in 1951 through an 'excise tax on sport fishing tackle and were distributed to xhe states in the same manner as the Pittman-Robertson Funds. The Bureau
of Warden Service had few changes in 1949 and its primary function of game and fish
law enforcement remained unchanged.
In September of 1951 the.Bureau of Wildlife Development instigated a program of
acquiring small wetland areas to prevent their loss through drainage. Thi's was known
as the tlS'ave Minnesota' s Wetlands" program and the acquisition was carried 9ut primarily with Fede~al Aid funds but also used some Game and Fish license revenues.
In 1955 the Division of Game and Fish was again reorganized. This change resulted in the renaming of the bureaus as "Sections" and the resulting four sections were:
Game, Fisheries D Law Enforcement, and Research and Planning. Game and Fish fiscal
and personnel administration responsibilities were transferred to the department's
Bu~eau of Operational Services.
Both game and fish research were combined within the
Section of Research and Planning. the latter replacing the Bureau of Wildlife Development. Federal Aid development work was transferred from the Bureau of Wildl~fe Development to the Section of Game and the Section of Fisheries. This organization has
carried through to the present time.
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Ifi 1957, a one-dollar surcha~ge was added to each small game license sold, with
the revenues derived therefrom to be used exclusively for the acquisition of land
under the "Save Minnesota's Wetlands" prog:t:'am and other wildlife lands.
The 1961 legislative session passed an act allowing the transfer, of gasoline
taxes collected from fuel used in motor-propelled water craft to the Division of
Game and Fish, Division of State Parks, and the Bureau of Boat and· Water Safety.
The one-third portion for Game and Fish to be used for the acquisition, development,
and maintenance of public access sites on the public waters of Minnesota.
Since the early 1930's, the state has been involved in the acquisition of wildlife habitat, refuges, and public hunting grounds. The major areas acquired are as
follows:
Year

Name

Location

1931
1932
1933
1935
1935
1946
1951
1954
1957

Thief Lake
Whitewater
Carlos Avery
Talcot Lake
Red Lake
Roseau River
Mille Lacs
Hubble Pond
Lac qui Parle

Marshall County
Wabasha, Winona. Olmstead Counties
Anoka and Chisago Counties
Cottonwood County
Beltrami and Lake of the Woods Counties
,Roseau County
Mille Lacs County
Becker County
Lac qui Parle, Chippewa, Yellow Medicine
Counties

With the exception of the Lac qui Parle area, each of the foregoing refuges and
public hunting grounds contains a set of headquarters buildings and a staff of permanent employees. In nearly all instances, headquarters areas contain one or more
residences, one or more vehicle garages, an office, and in most instances, a barracks
building. Fisheries facilities, locations, and data are noted on Chart 2.
Organization
The Division of Game and Fish is headed by a director. His immediate staff presently includes an assistant director, an administrative assistant, and a federal
aid co-ordinato~. (See Chart 2.')
Charts 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the organization of each of the sections in the Game
and Fish Division and Cnarts 7, 8 and 9 show the organization of district, regional
and area offices, and the portions of the state served by each. Also indicated is
the number of permanent employees at each location.
Recent reorganizations have been mentioned. These changes served to consolidate
similar operations, put more authority out in the field, give better and more rapid
service to the public, and to better keep abreast of changing wildlife condit~ons.
The Division is a functional line organization.
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Responsibility and Authority

The Division of Game and Fish has the function of producing and managing sustained armui'J.l crops of game and fish fo!' :('ecreational, commercial, or aesthetic purposes. The authority to carry out the ga.me and fish programs is defined by Minnesota
Statutes 1957, Chapters 8 '+, 84A, 94, 97, 98 D 99~ lOa, 101, 102, 105, 106, and wit,h
some authority fl"om fedel"l.al statutes.
These statutes auth()l"izf~ the exi.stemce of the Game and Fish Division, the estabof hunting and fishing regulatim:ls D the acquisition of land. cooperative

lishm(~nt

work with other agencies .fO!' improving fish and wildlife habitat on public waters
and public and private lands D and enforcement of game and fish laws. Federal authority permits this division. to establish migratory waterfowl hunting seasons (within
specified limits) and to accept federal aid funds for specific wildlife proj ects.
Goals and Objectives
Phenomenal expansion of outdoor recreation and recr'eational needs are predicted
by nearly eveI''Y federa1 9 state t and local government and pri.vate agency. Indeed.
this expansion is upon us at the present time and drastic action must be taken
immediately if Minnesota is to maintain and improve its current position as an outdoor !'ecreaticmal mecca.
This action will provide pleasure and improove the health of our residents. benefit our tourist industry (presently Minnesota!s No. 3 industrY)9 help improve and
stabilize the economy of the economically distressed areas of the state. and provide
a higher standard of living for all Minnesotans.
Within the jurisdiction and activities of the Division of Game and Fish it is
possible to expand recreational opportunities and meet all forseeable recreational
needs. These include incl"ea.sed boating. water skiing D canoeing ~ organized camping t
t'i'ilderness camping~ bird watchil'lg9 nature study II wild rice harvesting for fun,
oovs-eba.cki"'iding fl cyeling on tl~ails~ archer:1'9 dogtraining e sailing. hiking, target
shooting t and m\..wh mot'e.
The Division must have clear-cut goals to provide Minnesota people and their
guests with the greatest possible number of hours of high-quality outdoor recreation.
This l-Jill require management of our wi1.dHfe D its habitat & and other related resources.
The general goals of this D1 vision are to provide spa.ce and opportunity for outdoor recreation; develop and use management techniques to supply sustained annual
crops of fish and wildlife; maintain the natural scenic and recreational values of
the state; and aid the economy of the state through wise management of5.ts renewable
fi."lh and wildlife resoqrce$.

The more important specific goals for the next decade are:
I.AND ACQUISITION -- Acquire in fee title an additional 150,000 acres of wetland
habitat; 5 DOOO additional shorae-1.ine sites for public access to lakes and streams; an
additional 20Q ~OOO act'es of wi.ldlife lands and public hunting gl'ounds; an additional
4~OOO acres (200 areas) of natural northern pike spawning areas along lakes; as many
islands in lakes and rivers as possible; and D easements or purchase (obtain in fee
title) of 3~100 acres of land along certain streams.

Land prices are soaring.
leading to the destruction of

The present day agricultural programs and policies are
priV'ately=owned waterfowl marsh in the

El''1ery
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agricultural areas of the state. Lak~shO~e property is at a premium, making public
accesses unavailable o~ the cost prohibitive, and low-lying northern pike spawning
areas along shores are being filled in. cut off, or dredged. The cost of pUblic
hunting lands is rising continuously and islands, which are essential parts of our
scenic heritage, are being purchased for private development at a rapid rate. If
such natural areas are to provide public recreation in the future, they must be
bought now.
FISH\AND GAME HABITAT IMPROVEMENT -- Improve wildlife habitat by altering food
and cover types, installing or removing fish barriers; water manipulations; removal
of unwanted species; dredging. and wildlife population control.
Habitat improvement is the key to maintaining harvestablepopulations of fish
and game in the face of private habitat destruction and more diverse uses of wildlife
areas. More-in~efisive habitat'management of every publicly-owned acre is mandatory
if the .present level of hunting and fishing quality and quantity is to be maintained
and bettered. This work involves the construction of dams. dikes, rough fish
barriers. clearing. controlled burning, planting food and cover plants. fencing.
channel construction, and more.
SERV!CES TO THE PUBLIC -- Construct and maintain facilities to aid public recreation such as parking areas, roads, and signs. Regulate and assist with wildlife
and aquatic nuisance control, minnow rearing, wild rice production. sportsmen's projects, and supply information pertaining to lakes and hunting and fishing areas.
_Public accesses to the more popular lakes and hunting areas must have all-weather roads. adequate parking space, and directional signs. These must be kept in
good condition with a regular system of maintenance and refuse collection. In addition,the Division must expand its technical services to the pUblic. This includes
information (and regulation) pertaining to aquatic weed and algae control. wild rice
production. etc. Further. the Division must expand the distribution of maps, charts,
and other information relating to popUlar hunting and fishing areas.
MAINTAIN OR IMPROVE FISH AND GAME POPULATIONS _.... Prevent illegal taking of fish
and game by an aggressive law enforcement program; to regUlate harvest by sound regulations based on biological investigations; to insure consideration of wildlife
values in the progr?ms of other governmental and of private agencies.
EDUCATION -- Construct a 3.000-acre wildlife ttseeing" area within 50 miles of
the Twin City metropolitan area; continue the Youth Firearms Safety Training program;
and expand the Youth Conservation Education program; instigate an expanded publication program.
GENE,RAL SERVICES --, Continue and expand the research program with emphasis on
ttmanagement research"; accelerate the surveying and 'mapping of all water areas; accelerate the program of survey and inventory of all natural resources on a watershed
basis.
Financing
The Division-of Game and Fish is financed almost entirely by sportsmen.
The bulk of the Division's revenue (71%) is derived directly from the sale of
licenses and permits. In addition, the Division receives federal aid funds (12%)
and miscellaneous revenue from sales, contributions, fines. etc. (17%). These figures do not include special appropriations from the General Revenue such as the 1958
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and 1961 Conservation Work Projects designed to employ 'workers in the economically
depressed area of northern Minnesota.
The federal aid funds are derived from an excise tax on sporting arms and ammunition and on fishing tackle. This money is apportioned to the states using a formula based on the number of licensees and the land area of each state.
Present Division expenditures amount to approximately $11 million per biennium,
or $5.5 million per fiscal year. Charts 10. 11, and 12 show the relative amounts
expended for each Division activity during the fiscal year ending June 30. 1960.
Standards
Standards include U.S. Bureau of Public Health standards used in chemistry and
biology laboratories; federal land appraisal methods for land acquisition; forestry
road standards for access road construction; University of Minnesota standards for
fence construction; engineering standards for dam and building construction; standard wildlife census techniques for inventory of each wildlife species; manual of
standards for lake and stream surveys; statistical analysis by standard procedures
on most research projects.
Most standards have been established by the Division and nearly all standards
are used solely at the discretion of the division.
Plans
It was previously stated that the Division of Game and Fish is a functional
line organization. It should also be pointed out that the Director's staff is
thought to be inadequate for the handling of current Division-wide programs and is
grossly insufficient to handle the proposed expansion of Division activities.
In order to use available personnel. equipment t and faci.lities more efficiently,
These
changes will expedite the handling of current problems and programs and will provide
the necessary field and office forces to carry out effectively the Division's longrange program.
c€I1ta-in oPgani-zational changes will soon be- necessary within the Division.

Presently, each section of the Division has different regional, area, and district boundaries. These will be modified so as to provide common field boundaries,
thereby eliminating duplication of effort and public confusion.
The present sectional organization plan will be broken down to some degree so
that law enforcement personnel will take a more active part in other management
activitieso This is desirable. inasmuch as the 145-man Warden Service is a statewide~
well-established organization, experienced in working both wi.th natural resources and
with people. Both the Section of Game and the Section qf Fisheries also have statewide organizations with many technically trained employeese as well as men trained
and experienced in the development of physical features of the land and wa~er to enhance recreational opportunity. The work load of these employees will be expanded
to i.nclude more law enforcement.
This integration of Division activities will provide a field force and a central
office staff fully capable of handling Division-wide programs such as public access,
land acquisition. and long-range planning. The present personnel complement will not,
however, be adequate to carry out both the current and the proposed Division programs.
It will be necessary to add 30 positions immediately and five per year for the next
decade.
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Chart 10
MINNESOTA CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF GAME 8. FISH
TOTAL EXPENDITURES FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1960
$4,430,869.49

MISOEL.L.ANEOUS

.8,119.71

1.84%

Chairt II
GAME & FISH EXPENDITURES ANAL YSIS
JULY 1, 1959 - JUN E 30, 1960

%
ACCOUNT

EXPENDITURES

OF TOTAL

Administration
Harden Se rvi ce
Game Gene ral
Research & Planning
Wildlife Acquisition
Fisheries General:
Co... op Rearing
Lake & St ream
Fish Propagation

$ 135,155.72
1,083,310.76
552.284.97
159,973.61
338,721.05

3.05
24.45
12.46
3.61
7.64

$ 3,757.01
122,984.40
583.699.57

.08%
2.78%
13.17%
710,440.98

Fisheries General Total
Rough Fish Removal:
Rough Fish Cont.
Ro F. Day Labor
R. F'o Bullhead

$314,837.59
266,678.47
40,020.99

7.11%
6.02%
.91%
621,537.05

Rough Fish Total
Pittman-Robertson
Coordinat ion
Research
F & W Surveys
De ve--1ep. . & -Mgt.
Acquisition

$ 15,351.22
183.200.26
50,718.96
109--, 772F. 43
117,242.88
476,286.75
$ 10,234.14
6,297.17
160,115.87
11,301.05
96,890.66
284,838.89
$ 22,241.59
24,801.85
3,584.48
6,109.40
5,427.61
6,154.78

6.43
.50%
.56%
.08%
.13%
.12%
.14%

68,319.71

Miscellaneous Total
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

10.75
.23%
.14%
3.60%
.25%
2.19%

Dingell-lJohnson Total
Miscellaneous:
Fireanfl Safety
Beltrami Island
Permittee Trapper
Donors Wetlands
Pub. Shooting Grnds.
Auditors & Agents

14.04
.34%
4.13%
1.14%
2.48%
2.66%

Pittman-Robertson Total
Dingell-Johnson:
Coordination
Research
F & W Surveys
Land Acquisi tion
Develop. & Hgt.

16.03

$4,430,869.49
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1.54

--

100%

Chart' 11
MINNESOTA CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF GAME & FISH
FUNCTION EXPENDI TURES FiSCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1960
$4,430,869.49
.

GloME MANAGEMENT

\) \, \98,970.75
27.060/0

MISOELLANEOUS
$ 115,848.66

0.36%

~l.i tb the Division organized a,long these lines f/ it should more properly be called
the Divisicm of Game~ Fish~ and Public R'2creatioD" This Divi.sion will p!1ovide opportunity fop nBar~ly all outdoor' public recreational activitiess; including those such
as boating and )1atux~e study Y'Jhich aI'e not pr'esently lmder the specific jurisdiction
of anyone agency ~ Further ~ the Division will b>i:1 in a much better position to cClordinate state and current federal programs and will be in an excellent position to
,utilize opportunities presented by new federal programs such as those which arise

from the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission

report~

Some specific plans of the Division are:
THE ACQUISITION of land and water for public use. During the next decade this
m,;::ans T.he acquisition of l~)O S/OOO aCt'es of marshland habi tat for wildlife production
and for public hunting; 200,000 acres for addition to the public hunting grounds
syst~~m;

the acquisition ()f approjdmately 5\9000 public aCCE!SS sites to lakes and
streams; th.e acq ula i tioD of 200 natural nOl"""thern pike spawning m.. . eas; and th(=~ acquisition of islands in lakes and rivers so that they may be held for all time for the
use and enj oym(~nt of all the people of the state 1> All this acquisi tioD must be completc;;d during the next ten years ~ If this is net accomplished II most of the available
acquisition 8i tes l.'YiJ..l pr'obab.ly be lost fOYlever for public use ~

ACCELERATION of the development of fish and game habitat so as to maintain and
incl'1ease fish and Hild.life pClpulations
Although the number of hu.nters and fishermen
in Minnesota has not increased rapidly in recent years, concentration of recreationists on our lakes and public lands is becoming greater' because of the loss of hunting areas fl habitat l} and development of ne~T kinds of outdt")or l"ecreation
l'

9

In order to maintain our present high quality hunting and fishing t it is necessary to develop intensively each and every a'\railable ar'ea for its primary use (i. e
i-~·ate:r'fo\41 pr'oduction ll upland game hunting~ etc,,) and for multiple use where practicable
Thi.s habitat improvement wo!~k will b(~ in the fOl"m of water level manipulation
and ;stabilization; the excavation of channels; the planting of trees>t shrubs ~ and
9

II

herbaceous plants; prescribed burning; road construction; dredging shallow lakes;
creation of aptificial fish spaH!ling areas; constructi.on of fish barriers in streams;
and related activities"
TO OBTAIN the best use of natural resource

undertaken for iha recreationisto

areas~

certain developments must be

Accesses and parking areas must be constructed and

maintained; roads to inaccessible ax'eas must be built; lakes and strleams must be sur-

veyed and mapped; bulletins and other materials to provide public information must be
prepared and distributed; camp grounds, picnic areas l canoe routes~ etc& must all be
provided and maintained.
IT IS ESSENTIAL that at least one natu.l.. . al resources "seei.ng!? area' be constructed
within :,;/0 miles of the Tvlin City metr'opolitan cl:('ea
This must be appr'oximately 3,000
acy'€,s in size and readi 1y accessible to the public ~ It must contain x'epl"'esentati ves
of virtually all j~1innesota fish and game species'iJ ali VB in their natural hab! tats 1) so
devEdoped as to be readi ly ·...d.e';;Jed by the publie€> The area tnust contain a building
facility for gl:~OUP instruct ion and for displays" It must contain a suitable picnic
areal camp ground and parking facilities. This area will require a full-ti~e staff€>
This a.Ilea "d.ll be so constructed as to be available -;;:0 all gr10ups tl such as Boy Scouts
Q

and science classes and to all individuals out for a Sunday drive€>
eXISTING state regu,lations must be altered to pr.o,ride for the maximum public use
of otH~ n.atux'al Y'esour'ces" Broader legislative limits must be forthcoming for the adequate utiliza.tion of our wildJJ.f.;; species" Re,dsion of water laws will be needed to

protect our lakes, streams. and marshlandse

=

3~2

.,,,

These plans will necessitate the .construction of certain office and storage facilities. This construction will not. however. be a rush program. as many suitable
buildings are available at the present time. New buildings will be errected as
needed.
Action Programs to Implement Plans
The previously mentioned integration. realignment. and expansion of the Division
personnel complement will provide the organization for an immediate "crash" resource
acquisition and development program. Time is of the essence if the Division is to
perpetuate hunting. fishing, and general outdoor recreation in Minnesota.
To illustrate the need for immediate dynamic action, the U.S. Department of Agriculture in one single program during 1960 provided cost-sharing for the drainage of
over 160.000 acres in Minnesota.
In contrast. it has taken the Division of'Game and Fish ten years to acquire
100.000 acres of wildlife habitat under the "Save Minnesota's Wetlands" program.

Further, it should be noted that over 90% of the wildlife habitat in 40 major
agricultural counties of the State has been drained and pressed into crop production.
Immediate positive action is necessary if we are to save even remnants of this great
marshland heritage.
The Division must discourage the continued expansion of the subsidized wetland
draina6€ program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which has placed unparalleled
demands on the Division and on the wildlife of the State.
Because farm (or prairie) wildlife habitat is being so badly mistreated or destroyed, a new. fast, corrective program must be employed. This will necessitate a
substantial acceleration of the land acquisition program by means of negotiation as
now practiced.
In addition. to properly acquire and develop wildlife areas before they are forever lost to agriculture. it will be necessary to instigate a cost-sharing program
whereby the local community will pay a portion of the cost of an individual project.
The rate of cost-sharing will be determined by a formula based on the value of the
area for wildlife, the people, and area benefited, and the priority rating that each
such project would receive as a straight game and fish project.
The implementation and' completion of the Division plans during the next decade
will involve the following:
ACQUIRE 20.000 acres of wildlife habitat (wetlands) per year for the next seven
years. This represents a 40% increase over the present level of operations.
ACQUIRE 20,000 acres of public hunting areas per year.
increase over the present level of operations.
ACQUIRE 20 northern pike spawning areas per year.
crease above the present level of operations.

This represents a 900%

This represents a 100% in-

RECLAIM FISH populations in ten lakes per year so as to have every suitable water area possible under intensive management for maximum production of desirable fish
species.
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SURVEY AND MAP 125 fish lakes. and 200 miles of streams per year as part of the
intensive watershed surveys and inventories~
DEVELOP a 3 5l OOQ,uacre nseeing Yl area complete Hi th sampl.es of Ninnesota flora and
fauna in natural habitat ~ CompletIon must be schedu}.ed for July 1964.
CONSTRUCT 50 miles of property fence per year on state~acquired lands to prevent the enct"loachment of private farming operations 9 for' boundary line delineation,
and habitat improvement.
PLANT t:t:'ees t shrubs II gl"asses. legumes ~ and aquatic plants as required on the
acquisition areas to improve habitat, prevent erosion§ and facilitate wildlife

harvest I.

CONSTRUCT approximately 10 small earthen dams per year on marsh acquisition
areas to restore waterfo\ATl habitat
Construct approximately 10 earthen t meta.l t or
concrete outlet structures per year on illegally drained meandered lakes to restore
the waters .for public use. Construct 20 permanent outlet sills per year on public
lakes to prevent erosion (lowering) of the outlets& Construct five major water control structu:c~es per year to provide for the complete l"'egulation of water levels on
large 'l.vild rice beds ~ waterfowl marshes ~ and lakes where such control is necessary.
&

DREDGE silt from the beds of five meandered lakes per year to restore their value as recreational areas.
DEVELOP 20 nor~thern pike spawning areas per year by construction of water con";'
trol devices, channeling 9 dredging, and other methods o

SURVEY AND MAP 50 miles of suitable streams per year to promote canoe utilization of these streams
This acti vi ty vii 11 be undertaken in conj unction with public
access and campground jobs$
0

I-NS1'IGATE a routine survey of possible primiti.ve campsites on public lands.
EXPAND the rough fi.sh control program by research into better control measures;
constr'uction of barriers on suitable streams~ and use of traps, poisons and seines~
DEVELOP a 610ser working relationship with other land use agencies" to insure
the consideration of recreational facilities in the planning of such other agencies.
ACQUIRE easements br fee tit~e.to strips of land at least two rods wide on both
sides of certain streams to improve wildlife habitat and prevent erosion and siltati.on., It is' estimated that 100 miles of stream bank must be so acquired each year.
ACQUIRE and/or develop public access to 500 water areas per year',.
EXPAND the Youth Conservation" Education Program ..
SET UP a publication program whereby one bulletin pertaining to fish and one
bulletin pertaining to game will be published annually& Additional brochures~ leafJ.ets 9 etc e must also be distributed \'lith each hunting and fishing license sold.
EXPAND the' Hmanagement reseax'ch" presently carried out by the Section of Research and Planning so that more intensive evaluation and analysis can be made of
the various management programs and projects$
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ACQUIRE islands in lakes and rivers \<Ti thin the State boundaries so that such
islands may be held· for all time for' the public benefit.
Budgetary Needs
Present methods and procedures of financing the game and fish programs are totally inadequate for the Division's expanded plans and programs. To properly carry
out 'the proposed activities t separate Section accounts and spending plans must be
combined into one game and fish account. This will facilitate accounting procedures
and will result in a monetary and personnel savings.
The following represents the budget needs for the next four biennia.:
1963-1955: $16.8 million will be needed for the proposed program. The increase
($5.8 million) over previous Division budgets will be $2 million for land acquisition t
$600 t OOO for wages and travel for new permanent and seasonal personnel t $1 million
wage and expense increase for present personnel, $800$000 for new equipment and re-

placemant of worn-out equipment (average age of Game and Fish trucks is now more than
six years)t $500 t OOO for physical plant construction or repair. and $900.000 for
wildlife habitat improvement work (mostly by contract).
1965-1967: $19.8 million will be required to continue the proposed program.
The increase ($3 million) above the previous biennium will be used for habitat improvement ($1.2 million) additional per'sonnel ($600 D 000) 9 .and increases in costs of
operations ($1.2 million).
I)

1967-1969: $2108 million will be needed to continue the established level of
operations with the increase ($2 million) to be used to offset cost increases. Of
this $1.5 million will be used to meet increading costs and $500 t OOO for new
personnel.
1969-1971: $24.4 million (an increase of $1 6 million) will be needed to continue the established level of operations.
0

Financing the Plan
Budgeting needs for carrying out the present and proposed activities indicate
the necessity of a much broader financial base for the Division. The hunting and
fishing license income is ins~fficient for the program. and long-range projections
indicate a leveling or decreasing revenue from this source in the next decade.
Therefore. the following sources of funds may be considered:
HUNTING AND FISHING license fees could be altered to provide additional revenue.
THE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES previously outlined will benefit all the people of
Minnesota. not only the hunters and fishermen. Therefore~ consideration should be
gi ven to the supplementing of present ,income with General Revenue funds.
Consideration may also be given to special taxes such as a recreation surtax.

ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES listed have benefits to the entire state but some specific
jobs will be important primarily to the local community. Therefore~ it is possible
to· establish a cost-share formula '.;thereby the community (county ~ town ~ club e etc.)
could share the project cost with the Division.
A PORTION OF THE PROPOSED.program could be financed by a revision of the boat
license law.
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DIVISI N

F STATE PARKS

HISTORY OF THE DIVISION
C~
d~
c~

The Division was created by the 1935 Legislature as a unit of the Department of
nservation. The establishing act conferred on the Director the right of eminent
rnain D the power to appoint peace officers, establish rules and regulations and
arge fees for special services.

The authorized system of 44.319 acres constituted 41 units of which 18 were
Cite Parks, and the balance monument sites t waysides and recreation reserves. Pres~ntly. the authorized system of 136.232 acres constitutes 73 units of which 38 are
S ~ ate Parks.
S~

Development of the system dates from the construction of Douglas Lodge in ItasState Park in 1905. In the 1930s an estimated $10 million worth of development
w~s realized through CCC. NYA and WPA relief projec.ts.
Since 1953 the Legislature
h~s authorized $2 9 100.000 in rehabilitation and in, new development.
C~

w~s

In 1943 the powers of the Director were transferred to the Commissioner of Conand in the process. the right of eminent domain in acquiring park 'lands
inadvertently lost.

t:t::-::::ae

In 1945 a State Working Capital fund was established which made it possible for
Division to operate revenue-producing facilities thru a revolving fund.

s~~vation

In 1953 the nation-wide precedent setting "State Park Permit" bill was passed-that any motor vehicle entering a State Park must have a permit affixed to
i.~ s windshield costing $1 and good throughout the Park system for the calendar year
i ~ which issued.
It has since been amended limiting its application to parks over
5c:=J acres in size, to be effective from October 1 preceding the calendar year for
wL:--:ti-ea-···issued·-and· increasing the ··feeto· $2 annually or-'an-optional 50 cent bi-daily.
r~nds derived therefrom are dedicated for State Park purposes.
r~quiring

Organization
Staff organization is reflected in explanatory information appended to Chart 1.
administrative change consisted of redistricting the state from two to three
This was done to provide adequate super'vision of maintenance and operations ~
i-~cluding responsibility over emergency and inmate labor projects involving major rehL--=Lbilitation and other park improvements~

~
recent
~~gions.

Two additional staff members are recommended~ a chief of interpretive services t
a park planner. which are necessary to provide adequate service and to meet the
~~oblems of an expanding system subjected to heavily increasing use.
aL3a1d

At the field level. the organizational objective is for operating subdistricts
c::::.e>nsisting of park holdings within a 50·...mile radius of a maj or pal'lk unit
Such subeL
stricts would be staffed with a park manager~ assistant part manager, clerk, trades~~n as necessary t rangers - full time and seasonal - and a naturalist 8 seasonal.
0

Responsibility and Authority
t==. ~

Authority and responsibility are delegated by the Commissioner of Conservation
the Director of State Parks unde~ Minnesota Statute Chapters 84 and 85.
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Chart

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

DIV1SION OF STATE PAPJ{S

MAINTENANCE

L

&;

OPERATION

Of 73 Parle units
comprising
136,232 Acres
State divided into
3 Districts. Responsibility over each vested in
a Supervisor

REVENUE OPERATIONS
Approximate annual
volume of .et;430, 000
in the opera tion of
Lodge, Cabins, Campground, Group Camps,
Boat Rentals, Food,
Confection &
Souvenir Sales & lJ athhouse operations
Overall state responsibility vested in a
revenue operations
Supervisor

INTERPRETIVE SERVICES

SYSTEM PLANNING

Naturalist Services at
4 parks, self-guiding
filature Trails and
Interpretive devices
and literature on Geologic, Arc'heologic,
Historical, & IJiological interests

To plan Park system
expansion coordinated
with adjoining States,
National Park system,
County systems, Parkway and other land-use
planning. Also individual unit masterplanning

Present responsibilities
divided among staff. A
Supervisor of Interpretive Services is
recommended as a staff
addition.

, Presently,· responsibi Ii ty carried by
Director & Assistant
Director with assistan ce from Engineering Bureau.
it system planner
essential to adequately cope '!.Vi th an evergrowing problem.

SECTION II
THE 5TATE'S ECONOMY
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DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION
HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT
Chapter 408, General Laws of 1907, is cited as the basis of the first Department
of Taxation in Minnesota. That statute established the Minnesota Tax Commission,
directed by three commissioners appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent
of the Senate. Regular terms of six years were to be staggered among the three commissioners. As summarized in a recent administrative study, the Tax Commissioners'
responsibilities included: l
"GENERAL SUPERVISION over the administration of the assessment and taxation laws
t over assessors, town t county and city boards of review and equalization t tt
together with the necessary powers to standardize forms, to instruct local officials,
to bring action against unsatisfactory local officials, to summon witnesses in any
t ax matter, and to visit regularly the counties of the st ate in order to ins pect the
assessment work.
.
of- the state

THE POWER to order reassessment upon complaint.
CONTINUANCE of research in tax laws and methods of other states and countries.
CONSULTATION with the Governor on state tax problems and submission to him of a
biennial report.
Some major developments in the history of the Department include the following:
1909 -- The Commission was made the State Board of Equalization with authority
to adjust actions of local units in order to achieve uniformity in property tax administration.
1913 -- The entire administration of the gross earnings tax was assigned to the
Commission except the function of field examiners which was assigned in 1945.
1921-23 -- The newly enacted occupation and royalty taxes were assigned to the
Commission.
1933

The newly enacted income tax was assigned to the Commission.

1939
The Commission was abolished and the Department of Taxation, headed by a
single Commissioner, was established. Petroleum taxes and inheritance and gift taxes
were assigned to the Department.
~uspended

1943

The money and credits tax was

by the Legislature.

1947

The newly enacted cigarette tax was assigned to the Department.

1957
A federal-state cooperative program for income tax administration was
established.
1960 -- The administration of tabulating services was transferred to the Department of Administration.
lLloyd M. Short. et. al., The Minnesota Department of Taxation - An Administrative
History, The University of Minnesota Press, 1955, p. 3
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1961 -- The Department was assigned the duty of administering an income tax
withholding system.
ORGANIZATION
Chart I shows the divisions of the Department and their lines of authority,
stemming from the Commissioner through two Deputy Commissioners with the exception
of two staff units directly under the Commissioner.
Staff divisions are Research and Planning. which includes revenue research and
reporting. administrative research and equalization aid research, and Personnel.
Line divisions and subdivisions include:
INCOME TAX -- Special Unit; Audit; Demand Section; Regional Offices; Audit Groups;
Withholding Unit.
PETROLEUM TAXES -- Inspections; Collections; Licenses; Audits; Refunds'.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES -- Budget and Finance; Assistant Director; Accounts;
Cashier; Central Filing; General Services.
COLLECTIONS -- Review, Bankruptcies and Probate Claims; Field Staff; Remittance
Group; Taxpayer Assistance and Claims Processing Group; Legal Processing; Clerical
and Typing Group.
INHERITANCE AND GIFT TAX.
PROPERTY TAX -- Re-Appraisals; Industrial Valuations; Agricultural Assessments.
SPECIAL TAXES -- Tobacco Products; Gross Earnings; Mining; Miscellaneous.
ABATEMENTS AND STATE DEEDS.
FIELD PERSONNEL (See Figure I)
The current organization of the Department was established in June, 1961, following the appointment of the present Commissioner and the ensuing appointment of a
deputy commissioner to a vacancy existing since 1957.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Commissioner of Taxation has the duty. power, and authority to:
EXERCISE general supervision over the administration of assessment and tax laws
of the State. and over assessing officials and local boards of review and equalization.
REQUIRE information from taxpayers that will reflect the taxpayers tax status.
DETERMINE-the correctness of assessed valuations and taxes reported to him, and
make necessary adjustments.
ASSESS and collect penalties and interest on delinquencies.
GRANT the reduction or abatement of assessed valuations or taxes. and any costs,
penalties or interest thereon as he deems just and equitable.

-
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Chart
DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION

GOVERNOR

I

ATTORNEY GENERAL

~-

-

COMMISSIONER

SECRETARY

RESEARCH & PLANNING

PERSONNEL

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

SECRETARY

SECRETARY

COLLECTIONS

INCOME TAX

ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES

ABATEMENTS AND
STATE DEEDS

INHERITANCE AND
GIFT TAX

PETROL EUM DIVISION

Commissioner's Staff
Income Tax
Administrative Services
Petroleum Division
Collections
Special Taxes
Research and Planning
Inheritance and Gift Tax
Property Tax
Personnel
Abatement s and State Deeds

-

6
188

147
88
21
20

19
18
12

3
2

524

PROPERTY TAX

SPECIAL TAXES

Figure
Present Location of Taxation Field Personnel

P.OSEAU

• T. R. Falls

t.

P-2
KOOCHICHING

Bemidji
• I-I
P-l

POLK

•

BELTP.AMI

NOP.MAN

MAHNOMEN

CLEAP.WAH'"

Hibbing
P-l

ITASCA

Detroit Lakes

• P-2

HUBBAP.D

•

ST, LOUIS

BECKEI'.

• Fergus Falls

WADENA

•

Duluth
1-3
P-3
T-l

CAP.LTON

P-2
KEY

•

I - Income Tax

Alexandria
T-l
DOUGLA~

• Pine City
P-l

TODD

P - Petroleum Tax

KANABEC PINE
MILLE
LACS

• Glenwood
P-l

T - Tobacco TlJX

YELLOW MEDICINE

Tracy
P-l
LINCOLN LYON

Pipestone

•P-l

PIPESTONE

Mankato
P-l

Windom
.P-l
URRAY

COTTONWOOD WATONWAN

BLUE EAP.TH

•

Rochester
• P-l
WASECA

STEELE

DODGE

OLMSTED

WINONA

• Austin
I-I
ROCK

P-2

NOBLES

JACKSON

MARTIN

FARISAUL T

FREEBORN

MOWEll.

FILLMORE

REPRESENT the State in all State tax cases brought to the courts.
Many sections of the 30 chapters of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 278-299, devoted
to taxation contain specific duties, powers, and authority relating to the various
taxes.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The broad objectives of this Department are to administer all of its functions
in the most economical and efficient manner possible with the resources provided by
the Legislature.
FINANCING
This Department is financed by legislative appropriations from the General Revenue and Income Tax School Funds. The fiscal year 1959-60 provides a d~tailed description of departmental financing:
Expenditure Program - Actual 1959-60
Administrative Services Division:
Salaries
Supplies and Expense
Reassessment Expense
Tobacco Products Tax Division:
Salaries
Supplies and Expense
Income Tax Division:
Salaries
Supplies and Expense
Income Tax Contingent
Petroleum Division:
Salaries
Supplies and Expense
Bond Premium for Gas Tax Collectors
Inheritance and Gift Tax Division:
Salaries
Supplies and Expense
Equalization Aid Review Committee
Document Tax

751,010
162,854
44,195
11,286
1,173,404
351,373
445,360
110,068
12,785
82,627
12,313
81,767
5,735
3,244,777

Expenditures Total
Financing Program
General Revenue Appropriations:
Direct
Income Tax School Appropriations:
Direct
Receipts

1,126,744
2,477,477
3,604,221

Total Financing Program
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STANDARDS
In the sense of standards as found in the fields of health, federal aid specifications, etc., the administration of the activities of the Department are not measured
by, nor contingent upon standards. However, as part of a normal administration review, program evaluations are made in various ways, such as analysis of trends in
revenue collections within Minnesota, as well as in other states, and comparisons of
costs of administration of Minnesota on a historical basis as well as a state to
state basis.
Comparisons, where feasible, are also made with experiences of the federal government. The management of the Department is guided, of course, by general treatises in
principles of taxation and personnel, and financial procedures are subject to regulations imposed on most state agencies and enforced by the Civil Service Department, the
Department of Administration, and the Public Examiner.
PLANS
All departmental plans are centered on improvements in administration and organization so that the tax laws will be more effectively administered.
As ·a result, developmental projects are conducted wi thin existing budgetary limitations and a normal growth rate.
In general, the Department envisions the development of a more concerted program
of administrative improvement in all aspects--personnel, finance, supervision, internal procedures, and relations with taxpayers. Insofar as it can be seen at present,
no major changes are anticipated, such as new facilities, increase or decrease in
services resulting from technological break-throughs or impending federal legislation.
This is not to say, of course, that none will occur--research into possible administrative improvements may produce major changes, especially in the mass processing
activities of the Department.
BUDGETARY NEEDS
A reasonable estimate suggesting the "magnitude" of budgetary needs is shown below. This assumes no major changes in responsibilities imposed on the Department. It
is based almost entirely on an estimate of what is needed to maintain the present
level of administration.
Estimated Expenditures
$7,800,000

1961-63
1963-65
1965-67
1967-69
1969-71

FINANCING THE PLAN
The Department depends upon legislative appropriations from the General Revenue
and Income Tax School Funds. No other financing is proposed or anticipated.
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DIVISION OF INSURANCE
HISTORY OF DIVISION
In Minnesota, protection of the insurance policyholders is almost as old as the
state itself
Fourteen years after Minnesota was admitted to the Union in 1858. the
state had an insurance law and an insurance commissioner.
$

The f~rst complete General Insurance Laws of Minnesota, approved March 2, 1872,
was entitled "An' Act to Establish a Reciprocal iGeneral Insurance Law for the State
of Minnesota, Title 1 through 6, and'to revise and amend the laws of said state relating to Horne an~. Foreign Insurance Companies." The full legal name of this agency
is found in Chapter 426 of the Laws of 1925. where it is given as "Insurance Division, Department of Commerce." The Commissioner of Insurance was made a member of
the Department of Commerce in 1925 and his term of office established as six years.
Minnesota Supreme Court decisions have firmly established that the business of
insurance is associated with the public interest and is subject to governmental regulation by the State of Minnesota.
One of the historic milestones in the regulation of insurance occurred in 1944.
In United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association, the Supreme Court
of the United States ruled that insurance companies which conduct their activities
across state lines are within the regulatory powers of Congress. Subsequently, the
McCarran-Ferguson Act was passed by Congress which provided that "no act of Congress
shall be construed to invalidate, impair or supersede any law enacted by any state
for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance ••••• "
The McCarran Act further provided that until June 30, 1948, the Sherman Act,
the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act would not apply to the business
of insurance. This provided a 4-year moratorium. Thereafter, it was provided, the
above named acts would be applicable to the business of insurance to the extent that
such business was not regulat~d by state law.
During the past seven legislative sessions, numerous bills recommended by the
Commissioner of Insurance have been passed into law. Among these acts are the
Standard Valuation Law II Standard Nonforfeiture Law II Provisions of Policies, the Mortality Table applicable to Life Insurance, the Standard Provisions and Policy Forms
applicable to Accident' and Health Insurance, the uniform Non-Admitted Insurers Act,
the Vending Machine Act, and the Rate Regulatory Act.
These laws gave the Insurance Division more adequate control and jurisdiction
over the insurance industry and added uniformity of policy provisions which greatly
benefit the insurance buying public.
ORGANIZATION
As shown in Chart 1, t~ere are four major sections relating to the Insurance
Division: Agents' Licensing; Accounting and Budgets; Examinations; and, Rates and
Policy Forms. There is a separate Fire Marshal's Section.
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Agents' Licensing Section
(3 employees)
All insurance agents. except agents representing fraternal insurance companies,
sell insurance in Minnesota must be licensed for each type of insurance they sell
and by each company they represent. Licenses are issued for a one-year period and
over 88,000 individual licenses are issued annually. These 88,000 licenses are held
by some 22.000 agents.

w~o

Over 5,600 insurance examinations are given per year -- more than 100 per week
on the average. The majority of examinations are given in the Insurance Division
office in St. Paul, but out-state residents are given the opportunity to take the
examination in 25 towns around the State under the direction of the Civil Service Department.
Accounting and Budget Section
(5 employees)
All financial a6counts and budgets for the Insurance Division, including the
Fire Marshal's operations, are handled by this section. In addition to keeping the
Di vision's books and preparing and adminis tering budgets, the section collects all
fees and taxes paid by insurance companies to the state, including the 2.0% gross
premium tax.
This Section also issues receipts of the deposit and withdrawal of bonds filed
by the insurance companies II maintains the records of these transactions and period,ically clips and returns to the com'panies the coupons from these bonds • There are
about $15 million in securities on deposit.
Examination Section
(10 examiners in field, 4 office employees)

Each year between March 1 and June 1, this section carefully examines and analyzes the annual financial statements of all 910 companies licensed in Minnesota.
It examines ,the operations of domestic companies (companies having their home office
in Minnesota) every three years. This entails going to the company and physically
counting its securities, auditing its records and examining its entire operation.
Minnesota examiners participate in convention examinations, which are examinations of out-of-state companies in 'cooperation with other state insurance departments. The section reviews written examination reports made by other states, admits
new companies to the state after thorough examination.and regulates mergers and consolidations.
Rates and Policy Forms Section
(8 employees)
All ,fire ana casualty insurance companies doing business in Minnesota are required by law to file and receive approval of every manual of rules, classifications,
rates and rating plans, and all policy forms, endorsements and riders before using
them in Minnesota. Each filing is studied and evaluated for compliance with the
statutory requirements that rates shall not be inadequate, excessive or unfairly discriminating. Raters investigate complaints about ins~rance rates and coverages and
answer inquiries on insurance matters in general.
Accident and health insurance, usually written by life insurance companies, is
also regulated as to pOlicy forms, rates and advertising. Life insurance rates and
policy forms are submitted to the Division and accepted here for filing only.
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Fire Marshal Se~tion
(16 employees)
The Fire Marshal and his staff enforce all laws, rules and regulations relative
to fire prevention. They inspect annually all schools--public and parochial, all
hospi tals, rest homes, hotels and multiple dwellings and all private day care childrens' homes. Investigation of arson constitutes an important function of this section. The Fire Marshal and his staff organize fire fighting training schools.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Division of Insurance is charged with enforcement of all laws relating to
insurance; protecting, informing and assisting policy-holders and the public; collecting revenue for the st ate; furnishing information to other state departments and
to insurance departments of other states and federal agencies.
The Commissioner of Insurance issues and revokes company and agents' licenses,
examines insurance companies, conducts hearings and issues orders and audits annual
statements.
The Commissioner also reviews all insurance rates and pOlicy forms for all
classes of general insurance written in the state. No insurance policy may be written until the fQrm of the contract and the rate, except for life insurance, have
been approved.
The Commissioner of Insurance also is State Fire Marshal. As such, he is
charged with enforcement of laws relating to fire prevention, arson, storage, sale
and safe use of combustibles and explosives, and inspects exits of all public buildings, schools, churches, dry cleaning establishments, motion picture theaters, rest
homes and similar buildings.
GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
Agents' Licensing Section
As soon as an electronic computer is available for service at Central Tabulating, it may be possible to place all agents' license requisition cards on tape. As
each batch is processed, it can be added on tape in proper sequence. Also deletions
and cancellations can be removed in a like manner.
Present Operation and Cost
At renewal time the 407 Accounting Machine can print the billing list in 18
hours, providing there is no interruption in running time. The approximate 1962
cost is $155.
The 514- Reproducer will reproduce the information in 20 hours at a cost of $80.
The 557 Interpreter will interpret these cards in 20 hours at a cost of $90.
The 4-07 Accounting Machine will balance the billing lists in 16 hours at a cost
of $155, for a total of 74 hours at a cost of $480.
Proposed Operation and 1962 Cost
Billing sheets would be run from tape on the electronic computer in 3 hours at
a cost of $180. ;~hen billing lists have been returned from the companies wi th proper
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fees, the tape will be corrected and the computer will balance the list and, at the
same time, print license cards for renewal. It would eliminate reproducing and interpreting the new license card.
The computer cost of balancing and licensing would consume 4 hours of time at
a cost of $240, for a total cost of $420. Total time consumed would be 7 hours.
The present method consumes 74 hours at a cost of $480. Electronic computer
time would be 7 hours at a cost of $420, saving 67 hours and $60.
Examination Section
The business of insurance directly affects every resident of our state. The
work of supervision by the Insurance Department extends not only to the companies
themselves, their business methods and financial condition, but also to their representatives within the state.
Each year approximately 30 addi tional companies are licensed in Minnesota. This
brings about an increase of work for each section of the Insurance Division. In the
Examination Section , it is necessary to make provision for increasing the examination staff. At the present time the limited staff has difficulty in completing' the
examinations required by statute of our own domestic companies. Most states have
similar statutes requiring their domestic companies to be examined once every three
years.
The National Association of Insurance Commissioners has made provlslon for a
convention system of conducting examinations. Under this system the various states
send representatives to the home office of the company to represent a Zone if the
company to be examined operates and does a certain volume of business in their state.
Minnesota has been unable to participate in these Zone examinations for the past two
years.
Many outstate companies are doing a large volume of business in this state. In
the interests of Minnesota policyholders, it should participate in the examination.
In this connection, it might also be stated that participation in convention examinations serves as an educational program for examiners.
New requirements continually being formulated in the insurance industry and
regulatory bodies can best be determined by actual contact and working with the problems. As this Division does not have facilities for an educational program for the
examiners, having representatives on outstate examinations would be a help in this
respect.
The cost to the state for this importdnt function would be negligible. Per diem
fees up to $200 per week are charged to the companies. The fees charged revert to
the General Revenue Fund and this would require an increase in appropriations to the
Insurance Division. However, because of the fees charged, the state actually can
make a profit on an Examiner I, as his salary and expenses are less than fees.
Besides the requested examiners for convention examination participation , it
cannot be overlooked that the increased work load in reviewing annual statements,
abstracting and examining domestic companies has already outgrown the present staff.
With the anticipated increase of approximately 30 companies each year, of which
perhaps one or two are domestic corporations, it is imperative that additional personnel with the necessary space, equipment and supplies be provided if proper supervision and performance is to be maintained.
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: Rating Section
As the number of independent rate filings increase in conformity with the encouragement of Congress, and as the size of the economy grows, there will be need for
another rate analyst and another clerical employee. The number of filings has increased and is expected to increase as fewer companies permit the large rating organizations to make filings of rates and forms for them.
\1i th every reason to believe that the number of life and accident and health
insurance companies licensed in Minnesota will continue to increase, it will be necessary to plan on adding personnel in the near future.
The work of this Section, perhaps by necessity, involves many outside functions
which would have to be curtailed because of the increased number of companies, contract and rate filings and general legal and administrative problems.
In the main, the delegation of outside functions would ordinarily fallon the
Division attorney because they involve alleged violations by agents in solicitation,
improper company policy in claim and advertising procedures, policyholder service
and the general insurance field involving these two lines of coverage, especially
as regards technicalities involving policy provision interpretation.
Because the Division attorney has a full work load, it might be in order to
plan for a combination claim-investigator position.
While the problem does not yet exist, it is possible that in the near future
variable annuity type contracts will be submitted when home-state laws permit such
sales.
Banking Division rulings have begun to affect the credit insurance field, and
it would appear proper for this Division to again attempt to pass credit life legislation to clarify and codify this entire field.
Fire Marshal Section
The almost unbelievable rapid advance being made in the mechanical and chemical
fields in this nuclear age made it next to impossible to accurately project plans
for a full decade. Therefore , it may become necessary to add periodic emergency
measures as current conditions demand. However, if the proposals are approved and
adequately financed, the Section will be equipped to supply the services expected in
the fields of fire investigation and prevention.
The success of this program
meet the ever increasing demands
preventio; and protection are no
services the state advertises in

is dependent upon increased personnel qualified to
for technical performance. Fire investigation,
longer services that are only accepted. They are
the promotion of industrial and commercial growth.

Federal legislation that provides federal funds for industry, such as the HillBurton Act, increases the work load. Federal financed housing, hospitals, homes for
aged, and educational institutions are a few of the occupancies increasing in number
that are expecting and deserving of more attention in the field of fire safety.
The Fire Marshal Section is unique in that no request will be made or needed
for additional office space regardless of the anticipated growth of the Section. It
is expected that all field personnel will continue to maintain office space in their
homes at no cost to the state. However, the equipment necessary for the performance
of duty will continue to increase.
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Proposals and requests for expanding services include:
Increase the number of personnel
It is imperative that this need be recognized and approved. Present staff numbers the same as it was in the 1930s, while the work load has increased several hundred per cent. Fire safety can be compared to traffic safety in that its need continues to increase. Specialists in the fields of technical safety are needed to meet
the increasing demand for technical information regarding new chemical and metal processing methods, which are known to produce fire and explosive hazards.
Another area where technical knowledge is needed is in the building plan review
section. This position would be classified as a consultant for building construction and a service available to architects and engineers, as well. as the general public.
Modernize Fire and Arson Investigation Procedures
The fire and arson investigation work load has increased to the point where
modern equipment is needed to enable investigators to keep up with the demand, and at
the same time do a better job. Arson is a felony and classified as one of the most
difficult of all crimes to investigate and prosecute.
Portable tape recording equipment is needed for the investigator when interviewing or interrogating. A polygraph (lie detector) machine, with a qualified operator,
is needed for the St. Paul office, to be at the disposal of all field personnel. The
present arrangement with the University of Minnesota Security Division is considered
costly because of the man-hours lost while waiting for appointments. Polygraph tests
are an effective investigation tool but are not mandatory. when a subject agrees to
a test, it is advisable to have it done immediately.
Develop a Visual Education Program
Visual education continues to increase in its usage and value in the fire safety
field. The goal is to have a film library of movies on fire safety for all age
groups, with subjects ranging from home fire safety to industrial fire safety. All
films would be made available on a free loan basis for meetings or classes usually
conducted by Division personnel, who have been participating in approximately 500
meetings each year. The necessary equipment, such as cameras, charts and projectors,
are needed to effectively carry out the program.
State-wide Junior Fire Marshal Program
A program of fire safety education for fifth grade pupils in all public and parochial schools is proposed. The necessary literature and badges would be furnished by
the state. Division personnel would act as advisers to the school administrators and
teachers, who will be responsible for the actual instruction. A few fire departments
have been sponsoring this type of program with a great deal of success, and life and
fire losses could be reduced by conducting a state-wide program.
As previously stated, the success of any expanded program will depend on manpower and adequate financing.' When this is accomplished, the proposals will become
additions to the services of the Fire Marshal. No doubt the Junior Fire Marshal Program will be the most difficult to include because of the costs involved.
The State Fire Marshal Section has always been financed by a premium tax on insurance companies. The Division is confident that all proposals, with the exception
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of the Junior Fire Marshal Program, would be adequately financed were it to receive
the total Fire Marshal Premium tax. At present it receives slightly more than onehalf the total amount collected.
Other income is from license fees on theaters and dry cleaning plants. This
tot als approximately $4,800 per year. The laws establishing these sources of income
intended their use for fire investigation and fire inspection. Inasmuch as much of
this income is not appropriated for this purpose, the Division does not believe it
advisable to suggest increasing the premium tax or the license fees at this time.
FINANCING
The Insurance Division and Fire Marshal's office are financed by appropriations
from the General Revenue Fund. One of the functions of these two agencies is the
collection of taxes and fees. Approximately $10,800,000 is collected annually; mainly, from the 2.0% gross premium tax, the Fire Marshal's tax, and fees for licensing
agents and companies.
When these taxes originated, they were to pay for the cost of regulating the
insurance industry and for fire prevention. These taxes and fees have long ago surpassed the amounts expended for regulation and fire prevention and are now revenue
producing measures. The agencies' budget now represents about 2.5% of the tax income, whereas the national average for 50 states is over 4%.
The biennial budget for the period 1959-1961 provides for $639,376 for salaries
for 52 people, and $84,485 for office supplies and expenses.
STANDARDS
The Insurance Division does not have the benefit, or liability as the case may
sometimes be, of having outside standards. There are no feder'al aids, hence no
federal specifications. In some areas Minnesota, working through the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, follows policy established at conventions by all
state insurance supervisors and by Minnesota Statutes.
In general, the standards are those common to all good governmental operations efficiency, economy, decency and fair play. The Division strives to keep regulation
from becoming unduly onerous.
BUDGETARY NEEDS
If the increase in the cost of goods and services being purchased now remains
constant at about 5% annually and the needed increase in personnel and equipment
become available, this will represent about a 10% increase annually. Translated
into dollars, biennial budgets for the next ten years would be as follows, based on
the 1961-1963 budgets:
$

1961-1963
1963-1965
1965-1967
1967-1969
1969-1971
1971-1973

781,151.
976,438.
1,074,081.
1,181,4'89.
1,299,637.
1,429,600.

This projection is the 1961-1963 biennial budget increased by 10% for the normal increase in costs and 15% for new personnel and equipment, and each succeeding
biennial budget increased by 10% for the expected rise in costs.
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In terms of the economic growth of the state and the D€ed for expanded and improved services, the requested increase is modest. It is contemplated that the
additional monies will provide the Division with an analyst-examiner, 6 fire prevention men, 2 insurance examiners and a rate analyst.
The position of analyst-examiner has been discussed and requested from the
Legislature. Situations frequently arise where it would be desirable to have a
ified man to investigate in detail complaints from the public. In addition, he
be qualified to make special examination of company records where the situation
ranted such measur-es.

1961
qualwould
war-

FINANCING THE PLAN
In view of the fact that the agency is expending an amount equal to only about
2.5% of the taxes and fees already being collected for administration of these services, it seems unfair to ask the insurance industry for an increase in taxes and
fees. It would appear that the additional funds needed should be allocated back to
the Di vision from the receipts received.
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
The Department of Veterans Affairs was created and given its general powers in
Chapter 196, Minnesota Statutes, 1957. Its principal function is to assist Minnesota
vet~rans and their dependents in obtaining federal and state benefits to which they
are entitled.
The Department operates under the direction of a Commissioner appointed by the
Governor. To carry out its duties, the Department has been divided into four divisions: Claims, guardianships, veterans benefits and field services. The latter
division has offices in Duluth and Moorhead. each staffed by two employees.
Among programs the Department administers are disabled war veterans' relief,
emergency relief. World War II and Korean War education aId, education aid to orphans
of World War's I, II and Korean War veterans. grave registration, erection of government headstones and supervision of county veterans' service officers.
The Commissioner also acts as guardian of incompetent veterans and their dependents when so appointed. Other activities include cooperation with veterans' organizations and supervision of funds provided for the operation of rest and convalescent
camps for needy veterans.
The Department now has 42 employees, down from a peak of 63, with no appreciable
lessening in the workload. The number of veterans in the State continues upward and
totals approximately 442,000 in 1962.
If the Department is to continue to extend the services to veterans as provided
by statute, larger staff and more funds to finance operations are needed. More
effective case work is possible only by provision of a larger staff.
In providing assistance to disabled war veterans. the scope of the program is
to be greater as the average age of veterans living in the state goes up. Veterans. to qualify for assistnace under this program, are not required to be disabled
as a result of their service. Disabilities resulting from age or civilian occupations also are considered in this program. The extent of this program also depends
largely on the general state of the economy and upon federal programs for veteran
assistance. making long-range planning difficult. Since this assistance is based
entirely upon need, the Department must be adequately staffed to investigate each request before establishing eligibility.
bOU~ld

More funds probably will be requested for providing education aids to orphans of
veterans. This program began in 1943 and present appropriations are proving inadequate as more and more requests are made for assistance. For the fiscal years 1962
and 1963 $79,000 was appropriated for veterans ana orphans educational aid; $170,000
for soldiers' welfare emergency relief and $1,125,000 for disabled veterans' relief.
A substantial increase is needed in the activities of the Guardianship Division,
where at the present time two persons are assigned to 145 cases where, by statute,
the Commissioner is appointed to act as guardian of incompetent ~eterans and their
dependents.
In summary, a gradual increase in the services required of this Department can
be anticipated over the next decade. Since the Department is currently understaffed,
in the opinion of its administrators, any increase in services rendered will necessarily need to be accompanied by a corresponding increase in staff and funds. Appropriations for salaries during fiscal years 1962 and 1963 amounted to $465,958 and
$35,000 was appropriated for supplies and expenses.
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IRO

RAN E RESOUiR ES
AND REHABlllTATI N

HISTORY
Statutes were passed by the Legislature in 1941 establishing the Department of
Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation (MSA 298.22), first operating funds became
available in May of that year.
The Department is headed by a Commissioner, appointed by the Governor for a
two-year term with the advice and consent of the Senate.
In 1943 the Legislature amended the original law to include a seven-member advisory commission. The Senate Committee on Committees appoints three Senators as
members and the Speaker of the House of Representatives names three Representatives.
All appointments are for two years. The seventh member of the Commission is the
Commissioner of Conservation.
ORGANIZATION
Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation field forces are supervised from the
Commission's Administrative Section which handles all housekeeping activities of the
department and administers all projects not covered by the other departmental
sections.
.
The Department also rents office space in the St. Louis County Court House in
Hibbing and most of its field equipment is stored in Hibbing or in the field in
northeastern Minnesota. Equipment includes five automobiles, four station wagons,
two power wagons (one equipped with drill), two travelalls and two trucks.
The Department has approximately 40 full-time employees and during the spring
and summer up to 300 persons are employe¢ on forestry and mineral projects.
Two main divisions make up the department~ the Forestry Division, which operates out of the St. Louis County Court House, and the Mineral Research Division.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Commissionervs authoritYt as outlined by statute, provides:
"When the Commissioner shall determine that distress and unemployment exists or
may exist in the future in any county by reason of the removal of natural resources
or a possibly limited use thereof in the future and the decrease in employment resulting therefrom. now or hereafter, he may use such amounts of the appropriation
'made to him ••• as he may determine to be necessary and proper in the development of
the remaining resources of said county and in the vocational training and rehabilitation of its residents."
Statutes also provide that all expenditures and projects planned by the Commissioner must be submitted to the Commission for approval, disapproval or modification.
The Commissioner also is empowered by law to acquire real estate to develop resources in a distressed area and he may lease the acquired real estate for terms not
exceeding 20 years, with the lessee obtaining credit on the purchase price equal to
any rent paid under the lease.
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Statutes further direct that the Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission make a study of labor costs, of mining in the state, and of the plans for future
development of low-grade ore. The Commission is also directed to cooperate with the
Commissioner and advise him in the development of natural resources of the state.
FINANCING
The Legislature has appropriated to the budget of this Department five per cent
of the occupational iron ore tax paid to the state. Receipts of the department from
this source have totaled:
1941- 1-t2
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
TOTAL

$

159,680.50
419,981.34
411,622.60
335,490.76
316~799,53

313,723.85
318,620.65
1,071.179.89
651,873.36
855,568.32
1,199,834.72
942 199.88
1,379,095.05
750,611.40
1,233,214.65
1.106,298.85
1,314,442.06
648.369.29
1,300,865.62
l lt °32,719.16
$15,762,191.48
j

Up to the 1961-62 fiscal year most of the personnel and budget have been used
for forestry projects. Approximately $250~000 a year is allocated to various state,
federal and local agencies for projects in that area operated with matching funds.
This Department has contributed $1,700,000 to the University of Minnesota Mines
Experiment Station and $6,200,000 in forestry projects, including approximately
$406,000 in grants to various forestry agencies, such as the U. S. Lake States Forest
Experiment Station, U. S. Forest Service and the University of Minnesota School of
. Forestry.

For the fiscal year July l~ 1961, through June 30, 1962, a total of 10 projects
has been sponsored w.ith financing from Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation:
Zon~~lli Brothers
Cedar Fence Mfg. Plant, Northome
Potato Warehouse, Hibbing
Mesabi Grow, Inc.
Typha Products, Inc.
Kimball & Sons Co.
Minnesota Arrowhead Association
Run River Charcoal Co.
Arrowhead Chemical Corp.
Range Vocational Training School
TOTAL
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$ 77.550
55.000
75,000
50.006
13,000
39,000
5,000
36,000
33,750
10,000
$394,300

Cooperative contracts

~"e;r'e

provided

fOl"

the followin'g proj acts:

Section Corner Relocation
Peat Project (Uo of Mo )
Topographic Mapping (USGS)
Water Survey (USGS)
University of Minnesota
Uo S& Forest Service Lake States
Experiment Station
Committee on Taxation of Iron Ore
Quetico-Super'ior vvilderness
Research Center

$ 50 000
101)000
501)000
50 000
1591)000
,l

9,600
151>000

TOTAL

2 t 500
f$346j)100

GRAND TOTAL

$740~400

PLANS
Facts concerning the 18?1 million acres of commercial forest land in Minnesota
have been determined by forest 'surveys conducted by IRRR~ The work includes aerial
photo interpr1etation II compiling data on actual forest cut tl measuri.ng and predicting
forest growth and mOl'"ltality t compiling data on the volume classes and land ownership6
The following County Forest Resource reports a.re available: Aitkin II Becker' ~
Beltrami il Carlton 0 Cass~ Clearwater I) CookfJ Crow Wingfl Hubbard !I Itasca ll Lakef.) Lake of
the Woods t Pipet St~ Louis~ and Wadena. Area reports have been completed for Central Minnesota'$1 Red River Valley fJ Southeastern i'1irmesota D and Southwestern Minnesota.
The Forestry Division has been responsible for making and preparing the following industrial su.rveys: "Resource Development Opportunities in Minnesota's Mid Vacation Landt" HEly and Its Resources rI " "Woodf) A Prospectus of Minnesota's North
Shore Area!O" and "Opportunity for Wood-Using Industl"ies in the Mississippi Headwaters
Area."
Some of the first county forest surveys are now more than ten years old. Therefore li it \'1a8 imperative that the IRRR initiate a resurvey. This program has been
in progress for the past year and a half t and it is anticipated that it will take
at least another year for completion.
New techniques have been developed by the Forestry Division i which have improved
the efficiency and accuracy of the survey work. A block sampling system has been
replaced by a more sensitive point sampling system.
The IRRR has become the coordinating factor by bringing together the eff~rts- of
the Federal Forest Survey ~ the State Fores't SurveY!l industry t and the IRRR~ t'l1hich is
expected to save nearly $25 9 000 in the current survey of Minnesotats forest
resources
II

A general program of county land use has been in progress by the department.
which has aided the county boards and county land departments& IRRR foresters
assist county land commissioners by making an inventory of tax-forfeited land and
prepal"ing a management plan in such detail as prescribed by the county land
commissioner.
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Most plans will include a cutting budget for the next ten-year period, a type
map of areas to be cut with cutting methods indicated. maps of areas to be planted.
plans for areas to be given special fire protection. plans for treating stands to be
thinned. released. pruned. and disked.
IRRR foresters assist in the classification of lands for management purposes.
This work will include the establishment of different county management areas with
detailed intensive management plans for these areas. areas of individual management,
areas ~o be sold. traded, or otherwise disposed of to provide more economical management of county property.
Minnesota has. for the past decade. been the largest producer of raw materials
for the steel industry. Recent developments of foreign ores have cut deeply into the
demand for Minnesota's iron ore. Demand for high-grade ores by the blast furnaces
has made many ores in Minnesota. unuseable for dir'ect shipping purposes.
Iron Ore reserves of Minnesota. as reported in the bulletin of the University of
Minnesota Mining Directory issue. 1961. are as follows for the following ranges as of
May 1. 1960:
Hesabi Range
Vermillion Range
Cuyuna Range

552,892.916 tons
9.430.130 tons
38.014.854 tons

The estimated reserve tonnage including stock piles is in gross tonnage.
It has been estimated that the present mining methods make available more than
10 billion tons of magnetic taconite that will yield more than 3 billion tons of concentrate. The entire taconite deposit (both magnetic and non-magnetic) stretches
over an area from Grand Rapids to Birch Lake near Babbitt. a distance of more than
100 miles and from one to three miles wide. The deposit runs from a depth of 350 to
800 feet and is estimated by the mining industry to be more than 600 billion gross
tons. The iron content varies from 80 to 35 per cent.
The Cuyuna Range has the largest reserve of manganese in the United States. It
has been estimated by the Federal Bureau of Mines to exceed 432 million tons of different classes of manganiferous iron-bearing formations suitable for making ferrograde manganese ore. This is of low-grade. therefore, a beneficiation process must
be developed before extensive use for commercial production of steel.
Since 90 per cent of the manganese is imported at present. it appears that the
Cuyuna manganese is vital to our nation's welfare.
Northeastern Minnesota is blessed with many other mineral resources. We have
huge low-grade deposits of titanium., large deposits of anorthosite along the north
shore of Lake Superior. large deposits of copper-nickel which have recently been
drilled by the International Nickel Company.
There are great possibilities for the development of these vast resources, provided some type of research money is available to develop an economic beneficiation
process.
Marl. as the term is used in Minnesota. is a soft earthy material composed largely of calcium carbonate that is found in fresh-water deposits in lake basins and bogs
of low areas.
There is no estimate of the total marl reserve in Minnesota. However,
"Investigation of the Commercial Possibilities of Marl in Minnesota," a cooperative
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project of IRRR and the Minnesota Geological Survey, has developed information on
specific deposits of marl in Minnesota. The commercial production of marl has great
potential as an agricultural lime. A number of large deposits in Minnesota are potential producers of high calcium carbonate content.
The IRRR Mineral Research Division has been doing geological and geophysical
work on iron formations in the Virginia and Eveleth areas. Maps and drawings have
been prepared showing the results of resistivity and magnometer tests, which it has
conducted. Besides making drill core tests. it has gathered data on lean ore dumps
and tailings ponds.
In the past three years, the IRRR has developed a peat bog sampling program.
This work was done by the Mineral Research Division, and maps have been prepared for
those bog areas which have been sampled.
Peat bogs were sampled at regular intervals and samples were taken at each foot
level to the depth of the bog. The samples have been sent to the University of
Minnesota, Duluth, for analysis and classification and stored for future research.
This work is carried on at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, through a contract
with IRRR.
During the 1959 Legislative session, a bill was passed directing the Commissioner of IRRR to contract with the University of Minnesota and the Mines Experiment
Station for research directed toward the utilization and benefication of low-grade
ores and taconite and research in the direct reduction of manganiferous ores on the
Cuyuna Range.
At a meeting of the IRRR Commission in February, 1956, an appropriation was
approved to undertake an investigation of marl deposits in Minnesota. Also included
in this work was experimental drying of marl and analysis and sampling of major marl
deposits. The work was carried out by the Minnesota Geological Survey, University
of Minnesota. The report, "Investigation of the Commercial Possibilities of Marl in
Minnesota," is available from our office.
A topographic mapping program was initiated in Minnesota by the IRRR in 1949
resulting in 130 topographic maps for northeastern Minnesota, the area in which the
department is primarily concerned. The topographic mapping program is conducted in
cooperation with the U. S. Geological Survey on a fifty-fifty cost basis.
The area of Minnesota of primary concern to IRRR (Northeastern Minnesota) has
completed its mapping program as follows:
Adequate existing mapping
Mapping in progress
Unmapped areas and area
required remapping

Per cent of area
22
13
65

The unmapped portion and the quadrangles requiring remapping represent an area
of 28,770 square miles. At present-day costs, this would involve and expenditure of
about $5,300,000 and a period of about 53 years to complete at the level of expenditures under the present cooperative agreement with the USGS.
It can be expected that the federal government and other state agencies, such
as the Department of Conservation, might undertake topographic mapping in this area,
but the amount is undetermined. At any rate, it will be many years at the present
rate of progress before the State will attain complete map coverage.
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In 194-3 the IRRRCommission approved the first !a~propriation to conduct a water
survey in northern Minnesota. Since that time annual contract agreements have been
made with the USGS for ground. surface. and quality water studies.
The cooperative investigation of wate~ resources has been made in Kittson,
Marshall, and Roseau Counties and the Duluth and Iron Range area. A core drill has
been purchased by the IRRR and used by the USGS for ground water investigations.
Programs and Budgetary Needs
Because the Department is financed solely by an appropriation equalling five per
cent of the Occupational Iron Ore Tax, revenue over the ensuing decade is uncertain.
Further, developments in the iron mining industry, coupled with new federal programs,
such as the Area Redevelopment Act, serve to make the Department's planning and
p~ogrammtng' efforts somewhat expedient.
The Department, therefore, is not engaging in long-range planning, but will
operate largely on an annual or biennial basis to take immediate advantage of any
developments affecting its operation.
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DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
The Department of Business Development was originally created as the Department
of Business Research and Development by the Minnesota Legislature in 1947. At that
time the Post-war Council, the Minnesota Resources Commission, the Tourist Bureau of
the Conservation Commission, the Great Lakes-Saint Lawrence Tidewater Commission and
the Upper Mississippi-St. Croix River Waterway Commission were dissolved and their
duties were given to the Department of Business Research & Development. During the
same session of the Legislature, enforcement of the state's trade laws was given to
the newly created department. These laws had previously been enforced by the county
attorneys.
When the Department of Business Research & Development began operations on July
1, 1947 it had four divisions--research and statistics, publicity and promotion, en-

forcement and business, and industrial development services.
In 1953 the name of the department was changed to the Department of Business
Development.
In 1957 the fifth and sixth divisions were added to the department, dairy industry and community planning. Enforcement of the newly established Dairy Industry Unfair Trade Practices Act was delega~ed to the Department by the Legislature and more
specific authorization and funds for community planning were also provided to the
Department. The action regarding community planning was taken in relation to
Section 701 of the Federal Housing Act of 1954, with the newly established community
planning division being set up to administer this program in Minnesota.
The 1961 Legislature relieved the Department of the responsibility for enforcing the Dairy Industry Unfair Trade Pract.ices Act and placed this function wi thin the
Agricultural Department. In September of 1961 the State Executive Council assigned
the Area Redevelopment Program to the Department. It had previously been assigned
to the Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission. The Area Redevelopment
Act was created by the Congress of the United States and enacted in July 1, 1951.
In June 1962, the Legislature's Advisory Committee reactivated the post of State
Director of Housing and placed this function in the Department. (See Fig. 1)
Responsibility and Authority
The authority of the Department of Business Development is contained in Chapter
362 of the Minnesota Statutes, as amended. The Department is, in general, authorized
to:
1. .Gather, compile and disseminate statistical information relating to manufacturing, trade and services, finances, transportation, communication, and natural resources in the state and to conduct or encourage research designed to further new or
more extensive uses of the state's human and natural resources.
2. Promote and encourage the location and development of new industry in the
State as well as the maIntenance and expansion of existing industry and to aid the
communities in their efforts to secure industry.
3. Publicize the recreational and industrial facilities, attractions and
advantages of the state.
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4. Investigate offenses against the provisions of the State's trade laws and
to assist in the enforcement of these laws.
5.

Carryon an educational program for business men in the state.

6. Administering the Federal Area Redevelopment Act within the State under the
general direction of the Executive Council.

7. Administer the Federal "701" Planning Program and to otherwise assist municipal. county and regional planning efforts within the staten
8. Administer a statewide program of assistance to communities seeking low
cost housing and housing for the aged.

Standards
Community Planning is the only division which might be said to operate under any
standards in the normal sense of the word. In administering a statewide program
with Federal aid the Division must determine the eligibility of those communities
desiring aid under Section 701 of the Federal Housing Act based upon the standards
or qualifications established by the Congress of the United States. These qualifications must be used by the community planning division ac.cording to the federal law.
Goals and Objectives
Economic Research
Since research is basically a staff rather than a line function the goals of the
research division must be based on the goals and objectives of those line divisions
which the research division is assigned to serve. Therefore. additional and more
specific goals for this division may be defined upon receipt of the promotion and
indust-rial·-deve-lopmen't---divisions' definitions of their- goals- and obje-ctives. In the
interim the following broad objectives will provide some basis for future planning.

1. The primary mission of the research division is to provide information which
will aid the industrial development and promotion divisions in the selection of the
most desireable of several alternate courses of action and in the implementation of
those programs. This function would include the completion of such research projects
as:
a. Market and/or feasibility studies having as their purpose the determination of specific products which can profitably be manufactured in Minnesota or
areas within Minnesota due to the presence of raw mater\ials. markets or both.
These studies will enable the concentration of industrial development efforts
upon these industries and will provide factual tools for each sales program.
b. Such studies as may be deemed necessary concerning the tourist-travel
industry. including a monthly tabulation of mail inquiries by states of origin
and the monthly measurement of tourist activity-in the state.
2. A secondary mission of the research division is the maintenance of reference
files on the state's peoplej resources and industries. Certain statistics relating
to these subjects will be compiled on an annual or semi-annual basis and published
as a service to the public.
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Community Planning
1. To administer and supervise the various community planning projects in the
State that are participating in Urban Planning Assistance Grants with the help of
Federal funds.

2. To assist in the furthering of planning education and information among
municipal and county officials; City Council members, Planning Commission members
and others.
3. To further the interest in community planning among the State's
municipalities.
4.

To further high standards in the planning profession within the State.

5. To inform communities via a newsletter and public contact of new innovations
in planning and in general planning progress.
Publicity and Promotion
To promote and publicize the industrial and recreational advantages of the
State so as to make Minnesota truly outstanding among the fifty states.
To plan and conduct programs of information and publicity on a national scale
to attract tourists and other visitors to the State.
To encourage and effectively coordinate the efforts of public and private
organizations in publicizing and promoting the facilites and attractions of the
State.
Industrial Development Services
Promote and encourage the expansion and development of markets for Minnesota
products.
Promote and encourage the location and development of new business in the
state as well as the maintenance and expansion of existing business.
On a national basis identify Minnesota as the "Brainpower State" where
"Minnesota Brainpower Builds Profits".
Advertise and disseminate information on the state's natural and human resources for the purpose of attracting industry to locate in the state.

Aid the state's many communities in their individual efforts to attract
industry.
Retail Trade
Plan and develop an effective business information service for the direct
assistance of the retail businesses in the state. with special emphasis on the
"small businessman".
Carryon an aggressive program of investigation into alleged violations of the
laws of the state respecting unfair. discriminatory. and other unlawful business
and trade practices.
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Establish a Consumer Protection Unit with responsibility for protecting Minnesota Consumers from misleading or falsely advertised products and unethical sales
practices.
Area Redevelopment Administration
Under the provisions of the Area Redevelopment Act carry out a positive. dynamic
program to stimulate the economic recovery of the distressed areas of the state.
Housing
Provide technical advice and assistance to all communities desirous of promoting
and establishing low cost rental housing, housing for the aged and ~arrying out a
program of urban renewal.
Financing
The Department is financed by legislative appropriation from the general revenue
fund. In addition. a small amount of federal monies is received in connection with
the administration of the statewide local planning assistance program.
Biennial appropriations to the Department are as follows:
1952-53
1954-55
1956-57
1958-59
1960-61
1962-63

$ 357,402.00
354.317.00
497,712.00
661,254.00
663.880.00'
769,600.00

Plans of the Department over the next decade include:
REORGANIZATION - The Department's present organizational structure prevents a
cohesiveness vital to the best use of its talents and resources.
RESEARCH - more of it, specifically aimed at providing critically needed information on markets, resources, regional economic needs, industry case studies and the
tourist-travel industry.
INDUSTRIAL FOLLOW-UP SERVICES - closer, more personal attention to the needs of
the Minnesota based industries who could be lured away by incentives offered in other
states.
Stepped up, expanded program of LOCAL PLANNING ASSISTANCE aimed at providing
these services to every community desirous of receiving it - reorganization and
streamlining 6f procedures and pOlicies with a view to expediting the planning services to outstate communities.
REACTIVATION OF THE FUNCTION OF STATE HOUSING DIRECTOR in order to provide technical and administrative assistance to communities engaged in urban renewal, low cost
rental housing and housing for the aged - establish close liaison with community
planning program on problems of urban planning and renewal.
STEPPED UP PROGRAM OF PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY designed to make Minnesota highly
competetive in the fields of tourist-travel and industrial development.
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Continuing emphasis on NEW APPROAcHES TO THE PROBLE~1S OF THE DISTRESSED AREAS
of the state centering around the Area Redevelopment Administration.
Programs to implement the plans of the Department are currently in effect within the limitations imposed by the budget. The Department possesses now the nucleus
of talent necessary to carry out the plans designed to insure reaching its goals and
objectives. What is needed is a recognition of the vital importance of the Departmen~'s efforts if Minnesota is to grow and prosper.
Minnesota ranks 39 among the
fifty states in the appropriations made to their development agencies for industrial
development. Unless Minnesota can mount a much greater effort in the fields of promotion and publicity, industrial development, urban planning and economic research,
the State will fall further behind in the highly competetive race for markets and
industries, jobs and payrolls.
Areas of principal concern include advertising of Minnesota's tourist and industrial advantages, economic research and industrial development services. It is
here that additional funds and staff are required if Minnesota is to begin to do a
competetive job. The present $75,000 per year for tourist-travel advertising and
$25,000 for industrial development advertising is woefUlly inadequate. Minnesota
is in competition with forty nine other states in both these areas and caD expect to
receive a continuing smaller share of the national growth in business and tourism
unless substantially more money is spent to promote its advantages.
The present staff of two engaged in economic research cannot be expected to
provide the host of studies and investigation so urgently needed. Increases in this
staff and the resource material at their disposal is need~d.
Attracting new industry into the state and assi.sting resident industries in
their relocation and expansion plans calls for more than the services of one person,
the present complement. To be successful the staff must be augmented and the ser-'
vices offered greatly increased. Minnesota continues to be "too little-too late"
in the national competetion for industries. Staff must be available to travel and
meet with industry officials who are contemplating expansion or relocation plans.
Close follow-up on industrial prospects must be the rule rather than an exception.
Loc~l development corporations and similar groups in Minnesota need to receive
greater assistance from the Department in their individual efforts to attract
industry.
An estimate of the budgetary needs of the Department over the next decade are
as follows:
$ 1,170,000.00
1,210,000,.00
1,260,000.00
1,325,000.00

1963-65
1965-67
1967-69
1969-71

An increase in the appropriations from the General Revenue would be necessary
to finance the operation of the Department over the next decade.
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DIVISI N OF BANKING
The Banking Division was created in 1909 to administer state laws relating to
certain financial and lending institutions. These laws are contained in r·1innesota
Statutes 1957, Chapters 45 through 59 and Chapter 266.
The Division is headed by the Commissioner of Banks, appointed by the Governor
for a six-year term. The Commissioner, alo~g with the Commissioner of Insurance
and the Commissioner of Securities, supervises the Department of Commerce"which has
as its general responsibility, protecting residents of the State against fraudulent
or unsound commercial practices. One of the duties of the Commissione~s is to hold
public hearings on, and approve or disapprove, applications for the establishment
of state banks, savings, building and loan associations and industrial loan and
th~ift companies.
The Banking Division is sub-divided into three basic units for supervlSlon purposes. One unit supervises banks, trust companies, savings bank and face amount investment companies; another supervises savings, building and loan associations and
credit unions, and the third, small loan companies, industrial loan and thrift companies and automobile sales finance companies.
The Division is staffed by 50 persons, including the Commissioner. Of that
total, 35 are bank examiners stationed in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Detroit Lakes,
Jackson, Montevideo, Rochester and St. Cloud.
Statutes provide that the Division examine financial or lending institutions
at least annually, with the exception of Automobile Sales Finance Companies. Assets
are examined to determine that depositors' savings are being properly invested and
that ~pplicable statutes are being compiied with. In lending institutions that
operate with private capital, the Division·s main objective is to protect the rights
of the borrower.
More than 1,500 institutions, with assets in excess of three billion dollars,
are chartered or licensed by the Division. Chartering and licensing by the Division are restricted, rather than promoted, since a loose policy in this area would
have an adverse effect on the State's economy.
The Division is generally self-supporting. Examined institutions pay a fee
based on assets and determined by statute, with the exception of small loan companies and industrial loan and thrift companies where the fee is based on the cost of
the examination.
Fees collected by the Division go to the General Revenue Fund and monies for
operating expenses of the Division are appropriated by the Legislature from the
same fund.
For the 1962 fiscal year the Legislature appropriated $367,264 for the Division's salaries and $47,944 for other expenses; the comparable figures for the 1963
fiscal year were $372,006 and $47,802.
The number of financial institutions regulated by the Division is expanding
and the goal of the Division is to provide the regulation required by statute as
economically and efficiently as possible.
Because of the increasing number of institutions and the increasing size of the
present institutions, a request will be made to the Legislature for an increase in
the number of examiners.
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In 1961 the staff of examiners was unable to examine 52 banks. 23 industrial
loan and thrift companies. 38 small loan companies, 102 credit unions and 12 savings
and loan associations.
It is estimated that five more examiners would be needed to provide the annual
inspections called for by statute.
The Legislature will also be requested to adjust the fees paid by the examined
institutions to cover the increased cost of expanded operations. The objective of
the Division is to keep its operating expenses and income from fees as nearly equal
as possible.
Growth in the number and size of institutions under the Division's control is
expected to continue through the next decade in direct ratio to the increases in the
State's population and economy.
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IVISI N OF SECURITI S
The Division of Securities was created in 1917 and is generally responsible for
the registration of securities and the licensing and supervision of dealers, brokers»
investment advisers and agents.
The Division is currently a part of the Department of Commerce s and the Commissioner of Securities, along wi th the Commissioners of Banking and Insurance \I make up
the Commission which supervises the Department
The Commission has the general responsibility for protecting residents of the state against fraudulent or unsound
investment practices.
0

The Commissioner of ·Securities is appointed by the governor for a six-year term.
The Division is composed of two sections--one dealing with laws pertaining to securities, the other with laws pertaining to real estate.
Authority for the Securities Division is found in Chapter 80 of Minnesota Statutes 1961, and for the Real Estate Section in Chapter 82.
Functions of the Divieioninclude investigation and prosecution for the sale of
unregistered securities and illegal sales practices. A fraud prevention program is
pursued to avert swindling and illegal activities in the sale of securities
$

The DivisIon also is charged with the responsibility of issuing licenses to real
opportunity brokers and salesmen, the administration of the licensing
and investigation of fraudulent and irregular acti vi ties in the real estate field.

estate~business

la\'1 t

The work of the Securities Division h'as expanded rapidly in recent years and this
increase is expected to c~ntinue at an accelerated pace. In the Securities Section
the number of employees in the Division has remained the same since 1937, when it was
. reduced-,·,tG·-nine -from--ahigh of 24 in 1919.
In the fiscal year 1936~37t 275 applications were made with the Division to register securities and 736 ·licenses were issued to security dealers, brokers and agents.
By comparison, in the fisqal year 1960-61. with the number of employees in the Division re'maining the sam~. 781, applications were made for security registration and
2.647 licenses were issued to security dealers, brokers 9 investment advisers and agents.

Two examiners and one examiner-attorney in the Division are responsible for in~
specting all new security issues to see that state statutes to protect investors are
complied with.
With the accelerated developments in the security field that are expected~ more
staff members will be required if competent investigations are to be made before new
securities are offered for sale to the public. Appropriations by the Legislature for
fiscal years 1962 and 1963 included $129~486 for salaries and $11,232 for supplies and
expenses.
The Division's work has increased at an equally rapid pace in the real estate
field and the rapid expansion of business development corporations II which are also the
responsibility of the Section~ has added even further to the workload.
Projected increases in popUlation for the next decade give evidence that the Real
Estate Section will handle an increasingly heavy load and that a larger staff undoubtedly will be necessary.
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DEPARTME T OF lAB R A DI

RY·

The Department of Labor and Industry is directed by thl"ee commissioners appointed by the Governor for six-year terms. The Department is created and deri ves its
general powers under Chapter 175 9 Minnesota Statutes 1961.
Commonly referred to as the Industrial Commission, the Department handles matters
directly affecting workers and employers, with a strong emphasis on safety.
The Department has seven operating divisions--accident prevention 9 boiler inspection, statistics, steamfitting standards, voluntary apprenticeship, workmen's compensation and women and children. General administration of the Department is charged
to an eighth division.
In addition to administering the department, the Industrial Commission decides
appeals from its referees' findings in workmen's compensation cases and establishes
m~n~mum wages for women and minors.
Determinations of the Commission may be appealed
to the Supreme Court.
In general D the Department is charged with eliminating hazardous conditions and
promoting safe working standards in industry and the trades
Places of employment
are checked to determine safety of equipment and g~neral working conditions. Correction orders are issued where warranted.
0

Boiler operators t steamfitters and fee employment agencies are licensed by the
department. Supervision and promotion of the state's apprenticeship program in trades
and industries and enforcement of compensation laws in connection. wi th industrial
accidents are among the department activities 0 The Department also administers workmen's compensation for state employees.
The-- DElpart-ment -i-s financed -by legislati va appr'opriations fI'om the general revenue
fund t although fees collected make some of the di visions more than self-sust aining.
The Department has 121 employees ~l of which 21 are in the boiler inspection divisiono
This division has 12 inspectors stationed in various cities of the state.
For the biennium ending June 30\} 1963· the boiler inspection division was appro
priated $245.088 for salaries and $38.328 for sllPplies and expenses. This appropriation amounted to less than the division collected in fees.
n

•

Appropriations for the same biennium for the Department as a whole amounted to
$1,1741\046 for salaries and $117,078 for supplies and expenses

0

The steamfitting standards division operates on dedicated funds derived from
examination fees charged to steamfitter journeymen and contractors.
The workload has shown a steady increase in all. divisions of the Department e As
an example g in 1943 the Department handled an average of 50 contested workmen's compensation cases a month • This increased to 96 per month in 1961 8 and in 1962 $ the
number of contested cases rose to more than 100 per month.
The Department has been forced to stretch its personnel and financial resources
in both minimum wage law enforcement and in safety checks II and Department officials
believe an increase in both staff and finances is necessary before responsibilities
established by statute can be met in t~e manner which the Legislature intended.

A shortage of travel funds and staff has severely limited the services the Depar.tment has been able to provide the citizens of the state and Department officials
expect the workload to increase throughout the next decade, paralleling Minnesota's
industrial growthe
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The Department of Employment Security administe~ the Minnesota State Employment
Service Program and the Unemployment Compensation Program. It acts as the agent of
the Federal government in administering labor legislation passed by Congress.
The Department maintains 33 full~t.i.me offices and 95 part-time offi ces throughout the state to serve the public. In addition, 300 businessmen have been appointed
by the Commissioner of Employment Security to serve as department representati ves for
the purpose of extending the services of the Department to areas of the state where
there are no offices.
Approximately 800 persons are employed by the Department and administration is
financed exclusively by the Federal government. The number of employees is expected
to increase because of changes in Federal programs.
Among services provided by the Employment Service Division are:
A

STATE~WIDE

placement service ~ bringing qualified applicants and available jobs

together.
EMPLOYMENT counseling to assist in vocation choice and adjustment, and employment
testing as a further aid in proper job selection.
EMPLOYMENT information and trends, publishing data on employment 9 unemployment,
trends in labor supply and demand, and current and prospective conditions affecting
the labor force.
PERSONNEL AND INDUSTRIAL services, including helping employers to hire and assign
workers effectively and helping workers in skill development and job performance.
The Unemployment Compensation division makes benefit payments to unemployed workers who meet the eligibility requirements of the Hinnesota Employment Security Law.
The Department also administers the reporting and contribution requirements for
more than 43~000 employers and 950~000 workers covered under the law.

The total workload of the Dep~rtment is expected to continue increasing as more
and more Federal programs concerning employment security are put into effect.
An example is the Area Redevelopment Act under Hhich the department has undertaken labor analyses in various areas of the state. If a.n area becomes "distressed"
because of unemployment or und€?r-employment the Department helps establish over-all
economic development plans. If training or retraining of workers is called for, the
Department, along with Vocational Education specialists, provides the training. Since
administration of the act began in 1961" 175 persons have participated in training.
More retr-aining ~Jill be provided undel" the Manpower Development and Training Act.
The Department expects to select for retraining between 2 11000 and 3,000 workers the
first year and between 3 tOOO and 4 ~OOO in the follov~ing years.
Since the Department's duties and functions are determined almost completely by
Federal legislation, it is d:i.fficul t to predict the specific ser.vices the Department
will be expected to provide in the next decade. However t on the basis of programs
now in effect 9 the workload of the Department will increase in direct ratio to the
increase in the number of employers and the number of employees covered by the employment security laws.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC EXAMINER
The Department of Public £xaminer is the post-audit agency of the state governmente
It post-audits all departments and other.agencies of the state, certain semistate agencies. all county governments, cities of the first class and certain other
municipalities and school districts.
The Department also conducts investigations in connection with its audits of
these pOlitical subdivisions. and publishes appropriate statistical data for state
and local governments.
The Department is comprised of three operating divisions and the General Office
Division. which handles administrative duties of the Department. The Division of
Audits is headed by the chief supervising examiner, who is also the deputy public
examiner. and is further subdivided into three auditing sections, each headed by a
supervising examiner. The sections handle county, municipal and state department
post-audits.
The Division of Investigation includes a public accounts examiner and an auditor,
while the Municipal Reporting Division is staffed by a supervisor and clerical staff.
The Department has approximately 90 employees, of whom about 70 are accountants.
Some staff positions are currently vacant because of competition with private industry for the service of accountants.
The Department is financed by appropriations from the general revenue fund, being
$245.000 for the biennium ending June 30. 1963, and from revolving funds, $525,000 for
the same biennium.
In addition to providing those post-audits made mandatory by law, the Department
is required to provide this service for other governmental subdivisions when so requested. There has been a steady increase in the requests for post-auditing, handled
on a cost basis, and the number of such requests are expected to continue increasing
over the next decade.
The workload of the Department would also be increased by a proposal under study
wqich would make mandatory the post-auditing of all independent and special school
districts, numbering about 475, in the state. The Department now post-audits about
10 per cent of these districts.
Currently, the Department .is responsible for post-auditing accounts totaling approximately two billion dollars annually in governmental appropriations and receipts.
This figure is expected to increase during the next decade as the economy grows,
the population climbs and governmental costs increase.
Frequent proposals have been made which would increase the scope of the Department's responsibility. Thus. any new duties assigned by the Legislature would require
corresponding increases in staff and financing.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
The Department of Administration and Finance, which had existed since its establishment by the 1925 session of the Legislature (Laws 1925, Chapter 426), was
abolished by the 1939 Legislature and the, Department of Administration was created
in its stead by Laws 1939, Chapter 431.
The 1939 law created the office of Commissioner of Administration, who was
charged with certain responsibilities in the administrative management of the state's
affairs, including the preparation of the biennial budget under the supervision of
the Governor, the execution of the quarterly allotment system, ceni:ralized purchasing on a competitive bid basis, architectural and engineering ·services for most of
the state's construction, maintenance of the Capitol group of buildings, leasing
of all state property, keeping of a perpetual inventory of all real and personal
property of the state and many other related duties and functions.
Additional responsibilities assigned by law to the Commissioner since.1939
include the administration of the state's building program and the operation of the
surplus property program, the state agency for social security retirement, the Division of Central Services and the Central Motor Pool.
ORGANIZATION
The divisions making up the Department when it was created in 1939 were
Architectural and Engineering, Budget, Public Property, and Procurement. New divisions added since are Central Services. Social Security Retirement and Central
Motor Pool.
The Department of Administration is essentially a staff agency, as distinguished from a line agency, and is engaged in furnishing services to the operating agencies of the state government.
The Department is organized into seven major divisions, each responsible for
furnishing a particular service or related group of services or performing a certain
function. This logical division of work provides the Commissioner with a span of
control tight enough to keep the reins of the administrator in his hands without
becoming entangled by them.
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The Department of Administration is a staff agency, the functions of which
incl ude the compilation of the biennial budget; the management of the budgetary allotment system; the supervision of all state budget processes; the operation of the
central procurement system; the operation of the central motor pool; the supervision
of most of the physical plant construction; the furnishing of a number of central
services to operating departments; the responsibility for programs of management improvement; the maintenance of the Capitol group of buildings; the maintenance of an
inventory of all state property. and the administration of social security coverage
for all public employees.
The authority of the department stems from state statutes.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The specific goals and objectives of t,he Department of Administration are to
perform its duties and provide its services as economically, efficiently and effectively as its resources will permit.
FINANCING
The activities of the Department of Administration are financed by appropriations from the General Revenue Fund and dedicated receipts.
During the biennium ended June 30, 1961. expenditures from operating accounts
appropriated by the Legislature amounted to $1.787.000 for the year ended June 30,
1960. and $2,088,000 for the succeeding year. These accounts included salaries,
supplies and expense, special repairs and replacements for the Capi tol group of
buildings, and printing the session laws.
During the same biennium expenditures from dedicated receipt accounts. excluding building accounts and the federal insurance contributions account but including
various revolving funds, totaled $1,380.000 for the fiscal year 1960 and $2,285.000
for the following year.
Finally. expenditures from building accounts under the supervision of the Department of Administration amounted to $7,928.000 for the year ended June 30, 1960.
and $26.163.000 for the succeeding year.
STANDARDS
Standards or criteria used by each division of the Department to determine the
nature. level and quality of services each provides are those appropriate to the
function giving rise to the service.
As an example, the Division of Procurement uses, as a guide, the principles
and standards promulgated by agencies such as the following:
American Society for Test ing Materials
American Standards Association
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Underwriters Laboratories
Technical Association of Paper and Pulp Institute
National Association of State Purchasing Officials
National Association of Purchasing Officials
National Institute of Government Purchasing
General Services Administration--Supply Service
National Pharmacopoeia
United States Testing Bureau
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American Petroleum Institute
American Society of Haspi tal Pharmacis.ts
United States Department of Agriculture
Principles and standar.ds used as a gtd.de by the Architectural and Engineering
Division are those promulgated by:

The Ameri can Inst it ute of Archi tects

National Association of Professional Engineers
Nat ional Bureau of Fire Underwriters
General Services Administration"" Architectural and Engineering Procedural
Standards

Association of General Contractors
Minnesota Associati.on of Consult ing Engineers
The cities of Minneapolis and StG Paul through their building codesu
Other di visions of the Department are similarly guided by agencies of comparable stature in their respective fieldsG

Plans for the ne:>ct decade for each division of the Department include the follow-

ing:
Architectural and Engineerin-g

~Divis'ion

MASTER PLAN institutions and correlate \'1ith the recommendations of the Legislative Building Commission.

UPDATE EXISTING master plans iI revi.se cost data and correlate program wi th recommendations of the Legislative Building Commission
G

\rJORK VJITH central agencies in evaluating total square footage of bed space.
recreational area. etc&. at each institution . .
wo~~

WITH central agencies in fully and carefully programming future buildings.

DEVELOP COMPLETE surveys and legal descriptions of state-owned land at each
institution.
DEVELOP SOUN D engineering procedures at various insti tut ions and colleges
MODERNIZE LAVIS governing construction of

state~owned

buildings

G

&

Additional personnel necessary to achieve master planning D programming of future
buildings and the evaluation of exis·ting facilities is as follows:
An electrical draftsman~ a mechanical draftsman t an estimator. and an employee
to keep cost recor'ds on major buildings projects and records on load and cost data
for electrical service'a water t steam t fuel and sewel'ageG
.~
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Budget Di vision
EXPAND THE STAFF of the Division to furnish more efficient and effective service in fiscal control and administrative management. Additional personnel necessary to accomplish this includes two senior budget analysts, two budget examiners
and a clerk stenographer.
Central Services Division
CENTRAL STORES--Increase Central Stores personnel by four--from seven to eleven.
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND RENTAL --Add to inventory for resale new machines
such as adding machines, calculators and typewriters.
CENTRAL DUPLICATING--Acquire 10 ,000 additional square feet of floor space equipped with special lighting, dark room, etc.
CENTRAL

~1I

CROFI LHING--Est abl ish mi crofilm labo ratory.

DOCUMENTS--Acquire 200 ,000 additional cubic feet for expansion of this uni t so
that other items may be added to its inventory. Th~s expansion would require the
addition of 6 1/2 employees over the present 3 1/2. The expansion would require
additional office space. shelving and equipment including a reproduction camera,
desks, files and typewriters.
CENTRAL MAILING--Inctease present complement of ten employees to 20 during
the next ten years; increase present floor space of 2,64d square feet to 10,000
square feet during the next 10 years; be prepared to assume services presently performed by the federal government if it discontinues its postal service to state
buildings •
. TABULATING--Install electronic computer; change to character sensing machines
to reduce keypunching; install typewriter key or tape puncher; update present equipment.
NEW SERVICES--TaKe over services presently bein~ provided by photography and
blue printing units in other state departments.
Public Property Division
PROVIDE additional parking facilities.
PROVIDE parking and security personnel and elevator operators with uniforms.
PROVIDE additional office space for legislative and executive branches of
st ate government.
EMPLOY a communications engineer.
ESTABLISH an inventory of real property owned by the state.
INSTALL centric equipment at Capitol switchboard to improve efficiency and
reduce overall costs.
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Procurement Division
EXPAND contract purchasing to enable any pOlitical subdivision. if it so desires, to part icipate in purchasing against open end contracts. This expansion
would require a separate contract handling section which would require four or five
new employees.
EXPAND manufacturing at Prison Industries of commodities for state use only in
lines such as soaps, detergents, chemicals. wood, steel furniture and paint.
ACQUIRE a central warehouse facility and provide a truck fleet to distribute
certain merchandise. such central warehouse to include facilities for the surplus
property program and the school lunch program. The warehouse should contain
500,000 square feet and the truck fleet should consist of ten tractors and trucks.
Forty-four new employees would be needed to man the central warehouse and truck
fleet. Central warehousing would also make feasible a traffic department which
would require a minimum staff of three employees. In addition to this and in order
to maintain warehouse inventory control records and to price, check and schedule
incoming agency requisitions, eight new clerical employees would be required.
EXPAND the buyer training program by employing three additional buyers.
Social Security Division
EXPAND the administration of the social security retirement program by employing two field auditors.
Central Motor Pool Division
EXPAND fleet of motor vehicles by 498 more units than the 650 units the pool
was scheduled to have by June 30. 1962,
EXPAND the motor pool's facilities in St. Paul by 300 per cent in order to
accommodate the fleet expansion.
ESTABLISH two satellite motor pool operations outside of the metropolitan area.
INCREASE number of employees from five to 34.
ACTION PROGRAM TO IMPLEMENT PLANS
To carry out the pla;s shown in the foregoing, tax programs are needed which
will provide the increased revenues necessary to finance the appropriations the
Legislature deems the public interest and need.
Plans with priority are as follows:
PROVIDE new office building to house legislative and administrative offices.
INSTALL electronic computer.
EXPAND budget division's staff.
ACQUIRE central Harehouse facility and truck fleet.
PROVIDE additional parking facilities.
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INCREASE number of motor vehicle units in central motor pool.
The const ruct ion of the new office building should begin during, the next
biennium.
The electronic computer should be' installed during the next biennium.
Expansion of the budget division should be accomplished by adding four employees to the staff on July I, 1963, and one on July I, 1965.
The central warehouse facility should be under construction during the year
beginning July I, 1963, and the truck fleet should be acquired during the following
year.
Additional parking facilities should be provided as soon as possible in order
to avoid the displacement accompanying the freeway construction.
The 489 motor vehicle units for the central motor pool should be added during
the early years of the coming decade.
BUDGETARY NEEDS
The estimated budget required to carry out the Department plans for the next
decade is as follows:
Biennium Ending June 30
1971
1963
1965
1967
1969
Total
Estimated Budget $10,023,222 $21,219,854 $13,553,522 $14,708,528 $16,055,750
Finan cing the Plan
The totals in the estimated budget are broken down as follows:
Biennium Ending June 30
1963

1967

1969

$ 6,790,522

$ 7,369,528

$ 7,941,750

6,663,000
100,000
S13,553,522

7,339,000

8,114,000

S14,708,528

$16,055,750

1965

General Reven ue Fund
Appropriations
$ 4,632,456 $ 5,756,854
Dedicated
5,967,000
Receipts
5,390,766
(1)
9,496,000
Borrowing
Total
SlO,023,222 S21,219,854

1971

(1) The 1961 Legislature appropriated over $29,000,000 for a building program
but no part of this sum may be used until the electorate adopts a constitutional
amendment so providing. For that reason, no building program expenditures are shown
for the 1961-63 and succeeding bienniums other than for, the legislative-administrative
office building and the central warehouse which have a special significan'ce for the
Department of Administration.
The financing of the above spending plan would be from 'General Revenue Fund
appropriations made available by the Legislature. the use of dedicated receipts
which would be based on charges sufficient to meet the cost of the various services
rendered, and building fund appropriations.
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The Commissioner of Administration and the State Architect serve in an advisory
capacity to the Legislative Building Commission, set up to study current and future
requirements for new buildings, for maintenance of existing buildings and for remodeling of old buildings. The Commission also explores methods of financing the
building program.
Since the Commission is not an administrative agency, building program expenditures are not included in any budget figures in this report.

-
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Chart
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

Governor

Commissioner
of Administration

Central Servl ces

Publl c Property

Department of Administration
Office of the Commissioner

1 - Commissioner
1 - Assistant Commissioner
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

Executive III
Accountant II
Accountant I
Account Clerk
Clerk Stenographer II
Clerk Typist I

8 - Total
Major Purpose or Functions:
1. Overall administrative planning as staff agency to the Governor.
2. Supervision of construction, maintenance, and repair of state-owned
buildings.
3. Supervision of state expenditures through the executive budget and
allotment system.
4. Central supply and services for all state departments and agencies.
5. Maintenance and operation of the Capitol group of buildings, supervision of rental of property, and maintenance of a perpetual inventory
of state property.
6. Central purchasing for state departments and agencies.
7. Management and organization studies.
8. Administration of Social Security coverage for participating government units.
9. Provide passenger motor vehicles for state departments.

Central
Motor Pool

Chart 2

Chart 3

Commissioner
of
Admin i stration

Commissioner
of
Adm in i strati on

I

I

Architectural and Engineering Division

Budget Divi si on

1 - State Architectural Engineer
2 - Arch itect II
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
1

- Civil Engineer III
- Mechanical Engineer
- Architect I
- Civil Engineer II
- Architectural Draftsman III
- Architectural Draftsman II
- Engineering Draftsman II
- Building Maintenance Supervisor
- Clerk Typist.II
- Clerk Typist I

1 - State Budget Officer
1 - Assistant Budget Officer
3
3
1
2
1

- Senior Budget Representative
- Budget Examiner II
- Budget Examiner I
- Budget Division Assistant
- Clerk Stenographer II

12 -Total

17 - Total

ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING DIVISION

1. Supervise preparation of all State building projects (except
University of Minnesota) and approve plans, specifications,
and equipment for these projects.
2. Approve construction contracts.
3. Prepare plans and specifications of small construction
projects.
4. Make periodic and final inspections of all projects, and
accept said projects on behalf of State.
5. Furnish construction cost estimates and formulate new
building projects for the Executive Budget.
6. Formulate rules and regulations for, and inspect and
supervise operations of all State heating and electric
power plants and their personnel.

BUDGET DIVISION

1. Prepare Biennial Budget for the Governor-Elect.
2. Operate Budget Allotment System.
3. Survey organization, administration, and management
of State agencies.

Chart 4
Commissioner
of
Admin i stration

I

I

I

Payroll Section

Tabulating Section

1 - Accountant I
1 - Account Clerk

1 - Tabulating Machine Supervisor V
1 - Tabulating Machine Supervisor ill
1 - Tabulating Machine Supervisor II
1 - Keypunch Supervisor
4 - Tabulating Machine Operator II
1 - Tabulating Machine Operator I
8 - Keypunch Operator
2 - Keypunch Operator Trainee

2 - Total

I

Central Services Division
1 - Director

I

Accounting Section

Central Stores Section

1 - Accountant II
3 - Account Clerk
1 - Clerk Typist I

1 - Stores Supervisor

I

I

I

Central Mailing Section

Documents Section

1 - Executive I
2 - Clerk ill
3 - Clerk II
4 - Clerk I

1 - Administrative Analyst II
1- Clerk Stenographer I
1 - Clerk Typist I

5 - Total

3 - Total
10 - Total

19 - Total
I

1

1

Central Stores

Central Addressograph

Central Microfilming

1 - Stores Clerk ill
3 - Stores Clerk II

I
Equipment Maintenance
an"d Rental

1 - Clerk I

1 - Addressograph Machine
Supervisor

I.

Central Duplicating

1
1
4
9
6
1

1 - Equipment Repair Foreman
4 - Office Equipment Mechanic
1 - Clerk I

4 - Total
6 - Total

I

I

Central Services DiviSion

-

Clerk Typist ill
Duplicating Machine Operator III
Clerk Typist II
Duplicating Machine Operator II
Duplicating Machine Operator I
Clerk Typist I

22 - Total

1. Provide a variety of services for state departments and
agencies on a centralized basis.
2. Furnish estimates on costs of service.
3. Determine procedures for new operations.
4. Survey new office equipment for use in Central Services
Division to provide greater efficiency and economy to
using State departments and agencies.

Payroll Section

1. Maintain central payroll account-

ing records for agencies participating in central payroll operation.

I
Central Stores

1. Procure and stock office supplies for

resale to all State departments and
agencies.

Tabulating Section

Accounting Section

1. Provide machine tabulating

service to all State departments and agencies.

1. Maintain all accounting records

Central Addressograph

1. Make addressograph plates, run mate-

rials, and maintain files of plates for
State departments and agencies.

Central Mailing Section

Documents Section

1. Provide inter-office and outgoing

1. Distribute and sell authorized

Addressograph, Microfilm,
Equipment and Duplicating
Units.

(except payroll) for Central
Services Division.

I

Stores Supervisor

1. Supervise operation of Stores,

I
Central Microfilming

1. Film, read and assemble microfilm

records for State departments and
agencies.

mail service for Capitol group of
buildings.

I

state Publications.

I
Equipment Maintenance and Rental

1. Maintain rental agency for office ma-

chines.
2. Maintain and repair office machines

for State departments and agencies.

Central Duplicating

1. Compose, run, and assemble duplieating job work.

Chart 5
Commissioner
of
Administration

r
Public Property Division

1 - Director
1 - Assistant Director
1 - Executive I

I

I
Communications

1 - switchboard Supervisor
2 - Switchboard
Operator II
16 - Switchboard
Operator I
19 - Total

I

Power-Heat Section
l-Ch~fPowMEng~eM

1 - Asst. Chief Power Engineer
1 - Electrician Foreman
I 1 - Steamfitter Foreman
~5 - Plant Maintenance Engineer
2 - Elevator Mechanic
1 - Machinist
2 - Electrician
1 - She et Metal Worker
5 - Heating Engineer
1 - Steamfitter
1 - Janitor

Office Management

I

I

Building Services

Security

Grounds

1 - Building Service
Foreman
4 - Janitor Foreman
3 - Window Washer
1 - Laborer II
6 - Laborer I
8 - Elevator Operator
72 - Janitor
24 - Custodial Worker

1 - Capitol Security
Supervisor
16 - Custodial Worker I

1 - Capitol Grounds
Foreman
11 - Groundsman I
3 - Truck Driver
2 - Laborer I

I
Building Maintenance

1 - Account Clerk
3 - Clerk III
1 - Mech anical Stock
Clerk II
2 - Tourist Guide II
1 - Mechanical Stock
Clerk I
1 - Clerk Stenographer II
2 - Clerk Typist II
1 - Clerk I
4 - Clerk Typist I

1
1
1
1
1
7
2
3
1
1
1

15 - Total

-

Building Foreman II
Painter Foreman
Carpenter Foreman
Plasterer
Upholsterer
Painter
Cabinet Maker
Carpenter
Machinist
General Repairman
Laborer II

17 - Total

17 - Total

119 - Total

20 - Total

32 - Total

Public Property Division

1. Maintain and operate Capitol group of buildings and grounds

including Ford Building Annex and Power Plant.
2. Make periodic inspection and appraisal of all state personal
property and maintain perpetual inventories thereof.
3. Transfer among state agencies or sell supplies, materials,
and equipment which are declared surplus, obsolete, or unused
including all buildings taken by the Highway and Conservation
Departments on condemnaUon proceedings.
4. Supervise rental of land and other premises for State purposes.
5. Rent out State property, real or personal, not needed for public use.

r

I

I

Communications

Power-Heat Section

OffIce Management

1. Provide correlation of personnel,
1. Operate light, heat, power

1. Operate Capitol switch-

and sanitary service.
2. Provide all related engineering service including
repair and maintenance.

board and supervise
telephone communication
in Capitol group of
buildings.
'~

'_ _

~.·c=·"·~

=

records, and the general operation of the Division.
2. Maintain perpetual inventory on
all State personal property.
3. Approve rentals and leases for
all State agencies.

I

I

I

Building Maintenance

Building Servl~ell

1. Provide carpentry, painting,

1. Provide janitorial and

plastering, structural
maintenance and repair
service for the Capitol
group of buildings.

elevator service for
the Capitol group of
buildings.

Security

1
Grounds

1. Provide watchman

service for the Capitol
group of buildings.
2. Operate and supervise
Capitol parking lots
and facilities.

1. Maintain grounds for
the entire Capitol
approach area.

Chart 6
Chart 7
Commissioner
of
Administration
Commissioner
of
Administration

I
Procurement Division

I

1 - Director
1 - Assistant Director

Social Security Retirement Division

I

I

1 - Director

I

Buying Services

1 - Research Analyst II
1 . Clerk Stenographer II

Federal Surplus Property Utilization

1 - SurIllus Property Supervis or
1 - Buyer II
1 - Buyer I
1 - Heavy Eguiyment Operator
1 - Stores Clerk IV
1 - Clerk Typist III
2 - Clerk Stenographer II
1 - Stores Clerk II
2 - Laborer II
2 - Clerk Typist II
1 - Truck Driver
1 - Clerk II
4 - Laborer I
1 - Clerk Stenographer I
1 - Clerk I

1 - Printing Supervisor
1 - Specifications Engineer
7 - Buyer II
1 - Buyer-Pharmacist
1 - Law Enforcement Inspector II
2 - Clerk Typist III
1 - Clerk Stenographer III
1 - Laboratory Technician II
2 - Clerk Stenographer II
10 - Clerk Typist II
1 - Comptometer Operator
1 - Clerk II
10 - Clerk Typist I
1 - Clerk I
40 - Total

3 - Total

Social Security Retirement Division

1. Administer Social Security coverage for participating
governme ntal units.
2. Conduct referenda on Social Security coverage.
3. Receive and transmit to Federal government program
contributions and reports.
4. Modify State-Federal agreement to include newly covered
units.

Chart 8

21- Total

Commissioner
of
Adm in istration
Procurement D ivi si on

I

1, Procure materials, equipment, supplies, and utility servic.es for all
state agencies, except the University of Minnesota.
2. Provide for inspection and testing of the above.
3. Establish and enforce standards for all supplies, materials, and
equipment in common use.
4. Prescribe form and proper use of procurement requisitions.
5. Prescribe regulations governing purchasing procedures.

I

I

2. Prepare advertising and bids.
3. Accept bids, prepare tabulations, and award orders.
4. Maintain commodity index record.
5. Advise on standardization and simplification.
6. Arrange and conduct laboratory tests.
7. Order and secure printing and place advertising.
8. Measure and issue certificates for legal publications.
9. Publish statutes, Session Laws, Probate Code, and other
authorized publications.

1 - Director
1
1
2
1
1
1

I
Federal Surplus Property Utilization

Buying Services

1. Select buying techniques and develop specifications.

Centra I Motor Pool

8

-

Clerk Typist I
Clerk Typist II
Auto Serviceman
Mechanical Stock Clerk I
Account Clerk
Auto Mechanic

Total

1. Procure personal and real property by screening, inspection

2.
3.
4.
5.

and application.
Secure property by transporting and conveyance of title.
Receive and warehouse personal property.
Distribute and allocate or adjudicate property to eligibles.
Effect compliance and utilization requiremellts.

Central Motor Pool

1. Establishes procedures relating to the issuance
of pool vehicles to using departments.
2. Surveys auto usage to insure compliance with
policies and procedures.
3. Receives requests for and furnishes vehicles.
4. Computes charges and bills departments.
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DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
In 1933 the Legislature created a five-man State' Aeronautics Commission but
made no appropriation to it. In 1943 the Legislature replaced the five-man commission with a State Department of Aeronautics and made the first appropriation for
administrative duties and functions. This Legislature also codified the existing
aeronautics statutes and made provision for an amendment to the State Constitution.
The so-called Aeronautics Code is contained in Chapter 360 of Minnesota Statutes.
The Department of Aeronautics is headed by a Commissioner and is operated as a separate department of state government.
In 1944 the Aviation Amendment or Amendment No. 19 to the State Constitution
was passed by a substantial majority of the electorate. It authorized the state to
build and assist "municipalities in building and improving airports and other air navigation facilities. The amendment further authorized the state to issue bonds for
this purpose and to levy special taxes on aircraft and aviation fuels to repay these
bonds (in the manner that highway construction was financed).
In 1945 the Legislature amended the state department act to conform to the Recommended Uniform Act. During this session of the Legislature, the aircraft registration, airline flight property, and aviation gasoline tax acts were enacted, and
the revenues from these sources were dedicated to the repayment of the certificates
of indebtedness authorized for airport improvement, construction, and air navigation
facilities.
ORGANIZATION
(See Chart 1)
Functions of the Department inelude:
Municipal Airport Development.
Public Airport Management.
Airport Operations and Flight Training.
Private Airport Development.
Civil Defense.
Safety and Enforcement.
Airline Route Development.
Radio Nav-aids.
AirCI'aft Registration.
Information Services.
Air Age Education.
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Chart
DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
COMMISSIONER

Deputy Commissioner

(Chief Engr. CE V)

ENGINEERING

Account Clerk

Cooperation With Other Agencies of Government
General Administration

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
This is stated in Chapter 360 of Minnesota

Statutes~

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Goals of this Department include:
Airport

~onstruction

and Improvement

EXPAND airports and buildings to keep abreast of new equipment used for expanded airline service.
ENLARGE all airports at cities being visited by large executive-type aircraft
to prevent marginal 'safety operations or cancellation of flights.
PUT LANDING STRIP airports into all towns needing them for business or tourist
access or where local flying justifies public strip built to state safety standards.
PROTECT high safety standar'ds and dollar investment in airports by expanding
clear zones p enforcing zoning ordinances or tall structure law.
INCREASE number of hangars in the state until both local owners and transients
have protection needed forI their aircraft -_. especially from winter weather, sun and
high winds.
Radio Navigational Aids
MAKE thirty maj or public airports acc~ssi.ble· in .Instrument Flight Rule (IFR)
conditions 0 Give pilots omni-range coverage throughout the state with at least two
omnis within reach at an altitude of 1,000 'feet everywhere
0

Airline Service
NEW SERVICE and improvements in service in the next ten years should be sought
to bring at least minimum service to the 500~000 Minnesotans now out of reach, to
upgrade present local service in terms of frequency, timing, connections, and equipment that will at least double the air penetration of the intercity market and put
local airline stops on a footing less inferior to the larger trunk stops. Service
at the trunk stops should be improved to include through service to twice as many
major cities and especially to many more international points.
DEVELOP air ta,d or "thirtd level" service on a broader basis better understood
by the public~ more accessible§ and able to operate via IFR to more cities.
Research and Planning
ENLARGE program of assisting smaller commtmities in preparing airport master
plans and zoning maps. Provide information and assistance to communities on pOlicies
and legal decisions with regard to clear zones.
MAKE periodic surveys of general aviation operation at all airports. Collect
information about the density of travel on various routes through the state and the
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frequency of instrument conditions Or marginal weather conditions in different areas.
Make periodic surveys of the aircraft fleet in Minnesota to determine the composition in terms of type of aircraft, utility, and radio-navigational equipment.
MAKE more use of statistical techniques and the IBM facilities of other state
'departments. Continue and expand coordination of activities with other state departments.
Safety
DOUBLE points where aviation weather information is available.
EXPAND pilot safety conferences so all pilots are in reach of 15 hours of refresher courses per year.
FINANCING
The department operates on dedicated funds and does not receive any monies from
General Revenue. The department is financed by the following taxes and receipts:
Aviation fuel tax, flight property tax, aircraft registration tax, federal receipts,
and local donors' receipts.
Major functions of 1959-61 biennium and how they were financed include:
Construction & Maintenance of Airports
(including VORs--navigational aid facilities)

$2,656,513.79

Federal
Local
Sale of Certificates

138,551.97
1,215,040.75

Salaries (financed by tax receipts)

$

Supplies & Expense (financed by
tax receipts)

277.672.90
106,689.64

Certificate Interest & Principal Payments
(financed by tax receipts)
Dedicated receipts for fiscal 1959-61 included:
Aviation Fuel Tax

$

669,965.32

Aircraft Registration Tax

253,571.50

Flight, Property Tax

537,099.88

Total:
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STANDARDS
The Minnesota Department of Aeronautics has established construction standards
which in general conform to the standards of other state agencies which have similar
con~truction work.
These standards have, in large part. been approved by the Federal Aviation Agency.
All municipal airport projects in Minnesota must be approved by the Minnesota
Department of Aeronautics. Projects involving federal funds must also be approved
by the Federal Aviation Agency.
State navigational aid facilities are designed to meet the standards of the
International>Civll Aviation Organization.
All public-use airports in Minnesota must meet state licensing standards for
safety purposes.
Other department safety standards cover commercial operations.
PLANS AND ACTION PROGRAMS
The ten-year plan (1962-72) contemplates that a 5.000-foot paved and lighted
runway is the minimum for those airports in the Key System used by the airlines.
Some of these require greater lengths for the larger jet aircraft. All of the twenty-nine airports in this system must accommodate the heavier aircraft used by industry. This means three runway paving projects and ten runway extension projects
will be needed in addition to the normal improvements required to keep pace with increased traffic.
Wold-Chamberlain airport will require extension of the parallel NW/SE runway. an
additton- t>o Pie):' >BfoX'se-cond-le;felloading,·construction·of> PIer A with expansion of
main terminal and a general aviation service building. Anoka County airport will require expansion to airline size to accommodate corporate and industry aircraft.
The secondary system now has forty~threeairports and will need to be expanded
to fifty-five to furnish adequate airports for small corporate and business air traffic! At the present rate of improvement of this fleet, it becomes necessary to have
sixteen runway surfacing projects, twenty-nine apron paving projects and thirty-two
runway lighting projects.
Both of these systems will, require normal miscellaneous work, such as water and
sewer facilities, entrance road and parking area surfacing, safety fencing and seal
coating. Seal coating program for both systems will require $1.800,000 in state
funds.
The thirty-nine landing strip~ to give air travel to smaller communities are far
short of the current needs. The Department estimates> 102 additional strips are needed to serve communities where no base operations are expected. (See Landing Strip
System - Ten Year Program) This may not be realized for two reasons: local financing for acquisition of site, and inability of the department to handle this volume.
Additional personnel are required if this program proceeds.
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This program will cost $34,878,000, as follows:
Land
Key (except Wold)
Key (Wold)
Secondary
Landing Strips
Totals:

$1,378,000
1,200,000
1,023,000
645,000
$4,246,000

Airport
Construction
$12,010,000
6,450,000
3,262,000
1,890,000
$23,612,000

Buildings

Total

$1,545,000
5,350,000
125,000

$14,933,000
13,000,000
4,410,000
2,535,000
$34,878,000

$7,020,000

This program is consistent with the National Airport Plan. Based on present
federal policy and criteria, a total of $11,500,000 in federal funds will be required. This amount can be anticipated on past program appropriations for the
Federal Aid Airport Program.
State aid in the amount of $9,800,000 is required on present state participation basis. This includes $5,500,000 state aid for Wold-Chamberlain Field.
Present financing will not provide adequate state funds for this program. By
limiting state participation on Wold-Chamberlain to 33 1/3% on both federal and
state-local projects, a total of $5,900,000 in state funds would be required.
If no state funds are used for further improvements to Wold, the state aid required is $4,300,000, or $860,000 per biennium.
The recommendation of this department is that the airport program be based on
$860,000 state aid each biennium. and the Wold-Chamberlain projects be programmed

for separate allocation dependent on a review of income each biennium. An alternative is to increase the time for retirement of the certificates of indebtedness.
LANDING STRIP SYSTEM -- TEN-YEAR PROGRAM (1962-72)
These are the results of a study conducted regarding the future landing strip
development program covering the next ten years.
The purpose of this research is to prepare a guide in selecting municipalities
which will best serve communities that presently do not have airports.
In this study all towns in Minnesota are divided into two categories: communities with populations over 1.000, and those between 500 and 1,000. These municipalities are not now served by airports, and are not included in any of the three
prevailing airport systems~
In the group selected there are 56 in the,first category and 29 in the second.
In addition there are still 17 municipalities, of a limited 60, in the present system, without airport facilities. This gives a total of 102 proposed landing strip
constructions in the next ten years. The following basic factors affected the
choice of the towns:
PRESENT ACTIVITIES, interest and number of based aircraft.
DISTANCES from existing or proposed airport facilities.
arbitrarily selected as a minimum of 10 miles.

This distance has been

PREFERENCE has been given to municipalities which are county seats.
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THE LARGER TOWNS have been given first consideration.
For explanatory purposes, symbols have been used and they are placed
the name of the municipality. An asterisk indi.cates the town is a county
small number in parenthesis shows the number of based aircraft there. and
number gives the population. The last figures are shown with alternates,
to the one listed.

opposi.te
seat, a
the large
in addition

The city of East Grand Forks was not included in the groups selected. At the
present time the municipality is located near and is being served by the Grand Forks
International Airport t North Dakota. It is nO\<1 planned. however t to abandon the present airport and de'velop one approximately eig!1t miles west of Grand Forks. When
this project becomes a reality. consideration should be given to an airport develop~~!lt _~1= _East ,~r,~~4, F9rks ,.ei thE3~ ion _the landing strip or in the _"secondary" class!-

'fication~

Towns which otherwise might qualifYt but because they are located on or near the
state borders as well as close to existing out-af-state airports, were eliminated
from further consideration: Ellsworth (Rock Rapids t Iowa); Ceylon (between Fairmont.
Minnesota, and Esterville~ Iowa); LaCrescent (LaCrosse. Wisconsin); Breckenridge
(Wahpeton, North Dakota); Moorhead (Fa~go~ North Dakota, and an existing field at
Dilworth) "
Some of the municipalities recommended
may, because of their large populations and
ed in the "secondary" classification" This
6,560; Northfield, 7,487; East Grand Forks~
4,608; and Waseca, 4,927.

or presently in the landing strip system
other basic factors, eventually be placlist includes: Anoka, 7.396; Hastings,
5.049; Moorhead, 14,870; Litchfield,

In the past, the state has participated in the construction of landing strips
in municipalities which are located in the tourist areas and near the Canadian border. Such airports have been developed under the sponsorship of the following communities: -- -E-owst'rlng Township, East- Gull Lake, Longville, Pine Creek and Waskish.
Recently Orr (309) was added to the system and the airport there may be constructed
in a year or two. Additional communities, may be add.ed to this group in the years
ahead.
The "alternates" in princi.ple and relative location also qualify for future consideration. Preference will depend upon the interest shown, aviation activity and
the ability to meet the initial obli.gations of acquiring a suitable site with the required clear zones 9 etc.
The creation and influx of new industries, such as the taconite process, will
affect and develop certain areas faster than others, which may influence the interest
in and the necessity for airport facilities o This is taking place in Babbitt, Hoyt
Lakes and Silver Bay.
Therefore, this proposal will undergo changes and additions periodically.
The map at the end of this appendix shews the location and classificati.on of all
existing and proposed airports in Minnesota and those selected in this study. Symbols show the following categories:
Existing airpoI'ts in the Landing Strip System.
Existing airports in the Secondary Systemo
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Existing airports in the Key System.
Existing public privately-owned airports.
Municipalities in existing Landing Strip System with airports yet to be developedt

Proposed additions to Landing Strip System.

BUDGETARY NEEDS AND FINANCING THE PLAN
Future financing of department activities will be from receipts and sale of
bonds. Airport construction needs will require the sale of bonds in 1963 and 1965.
Beginning with 1967 the construction program will be financed from receipts. All
outstanding obligations will be retired in 1971. (See Table I)
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Table I
Finance PI an*

Year

Recei pts

Expendituresl/

Sale of Bonds

1961
1962

Accumulated
Balance
Carried
Construction'l:./ Forward
$

127,866
117,259

$1,099,265

$1,109,872

"

196#/

1,187,515

1,127,558

"

1964

1,293,765

1,264,089

"

"

206,892

196#1

1,327,765

1,168,932

"

"

365,725

1966

1,361,765

1,140,200

"

"

587,290

1967§}

1,395,765

1,300,558

$450,000

232,497

1968

1,429,765

1,105,478

450,000

106,784

1969

1,463,765

729,250

450,000

391,299

1970

1,493,765

588 v 500

450,000

846,564

1971

1,532 11 765

375.000

450,000

I, 554, 329

"

177,216

* Exdusive oj jederaL and LocaL funds.

!I

Bond retirement, interest, and salaries and expenses.

~ Airport construction and improvements and navigational
aid program.

1963-65 construction financed by selling bonds
totaling $900,000.
1965-67 construction financed by selling bonds
totaling $900,000.

§j Future construction financing will be from receipts.

Proposed Development of Landing Strips in
Municipalities of 500 to 1.000 Population
(Not included in present systemo)
Annandale

Maple Plain (area)

Balaton (1)

Morgan (5) Existing

Blackduck (2)

Sites have been investigated
in this area.

New York Mills (1)
North Branch (1)

Clearbr100k (2)

AlteI~nate:

Nisswa .., Existing

Wood Lake 506
Cottonwood

Oklee (1)

Floodwood (3)

Parkers Prail"'ie

Goodhue

:
Cannon Falls

Alternat(~

Graceville (3)

f{oyalton

Hancock (3)

Sebeka

Herman (1)

Twin Valley (7)

Heron T.Jake (l)

Wabasso (1)

Alternate:
Menahga (3)

Hoffman
1:

Ivanhoe

Walnut

Kerkhoven

Watkins
Alternate~

Kiester (3)

Bricelyn 542
T.Jindstrom (l)

*

Altel'nates:
Center City (4) 293
Chisago City 772
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Gr~ove

(5) .., Existing

Proposed Development of Landing Strips in
Municipalities of 1,000+ Population
(Not included in the present Landing Strip System.)
Legend
( ) Airplanes Based 1/1/62
~.( County Seat

*

Ada (7) Existing

*

Anoka (12) [SecondaryJ 7396

Edgerton (0)
~.(

Adrian (1)

Fairfax (0)
~.(

Albany (0)
~.(

Elk Ri vel" (1 )

Foley (0)

Bagley (1)

Forest Lake - Existing

Alternate:
Belle Plaine (1) Chaska (1)
Jordan (1)

Fulda (4)

Blooming Praire (4)

*

Gaylord 1631

*

Hastings (2)

Alternate:
Arlington 1601
Winthrop 1381

Browns Valley (3)
~.(

*

Buffalo (3)
Alternate:
Houston (2) 1082
Spring Grove (3) 1342

Caledonia (0)

[Secondary 7] 6560

Harmony (2)
Hawley ,(2)

Cass Lake (3)
Chatfield (0)

Kenyon

Clara City (2) 1106

Alternate:
Raymond (1) 580

Clarkfield (1)

*

Lake City 3457
Lake Crystal (2)
Lamberton (5)
Long Prairie (1)

Cokato (3)
Mapleton

Cold Spring (0)
Crosby (2) Area (6)

Alternate:
Deerwood (1)
Ironton (1)

,'(

Milaca
Minneota (1)

Dilworth (0)

Alternate:
Moorhead (11) 14,870

Alternates:
New Prague (2) 2533
LeCenter (2) 1597

Montgomery 2118
Monticello (6)

Existing

Mountain Lake (1)
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Alternate:
Butterfield

Nashwauk (4) 1712

Alternates:
Keewatin 1651
Marble 879
Bovey 1086
Coleraine 1346
Calumet 799

Northfield (4) [Secondary] 7487

*

Near Stanton (7)
to be abandoned?

Olivia (3)
Pine Island
Plainview (2)

,/(

Preston (1)
Renville (2)
Rosemount (12) Existing
Rushford (1)
St. Charles
Sherburn (1)

Near Trimont (5)

Slayton
Spring Valley (3)
Truman (2)·
Waconia (2)
Waterville (2)
Winnebago

Note:

East Grand Forks "Secondary?"
Grand Forks (North Dakota) to be rebuilt at a site approximately 8 miles
west of town. which may justify a development at and east of East Grand
Forks.
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
HISTORY OF DEPARTMENT
Before 1920 the improvement of roads and streets in Minnesota was the responsibility of the municipalities. townships and counties. with only a limited degree
of participation by the state government in the financing and supervision of the
overall road program.
In that year. however. the accumulating needs and pressures for a state-wide
road construction program produced a basic change in public pOlicy: between 1920 and
1925 the st ate government was given the task of building ~" maintaining and operat ing
a basic system of roads t the Highway Department was expanded and reorganized; 'a
6.800-mile network of trunk highway routes was established, and a combination of
bond and user-tax financing (license fee and motor-fuel tax) was adopted. By the
middle 1920s the basic framework of the present programs had been well established.
The early period of state roadbuilding was dominated by an interest in surfacing as many miles of roads as possible,as quickly as possible. ,By the late 1920s
virtually all the' then-existing trunk highway system had been improved with some
type of surfacing (even if non-dustless) and a substantial start had been made on
the paving program.
The 19 30s. however. brou'ght a general financial Cr1.S1S, with a double impact on
revenues and on responsibilities from which the state road program has never really
recovered. The trunk highway system was expanded by some 65 per cent. through the
transfer of some 4.500 miles of county roads to State jurisdiction and through the
assignment of responsibility to the State for the extension of trunk routes into
major cities. At the same time. available revenues were reduced through cuts in
license fees. By 1941 the percentage of surfacing on the trunk highway system was
only about what it had been in 1932.
The period since 1945 has been. in many ways. an entirely new situation, characterized by the development of roads as major freight carriers; by the large and quite
rapid increase in total vehicle traffic; by the very large rise in the dollar size
of construction programs. by the substantial increase in federal aids; by the new
Interstate Highway program; by the need for advance programming; research and planning. by the increasingly complex problem of cutting high-capacity roads through urban
areas--and by the evermore serious problem of finance. following the decision in 1956
to allow other levels of government to share more widely in user-tax revenues.
The present size and importance of the Department's programs are reflected in
all the figures illustrating the growth in its budget over the past five years and.
to some extent. by the opening of the new Highway Department office building in 1958.
ORGANIZATION
The organizational setup of the Highway Department directly reflects its primary
responsibilities: the construction and maintenance of roads and the administration
of programs of highway safety. There are also. of course. accompanying administrative and staff services.
Sections responsible for road and bridge design. traffic engineering. construction and maintenance operations, and materials and research are grouped into the
Engineering Division. Up to 1957. field maintenance and construction operations were
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supervised directly from the central office. The coming of the Interstate Hifhway
program, however, produced a tremendous expansion in the size of the construction
program and made the traditiopal organizational arrangements increasingly c~mbersome
and inadequate. As a result, decision-making authority and responsibility was
decentralized to the district engineers. The new arrangements have proved successful, and it is likely that other operating functions will be decentralized over the
next several years.
Two other Department funct ions have recent ly been gi ven di vision status:
of-way and State Aid.

Right-

By 1959, too, it had become evident that more formal and systematic procedures
were necessary in determining highway needs and in developing construction programs
to meet these needs in the years immediately ahead. Accordinp.ly, a Planning and
Programming Division was established, made responsible to the office of the Commissioner, and given the task of bringins the resources of economics, peopraphy,
statistics and community planning as well as enBineering to bear on the problem of
eval uating highway needs and developing highway programs.
Sections responsible for traffic law enforcement, driver examination and
licensing, and safety promotion make up the Safety Division which, like the other
divisions, is directly responsible to the office of the Commissioner •
.The structure of supporting staff services and of the field or~ani.zation is best
summarized in the table of organization (Chart 1) and in Charts 2, 3, 4, and 5 and
accompanying maps.
CHART 2
Authorized Number of Uniformed Personnel
Eac h Hi g.h way Pat r olD i s t ric t

Dist. No.
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000

Headquarters
Rochester
Marshall
New Brighton
St. Cloud
Br'ainerd
Det roi t Lakes
Virginia
Thief River Falls
St. Paul
Central Office

in

No. of Employees
53
43
37
41
35
33
44
26
42
23
377

CHART 3
Authorized Number of Drivers License
Examiners in Each Sector

Sector

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

r.

G.
H.

Headquarters
St. Paul
Minneapolis
Rochester
Windom
St. Cloud
Montevideo
Grand Rapids
Park Rapids

No. of Employees
18
'18
9

9

10
9
9
9

91
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Chart 3

MINNESOTA DRIVER LICENSE EXAMINERS
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CHART

~

Authorized Number of Employees in Each Construction
District and Maintenance Area

Dist. or
Area No.

Headquarters
Duluth
Duluth
Virginia
Bemidji
Bemidji
Crookston
Brainerd
Brainerd
St. Cloud
Det roi t Lakes
Detroit Lakes
Harris
Golden Valley
Golden Valley
St. Paul Park
Rochester
Rochester
Owatonna
Mankato
Mankato
\'lindom
Willmar
Willmar
Marshall
Metro. Area

2
2A~':

2B~':

3
3A'I:
3B~':

8
8A~':
8B~':

9

* indicates

Maintenance Area

No. of
Employees
161
127
120
73

76
71
90
95

106
117
94
70
160
216
145
179
113
94

108
86
79
73

82
82
326
2~943

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
Perhaps more than most departments. the Highway Department draws its basic
authority from the Minnesota State Constitution. Its programs are also based very
largely in State statutes. Though federal laws and local ordinances do affect the
Department's operations. they are not the original source of authority for its programs.
The Department's fundamental responsibility and authority to construct. reconstruct, maintain and improve public highways stems from amendments--at various dates-to the State Constitution. The 1920 Amendment laid out the original trunk highway
system; provided for road-user financing through dedicated funds; and authorized the
addition of other' routes by statute. Subsequent legislatures have added a substantial number of routes. improvements on which now account for a significant part of
the annual construction and maintenance programs.
A constitutional amendment in 1928 formed the original authority for the sharing of gas-tax revenue with the counties. The authority and responsibility for this
program of state aid was subsequently modified by the amendment adopted in 1956.
establishing the municipal state-aid and county state-aid road systems. and revising
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Chart 4
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the method of allocating user-tax revenues among the three jurisdictions& State
law. too& sets up the procedures for administering the program of federal aid to
county y.'oads 0

Statutes are also the basis for the Departme~t's operations in the field of
traffic safety
Laws provide for the issuance (and revocation) of licenses and for
the examination of drive:r:~s0 and for a Highl",ay Patrol charged principally with the
enforcement of motor vehicle laws
&

&

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
In general fj the goal of the Highway Department is to develop ,and operate a
statev.1ide highway system capable of meeting the needs of the state 9 s road users and
of carrying the required traffic with a maximum of convenience and safety.
fvlore specifically

0

the Department considers i.ts objectives are:

TO CONSTRUCT and maintain a system of all-weather roads capable of handling
st atewide legal maximum loads for year'-round service.
TO EEPAIR or reconstruct all bridges and roadways on the trunk high\-Jay system
which do not rnel~t cur:r€ntly~accepted minimum design standards.

I

TO IMPROVE and rebuild
system.

sub~standard

roads recently added to the trunk highway

WHERE SEGMENTS of the trunk highway system do meet adequate design· standards \I
to resurface and maintain the roadway so as to improve riding quality and safety t
and to reduce the costs of travel to road users,

SYSTEMATICALLY to record and evaluate the physical and operational needs of the
trunk high\-JaYe county state~aid and municipal state.... aid routes. as a basis for
better judging the priori ty and justification for impr'ovements within each class of
routes
f

TO BRING its programs into conformance \Ali th the recommended standards and
uniform codes drawn up by the various national professional and technical organizations working in the field of highway operations ~ so far as these proposed st andards
and codes cover the needs and problems of the 8i tuation in Minnesota.

TO HECOr1~1END project construct ion on the basis of the needs for traffic-carrying capacity as well as the needs for community service.
TO LOCATE ~ plan and build its proj eets vdth a maximum degree of cooperation and
consultation wi th responsible local officials ~ making the best. possible compromise
between the overall transportation requirements of an area and the needs and desires
of the communities and neighborhoods through which these highways pass o
TO ELIlvlINATE deaths and injuries in highway traffic so far as possible.
FINANCING

The Highway Department is financed ent 1re1y out of canst i tutionally·~dedicated
funds. with revenue derived from the following sources:
HIGHWAY USER TAXES. This source of state highway revenue consists of monies
recei ved from the sale of motol.' vehicle license plates and from the gasoline tax
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(currently! five cents per gallon). After deductions for refunds (for non-highway
use of gasoline). for collection costs. and to the Conservation Department for unrefunded tax paid on gasoline used in motorboats. the balance is placed in the Highway
User Tax Distribution Fund and divided as follows: 62 per cent to the trunk highways;
29 per cent to the county state-aid roads; 9 per cent to the municipal state-aid
roads. For fis cal 1961 the 62 per cent sh are available fa r trunk highway work tot aIled just over $61,600,000.
DRIVERS LICENSE FEES. This income roughly covers the cost of operating the
driver-licensing program. In fiscal year 1961 these fees produced about $1,600,000.
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS. Fund balances encumbered but not yet disbursed are
invested, and in 1961 produced some $1,480,000 in interest income.
PATROL FINES. Five-eighths of the fines resulting from arrests made by Highway
Patrol officers are remitted to the state. The counties retain three-eighths of the
amounts collected.
FEDERAL AID. Very large amounts are now being made available, partiCUlarly for
work on the Interstate system. For fiscal 1962 these amounted to about $83.500,000.
In addition, portions of the existing state and county highway systems have
been designated as federal-aid routes--the so-called ABC system. There is a "Primary"
system, made up almost ent irely of state trunk highways. There is a "secondary"
system, made up partly of trunk highways and partly of highways in the county stateaid system. There is also a special category of supplementary federal aid to be
used on the extensions of primary and secondary routes into urban areas.
Together, these ABC funds amounted for fiscal 1962 to $21.600,000. The proportion available for work on state trunk highways has varied over recent years, not
only with the total amounts made available but also with decisions by the Commissioner
on the amount of federal-aid-secondary funds to be reliquished by the state to the
counties for work on the county portions of the secondary system.
It is important to recognize a distinction between the amounts apportioned to
Minnesota for a given year and the amounts actually available for use. The federal
government imposes a control on the obligation of its apportionments in order to
hold actual spending in line with the rate at which money is accumulating in the
federal trust fund.
Of the $83,500,000, apportioned to the state for fiscal 1962, for example. only
some $65,000,000 was expected to be available. From the time the control was imposed
in the late 1950s Minnesota Highway commissioners have elected to spend the available
money first on the primary and secondary systems. and to plan for a possible speed-up
in work on the Interstate system should federal-aid funds later be released at a
faster rate.
Taking the sources of funds together, the amounts available for trunk highway
purposes (ABC and Interstate) amounted for fiscal 1962 to $125,000,000. Table I shows
receipts and expenditures for the trunk highway fund for the past three years. The
"miscellaneous" item represents reimbursement for department serv,ices or supplies furnished to other agencies. Table II indicates the amounts expected to be available for
interstate and trunk highway purposes from 1962 through 1971.
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TABLE I
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HI'GHWAYS
Comparative Statement of Income and Expenditures
Fiscal Years 1959 - 1960 - 1961

INCOME
Highway User Tax (62%)
Federal Aid
Interest on Investments
Highway Patrol Fines
Miscellaneous Receipts
Drivers License Fees
Sale of Bridge & R/W Bonds
Sale of St. Paul Bonds
Total Income

r. Y. 1959
F. Y. 1960
r. Y. 1961
$ 55.862.872.89 $ 58.637.400.38 $ 60.564.894.55
49.874.324.89
57.190.917.33
59.860.750. 1+5
1.388.992.96
1.506.073.33
1.477.654.47
906.888.87
512.207.81
562.190.72
1.419.107.85
1.851.001.41
1. 782.378.08
976.882.01
2.097.818.20
1.717,216.91
12.123.532.33
1.250,000.00
$122,552.601.80 $121,795.418.46 $127.215.085.18

EXPENDITURES
Interest & Principal on Bonds
Road Construction
Maintenance
Traffic Patrol & Safety Prom.
Dri vers License
Administration and Others
Expense to Other State Depts.
Central Office Bldg. Construction
Total Expenditures

$ 1.678.400.00 $ 2.022.400.00 $ 3.394.650.00
108.245.440.77
86.656.528.64 100.105.504.69
20.871.638.47
20.515.605.07
21,759.243.14
2.434.295.91
2.904.717.40
3.001.333.57
1,333.349.29
1.457.265.26
1.536.217.66
2.147.419.74
2.013.542.92
1.848,995.22
579,402.86
279.253.97
465.622.36
1,756.422.73
275.788.53
$1 38 • '"146 .220 • 88 "X$":'"1":'"1~6-t3::-:1:-:1~.~4~7=0-.0::1 ~8 ~$0::-1~32~.2::-:2~5~.--::3~4~7:--.":'"1~4

Finance Services
February 2. 1962
Source:
F. Y. 1959
F. Y. 1960
F. Y. 1960

Financial Service Reports - Fiscal 1960. Exhibit 10
"
"
"
""
"10
"
"
"
"1961
"
8
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TABLE II

ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE
Bridge Bond Funds
Reserve For Matching Interstate
City of St. Paul Special Projects
Contingent Reserve - State Funds
Interstate Federal Aid
Subtotal
Motor Vehicle Tax
Gasoline Tax
Less Expense:
Motor Vehicle and Petroleum Divisions
Other State Departments
Maintenance and Service Highway Building
Unrefunde~ Motor Boat Gasoline Tax
Net Revenue Highway Users

1964

$.

3.957.478

$

4.128.000

Minnesota Department of Highways
Proposed Ten Year Finance Plan Based on Needs
Tax study Committee
'F r S CAL YEA R
1965
1966
1967
1968
$
$
$
$
2.810.008
1.920.738
1.381.218
1.192.148
2.602.500
964.000

-

-

-

Subtotal - Trunk Highway 62%
Miscellaneous Receipts
Interest on Investments
Drivers License Fees
Patrol Fines
Income Sale of Highway Building
City of St. Paul Special Projects
Federal Aid Allotments:
ABC Roads
Interstate Roads
Subtotal
Reserve Carry-over
Bond Funds
Interstate Federal Funds
Reserve for Matching Interstate
City of St. Paul Special Projects
Subtotal
Total Estimated Funds Available

1 •.1 50.498-.

$

1.339.428

1971

-

$

1972

1973

$

1.545.768

39.574.781

28.100.081

19.207.381

13.812.181

$ 33.512.589

$ 22.092.119

$ 15.193.399

S 13.113,629

11.504.981
S 12.655.479

13.39 4 ,281
S 14.733.709

$ 45.633.000

$ 46.774,000 '$ 47.943.000
63,545.000
65,134,000

$ 49.142.000
66.752,000

$ 50.370.000

$ 51.629.000

$ 52.920,000

68.421,000

70.131.000

71.884.000

$ 54.243.000
73.681.000

$ 55,599,000
75.523,000

$ 56.989.000
77.411.000

2.700,000
50.000
65.000
390,000
$104.424.000

2,400,000
55,000
70.000
400.000
$107.394,000

2,800.000
60.000
75.000
410.000
$109,732,600

2.500,000
65.000
80,000
420,000
$ll2. 829 ,000

2.850.000
70.000
85.000
430,000
Sll5 ,356 ,000

2.550.000
75.000
90.000
440.000
$118,605,000

2.900.000
80.000
95,000
450,000
$121.279. 000

2,650.000
85.00C
100,OOr
460.00 '
$124.629.00,)

2.950.000
90.000
105.000
470.000
$127,507.000

2.750,000
95.000
110.000
480,000
S130 ,965 ,000

$ 64,742,880

$ 66.584.280

$ 68,033.840

$ 69.953.980

$ 71.520,720

$ 73,535.100

$ 75.192,980

$ 77.269.980

. $ 79,054-,34-0

$

$

$

$

$

$

61,996.000

1,500.000
900.000
'2,200,000
550.000
20.000

18.702,000
69,642.000
S 93,514,000

Less:

Br~dge

1970

1~69

$ 47.660.259

-

+:

ex>

..:::

-

$

-

1,500,000
900,000
1.800,000
550,000
20.000

19,198.000
72,224.000
$ 96,192,000
$

-

1,500,000
800,000
1,800,000
550,000
20.000

19.198.000
74.799,000
S 98.667,000
$

-

1.500.000
800,000
1,800.000
. 555.000
20,000

19,692.000
77.381,000
$101.748.000
$

-

28.100.081
2.810.008
2.602,500
S 33.512,589

19,207.381
1,920.738
964,000
S 22.092,119

$ 15.193,399

$ 13.ll3,629

$172 .404 ~550

$174.196.750

$173.599.560

$173,781.750

,13.812.181
1.381.~18__

-

11.921.481
1,192.148

-

11.921.481

$

1.500,000
800,000
2,400,000
555.000
20,000

19,692.000
77.381.000
$102,348,000

-

1,500,000
800,000
1,900,000
560,000

19.692.000
77.381,000
$101.833.000

-

1,500.000
800,000
l,900.QOO
565.000

19.692,000
74,415.000
S 98,872.000

. 15.457,681

$ 17,003.449

$

1,500.000
800,000
1,900,000
570.000

19.692.000

S 24,462,000

S-....

1,500,000
700,000
2,600.000
575,000'

$

$ 25.067.000

-

$

S 12,655.479 S 14,733,709 S 17.003.449

S-

-

S--

$174,326.870

$118,735.4.29

11.504.981
1.150.498

-

$

13,394,281
1,339.428

-

$173,289.870

$

-

15.457,681
1.54-5.768

-

$171.795.240

$

$ 81,198,300
$

19,692,000

$

$

_._-~

-~---,

$104,121.340

1,500,000
700.000
2.000,000
580,000

19.692.000

-

$ 24.472,000
$

$

$105,670.300

STANDARDS
General operations of the Highway Department are conducted wi thin the framework of public policy set by provisions of the State Constitution and state law,
and by federal law. Individual projects are built, and day-to-day operations carried on, under the provisions of manuals, detailed plans, specifications and work
procedures. In between. a wide range of administrative, engineering and financial
criteria help to determine the nature. level and quality of the Department's construction. maintenance and safety programs.
Many of these standards are made and enforced by the federal government, as a
part of its extensive program of aid to the states. The Department of Commerce's
Bureau of Public Roads supervises the disbursement of federal funds for planning
and for construction; sets minimum design standards based on the type of road and
the proportion of federal participation; outlines procedures for right-of-way
acquistion; inspects and approves federal-aid construction projects. and--in accordance with Congressional directives--determines the amounts and allocations of
federal aid to the state highway departments.
The State of Minnesota, through statutes and administrative controls, determines
the routes of the state trunk highway system, the sources of revenue available, the
level of spending and the authority of the Commissioner of Highways.
At the Department level, policies and procedures are set up (and published as
technical and administ rati ve man uals); they are. in many cases, more detailed and
stringent than those imposed by the Bureau of Public Roads.
They cover design, administration of state aid to the counties and municipalities, grading, materials, and other aspects of the Department's operations,
and are continually being revised to incorporate new techniques suggested by research
and experience, either within the Department or in organizations in other states.
The standards set up in these manuals are based on (or, in some cases, taken
verbatim from) the recommended standards established by national professional
organizations in the field of highway construction and operation. These include
the American Association of State Highway Officials, which publishes standard
specifications for bridges, materials, testing methods and for the classification
and design of rural and urban roads; the American Railway Engineering Association,
whose publications cover the design of railroad structures; the American Society
for Testing Materials, which proposes specifications for materials used; the National Safety Council, which inventories activities and recommends pro8rams of accident
prevention; the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators; the International Association of Chiefs of Police; the Institute of Traffic Engineers;
semi-governmental organizations such as the Highway J~esearch Board; and such
special-purpose groups as the National Conference on Uniform Traffic Laws and the
National Joint Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. For the most part.
conformance to these standards is voluntary. in the sense that no laws require their
adoption before the Department can engage in the activities for which they are
prescribed.
PLANS
The services and programs of the Highway Department, by and lapge, are continuing services and programs which grow out of its original assignment to build and
operate a system of roads for the State of t~.innesota and which have not basicallv
changed over the years. t1any of the changes since 1920 have been changes only of
magnitude: more routes, more miles, more money, more employees.
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At the same time, however, there have been significant new services of several
sorts, added over the years. There was a time when the Department did not keep
highways open throughout the winter; when it did not build roads within the limits
of major cities; when it was not responsible for enforcing traffic laws on the
t rook highways; when it did not administer a program of aid to municipali ties, and
when it did not make complex and expensive traffic studies.
Hi th the growing importance of transportation. and particularly highVlay t ransportation, in the American economy, it seems certain that the services and programs
of the Highway Department will continue to change, as well as to groVl, over the
next ten years.
Predicting what new programs may be developed from amendments to the State
Constitution, from changes in the state law and from changes in federal programs is.
however, a difficult and uncertain business. Federal programs, as a practical matter, can only be anticipated. State programs can, at most, be influenced--through
the Department's recommendations for amendments to the Constitution or changes in
the laws.
Hithin the sphere of its responsibilities, however, the Department can act, and
is able to plan for the gradual development and expansion of all aspects of its
programs.
Construction
The Department plans to complete the 898 miles of Interstate highways in Minnesota on schedule in 1973.
The Department's plans for trunk highway construction are based on the "t·1odified
Long-Range Plan" recently adopted. It represents a two-step program for reachine the
announced goal of upgrading the trunk highway routes to a standard which will ultimately eliminate the need for springtime axle load restrictions. This plan calls
for 4.516 miles of road to be constructed or reconstructed in one construction
operation to make them capable of carrying the maximum legal loads. It calls for
some 1.646 miles of road to be constructed or reconstructed to an "ultimate nineton" standard': the original grade to be of sufficient width and load-carrying
capacity so that only the placement, later, of an additional surfacing layer will
be required to bring the roadway from seven-ton up to the legal nine-ton maximum.
The l2,658-mile trunk highway system (including Interstate routes) will then consist
of 9.403 miles (74 per cent) of maximum-capacity roads and 3,255 miles (26 per cent)
of "seven-ultimate-nine-ton" roads. The routes proposed for improvements under this
plan are shown in Appendix A and its accompanying tables and map.
The long-range construction plan discussed above is potentially affected by the
consideration being given to returning certain portions of the trunk highway system
to local jurisdiction. Some 495 miles of existing trunk highway routes will be
paralleled by the construction of new Interstate routes. In all, the eliminations
being "definitely" or "possibly" considered would reduce the system (as expanded by
Interstate mileage) to 9,597 miles. Legislation would be required to accomplish
this reduction. Maps and tables illustrating this proposal are attached as Appendix

B.
As a further aid in planning its construction programs, the Department intends
to classify all the major routes of the state in terms of the level of service to
be provided. The .ultimate goal will be an integrated system of freeways. expressways. trunk routes and collector routes. The Department. as indicated earlier. has
already adopted a "nine-ton and seven-ultimate-nine-ton" classification of its trunk
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highways •. which will serve as the basis for a long- range const ruct ion program aimed
at meeting load-carrying requirements. The new classification by level of service
will serve as the basis for construction aimed at meeting traffic-carrying requirements. A map of the routes which the Department proposes for development to the
various standards of service is attached as part of Appendix C.
Maintenance
Studies are now being made of the requirements for maintainine the 500-odd
miles of Interstate highways expected to be open to traffic by 1970. Projections
of present experience. together with reports from other states that have operated
freeway-type facilities, indicate the need for substantial increases in personnel
and equipment. The total cost of operating the completed 898-mile system is estimated at $7,200,000 per year. This will involve the addition of some 400 persons
and some 600 pieces of equipment. Increases of roughly 10 per cent of these totals
will be required each year.
Facilities
A recommended 10-year'building program for the High~ay Department was submitted
to the Legislative Building Commission December 8, 1961 and revised July 10, 1962.
The Department plans to expand and replace district headquarters, equipment storage
buildings, and driver examination stations to meet its expanded requirements for administration and maintenance, at an estimated total cost of $12,828,800. The proposed
building program is shown in Taple III.
St ate-Aid Programs
The principal program which can be altered by the Department. without legislation or constitutional amendment. is the program for the sharing of the federal-aid
secondary funds with the counties. The Commissioner must distribute 50 per cent of
these funds to the count ies but may retain as much of the remaining 50 per cent as
he deems proper and necessary for use on the state trunk highway portion of the
secondary system.
Unt il a new formula for sharing state-collected highway user revenues was arri ved at in 1956, it was the policy of the Department to distribute virtually all the
FAS funds to the counties. This reached a high of $6,800,000 in fiscal 1958. This
distribution was then cut back, however, to a flat $6,000.000 for fiscal 1959, 1960,
and 1961. and was further reduced (on a 2/3-1/3 division of the state's 50 per cent
share) to $4.900,000 for fiscal 1962. In fiscal 1963 the state retained its full
50 per cent share. distributing some $3,634,256 to the counties. The Department
plans to continue this pOlicy in the foreseeable future.
Safety
The anticip,ated increase in the number of drivers in Minnesota (from 1.800.000
at present to an estimated 2,000,000) by 1970, together with the expected increases
in traffic volume. call for expanded--and in some cases, new--programs in the field
of traffic and driver safety. The Department has-plans for expanding its enforcement, its licensing and its safety promotion activities.
With the opening of the Interstate freeways the Highway Patrol will add a continuous patrolling operation to the "area assignment" enforcement currently being practiced. The Department proposes that at any specific point on an urban freeway an
officer will be seen every 15 minutes during the 16 busiest hours of the day and
every 30 minutes during the remaining 8 hours; and that at any point on a rural freewayan officer will be seen every hour.
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TABLE III

RECOMMENDED BUILDING PROGRAM
Revised June 26, 1962
1964 FISCAL YEAR
Location

Estimated Cost
DISTRICT 9 HEADQUARTERS BUILDING AND CENTRAL SHOP

Fort Snelling
Architect's Fees 696 of above

$l t 600 t OOO
96,000

EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS
Pine Ci ty
Erskine
Pine River
Henning
Wayzata
Worthington
Stewartville
Oli via
Fort Snelling
Archi tect' s Fees 6% of above

75,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
180 tOOO
75,000
140 t OOO
45,000
180,000
10,800

DRIVERS LICENSE EXAMINING STATION
Fort Snelling
Archi teet's Fees 6% of above

250,000
15,000
CONSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR

Architect's Fees for Area 5-B Headquarters
6% of $ltOOOtOOO
Architect's Fees for Area 6-B Headquarters
6% of $500,000
*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement

60,000
30 t OOO
72 t OOO
Sub-total

$2 t 963,800

Total

248,500
$3,212,300

Land Acquisition

*Includes modifications of heating and ventilating, materials for remodeling and additions to small truck sheds, and material for farm type sheds for storage of miscellaneous equipment.
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RECOMMENDED BUILDING PROGRAM
Revised June 26, 1962
1965 FISCAL YEAR
Location

Lstimated Cost
MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDINGS

East of St. Paul, Area 5-B
Jct. TH 212 & Interstate 694
Owatonna - Area 6-B

$1,000,000
500,000
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS

Sandstone
Bagley
Sauk Centre
Evansville
Faribault
Dresbach
Blue Earth
Slayton

75,000
45,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
45,000
CONSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR

Architect's Fees for Area 3-B Headquarters
6% of $1,000,000
*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement

60,000
72,000
Sub-total

$2,172,000

Total

300,000
$2,472,000

Land Acquisition

*Includes modifications of heating and ventilating, materials for remodeling and additions to small truck sheds, and material for farm type sheds for storage of miscellaneous equipment.
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RECOMMENDED BUILDING PROGRAM
Revised June 26, 1962
1966 FISCAL YEAR
Location

Estimated Cost
MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING

St. Cloud Area 3-£

$1,000,000
EQU~PMENT

STORAGE BUILDINGS

Two Harbors
Deer River
Barnes ville
Forest Lake
Zumbrota
Fairmont
North Minneapolis
McGregor

75,000
45,000
75,000
100,000
45,000
75,000
180,000
45,000

CONSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR
Architect's Fees for Area 7-B Headquarters
6% of $400,000
*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement
Sub-total

$1,736,000

Total

117,.000
$1,853,000

Land Acquisition

1967 FISCAL YEAR
MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
Windom Area 7-B

$400,000
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS

Hibbing
Karlstad
Monticello
Moorhead
Montrose
St. Charles
International Falls
Ortonville
Sleepy Eye

45,000
45,000
75,000
40,000
45,000
75,000
75,000
45,000
45,000

CONSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR
Architect's Fees for Area 4-8 Headquarters
6% of $400,000
*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement
Sub-total
Land Acquisition
Total

$986,000
77,000
$1,063,00

*Includes modifications of heating and ventilating, materials for remodeling and additions to small truck sheds, and material for farm type sheds for storage of miscellaneous equipment.
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RECOMMENDED BUILDING PROGRAM
Revised June 26, 1962
1968 FISCAL YEAR
Location

Estimated Cost
MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING

Morris Area 4-B

$400,000
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS

Proctor
Northome
Mayer
Jackson

45,000
45,000
45,000
75,000

CONSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR
Archi teet's Fees for Area 8-B Headquarters
6% of $1,000,000
;'~Mis cellan~b:us. Building Repairs and Improvement
Sub-total
Land Acquisition
Total

$742,000
82,000
$824,000

1969 FISCAL YEAR
MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
Marshall Area 8-B
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS
Alexandria
North Branch
St. Peter

75,000
45,000
45,000

CONSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR
Architect's Fees for Area 2-B Headquarters
6% of $400,000
*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement
Sub-total
Land Acquisition

24,000
72,000
$1,261,000
65.500

Total

*Includes modifications of heating and ventilating, materials for remodeling and additions to small truck sheds, and material for farm type sheds for storage of miscellaneous equipment.
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RECOMMENDED BUILDING PROGRAM
Revised June 26, 1962
1970 FISCAL YEAR
Location

Estimated Cost
MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING

Crookston Area 2-B

$400,000
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS

Littlefork
Elk River
Fergus Falls
Dodge Center
Haseca

45,000
45,000
40,000
45,000
45,000

COHSTRUCTION IN ENSUING YEAR
Architect's Fees for District 8 Headquarters
*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement

60,000
72,000

Sub-total

$752,000

Total

$752,000

Land Acquisition

1971 FISCAL YEAR
DISTRICT AND MAINTENANCE AREA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
District 8 and
Maintenande Area 8-A

~.Jillmar

$1,000,000
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS

Hawley
Chaska
Wabasha
Mapleton

45,000
45,000
75,000
45,000

*Miscellaneous Building Repairs and Improvement

72,000
Sub-total

. $1,282,000

Land Acquisition
Total

$1,282,000

*Includes modifications of heating and ventilating, materials for remodeling and additions to small truck sheds, and material for farm type sheds for storage of miscellaneous equipment.
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RECOMMEN DED BUI LDING PR~G\RAM
Revised June 26, 1962
1972 FISCAL YEAR
Location

Estimated Cost
EQUIPMENT STORAGt BUILDINGS

Grand Rapids
Aitkin
Pelican Rapids
Elbow Lake
Caledonia
St. James
Gaylord
Madison

$120,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,00.0

*kisce11aneous Building Repairs and Imp~ovement

72,000
Sub-total

$507,000

Total

$507,000

Land Acquisition

1973 FISCAL YEAR
EQUIPMENT STORAGE BUILDINGS
Carlton
East Grand Forks
Onamia
Mahnomen
Perham
Kenyon
New Ulm
Clarkfield
*Miscellaneous Building' Repairs and Improvement
c>ub-total
Land Acquisition
Total
Grand Total - 10-Year Program - - - - $ 13,718,800
*Includes modifications of heating and ventilating, materials for remodeling and additions to small' truck sheds, and material for farm type sheds for storage of mis cellaneous equipment.'
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These new requirements for the Interstate system. plus the projections for
mileage on the trunk highways, indicate the need for 134 additional officers and
supervisors by 1970. Two more light aircraft should also be added, in an expansion
of this valuable aerial traffic control program. The Department also intends to
'cont,inue the decentralization of Highway Patrol operations, with the creation of new
patrol districts headquartered at Mankato ,and Duluth.
The Department hopes that prior to 1970 it wi~l be periodically re-examining the
state's licensed drivers. The Department feels that the state's responsibility for
the quality of the drivers using the pUblic streets and highways should not end with
the initial examination, and proposes to introduce legislation again in 1963 to
implement a re-examination proeram.
Such a program would require the addition of 260 examiners to the driver examination stations around the state. To handle the in creased load of dri vel" examina....
tions more efficiently, the Department proposes to reduce the total number of such
stations (presently 99), to relocate them about the state and to develop three more
of the large, self-contained examination stations like the one opened last year in
Arden Hills. One, in the Fort Snelling Complex. is scheduled for 1963; others· are
tentatively scheduled for the eastern and western parts of the Twin Cities metropo.. .
.li tan area by 1970.
The Department also plans to expand and strengthen all aspects of its safety
promotion programs.·
Th.e· Department will also seek enactment of a program to require the periodic
inspection of motor vehicles, the activity to be administered and staffed by state
personnel.
Planning
The Department has tentative plans for expanding the program of planning and
research, by 1970, into a·number of new areas. Among these are:
THE RELATIONSHIP between all types of'transportation and the ways in which
land is. used.
THE APPLICABfLITY of current det5ign standards to the changes in the size of
vehicles.
THE PROBABILITY that mass transit of people and goods may.have.to rely solely
on rubber-tired vehicles in some areas and on fixed-location vehicles in oth~r areas.
THE REASONS for travel in Minnesota. in order to determine the possibilities
of depressing the need for travel during peak-demand periodS.
TRAVEL PATTERNS and trends
and society.

~

in relation to t'he changes in the state's economy

THE'EFFECTS of traffic controls,road design, ve~icle _ ~eedt law enforcement
and dri vel" education on the rate. of highway accidents
$

FORMULAS AND VARIABLES with which it may be possible to predict t~e need and
priority for construction, reconstruction~ maintenance and other highway projects.
THE POSSIBLE USES of computers and electronic traffic controls to increase
the flow of traffic and the capacity of roads, the object being to devise ways to
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reduce the financial demands on the state without sacrificing the convenience of
movement.
THE PROBLEM of equitably distributing the new wealth created by highway improvements.
Organization
A number of far-reaching organizational changes and administrative staff adjustments were made during the rapid build-up of highway operations in the five
years following the beginning of the Interstate Highway program in 1956. The transition to this expanded operation is, by now, fairly complete, and the Department
expects that even a furthe~ build-up in construction operations would not require
additional major changes in administrative organization or in the number of personnel
employed. The outstanding exception to this is in highway maintenance: the Interstate system will, as discussed above, require significant additions of men and
equipment. It is possible, however, that this will be offset by gradual reductions
in other sections, so that the total personnel complement will remain at about
5,000.
The Department has no plans for changes in the staff set-up comparable with the
creation of the management services section, for example, or with the establishment
of Planning and Programming as a separate division in 1959. The Department does
foresee a continuation of the trend toward decentralization--from central headquarters to the various districts--of authority and responsibility for construction,
maintenance and some other activities. The use of equipment in administration-particularly the use of more elaborate computers--should increase significantly by
1970 as new applications are found and as these administrative tools are used more
extensively by the district offices.
Impending Technological Developments
It is difficul t to anticipate any "break-throughs" likely to affect the Department's services and programs in a major way before 1970. The development perhaps
most discussed is the so-called "automatic highway." on which many of the rout ine
driver functions would be assumed by electronic equipment. This would have a significant and direct impact on road design and road operation, but it is doubtful
that more than an experimental beginning in this direction will be made within the
next 10 years.
At a lower level, there is a constant stream of improvements in techniques and
equipment--such as. to take one example. the application of photogrammetry to road
design. These are important, and their impact on the Department's programs may be
visible, but they cannot properly be described as revolutionary.
Impending Federal Legislation
There is a continuous and increasing emphasis at the federal level on the planning and development of highways in urban areas •. A number of proposals for new
federal programs in this area are now being discussed in both legislative and administrative circles--in somewhat the same way that the proposal for a system of
Interstate highways was "under discussion" in Itlashington for several years before
it was finally enacted into law in 1956. The President's message to Congress April
4, 1962 contained several specific requests for new legislation and increased authorizations in the field of urban transportation.
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Enactment of any programs for the construction or modernization of mass.fixedlocation transit systems--even thoup,h they were to be administered through other
agencies--would affect the programs for major highway construction in urban areas.
and might require substantial modification in long-range plans and/or short-range
programming. So. in all likelihood. would adoption of the proposal to limit Bureau
of Public Roads approval to those highway projects that are found to be "consistent
with comprehensive development plans .for the metropOlitan area."
An increase of federal aid earmarked for planning and research would have at
least a potential impact on Department programs in that field. And. perhaps most
i.mmediate. Congressional authorization of a program for the relocat ion of individuals,
families and businesses displaced by federal-aid highway construction--similar to
the program now in effect under·the federal urban renewal laws--would require the
Department either to set up a relocation program at the state level or to contract
for the service with some local public agency (a housing and redevelopment authority.
for example) which now operates a relocation office.
ACTION PROGRAMS TO IMPLEMENT PLANS
The Department's plans for buildinr. and operating transportation facilities in
Minnesota through 1970 involve primarily the on-going prograns of highway planning,
right-of-way acquisition. road design, construction, maintenance and policing. There
may be some additions and changes in the services provided by the Department which
would involve some new action programs. but basically the continuity of the Department's activities implies relatively little need for major new operatinp proprams.
For all but a few of the services to be provided during the remainder of the decade.
the personnel and facilities are available and the organization and procedures are
established.
In the Department the scheduling of activities and the assignment of priorities
has b~en formalized in the programming function. carried on by what is now the Planning and Programming Division. This work focuses on the scheduling of highway construction. reconstruction and improvement projects in relation to the rate at which
funds become available. This scheduling of projects in turn determines the level
and timing of the programs of road design and right-of-way acquistion as well as of
the programs directly concerned with construction operations.
The Department is now making an effort to establish and maintain reasonably
firm work programs five years in advance. This is done separately for the Interstate and for the ABC highway programs. Figure 1 maps the Department's presentlyprogrammed construction. It shows the ABC projects programmed or given priority
through about 1967. together with the Interstate projects now programmed through
1965. An additional $100,000.000 is expected to be spent on the "restricted"
routes betVleen 1967 and 1970 at locations yet to be determined.
Facilities
A building program will be associated with the expanding operations of the Department. Forty-six equipment storage buildings, seven district headquarters buildings and one or more of the large, self-contained drivers' examination 'stations
(like the one now located in Arden Hills) will be required between fiscal 1964 and
1970.
Safety
Important new action programs will have to be set up if the Legislature approves the Department's plans to take on two new functions in the field of highway
safety: driver re-examination and vehicle inspection.
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Figur~

ABC AND INTERSTATE PROJECTS UNDER
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programmed through 1965
and priorities through 1967
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Planning
Among the programs to be undertaken as part of the Department's planning activity the most important is probably the Joint Program for Transportation-Land Use
Planning. This is a cooperative undertaking of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Planning Commission, the Minnesota Highway Department and other existing agencies concerned with the development of land use and/or transportation systems in the
metropolitan area. It should result in a better understanding of the relationship
between land use and traffic, and in some conclusions about the nature of the transportation system that would be required to serve alternative paterns of urban
development.
BUDGETARY NEEDS
The estimated needs for carrying out the Department's programs through fiscal
1970 total more than $1,600,000.000.
The spending for highway construction is expected to peak in fiscal 1968, when
nearly $150.000,000 of financing will be required, and then decline. The spending
for other programs is expected to rise steadily, in line with the expanded requirements for maintenance. policing, etc. Safety operations, which now account for just
over $5,000,000 per year, will require some $6,100,000 by 1970. The cost of maintenance operations on the Interstate roads will build up from $550,000 the first year
to $3,500,000 by 1970.
.
The financial requirements for administration and for plant and equipment. on
the other hand, are likely to remain at roughly their present level over the period
of years.
Table IV indicates not only the overall need for funds but also the need for
additional financing beyond the amounts that will be available from existing revenue
sources. The anticipated deficiency is expected to increase steadily, from some
$22,000.000 in the 1961-62 fiscal year to some $40,000,000 by 1970.
FINANCING THE PLAN
The previous section discussed the size of the gap between highway needs and
the money estimated to be available up to 1970. Closing the gap may involve some
increase in highway revenues. some reductions in the responsibilities (and therefore costs) of the state highway program, or some combination of the two. Possibilities include:
AN INCREASE in the motor fuel tax. Each one-cent-per-gallon increase would
yield, on the ~asis of current collections, some $11,600.000 per year. The 62
per cent share earmarked for the trunk highway fund would amount to some $7.192,000
per year.
AN INCREASE in the motor vehicle license fee. It might be-desirable to reduce
the rate at which the tax drops off over a period of years (now 25 per cent after
three years; 50 per cent after six years and 75 per cent after nine years) and/or
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TABLE I V

Minnesota Department of Highways

Proposed Ten Year Finance Plan Based on Needs
Tax Study Committee

ESTI!1ATED NEEDS
APPROPRIATED ACCOUNTS.
Adr..inistration
Safety
Plant and Equipment
Continrent Fund

+'

lO
00

~WN-APPROPRIATED ACCOUNTS:
Construction and Maintenance Operations
~aintenance Interstate Roads
Hir;hway Construction
Patrol Fine Expense
Judical Ditch
Building - Owatonna State School
Interest and Principal on Bonds
Bond Sale Expense and Fees
Costs of Other State Departments
r.aintenance & Service Highway Building

1964
$

2.150.000
5.250,000
6.212.300
100,000

1965
$

2,250,000
5.350.000
4,472,000

1966
$

1967
$

2,350,000
5.450,000
3.855,000
100.000

2,450,000
5.600.000
3.563,000

1968
$

2.550.000
_5.750,000
3.324,000
100.000

$

2,650.000
5.900.000
3,826,500

39,512,750
775,000
144,702.000
25,000

40,312,750
1.225,000
146,520,000
25,000

41,112.750
1,525.000
147,668,000
25,000

41.900,000
2,000,000
148,652.000
25,000

42,700,000
2,500,000
'149,916,000
25,000

4,017.450
2,200
370,000
350,000

3,964.350
2,200
380.000
360.000

4,109.800
2,200
380,000
360.000

4,2~2.350

2,200
385,000
365,000

4,161,250
2,200
385,000
365.000

3,680.150
2,200
390.000
370,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS NEEDED

$203,466,700

$204,861,300

$206,935,750

$209,184-,550

$211,778,450

FUNDS AVAILABLE

$172.404,550

$174.196,750

$173,599,560

$173.781,750

$174,326,870

ESTIMATED REVENUE DEFICIENCY

-

1970

1969
$

2,750,000
6,100,000
3,252,000
100,000

$

2.850.000
6,300.000
3,782,000

,1973

1972

1971
$

2,950,000
6,500.000
3,207,000
100,000

$

3,050,000
6.700,000
3,127.000

44,300,000
3,500,000
147.934.000
25,000

45,100,000
4,000,000
90.570'.021
25,000

45,900,000
4,500,000
76,000,000
25,00.0

46,700,000
5.000.000
76,000,000
25,000

3,704.600
2,200
390.000
370,000

3.747,600
2,200
395,000
375.000

3,168,400
2,200
400,000
380,000

3.140,200
2,200
405.000
385.000

$212.632,850

$212,427,800' $157.146.821

2,143.132,600

$144,534,400

$173,289,870

$171,795,240

$104,121,340

$105,670,300

43,500,000
3,000,000
149.289,000 .
I 25,000

$118,735,429

($ 31,062,150)($ 30,664,550)($ 33,336,190)($ 35.402,800)($ 37,451,580)($ 39,342,980)($ 40,632.560)($ 38,411,392)

($ 39,011,260)($ 38,864,100)

to establish some scale of minimum charges regardless of the age of the vehicle.
Increases in the rate of tax, without any change in the rate of reduction over the
years, might be considered separately or in combination with the above.
AN INCREASE in federal aid apportioned or available. This potential source of
revenue m~y be a factor in meeting the Department's needs, even though decisions
involving the total amount of these funds are not made at the state level.
REDUCTIONS in trunk highway mileage. The elimination of little-used and highcost mileage from the state trunk highway system would reduce the direct charges
against the trunk highway fund. This would, it is true, represent a shift of responsibility from the state to the county level. But to the extent that these
sections of road could appropriately be maintained at a lower standard than trunk
highways generally, there might be a net saving in the total. combined spending
for highways.
LOCAL TAX REVENUES--such as wheelage taxes--levied and spent for urban highway
improvements, would reduce the demands on trunk highway funds.
THERE ARE SEVERAL possibilities for using the general police powers of the state,
counties and municipalities more effectively to reduce the ultimate costs of major
highways, and particularly the costs of acquiring right-of-way. rurther, the assessment (in effect) of a portion of the cost against locally-benefitted property
would serve to reduce the state's share in the cost of an improvement. Specifically. the possible techniques include:
WIDER USE of the official map, rather than t0e simple withholding of building
permits, where a city or county is attempting to retain open right-of-way for future
highway improvements. This appears particularly important in view of the uncertain
legal future of the hold-order device.
STRENGTHENED laws to permit municipalities to control the location, number and
dimensions of access points along highway routes, in accord with a consistent state
policy.
rURTHER encouragement of county zoning. to cont rol the types of land uses permitted at designated interchanges and along highway routes.
A REQUIREMENT that where a major traffic generator along a freeway route creates
the need for an interchange or for an increase in the capaci ty of a roadway. the
developer participate in the cost of the extra construction and/or the additional
right-of-way required.
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Appendix A
A MODIFIED LONG RANGE PLAN
FOR
TRUNK HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
(7 Ton - Ultimate 9 Ton and 9 Ton Routes)
As the result of past departmental policy to construct as many miles of highway
as possible with the funds available, it is now necessary to reconstruct many miles'
of trunk highway constructed as recently as 1945 in order to handle the existing
traffic demands. The cost of reconstructing an existing highway facility exceeds by
a considerable amount the additional cost which would have been incurred at the time
of construction to provide the additional graded width and base depth required in
order to allow future increasing of the roadway's load bearing capacity by the placement of additional surfacing courses and shoulders.
In order to make the most efficient use of the limited funds available now and
anticipated in the forseeable future~ it is proposed through a long range construction plan to upgrade all the routes which comprise the Minnesota Trunk Highway System by a standard of construction which will ultimately eliminate the necessity of
imposing springtime axle load restrictions.
To accomplish this task, the plan proposed provides for construction standards
which on the major trunk highway routes will result in improvement to a section
capable of carrying maximum legal loads throughout the year in a one-stage construction operation. The less important highway routes, when scheduled for construction,
would be improved by means of a two-stage construction operation. The initial stage
of construction would result in upgrading the route to a section which would be capable of carrying a 7-ton axle load; this section would provide a grade of sufficient
width and load carrying capacity that the placement of an additional surfacing course
of a predetermined thickness during the second stage of construction will result in
a section with full shoulder width which is capable of carrying the maximum legal
axle load (9 tons) during the springtime breakup period.
The result of a policy such as proposed herein, with the present level of financing, will result in fewer miles of roads improved each year, but the mileage thus
improved would be of a permanent nature. Those segments of highway constructed to
the proposed 7 ton axle load (ultimate 9 ton axle load) section could be improved to
carry the maximum allowable legal loads without involving major reconstruction. This
would expedite scheduling of construction at the time,that conditions, either type
of service required, financial, or a combination of both, have changed sufficiently
to warrant an all weather, year around, non-restricted facility.
Exhibi t "A" is a map indicating the location of the routes presently capable of
carrying maximum legal loads (approximately 4,890 miles) and routes which when constructed would be constructed in d single stage to either an all year unrestricted
facility, or to a facility with a springtime axle load restriction of 7 tons. The
total mileage shown is approximately 12,658 miles. This does not include the duplication of approximately 124 miles where the Interstate routes coinc~de with the
locations of existing trunk highway facilities. The routes proposed for the maximum
legal axle load of 9 tons total 9,403 miles, and those for the 7 ton - ultimate 9
ton axle load capacity total approximately 3,255 miles.
Exhibi t "B" is the proposed flexible pavement design standard for use on the
routes where the initial construction is to be to a 7 ton axle load with provisions
for ultimate construction to a 9 ton axle load.
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In areas where rigid pavement may be required because of a shortage of gravel,
it appears that it would be economically justifiable to construct the 7 ton - ultimate 9 ton axle load segments to 9 ton axle load standards in one stage inasmuch as
this would require approximately only an additional three-quarter inch thickness in
the concrete pavement as compared to a three inch thickness required for an overlay.
Of the approximately 11,830 miles (exclusive of the Interstate Routes) on the
Trunk Highway System in 1961, 6,945 miles were subject to springtime axle load restrictions below the maximum legal axle load limitations and 4,887 miles were capable
of carrying the maximum legal axle load.
Table I contains a tabulation of miles of the total Trunk Highway System according to its load carrying capacity as (1) Existing 1961 and (2) "Proposed Long Range
Plan for 1971 Springtime Axle Load Restrictions" which were published in Minnesota
Highway Needs, 1962-71, and (3) the proposed "Modified Long Range Plan for Trunk
Highway Construction". Under the existing "Proposed Long Range Plan for 1971 Springtime Axle Load Restrictions", the highways not now capable of carrying the maximum
legal loadings would be improved to carry springtime axle loads of either 5 tons,
7 tons, or the maximum legal limit of 9 tons.
Table II presents the same data as percentages of the total trunk highway mileage.
These tabulations of previously published data have been expanded to include as
well as the 11,832 mile system, the mileage and percentage relating to the total
system (including approximately 898 miles of Interstate Routes) which are covered
under this proposal of construction (Item 3 above) either to a 9 ton axle load in
single stage or to a 7 ton axle load in the initial stage with provisions for the
ultimate construction in a second stage by the placing of an additional surfacing
course to obtain a facility capable of carrying the maximum legal loads.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PRESENT TRUNK HIGHWAY MILEAGE HITH SPRINGTIME AXLE LOAD
RESTRICTIONS TO EXISTING "PROPOSED LONG RANGE CONSTRUCTION PLAN"
AND THE PROPOSED "MODIFIED LONG RANGE PLAN FOR HIGHHAY CONSTRUCTION"

System
1) Existing - 1961
2) Existing Long Range
Plan ( 5 • 7. 9 Ton
Systems)

4 Ton

Number of Miles Restricted to:
Legal Loads
6 Ton
7 Ton
5 Ton

1265

2584

1487

1609

4887

11,832

0

610

0

2505

8717

11,832

3) Proposed Long Range
Plan (7-Ultimate 9 & 9
ton Systems)

* Mileage
ways.
** Mileage

Total

3255

8577~1:

(9403) ~t:~':

11 ,832~':
( 12 •658 ) 1: 1:

shown excludes Interstate Routes not coincident with regular trunk high-

in parentheses includes Interstate Routes (898 miles) and proposed locations of trunk highway routes (approximately 52 miles)
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF PRESENT TRUNK HIGH~AY MILEAGE SUBJECT TO SPRINGTIME AXLE LOAD
RESTRICTIONS COMPARED TO EXISTING "PROPOSED LONG RANGE CONSTEUCTION PLAN"
AND THE PROPOSED "MODIFIED LONG RANGE PLAN FOR HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION"

System
1) Existing - 1961

4 Ton

Percent of Miles Restricted to:
5 Ton
6 Ton
7 Ton
Legal Loads

11

2) Existing Long Range Plan (5,
7, 9 Ton Systems)

22

12

14

41

5

o

21

74

3) Proposed Long Range Plan
(7-Ultimate 9 Ton Systems)

28~':

(26)~'d:

72~':

( 74 ) ~'n':

* Based
** Based

on 11,832 mile system.
on 12,658 mile total system including Interstate Routes and proposed
locations of trunk highway routes.

It is possible that much of the 610 miles shown in Table
Existing Long Range Plan would be constructed to a 5 ton axle
be scheduled for reconstruction under the Proposed Long Range
would have to be placed in tolerable condition by maintenance
habilitation periodically through special maintenance.

I which under the
load section would not
Plan. This mileage
betterments with re-

The apparent decrease in the mileage of regular trunk highways to be placed in
the catagory which is capable of carrying maximum legal loads is due to the fact
that some of the alignment on Interstate Routes coincides with that of existing
trunk highway facilities.
The addition of the Interstate Routes to the Trunk Highway System results in
the same ratio of restricted and unrestricted mileage as under the Existing Long
Range Plan. However, under the Proposed Long Range Plan, the mileage subjected to
springtime axle load restrictions may be upgraded without major reconstruction once
the initial construction to the proposed 7 ton - ultimate 9 ton Axle Load Standard
as shown in Exhibi t "B" has been accomplished.
It is recommended that this Proposed "Modified Long Range Plan for Trunk Highway Construction" be approved for the planning and programming of construction on
the Trunk Highway System with the eventual goal of having all Trunk Highway Routes
constructed to a standard capable of carrying the maximum legal load permitted.
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Exhibit B
PROPOSED
1

TON

FLEXIBLE

AXLE

CD
®

PAVEMENT DESIGN STANDARD
FOR
LOAD (ULTIMATE 9 TON AXLE LOAD)

LESS THAN 150 HEAVY COMMERCIAL AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
( LESS THAN 1000 AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC)

18.7' (INTERIM)
18.0'
I....

'L

r

13.0' (INTERIM)

®

1

I..

18.7
18.0' (FUTURE)

~I....

13.0

'

GOVERNS DESIGN OF SHOULDER SURFACING AND WIDTH

_,I

"1

---------..1

I

SLOPE 0.015' PER FT./

I I I I I I
DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT STRUCTURE

1

12.0' (FUTURE)

120

PIVOT POINT

CD GOVERNS

lit

I

PIVOT POINT

J

2" PLANT-MIXED BITUMINOUS SURFACE
SPEC. 2331
BITUMINOUS LEVELING COURSE

FUTURE

9 TON

2" ROAD MIXED BITUMINOUS BASE
SPEC. 2208
2S' PENETRATION PRIME
11
4 GRAVEL BASE
11
9 SAND -GRAVEL SUB -BASE

FUTURE

7 TON

**

**

BITUMINOUS LEVELING COURSE MAY BE
REQUIRED BEFORE PLACING 2" PLANT-MIXED
BITUMINOUS SURFACE.

Appendix B
TRUNK HIGHWAY NEEDS STUDY REDUCTION
IN
~lILEAGE ON THE TRUNK HIGH~'1AY SYSTEM
The District Engineers were requested in the spring of 1962 to submit recommendations of trunk highway route sections which could be considered for possible return
to local jurisdiction.
The recommendations of the District Engineers have been reviewed by the Planning

& Programming Staff and the majority could be classified into two categories as des cribed below:
1 - Those sections which are dependent on the construction of paralleling fAI
Routes for release to local jurisdiction.
2 - Those sections which are not dependent on the construction of interstate or
paralleling routes for return to local jurisdiction. This category is further subdivided as follows:
a - Those sections which should definitely be considered.
b - Those sections which possibly should be considered.
Several recommendations concerned trunk highway route sections where the trunk
highway is being or will be scheduled to be reconstructed in a new location. These
recommendations were not considered in this phase of the Heeds Study because, as a
rule, the present location should be transferred to local jurisdiction at the time
the trunk highway routing is shifted to the new location. There are some inst ances
where it may be necessary to retain portions of present locations in order to maintain continuity of other designated routes. It is recommended that after the publication of the 1963, 1964 and 1965 Construction Programs, all construction projects
on new alignment be examined to determine the portions of the existing locations
which can be returned to local jurisdiction and maintain continuity on other designated routes.
The sections which fall into the first category as described above total 494.55
miles. This mileage is located in 7 of the 9 districts as follows:
Mileage

District
1

55.12

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

60.34
85.00
77.38
106.64
103.25

9

23.57
Total

511.30

The routes which are not dependent on construction of fAI or paralleling routes
which should definitely be considered for return to local jurisdiction amount to
1,396.67 miles, and those which possibly should be considered for such actibn amount
to 1,101.49 miles. These mileages are divided between the districts as tabulated on
the following page:
- 504 -

District

Mileage for
Definite Consideration

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

Mileage for
Possible Consideration

209 05
164.94
253.69
302 64
25.07
149.03
111 66
166.74
13.85

123.11
198 45
177.21
121006
24.81
198.02
216.01
42.82

0

0

0

0

The criteria used in determining whi ch rout.es should definitely be considered
and which _possibly should be considered are as described below:
1 - Definite Consideration -

a - Those routes suggested by the Planning & Programming Staff in which the
District Engineer concurred tl 'or
I
b ~ Those routes suggested by the District Engineers for definite consider,ation. or
c - A route, not passing through or near any large municipalities. which is
paralleled by two other routes, one on each side, that serve the population centers (a single instance).
2 -

Possible Consideration a - Those sections suggested by the 'District Engineer for possible turnback. or
b - Those sections suggested by the Planning & Programming. Staff but not
concurred in by the District Engineers.

miles
where
trunk
tions

Based on the present 1~ ,832 miles of regular trunk) highways' to which the 898'
of FAI Routes must be added and taking into account the approximately 124 miles
the FAI Route is coincident with an existing trunk highway routes the total
highway mileage will increase to '12.606 miles 0 . The proposed mileage reducwould have the following effects on the total trunk highway system:
Total Trunk Highway Mileage
Mileage parallel to FAI Routes
which may be revoked and still
maintain Constitutional Routes

511 miles

Resulting Trunk Highway System #1
Mileage recommended to be definitely considered for return to
local jurisdiction

12\p095 miles

Resulting Trunk Highway System #2
Mileage recommended for possible
consideration for return to
local jusisdiction

10 j)698 'miles
1~101

Resulting Trunk Highway System ·#3

miles
91)597 miles

= 505

co
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SECTIONS OF TRUNK HIGHWAY ROUTEB PARALLELING FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE ROUTES
TO BE TURNED OVER TO LOCAL JURISDICTION AFTER CONSTRUCTION OF FAI ROUTES

c

A
A

o

A

•

Sections of present Constitutional
Routes to be turned over to Local
Jurisdiction.

(<<========::3

Sections of present Legislative
Routes to be turned over to Local
Jurisdiction.

::J

o

Sections to be retained to maintain
Constitutional Route Requirements.

I

o

w

A

DISTRICT 1
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of Paralleling F.A.I. Routes Control
Seetion(s)

Route

5805,5806

T. H. 61

5807,0908
Part 6925

T.H. 61
T. H. 61

5806

T.H. 61

Mileage

Replacement

Remarks

J ct. T. H. 324 to Jet. T. H. 23

11.11

F.A.I. 35

Jet. T.H. 18 to Jet. T.H. 289 (311)
In Duluth, Carlton and Grand Avenues
to 10th Avenue E. and London Road
Jet. T.H. 48 (in Hinkley) to Jet.
F.A.I. 35 west of Sandstone
Jet. T.H. 45 (in Scanlon) to Jet.
F.A.I. 35 (East County line)
W. Co. Line to 0.45 Mi. E. of Jet.
T.H. 2
N. End Interst~te Bridge to Jet.
T.H. 61

18.13

F.A.I. 35

Constitutional Route
Confli et - No
- No

3.91

F.A.I. 35

- No

9.57

F.A.I. 35

- No

5.83

F.A.I. 35

- No

5.68

F.A.I. 35

- No

0.89

F.A.I. 535

- No

Termini

0911
6923,6924,
Part 6909

T.H. 61

Part 6915

T. H. 53

T. H. 61

Total

U'l

55.12

0
-...J
I

DISTRICT 3
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of Paralleling F.A.I .• R~~tes Control
Seetion(s)

Route

Termini

Mileage

Replacement

8610, 8609,
7320
2106, 7706,
7309

T.H. 152

St. Cloud (Jet. T.H. 15) to East
-Wright County line
.
Jet. T.H. 71 (Sauk Centre) to Jet.
T.H. 27 (Osakis)

39.73

F.A.I. 94

13.76

F.A.I. 94

73]1, 7310

T. H. 52

Jet. F.A.I. 94 (West of Waite Park
to Jet. T.H. 71 (Sauk Centre)

36.85

F.A.I. 94

Totals

60.34

T.H. 52

Remarks
No Constitutional Route
Conflict
Carry Const. Route to
Jet. T.H. 29 south of
Alexandria and through
Alexandria to Evansville
( J ct. T. H• 79)
No conflict

DISTRICT 4
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of Paralleling F.A.I. Routes Control
Seetion(s)

-

Route

Termini

Hileage

Replacement

T. H. 52

Jct. T.H. 9 (Barnesville) to
W. State Line

25.27

F.A.I. 94

Part 5612

T. H. 52

Jet. F.A.I. 94 (North of Fergus Falls)
to Rothsay

12.67

F.A.I. 94

5612
5613

T.H. 52
T.H. 52

Jet. f.A.I. 94 to N. Jet. T.H. 59
N. Jct. T.H. 59 to oN. Jet. 297

2104, 2606,
5615
2105

T. H. 52

Jct. T.H. 59 to Jet. T.H.. 79

22.42

F.A.I. 94

T.H. 52

J ct. T.H. 29 (Alexandria) to Jet.
T.H. 79 (Evansville)

17.99

f.A.I. 94

2109

T.H. 79

Jet. T.H. 52 (Evansville) to Jet.
f. A. I. 94

1.80

Totals

85.00

Part 1405
1411

0.55
4.30

Remarks
Constitutional Route
64 via F.A.I. 94 to
Jet. T.H. 34, to Barnesville, via T.H. 52 to
Rothsay; Connect to
F.A.I. 94; F.A.I. 94
to Jet. T.H. Northwest
of Fergus Falls via I.H.
52 and 59 thru fergus
. Falls to Elbow Lake

U1

o

CX>

Via T.H. 79 from Elbow
Lake to Jct. F.A.I.
94; via F.A.I. 94 to
J ct. T. H. 27; via T. H.
27 thru Alexandria and
Osakis then connect to
f.A.I. 94 South of
Osakis

DISTRICT 5
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of Paralleling F.A.I .. Routes Control
Seetion(s)

-

Route

0

to
I

~fileage

Replacement

South Scott County Line - Approximately 1.0 Miles South of Jet.
T"H. 50
Jet. T"H. 169 to Jet" T.H .. 7

7 .. 04

T"H. 101

Jet. T.. H. 7 to Jet. T .H. 55

8.56

T.H. 101

Jet. T.H. 55 to Jet. T.H. 152

9 .. 56

Part 2742

T.H. 152

0201

T.H. 8

0201

T"H" 8

1303

T"H .. 61

Jet. T.H. 52 to Jet. F.A.I. 94
(approximately 1.0 miles South of
North Limits Brooklyn Center)
North Ramsey County Line (Jet. F.A.I.
35W) to Jet. T.H. 49
South Jet. F .. A.I. 35W (North of Lino
Lakes) to North Jet. F.A.l. 35W
Wyoming to North BranCt~

12.58

F. A. I ..

Part 1304

T.. H. 61

North Branch to Rush City

12 .. 21

F.A.I. 35

Part 2743

T.k. 152

East Jet. F.. A.I. 94 (Northwest of
Maple Grove) to West Hennepin
County Line

5.25

F. A. I. 94

7006, 1919

T.H" 65

1009, 1010
Part 2736
Part 2836,
2737
Part 2738

T "H.

101

I
(J1

Termini

8 .. 6l

F.A .. I.

35~1

Remarks
Constitutional Route
Conflict - No

F.A .. I. 494
and T.. H. 169
F.A.I .. 494

- No
- No
- No

2.12

F.. A.I. 494
and 94
F.A.I. 94

3.45

F. A. I..

35~1

- No

8.. 00

F.A.I. 35H

- No

35~f

- No

No conflict if connection to F.A.I. 35
via C.S.A.H. 22 (Ext.
T.H. 98) is provided at
~iyoming

Totals

77.38

No conflict if connection to F.A.I. 35
via C.S.A.H. 1 is provided at Rush City (retain portion ~ush CityPine City)
.
Constitutional Route
Conflict - Ho

DISTRICT 6
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of Paralleling F.A.I. Routes Control
Section(s)

.Route

:

:~.::

Termini

Mileage

Replacement

Remarks

5.77

F.A.I. 90

Constitutional Route
Conflict - No
- No

Part 8504

T.H. 61

Dakota to Dresbach

Parts 5002,
5003
Parts 2403 t
5001
Part 2402·

T.H. 16

13.20

F.A.I. 90

16.60

F.A.I. 90

- No

13.07

F.A.I. 90

- No

Parts 2405,
7406
7407, 6608

T.H. 65

27.30

F.A.I.35

- No

15.48
15.22

F.A.I. 35
F.A.L. 35

- No
Replacement

.....

Jet. T.H. 252 to Jet. F.A.I. 90 near
Dexter
Jet. T.H. 65 to Jet. F.A.I. 90 and
T.H. 116
West Freeborn County Line to Jet.
T. H. 69
Jet. F.A.I. 90 to Jet. T.B. 218 (New
location South of Owatonna)
Jet. T.H. 14 to Jet. T.H. 60
Jet. T.H. 21 to North Rice County
Line

•

Totals

106.64

U1

0

66l0, 6611

T.H. 16
T.H. 16

T.H. 3
T.H. 65

DISTRICT 7
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of Paralleling F.A.I. Routes Control
Section(s)

(Jl

.....
.....

Route

Part 6701

T.H. 16

6702

T.H. 16

5301, 5302

T.H. 16

5303

T. H. 16

Part 3201
3203

T.H. 16
T.H. 16

Part 4605
4606

T. H. 16
T.H. 16

Part 2202

T.H. 16

Part 2202

T.H. 16

Termini
West State line to Jet. F.A.I. 90 at
Beaver Creek
Jet. T.H. 75 in Luverne to East County
Line
. W~st County Line to North Jet. T.H.
59 in Worthington
South Jet. T.H. 69 in Worthington to
East County Line
West County Line to Jet. T.H. 86
North Jet. T.H. 71 to East County
Line
West County line to West Jet. T.H. 4
East Jet. T.H. 4 to Jet. T.H. 15 at
Fairmont
Jet. T.H. 169 in Blue Earth to West
Jet. T.H. 22
East Jet. T.H. 22 to East County Line
Totals

Remarks

Mileage

Replacement

4.39

F.A.I. 90

8.09

F.A.I. 90

23.33

F.A.I. 90

This section may depend
on what So. Dakota does
Constitutional Route
Conflict - No
- No

6.33

F.A.I. 90

- No

14.04
7.12

F.A.I. 90
F.A.I. 90

- No
- No

4.04
14.34

F.A.I. 90
F.A.I. 90

- No
- No

18.42

F.A.I. 90

- No

3.15

F.A.I. 90

- No

103.25

DISTRICT 9
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Dependent on Construction of,Paralleling F.A.I. Routes Control
Section(s)

Route

Termini

Mileage
4.10

F.A.I. 35W

2.50

F.A.I. 694

13.60
1.00

F.A.I. 694
and 494
F.A.I. 94

Jct. T.H. 10 to North County Line

2.37

F.A.I. 35W

Totals

23.57

Part 6202

T.H. 8

Part 6205,
6206
6226, 6227,
6232
Part 2742

T.H. 10

Present T.H. 8 (near C.R. C2) to Jct.
, T.H. 10
Harnline Avenue to Jct. F.A.I. 694

T.H. 100
and 244
T.H. 152

South Jct. T.H. 61 to North Jct. T.H.
61
Jct. T.H. 52 to Jct. F.A.I. 94

6203

T.H. 8

U'l

.....

I'V

. Replacement

Remarks
Replaced by new connection to F.A.I. 35W
RouteT.H. 10 over
relocated
T.H. 51 to F.A.I. 694
to Jct. T.H. 10
Shown as possible turnback by District 9 and
definite turnback by
District 5
Replaced by F.A.I. 35W
in same locations

J
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SECTIONS OF TRUNK HIGHWAYS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR RETURN TO LOCAL JURISDICTION
Turnbacks Not Dependent On Construction
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LEGEND
Routes which should definitely
be considered for return to local
jurisdiction.
Routes which should possibly
be considered for return to local
jurisdiction.
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DISTRICT 1
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes

(J1

.....
w

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Control Seetion(s)

Route

Termini

3310-5810
5804-5813
5802
0104-0902
0122
0916, 6943, 6941,
6942
3112, 3113, 3609
3117
3108
3614
6948-3809
3606

T.H. 70
T.H. 48
T.H. 123
T.H. 27
T.H. 232
T.H. 39

0903, 0912, 0913,
6927
6928,6929

T.H. 27&73

Jet. T.H. 107 to Jet. FAI 35
Jet. FAI 35 (Hinkley) to Wise. St. Line
Jet. T.H. 61 to Jet. T.H. 23
Jet. T.H. 65 to Jet. T.H. 73
Jet. T.H~ 65 to Palisade
Jet. T.H. 61 (Carlton) to Wisconsin
State Line
Jet. T.H. 169 to Jet. T.H. 71
Jet. T.H. 6 to Jet. T.H. 38
Jet. T.H. 1 to Jet. T.H. 2
Jet. T.H. 65 to Jet. T.H. 53
Ely Through Winton to End
International Falls Through Rainier
to End
Jet. T.H. 61 to Jet. T.H. 73 to
Jet. T.H. 2
Jet. T.H. 2 to Jet. T.H. 169

T.H. 65
T.H. 286
T.H. 38
T.H. 217
T.H. 169
T.H. 11

T.H. 73

Totals

8.37
23.52
8.05
19.53
9.56
10.35
91.25
4.31
46.82
16.96
4.27
12.88
40.56
35.73
209.05

123.11

DISTRICT 2
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Section (s)

& 4512

Route

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

220
222
317
113
226

Jet. T.H. 1 to Jet. T.H. 11
Jet. T.H. 92 to Oklee
West State Line to Jet. T.H. 220
Jet. T.H. 32 to Jet. T.H. 71
Dorset to Jet. T.H. 34

26.13
1.47
1.46
9.04
1.49

1508
2909
3904
6808
6304

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

223
87
172
308
92

Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.
Wheeler's
Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.

7.64
18.95
11.90
1.28
12.98

6807
6806, 4508, 0415
4510 - 5707
6007, 600~, 5405,
5404

T.H. 89
T.H. 89
T.H. 219
T.H. 32

International Border to Jet. T.H. 11
Jet. T.H. 1 to Roseau
Jet. T.H. 1 to Jet. T.H. 89
South Norman County Line to Jet. T.H. 2

2903, 2913
6305, 6013, 1507
3515
6016
6001
6014

T .H.

Jet. T.H. 31 to South Hubbard Co. Line
Jet. T.H. 59 to Jet. T.H. 2
Hallock to West State Line
Jet. T.H. 2 to Jet. T.H. 75
West State Line to Jet. T.H. 307
Jet. T.H. 9 to Jet. T.H. 32

3513
6306
4513
5413
2914-

& 4514

92 to Leonard
71 to Jet. T.H. 64

Point to Jet. T.H. 11
11 to Jet. T.H. 89
32 to Jet. T.H. 59

U'l

I-'
~

64

T.H. 92
T.H. 175
T .H. 220

T.H.
2
T.H. 102

Totals

12.55
71.21
15.41
40.63

29.30
43.86
9.60
26.33
2.74
19.42
164.94

198.45

DISTRICT 3
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes Coptrol Section (s)

(J'1

.....
(J'1

Route

Termini

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered
3.46
17.10

8612
8611, 7108

T.H. 241
T.H. 24

7109
7107, 0506, 0507,
0508, 4910, 4911,
1808

T.H. 301
T.H.

25

Part 1811
3001, 3002, 3303,
3304, 4815
Part 4807, 0108
0102

T.H.
T.H.

25
47

T.H.
T.H.

47
18

3309
1801
1802, 1103
1812

T.H. 27
6
T.H.
T.H.
6
T.H. 309

Jet. T.H. 47 to Jet. T.H. 65
Jet. T.H. 18 to Jet. T.H. 210
Jet. T.H. 210 to Jet. T.H. 34
East Jet. T.H. 18 - West Jet. T.H. 18
(Brainerd State Hospital)

1813
Part 1803
7326, Part 4710
7322
7323, 4913

T.H. 322
T.H. 18
T.H. 22
T.H. 237
T.H. 238

On Oak Street - Jet. T.H. 371 to 8th St.
On Oak Street - 8th St. to Jet~ T.H. 25
Jet. T.H. 55 (Eden Valley) to Jet. T.H. 23
Jet. T.H. 52 Through New Munich
Jet. T.H. 52 (Albany) to Jet. T.H. 27

0.15
2.33
10.16
2.67
34.85

7324
7710
4908
8006

T.H. 302
T.H. 287
T.H. 115
T.H. 87

Jct.
Jet.
Jet.
West

0.94
14.42
9.16
3.33

1121
8007
1109
1113, 1114
1110, 1111

T.H. 290
T.H. 227
T.H. 64
T.H. 87
T.H. 84

Jet. T.H. 371 to End
Nimrod to Jet. T.H. 71
Jet. T.H. 210 to Jet. T.H. 87
North County Line to Jet. T.H. 84
Jet. T.H. 371 to Jet. T.H. 34

St. Michael to Jet. T.H. 152
Jet. T.H. 55 (Annandale) - Jet. T.H. 10
(Clear Lake)
Jet. T.H. 10 to End
Becker (Jet. T.H. 10) to Brainerd
(Jet. T.H. 18)
Jet. T.H. 210 (Brainerd) to Merrifield
South Isanti County Line to Jet. T.H. 27
(Isle)
South Jet. T.H. 18 to Aitkin (Jet. T.H. 169)
Jet. T.H. 169 to Jet. T.H. 47 (Malmo)

T.H. 71 to End
T.H. 28 to Jet. T.n. 71
T.H. 10 to Jet. T.H. 371
Wadena County Line to Jet. T.H. 71

Totals

1.04
76.49
7.50
47.23
31.34
12.59
7.21
9.70
43.79
0.35

0.40
10.73
33.82
20.07
30.07
253.69

177.21

DISTRICT 4
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Seetion(s)

<.n
I-'
0'>

Route

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini

4407, 4405, 0307,
2911
0610
0609
3416, 6109, 6110

T.H. 113

Jet. T. H. 32 to Jet. T. H. 71

45.65

T.H. 319
7
T.H.
T.H. 104

In Ortonville
Jet. T.H. 28 to Jet. T.H. 12 (Ortonville)
Jet. T.H. 9 to Jet. T.H. 28 (Glenwood)

0.73
26.24
26.44

6111, 6112, 2110,
2111
7802
7808, 7807
7810, 7809

T.H. 114

Jet. T.H. 28 to Jet. T.H. 52

23.59

T.H. 27
T.H. 117
T.H. 236

Jet. T. H. 28 to Jet. T. H. 75
West State Line to Jet. T.H. 27
West State Line to Jet. T.H. 75

T.H. 55

West State Line to Jet. T.H. 59

T.H. 235
T.H. 297
T.H. 78

Urbank to Jet. T.H. 29
Fergus Falls to End
Ashby (T.H. 52) to Perham (T.H. 10)

10.03
0.60

5624
5622

T.H. 108
T.H. 106

13.56

8409, 1408

T.H.

9

1402, 1403

T.H.

32

Jet. T.H. 78 to Jet. T.H. 210
Jet. T.H. 10 to Jet. T.H. 29 (West of
Wadena)
Jet. T.H. 210 (Breckenridge) to Jet.
T.H. 52 (Barnesville)
Jet. T.H. 34 to Horth Clay County Line

Part 8413, 5625,

T.H. 108

Jet. FAI 94 to Jet. T.H. 78

40.24

5623
0309
5626
0308
0306
7606

T"H. 225
T.H. 228
T.H. 224
T"H. 87
T.H.
9

Ponsford to Jet. T.H. 34
Vergas to Jet. T.H. 10
White Earth to Jet. T.H. 59
Jet. T.H. 10 to East Becker County Line
Jet. T.H. 29 (12) to E. Co. Line

8.79
7.80
4.40
27.02

8411, 8404, 8405,
2608
5627
5628
2612, 2108, 5619,
5620, 5621

24.01
1.80
4.00
27.85

43.64

Totals

7.41
27.28
34.47

1.8.15
302.64

121.06

DISTRICT 5
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Section(s)

U"I

.....

....,J

Route

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini

8212
8219

T.H. 97
T.H. 244

1924
7012

T.H. 291
T.H. 300

Jet. T.H. 61 to Jet. T.H. 95
Hest County Line to Jct.T.H. 96
Near Dellwood
Jet. T.H. 61 to End
Jet. T.B. 169 to End

1014
0213
7011
0206

T.H. 284
T.H. 288
T.H. 282
T.H. 47

Jet. T.H.
Jc~. T.H.
Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.

10.78
4.80
1.93
1.01

212 to Jet. T.H. 5
10 to End
9 to Jet. T.H. 13
10 to North County Line

5.19
1.36
7.95
16.86
Totals

25.07

24.81

DISTRICT 6
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Seetion(s)
5007
2408, 5010
8106, 7403, 7404
7409

T.H. 105
T.H. 251
T.H. 30
T.H. 303

7407, 6608

T.H.

3

6615
6616
6614, 2519
2517

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

298
299
246
292

2509, Part 2007

T.H.

57-

2510
5512, 7912
5513
8511
2317, 5511, 8507,
8508, 7909

T.H. 58
T.H. 247
T.H. 296
T.H. 248
T.H. 74

Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.
Altura to
Jet. T.H.

52 to Jet. T.H.
63 to Jet. T.H.
63 to Rochester
Jet. T.H. 61
52 to Jet. T.H.

2314
2319
2316
2806
2810

T.H. 74
T.H. 250
T.H. 139
T.H. 76
T.H. 249

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

52
30
52
44
44

to
to
to
to
to

Jet. T.H. 16
Jet. T.H. 16
South State Line
South State Line
Jet. T.H. 26

2306
8509, 2808
2004, 5504
5505
5514, 2305

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

43
76
30
30
30

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

16
43
56
63
74

to
to
to
to
to

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.

(J1

I-'
00

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini

Route

Jet. T.H. 116 to South State Line
Jet. T.H. 65 to Jet. T.H. 218
Jet. T.H. 13 to Jet. T.H. 218
North Jet. T.H. 3 to South Jet. T.H. 3
(Owatonna State School)
Jet. T.H. 14 to Jet. T.H. 60
Jet. T.H. 60 to State School
Jet. T.H. 60 to State School for Deaf
Jet. T.H. 3 to Jet. T.H. 56
West Jet. T.H. 61 to East Jet. T.H. 61
(State Training School for Boys)
Mantorville (3 Mi. N. of Jet. T.H. 14)
to Jet. T.H. 52

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

61
42
State Hospital

12-.06
16.78
22.17
0.99
15.48
1.08
0.82
18.35
0.64
21.05
22.96
12.61
1.81
11.56

61

34.80
19.87
9.58
3.91
7.83
15.66

44
16
63
52
16
Totals

149.03

21.60
20.20
18.60
15.76
20.88
198.02

DISTRICT 7
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
-Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Section(s)

Route

6706
5307 t 5308

T.H. 270
T.H. 91

5310
5311
3207

T.H. 264
T.H. 266
T.H. 86

Part 3208
4601, Part 4605 t
4606
4608
4609

T.H. 86
T.H. 4 & 16
T.H. 262
T.H. 263

Jet. F.A.I. 90 to Jet. T.H. 60
South State Line to Jet. T.H. 16 & T.H. 16
to East Jet. T.H. 4 in Sherburn
Granada to Jet. T.H. 16
Ceylon to Jet. T.B. 16

2212
2211
2210
1701, 1702, 8307
0809

T.H.
T.B.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

Jet. T.H. 169 to Jet. T.H. 22
South State Line to Jet. T.H. 16
Bricelyn to Jet. T.H. 16
West County Line to Jet. T.H. 4
Comfrey to Jet. T.B. 14

0801,
0808
8306,
0707,
0711,

4
T.B.
T.B. 257
T.H. 30
T.H. 30
T.B. 83

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.B.

T.H. 66
T.H. 295
T.H. 112
T.H. 93
T.H. 93

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
West
Jet.

T.H. 60 to Good Thunder
T.H. 169 to State Hospital
T.H~ 93 at LeSueur to Jet. T.H. 99
Jet. T.H. 169 to East Jet. T.H. 169
T.H. 19 to North Jet. T.B. 169

U1

I-'
lO

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini

0715
5210
4011
7213
7212

8302
0705, 0706
8105
8107

109
254
253
30
258

Hills to Jet. T.H. 75
South State Line to North County Line (T.H.
91 recommended as a "turnbaek" in Dist. 8)
Round Lake to Jet. T.H. 16
Wilmont to Jet. T.H. 16
South State Line to Jet. T.H. 16

60
15
15
22
22

to
to
to
to
to

Jet. T.H.
Hanska
Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.
Jet. T.H.

7.64
28.20
5.80
14.46
8.12
13.24
12.52
3.20
9.76
22.78
10.03
6.01
41.38
10.80

14

26.17
3.99

22
13
30

24.99
21.59
24.29

Totals

12.02
1.66
13.36
0.78
4.88
111.66

216.01

DISTRICT 8
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Seetion(s)

(J1

I'V

0

•

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini

Route

4311
Part 4701, 4702
3419
3415
1213

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

261
4
294
104
277

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

212 to Winsted
7 to Jet. T.H. 55
71 to Willmar State Hospital
12 to Jet. T.H. 9
23 to Jet. T.H. 40

8714
6409
3709
Part 3701
Part 1209
3708

T.H. 274
T.H. 273
T.H. 275
T.H. 40

Jet.
Jet.
Jet.
Jet.

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

67 to Wood Lake
19 to Belview
212 to Boyd
119 to Jet. T.H. 7

T.H.

40

5908
5907
5109
4110
5103

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

269
268
267
271
30

4211, 5108
5107
4103
3406,3407

T.H.
T.H.
T.H.
T.H.

91
91
19
9

Jet. T.H. 75 to West State

15.97
26.87
0.50
13.55
11.03
8.97
5.02
6.52
8.36
12.63

Li~e

West State Line to Jet. T.H. 23
Edgerton to Jet. T.H. 75
Iona to Jet. T.H. 30
Jet. T.H. 19 to West State Line
Jet. T.H. 59 to East Murray County Line

2.65
7.50
5.37
8.59
14.81

Jet. T.H. 30 to Jet. T.H. 23
South Hurray County Line to Jet. T.H. 30
Jet. T.H. 75 to West State Line
W. Co. Line to Jet. T.H. 23

23.00
10.21

Totals

166.74

10.40
17.64
42.82

DISTRICT 9
Sections of Trunk Highways to be Considered for Return to Local Jurisdiction
- Not Dependent on Construction of Interstate or Paralleling Routes
Control Section(s)

Route

1902
2740
2730, 2731

T .H. 13
T.H. 121
T.H. 190

2756, 2757

T.H. 278

Mileage and Recommendations
Definitely Should
Possibly Should
Be Considered
Be Considered

Termini
Jet. T.H. 55 to Jet. T.H. 49
54th Street (Mpls.) to Jet. T.H. 169
Jet. T.H. 121 to Jet. T.H. 65 and Jet.
T.H. 65 to Jet. T.H. 36
Jet. T.H. 100 to Jet. T.H. 52 and Jet.
T.H. 52 to Jet. T.H. 152
Totals

01
/'V

I-'

4.44
2.44
4.03
2.94
13.85

Appendix C
TRUNK HIGHWAY NEEDS STUDY
CLASSIFICATION OF TRUNK HIGHWAYS BY
LEVEL OF SERVICE PROVIDED
The 1961 and 1962 Hork Programs indicated that the Trunk Highway Needs Study
is to include the classification of our trunk highways. It is of note. in recent
needs studies conducted in other states· that one of the resulting recommendations
has been to establish an integrated, statewide system of freeway or expressway type
routes.
It has been suggested that the State should consider working toward a complete
functional classification on an integrated system basis rather than on the basis of
existing and projected traffic on individual route sections. However, it is felt
that such an integrated system cannot be economically justified on the basis of
available traffic projections because of the several available routes between any
two particular points which now tend to split up the traffic load. Data which would
either confirm or deny the justification for the establishment of an integrated
system could be obtained from a state wide multiple screen line study or a combination of Origin - Destination Studies made in all of the urban municipalities.
The following. map has been prepared using 1981 traffic projections as a guide
with some thought given to provide continuity of the type of service provided wherever it appears that this may be economically possible. This map is colored to
indicate the class or type of facility proposed to be provided on all state highway
routes. These class es are Freeway Routes (green), Expressway Routes (red), Trunk
Routes (blue), and Collector Routes (yellow). These classifications are described
in the following paragraphs:
1 - Freeway Routes - Shall consist of F. A. I. Routes and other high level
major state highway routes with an approximate average daily traffic based on 20
year projection in excess of 10,000 in rural areas or 25,000 in urban areas. These
routes shall:
A - Have fully controlled access with no crossings.
B - Be multi-lane divided facilities.
C - Allow operating speeds of approximate 50 miles per hour in urban areas
up to or near the legal limit in rural areas.
D - Be constructed to a standard which will permit year around use by
maximum legal loads.
2 - Expressway Routes - Shall consist of portions of major state highway routes
on which the 20 year traffic projections indicate an average daily traffic of approximately 5,000 - 10 ,000 in rural areas or 10 ,000 to 30,000 in urban areas. These
routes shall:
A

Have access fully to partially controlled.

B - Have interchanges at crossings of other major routes (with projected
average daily traffic of 2,000 or more) except possibly in highly developed urban
areas where some signalized interchanges at grade may be permitted.
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C - Permit some crossings with minor routes at grade. but the majority
would be terminated or limited as to access.
D - Not provide direct access or service to abutting property except
through frontage roads.
E - Allow operating speeds of 40-45 miles per hour (urban) up to or near
the legal limit (rural).
F - Be constructed to a standard which will permit year around use by
maximum. legal loads.
3 - Trunk Routes - Shall consist of less heavily traveled major state highway
routes where the projected traffic in rural areas is estimated to be between approximately 1,000 to 5.000 average daily traffic or in urban areas in the range of
3.000 - 10.000 average daily traffic. These routes shall:
A - Have limited or partial control of access.
B - Allow direct access or service to abutting property; however, allowed
access should not create any appreciable interference with traffic movement.
C - Normally have intersections with other trunk routes and collector
routes at grade.
D - Allow operating speeds of between 40 - 60 miles per hour on rural
mileage and operating speeds in urban areas would depend on local restrictions.
E - Be constructed to a standard which will permit year around use by
maximum legal loads.
Some sections of trunk routes may be divided facilities not developed to expressway standards.
4 - Collector or Feeder Routes - Shall consist of state highways with projected traffic volumes less than 1.000 average daily traffic in rural areas or 3,000
average daily traffic in urban areas; the prime purpose of these routes is to provide access to the major state highway routes from abutting property and local roads
and streets. These routes should be constructed so as to provide:
A - A minimum of 7 ton springtime axle load carrying capacity with provisions when constructed, to allow increasing the capacity to 9 tons by the placing
of additional surfacing courses. Construction to 9 ton load carrying capacity. immediately or ultimately, would be dependent on the population center (s) and the
needs of the area served, and to some extent the availability of aggregates in the
area.
B - Average operating speeds in rural areas of 40 - 45 miles per hour and
in urban areas approximately 2 - 8 miles per hour below the posted speed limit.
C - A degree of control of access which would range from none in liGhtly
traveled, sparsely developed areas and urban areas to access by permit in more highly developed areas where the traffic volumes are higher •
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MINNESOTA HIGfiWAY DEPARTMENT
Planning & Programming Division - Planning Research Section
In Coopetation With The
U. S. BUREAUi OF PUBLIC ROAD.S
TRUNK HIGHWAY NEEDS STUDY·
I

PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION 13Y SERVICE LEVEL OF FACILITY
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TABLE I
MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
8"888'11188"8,.,,8W8

~

SERVICE LEVEL OF FACILITY
1960 ADT
HEAVY COMMERCIAL)

(DAILY
OPERATING

FREEWAY
EXPRESSWAY
OVER 5,000
(OVER 600)
50 -55

SPEED, M.P. H.
TYPE 4

SURFACE

HIGH

TRUNK ROUTES
2 JOOO- 5 JOOO

FEEDER OR COLLECTOR ROUTES

1,000 - 2,000
(ISO - 300)

(300 -600)
45-50
HIGH
INTERMEDIATE

400 -IJOOO

UNDER 400
(UNDER ISO)

40-45

AVERAGE 40

LOW
INTERMEDIATE

LOW

2

2

2

1

AVERAGE

40

LOW

NUMBER OF LANES

4

2

LANE WIDTH, FEET

12

12

II

10

10

8

6

6

4

3

SHOULDER

WIDTH, FEET

MAXIMUM

GRADIENT,

PERCENT 2

5-7

5-7

5-7

7-10

8-12

MAXIMUM

CURVATURE, DEGREES 2

5-9

6-14

6-14

9-14

II -25

STOPPING

SIGHT

600

475

475

350

350

9

9

9

POSTED

DISTANCE

SPRINGTIME AXLE
TONS
SAFE

BRIDGES

LOADING

I.
2.
3.
4.

MINIMUM

PROTECTION

7

PAVEMENT

WI DTH

+

ULTIMATE
TON 3

9

H 15

HI5

H2O

WIDTH

VERTICAL

RAILROAD

LOAD

2 FEET

HIO

7

ULTIMATE
9 TON 5
H 10

MINIMUM
SURFACE WIDTH

14 FEET

CLEARANCE

GRADE

SEPARATION

ALL CROSSINGS OF MAIN LINE TRACKS TO HAVE FLASHING LIGHTS. ALL OTHER
CROSSINGS TO HAVE FLASHING LIGHTS WHEN EXISTING AVERAGE DAILY
TRAFFIC X TRAINS PER DAY:: 3,500.

FOUR LANE DIVIDED WHEN OVER 8,000 AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC.
LOWER FIGURE FOR FLAT TERRAIN, HIGHER FIGURE FOR RUGGED OR HILLY TERRAIN.
UNLESS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE UNRESTRICTED OUTLET TO MUNICIPALITY OVER 1,000
GOOD SURFACE CONDITION REQUIRED.

POPULATION.

TABLE II
MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
MINIMUM CONDITIONS CONSIDERED ADEQUATE FOR EXISTING TRAFFIC
ON URBAN TRUNK HIGHWAYS
SERVICE LEVEL OF FACILITY

FREEWAY

TRUNK

EXPRESSWAY

ROUTES TRUNK

ROUTES

FEEDER OR
COLLECTOR
ROUTES

1960 ADT
M. P. H.

DESIGN

SPEED

DESIGN

AXLE LOAD

SURFACE
NUMBER
LANE

OVER

J

J

TONS

TYPE I

WIDTH

J

FEET

ILLUMINATION
PARKING
CONTROL
MINOR

OF ACCESS

CROSS

MAJOR CROSS

30

9

9

9

9

9

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

4
OCCASIONALLY

OCCASIONALLY

FULL

PARTIAL

SEPARATED

OCCASIONALLY

PRIVATE

DRIVEWAYS

PAVEMENT

OR

10 - 10.5

10

10

INTERSECTIONS
OCCASIONALLY
RESTRICTED
OCCASIONALL Y
CONTROLLED

USUALLY
AT

STOP

SIGNS

SIGNALS
SOME CONTROLLED
WIDTH

OF

THROUGH

H-20

GOOD SURFACE AND CONDITION REQUIRED.
NUMBER OF THROUGH TRAFFIC LANES.

GRADE

OR STOP

SIGNS

YES

YES

LANES
H-15

CLEARANCE

PROTECTION

NONE

NORMALLY AT GRADE

14 FEET

ALL

SEPARATED

WHERE

POSSIBLE

FOR

2 OR MORE

TRACKS OR FOR ONE TRACK WITH 6 OR MORE
TRAINS. AUTOMATIC SIGNALS ON ALL

I.
2.

NORMALLY PERMITTED

SEPARATED

4'

ELIMINATE
RAILROAD

2

TERMINATED

CONTROLLED

LOADING
VERTICAL

SIGNALS

NONE

WIDTH

2

CONTINUOUS
IN
HIGHLY
DEVELOPED AREAS

NONE

SEPARATED

INTERMEDIATE

2-4

DIVIDED

II

STREETS
ALL

UNDER 1,000

30

USUALLY

CROSS OR TURNING
GRADE

1,000- 3,000

30

TERMINATED

OF
AT

3,000 -10,000

35

ST'REETS

CONTROL
TRAFFIC

BRIDGES

10,000 - 30,000

50

MINIMUM
4 DIVIDED
II
PREFERABLY 12
PREFERABLY
CONTI NUOUS

LANES 2

OF

25,000

OTHERS.

AUTOMATIC

SIGNALS

TABLE

SERVICE LEVEL OF FACILITY

III

INTERSTATE

8 FREEWAYS EXPRESSWAYS

FEEDER OR COLLECTOR ROUTES

TRUNK ROUTES

1981 ADT
OVER 10,000 5000-JO,000 2,000-5,000 1,000-2.,000
(DAILY HEAVY COMMERCIAL) {OVER I,IOO} (600-1.100)
(300-600)
(150-300)
DESIGN SPEED, M. P. H.

70

OPERATING SPEED, M.P. H.

70

10

10

40-60'

40-60'

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
INTERMEDIATE

9

9

9

9

4 DIVIDED

2 (MIN.)

2 (MIN.)

2

2

2

12

12

12

12

12

12

BITUMINOUS

GRAVEL

GRAVEL

GRAVEL

GRAVEL
4

DESIGN AXLE LOAD, TONS
NUMBER OF LANES

MIN-4 DIVIDED

LANE WIDTH, FEET
SHOULDER

12

TYPE

BITUMINOUS

SHOULDER WIDTH, FEET
MAXIMUM

GRADIENT,

CONTROL

OF

BITUMINOUS

PERCENT

WIDTH, FEET

STOPPING SIGHT

200

DISTANC~,

FEET

1

BRIDGES

UNDER 80
OVER

80

1
1

LONG
LONG

RAILROAD

I
2
'3
4
S

CLEARANCE, FEET

PROTECTION

7 ULTIMATE

7

ULTIMATE

92

92

2

8

6

4

3

43

53

6

3

83

3

3

3

4

3

53

53

6

3

6

3

FULL OR
PARTIAL

+

DISTANCE BETW. CIL

600

600

APPLICABLE

(FAI

150')

PAVEMENT

PLUS

(FAI

1
)

PAVEMENT

PLUS

1

4

11

GRADE

4
2

EFFECT IVE
6

1

SEPARATIONS

ACCESS BY
PERMIT

NOT

REQI D

120

100

100

600

475

350

350

ONE PER MILE

SHOULDER WIDTH

AS

PAVEMENT

AVAILABLE

PLUS

6

FEET

FEET

SI6
16

ACCESS BY
PERMIT

3

LANES
LANES

4 LANE-NOT APPLICABLE
2 LANE - ONE PER MILE

NOT

16

200 MINIMUM
150' MINIMUM

600

150

ACCESS BY
PERMIT

PARTIAL

1

LOW

LOW

3

H2O
S

AVG. 45

8

LOADING
VERTI CAL

1

8

PASSING OPPORTUNITIES"'4
WIDTH

AVG. 45

3_3

1

RIW

LOW
INTERMEDIATE
7 ULTIMATE

9

50

50
1

3

FULL

ACCESS

60
AVG.45

3

10

CURVATURE, DEGREES

MAXIMUM

UNDER 200

POSTED LIMIT

POSTED LIMIT

SURFACE TYPE

200-400
400- 1,000
(LESS THAN 150)

H 20
16

1

16

1

H 15 SI2

S 16
16'

16

1

16

1

GRADE SEPARATIONS ON 4 LANE DIVIDED ROADS AND ON 2 LANE ROADS WHERE
NO. OF TRAINS EXCEEDS 6 PER DAY. FLASHING LIGHT SIGNALS ON ALL
MAIN LINE CROSSINGS, ALL OTHERS FLASHING LIGHTS WHEN AVERAGE
DAILY TRAFFIC X TRAINS PER DAY = 3.000. REFLECTORIZED WARNING SIGNS
ON ALL OTHERS.

WITH LOCAL RESTRICTIONS.
UNLESS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE UNRESTRICTED OUTLET TO MUNICIPALITY OVER
1,000 POPULATION.
MAY BE INCREASED BY 2/3 IN RUGGED OR HILLY TERRAIN.
A CLIMBING LANE SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR TRUCKS ON
2 LANE ROADS WHERE
THE
TRAFFIC IS OVER 2,000 AVERAGE
DAILY
AND THE PRODUCT OF THE PERCENT OF GRADE X THE LENGTH OF GRADE EXCEEDS S,OOO.
VERTICAL CLEARANCES OF IS' ARE ALLOWABLE IN THE TWIN CITY METROPOLITAN AREA WITHIN THE F. A.1. BELTLINE, EXCEPT ON

TRAFFIC
RAILROAD

(12

%

HEAVY

SEPARATIONS.

COMMERCIAL)

SERVICE LEVEL OF FACILITY
1981 ADT
DESIGN

SPEED

DESIGN

AXLE

LOAD, TONS

OF LANES I

MIN.

PARKING 3

MAJOR

OF

ACCESS
STREET

CROSS STREET

CONTROL OF CROSS OR TURNING
TRAFFIC

AT GRADE

PRIVATE

DRIVEWAYS

9

9

9

9

9

9

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

DIVIDED

4 DIVIDED
OCCASIONALLY

2

4

DIVIDED

4

CONTINUOUS

12

RESTRICTED
OR ELIMINATED

FULL

FU LL OR PART.

PARTIAL

TERMINATED

TERMINATED

USUALLY
TERMINATED

SEPARATED

PREFERABLY
SEPARATED
PREFERABLY
SEPARATED OR
STOP SIGNS
NONE OR FEW

NONE
PAVEMENT AND

MINIMUM

4

FRONTAGE ROADS
PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
PROTECTION

16' 4

115

12

12

OCCASIONA LLY
RESTRICTED

YES
USUALLY
AT

YES

NONE

GRADE

PREFERAB LY STOP
SIGNS SOME
TRAFFIC SIGNALS

STOP

SIGNS

OR

RESTRICTED SOME
RIGHT TURNS ONLY

1

TRAFFIC

LANES

TRAFFIC

YES

+

4

1

+

SIGNALS

YES

SIDEWALKS

S-16
16 1S

WHERE
NEEDED
ELIMINATED OR SEPARATED
GRADE

2

AT GRADE

H- 20
CLEARANCE

2

INTERSECTIONS

4

NO

ALL

HIGH INTERMEDIATE HIGH INTERMEDIATE

OCCASIONALLY 4

12

12

LOADING
VERTICAL

I.
2.
3.
4.
S.

30

SEPARATED

WIDTH

RAILROAD

30

NO

CROSS

BRIDGES

3,0

CONTINUOUS

ILLUMINATION

MINOR

40

50

12

LANE WIDTH) FEET

CONTROL

40

MINIMUM

TYPE

SURFACE
NUMBER

LIMIT, M.P.H.

TABLE IV
MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
NEW CONSTRUCTION DESIGN STANDARDS FOR URBAN TRUNK HIGHWAYS
2
INTERSTATE a EXPRESSWAYS
TRUNK ROUTES
FEEDER OR COLLECTOR ROUTES
FREEWAYS
10.000-30,000
25.000 +
HIGH LEVEL
LOW LEVEL 3,000-10.000 1,000 - 3,000
400 -1.000
UNDER 400
OF SERVICE
OF SERVICE

SEPARATIONS

16 15

USUALLY NONE
CROSSWALKS
ELIMINATE WHERE FEASIBLE FOR 2
AUTOMATIC SIGNALS
OR MORE TRACKS OR FOR I TRACK WITH
SPUR TRACKS MAY HAVE REFLECT6 OR MORE TRAINS PER DAY. AUTOMATIC
ORIZED CROSSBUCKS.
SIGNALS AT ALL OTHERS.

THROUGH TRAFFI C LANES
THE MAJOR PORTION OF THIS CLASSIFICATION WOULD BE MADE UP OF CITY STREETS NOT -ON THE TRUNK HIGHWAY SYSTEM AND THEREFORE NOT INCLUDED IN THIS
PARALLEL PARKING IN LANES (8-10 FEET IN WIDTH) PROVIDED IN ADDITION TO THROUGH TRAFFIC LANES.
CONTINUOUS IN BUSINESS, COMMERCIAL, AND DENSE RESIDENTIAL AREAS; INTERSECTIONS IN INDUSTRIAL AND OUTLYING RESIDENTIAL AREAS.
VERTICAL CLEARANCE OF IS' ARE ALLOWABLE IN THE
TWIN CITY METROPOLITAN AREA WITHIN THE F.A.1. BELTLINE, EXCEPT ON RAILROAD SEPARATIONS.

STUDY.

IMIN

I

HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT
The BUI'eau of Criminal Apprehension was created in 1927, and Minnesota Statutes covering its authority and responsibility are presently coded as 626.311 to
626.64. The original statutes created two responsibilities:
PROVIDE skilled investigative assistance for local departments on request.
SET UP a state identification bureau of criminal records, photographs and
fingerprints.
The 1927 statute also provided that police training "may" be given by the superintendent as deemed necessary.
In 1935 D following the recommendations of a Crime Commission appointed by
Governor Christianson, the investigative division was given full powers of arrest,
a division of statistics was created. a radio station was put in operation with the
first unit at Redwood Falls, and a provision was included for providing scientific
aid to local law enforcement. This latter provision w~s. not implemented until 1947
when the laboratory was officially started.
In 1953 the radio station was discontinued, and the broadcasting functions
were transferred to the Highway Department, though the Bureau retains responsibility for police broadcasts on the.highway network.
In 1953 also, a verified identification card law was enacted. No funds were
appropriated and because the compulsory section was deleted from this bill prior
to its enactment, the Attorney General advised that no other Bureau funds be ex·
pended for this operation.
p

In 1959 a police training bill was enacted. Thi.s set up police training, and
requires that the Bureau provide such training to local departments.
Since its inception in 1927, the Bureau has operated out of the Capitol, the
State Office Building, 1279 University Avenue, the Shubert Building and, on April 1
1962, the Bureau moved into the second floor of the old highway building, 1246 University Avenue, St. Paul. No construction for the specific use of the Bureau has
ever been done except remodeling of the present quarters~ particularly for laboratory space. A shortage of funds has resulted in the postponement of some of the
remodeling of this space.
In 1961 the implied consent law was enacted, and the Highway Commissioner is~
sued a regulation placing the responsibility in this Bureau for the qualifications
of police officers making use of this statute and the technicians who subsequently
analyze the specimens obtained. Specifically, the laboratory director is given
this responsibility. Due to a serious shortage of personnel and equipment, no action has been taken to implement this responsibility until such time as additional
personnel and funds are made available.
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ORGANIZATION
The Bureau was originally created and placed under the Attorney General, but
the statute provides for the appointment of the Superintendent by the Governor.
Each division, except the investigative division, is presently headed by a supervisor, all reporting to the assistant superintendent and the superintendent (see Figure 1). All divisions work out of the offices at 1246 University Avenue. Regional
crime investigators are ~tationed at Duluth, Thief River Falls, Fergus Falls, Willmar and Rochester (see Figure 2). These field men maintain offices in their homes
and at the local sheriff's office or police department.
The statutes define the specific functions of the Bureau, and the divisions
have been organized on a~orking basis with the administrative division primarily a
service division supplying clerical, record, supply and personnel service to the
other' .di V:lsiOhS •
RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
The statutes speci~ically provide the Bureau's authority and res~~~sibilities.
In the area of law enforcement, higher courts hav~ generally ruled that the law enforcement function cannot assume any authority not specifically given to it. The advice
of the Attorney General's office over the years has been that this procedure be followed literally. The general responsibilities of the Bureau are as follows:
TO MAINTAIN criminal records, photographs and fingerprints of all subjects arrested for criminal offenses in this state» to furnish and make available these records to all law enforcement agencies. In implementing this function, the Bureau
authorizes police broadcasts and publishes a bi-weekly national bulletin.
THE BUREAU provides skilled investigative assistance when and where needed or
requested by a local law enforcement agency. The law provides that investigations
may be initiated by the superintendent for any criminal offense. However. independent investi-gatiensare seldom conducted, as most investigations are made in conjunction with the local department.
THE BUREAU collects and analyzes crime statistics for the Governor, the Legislature and local departments.
THE BUREAU provides. scientific aids to local departments through the services
of the laboratory.
THE BUREAU provides police training to officers throughout the state as approved by the Police Training Board composed of all major departments and police organizations.
THE BUREAU carries out several minor responsibilities which include licensing of
mobile radio equipment; the clearance of detective license applicants and photographing and fingerprinting of inmates at the State Reformatory for Women.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The objective of the Bureau's entire program is to provide the type of help needed by local law enforcement agencies and thereby attain a greater efficiency and effectiveness in the over-all law enforcement program. This objective will be reached
when the rate of criminal offenses is reduced to a tolerable level. The Bureau considers this level to be one wherein at least 50% of all crimes are solved and 50% of
all perpetrators are arrested and brought before justice for disposition.
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Figure I
Organization and Function Chart
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Check File
Court Testimony
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Budget
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Weekly Bulletin

LABORATORY
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Figure :2
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During the past ten years, the number of crimes solved in Minnesota has dropped from 44% to less than 25%. This percentage of crimes solved should be raised
to approximately 50% in order to provide reasonable security to the general public.
FINANCING
The Bureau is financed entirely by legislative appropriation from General Revenue. The 1959 and 1960 budget was as follows:
1959
Salaries

1960

$ 178,140

Supplies & Expense

40,295

37,360

The salaries were all expended for the 29 employees of the Bureau except for
the matching portion for benefits and social security.
The supplies and expense were expended roughly as follows:
Space rental • • • • • • • • • • • $10,500
Communications. • • • • • • • •• 5,000
Travel and transportation • • •• 6,500
Supplies, repairs, etc. • • • • • 10,000
New property, including 3 car
trades • • • • 8,000
The police training bill in 1959 provided a $25,000 biennial appropriation.
This money was used for transportation, meals, expenses, fees for some instructors,
and provided during the 2-year period a total of 16 two-week regional police schools and
3 one-week specialized training courses conducted in St. Paul Approximately $3,000
was expended for train~ng equipmen~.
STANDARDS
In the absence of clearly defined standards in this profession, the Bureau has
set the following:
COMPLETE accuracy in all work done.
COMPLETE objectivity.
SINCE A LARGE portion of the requests received cannot be honored, assistance
is given on the basis of those requests which are of paramount importance to the
citizens of the community.
PLANS
The Bureau does not contemplate any new services at this time. '
The greatest need is to obtain the personnel, equipment and funds to provide
present services more adequately to the local departments. No scientific breakthrough is expected which will revolutionize law enforcement.
During the past 50 years, most legiSlation and court decisions have been in
the direction of expanding and enlarging the protection and rights of the individual. The result of these laws and decisions has been to increase the difficulty
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of law enforcement. As an illustration, the courts now rule that a law enforcement
officer cannot make an arrest and seize stolen property when he sees a fleeing criminal unless he has specific information that this individual committed a specific
crime and is making an arrest for this offense.
The Bureau's plan is to seek the necessary funds and personnel to improve the
quality and quantity of present services, and thereby to improve the effectiveness
of each local law enforcement agency to the end that the optimum level of 50% solution of crimes is attained.
ACTION PROGRAMS TO IMPLEMENT PLANS
To attain the minimum objectives, the Bureau will need during the next 10 years
a minimum of 35 additional personnel and additional funds as indicated in Table I.
At least 15 additional employees are needed at this time to adequately handle the
present workload.
Table I
1963-64

1965-66

1967-68

1969-70

1971-72

ADMINISTRATION
Personnel Needs
Clerk Typist II
Account Clerk
Clerk Steno I
New Personnel Cost
,Equipment Needs
Normal replacement and
file additions
Desks, chairs and files
for new personnel
New Equipment Cost

1
1

$

9,600

$

1
7,200

$

500

$

500

$

500

$

500

$

500

$

300
800

$

300
800

$

300
800

$

500

$

500

IDENTIFICATION
Personnel Needs
Fingerprint Technician
Clerk Typist I
Clerk Typist II
New Personnel Cost
Equipment Needs
Replacement and expansion
of files, etc.
Desks, chairs for new
personnel
Total Equipment Needs

1

1
1

1
$17,600'

$

6 11 000

$10,000

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

500
$ 1,500

$ 1,000

300
$ 1,300

300
$ 1,300

$ 1,000

4
1

2

2

2

$60,000

$24,000

.$24 11 000

$24,000

INVESTIGATION
Personnel Needs
Crime Investigator
Crime Inv. Supervisor
New Personnel Cost
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1

1
$26 11 000

1963-64

1965-66

196.7-68

1969-70

1971-72

Equipment Needs
500
Firearms, Etc.
$
New Vehicles and radios 12,500
New Equipment Cost $13,000

200
5,000
$ 5,200

$

$

$

INVESTIGATION (Cant.)
$

200
5,000
$ 5,200

200
5,000
$ 5,200

200
5,0·00
$ 5,200

1

1

LABORATORY
Personnel Needs
Laboratory Analyst
Photographer
Mobile Lab. Field Man
Clerk Steno I
New Personnel Cost

3

$45,000

Equipment Needs
Scientific equipment
$40,000
Lab. Facilities (benches, tables, etc.)
15,000
New Equipment Cost $55,000

1
1
$30,000

1
1
$20,000

$15,000

$30,000

$ 5,000

$ 5,000

$ 5,000

$ 5,000

1,000
$ 6,000

1,000
$ 6,000

1,000
$ 6,000

1,000
$ 6,000

1

STATISTICAL
Personnel Needs
Research Analyst II
Clerk Steno II
Clerk II
New Personnel Cost

1
$18,000

$ 7,200

Equipment Needs
Electronic data unit
Desks, files, etc.
New Equipment Cost

$30,000
1.000
$31,000

$

1
1

500
500

$

500
500

$

500
500

$

500
500

POLICE TRAINING
Personnel Needs
Police Instruct9r
Clerk Steno II
New Personnel Cost

1
1
$20,000

Equipment Needs
Training Equipment
New Equipment Cost

$ 2,500
$ 2,500

$'1,000
$ 1,000

15
28
43

$ 1,000
$ 1,000

$ 1,000
$ 1,000

$ 1,000
$ 1,000

6

6

43
49

48
54

4
55
59

4
59
63

SUMMARY
Total New Personnel Needs
P~esent Personnel
Total Personnel
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BUDGETARY NEEDS
The budget estimates for the next 10 year period are as follows:
1963-64

1965-66

1967-68

1969-70

1971-72

Salaries

$ 570,000 $ 644,000 $ 703,500 $ 754,500 $ 813.000

Supplies & Expense

$ 215,500 $ 150,000 $ 155,000 $ 164,500 $ 174.200

FINANCING THE PLAN
It is anticipated. that the Legislature will appropriate all future funds from
General Revenue income as it has in the past.
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II

u

R CONTROL COMMISSION'

The Liquor Control Commission was created by the 1933-34 Special Session of
the Legislature to regulate the importation and sale of intoxicating liquors, wine
and beer and to enforce the collection of state taxes on these beverages.
The office of the Commission for purposes of administration is divided into
the following units:
LICENSE AND REGULATION SECTION--This section checks and prepares 27 different
types of licenses and permits; maintains a current register and publishes lists of
retail liquor dealers, municipal stores, wholesalers, manufacturers and importers;
indexes more than 11,000 dealers through inspection cards; processes all alcoholic
beverage advertisements proposed for publication in the state and checks monthly
reports of druggists' prescription sales of medicinal liquors.
AUDITS AND RECEIPTS SECTION-~This section receiyes and deposits with the State
Treasurer all departmental collections of taxes, licenses, permits, service fees
and tax deficiencies; receives approximately 1,200 monthly tax reports from manufacturers, wh91esalers, importers and brewers and issues permits and identification
cards.
MINIMUM CONSUMER RESALE PRICES--This section administers laws providing for
the filing of uniform statewide retail prices for the sale of bottled distilled
spirits a~d wines; publishes two compiete price books and four supplements a year
for mailing to each retailer, wholesaler, manufacturer and importer, and does some
enforcement work to assure maintenance of prices b¥ retailers.
LABELS AND IMPORT SECTION--This section inspects all distilled spirits and
wine imported to Minnesota wholesalers and registers all brands of alcoholic beverages sold in the state to preserve the property rights of brand owners and to maintain identity of the beverages sold through legal channels of trade.
INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT SECTION--This section is responsible for the enforcement of liquor laws and regulations and calls on all licensed dealers to determine that the beverages are tax paid; that liquor sold in bars is of standard
quality; that all licenses are obtained and posted and that the premises comply
with the Liquor Control Act. Commission inspectors work closely with local law
enforcement agencies and officials.
The authority and responsibility of the Liquor Control Commission are spelled
out specifically by state statutes. The Commission maintains a library of federal
and state laws and regUlations, and copies of all opinions by the Attorney General
since January 1934.
Each legislative session since 1934 has produced rev~s~ons of the Liquor Control Act and the goal of the Commission has always been to accomodate these revisions by modifying policies and methods of the department to assure smooth and ef~
ficient operation.
The work of the Commission is financed by appropriations from the General Revenue Fund. In fiscal year 1960 less than 1 1/2 cents of each tax dollar collected
by the Commission was used to pay administrative expenses.
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. Since the Liquor Control Commission's duties are almost entirely administrative, its course of action during the next decade, ~y~d its present role, must be
determined by the Legislature. The Commission's expected performance for the next
10 years can best be projected on the basis of what it has done in the past.
In the fi:rst full year of its operation, the Commission in 1935 collected
$3,026.193 in revenue for the state at a cost of $209,860. In that year Commission
expenses equalled almost 7 per cent of the revenue collected.
In the. fiscal year 1960 the Commission collected approximately $20,000,000 in
state taxes and administrative expenses amounted to less than 1 1/2 per cent.
The Commission currently has a staff of 35, the same number of employees it
has had for the past 23 years. Yet in the same period of time revenues col~ected
by the Commission have increased almost $15,000,000 and the work load has increased by an estimated 200 per cent.
As new duties are added by the Legislature the Commission will set up action
programs to perform them. Financial needs during the next ten years depend direct·ly upon the work assigned to the Commission by future sessions of the Legislature,
which also will have to provide appropriations from the General Revenue Fund to
·fill the needs.
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVil DEFENSE
The Department of Civil Defense is organized and derives its powers from Chapter 12 of Minnesota Statutes, 1961. The Department is responsible for the prepar~
tion and carrying out of all emergency actions, other than military, to minimize and
repair damage resulting from enemy attack or sabotage.
Responsibilities of the Department also include duties in connection with tornadoes and other disasters.
The Department is headed by a director appointed by the Governor. He has one
deputy and two assistant directors. In addition there are five 'mobile support area
commanders at district headquarters in Eveleth, Bemidji, Mankato, Ale~andria and
Faribault.
The objective of the Department is to insure continuity of government and civil
order in case of any major emergency and to keep up to date the Minnesota Survival
Plan which sets forth in broad outline the plans for the operations of the state and
its political subdivisions in the event of a declared emergency.
The Department receives half its support from the Federal Government and the
other half from appropriations by the State Legislature. State appropriations for
the fiscal years 1962 and 1963 included $187,420 for salaries, $40,000 for equipment
and state aid, and $50,000 for supplies and expenses.
The standards of its programs are set, basically, by the Federal Civil Defense
agencies, which outline the preparations the state agency should make to cope with
national emergencies.
Since it is so closely tied with the federal program, the State Civil Defense
Department must continually modify the state program so that it will be in line with
changing federal plans.
Continued technological progress requires constant revision of the l1innesota
Survival Plan, which sets forth the ultimate organization and functions of the agency.
First drawn, up in 1958, the Plan is presently undergoing major revisions by this
Department and other agencies with delegated responsibilities in State Government to
insure the Plan's workability.
The Plan provides for an alternate seat of State Government in Mankato and the
five mobile support areas also have been given specific roles to play in the event
of a major emergency.
Functions of the Department include, among others, fire-fighting; medical and
health, rescue, engineering and air raid warning services; communications; defense
against radiological, chemical and other special weapons; e~ergency welfare service;
emergency transportation; plant protection and temporary restoration of public utility services.
But the major responsibility of the Department now is to keep the Civil Defense
plans for the state current so that if needed, the plans will not be found obsolete
and unusable because of rapidly changing situations.
To cope with the increasing complexity of Civil Defense, the Department plans
to increase the number of mobile support areas from five to six and increase the
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staff of each of the six areas from the present single commander and half-time clerical assistant by adding a full-time operations officer, who would probably be engineer,
and by providing full-time cleFi~al assi~tance.
The Department also plans to double the present staff of the UNICOM (Unified
Command) area. which includes the metropolitan complex of St. Paul and Minneapolis.
This would be divided into two areas, each with a commander, an operations officer
and a clerical worker.
Long-range programming of the Department's efforts are entirely dependent upon
the federal government and new technological advances that must be coped with as
they occur.
One-half of the financing for the increased state staff will be requested from
the State Legislature; the other half will be supplied by the Federal Government.
Overall costs of operating the Department during the coming decade are unkown and
depend almost entirely on federal planning and programming. A deterioration of the
international. situation at any time could place new demands and responsibilities on
the De~artment.
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DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AFFAIRS
With the exception of constitutional offices. the office of'the Adjutant General, in existence since Territorial days, is the oldest department in Minnesota State
Government.
The National Guard has been employed in the defense of the State, enforcement
of its laws and the protection of life and property on numerous occasions. In the
past 25 years, elements of the National Guard have been mobilized in the inte~est of
the state and the welfare of its citizens more than 50 times.
The present strength of the Minnesota National Guard is app~oximately 10.800
officers and enlisted men. It is organized in 67 communities in the state and consists of 101 company or battery-sized units of the Army National Guard, grouped into
19 battalions and five battle groups. The Air National Guard is organized into four
headquarters and 10 squadrons consisting of an air defense group and an air transport
wing.
The actual strength is about 68 per cent of the authorized complement. Budgetary limitations imposed by the Federal government currently prevent any substantial
increase.
The Adjutant General is charged with the responsibility for organ~z~ngt training,
equipping, supplying and housing these forces and for their ability to successfully
discharge their state and federal missions.
The Army National Guard operates in state-owned and controlled armories, valued
at more than $15,500,000, and the Camp Ripley Military Reservation of 43,000 acres,
valued at $25,000,000. The Air National Guard is stationed at a $2,500,000 stateowned airbase at Duluth and at a federally-owned and operated airbase at Wold-Chamberlain Field in Minneapolis.
All military property, numbering upward of 40,000 items with a value of approximately $75,000,000, is loaned to the state by the federal government. The state,
operating through the Adjutant General, is responsible for the maintenance and serviceability of the property.
The Minnesota National Guard has both federal and state responsibilities. The
major cost of its operation is paid by the federal government. In general, federal
funds are used for the armory-drill and field-training salary of troops; the technician program; subsistence and transportation when units are in training; the cost of
all military uniforms. arms, equipment and' supplies; the cost of all construction at
Camp Ripley and 75 per cent of the construction cost of new armories.
I

The state, in general, pays the cost of operating, maintaining and repairing
armories, 25 per cent of the cost of armory construction and the general day-to-day
costs of administering and operating the Guard.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, federal funds allotecl to the Minnesota
National Guard amounted to $12,651,319; state appropriations totaled $989,079, making
the proportion of federal to state funds approximately 13 to 1.
Those figures do not include the inventory value of equipment such as aircraft,
tanks, weapons, motor vehicles etc., which are furnished by the federal government.
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The 'fed~ral funds,included wages for 860 technicians amounting to $4,328.495.
These employees are authorized by the National Defense Act and are governed by National Guard regulations. In general, their duties cover administrative and accounting
positions, maintenance of equipment, "repair and inspection, of; material.
In fiscal year 1960, 159 regular employees were paid $567,393 in wages and
salaries from state funds.
Staff and financial needs during the next decade depend entirely upon U.S. Defense Department needs and policies, and although the basic responsibility of the
Military Affairs Department remains the same, advancing arms technology and changes
on the international scene will require constant revision of the methods and practices
used in discharging that responsibility.
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SECTION V
FINANCING FUTURE STATE SERVICES
A JLev.i.ew 06 M.i.nnuota.' .6 JU..6tOJLy JLevea.l.6 a mO.6t .6.i.gn.i.Mc.ant 6act abouA:.i.:t6 cA..:t..i.zen6 --they take pJL.i.de .i.n the.i.JL .6tate.

They Me pJLoud 06 the.i.JL ac.c.ompLiAhment.6 dUJL-

.i.ng thUJL 6.i.Mt c.entu.JLy 06 .6.t.a;tehood.

And--they Me upec..i.a.U..lj pMud 06 thUJL gOVeJLn-

ment--loc.al. and .6tate.

M.i.nnuota. ha.6 enjoyed an env.i.able JLec.oJLd 60JL honuty and e6-

6.(.c..i.enc.lj .i.n goveJLnment.
M.i.nnu ota c..i.t.i.zen6 now, a.6 .i.n the pa.6 t, want and expect to pay 6oJL a lug h quo..LU.lj
educ.a.ti.onal. .61}.6tem, a good h.i.ghwalj .61j.6tem, a pJLogJLu.6.i.ve pMgJLam 06 natuJLal. JLUOu.JLc.u
C.On6 eJLvaUon, mental health and wel6Me pJLogJLam6 to meet the need6 06 the Ul, aged
and un60JLtu.nate, and otheJL public. .6 eJLv.i.c.u that Me c.ontempOJLMtj.
Popu.i..a:ti..on gJLowth w.i.th .i.:t6 ac.c.ompanlj.i.ng need 60JL new and .i.nc.JLe£t6 ed public. .6 eJLV.i.c.u ha.6 c.~~d, and, will c.orz.;ti.nu.e to c.au..6 e a need 60JL gJLeateJL .6tate and loc.a.l. JLev-

el1U.u.

The 60Uow.i.ng .6ecti.on JLeveal.6 ,in ta.bulM 60 M1 the u.timated JLevenue need6 60 JL

the opeJLaUon 06 .6tate goveJLnment .i.n the dec.ade, ,c.h.ead.

Agency
Dept. of Highways
Crime Bureau
All Other Departments
& Agencies

196~

!ill.

1966

!J.§2

.!ill

!.ill.

illQ.

.liZ!

$203,~66,700 $204,861,300 $206,935,750 $209.184,550 $211,778.450 $212.632,850 $212,427.800 $~57,146,821
392,750

392,750

397,000

106,467,210

104,204.878

114.561,488

397,000 .
112,057,646

429.250

429,250

459,500

459.500

123,412,873

120,938,437

131.826,197

129,032,804

$732,009,751 $748.709,189 $796,066,297 $811,208,~18 $849.488,871 $866,716.537 $907.1~9.392 $868.447,963

Total

Estimated Federal Funds to be Received by Major State Agency Reclpienta*
For Fiscal Years Ending June 30

Col'
~

en

•
.Agency
Dept. of Education
Dept. of Health
Dept. of Public Welfare
Dept. of Agriculture
Dept. of Conservation
Dept. of Highways

* Estimated

1964

1965

1966

1967
--

--

1968

1969

1970

$ 8,590,730

$ 8,915,730

$ 9,468,730

$ 9,615,000

$10,206,000

$10,605,000

$11,212,000

$11,697,000

1,413,438

1,430,569

l,l+98,263

1.502,113

1,512,171

1,539,100

1.557.186

1,561,018

42,06l+,000

l+2 .-162 ,084

42,290.926

41.,903.256

l+1.976.346

4~,449.460

42.714.158

65,000

65,000

67,250

67,250

69,750

69,750

72,000

72,000

1,689,059

1.689,059

1,717,696

1,717,696

2,075,198

2,075.198

2.203.113

2,203.113

88,344,000

91 ,.l+22 ,000

93,997,000

97.073,000

97,073,000

97,073,000

94,107,000

19,692.000

~2,230,575

-

on basis of present status of federal funds disbursed to major state agency recipients.

1971

FURTHER SUGGESTED READING
Students and others interested in the operation of Minnesota's state government
can find a wealth of material on all aspects of the subject in the Reference Library
of the Minnesota Historical Society. There almost every report made by agencies of
the government are on file.
Of particular interest in gaining an over-all view of Minnesota's government
are the results of the Self-Survey Policy Committee of 1956. The Library has on file
summarized reports of the Functional and Operational Task Forces of the Committee and
summary evaluations of their findings. The complete reports of the Committee are on
file in the office of the Commissioner of Administration.
Also available at the Library is the report, "How to Achieve Greater Efficiency
in Government", made by the Minnesota Efficiency in Government Commission (the "Little Hoover Commission") in 1950.
Other publications at the Library include:
Minnesota's Opportunities and Challenges--Minnesota Department of Business
Development, 1962.
Minnesota's Tomorrow, The Economic Future of Our Region--University of
Minnesota Graduate School Social Science Research Center, 1956.
Minnesota State Plan for Hospitals, Public Health Centers and Related Medical
Facilities, 13th annual revision, Department of Health, 1961-62.
Let's Look to the Future-- a report to the Governor by the Advisory Commission
to the Department of Business Development, 1954.
Minnesota's Tax Structure--report of the Minnesota Tax Study Commission, 1954
Report of the Minnesota

Stat~

Planning Board, 1934-35.

Final Report of the Minnesota Efficiency and Economy Commission, 1914.
The Historical Society Library also has on file all reports of interim commissions and committees set up by the Legislature. These reports deal with specific
aspects of state government and cover a wide range of subjects.
Topics of these reports include agricultural problems, bank taxation, conservation laws, domestic relations problems, education, election laws, forest resources, game and fish resources, highway laws, housing discrimination and segregation
practices, Indian affairs, iron are taxation, public welfare laws, water conservation, youth conservation and many more.
Reports on file at the Library are available to the public in the Society's
reading room.
Three additional reports dealing with planned use of Minnesota's natural resources are:
MINNESOTA LANDS, Ownership, Use and Management of Forests and Related Lands, by
Samuel Trask Dana; 1960, American Forestry Association, 919 17th Street N.W.,
Washington 6, D.C. (460 pp.).
~
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MINNESOTA NATURAL RESOURCES; 1962, Mlnnes6ta Natural Resources Council (65 pp.).
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE I Land, Land Use and Recreation. 1960, Minnesota State
Department of Conservation (44 pp.) •
. Also of interest in relation to Minnesota's government are research reports
issued by the Minnesota Legislative Research Committee. Some of the studies which
bear on state planning are listed below by pUblication number, title of the report
and date of the report.
lO--Workmen's Compensation and Agricultural Labor in Minnesota, August, 1948
Il--Building Regulation in Minnesota, August 1948.
13--Building Needs of the University and State Teachers Colleges, November 1948.
15--Care of the Infirm Aged, November 1948.
16--Forests and Forest Lands in Minnesota, November 1948.
18--Seven States' Tax Systems, December 1948.
21--Building Needs of Public Institutions, December 1948.
31--State Inspectional Services, November 1950.
32--Post-Audit Function, November 1950.
34--State-Local Fiscal Relationships, December 1950.
38--State Cigarett~ Taxes, December 1950.
39--Iron Mining Taxation, December 1950.
40--Education Aids, Costs and Taxes in Minnesota, December 1950
41--Tuition ~n~ fees at State Universities 1951-52, November, 1950.
44--Relative Responsibility for Costs -of Care in State Institutions, May 1952.
45--Minnesota Teachers Colleges, August 1952._
47--Public Assistance Policies .Among the States - 1951, August 1952.
49--Allocation of Highway User Taxes in the Various States, August 1952.
50--Minnesota's State and Local Tax Burden, November 1952.
51--The Organization and Administration of Minnesota's Mental Hospitals,
November 1952.
52--Mental Hospital Personnel, December 1952.
53--Policies and Practices Relating to State B~ilding Projects in Minnesota,
December 1952.
66--The State's Responsibility Toward Problems of Higher Education, December
1954.
75~-Taxation of Commercial Motor Vehicles, December 1956.
7~a-A Study of the Health Department, December 1956.
77--Synopsis of Funds Operated by State, April 1958.
79--Mental Health Research, Ja~uary 1961.
82--Iron Range State Hospital. January 1961.
83--The Feasibility of Establishing a State College in Western and Southwestern
Minnesota, January 1961.
84--State Regulation of Gas and Electric Rates, January 1961.
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